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DEDICATION TO OEIGINAL EDITION.

TO LORD BROUGHAM.
My Lord,

The interest and part you took in tlie effort that was made to

establish in the University of London a professorship of the branches

of science treated of in this work, have made me desirous of connecting

your name with this attempt to give to them a still more popular

exposition than was at that time contemplated. Excepting as a

qualification for the practice of surgery and medicine, in the curriculum

of no school or college in the kingdom is an explanation of the

structure and functions of the human body included. As a qualifica-

tion for no profession or pursuit, in the curriculum of no school or

college in England is an explanation of the phenomena of the hitman

mind, and of the laws that govern the formation and direction of its

intellectual and moral powers, included. The omission of these

subjects from the ordinary courses of education cannot be because they

are without interest, nor because nothing worthy of being communi-
cated lias been discovered respecting them, nor because there is

insuperable difficulty in the exposition of what is ascertained.

Since the mind is the subject upon which all education is intended

ultimately to act, and the instrument thi'ough which it must efiect

whatever influence it exerts, no one can doubt the importance of an

acquaintance with the mental phenomena and with the laws that

regulate them. Of the knowledge of the processes by which the

structures of the body are built up, and of the physical conditions

which are necessary to their life, health, and strength, the utility is

not so obvious
;
yet such knowledge is capable of practical applications

of the utmost importance daily and hourly,

I have shown elsewhere the usefulness of this knowledge to the

individual ; but there are professional men, exclusive of the surgeon

and physician, to whom, in the daily performance of their proper and

peculiar business, it would prove of special advantage, among whom
may be reckoned the barrister, the judge, the magistrate, and the

legislator. By the three former the grossest errors aflecting property,

health, the questions of innocence and guilt, and even life itself, have

been and are committed, through their absolute and total ignorance of

everything relating to this subject ; and how is it possible that the

legislator should be able to form a rational judgment of measui-es

tending to improve or deteriorate the public health (a matter which

can be deemed of no light importance when viewed in relation to all

the subjects that directly and indirectly afiect the physical strength

and the longevity of the community), while he is in a state of total

darkness in regard to every process and condition on which life and

health depend ?
^ a 2
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Your Lordship cannot but have been struck with the extraordinary

indifference recently manifested by tl^e legislature in relation to the

l^roposed measure for securing a better registration of bu'ths, marriages,

and deaths, an indifference which could not have existed had there

been a clear perception of the account which an accurate record of this

kind would render of the health, sickness, and mortahty of the com-
munity ; and of the uses, public and private, to which sure and
certain knowledge of this land is applicable. At this moment, in

either House of Parliament, there are very few men capable of

perceiving and appreciating the distinction between an infectious and

a contagious disease, and much less of detecting the loose statement

and the false induction of medical men on this subject : yet it would not

be easy to calculate the amount of the evil sustained by the community
in consequence of this distinction not having been made by the

legislator, in false hopes excited, in delusive expectations cherished, in

obstructions to commerce, in the monstrously absm'd yet costly

apparatus of quarantine ; in a word, in the waste of money and labour

in efforts to accomplish what human power cannot efiFect, to the neglect

of precautions which might be rendered efficient in averting, arresting,

or mitigating pestilential diseases. No one has had more opportunities

of witnessing the mischiefs that result from the prevalent ignorance of

subjects of this kind among the educated classes than yom- Lordshij)

;

and I believe no one has a stronger conviction of the good that would
result from the diffusion of sound knowledge in regard to them.

The exposition of them now attempted embraces two objects : first,

an account of the physiological and the psychological phenomena ; and
secondly, an application of those phenomena to the improvement and
preservation of health, the term health being here used in its largest

sense, as including a sound and vigorous state of body and mind.
I may be allowed to add one consideration tending to show that

attention to subjects of this class may be not without benefit to

persons in public as well as in private life. The contemplation of the

mechanism of our physical and mental frame can scarcely fail to place

in a clearer view what the body and mind, considered as instruments,

are fitted for, and what it should be the object of institutions to make
them. Their beauty and excellence cannot be understood without
being considered, can scarcely be considered -without the acquisition of
some degree of knoAvledge, and in proportion to the amount of that
knowledge will be tho diminution of the chance that they will be
wilfully or ignorantly injured.

My Lord, your name is inseparably associated with the improvement
of the means for the diffusion of knowledge : that it may be as happily
associated with the improvement of institutions, is the wish and hope
of none more earnestly than of.

My Lord,

Yom's, Avith respect,

SouthWOOD Smith.

1835.



INTEODUCTION TO THE FIRST EDITION.

The object of the present work is to give a brief and plain account of

the structure and functions of the body, chiefly with reference to

health and disease. This is intended to be introductory to an account

of the constitution of the mind, chiefly with reference to the develop-

ment and direction of its powers. There is a natural connexion

between these subjects, and an advantage in studying them in their

natural order. Structure must be known before function can be

understood : hence the science of physiology is based on that of

anatomy. The muid is dependent on the body : hence an acquaintance

with the physiology of the body should precede the study of the

physiology of the mind. The constitution of the mind must be mider-

stood before its powers and affections can be properly developed and

directed : hence a knowledge of the physiology of the mind is essential

to a sound view of education and morals.

In the execution of the first part of this work, that which relates to

the organisation of the body, a formidable difficulty presents itself at

the outset. The explanation of structure is easy when the part

described can be seen. The teacher of anatomy finds no difliculty in

communicating to the student a clear and exact knowledges of the

structm-e of an organ
;
because, by the aid of dissection, he resolves the

various complex substances, of wliich it is built up, into their constituent

parts, and demonstrates the relation of these elementary parts to each

other. But the case is different with him who attempts to convey

a knowledge of the structure of an organ merely by the description of

it. The best conceived and executed drawing is a most inadequate

substitute for the object itself. It is impossible wholly to remove this
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difficulty : wliat can be done, by the aid of 2)lates, to lessen it, is here

attempted. A time may come when the objects themselves will be

more generally accessible : meanwhile, the descrij)tion now given of

the chief organs of the body may facilitate the study of their structure

to those who have an opportunity of examining the organs themselves,

and will, it is hoped, enable every reader at once to understand much
of their action.

Physical science has become the subject of popular attention, and

men of the highest endowments, who have devoted their lives to the

cultivation of this department of knowledge, conceive that they can

make no better use of the treasures they have accumulated, than that

of diffusing them. Of this part of the great field of knowledge, to

make "the rough places plain, and the crooked places straight," is

deemed a labour second in importance only to that of extending the

boundaries of the field itself But no attempt has hitherto been made
to exhibit a clear and comprehensive view of the j)henomena of life

;

the organisation upon which those phenomena depend ; the physical

agents essential to their production, and the laws, as far as they have

yet been discovered, according to which those agents act. The con-

sequence is, that people in general, not excepting the educated class,

are wholly ignorant of the structure and action of the organs of their

own bodies, the circumstances which are conducive to their own
health, the agents which ordinarily produce disease, and the means by
which the operation of such agents may be avoided or counteracted

;

and they can hardly be said to possess more information relative to the

connexion between the organisation of the body and the qualities of the

mind, the physical condition and the mental state ; the laws which

regulate the production, combination, and succession of the trains of

pleasurable and painful thought, and the rules deducible from those

laws, having for their object such a determination of voluntary human
conduct, as may secure the pleasurable and avoid the painful.

Yet nothing would seem a fitter study for man than the nature of

man in this sense of the term. A knowledge of the structure and
functions of the body is admitted to be indispensable to whoever under-

takes, as the business of his profession, to protect those organs from
injury, and to restore their action to a sound state when it has become
disordered ; but surely some knowledge of this kind may be useful to

those who have no intention to practise physic, or to perform opera-

tions in surgeiy
;
may be useful to every human being, to enable him

to take a rational care of his health, to make him observant of his own
altered sensations, as indications of approaching sickness

; to give him
the power of communicating intelligibly with his medical adviser
respecting the seat and the succession of those signs of disordered
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function, and to dispose and qualify him to co-operate with his

physician in the use of the means employed to avert impending danger,
or to remove actual disease.

But if to every human being occasions must continually occur,

when knowledge of this kind would be useful, the possession of it

seems peculiarly necessary to those who have the exclusive care of

infancy, almost the entire care of childhood, a great part of the care of

the sick, and whose ignorance, not the less mischievous because its

activity is induced by affection, constantly endangers, and often

defeats, the best-concerted measm-es of the physician.

The bodily organisation and the mental powers of the child

depend mainly on the management of the infant ; and the intellectual

and moral aptitudes and qualities of the man have their origin in the

predominant states of sensation, at a period far earlier in the history

of the human being than is commonly imagined. The period of

infancy is divided by physiologists into two epochs ; the first, com-
mencing from birth, extends to the seventh month ; the second, com-

mencing from the seventh month, extends to the end of the second

year, at which time the period of infancy ceases, and that of childhood

begins. The first epoch of infancy is remarkable for the rapidity of

the development of the organs of the body : the processes of growth

are in extreme activity ; the formative predominates over the sentient

life, the chief object of the action of the former being to prepare the

apparatus of the latter. The second epoch of infancy is remarkable

for the development of the perceptive powers. The physical organisa-

tion of the brain, which still advances with rapidity, is now capable of

a greater energy, and a wider range of function. Sensation becomes

more exact and varied ; the intellectual faculties are in almost constant

operation
;
speech commences, the sign, and, to a certain extent, the

cause of the growing strength of the mental powers ; the capacity of

voluntary locomotion is acquired, while passion, emotion, affection,

come into play with such constancy and energy, as to exert over the

whole economy of the now irritable and plastic creature a prodigious

influence for good or evil. If it be, indeed, possible to make correct

moral perception, feehng, and conduct, a part of human nature,

as much a part of it as any sensation or propensity—if this be

possible for every individual of the human race, without exception, to

an extent which would render all more eminently and consistently

virtuous than amj are at present (and of the possibility of this, the

conviction is the strongest in the acutest minds which have studied

this subject the most profoundly), preparation for the accomplishment

of this object must be commenced at this epoch. But if joreparation

for this object be really commenced, it implies, on the part of those
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who engage in the undertaking, some degree of knowledge ;
know-

ledge of the physical and mental constitution of the individual to be

influenced
;
knowledge of the mode, in which circumstances must be so

modified in adaptation to the nature of the individual being, as to

produce upon it, with uniformity and certainty, a given result. The

theory of human society, according to its present institutions, supposes

that this knowledge is possessed by the mother ; and it supposes,

further, that this adaptation will actually take place in the domestic

cu'cle through her agency. Hence the presumed advantage of having

the eye of the mother always upon the child ; hence the apprehension

of evil so general, I had almost said instinctive, whenever it is

proposed to take the infant, for the purpose of systematic physical and

mental discipline, from beyond the sphere of maternal influence. But

society, which thus presumes that the mother will possess the power

and the disposition to do this, what expedients has it devised to endow

her with the former, and to secure the formation of the latter ? I

appeal to every woman whose eye may rest on these pages. I ask of

you, what has ever been done for you to enable you to understand the

physical and mental constitution of that human natm'e, the care of

which is imposed upon you ? In what part of the course of your

education was instruction of this kind introduced ? Over how large a

portion of your education did it extend ? Who were your teachers ?

What have you profited by their lessons ? What progress have you

made in the acquisition of the requisite information ? Were you at this

moment to undertake the guidance of a new-born infant to health, know-

ledge, goodness, and happiness, how would you set about the task ? How
would you regulate the influence of external agents upon its delicate,

tender, and highly-irritable organs, in such a manner as to obtain from

them healthful stimulation, and avoid destructive excitement ? What
natural and moral objects would you select as the best adapted to

exercise and develop its opening faculties ? What feelings would you
check, and what cherish ? How would you excite aims ? how would
you apply motives ? How would you avail yourself of pleasm-e as a

final end, or as the means to some fm-thcr end ? And how would you
deal with the no less formidable instrument of jiain? What is your
own physical, intellectual, and moral state, as specially fitting you for

this ofiice ? What is the measure of your own self-control, without a

large portion of which no human being ever yet exerted over the

infant mind any considerable influence for good ? There is no
philosopher, however profound his knowledge, no instructor, however
varied and extended his experience, who would not enter upon this task

with an apprehension proportioned to his knowledge and experience

;

but knowledge which men acquire only after years of study, habits
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whicli are generated in men only as the result of long-continued
discipline, are exjjected to come to you spontaneously, to be born with
you, to require on your part no culture, and to need no sustaining

influence.

But, indeed, it is a most inadequate expression of the fact, to say
that the communication of the kno^Yledge, and the formation of the

habits \Yhich are necessary to the due performance of the duties of

women, constitute no essential part of then- education : the direct

tendency of a great part of theii' education is to produce and foster

opinions, feelings, and tastes, which positively disqualify them for the

performance of their duties. All would be well if the marriage

ceremony, which transforms the girl into the wife, conferred upon the

wife the qualities which should be possessed by the mother. But it is

rare to find a person capable of the least difficult part of education,

namely, that of communicating instruction, even after diligent study,

with a direct view to teaching
;
yet an ordinary girl, brought up in the

ordinaiy mode, in the ordinary domestic cii-clo, is intrusted with the

direction and control of the first impressions that are made upon the

human being, and the momentous physical, intellectual, and moral

results that arise out of those impressions !

I am sensible of the total inadequacy of any remedy for this evil,

short of a modification of our domestic institutions. Mere information,

however complete the communication of it, can do little beyond

affording a clearer conception of the end in view, and of the means

fitted to secure it. Even this little, however, would be something

gained; and the hope of contributing, in some degree, to the

furtherance of this object, has suppHed one of the main motives for

undertaking the present work. Meantime, women are the earliest

teachers ;
they must be nurses

;
they can be neither, without tlie risk

of doing incalculable mischief, unless they have some understanding of

the subjects about to be treated of. On these grounds I rest their

dbligation to study them ; and I look upon that notion of delicacy,

which would exclude them from knowledge calculated, in an extraor-

dinary degree, to open, exalt, and purify their minds, and to fit them

for the performance of their duties, as alike degrading to those to

whom it affects to show respect, and debasing to the mind that enter-

tains it.

Though each part of this work will be made as complete in itself as

the author is capable of rendering it, and to that extent independent of

any other part, yet there will be found to be a strict connexion

between the several portions of the whole; and greatly as the topics

included in the latter differ from those which form the earlier subjects,

the advantage of having studied the former before the latter are
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entered on, will be felt precisely as the word study can be justly

applied to the operation of the mind on such matters.

In the expository portion of the work I have not been anxious to

abstain from the employment of technical terms, when a decidedly

useful pm-pose was to be obtained by the introduction of them ; but I

have been very careful to use no such term without assigning the exact

meaning of it. A technical term unexplained is a dark spot on the

field of knowledge
;
explained, it is a clear and steady light.

In order really to understand the states of health and disease, an

acquaintance with the nature of organisation, and of the vital processes

of which it is the seat and the instrument, is indispensable : it is for

this reason that the exposition of structure and function, attempted in

this first part of the work, is somewhat full ; but there cannot be a

question that, if it accomplish its object, it will not only enable the

account of health and disease in the subsequent part of it to be much
more brief, but that it will, at the same time, render that account more
intelligible, exact, and j)ractical.

S. S.

1835.



PREFACE TO THE ELEVENTH EDITION.

In presenting to the public, under somewhat peculiar circum-

stances, the present edition of a work which had abeady esta-

blished itself many years ago, some slight explanation may be

necessary.

The "Philosophy of Health" was one of the first efforts to

render the main truths of physiology famihar to unprofessional

persons ; and the importance in the Author's eyes of such fami-

liarity he explains in his fii'st chapter. The work was so suc-

cessful that, by the year 1854, no fewer than ten reprints of it

had been made in this country and in America. The reprints

were unrevised; for during many years another object entirely

absorbed the Author's time and energies. In the course of

his practice as a physician, he saw so much disease and misery

arising from the neglected state of those districts where the masses

of the people are congregated, that he could no longer rest in the

vain effort to stem the tide of the evil by medicine ; he turned

rather to the work of prevention, by purifying the fountain-heads

of corruption and infection, and thus became a leader in the small

band of pioneers who first roused the country and the Legislature

to the necessity of Sanitary Keform.

T]ie work of spreading sanitary principles, and, subsequently,

the duties of the position he occupied in the Public Departments

which were charged with carrying those principles into practical

effect, engrossed his whole time. But when the sanitary cause was
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established, and his public labours ceased, he at once commenced

revising the " Philosophy of Health," a corrected edition of which

had been long urgently demanded.

The labours which had postponed an earlier revision of the work,

were of a Idnd to increase rather than to diminish the Author's

conviction of the importance of a more generally diffused physio-

logical knowledge. It seems that, had he lived to see the publi-

cation of this edition, he had intended to enlarge on this point,

for among his manuscripts I find this note :

—

" My introduction will consist of an argument to show that a

knowledge of the structure and functions of the human body,

irrespective of the pleasure arising from the study as a most inte-

resting branch of science, is necessary to a rational care of health

;

and that it is absolutely indispensable to those who have the charge

of the health and well-being of others, from the mother and the

nurse to the educator—^to the heads of families—to the heads of

large establishments, whether public or private—most especially

to officers, generals, &c., as the guardians of the health and

efficiency of the soldier—to local authorities—and last, but by

no means least, to the legislator, as the framer of laws for the

regulation and administration of Public Health."

The task of preparing the new edition proved to be more

onerous than it had at first seemed. Modern investigations, aided

by the now greatly improved microscope, had brought to light so

much that was before hidden in relation to the primary animal

and vegetable tissues, that a large portion of the book required,

not mere correcting, but re-writing. The Author became once

more a student, while consulting the authorities of late physiolo-

gical research. He was enchanted with the new world opened

before his eyes, and more imbued than ever with the desire to

make his own work a complete one,—to make it simple enough

for the unlearned, whilst thoroughly scientific in all points. Tliis

labour occupied the last years of his life, and formed its delight.

Death stopped his hand before it was quite finished.

The most important portions of the work were, however, done.
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—all those, that is to say, which were chiefly affected by the

later discoveries, and therefore needed the most alteration. The

last nine chapters, which contain entii-ely new matter, were also

accomplished. This division consists of an elaborate account of

the Nervous System, as revealed by modern science, and enters

so fully into detail that it cannot be considered as a mere exten-

sion of the slight account of the Nerves which appeared in the

earlier editions, where they were treated of at no greater length

than any other organs of the human frame. It must be viewed

as a separate section of the work.

In 1861 my grandfather writes of the work as follows :
—" The

privilege may not be granted me of entering on the further

and higher part of my original design—that of expounding the

mental constitution with a view to the direction of the intellectual

and moral faculties; but as the mental part of man's nature is

based, as its instrument, on the physical, something will have been

obtained by completing the account of the latter. The title-page

has been modified in accordance with the object now more imme-

diately in view, which is to expound the physical constitution of

man, and the action of physical agents upon it, with a view to the

practical deduction of the laws of health." This practical portion

was, however, not written, and the sanitary bearing of the work is

therefore only iudii-ect.

Since the time when his labours ceased, the part of the book

remaining unrevised has been carefully gone over by a Professor of

Anatomy well acquainted with the latest discoveries on its subject.

No attempt has been made to render this portion as full as it is

possible the Author might have done, had he been permitted to

finish it. But if its readers find a discrepancy between the various

parts—that one portion is the old work re-written and elaborated ;

and another, the old work, merely corrected—they will, at least,

know that nothing has been allowed to remain which is incom-

patible with the present state of knowledge, and that whatever

new matter has been introduced is by him whose name appears on

the title-page.
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In that name may I thank all those, whether known to me or

not, who, whilst he who bore it was still amongst us, gave him

their valuable assistance in his labours, especially that old and

trusted friend with whom he read over much of the book whilst

still in manuscript, whose ready sympathy gave him so much

pleasure, and whose time and energy so much important assist-

ance. I mean R. D. Grainger, Esq., F.R.S., F.R.C.S., for a long

period Lecturer on Physiology at St. Thomas's Hospital.

I also take tliis opportunity of thanking those friends who,

since the work has been in my hands, have shared my desire tliat

it should be brought out in an adequate manner, and who have

in various ways furthered the accomplishment of this object.

My obligations in this respect are very great towards Thomas

Baker, Esq., of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-Law.

The plates in the present edition are principally new, many

of those which originally belonged to the work having been found

unsuitable, in consequence of the new light which has been tlirown

on physiology, and the fresh matter requiring entirely new illus-

tration.

Let me say, in conclusion, that I have felt deeply the respon-

sibility that has rested upon me while endeavouring to make

this edition all that its author would have wished. I, who was

with him always, know how great his own interest in it was, and

I would hope that the solemn charge intrusted to me has not

been, to any great extent, neglected. My grandfather had but

one object in life : all he did tended towards it. May this, his

early and his last work, forward that object—the diffusion of such

knowledge of the laws of health as shall lead to an increase of the

mental and moral power of his fellow-creatures.

G. H.

HAMrsTEAD, December, 1864.
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PHILOSOPHY OF HEALTH.

CHAPTER I.

Characters by -which living beings aro distinguished from inorganic bodies—Cha-

racters by wliich animals are distinguished from plants—Actions common to

plants and animals—Actions peculiar to animals— Reasons wliy the structure of

an animal is more complex than that of a plant.

Every one can distinguish between a plant and a stone, and between

an animal and a plant, but the real differences between them are not

known to every one, and are not obvious without reflection.

In a plant and animal certain movements take place, as the motion

of the sap in a plant, and of the blood in an animal, which do not

exist in a stone. These movements are produced by a definite me-

chanism ; that is, by certain structures adapted and designed to

accomphsh a given result, as in the case just referred to, the circula-

tion of the sap and of the blood. The apparatus or instrument is

termed an organ, and the action of an organ is termed its function.

Organisation is the building up of organs. A body furnished with

organs is organised. When in the exercise of its organs it is alive.

The action of its organs is its life.

Living beings are organisms. Nothing enters into their composi-

tion which does not perform or minister to the performance of a

function. The roots, leaves, and flowers of a plant ; the heart, brain,

and stomach of an animal, are so many organs, to each of which a definite

office is assigned. These, taken together, constitute the being, and

their action comprises its life. Hence the possession of organs is one

character by which an organised being is distinguished from an in-

organic body.

The organs of which a living bemg is composed consist of a union

of fluid and solid parts. An inorganic body may be entirely gaseous,

B
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liquid, or solid ; but in every organised being there is an intermixtm-e

of solids and fluids ; and so intimate is their union that there is no

organic fluid which does not hold solid matter in solution, and no solid

that does not contain fluid ; while each readily passes from one into

the other.

In passing from a hquid to a solid state, few organic fluids assume a

crystalline stracture. Inorganic compounds m becoming solid com-

monly take a ciystalline form; but in organised beings this is

extremely rare ; and there are special provisions for preventing it.

Extensive crystallization would be incompatible with the processes of

life.

Nor is there any living being whose form is geometrically regular,

like a crystal. There is no known living form whose faces are plane

faces. They are all more or less curved and irregular.

Living beings increase in bulk by a peculiar process, termed growth

;

in which extraneous matter is taken into the body, and converted into

the true and proper substance of the creature that absorbs it. In a

growing body all its parts enlarge proportionally and relatively. The
root, stem, and branch ; the bone, muscle, and nerve, all acquire ad-

ditional size in fixed and appropriate relation to each other, and to the

whole. And the process stops at a definite point. After a certain

size is attained no further enlargement of the body takes place—all

which circumstances present a marked contrast to the mode in which

inorganic substances increase in bulk ; which is simply by the apposi-

tion of particle to particle, to the extent of which there is commonly
no defmite limit.

Organised beings are in a state of perpetual motion and mutation

:

inorganic bodies, some great geographical phenomena excepted, are in

a state of rest. When once the elements composing a crystal are

combined, they remain, often for ages, in a state of perfect quiescence.

Disturbance of that state of rest, new motions set up among its com-
ponent particles, involves its destruction. On the contraiy, the con-
stituent particles of organised beings are always in motion, always
undergoing decomposition and re-combination, and when these trans-
formations stop, life is at an end. Life and change are one.

The peculiar mode in which these incessant motions are excited and
maintained in a living creature is equally distinctive of it. Air, water,
heat, light, electricity, food, excite and mamtain definite actions.

The exciting bodies are called stimulants, and the actions they pro-
duce, since they take place only in organised and living structures, are
called vital. Without the structure, without the stimulus, there is no
action

:
both must combine and co-operate. Life consists of vital

actions, sustained in organised structures by the excitement of stimu-
lants.
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Lastly, the existence of organised beings is cyclical. They derive

their origin from a parent. They grow from an atom derived from
a parent into an independent organism ; on reaching rnaturity they

produce an atom, often microscopic, similar to that which gave them
their own existence, and which in like manner is capable of developing

another independent organism ; after a time they decline, and at a

period fixed within narrow limits they terminate their existence in

death.

Such are the characters by which organised beings are distinguished.

Characters equally distinctive separate the two great kingdoms into

which the organised world is divided. It is true that at the extreme

lunit of the two kingdoms the distinctness of the boundary line is lost.

Natui'O does not make leaps. The transition from the animal to the

vegetable kingdom is so gradual, that the true place of some few bodies

is uncertain ; but in general the distinctions are too clear and broad

to admit of any degree of doubt.

1. Plants carry on a series of vital actions, which have for their

object two purposes, and only two : fii'st, the maintenance of the indi-

vidual, and secondly, the perpetuation of the species. This circle com-

prises and completes their life. In an animal two others are added,

namely, sensation and voluntary motion. The two first, being common
to all organised beings, are called organic; the two latter, being

peculiar to animals, are termed animal. These last are also sometimes

denominated fimctions of relation, because they put the individual being

in relation with the external world ; and as the possession of sensation

and voluntary motion imj)arts an intenser kind of life, gives an anima-

tion in which feeling, and action, the result of feeling, play predominant

parts, so the animal kingdom is called animate, in contrast to the

vegetable, which is said to be inanimate. A plant has but one life, the

organic or vegetative ; an animal has two lives, the organic and the

animal.

2. In order in the more richly endowed being to combine the two

lives in harmonious action, it is necessary to make some essential changes

in its constitution. It is necessary to invert the position of its vegeta-

tive organs. These are external in a plant, internal in an animal.

In a plant all the organs are external ; the aerial in the atmosphere,

the terrestrial in the earth. But suppose the roots, instead of being

thus extended outwards, to be reflected inwards, and therefore contained

within the stem and branches, the structure would then resemble that

of an animal, where the roots—the absorbents of the food—are all

contained in the interior of the body.

Upon the inner surface of a portion of animal intestine, soon after a

meal has been taken, countless numbers of vessels are seen spread out

full of a white fluid. These vessels are to an animal wliat its roots are

B 2
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to a jjlant. In a plant the roots are spread out in the soil. In an

animal they are spread out over the inner surface of the alimentary canal.

The plant fixed to one spot must have aU its food brought to it,

since it cannot move fi'om place to place in search of it. It spreads

its roots in the soil, it extends its branches verdant with leaves to the

sun, air, and rain. In thfe manner it is always in contact with its

food, and with the physical agents, or stimuli, which enable it to

convert its food into nourishment. But the animal endowed with

sensation, and with the power of moving from place to place at the

impulse of its feeling, could not in this manner be put in contact with

its food. The possession of these higher faculties imposed the necessity

of modifying the position of its vegetative organs. It became indis-

pensable to reflect its roots inwards, and to provide an internal cavity

for the reception of its food, over the surface of which its internal roots

might expand. By this contrivance the animal, in the exercise of its

faculty of locomotion, is kept as constantly and completely in contact

with its food as the plant which is fixed to one spot. Wherever it goes

it carries a supply of nutriment about with it, and no change of place

interrupts or suspends the contact of its roots with its food. Hence
the possession of an internal stomach, in connection with an external

aperture or mouth, is a general and distinctive character of an animal.

Nor is the value of this distinction lessened, by the uncertainty of the

mode of nutrition in certain beings low in the organic scale. The dis-

tinction holds with regard to all creatm-es, whose organisation is

sufficiently unequivocal to bring them indubitably within the animal

kingdom.

3. The substances which sustain life in the two classes are so widely

difierent, as to aff"ord another fundamental distinction between them.
Plants subsist on inorganic substances, which they convert into organic

matter
;
animals, on the matter thus prepared for them. No animal

can live on inorganic elements or compoimds ; it must have organisms
or parts of organisms. Carbonic acid, ammonia, and water, are the
essential constituents of the food of ^ilants. The food of animals consists

of substances elaborated out of these inorganic compounds, by the vital

processes of the plant. Standing on the confines of the organic
world, plants absorb inorganic elements, and convert them into organic
compounds. They are the creators of organic matter. Animals
cannot create such matter. They can appropriate and modify it when
formed

;
they can carry on with it a series of advancing combinations

far beyond the powers of plants ; but they cannot take a single step in
the process, for they cannot take the first, without the previous assistance
of the plant.

The vegetable kingdom, then, is a vast laboratory, in unceasino-
operation, for the creation and elaboration of substances of primary
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necessity to the existence of animals. With the preparation of this

matter plants accomplish the end of their bemg, and their life ter-

minates ; but it is at this point that the life of the animal commences.

By this relation between the two kingdoms, the higher orders of'beings

are saved the fh'st step in the vital series
;
and, consequently, whatever

complication is given to theii- higher organisation, can bo exclusively

appropriated to the higher purposes of their being.

4. As there can be no function without an organ, so the addition of

the two animal faculties, sensation and voluntary motion, of necessity

complicates the structure of the animal body. To the organs for

carrying on the organic processes, there must be superadded those

which are required for the animal faculties.

Hence the addition of the nervous and muscular systems ; and in the

entire animal series the complexity of these systems, as we shall see as

we advance, becomes progressively greater as the range and energy of

the faculties increase. The apparatus of sense is multiplied and

elaborated as impressions become acute and varied ; the bulk and

compactness of the muscle is increased in proportion to the power

of its contractions, and the extent of its combinations. The wing

of the eagle is as much more developed than the wing of the wren, as

its flight is higher, and its speed swifter. The muscles which give

to the tiger the rapidity and strength of its spring, possess a more

intense organisation than those which slowly move on the tardigrade

sloth.

The structure of the brain of man is more complex than that of

a fish, as his perceptions are more acute and capable of greater

combination, comprehension, and continuity.

Such are some of the more striking distinctions between inorganic

and organic bodies, and between the two great classes of organized

beings. There are other difierences, which will be better understood as

we proceed, but those now assigned may suffice to convey a clear

conception of the nature of theii- distinctive characters.
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CHAPTEK II.

Two distinct lives combined in the nnimal—Cliaracters of the apparatus of the

organic life—Characters of the apparatus of the animal life—Characteristic

differences in the action of each—Progress of life—Progress of death.

Op the two sets of functions carried on by living beings, it has been

8llo^\•n, that a plant performs only one, while an animal exercises both.

The two lives thus in continual play in the animal, differ from each

other as much as the process of vegetation differs from that of thought.

Each has its own apparatus and action, and though both are closely

united, and work together in perfect harmony, they present, in several

interesting circumstances, striking contrasts to each other,

1. In general, in the higher classes of animals, the organs that

belong to the apparatus of the organic life are single, and not sym-

metrical ; the organs that belong to the apparatus of the animal life

are commonly double, and symmetrical. The heart, stomach, liver, and

other instruments by which the organic functions are carried on, are

single organs. The figure of each is more or less u-regular, so that if

a line were carried through then centre, it would not divide them into

two equal and corresponding portions. On the contrary, the organs

of the animal hfe are symmetrical. The brain and spinal cord are

divisible into two perfectly equal parts. The nerves which go off from

them, for the most part, go off in pairs equal in size and similar in

distribution. The muscular apparatus of one half of the body is the

exact counterpart of that of the other ; while the arms, hands, and

lower extremities are double, and the organization of one is precisely

similar to that of its fellow.

2. In general, the apparatus of the organic life is seated in the interior

of the body, while that of the animal life is placed on the external

surface. The organic organs are the instruments by which life is

maintained. Their action cannot be suspended, even for a short space

of time, without the extinction of hfe. But the animal organs are not

so much instruments of life, as means by which a certain relation is

established between the living being and external objects.. And this

difference in their ofiice is the reason of the difference in their position.

Life depending on the action of the organic organs, they are placed in

the interior of the body
;
they are fixed firmly in their situation in

order that they may not be disturbed by the movements of locomotion

;

they are enveloped m membranes, covered by muscles, placed under
the shelter of bones, and every possible care is taken to secui*e them
from accident and to shield them from violence. Existence not bein<^
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immediately dependent on the action of the organs of the animal life,

they do not need to be protected from the contact of external objects

with extraordinary care, but it is necessary to the performance of their

functions that they should be placed at the exterior of the body. And
there they are placed, and so placed as to afford a defence to the

organic organs. The groundwork of the animal is made the bulwark
of the organic hfe. The muscles, the immediate agents by which
motion is effected, and the bones, the fixed points and levers by which
that motion acquires precision, rapidity, and power, are so disposed

that, while the latter accomplish their primary and essential office in

relation to the muscles, they serve a secondary, but scarcely less im-

portant ofiice in relation to the internal viscera. The thorax, con-

sisting essentially of the spinal column and ribs, together with the

powerful muscles that act upon them, forms a moveable cavity in which

are placed the lungs, the heart, and the great trunks of the venous

and arterial systems ; that is, a main portion of the apparatus of the

organic functions of respiration and circulation. The bones and

muscles protect the central engine that works the circulation. They
also take an active part in the performance of the function of respira-

tion : they, further, afford to the lungs (the chief organ of this function,

composed of tender and deHcate tissues, easily injured, and the

slightest injury perilling life) a free and secure place to act in. The

fragile part of the apparatus is defended by the osseous portion of it

;

the play of the latter being equally essential to the function as that

of the former. In like manner, the spinal cord, which is more im-

mediately necessary to organic life than any other organ, inasmuch as

it maintains the action of respkation, without which the heart ceases

to contract in four minutes, is more carefully protected than the

brain itself. It is enclosed in a cavity formed by the dense, strong,

moveable bones of the spinal column ; it is enveloped in several mem-

branous coverings ; and to protect it from contact with the hard

substances that defend it, it is hung suspended in water. In a

word, it is more carefully protected from injury than any other

organ of the body, not excepting the heart itself. So the brain, the

central seat of animal life, lodged in the cavity of the cranium, is pro-

tected by the compact, strong, bony dome of the skull ; but the other

organs of animal life, not being vital organs, do not need these strong

defences, while they require for the exercise of their proper functions

a more external position. Hence the organs of sense, which put us in

connection with the external world, render us susceptible of pleasm-e,

and give us notice of the approach of objects capable of exciting pam,

are placed where external bodies may be brought most conveniently

and completely into contact with them ; and where alone they can be

efficient as sentinels of the system. For this reason, with the excep-
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tion of the sense of touch, which though placed especially at the

extremities of the fingers, is also diflfused over the whole external sur-

face of the frame, all the senses have their several seats in the head,

the most elevated part of the body, of an ovoid figiu^e, capable of

moving independently of the rest of the fabric, and which, being sup-

ported on a i)ivot, is enabled to describe at least two-thhds of a circle.

Such is the difference m the structure and position of the apparatus

of the two lives, but the difference in their action is still more

striking.

1. The action of the apparatus of the organic life, when sound, is

without consciousness ; the object of the action of the apparatus of the

animal life is the production of consciousness. The final cause of

the first is the maintenance of existence ; that of the second, the pro-

duction of conscious existence. Organic processes go on unceasmgly

within a sentient being, yet they are as unconscious in character in the

animal as in the plant, showing the unity of the great laws of organisa-

tion. Consciousness is communicated not by giving sensibility to the

organic processes, but by constructing a new apparatus, the sole object of

which is to produce and maintain a state of varied and extended

consciousness. We do not know when the heart dilates to receive the

vital current, nor when it contracts to propel it with renewed impetus

through the system, nor when the blood flows to the lungs to give out

its useless and noxious particles, nor when the air rushes to the blood

to take up those particles, to replace them by others, and thus to

purify and renovate the vital fluid. Of these processes we have no

more consciousness than has a blade of grass of the motion of the fluids

that pervade it. On the other hand, when an external object produces,

in a sentient nerVe, that change of state which we denote by the words
" an impression when the sentient nerve transmits this impression

to the brain ; when the brain is thereby brought into the state of per-

ception, the animal life is in active operation, and percipient or

conscious existence takes place. Consciousness does not belong to the
organic, it is the animal life.

2. The functions of the organic life are performed with uninterrupted
continuity ; to those of the animal life, rest is indispensable. The
action of the heart is unceasing ; it takes not, and needs not rest. On
it goes for the space of eighty or ninety years, at the rate of a hundred
thousand strokes every twenty-four hours, having at every stroke a
great resistance to overcome, yet it continues this action for this length
of time without intermission. Individual parts of it indeed repose for
a moment. The auricles rest while the ventricles contract ; and the
ventricles repose during the systole of the auricles. But this alternate
action they continue night and day without ceasing. Alike incessant
is the action of the lungs, which, at measured periods, definitely fixed,
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receive pure atmospheric air, and emit a noxious gas generated by the

processes of life ; and the action of the skin, which is always tran-

spii-mg and always absorbing ; and the action of the nutritive organs,

which are always at work to compensate the loss which the system is

always sustaining.

Of a continuity of action hke this the organs of the animal hfe are

incapable. No voluntary muscle can maintain its action beyond a

given time ; no effort of the vnR can keep it in a state of uninterrupted

contraction ; relaxation must alternate with contraction ; and even this

alternate acticm cannot go on long without rest. No organ of sense

can continue to receive impression after impression without fatigue.

By protracted exercise the ear loses its sensibility to sound, the eye to

light, the tongue to savour, and the touch to the qualities of bodies

about which it is conversant. The brain cannot carry on its intellectual

operations with vigour beyond a certain period ; the trains of ideas with

which it works become, after a time, indistinct and confused ; nor is it

capable of reacting with energy until it has remained in a state of rest

proportioned to the dm'ation of its preceding activity.

And this rest is sleep. Sleep is the repose of the senses, the rest of

the muscles, then- support and sustenance. What food is to the

organic, sleep is to the animal life. Nutrition can no more go on

without ahment, than sensation, thought, and motion without sleep.

But it is the animal life only that sleeps ; death would be the

consequence of the slumber of the organic life. If, when the brain

betook itself to repose, the engine that moves the blood ceased to

supply it \vith its vital fluid, never again would it awake. The animal

life is active only during a portion of its existence ; the activity of the

organic life, with the exception just stated, is never suspended ; and in

order to endow its organs with the power of continuing this constant

action, they are rendered iacapable of fatigue : fatigue, on the contrary,

is inseparable fi'om the action of the organs of the animal life
;
fatigue

imposes the necessity of rest, rest is sleep, and sleep is renovation.

3. Between all the functions of the organic life there is a close

relation and dependence. Without the circulation there can be no

secretion ; without secretion, no digestion ; without digestion, no nu-

trition ; without nutrition, no new supply of circulating matter, and so

through the entire circle. But the functions of the animal life are not

thus dependent on each other. One of the circle may be disordered

without much disturbance of the rest ; and one may cease altogether,

while another continues in vigorous action. Sensation may be lost,

while motion continues; and the muscle may contract though it

cannot feel. One organ of sense may sleep while the rest are awake.

One intellectual faculty may be in operation while others slumber. The

muscle of volition may act, while there is no consciousness of will.
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Even the organs of the voice and of progression may perform their

office while the sensorium is deeply locked in sleep.

4. The two lives are bom at difierent periods, and the one is in

active operation before the other is even in existence. The organic

is not only anterior to the animal, but it is by the action of the organic

that existence is given to the animal life. The organic life is born

at the first moment of existence ; the animal life does not exist fimc-

tionally until a period comparatively distant ; the epoch emphatically

called the period of birth, namely, the period when the new being

is detached from its mother ; when it first comes into contact with ex-

ternal objects ; when it carries on all the functions of its economy

by its own organs, and consequently enjoys independent existence,

5. The functions of the organic life are perfect at once. The heart

contracts, the arteries secrete, and the respiratory organs work as well

the first moment they begin to act as at any subsequent period. They
require no teaching from experience, and they profit nothing from

its lessons. On the contrary, the operations of the brain, and the

actions of the voluntary muscles, feeble and uncertain at first, acquire

strength by slow degrees, and attain their ultimate perfection only

at the adult age. How indistinct and confused are the first sensations

of the infant ! Before it acqmres accuracy, precision, and truth, how
immense the labour spent upon perception ! Sensations are succeeded

by ideas; sensations and ideas coalesce; combinations thus formed

suggest others previously united, and these a thkd, and the thii-d

a fourth, and so is constituted a continuous train of thought. But the

infantile associations between sensation and sensation, between idea

and idea, and between sensations and ideas, are, to a certain ex-

tent, incorrect, and to a still greater extent inadequate; and the

misconception necessarily resulting from this early imperfection in

the intellectual operations, is capable of correction only by sub-

sequent and more extended impressions. During its waking houi's,

a large portion of the time of the infant is spent in receiving im-
pressions which come to it every instant from all directions, and
which it stores up in its little treasury ; but a large portion is also

consumed in the far more serious and diflScult business of discrimination

and correction. Could any man, after having attained the age of man-
hood, reverse the order of the course through which he has passed

;

could he, with the power of observation, together with the experience
that belong to manhood, retrace with perfect exactness every step
of his sentient existence, from the age of forty to the moment that the
air first came into contact with his body at the moment of his leaving
his maternal dwelling, among the truths he would learn, the most
interesting, if not the most sui-prising, would be those which relate to
the manner ui which he dealt with his earliest impressions; with
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the mode in which he combined them, recalled them, laid them by for

future use ; made his first general deduction ; observed what subsequent

experience taught to be conformable, and what not confonnable, to this

general inference ; his emotions on detecting his fii'st errors, and his

contrasted feehngs on discovering those comprehensive] truths, the cer-

tainty of which became confirmed by every subsequent impression.

Thus to hve backwards would be, in fact, to go through the analysis

of the intellectual combinations, and, consequently, to obtain a perfect

insight into the constitution of the mind; and among the cmious

results which would then become manifest, perhaps few would appear

more surprising than the true action of the senses. The eye, when
first impressed by Hght, does not perceive the objects that reflect

it ; the ear, when fii*st impressed by sound, does not distinguish

the sonorous body. When the operation for cataract has been success-

fully performed in a person born bhnd, the eye immediately becomes

sensible to hght, but the impression of light does not immediately give

information relative to the properties of bodies. It is gradually,

not instantaneously ; it is even by slow degrees that luminous objects

are discerned with distinctness and accuracy. To see, to hear, to smell,

to taste, to touch, are processes wliich appear to be performed in-

stantaneously, and which actually are performed with astonishing

rapidity in a person who observes them in himself; but they were not

always performed thus rapidly : they are processes acquired, businesses

learnt
;

processes and businesses acquired and learnt, not without

the cost of many efforts and much labour. But the senses afford

merely the materials for the intellectual operations of memory, com-

bination, comparison, discrimination, induction, operations the progress

of which is so slow, that they acquire precision, energy, and compre-

hensiveness only after the culture of years.

And the same is true of the muscles of volition. How many efforts

are made before the power of distinct articulation is acquhed ! how

many before the infant can stand ! how many before the child can

walk ! The organic life is bom perfect ; the animal life becomes

perfect only by servitude, and the aptitude which service gives.

6. The organic life may exist after the animal hfe has perished.

The animal life is extinguished when sensation is aboHshed, and

voluntary motion can be performed no more. But disease may abolish

sensation and destroy the power of voluntary motion, while circulation,

respiration, secretion, excretion, in a word, the enthe circle of the

organic functions contmues to be performed. Apoplexy may reduce

to fatuity the most exalted intellect, and render powerless and motion-

less muscles of the gi'eatest strength ;
while the action of the heart and

the contractions of the involuntary muscles may not only not be weak-

ened, but may act with preternatural energy. Apoplexy may even
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completely extinguish the animal life, and yet the organic may go on

for hours, days, and even weeks ; while catalepsy, one of the most

singular diseases to which the human frame is subject, may wholly

abolish sensation and volition, while it may impart to the voluntary

muscles the power of contracting with such unnatural energy and con-

tinuity, that the head, the trunk, the limbs may become unmoveably

fixed in whatever attitude they happen to be at the moment the

paroxysm comes on. In this extraordinary condition of the nervous

system, however long the paroxysm last, and however complete the

abohtion of consciousness, the heart continues to beat, and the pulse to

throb, and the lungs to respu^e, and all the organic organs to perform

their ordinary functions. Dr. Jebb gives the following description of

the condition of a young lady who was the subject of this curious malady.

" My patient was seized with an attack just as I was announced.

At that moment she was employed in netting ; she was in the act of

passing the needle through the mesh; in that position she became

immoveably rigid, exhibiting, in a pleasing form, a figure of death-like

sleep, beyond the power of art to imitate, or the imagination to conceive.

Her forehead was serene, her features perfectly composed. The paleness

of her colom-, and her breathing, which at a distance was scarcely per-

ceptible, operated in rendering the similitude to marble more exact

and striking. The position of her fingers, hands, and arms was altered

with difficulty, but preserved every form of flexure they acquired : nor

were the muscles of the neck exempted from this law, her head main-

taining every situation in which the hand could place it, as firmly as

her limbs."

In this condition of the system the senses were in a state of profound

sleep; the voluntary muscles, on the contrary, were in a state of

violent action ; but this action not being excited by volition, nor under

its control, the patient remained as motionless as she was insensible.

The brain was in a state of temporary death ; the muscle in a state of

intense life. And the converse may happen : the muscle may die,

while the brain fives
;
contractility may be destroyed, while sensibility

is perfect ; the power of motion may be lost, while that of sensation

may remaui unafiected. A case is on record, which affords an illustra-

tion of this condition of the system. A woman had been for some time

confined to her bed, labouring under severe indisposition. On a sudden

she was deprived of the power of moving a single muscle of the body
;

she attempted to speak, but she had no power to articulate; she

endeavoured to stretch out her hand, but her muscles refused to obey the

commands of her will, yet her consciousness was perfect, and she

retained the complete possession of her intellectual faculties. She
perceived that her attendants thought her dead, and was conscious of

the performance upon her own person of the services usually paid
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to the dead ; she was laid out, her toes were bound together, her chin

was tied up ; she heard the arrangements for her funeral discussed, and
yet she was unable to make the slightest sign that she was still in the

possession of sense, feelmg, and life.

In one form of disease, then, the animal life, both the sensitive and
the motive portions of it, may perish ; and in another, either part of it

may be suspended, while the organic life continues in full operation :

it follows that the two lives, blended as they are, are distinct, since the

one is capable of perishing without involving the destruction of the

other.

7. And, finally, as the organic life is the first born, so it is the last

to die ; while the animal life, as it is the latest born, and the last to

attain its full development, so it is the earliest to decline and the first

to perish. In the process of natural death, the extinction of the

animal is always anterior to that of the organic life. Keal death is a

later, and sometimes a much later event than apparent death. An
animal appears to be dead when, together with the abolition of sensa-

tion and the loss of voluntary motion, respiration, circulation, and the

rest of the organic functions can no longer be distinguished ; but these

functions go on some time after they have ceased to afibrd external in-

dications of their action. In man, and the warm-blooded animals in

general, suspension or submersion extinguishes the animal hfe, at the

latest, within the space of four minutes from the time that the atmo-

spheric air is comj^letely excluded from the lungs ; but did the organic

functions also cease at the same period, it would be impossible to

restore an animal to life after apparent death from drowning and the

hke. But however complete and protracted the abolition of the

animal functions, reanimation is always possible as long as the organic

organs are capable of being restored to their usual vigour. The ces-

sation of the animal life is but the first stage of death, from which

recovery is possible ; death is complete only when the organic together

with the animal functions have wholly ceased, and are incapable of

being re-established.

In man, the process of death is seldom altogether natural. It is

generally rendered premature by the operation of circumstances which

destroy life otherwise than by that progressive and slow decay which

is the inevitable result of the action of organized structure. Death,

when natural, is the last event of an extended series, of which the

first that is appreciable is a change in the animal life and in the

noblest portion of that life. The higher faculties fail in the reverse

order of theii' development ; the retrogression is the inverse of the

progression, and the noblest creature, in returning to the state of non-

existence, retraces step by step each successive stage by which it reached

the summit of life.
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In the advancing series, the- animal is superadded to the organic

life
;
sensation, the lowest faculty of the animal life, precedes ratiocina-

tion, the highest. The senses called into play at the moment of birth

soon acquhe the utmost perfection of which they are capable ; but

the intellectual faculties, later developed, are still later perfected, and

the highest the latest.

In the descending series, the animal life fails before the organic,

and its nobler powers decay sooner and more rapidly than the sub-

ordinate. First of all, the impressions which the organs of sense

convey to the brain become less numerous and distinct, and con-

sequently the material on which the mind operates is less abundant

and perfect ; but at the same time, the power of working vigorously

with the material it possesses more than proportionally diminishes.

Memory fails
;
analogous phenomena are less readily and less com-

pletely recalled by the presence of those which should suggest the

entire train ; the connecting links are dimly seen or wholly lost ; the

train itself is less vivid and less coherent ; tmin succeeds train with

pretematm-al slowness, and the consequence of these growing imper-

fections is that, at last, induction becomes unsound just as it was in

early youth ; and for the same reason, namely, because there is not in

the mental view an adequate range of individual phenomena ; the only

difference being that the range comprehended in the view of the old

man is too narrow, because that which he had learnt he has forgotten

;

while in the youth it is too narrow, because that which it is necessary

to learn has not been acqmred.

And with the diminution of intellectual power the senses continue

progressively to fail : the eye grows more dim, the ear more dull, the

sense of smell less dehcate, the sense of touch less acute, while the

sense of taste immediately subservient to the organic function of nu-

trition is the last to diminish in intensity and correctness, and wholly
fails but Avith the extinction of the life it serves.

But the senses are not the only servants of the brain ; the voluntary

muscles are so equally ; but these ministers to the master-power, no
longer kept in active service, the former no longer employed to convey
new, varied, and vi^dd impressions, the latter no longer employed to

execute the commands of new, varied, and intense desbes, become
successively feebler, slower, and more uncertain in then: action. The
hand trembles, the step totters, and every movement is tardy and un-
steady. And thus, by the loss of one intellectual faculty after another,

by the obHteration of sense after sense, by the progressive failure of
the power of voluntary motion ; in a word, by the declinino' enerfy
and the ultimate extmction of the animal life, man, from the state of
maturity, passes a second time through the stage of childhood back to
that of infancy

; lapses even into the condition of the embryo : wiiat
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the foetus was, the man of extreme old age is : when he began to exist,

he possessed only organic life ; and before he is ripe for the tomb, he

returns to the condition of the plant.

And even this merely organic existence cannot bo long maintained-

Slow may be the waste of the organic organs ; but they do waste, and

that waste is not repaired, and consequently their fimctions languish,

and no amount of stimulus is capable of invigorating their faihng

action. The arteries are rigid and cannot nourish ; the veins are re-

laxed and cannot carry on the mass of blood that oppresses them ; the

lungs, partly choked up by the deposition of adventitious matter, and

partly incapable of expanding and collapsing by reason of the feeble

action of the respiratoiy apparatus, imperfectly aerate the small

quantity of blood that flows through them ; the heart, deprived of its

wonted nutriment and stimulus, is unable to contract with the energy

requisite to propel the vital current ; the various organs, no longer

supplied with the quantity and quality of material necessary for carrying

on their respective processes, cease to act ; the machinery stops, and

this is death.

And now the processes of life at an end, the body falls within the

dominion of the powers which preside universally over matter ; the tie

that linked all its parts together, holding them in union and keeping

them in action, in direct opposition to those powers dissolved, it feels

and obeys the new attractions to which it has become subject
;

particle

after particle that stood in beautiful order fall from their place ; the

wonderful structures they composed melt away ; the very substances

of which those structiu-es were built up are resolved into their primitive

elements ; these elements, set at liberty, enter into new combinations,

and become constituent parts of new beings ; those new beings in

their turn perish ; from their death springs life, and so the changes

go on in an everlasting circle.

As far as relates to the organised structures in which life has its

seat, and to the operations of life dependent on those structures, such

is its history ; a history not merely curious, but abounding with

practical suggestions of the last importance. The usefulness of a

familiar acquaintance with the phenomena which have now been

elucidated wiU be apparent at every step as we proceed.
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CHAPTEK III.

Ultimate object of organisation and life—Sources of pleasure— Special provision by

which the organic organs influence consciousness and afford pleasure—Point at

which the organic organs cease to aftect consciousness, and why—Tlie animal

appetites : tlio senses : the intellectual faculties : tlie selfish and sympathetic

affections : the moral and religious faculties—Pleasure the direct, the ordinary, and

the gratuitous result of the action of the organs—Pleasure conducive to the develop-

ment of the organs, and to the continuance of their action—Progress of human
knowledge—Progress of human happiness.

The object of structure is the production of function. Of the two

functions combined in the living animal, one is wholly subservient to

the other. To build up the apparatus of the animal life, and to

maintain it in a condition fit for performing its functions, is the sole

object of the existence of the organic life. What then is the object

of the animal life ? That object, whatever it be, must be the ultimate

end of organisation, and of all the actions of which it is the seat and

the instrument.

Two functions, sensation and voluntary motion, are combined in the

animal life ; of these the latter is subservient to the former : voluntary

motion is the servant of sensation, and exists only to obey its com-

mands.

Is sensation, then, the ultimate object of organisation ? Simple

sensation cannot be an ultimate object, because it is invariably at-

tended with a further result ; for sensation is either pleasm-able or

painful. Every sensation terminates in a pleasure or a pain. Pleasure

or pain, the last event in the series, must then be the final end.

All sentient beiugs are thus placed under the dominion of two great

powers, pleasure and pain. During eveiy moment of consciousness

they are under the influence of one or the other of these powers.

We cannot conceive of a sentient being who, as long as he is sentient,

is not, in a greater or less degree, either enjoying or sufibring. The
state of pleasure or of pain, then, being that in which every other state

of consciousness terminates, must be the ultimate object of sentient

existence.

Is a state of pain the ultimate object designed and secured ? Is
this state the ordained and the actual result of the action of sentient

organs ? That cannot be ; for the production of pain is the indirect,

never the direct, the extraordinary, never the ordinary, result of the
actions of life. It is clear therefore that the dominion over sentient
existence is not given to pain : it must then have been assigned to
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pleasure the opposite power, for there is no other of whicli it is pos-

sible to conceive.

The end of organic existence is animal or sentient existence ; the end

of sentient existence is pleasurable existence ; the end of life therefore is

not simple consciousness, but pleasurable consciousness ; not mere
being, but well-being ; in other words, such a state as we commonly-

express by the phrases " a state of pleasure " or "a state of enjoy-

ment ;" and it is in this sense that these words are here employed

throughout, the term "pleasure" being used as opposed to "pain,"

and "enjoyment" as opposed to "suffering."

It is affirmed, then, that every organ in the animal body is so con-

structejl as to bring about, directly or iudii-ectly, a state of pleasurable

consciousness or well-being ; that to this object the action of every

organ is subservient, and that in this every such action, when natural

and sound, ultimately terminates.

No other evidence of this is necessary than the fact, if it can be

established as a fact, that, in the entire sentient creation, the

higher the organised structure the greater is the range of function

;

and, as an invariable consequence, the higher and more varied becomes

the enjoyment, mediately or immediately, connected with it. From its

most simple to its most complex state every successive addition to

structure, by which function is elevated and made more perfect, pro-

portionally increases the exquisiteness of the pleasure to which the

function ministers, and in which it terminates.

Such is the constitution of the animal organisation that

—

Pleasure is the result of the action of living organs.

Pleasure is the direct, the ordinary and the gratuitous result of their

action.

Pleasure is conducive to their complete development, and thereby to

the increase of their capacity for affording enjoyment.

Pleasure is equally conducive to the perpetuation of their actions,

and consequently to the maintenance of hfe.

It follows not only that enjoyment is the end of life, but that

it is the means by which life is prolonged.

Of the truth of each of these propositions it will be interesting

to contemplate the plenitude of the proof.

1. In the first place, pleasure is the result of the action even of the

organic organs, although it has been shown that one character by

which they are distmguished is, that they are unattended with con-

sciousness. How, then, can they be the soui'ces of pleasure ? By

a special provision, consciousness is indirectly connected with the

processes of this class, limited in extent indeed, and uniformly

terminatmg at a certain point, but the extent and the limitation

alike conducing to the pleasurableness of its nature. And this is an

c
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adjustment in tlie constitution of oui- frame which is well deserving of

attention.

- The principal organs by which the organic processes are performed,

are placed in the cavities of the chest and abdomen. They are

presided over by that portion of the nervous system which is termed

the ganglionic, or organic system. Among the peculiarities of this

system, one of the most remarkable is, that it is, in itself, destitute

of feeling. Sensibihty is inseparably associated with the idea com-

monly formed of a nerve. But the nervous system consists of two

portions; one presiding over sensation and voluntary motion, hence

called the sentient and motor portion ; the other destitute of sen-

sation, but presiding over all the movements by which the organic

processes are carried on, hence called the organic portion. The
influence of the organic nerves is essential to the organic processes.

If the communication between an organic nerve and an organ be

interrupted, the function of the organ, whatever it be, is arrested.

Without its organic nerves the stomach cannot secrete gastric juice

;

the consequence is, the aliment is undigested. Without its organic

nerves the liver cannot secrete bile ; the consequence is, that the

process of digestion stops, and the nutritive part of the aliment is

incapable of being separated from its excrementitious portion. The
organic nerves encompass the great trunks of the blood-vessels that

convey the material of nutriment, that is, arterial blood, to the organs.

In all its ramifications through an organic organ, an arterial

vessel is accompanied by its organic nerves, so that, wherever the

arterial capillary branch goes, secreting and nourishing, there goes,

inseparably united with it, an organic nerve, exciting and governing.

But this nerve neither feels nor communicates feeling ; hence it can
impart no consciousness to the operation of any process dependent
upon it. Yet there is not one of these processes that does not exert,

during every moment we are awake, an influence over consciousness.

How? By a special process, as curious in its nature as it is im-
portant in its result.

Branches of sentient nerves are transmitted from the animal to the

organic system, and from the organic to the animal ; and an mtimate
communication is established between the two classes. The mode
in which this communication is efiected is clearly shown by the
communicatmg branches that unite the two great nervous centres,

the sentient and the non-sentient. Each sentient (spinal) nerve
before it goes out to the animal organs, to which it is destined to

communicate sensation, sends off two branches to each ganglion of
the sympathetic or organic (non-sentient) system. Branches are
equally sent off from the ganglionic to the spinal system. The
sentient mix and mingle with the insentient nerves, accompany
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tlicm in their course to the organic organs, and ramify with them
thronghont their substance. It is manifest, then, that sentient nerves,

nerves not necessary to the organic processes, having, as far as is

knomi, nothing whatever to do with those processes, enter as con-

stituent parts into the composition of the organic organs. What
is the result? That organic organs are rendered sentient; that

organic processes, in their own nature insensible, become capable

of affecting consciousness. What follows ? What is the consciousness

excited ? Not a consciousness of the organic process. Of that we
still remain wholly insensible. Not simple sensation. The result

uniformly produced, as long as the state of the system is that of

health, is pleasurable consciousness. The heart sends out to the

organs its vital cuiTent. Each organ, abstracting from the stream

the particles it needs, converts them into the peculiar fluid or solid it

is its oflice to form. The stomach, from the arterial streamlets

circulating through it, secretes gastric juice ; the liver, from the

venous streamlets circulating through it, secretes bile. When these

digestive organs have duly prepared their respective fluids, they

employ them in the elaboration of the aliment. We are not conscious

' of this elaboration, though it goes on within us every moment ; but is

consciousness not affected by the process ? Most materially. Wny ?

Because sentient mingle with organic nerves ; because the sentient

nerves are impressed by the actions of the organic organs. And how
impressed ? As long as the actions of the organic organs are sound,

that is, as long as their processes are duly performed, the impression

communicated to the sentient nerves is in its nature agreeable
;

is,

in fact, THE PLEASURABLE CONSCIOUSNESS WHICH CONSTITUTES THE

FEELING OF HEALTH. The statc of health is nothing but the result of

the due performance of the organic organs : it follows that the feeling

of health, the feehng which is ranked by every one among the most

pleasurable of existence, is the result of the action of organs of whose

direct operations we are unconscious. But the pleasurable con-

sciousness thus indirectly excited is really the consequence of a special

provision, established for the express purpose of producing pleasure.

Processes, in their own nature insensible, are rendered sentient ex-

pressly for this pui-pose, that, over and above the special object they

•serve, they may afford enjoyment. In this case the production of

pleasure is not only altogether gratuitous, not only communicated for

its own sake, not only rested in as an ultimate object, but it is made to

commence at the very confines of life ; it is interwoven with the thread

of existence ; it is secured in and by the actions that build up and that

support the very frame-work, the material instrument of our being.

But if the communication of sensibility to processes in their own

nature incapable of exciting feeling, for the purpose of converting them
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into sources of pleasurable consciousness, indicate an express provision

for the production of enjoyment, that pro\ision is no less exemplified

in the point at which this superadded sensibility is made to cease.

Some of the consequences of a direct communication of consciousness

to an organic process have been already adverted to. Had the eye,

besides transmitting rays of light to the optic nerve, been rendered

sensible of the successive passage of each ray through its substance, the

impression excited by luminous bodies, which is indispensable to vision,

the ultimate object of the instrument, if not wholly lost, must necessarily

have become obscure, in direct proportion to the acuteness of this sensi-

bility. The hand of the musician could scarcely have executed its

varied and rapid movements upon his instrument, had his mind been

occupied at one and the same instant with the process of muscular

contraction in the finger, and the idea of music in the brain. Had the

communication of such a twofold consciousness been possible, in no

respect would it have been beneficial, in many it would have been

pernicious ; and the least of the evils resulting from it would have been,

that the inferior would have interrupted the superior faculty, and the

means deteriorated the end. But in some cases the evil would have

been of a much more serious nature. Had we been rendered sensible

of the flow of the vital cm-rent through the engine that propels it

;

were the distension of the delicate heart-valves that direct the current

ever present to our view
;
by some inward feeling were we reminded,

minute by minute, of the progress of the aliment through the digestive

apparatus, and were the mysterious operations of the organic nerves

palpable to sight, the terror of the maniac, who conceived that his

body was composed of unannealed glass, would be the ordinary feeling

of life. Every movement would be a matter of anxious deliberation
;

and the approach of every body to our own would fill us with dismay.
But adjusted as our consciousness actually is, the point at which the
organic process begins is that at which sensation ends. Had sensation
been extended beyond this point, it would have been productive of pain

:

at this pomt it uniformly stops. Nevertheless, by the indu^ect con-
nexion of sensation with the organic processes, a vast amount of plea-
sure might be created: a special apparatus is constructed for the
express purpose of establishing the communication. There is thus the
twofold proof, the positive and the negative, the evidence arising as
well from what they do, as from what they abstain from doing, that
the organic processes are, and are intended to be, sources of "eniov-
ment. *' ^

But the production of pleasure, commencing at this the lowest point
of conscious existence, increases with the progressive advancement of
organization and function.

The appetite for food, and the vohmtary actions dependent upon it,
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may be considered as the first advancement beyond a process purely
organic. The function by which new matter is introduced into the

system and converted into nutriment, is partly an animal, and partly

an organic operation. The animal part of it consists of the sensations

of hunger and thirst, by which we are taught when the wants of the
system require a fresh supply of aliment, together with the voluntary
actions by which the aliment is introduced into the system. The
organic part of the function consists of the changes which the aliment

undergoes after its introduction into the system, by which it is converted

into nutriment. Sensations always of a pleasurable nature arise

indirectly in the manner abeady explained, from the due performance

of the organic part of the function; but pleasure is also directly

produced by the performance of the animal part of it. Wholesome
food is grateful ; the satisfaction of the appetite for food is pleasurable.

Food is necessary to the support of life ; but it is not indispensable to

the maintenance of life that food should be agreeable. Appetite there

must be, that food may be eaten ; but the act of eating might have been

secured without connecting it with pleasure. Pleasure, however, is

connected with it, first directly, by the gratefulness of food, and secondly

indirectly, by the due digestion of the food. And the annexation of

pleasure in this twofold mode to the performance of the function of

nutrition is another case of the gratuitous bestowment of pleasm-e;

another instance in which pleasure is communicated for its own sake,

and rested in as an ultimate object. Pleasures of this class are some-

times called low
;
they are comparatively low ; but they are not the less

pleasures, because they are exceeded in value by pleasures of a nobler

nature. Man may regard them with comparative indifierence,

because he is endowed with faculties which afford him gi-atifications

superior in kind and larger in amount ; but it is no mark of wisdom to

despise and neglect even these : for they are annexed to the exercise of

a function which is the first to exalt us above a merely organic existence

;

they are the first pleasures of which, considered merely as sentient

creatures, we are susceptible; they amount in the aggregate to an

immense sum ; and they mark the depth in our nature in which are laid

the fountains of enjoyment.

Organs of sense, intellectual faculties, social affections, moral powers,

are superadded endo^vments of a successively higher order : at the same

time, they are the instruments of enjoyment of a nature progressively

more and more exquisite.

An organ of sense is an instrument composed of a pecuHar arrange-

ment of organized matter, by which it is adapted to receive from

specific agents definite impressions. Between the agent that produces

and the organ that receives the impression, the adaptation is such,

that the result of their mutual action is, in the first place, the pro-
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duction of sensation, and, in the second place, the production of

pleasure. The pleasui'e is as much the result as the sensation. This

is true of the eye in seeing, the ear in hearing, the hand in touching,

the organ of smell in smelling, and the tongue in tasting. Pleasure

is Imked Avith the sense ; hut there might have been the sense without

the pleasui'e. A slight difference in the construction of the organ, or

in the intensity of the agent, would not merely have changed, it would

even have reversed the result ; would have rendered the habitual con-

dition of the eye, the ear, the skin, not such as it now is in liealth, but

such as it is in the state of inflammation. But the adjustment is such

as habitually to secure that condition of the system in which eveiy

action that excites sensation produces j^leasure as its ordinary con-

comitant ; and the amount of enjoyment which is thus secured to

every man, and wliich every man actually experiences in the ordinary

course of an ordinary life, it would be beyond his power to estimate

were he always sensible of the boon ; but the calculation is altogether

impossible, when, as is generally the case, he merely enjoys AAithout

ever thinking of the provisions by which he enjoys.

But if the pleasm'cs that arise from the ordinary operations of sense

form, in the aggregate, an incalcidable sum, how great is the accession

brought to this stock by the endowments next in order in the ascending-

scale, namely, the intellectual faculties !

There is one effect resulting from the operation of the intellectual

faculties on the senses that deserves particular attention. The higher

faculties elevate the subordinate in such a manner as to inake them
altogether new endowments. In illustration of this, it will suffice

to notice the change wrought, as if in the very nature of sensation, the
moment it becomes combined with an intellectual operation, as exem-
plified in the difierence between the intellectual conception of beauty,

and the mere perception of sense. The grouping of the hills that

bound that magnificent valley which I behold at this moment spread
out before my view ; the shadow of the trees at the base of some
of them, stretching its deep and varied outHne up the sides of others

;

the glancing light now brightening a hundi'ed different hues of green
on the broad meadows, and now dancing on the upland fallows

;

the ever-moving, ever-changing clouds ; the scented air ; the song of
birds

;
the still more touching music which the breeze awakens inl^he

scarcely-trembhng branches of those pine-trees,—the elements of which
this scene is composed, the mere objects of sense, the sun, the sky, the
air, the hills, the woods, and the sounds poured out from them, im]3ress
the senses of the animals that graze in the midst of them • but
on their senses they fall dull and emotionless, exciting no perception of
their loveliness, and giving no taste of the pleasm-es they are capable
of affbrdmg. Nor even in the human being, whose intellectual faculties
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have been uncultivated, do they awaken either emotions or ideas ; the

clown sees them, hears them, feels them scarcely more than the herds

he tends : yet in him whose mind has been cultivated and unfolded,

how numerous and varied the impressions, how manifold the com-
binations, how exquisite the pleasm-es they produce !

And from the more purely intellectual operations, from memory,
comparison, analysis, combination, classification, induction, how still

nobler the pleasure! Not to speak of the happiness of him who,
by his study of natural phenomena, at length arrived at the stupendous

discovery that the earth and all the stars of the firmament move,

and that the feather falls to the ground, by the operation of one and
the same physical law ; nor of the happiness of him who sent his Idte

into the cloud, and brought down from its quiet bed the Hghtning

which he suspected was slumbering there ; nor of the happiness of him
who concentrated, directed, and controlled that mighty power which

has enabled the feeble hand of man to accomplish works greater than

have been feigned of fabled giant ; which has annihilated distance

;

created, by economising, time
;
changed in the short space in wliich

it has been in operation the surface of the habitable globe ; and is

destined to work upon it more and greater changes than have been

eftected by all other causes combined ; nor of the happiness of him who
devoted a longer life with equal success to a nobler labour, that of

KEAKING THE FiUSEIC OF FELICITY BY THE HAND OF IlEASON AND

OF LAW ;—in the ordinary intellectual operations of ordinary men, in

their ordinary occupations, there is happiness. The intellectual

pleasures of such men as Newton, Franklin, Watt, and Bentham, can

be equalled only by those who possess equal intellectual power, and

who put forth equal intellectual energy : to be greatly happy, as they

were, it were necessary to be as highly endowed ; but to be happy, it is

not necessary to be so endowed. Every human being whose moments

have passed with winged speed, whose day has been short, whose year

is gone almost as soon as it seemed commenced, has derived from

the exercise of his intellectual faculties pleasures countless in number

and inestimable in value.

But the sympathetic pleasures, out of which grow the social, are of a

still higher order even than the intellectual. The pleasures that

result from the action of the organic organs, from the exercise of

the several senses, and from the operation of the intellectual faculties,

like the sensations in which they arise, belong exclusively to the

individual being that experiences them, and cannot be commimicated

to another. Similar sensations and pleasures may be felt by beings

similarly constituted ; but the actual sensations and pleasures afforded

by the exercise of a person's own organs and faculties, are no more

capable of becoming another's than his existence. These, then, are
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strictly the selfish pleasures ; and the provision that has been made for

securing them has been shown.

But there are pleasures of another class, pleasures having no relation

whatever to a person's own sensation or happiness
;
pleasures springing

from the perception of the enjoyment of others. The sight of pleasure,

not its own, afiects the human heart, provided its state of feeling be

natiiral and sound, just as it would be afi'ected were it its own. Not

more real is the pleasure arising from the gratification of apj^etite, the

exercise of sense, and the operation of intellect, than that arising from

the consciousness that another sentient being is happy. Pleasures of

this class are called sympathetic, in contradistinction to those of the

former class, which are termed selfish.

There are then two principles in continual operation in the human
being, the selfish and the sympathetic. The selfish is productive of

pleasure of a certain kind ; the sympathetic is productive of pleasure of

another kind. The selfish is primary and essential ; the sympathetic,

arising out of the selfish, is superadded to it. And so precisely what

the animal life is to the organic, the sympathetic principle is to the

selfish; and just what the organic hfe gains by its union with the

animal, the mental constitution gains by the addition of the sympathetic

to the selfish afiection. The analogy between the combination in both

cases is in every respect complete. As the organic hfe produces and
sustains the animal, so the sympathetic principle is produced and
sustained by the selfish. As the organic life is conservative of the

entire organization of the body, so the selfish principle is conservative

of the entire being. As the animal life is superadded to the organic,

extending, exalting, and perfecting it, so the sympathetic principle is

superadded to the selfish, equally extending, exaltmg, and perfecting it.

The animal life is nobler than the organic, whence the organic is sub-

servient to the animal ; but there is not only no opposition, hostility,

or antagonism between them, but the strictest possible connexion, depend-
ence, and subservience. The sympathetic principle is nobler than
the selfish, whence the selfish is subservient to the sympathetic ; but
there is not only no opposition, hostility, or antagonism between them,
but the strictest possible connexion, dependence, and subservience.

Whatever is conducive to the perfection of the organic, is equally con-
ducive to the perfection of the animal life ; and whatever is conducive
to the attainment of the true end of the selfish, is equally conducive to

the attainment of the true end of the sympathetic principle. The per-
fection of the animal life cannot be promoted at the expense of the
organic, nor that of the organic at the expense of the animal

; neither
can the ultimate end of the selfish principle, be secured by the sacrifice

of the sympathetic, nor that of the sympathetic, by the sacrifice of the
selfish. Any attempt to exalt the animal life beyond what is compatible
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with the healthy state of the organic, instead of accomplishing that end,

only produces bodily disease. Any attempt to extend the selfish

principle beyond what is compatible with the perfection of the sympa-

thetic, or the sympathetic beyond what is compatible with the

perfection of the selfish, instead of accomplishing the end in view, only

produces mental disease. Opposing and jarring actions, antagonizing

and mutually destructive powers, are combined in no other work of

nature ; and it would be wonderful indeed were the only instance of it

found in man, the noblest of her works, and in the mind of man, the

noblest part of her noblest work.

No one supposes that there is any such inharmonious combination in

the organisation of his physical frame, and the notion that it exists in

his mental constitution, as it is founded in ignorance, so it is jDroduc-

tive of mischief. In both, indeed, are manifest two great powers, each

distinct ; each having its own peculiar operation ; and the one being

subservient to the other, but both conducing alike to one common end.

By the addition of the apparatus of the animal to that of the organic

Hfe, a nobler structure is built up than could have been framed by the

organic alone : by the addition of the sympathetic to the selfish part of

the mental constitution, a happier being is formed than could have

been produced by the selfish alone. And as the organic might have

existed without the animal life, but by the addition of the animal a

new and superior being is formed, so might the selfish part of the

mental constitution, and the pleasures that flow from it, have existed

alone; but by the addition of the sympathetic, a sum is added to enjoy-

ment, of the amount of which some conception may be formed by

considering what human life would be, witli every selfish appetite and

faculty gratified in the fullest conceivable degree, but without any

admixture whatever of sympathetic or social pleasure. Selfish enjoy-

ment is not common. If any one set himself to examine what at fii-st

view might seem a purely selfish pleasure, he will soon be sensible that,

of the elements composing any given state of mind to which he would

be willing to affix the term pleasurable, a vast preponderance consists

of sympathetic associations. The more accurately he examine, and the

farther he carry his analysis, the stronger will become his conviction,

that a purely selfish enjoyment, that is, a truly pleasurable state of

mind, in no degree, mediately or immediately, connected with the

pleasurable state of another mind, is exceedingly rare.

But if the constitution of human nature and the stnictm'e of human

society ahke render it difficult for the hiunan heart to be aff'ected with

a pleasure m no degree derived from—absolutely and totally imcon-

nected with sympathetic association, of that complex pleasm-e which

arises out of social intercourse, partly selfish and partly sympathetic,

how far sweeter the sympathetic than the selfish ; and as the sym-
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pathetic preponderates over the selfish, how vast the increase of

the pleasm-e ! And when matured, exalted into afi'ection—aflection,

that holy emotion which exerts a transforming influence over the selfish

part of human nature, turning it into the sympathetic
;
afi'ection, which

renders the happiness of the beloved object dearer to the heart than its

own
;

afi'ection, among the benignant feelings of whicli as there is none

sweeter so there is none stronger than that of self-devotion, nay, some-

tunes even of seK-sacrifice
;

affection, which is sympathy pure, concen-

trated, intense—Oh how beautiful is the constitution of this part of our

nature, by which the most transporting pleasures the heart receives

are the direct reflection of those it gives !

Nor ought it be overlooked, that, while nearly all the selfish, like all

the sensual pleasures, cannot be increased beyond a fixed limit, cannot

be protracted beyond a given time, are short-lived in proportion as they

are intense, and satiate the appetite they gratify, the sympathetic plea-

sm"es are capable of indefinite augmentation ; are absolutely inex-

haustible ; no limit can be set to their number, and no bound to their

growth
;
they excite the appetite they gratify

;
they multiply Avith and

by participation, and the more is taken from the fountain from whicli

they flow, the deeper, the broader, and the fuller the fomitain itself

becomes.

But not only is the mental state of affection in all its forms and

degrees highly pleasurable, but the very consciousness of being the

object of affection is another pleasure perfectly distinct from that

arising immediately from the afi'ection itself. It has been said of

charity, that it is twice blessed, that it blesses alike him that gives and
liim that receives ; but love has in it a threefold blessing : first, in the

mental state itself; secondly, in the like mental state which the

manifestation of it produces in another ; and thirdly, ui the mental state

inseparable from the consciousness of being the object of affection.

And this reflex happiness, this happiness arising from the consciousness

of being the object, is even sweeter than any connected with being the

subject of affection.

In like manner there is pleasure in the performance of beneficent

actions; in energetic, constant, and therefore ultimately successful

exertions to advance the great interests of human kind, in art, in

science, in philosophy, in education, in morals, in legislation, in govern-
ment ; whether those exertions are put forth in the study, the school,

the senate, or any less observed though perhaps not less arduous nor
less important field of labour. Exertions of this kind beget in those
for whom, towards those by whom, they are made, benignant feelings

—respect, veneration, gratitude, love. With such feelings the philo-
sopher, the instructor, the legislator, the statesman, the philanthropist,

knows that he is, or that, sooner or later, he will be regarded by his
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fellow-men ; and in this consciousness there is happiness : but this is

another source of happiness perfectly distinct from that arising from
the performance of beneficent actions ; it is a new happiness super-

added to the former, and, if possible, still more exquisite. Thus
manifold is the beneficent operation of the sympathetic affection : thus
admirable is the provision made in the constitution of our nature for

the excitement and extension of this affection, and, through its instru-

mentality, for the multiplication and exaltation of enjoyment

!

In affections and actions of this class, and in the pleasm-es that

result from them, there is much of the natm'e which is commonly
termed moral. The moral faculty is the power to regulate voluntary

conduct by a prescribed rule, fi-om a given motive. The rule is the

moral code, whatever that may be ; the motive is that which induces

obedience to the rule, as praise or blame, reward or punishment. On
the power thus to regulate his conduct, a power possessed by no other

creature but man, are based law and government. It is by the opera-

tion of this power that he is capable of obedience to law, and that he

can become the subject of government. This power of his nature is

higher than any of the preceding, for it is their regulator and guide
;

it is that by which they attain their proper and ultimate object.

Of whatever pleasure human nature is capable in sensation, in idea,

in appetite, in passion, in emotion, in affection, in action ; whatever is

productive of real pleasure, in contradistinction to what only cheats

with the false hope of pleasure ; whatever is productive of pure plea-

sure, in contradistinction to what is productive partly of pleasure and

partly of j^ain, and consequently productive not of pure, but of mixed

pleasm-e ; whatever is productive of a great degree of pleasure in con-

tradistmction to what is productive of a small degree of pleasm'c

;

whatever is productive of lasting pleasure, in contradistinction to what

is productive of temporary pleasm-e ; whatever is productive of ultimate

pleasure, in contradistinction to what is productive of immediate plea-

sure, but ultimate pain ; this greatest and most perfect pleasure it is

the part of the moral faculty to discover. In the degree in which the

operation of this faculty is correct and complete, it enables the human

being to derive from every faculty of his nature the greatest, the purest,

the most enduring pleasure ; that is, the maximum of felicity. This is

the proper scope and aim of the moral faculty ; to this its right exercise

is uniformly conducive ; and this, as it is better cultivated and directed,

it will accomphsh in a higher degree, in a continual progression, to

which no limit can be assigned.

But if the proper operation of this faculty be to render every other

in the highest degree conducive to happiness, conformity to the course

of conduct required by it, must be the highest happiness. Conformity

to the course of conduct pointed out l)y the moral faculty as conducive
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in the highest degree to happiness, is moral excellence, or, in the

definite and exact sense of the word, virtue. And in this sense it is

that vii'tue is happiness. It is because it discriminates the true sources

of happiness, that is, directs every other faculty into its proper course,

and guides it in that course to the attainment of its ultimate object, that

the moral faculty takes the high place it does among the faculties of the

human mind. Supposing the operation of this faculty to be perfect, it

is but an identical expression to say, that to follow its guidance im-

phcitly is to follow the road that leads to the most perfect happiness.

But there is another faculty which is as truly a part of the human

mind as the moral faculty, and to the possession of which there is

nothing in the sHghtest degree analogous in any other creature known

to us. It is impossible for the human mind not to infer the existence

of a Creator from the study of the creation. It is impossible to con-

template the attributes of the Creator, such attributes at least

as those ascribed to Him by the Christian Kevelation, without re-

verence, trust, and love. But the ascription of such attributes to

the Creator, the feeling of reverence, trust, and love towards Him, and

the desire and endeavour to conform in heart and hfe to His law, as far

as His wiU is known, is religion. And the exercise of the religious

faculty, under the true and enhghtened guidance of the Christian

Eevelation, is at once man's greatest privilege, and includes the highest

happiness of which his nature is susceptible.

Thus manifest it is, from every view that can be taken of the

constitution of human nature, that every faculty with which it is

endowed, from the lowest to the highest, not only affords its own
proper and peculiar pleasure, but that each, as it successively rises

in the scale, is proportionately the source of a nobler kind, and a

larger amount of enjoyment.

And the pleasure thus afibrded by the various faculties with which
the human being is endowed is the immediate and direct result of their

exercise. With the exception of the organic organs, and the reason

for the exception in regard to them has been assigned, the action

of the organs is dfrectly pleasurable. From the exercise of the organs
of sense, from the operation of the intellectual faculties, from appetite,

passion, and affection, pleasure flows as directly as the object for which
the instrument is expressly framed.

And pleasure is the ordinaiy result of the action of the organs
; pain

is sometimes the result, but it is the extraordinary, not the ordinary
result. Whatever may be the degree of pain occasionally produced, or
however protracted its duration, yet it is never the natural, that is, the
usual or permanent state, either of a single organ, or of an apparatus
or of the system. The usual, the permanent, the natural condition of
each organ, and of the entire system, is pleasurable. Abstracting,
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therefore, from the aggregate amount of pleasure, the aggregate

amount of pain, the balance in favour of pleasure is immense. This is

true of the ordinary experience of ordinaiy men, even taking their

physical and mental states such as they are at present ; but the

ordinary physical and mental states, considered as sources of pleasure

of every human being, might be prodigiously improved; and some

attempt will be made, in a subsequent part of this work, to show
in what manner and to what extent.

It has been abeady stated that there are cases in which pleasure is

manifestly given for its own sake ; in which it is rested in as an

ultimate object : but the converse is never found : in no case is the ex-

citement of pain gratuitous. Among all the examples of secretion,

there is no instance of a fluid, the object of which is to irritate and in-

flame : among all the actions of the economy, there is none, the object

of which is the production of pain.

Moreover, as already stated, all such action of the organs, as is pro-

ductive of pleasure, is conducive to their complete development, and

consequently to the increase of their capacity for producing pleasure
;

while all such action of the organs as is productive of pain is pre-

ventive of their complete development, and consequently diminishes

their capacity for producing pain. The natural tendency of pleasure

is to its own augmentation and perpetuity. Pain, on the contrary,

is self-destnictive.

Special provision is made in the economy for preventing pain from

passing beyond a certain limit, and from enduring beyond a certain

time. Pain, when it reaches a certain intensity, deadens the sensibility

of the sentient nei-ve; and when it lasts beyond a certain time, it

excites new actions in the organ aff'ected, by which the organ is either

restored to a sound state, or so changed in structure that its function is

wholly abolished. But change of structure and abolition of function,

if extensive and permanent, are incompatible with the continuance

of hfe. If, then, the actions of the economy, excited by pain, fail

to put an end to sufiering, by restoring the diseased organ to a healthy

state, they succeed in putting an end to it by terminating life. Pain,

therefore, cannot be so severe and lasting as materially to preponderate

over pleasure, without soon proving destructive to life.

But the very reverse is the case with pleasure. All such action of

the organs as is productive of pleasure is conducive to the perpetuation

of life. There is a close connexion between happiness and longevity.

Enjoyment is not only the end of life, but it is the only condition

of life which is compatible with a protracted term of existence. As a

rule, the happier a human being is, the longer he lives ; the more he

suffers, the sooner he dies ; to add to enjoyment, is to lengthen life
; to

inflict pain, is to shorten the duration of existence. As there is a
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point of wretchedness beyond which life is not desirable, so there

is a point beyond which it is not maintainable. The man who has

reached an advanced age cannot have been, upon the whole, an

unliappy being ; for the infirmity and suffering which embitter life cut

it short. Every document by which the rate of mortality among large

numbers of human beings can be correctly ascertained contains in

it iiTesistible evidence of this truth. In every country the average

dm-ation of life, whether for the whole peoj)le or for particular classes,

is invariably in the dii-ect ratio of their means of fehcity
;
while, on the

other hand, the number of years which large portions of the population

survive beyond the adult age may bo taken as a certain test of the

happiness of the community. How clear must have been the per-

ception of this in the mind of the Jewish legislator when he made the

promise, that thy days may be long in the land which the

Lord thy God hath given thee—the sanction of every religious

observance, and the motive to every moral duty

!

Deeply, then, are laid the fountains of happiness in the constitution

of human nature. They spring from the depths of man's physical or-

ganisation ; and from the wider range of his mental constitution they

flow in streams magnificent and glorious. It is conceivable that from

the first to the last moment of his existence, every human being might

drink of them to the full extent of his capacity. Why does he not ?

The answer will be found in that to the following question. Wliat

must happen before this be possible ? The attainment of clear and

just conceptions on subjects, in relation to which the knowledge

liitherto acquired by the most enlightened men is imperfect. Physical

nature, every department of it, at least, wliicli is capable of influencing

human existence and human sensation ; hmnan natui'e, both the

physical and the mental part of it ; institutions so adapted to that

nature as to be capable of securing to every individual, and to the

whole community, the maximum of happiness with the minimum of

sufiering—this must be known. But knowledge of this kind is of slow

growth. To expect the possession of it on the part of any man in

such a stage of civilization as the present, is to suppose a phenomenon
to which there is nothing analogous in the histoiy of the human
mind. The human mind is equally incapable of making a violent

discovery in any department of knowledge, and of taking a violent

bound in any path of improvement. What we call discoveries and
improvements are clear, decided, but for the most part gentle, steps in

advancement of the actual and immediately-preceding state of know-
ledge. The human mind unravels the great chain of knowledge, link

by link ; when it is no longer able to trace the connecting link, it is at
a stand

: the discoverer, in common with his contemporaries, seeino-

the last ascertained link, and from that led on by analogies wliich are
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not perceived by, or which do not impress others, at length descries

the next in succession ; this brings into view new analogies, and so

prepares the way for the discernment of another link ; this again elicits

other analogies which lead to the detection of other links, and so the

chain is lengthened. And no link, once made out, is lost.

Chemists tell us that the adjustment of the component elements of

water is such, that although they readily admit of separation and
are subservient to their most important uses in the economy of nature

by this very facility of decomposition, yet that their tendency to re-

combination is equal, so that the quantity of water actually existing

at this present moment in the globe is just the same as on the first

day of the creation, neither the operations of nature, nor the purposes

to which it has been applied by man, having used up, in the sense of

destroying, a single particle of it. Alike indestructible are the sepa-

rate truths that make up the great mass of human knowledge. In

their ready divisibility and their manifold applications, some of them

may sometimes seem to be lost ; but if they disappear, it is only to

enter into new combinations, many of which themselves become new
truths, and so ultimately extend the boimdaries of knowledge. What-

ever may have been the case in time past, when the loss of an impor-

tant truth, satisfactorily and practically established, may be supposed

possible, such an event is inconceivable now when the art of printing

at once multiplies a thousand records of it, and, with astonishing

rapidity, makes it part and parcel of hundreds of thousands of minds.

A thought more full of encouragement to those who labour for the

improvement of then* fellow-beings there cannot be. No onward step

is lost ; no onward stej) is final
;
eveiy such step facilitates and secures

another. The savage state, that state in which gross selfishness seeks

its object simply and directly by violence, is past. The semi-savage or

barbarous state, in which the grossness of the selfishness is somewhat

abated, and the violence by which it seeks its object in some degree

mitigated, by the higher faculties and the gentler affections of our

nature, but in which war still predominates, is also past. To this has

succeeded the state in which we are at present, the so-called civilized

gtate—a state in which the selfish principle still predominates, in

which the justifiableness of seeking the accomphshment of selfish

purposes by means of violence, that of war among the rest, is still

recognized, but in which violence is not the ordinary instrument em-

ployed by selfishness, its ends being commonly accomplished by the

more silent, steady, and permanent operation of institutions. This

state, Hke the preceding, will pass away. How soon, in what precise

mode, by what immediate agency, none can tell. But we are already

in possession of the principle which will destroy the present and in-

troduce a better social condition, namely, the principle at the basis of
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the social union, the maximum of the aggregate of happiness;

THE MAXIMUM OF THE AGGREGATE OF HAPPINESS SOUGHT BY THE

PROMOTION OF THE MAXIMUM OF INDIVIDUAL HAPPINESS !

CHAPTER IV.

Compound nature of natural bodies—Inorganic and organic elements—Essential and

incidental organic elements—Organic constituents—Peculiarity and complexity of

combination proper to organic elements—Proximate principles: vegetable and

animal—Non-nitrogemsod and nitrogenised—Albumen, fibrin, casein, protein

—

Isomeric substances.

Matter, as far as is known to man, is either solid, liquid, or gaseous.

In one or other of these forms it makes up the earth, the sea, the air,

and all they contain. But few substances as they exist in nature con-

sist of one kind of matter only. They are nearly all composed of

different materials, variously aggregated together, and more or less

intimately combined ; and the object of science is to separate these

compounds into their component parts, to ascertain the properties

peculiar to each constituent, and to discover the laws which govern

their combination and mutual action.

Modern chemistry has accomjjHshed these objects with a high

degree of success. It has subjected almost every accessible substance

to experiment, and the general result of its analyses is to show,

what has just been stated, that nearly all natural bodies, however

simple they may appear, are really made up of more than one

substance.

A mass of marble, for example, judging from its external ap-

pearance, would hardly be supposed to consist of more than one
description of matter. It is really composed of three. By the appli-

cation of heat, a piece of marble is first of all broken up into two
substances, one a solid, quick lime ; and the other a gas, carbonic acid

gas. On further analysing the quick lime, that also is found to be
composed of two bodies, namely, a metal, calcium, and a gas, oxygen

;

while the carbonic (xcid, in its turn, consists of two bodies, carbon and
oxygen.

Marble is thus proved to be a compound of calcium, carbon, and
oxygen. But on subjecting the latter bodies to experiment it is found
that tL.. analysis can go no fui'ther

;
they cannot be resolved into any

simpler form of matter
;
they are therefore called elements, and they

must be so regarded until future discoveries show that some other
substance not yet known enters into their composition.

About sixty-two of such bodies have been obtained, of which a list
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is given in Appendix No. I ; but the catalogue is continually

changing
; one substance being removed from the list, and another

added to it, as experiment proves it to be compound or simple.

Of these Inorganic Elements four only form the basis of organic

bodies, namely, carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen ; and their

relative abundance is nearly in the order of this enumeration. They
are called essential organic elements, but to these are added minute
quantities of other simple substances, as sulphur, phosphoins, chlorine,

fluorine, potassium, sodium, calcium, magnesium, iron, silicon, man-
ganese, aluminum and copper. These are named Incidental Or-
ganic Elements ; but this term must not be understood in the sense

of accidental ; nor be allowed to convey the impression that they are

of no determinate and essential use. They answer purposes of the

utmost importance, as will be seen immediately.

Out of the whole number of inorganic bodies, then, only seventeen

have as yet been discovered in the organic kingdom.

The essential organic elements never enter into the composition of

organic bodies as elements. They first unite with each other in

definite proportions, and form compounds of a determinate nature.

Thus oxygen unites with carbon in the proportions that form carbonic

acid
;
hydrogen with oxygen in the proportions that form water

;

nitrogen with hydrogen in the proportions that form ammonia ; and

it is only as carbonic acid, water and ammonia, that the elements—now
indeed no longer elements, but compound bodies—enter the organic

world. The compounds thus formed are commonly named Organic

Constituents.

Organic constituents thus combined with one or more incidental

elements, unite together in definite proportions and form distinct

organic substances, commonly termed Proximate Principles—prin-

ciples to distinguish them from elements, and proximate because

they are the products of the first combinations of the organic

constituents. The compounds thus formed may be said to stand

on the verge of the organic world, but not to have entered it

:

they are not organised substances, but organisable : not living,

but capable of being endowed with life : they have acquired new

and peculiar properties and powers, such as are never manifested

by inorganic bodies, and in order to distinguish them from the

latter they are called " Vital ;" yet they nmst not be regarded as

formed by a peculiar vital principle different from ordinary chemical

affinity, but as products of common chemical affinity, operating under

conditions which present themselves only in living bodies.

Since four elements make up the main bulk of the countless

varieties of organic matter, they must be endowed with extraordinary

powers of combination, and, indeed, there appeafs to be no limit

1)
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to the numLer of definite substances they are callable of generating,

each marked by a perfect individuahty of its own.

These elements in combining are fm-ther distinguished by the

pecuHar mode of then* association, which is altogether difierent

from that of inorganic bodies. They are characterized by what

may be termed a binary plan of combination : union takes place

between pairs of elements ; the compounds so produced again

imite themselves to other bodies in the same manner, so that the

most complicated organic compounds are constructed by this

repeated pairing on the part of their constituents. No such

arrangement can be traced in inorganic bodies, the elements of which

are bound up together into a single whole, which can enter into

combination with other substances, and be thence disengaged with

properties unaltered.

The power of tlms forming complex combinations is greatly

aided by the action of the Incidental Elements, which exert an

all-unportant influence over the chemical unions and disunions of

organic substances. It is conceived that these elements are endowed

with a jjower of repulsion, and that, being universally diffused through

organic matter, they retain it by virtue of this power in a state of

fluidity, or of solubility, and in the same way they prevent it

from assuming a crystalline structm"e. Thus in the familiar process

of cheese-making, the curd which contains the casein, or cheesy

matter, is separated from the whey, in consequence of the forma-

tion of a little acid derived from the milk sugar in the whey, just

sufficient in quantity to neutralise the alkaline matter which holds the

casein in solution, and the alkali being thus withdrawn, the casein

is no longer capable of maintaining its fluid state, and is precipitated as

a solid substance. Mr. Rainey has also shown that the presence of

phosphate of lime is necessary to prevent the carbonate from assuming

a crystalline form.

Proximate principles are either vegetable or animal, the distinctive

characters of which may be thus briefly stated :

—

Vegetable Proximate Principles.—These consist for the most
part of three only of the essential elements, namely, carbon, oxygen,
and hydrogen; they are therefore ternary compounds, composed
generally of carbon combined with the elements of water. Not
that the fourth element, nitrogen, is absent from the vegetable

kingdom. It exists in every plant, and is absolutely essential to

its health and vigour, and to the performance of some of its most
important functions

; but still as a constituent it forms but a small
part of vegetable substance.

Animal Proximate Principles.—These are generally composed
of all the four essential elements. They are therefore quaternary
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compounds, and thus exliibit a high complexity of composition in

their very elemental forms.

The remarkable fact that some Proximate Principles, both vegetable

and animal, are destitute of nitrogen, affords a well-defined character

by which they may be divided into two groups, the non-nitrogenised,

and the nitrogenised.

Non-Nitroge7med Proximate Princi]}les.—Among the chief of

these are the familiar substances sugar, starch, gum, cellulose, lignin, &c.

Sugar, composed of Carbona^Hydrogeno.Oxygen^.,, is foimd in the

juices of plants, in the sap of trees, and in many roots, particularly in

fleshy roots, as the beet. Cane sugar forms large, transparent, colourless

crystals ; it is very soluble in water ; it is capable of undergoing fer-

mentation ; it is nearly always in a state of solution in plants, and is

especially abundant in growing parts, such as buds and germinatmg

seeds ; it is an organic substance, but close on the confines of the

inorganic kingdom, as is mdicated by its tendency to crystalhzation
;

it performs highly important uses in the vegetable economy, and is

an essential ingredient in the processes of imtrition and maturition.

Starch, C24H.,(|0.j„, is perhaps the most important and widely diffused

of all the \'egetable Proximate Principles. It exists in every plant,

but it is most abundant in the roots and tubers of certain plants,

as in the potato, and in general in soft stems and in seeds. It

is insoluble in cold, but soluble in boiling water; to the naked

eye it presents the appearance of a soft, white, glistening powder

;

under the microscope it is seen to be destitute of crystalline structure,

and to be made up of httle, rounded^ transi)arent bodies, upon each

of which a series of depressed, parallel rings, surrounding a central

spot, or hilum, may often be traced. This principle is of somewhat

higher organic character than sugar, since it is no longer capable

of the crystalline structure ; it even indicates some traces of organisa-

tion ; it is the chief material of vegetable nutrition, and for this

purpose it is stored up in cotyledons, buds, tubers, &c., to be ready

when required.

Gum, C^H^iO.a, forms white or slightly yellowish irregular masses,

destitute of crystalline structure. It is soluble in cold water, forming

a viscid, adhesive, tasteless solution, called mucilage. It is nutritive,

and forms a nidus for the reception and development of the simplest

veo-etable organisms, to the structure of which it contributes the

chief material.

Cellulose, C24H,o02o. This substance, which forms the external

walls of cells, and constitutes cellular membrane in general, is

tough, elastic, colomdess, transparent, and insoluble in any known

menstrua. It is readily permeable by fluids. It is closely allied in

composition to starch, and is convertible into it.

D 2
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Liguiu C,|Hj,pj . Identical in composition witli starch, it is in-

solu])le and innutritions, and constitutes tlie basis of the sohd structures

of all plants. Fine linen and cotton are examples of it in a pure

state, the associated vegetable j)rinciples having been removed or de-

stroyed by the variety of treatment to which the fibre has been sub-

jected. It is convertible into another proximate principle, Dextrine,

which in its turn may be converted into grape sugar. Linen rags

may be made to furnish more than their own weiglit of this description

of sugar.

Nitrogenisecl Proximate Frinciples.—The nitrogenised proximate

principles, both in plants and animals, are comprehended in three

groups, which have received the names of fibrin, albumen, and casein.

Vegetable Fibrin.—Contained chiefly in the juices of plants. When
freshly expressed vegetable juices are allowed to stand at rest a deposit

is thrown down, consisting of a solid substance of a green colour,

which, when the colouring matter is removed, becomes greyish white.

This deposit is vegetable fibrin.

Vegetable Albumen.—When the juice has deposited its fibrin, it

still retains in solution a substance which does not separate at the

ordinary temperature of the atmosphere, but coagulates when the juice

is heated to the boiling point. This coagulum is vegetable albumen.

Vegetable Casein.—The flower seeds of certain plants, particularly

those of the leguminous order, such as peas, beans, and lentils, yield

a coagulum wholly different from that afforded by the expressed juices,

and similar to the curdy or cheesy ingredient of animal milk. This

is vegetable casein.

Animal Fibrin.—It will be seen hereafter that when the vein of

a living animal is opened, and the blood is allowed to stand at rest

for a few minutes, the fluid separates into two parts—a pale-yellowish

liquid, called serum, and a solid portion, named the clot. The clot in

its turn separates spontaneously into two parts, one of which consists

of the red particles of the blood, and the other of a solid, tasteless,

insoluble substance, which is animal fibrin, and which has a peculiar
tendency to arrange itself into long white, elastic, parallel threads, or
fibres, whence its name.

Animal Alhimen.—Jvmt as in the case of vegetal^le albumen, when
heat is applied to the liquid part of the blood, tlie serum, it coagulates
and throws down a white solid substance identical with white of e<rcr.

This is animal albumen.

Casein.—A white curdy substance, the nitrogenised component of
milk. It is not sensibly soluble in pure water, but readily dissolves
in water containing a very small quantity of alkali. Its most striking
property is its coagulabihty by certain animal membranes, as that of
the stomach of the calf.
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When albumen, fibrin, and casein are subjected to a chemical pro-
cess Avhich removes from them all foreign substances, a snow-white
flocculent matter is obtained, which is free from sulphur and phos-
phorus. This substance is regarded as the common basis of the three

albummous principles, which are conceived to be merely modifications

of this peculiar matter with diff'erent proportions of sulphur and phos-
phorus. It has accordingly received the name of Protein, (from
TTpcorito^, "first in place,") in allusion to its alleged relation to the

albuminous principles.

On referring to the preceding chemical analysis it will be seen that

the base of the vegetable proximate pruiciples, Carbon, remains in-

variably the same through the entire series, while the diff'erences in

the proportions of their hydrogen and oxygen range only from one to

three. Thus, take away from sugar three portions out of twenty of

hydrogen, and two of oxygen, the result is starch. Add to starch two

of oxygen and two of hydrogen, and the product is gum. To ten

parts of vegetable protein add one of phosphorus and one of sulphur,

and the result is vegetable fibrin : add to the same parts of protein

one of phosphorus and two of sulphur, and the result is vegetable

albumen : abstract the phosphorus altogether, and add one part of

sulphur, and the result is vegetable casein. So to animal albumen

add two or three portions more of carbon and less of oxygen, the

other constituents remaining in nearly the same proportions, and the

result is animal fibrin.

So close indeed is the relation between all these principles that

when two analyses are made, one of fibrin and one of albumen, the

results do not differ more than in two analyses of fibrin and two of

albumen respectively. But it sometimes happens that all the ele-

ments unite in identically the same proportions, and yet the products

difier widely from each other in their external characters and proper-

ties. Bodies of this kind form a distinct class peculiar to the organic

kingdom. They are called Isomeric. Sugar is isomeric with gum,

lignin with cellulose, and the albuminous principles with each other.

The explanation of these remarkable phenomena appears to be that in

all bodies of this kind, though the elements are the same, they have,

as has been stated, a peculiar arrangement in each individual substance,

which gives to each a peculiar constitution, and therefore special

properties.

So complete are the analyses which have led to the discovery of the

facts now stated, that there is scarcely anything to be desired with

respect to the knowledge attained of the ultimate composition of

organic matter. Yet chemistry, which has so admirably displayed

its analysis, has wholly failed to accomplish its synthesis. The che-

mist can analyse organic matter, but he cannot make it ; not even a
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particle of sugar, the substance which stands on the very confines of

the inorganic world. The plant can make it, and so can the insect,

but not the chemist. Some few of the binaiy inorganic compounds

he has separated into their elements, and then, by again combining

them, he has reproduced the substance he had decomposed. He has

resolved water, for example, into its elements, and then, re-uniting

them by the electric spark, he has exhibited within his own little

apparatus the creation of water as perfect as that which falls from the

cloud or condenses in dew.* But he cannot so re- combine the ele-

ments of sugar or gum, of albumen or fibrin
;
yet he knows the exact

proportions in which the elements unite to produce these substances,

and he witnesses their actual transformation in eveiy leaf that grows

and every flower that blooms ; but the subtle process by which the

chansfe is effected he knows not, and cannot imitate.

He cannot do this because he cannot command, and does not even

know, the conditions on which the formation of these substances de-

pend. The chemistry by which they are generated is doubtless the

same in its essential nature as that by which the crystal is produced,

but organic substances, as already stated, can be formed only under

conditions peculiar to life, and these conditions appear to be placed

beyond human control and forbidden to human knowledge.

The facts which have been stated place in a striking point of view

the unity of the organic world—created out of the same elements, few

in number, but illimitable in the variety of their combinations ; the

resulting substances acquiring new and peculiar forces, and being

obedient to new and peculiar laws, the forces and laws of life.

They further prove the highly interesting and suggestive fact that

organic matter is a manufactured material ; that it undergoes special

processes to fit it for special uses. Just as cotton, wool, and silk are

brought by preparatory processes into a condition fit to be woven into

the varied fabrics of the factory, so albumen, fibrin, and casein, by the

vital processes they undergo, are elaborated and modified until they

become fit to build up the exquisite fabrics of the living body.

And the actual processes through which they pass, particularly in

the early stages of their formation, are so surprising that, if the scien-

tific researches which have discovered the facts had not established

them by indubitable evidence, they would surpass belief. They could

not be knoAvn before the microscope had acquired a certain magnifying
power and distinctness of definition. To all antiquity, therefore, this

* Dr. Hope, of tlie University of Edinburgh, in repeating annually before his ohiss

tlie original experiment of Cavendish, by whom tliis combination was first etfccted,

was accustomed to preserve for a series of years the water formed in bis apparatus
during tlic hour of lecture. Few objects of art or science have excited greater wonder
and reverence than that little decanter of water.
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part of nature was a seaM book. It is only within the present cen-

tury, chiefly within the last quarter of it, that a bright beam of Hght
has been thrown on this most interesting part of the Creator's works :

it is by the concurrent and coinciding observation of the greatest

physiologists of Germany, France and England, that the curious and
extraordinaiy phenomena immediately to be described have been esta-

blished, and it is by their united hands that the veil has been removed
which shrouded in total darkness the wonders of this, till now, invisible

world.

CHAPTEE V.

Of Cells.

Within the period last referred to, a remarkable work appeared in Ger-

many by a physiologist of the name of Schleiden, who published the

result of an extended series of microscopical examinations mto the elemen-

tary form and structm-e of vegetable tissues and organs. This was soon

followed by his comitryman Schwann, who made the like laborious inves-

tigation of the elementary structures of animal organisms. These works

laid the foundation of a new branch of jDhysiological science, under the

name of Histology, from /crro?, a web, and X0709, a discourse ; the

science which treats of organic forms and structures too minute to be

visible to the naked eye. The subject has been subsequently investi-

gated by the most distinguished physiologists both of our own country

and abroad, and the general result must appear to every one who hears

it for the first time the most surprising within the range of science,

namely, that every plant and animal begins existence at the same

starting point, by a particle of organic matter essentially the same in

nature, and always the same in form ; a microscopic cell, so similar

throughout the organic kingdom, that the most skilful microscopists are

unable to discover any characters by which this elementary body can

be distinguished in the highest animal, and in the lowest plant.

An organic cell consists of a film of organic matter, moulded into the

form of a vesicle or bladder, sometimes called a utricle, from ufriculus,

the diminutive of utei; a bottle. This film which forms the cell-wall

is transparent, structureless, and so thin that it cannot be measured, yet

it possesses some degree of firmness, for it holds within it the ele-

mentaiy matter from which all organized beings take their origin.

In vegetable cells, immediately within the cell-wall, there is a thin,

delicate Iming of organic matter, which is easily detached from the

proper membrane of the cell by water, acids, and tincture of iodine

;
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the latter colouring it brown, and causing it to contract. (Fig. 2, h.)

Fig. 1.
Fig.

Klongated cells:—«. cell menibram;; b,

primordial utricle; c, ditto, foldii;g in-

wards, and beuiniiinc; to roim ii septum
;

(/.septum fully formed
; /, cell contents,

after Hanfrey.

cell membrane; 6, primordial utricles

detached from the cell membrane by

tincture of iodine, tbickenetl, enclosiui,'

the nuclei, and continuous through the

yet incomplete septa.

Fig.

This is termed, from the physiologist who first described it, the Primor-

dial utricle of Mohl. As it is spread uniformly over the whole internal

surface of the cell-wall (Fig. 1, l), it must of course enclose all the

other contents of the cell.

Those other contents are, first, a quantity of pellucid semifluid or-

ganic matter, and secondly, two minute more solid bodies embedded in

this fluid, the largest of which is

called the nucleus (Fig. 3, h), and the

smallest, contained within the first, the

nucleolus (Fig. 3, c). These bodies give

name to the cells, which are called nu-

cleated cells.

The fluid in which these bodies are

embedded is a nitrogenous substance, a

protein compound, in plants of a muci-

laginous, in animals of an albuminous

character ; in both holding in suspension

a considerable proportion of oils, a fatty

matter combined with earthy and saline

salts, and some animal ingredient. Its

chemical composition is essentially the same in all classes of organized

beings. As it is conceived to be the material from which cells derive

their origin and support, it is called " germ substance," or blastema,

a, cell membrane ;
b, nucleus

c, nucleolus ;
d, nucleoli.
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from /3\a(Trt]fia, a bud or blossom ; and being further supposed to
take a direct shar^ in the formation of the elementary parts, it is

also called formative fluid, or cytoblastema, from /euro?, a vesicle, and
^\aaTt}fxa, germ substance.

When a cell is about to be formed, a certain movement takes place
in the blastema

; some of its particles become aggregated together,
or a deposit is thrown down. A minute solid granule is the result,

the nucleolus
; then the particles aggregate into a still larger body,

and form the nucleus. As soon as formed, the nuclei begin actively

to attract new particles, which are deposited upon and around them,

condensing into the film or membrane, and constituting the cell-wall.

(Fig. 4.) At first the membrane is in Kig. 4.

close contact with the nucleus, so that 0 c a
"

the nascent cell is but little larger than '«>
i*i ^ ^ Bj a

j
the nucleus (Fig. 4, d.) ; but as the mem- ,

, , ,

^""^^

,
I ) n «' luicleolus; 6, nucleus; c, c, nucleus

brane admits more and more blastema in dose contact with cell mem-

through its porous walls, it gradually ^"'""-'5 /' membrane rising

, " TJ1T • T1 ,1 progressively more and more above
becomes distended, rises up like a watch- nucleus.

glass above the face of a watch, completely encloses the nuclei with

their surrounding liquid, and thus is comj)leted the perfect cell. (Fig,

The elementary parts of the cell unquestionably become modified in

their composition, and acquire new properties from their particular

structure ; for when an entire cell is exposed to certain chemical agents

its several j^arts are differently acted upon, acetic acid dissolving its

liquid contents, while it leaves the nucleus entire, and even renders it

more sharply defined and more consj^icuous, and sometimes completely

dissolving the membrane and so setting the nucleus free. The same

is true of the nucleolus.

With regard to the function of these bodies, Schleiden regarded the

nucleolus as the " prime factor " in the formation of new cells, and

accordingly called it the cytoblast or cell-germ, terms already explained.

Others extend his views, and regard the nuclei, together, as the active

agents in producing the chemical or organic changes that take place

in the fluid contents of cells, and in modifying and elaborating the

various products they form.

The primaiy nucleated cell, when not sulyect to pressure, is a perfect

circle or sphere, a form calculated to hold the largest amount of matter

in the smallest space ; but cells assume all sorts of figures according

to the degree and nature of the pressure to which they are exposed.

Figs. 5, 0, 7 show their altered forms from pressure.

They also vary greatly in size, according to the tissue or organ in

which they are examined, varying from tlie
f>,\)

oth to the 2(rodtli part

of an inch in diameter. Their membranous wall renders them per-
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fectly closed sacs, tlioiigli fluids readily jjass tlirougli them by a i^ro-

cess hereafter to be described.

Fisr. ").

mm
Murifoim cells altered by

pressure.

Cluster of" cells showing

their altered foi m from

equal pressure, produc-

insc re<rular hexncfoiis.

FUx. 7.

Cells altered by pressuie.

Kis;. 8.

Cells acquire and exercise the following functions :

—

1. The function of absorption : they draw into their interior

through their permeable walls portions of the formative fluid by

which they are surrounded (blastema).

2. The function of secretion : they act variously on this common
matter so as to form out of it products widely different from each

other.

3. The function of assimilation : they appropriate part of the

matter they absorb to their own nourishment and growth.

4. The function of reproduction : they in-

crease in number as well as size, an object

which they accomplish in one or other of the

following ways

:

At one or two points of the external surface

of a full-grown cell, minute projections or

sprouts make their appearance (Fig. 8, h).

These prove to be young cells, which rapidly

develop into perfect cells. This is well seen

in the yeast plant, when placed in contact

with a solution of sugar or infusion of malt,

and observed under the microscope. The
simple ovoid cell soon begins to sprout (Fig. 8, h)

;

each sprout develops into a young cell, and
a, single cells ol' yeast plant

;

b, cells beginning to

sprout; c, a row of full- tlicse, whcu full grown, givc to the plant the ap-
grown cells adhering to- „ , - _ .

-I-

gether, and forming a

necklace appearance.

pcarance of a necklace (Fig. 8, c)

A contraction takes place in a full-grown cell

(Fig. 1 ,
c), by the gradual enfolding of the primordial utricle ; the
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fold growing inward to the centre, until the division becomes complete
(Fig. 1, d)

;
and the parent cell then spontaneously separates into two

or four cells
;
a mode of multipHcation called fissiparous cell-fomiation.

Cells are capable of developing with incredible rapidity. Thus in
the mushroom tribe, Bovista giganteum, a species of fungus, has
been known to grow m a single night from the size of a mere point
to that of a large gourd. Taking the estimate of Professor Lindley,
that the cells of this plant are jj^^ of an inch in diameter, a plant of
the size of the Bovista will contain no less than 47,000,000,000 cells,

which it develops at the rate of nearly 4,000,000,000 per hour, or of
more than 66,000,000 per minute. Large tracts of land are often
covered in a single night with vegetable growths, consistuig of clusters
of cells, many millions of which are contained in the space of an
inch.

Among the changes which cells undergo, the most interesting are
those which fit them for becoming constituent parts of tissues and
organs.

CHAPTER VI.

Of the conneetiug and supporting tissuea—Areolar tissue, tendon, membrane, cartilage,

bone, ivory.

Much progress has been made of late years in the knowledge of

the minute structure of organs and tissues, so that their history

has become a new science, and has received the name of Histology.

To treat fully upon this science at the present day would require the

space of a large volume, for the number of its facts which have

been found out and gathered together is very great.

The bodies of all living creatures are at some time in their history

composed altogether of cells, and some lowly organisms both in

the animal and vegetable kingdom never develop into any structure

more elaborate than a group of these. But in the higher forms,

especially of animals, this condition is only temporary, and the

cells which at first compose the incipient frame of the future being

quickly pass through such courses of change as shall produce the

kind of structure proper to the organ which is to arise and develoj)

in the position which they occupy.

Now in many—nay most—parts, the changes of the primary

cells which conduct to the perfect organ are thoroughly consum-

mated, and the original cellular condition is effaced, so that one

who is not familiar with the history of developruent could never

find, in the completed tissue, anything to suggest to him that it
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\Yas cellular in the beginning. Yet the last traces of the primitive

form are rarely, we may say never, totally obliterated, A sufficiently

attentive inspection with a powerful microscope will show, in all

the tissues, the nucleus of the original cells remaining. The nucleus,

which in the early cell seemed to be the centre wherefrom the

vital processes were governed, and wherein the power of self-nurture

had its site, appears in all the succeeding history, however much

the cell may change, to exercise some of its old influences ; to radiate

to its close vicinity the creative power which it displayed when

the cells were originally transformed, in producing from indifferent

material the substance of muscle, or aught else, according to its kind.

The tissues which arise by this development from cells are very

various in their character ; each kind is endowed with physical and

vital powers suitable to its use in the body. In some of the

substances of which the body is composed the cellular form is perma-

nent, being retained at all periods of life ; such are cartilage, clothing

and lining cuticle, blood, and some others. In the class of connective

and supporting tissues, which includes bone, tendon, and membrane,

part of the cells remain m a modified shape, whilst others are

transformed into fibres. In yet a third group of structures, as

muscular and nervous fibre, the nuclei of the original cells alone

remain in the fully-developed tissue.

These elementary tissues enter into different combinations with

each other to constitute the organs of the body ; each tissue brings

its proper characters and powers, its rate of vital change, and liabili-

ties to disorder and decay. Many of them are very generally

distributed through the body, and the entire quantity of any tissue,

when regarded as a whole, is called a system ; thus all the nervous

tissue in the body taken together is called the nervous system, all the

muscles the muscular system, all the vessels the vascular system, and
so forth.

Everywhere in the lx)dy the component parts of any system
present the same structure, but there are some organs, as for

instance the eye and ear, which contain tissues peculiar to themselves.

These special tissues are however very small in amount, compared with
the quantity in which any of the tissues composing systems are present.

Some of the systems offer mutual resemblances both in structiu'e

and properties, so as to prove then- affinity to each other : such a
relation exists m that group of systems to whose part falls the
perfomiance of the more strictly mechanical offices in the body.
The osseous system- for support; the ligamentous system for con-
necting the bones; the cartilages whicli supply elasticity in such
situations as they occupy ; the tendons and membranes which o-nide

the muscular power to the bones ; and lastly, the areolar tissue, a
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Hiiiuau caitiliige-cells, tVoin the whitisli layer ot tlie cricoid

cartiinge
;

magiiilied 350 times.

soft and supple wob, ^Yhicll connects the adjacent surfaces of organs.

Thronghoiit these systems, though they differ much in their outward
appearance at first sight, there runs a gradation in complexity of

structure from cartilage, which is cellular, up to bone, ^Yhich presents

to us an elaborate arrangement of calcified membrane, blood canals,

and modified cells.

True cartilage, such as is found on the ends of bone, and between
the ribs and sternum, and such as foreshows and moulds the shape of

the future bone in the earliest periods of life before the production of

bone begins, consists of cells embedded in a clear translucent homogeneous
material (Fig. 9).

The cells are gene- '
^'

rally gathered into

little groups, and con-

tain a nucleus and nu-

cleolus within them

;

they are separable

from the little cavi-

ties in which they

are lodged. Thus

cartilage proper much
resembles the cellular

tissue of plants (Fig. 1), the cells in both cases being surrounded by a

substance differing from themselves, and from which tlieir own proper

enclosing wall is separable. In some cartilages the intercellular

material shows evidence of a sej)aration into fibres (Fig. 10). The
evidence varies in degree in different

cases; in some there is an exceedingly

slight trace, such that we can just see

delicate lines throughout it ; in others,

the fibrous' condition so prevails that

the section presents us with filaments,

interlacing into a close matted web,

wdth meshes throughout it in which the

cells are lodged : this kind of cartilagi-

nous material, where the fibrous state

predominates, is called " fibro-cartilage
;"

it is em23loyed in the formation of the

nose, ears, air tube, etc., to give definite

shape to the part, whilst a great degree

of pliancy is allowed. From this struc-

ture we easily pass to tendons and mem-

brane. In these the minute fibres, in-

stead of being felted together as in fibro-cartilage, are arranged

l-isr. 10.

piece of the human epiglottis

;

mas^iiilied 350 times.
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parallel to each otlier in strong bundles, and these are gathered

too-ether into the cords of tendon, or woven into sheets of membrane.

In either situation the fibres run princij^ally in the direction where

the strain is greatest, and are connected together by other weaker

fibres which run across them. The character of the component fibres

is the same as in the areolar tissue, to be presently noticed. They are

fine sinuous filaments arranged parallel in little bundles, and are pro-

duced from the original cells, most of which, m the progress of develop-

ment, elongate and divide up into fine fibres (Fig. 11), whilst some

remain in the form of star-shaped communicating cells, as is also the

case with areolar tissue.

Fig. 11.

Foiinative cells of areolar tissue, from the

skin of the trunk of a sheep's cmbiyo,
seven lines long

; magnified HbO times.

a, cell without any indication of fibrils
;

6, with commencing, and c, with distinct

fibrils.

Fig. 12.

Loose areolai- ti.ssue, with fat cells
; of man.

JIagnified 350 times.

The membranes above alluded to—fasciae as they are called— are
found of all degrees of thickness and strength, from such dense sheets
of fibrous tissue as enclose the muscles of the thigh to the most
slender films, which pass without limit into true areolar tissue
(Fig. 12), a substance which, whilst it is composed of the same
minute formative element, has not any determinate shape, but is

loosely spread about and between the organs. This is an important
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tissue ; it was fornievly known mider the name of cellular tissue, but that

title is now more properly employed to denote tissues composed of cells.

The areolar tissue is composed of little fibres and plates of membrane,

bedewed with a him of moisture, and so connected with each other as

to form a loose slim web, with its adjoining meshes opening into each

other, so that fluids can pass freely through it. This tissue is con-

tinuous in all parts of the body ; and thus when air escapes from the

lungs through some accident, and gets into the areolar substance, it

may spread through the trunk and limbs, causing the whole body to

be pulfed up ; or in dropsy, where watery liquid gathers in the areolar

tissue, it sinks downwards by its weight from all parts of the body to

the feet and legs, or gravitates to the back in the reclining position.

This tissue forms the medium of union among the organs of the

body, being placed between them when moderately free mobility is

required, and when too great friction does not exist ; it grows plenti-

fully round the great blood-vessels in their course, and fills in the

interstices and corners about the bones and ligaments ; it is found, in

a very delicate shape, between the great muscles of the body and limbs

;

it forms the bed, where oily matters are lodged in the substance

commonly called fat or adipose tissue, and thus forms a sheath beneath

the skin over the whole body. Not only is it thus placed about and

between the organs, but it commonly, in a more or less perfectly

developed form, enters into their structure, still for the same purpose,

to hold together and unite their component parts, and blend them into

their proper consistence and shape. Its functions in the organism are

of low order, being only of a mechanical nature. This form of tissue is

in all parts of the body directly continuous with the hard fibrous

sheaths or coverings known as fasciae or aponeurosis, and the fascias are

generally indefinitely continuous with tendons. The areolar tissue

may be regarded as loose aponeurosis, and aponeurosis as dense areolar

tissue, in all but the arrangement of the fibrils ; for in the aponeurosis

the httle fibrils are connected to form long fibres, which arc interwoven,

crossing each other so as to compose a thinner or thicker sheet ; whilst

such fibrils as in the areolar tissue are disposed irregularly, and in

aponeurosis in a woven-like manner, form tendons when placed in a

parallel manner in bundles.

Fat, as it is popularly termed, consists of areolar tissue in whose

meshes are lodged clusters of very minute oval vesicles (Fig. 12),

fed by blood-vessels which are spread about over and between them.

These vesicles are full of a particular kind of oily matter, Avhich is a

mixtui-e of a fluid oil called oleine, from being plentiful in the oil of

the olive, -and a solid fat substance, called margarin, from the pearly

appearance it presents when pure.

These substances are mingled in such proportions as to produce,
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in " Elastic Tissue.

Kig. 13.

when supported by the containing cells and surrounding web, the

proper consistence of the fat of the body at ordinary temperature.

Plentifully as fat is distributed in a well-nourished person, it has

in all parts of the body the same structure. It is well known how

commonly it disappears under conditions of ill-health. The wasting

of the lat is efiected by its absorption from the hiterior of the cells,

where its place is taken by a watery fluid.

When we were considering the microscopic structure of areolar

tissue we found it composed of wavy tough fibres and cells;

there is further, in addition, a small proportion of fibres of an

elastic kind, which beneath the microscope are well defined in

outluie and yellowish in colour, whilst they branch and unite

with each other : these are met with in a separate condition

' This substance, in its pm^e state, is scarce in

the body; it is found in the walls of arteries

(Fig. 13) in the back-bone, forming ligaments

between the spines of the vertebrae ; and in some

other ligaments it is also present, particularly in

the vocal cords, where its elasticity allows the

length of them to be increased and lessened.

But the most elaborate of the structures which

are comprised in the class of connective or me-

cJianical tissue is bone. In this substance, though

at first sight it is so unlike the rest, the micro-

scope shows still the fibrous basis here charged

with lime salts, and the cellular bodies spread

throughout it. These are disposed with great

regularity about the numerous blood channels,

of the horse, with which form a uetwork in the whole substance. In
holes in the. fibres : ,i •• n , t i n i n
inngnified 350 times. ^"^^ compositiou ot Doue, as displa^^cd by the

highest powers of the microscope (Fig. 14) we
discover very minute lamellae of calcified membrane, groAvn con-

centrically round hollow channels (Fig. 15, a) which run parallel to

each other in the com-se of the long axis of the bone, so that these

channels thus come to have very thick stony walls built up of layers

round the central tube ; all these hollow channels are short, and end
by opening into two or three of their neighbours on either side, so that

every one of these channels thus communicates with the rest. The
result of this arrangement is to establish a network of hollow channels

throughout the bony substance.

The network when it reaches the surface, both externally and in

the marrow-canal, opens upon it by numerous little orifices, which can
be detected with the aid of a pocket lens. The little channels are

called Haversian canals, after their discoverer ; and when surrounded

Klastic notuoik, from
the (nnicii media of
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with their concentric lamellae they are denominated Haversian systems.
When the Haversian canals unite, the surrounding concentric layers
also meet and blend together.

Bone is thus made up of a series of thick-walled communicating
tubes, but between theii- curved surfaces there are necessarily inter-

section parnllel to the surface, from the

fliapliysis of a human femur
;

magnified

lOO times, a. Haversian canals
; 6,

lacuna3 seen from the side, belonging to

the lamellaj of the same
;

c, others seen

from the surfnce, in lamellaj which are

cut horizontally.

Segment of a ti ansverse section of a human
metacarpal bone, treated with concen-
trated oil of turpentine

;
magnified 90

times, a, inner surface of the bone, with

the inner fundamental lamella;
; b, trans-

verse section of the Haversian canals, with
their lamellar systems

; c, interstitial

lamellas
; d, lacunrc and their processes.

stices, which are filled up with more of the laminated material, and

the whole is thus rendered compact and solid. Between the lamellae

around any Haversian canal are placed, at regular intervals, oval

cavities called Jacunae (Fig. 14, c), and these oval cavities are

flattened between the layers, and from their flat surfaces they

give off very fine wavy root-like canals called canaliculi, which

pass through the lamellae and often reach and join the root-like

off'sets from the neighbouring lacunae ; those from the lacunar

which are nearest to the central canal opening into its in-

E
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terior, wliilst those on the outermost part communicate with the

canahcuh of the lacunse of the adjoining Haversian systems. Thus

in every Haversian system there is a permeating system of very small

channels, connected at intervals with the flattened oval spaces. Any
lacuna, with its canaliculi, is occupied by a body which is moulded to

it, and fills it exactly, thus taking the shape of a flattened body with

projecting filaments ; in fact, a ray-bearing cell, such as we meet with

in areolar tissue and tendon.

The Haversian canals carry arteries or veins throughout the bone

from the surface which is clothed by a membrane rich in blood-ves-

sels, called periosteum, to the interior, which is fined by a much finer and

less vascular membrane ; the cells of the lacuna? appear to govern

and provide for the nutrition of the bony substance in their immediate

neighbourhood.

The above account applies in all its details to the hard parts of

bones, only it is well known that bones are composed of two sorts of

substances ; one brittle and solid-looking, the other s|X)ngy, with

reddish marrowy substance in its meshes. The only difference in the

microscopic structure of the two sorts is, that the arrangement of the

concentric rings, &c., above described, which is so beautiful in the solid

bone,, is disturbed in the spongy part ; so that w'e find the lacunae and

canaliculi spread about in plates and columns of the sponge-work,

which are generally too small to afford room for a complete Haversian

system.

The last-described spongy tissue is called cancellated; it is more
abundant than the dense and hard form, and it composes all the more
bulky parts of the skeleton ; it is found in the enlarged ends of the long

bones of limbs, whilst the short and flat bones, as well as the bones of

irregular shape, are almost completely moulded out of it, though a

deceptive appearance of soHdity is produced upon their surface by a
thin coating of firm bony material.

By this distribution the longer bones, which afford between their

further ends great leverage for fractures under lateral strains, are secm-ed
against breakage by the fii'mness and strength of their substance

;

whilst in the shorter bones, where there is no fear of lateral strains,

the surface of the bone is sufficiently sustained from beneath by the
little columns and plates of the cancellated tissue ; and these we find so
disposed that they run for the most part perpendicular to the surface,

especially where, from the position and connexion pf the bone, any
special pressure natm-ally falls. In this way the bones are made
strong, and yet conveniently light, and in the mean time a most import-
ant provision is forecast for by the spreading of the fine solid mesh-
work throughout the hone, which is else filled with fluid. Any shocks
which the bone will receive are dispersed from column to water, and
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thus their effectiveness for injury is most favourahly lessened. In the
shafts of the long bones, which, as we said before, are always com-
posed of the hai'dest material, the provision of lightness is effected by

Fig. 16.

A
Fig. 17.

B

Human molar tooth ;
magnified about five times. A, a longitudinal, B, a transverse

section, a, enamel
;

b, pulp-cavity
; c, cement

; d, tleutiue, witii the canaliculi.

the formation of the medullary canal within it ; and thus, without loss of

sti-ength, increase of surface for the attachment of muscle is afforded.

The ivory of teeth offers us a modification of the osseous structm-e.

Every tooth is composed of three substances (Fig. 17), ivory or

dentine, enamel, and crustra petrosa, the stony crust of the fang. Though
a tooth is almost solid, it contains a small hollow (Fig. 17, h, h)

in its interior, from which a canal runs down its fang or root, and opens

at the end of it ; this hollow contains the nerves and nourishing vessels

of the tooth, which enter into it by the hole at the end of the fang.

The ivoiy (Fig. 16, d) fonns the main bulk of the tooth, constitutes

its body, giving to it its natural shape ; it is covered outside by a

coatmg of either of the other substances, the enamel (Fig. 16, a)

covering the crown or free part of the tooth, whilst the stony crust

(Fig. 1 6, e) covers the fang, which is inserted into the pits of the jaw-

bone. The crustra petrosa is, in its structm-e, quite like true bone,

showing the lacunae and canaliculi proper to it ; but the canaliculi of the

crustra petrosa (Fig. 18,/, ff)
are apt to tissume a dii-ection vertical

to the surface of the tooth, and to extend out a very long distance in

the crust.

E 2
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In the dentine we find very numerous fine tubes, with proportionately

thick walls, running through a structureless intermediate substance,

and all alike radiating from the central cavity toAvards the surface of

the tooth : as they pass along their coiu-se is wav}-, and they divide

(Fig. 18, a) and send oft' branches as they go, mitil finally they reach

Fig. 18.

Dentine and cement, from the middle of the fang of an incisor tootli. «, dentinal

tube; b, interglobular spaces, looking like lacunae; c, finer interglobular

spaces; d, commencement of the cement, witli numerous clo-sely-disposed

canals
;

e, lamella; of the same; /, lactniw ; g,canaliculi. Magnified 350

times. Of man.

the enamel or crustra, where they often end in little cavities, or a few

stretch into the substance of the crustra, and there become continuous

with the canaliculi of its bony structure. The vessels of the tooth do

not extend into these fine tubes, which, like the canaliculi of bone, form

a system of fine canals throughout the dentine wherefrom the flow of

blood is excluded, but along which a fluid is cba-sATi fi'om the blood-vessels

fit and sufficient for the nourishment of the hard tissue in their vicinity.

The enamel is constructed of cells, charged -mill lime : these cells are

adherent in rows perpendicular to the surface ; the hues themselves are

slightly sinuous, and the whole is compacted so closely as to confer on

the enamel its adamantine hardness.
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CHAPTEE VIL

OF CUTICLK.

Fio;. 19

All tlie free surfaces of the body, external or internal, are protected

by a tegument comj^osed of cells, which being itself devoid of blood-

vessels and nerves, forms an insensible inert covering, that is fitted to

come into contact with extraneous bodies without injury or pain.

On the exterior surface of the hody it forms the scarf-skin, cuticle, or

epidermis, the true skin or dermis, with its rich supply of vessels and

nerves, being under it. The cuticle-cells grow upon the delicate

basement membrane which bounds the surface of the true skin : they

originate close to this membrane, in the deeper part of the cuticle, and

then are borne towards the surface by the production of other younger

cells beneath them, whilst the older cells on the exterior die, and are

rubbed ofl' durmg contact with whatever may happen to touch the

body.

When the' cells are young and deep-seated, they lie separate from

each other, and are albuminous in their composition, and delicate

in their texture ; but as they grow older, they change in shape, first

coming in contact with their neigh-

boui'S all round, so as to be flattened

on as many sides as there are contiguous

cells : as they increase in age, and

progress towards the surface, they be-

come firmer, and even horny in textui-e

;

whilst they now are composed of gela-

tine chiefly : at the same time they

flatten out parallel with the surface,

meeting at their edges ; the cavity of

each is obliterated and their vitality

lost ; at length they lose their mutual

cohesion, and are worn easily off by

the touch of any ordinarily rough

substance.

It is not alone upon the exterior of

the body that such a covering is
^ ^(,^^^1^. p.,^,;,,,^^ several vessels ot

found ; all the cavities and passages epithelium, fVom the gums of a child

;

v 11 , masriiiKeJ 250 times.

within the body are lined by a tegu-

ment of the like structure (Fig. 19), which, however, is softer and

thinner than the cuticle of the skin. It is only when friction is to
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A.

21).

be provided against, that the flattened "pavement" cells just described

are grown ; the smooth shining serous membranes, which line the

caAdties that contain the viscera, and cover the viscera which those

cavities contain ; the interior of joints ; the inside of the arteries and

veins ; the mouth, &c., are protected by such a covering of pavement

cuticle, which is called epithelium when it is placed on the interior

sm-faces.

The air passages are the chief

seat of a beautiful form of cuti-

cular lining (Fig. 20), whose

cells do not flatten as they grow

towards the surface, but elon-

gate, and take the shape of co-

lumns compressed at the sides by

their neighboui-s : they are at-

tached by one end, and at the other

fui-nished each one with a multi-

tude of httle fleshy hairs called

cilia, which during life are in

incessant motion. This motion.
Ciliated epithelium, from the human trachea; j^y ^q^q mVSterioUS aCfreement,

magnihed 350 times. a, innermost part .''
_i ii i_ ii i

•

of the eln.stic longitudinal fihi es ; h, homo-
geneous innermost layer of the mucous mem-
brane

;
c, deepest lound cells

;
d, middle

elongated; e, superficial, bearing cilia.

Fig. 21.

is SO governed, that the hairs in

moving bend sharply down all in

the same direction, and raise

tliemselves more gently to repeat

the act : this direction is upwards along the air tube, so as to waft

particles of dust, or excess of secretion, towards the mouth. ("See

Fig. 81).
_

The cuticular lining of the alimentary canal (Fig. 21) is formed of

cells, whose shapes, like the last,

are columnar, but they are devoid

of vibratile cilia.

The secreting glands are formed

on a simple plan: in the construc-

tion of any of them a tube opening

on the surface is at the other end,

either simply closed, as in the mi-
Kpithelium of the intestinal villi of the rabbit, uute SWeat-glands and the micro-

magnified 300 times. . , • , t i i

scopic gastric tubules that pour
out the digestive juice, or else, as in the greater glands, such as
the pancreas and salivary glands, the tube—called duct—is divided,
and subdivided, and divided again, until its divisions become a vast
number and excessively fine: the fine divisions end in closed
dilatations, and around these is spread a rich network of blood-
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vessels, which fm-nish the matters that form the secretion of the

gland.

These matters are collected from the hlood hy the action of epithe-

lial cells of the 4th class, which form a lining to the tubes and their

ends. In the finest tubes and their terminal dilatations, where the

secreting power resides, the cells which exercise this power offer the

most characteristic examples of this form of epithelium, and have a

polygonal shape, which is identical vnth. that of the younger stages of

other epithelial elements.

CHAPTER VIII.

OF THE BLOOD.

The blood is a thick, viscid, tenacious fluid, somewhat heavier than

water, slightly alkaline, clammy to the touch, saltish to the taste, of a

peculiar faint odour and red colour, scarlet red in the arteries, and

purple in the veins.

It is commonly called, by way of distmction, the circulatmg fluid,

thou<^h other fluids move in a definite direction, as the chyle, which

flows'^from the small intestines to the thoracic duct, but it is the only

fluid that describes a circle.

To the naked eye it appears homogeneous ; when examined with

the microscope, it is seen to consist of a transparent colourless fluid,

with mmute solid particles floating in it. The clear fluid is called the

liquor sangumis. The solid particles are of two kinds, one red, to

which the" red colour of the whole mass is due, and the other co-

lom-less ; the former are called the red, and the latter the lymph par-

ticles, or cells.
1 J

Immediately after blood is drawn from its vessels it undergoes

a very remarkable change. First, an aqueous vapour arises from

it havin- a pecuhar faintish odour, disagreeably perceptible on passing

a slau-hfer-house : then a thin film is formed upon its surface, which

is soon followed by the conversion of the whole mass into a soft jelly.

As the ieUy sohdifies, a fluid begins to ooze from it, and the jelly itself

further separates into two parts, one a yellowish substance, occupymg

the upper, and the other a red mass at the under surface

In this manner a natural dissection of the blood takes place by

which it is resolved into its constituent parts. The process by which

this is effected is termed coagulation, and the several constituents

of the blood thus separated from each other are-the fluid portion, he

serum • the solid paxt, the coagulum or clot
;
the yellow substance, the
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fibrin, the portion on the surface of the clot ; and the red and lymph

pai-ticles forming the red mass at the under surface.

Coagulation probably commences the moment the blood lea,ves the

vessels. In three minutes and a half it is visible to the eye ;
in eight

minutes the mass is formed into a jelly ; in from twelve to fifteen mi-

nutes the serum separates fit'om the clot ; and in about twenty minutes

the sohdification is complete, but the clot continues to grow firmer

and firmer for some hom's.

Many circumstances influence the rapidity and completeness of this

process. It commences the earlier, and is sooner completol, when

the abstraction of blood is rapid, and also durmg the prevalence of dis-

eases of excitement. But the process is less perfect the more rapidly

it is performed, the clot being proportionably more bulky and less

firm, and the serum less completely expressed from it. Arterial coa-

gulates more quickly than venous blood, and the blood of women

begins to coagulate nearly two minutes sooner than that of men.

Copious and repeated blood-letting, which rapidly exhausts the

vital powers, quickens, in a striking manner, the process of coagu-

lation. In blood taken from the arm of a woman laboming under

fever, the portion first effused remained fluid seven minutes ; a similar

quantity taken immediately before tying up the arm was coagulated in

three minutes and thirty seconds.

When blood is efiused within the body, as from the rupture of a

blood-vessel, coagulation takes place just as it does when it is drawn

from a vein, and this is of the greatest importance in checking hae-

morrhage ; for the tendency to coagulation, as just stated, increases

with the duninution of the vital powers, and so the fainting caused

by the loss of blood favours the suppression of the bleeding by

stopping the mouths of the bleeding vessels with a solid substance.

There is not a perfect agreement as to the true nature of coagu-

lation. The general opinion is that it is a process of organisation
;

the first step towards the formation of organised structure ; for the

fibrin of a clot, when blood is effused within the body, always disposes

itself into delicate thi-eads, or fibriUa?, thus taking a definite form, and
presenting, as is thought, the rudiment or basis of definite structure.

No vessels can at fii'st be seen in the fibrin, but after a time they make
their appearance, generated, as some think, in the fibrin itself

;
or, as

others believe, continued from neighbom-ing vessels : in either case

the fibrin itself is now organized, and is capable of being subsequently

converted into tissues and organs. Out of the body, however, some
regard the process as one of death, rather than life, as the mode
in which the blood breaks up and becomes disorganized.

There are conditions under which the blood will not coagulate,

as after profuse haemorrhages in mahgnunt fevers, after exliaustion
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from excessive muscular exertion, as in hares after coursing, and in

death from lightning.

The constituents of the blood obtained from its spontaneous coagu-

lation are, then, serum, fibrin, and red and colourless particles. But

the blood, as it circulates in the linng body, is a still more complex

fluid, and consists of

—

Liquor sanguinis.

Serum.

Albumen.

Fibrin.

lied and colourless particles.

Oily, fatty, and extractive matters, and saline substances.

Liquor sanguinis.—This, as already stated, is the fluid paii of the

circulating blood before coagulation has taken place. It holds in sus-

pension the solid particles which float freely in it. In the process of

coagulation the fibrin, which is dissolved in the liquor sanguinis,

separates and becomes solid, the remaining fluid is then called

—

Serum.—The fluid which oozes from the clot during coagulation.

When poured from the clot, and obtained j)erfectly pure, it is of

a light stone colour, tinged with green ; its taste is saline ; its con-

sistence adhesive, from its holding animal and saline matter in so-

lution ; and its specific gravity varies from 1025 to 1030. At a tem-

perature of 1G0° it parts with albumen, which is thrown down as

a white, opaque, solid and firm substance ; and this is also obtained by

the application of spirits of wine, acids, particularly the nitric, bi-

chloride of mercury, and other chemical agents.

It varies from 60 to 70 parts in the lOOO of the blood. It is

derived immediately from the food ; fresh sup- Fig. 22.

plies of it fi'om this source being constantly

poured into the blood. It is of the highest

importance in the li\dng system, as intro-

ducing into it the consolidating material of

bones, by its power of uniting with phos-

phate of lime.

Bed liarticles (Fig. 22. a, h).—These are

true cells, and possess essential cellular struc- Human bioo.i-giobuies; a, seen

ture. They are not properly globular, but
V'*"

. / .•' " . , , the side; c, united in rou-

rounded flattened discs, havmg circular and leaux; d, rendered sphcii-

very slightly-thickened margins; the thick- cai by water; (?, decolour-

V " o J
_

1 ,1 o ii '=^6^ tiy t''*' same;/, blood-

ness of the margin giving to both suriaces the . globules shrunk by evapo-

appearance of a slight depression in the middle,

so that the particles bear a close resemblance to a penny piece. They

are biconcave discs. They are composed of a delicate, pellucid, mem-

branous cell wall, which enclo;>es the contents of tlie cells. They
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are seen under the microscope to be of dilierent sizes, but the greater

number are of the same uniform magnitude. They range from the

^^y^th to 4oVo^^ ^^^^^ diameter, and are about j^^th of

an inch in thickness. They are of a soft and yielding nature, for

they alter theii' shape on the slightest pressure, as is beautifully

seen when they are in circulation, elongating, or contracting, and

altering theii' shape in various ways to accommodate themselves to

the vessels, and they are very elastic, for they recover their natural

shape the moment they escape from compression.

There is, at least in the human blood-cell, no distinct nucleus. The

cell contents consist of exceedingly fine granular particles, composed

of two distinct substances : one colourless, allied to albumen, termed

globulin ; the other a colouring principle, termed haematin, communi-

cating colour to the cell. The haematin contains nearly ten i)er cent,

of iron, which is supposed to be united vnth. it in the state of oxide,

just as the salts are combined with albumen. When the iron is

entirely separated from the haematin, the latter imparts an intensely

red colour to alcohol ; the red colour of the blood, therefore,

cannot be due to ii'on, as was long supposed, but is inherent in the

colouring principle itself.

The above description of the blood-cells is applicable only to the

mammalia, and particularly to man. In birds, rep-

tiles, and fishes, the red particles are not round but

oval, with a central elevation on both surfaces (Fig.

23). They are larger in birds than in mammalia,

and largest of all in reptiles. In the protens, for

example, they are -3^7 th part of an inch in diameter,

almost visible to • the naked eye. The size of the

blood-cells is not in proportion to the size of the

1. Blood-cells of the body.

li:?.,.faceT;;f:r
^he red particles foi-m by far the largest part of

the side
;

c, deco- the orgauic matter of the blood. They are notably

2! BioolctL'of tile
tlifferent in quantity in the two sexes, being in men

pigeon. a,seenfiom from 116 to 148 parts in 1000 ; in women from 68
--surface; 6, from jgg ^^^.^^^ They also Vary considerably accordin
the

the

to temperament. In men of sanguine temperament
they are about 136 in 1000, in women about 126. In the lymphatic
temj^erament m men 116, in women 117. They are in greatest
abundance from 30 to 40 years of age, and they diminish much as old
age advances.

Colourless, or hjmjjh cells (Fig. 24).—These are nearly globular

in shape. They are fewer in number than the red, the proportion
being as 1 to 50. They are lai-ger in size, about ^T^th of an inch in
diameter

;
they are specifically Hghter ; in the circulating fluid, they

always float at the sides of the cm-rent, the red cells keeping in the
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middle : they are constantly poured into the blood by the chyle and

lymph, and when they enter the blood, they either pass into the higher

form of red particles, or perform some special office and then perish.

The general opinion is that they form the ^. ^4

red particles by a successive process of

evolution and transformation
;
passing pro- ^

gressively from a globular shape, the primi- &^
tive one of all organic cells, to a flattened and ^ f§\
elliptical form, their contents being gradu-

<.
^^ «

^"^^

ally converted into the pecuhar matter ^ ^ /©\ ^

contained in the red cells.

Oihj and fatty substances.—Generally

estimated at about 6 parts in the 1000. Colourless blood -corpuscles, or

They are derived immediately from the food. Ir;;^^!!:Ltaa'tJ^o
Their chief use is to support combustion, occur in the thoracic duet, seen

and to supply the fatty matter requii-ed in I;r\6r; Tt^Tii'^ime^vith a

the composition of nervous substance. visible nucleus
;

J.c/, hu ge cells

Extractive matters.—Little is known of ^'^'heLmflfSl-'t^ acto ^

their precise nature. They include certain acetic acid, with breaking down
111 •

i. J. i? 1 or bi'okeu-down nucleus.
ammal substances m a state oi change,

wliich are not eliminated from the blood by the processes of excretion.

Saline matters.—Constitute about 6 parts in the 1000. Consist

chiefly of chlorides of sodium and potassimn, but several other

substances, earthy and animal, are also found m minute quantity.

Their use is to prevent the decomposition both of the blood and of

the substances that are formed out of it ; to maintain the fluidity of the

fluids, and the solubility of the sohds, and to supply the earthy and

mineral materials requu-ed in the system.

Arterial and venous hlood.—Arterial blood contains less carbonic

acid than venous in the proportion of from 20 to 25 per cent, of its

volume ; a httle more hydrogen, less albumen, and more fibrin ; a

gi'eater number of red cells, and, above aU, it is distinguished by its

bright scarlet colour, as contrasted with the dark purple of venous

blood.

Froportion of solid matter in the hlood.—Taking together all the

solid substances contained in the blood, they form from 200 to 210

parts in 1000.

Specific gravity of the hlood.—It must, therefore, be of greater

specific gravity than water, the average in health being from 1050 to

1055, or perhaps 1059. The specific gi-avity is somewhat greater in

men than in women, on account of the greater nmnbcr of red particles

in the former ; while the quantity of albumen and fibrin is pretty much

the same in both.

It is essential to the integrity of the blood that the relative specific
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gravity of its several constituents should be maintained uj) to a certain

point ; for if the liquor sangumis, for example, were not always sus-

tained at a given density, the red cells would immediately lose then*

structure, their contents would be drawn out of them by exosmose, or

they would imbibe water by endosmose, swell up, become globular, and

ultimately burst.

Temjjerature.—No vital process can go on in the animal blood after

its temperatm-e falls below a given point. The temperature of the

human body ranges in health from 96° to 99°. The mean is about 97°

or 98°. This degree of heat is maintained with surprising uniformity

under all the diversified circumstances and conditions in which the

human body may be placed.

It varies but very slightly at the equator and at the jjoles, but it is

a little higher in some organs than in others. Thus, m the ventricles

of the heart, it is generally 101° or 102°, and it is from 1° to 2° higher

in the left than in the right ventricle. Fluids examined immediately

after having been passed from the body, are generally found about the

temperature of 101°.

Quantiti/ of hlood in the tody.—It is impossible to determine the

absolute quantity of blood in the body, because, after every effort to

remove it from the vessels, a portion must remain in the tissues. Sup-

pose that the circulation is completed in two minutes, that there are

75 pulsations in a minute, and that 2 ounces (troy) are propelled from

the heart at each pulsation, this would give 25 pounds of circulating

blood. Haller estimated it at 28 pounds, which in a man of ten stone

would be one-fifth of the weight of the body, and this is generally con-

sidered as pretty near the truth.

Relative quantity of hlood in the organs.—This entirely depends on
their activity

;
they must, therefore, present great variations. The belly

of a muscle, which is its active part, is quite filled with blood, and is

consequently of a deep-red colour, while the tendon, which is merely

to convey the result of contraction, being itself passive, has so few
vessels that it is nearly white.

The organs, arranged according to the quantity of blood they receive,

stand in the following order :

—

1. Lungs, which receive the largest amount, but not for their own
use, the greatest part being for the aeration of the blood.

2. Glands or secreting organs.

3. Heart, which is always at work, and must, therefore, receive a large

supply of blood to obtain the necessary nourishment ; it must be
replenished with adequate material to supply its waste,

4. Grrey matter of the nervous system.

5. External skin, and internal mucous membrane.
6. Fleshy belly of muscles.
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7. Nerves.

8. Bones.

9. Tendons.

There are a few parts which seem to receive no blood-vessels at all,

and which are, therefore, said to be extra vascular, as the cuticle or

scarf skin, nails, hair, horn, and cartilage.

Demands for Uoocl.—In the living system there is a constant

demand for fresh supplies of blood.

1. To sustain the molecular change which is incessantly going on
in the body—that is, to aftbrd materials for the repair of waste.

2. To furnish the materials for gi'owth.

3. To afford the materials for secretion.

4. To maintain animal heat.

5. To afford the requisite stimulus to the muscular system and the

nervous centres.

Sources from which the hlood is renewed.—These are

—

1. The chyle, prepared by the process of digestion from the food.

2. The contents of the lymphatic vessels.

8. Liquids absorbed du-ectly from the stomach by the veins.

4. Gaseous substances mtroduced into it as it circulates through the

lungs.

From the preceding account, it is evident that the blood contains

in it all the materials necessaiy for nutrition, either as elements, or as

substances already formed, and capable of numberless transformations,

and of being ultimately converted into tissues and organs.

The blood comj^osed of the most heterogeneous matters is as truly

organised as any organ that is formed out of it, all its constituents

having definite properties existing in definite proportions, and bearing

definite relations to each other, none of which can be changed except

within narrow limits, without impairing its structure and disturbing

its functions.

Provision is made, in the fundamental constitution of the blood, for

the maintenance of the due balance between all the parts of the l^ody.

If, for example, the fluid parts are deficient, thirst is produced : part of

the fluids taken into the stomach, as water, tea, wine, and the like, pass

directly into the blood by venous absorption, until the equilibrium is

restored, and if there be no means of accomplishing this by drinking,

rapid absorption takes place by the skin and lungs. If, on the other

hand, the solids are deficient, hunger is excited : the gratification of

appetite introduces food into the stomach
;
rapid digestion commenceH

with predisposition to rest and sleep, and during this state of the

system it is placed under the most favourable conditions for the pro-

•liiction and deposition of the new substances required.

Since the chief source from which the blood is replenished is chyle
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formed from the food, it is obvious that too much or too little food,

or too great or too little activity of the organs that digest it, may-

render the quantity of the blood, absolutely or relatively, too abund-

ant or deficient ; while its quality may be vitiated by a disturbance

in the balance of the ckcle of organs engaged in nutrition, as

digestion, respiration, absorption, secretion, and so on. By the pro-

cesses carried on by some of these organs, essential constituents of

the blood are withdrawn from it
;
by others, hurtful ingredients are

pom-ed into it, for the removal of which, organs called depurating

are provided, as the lungs, liver, kidneys, and the like. If the

lungs fail to eliminate carbon ; the liver bile ; the kidney urea
;
carbon,

bile, urea, must accumulate ui the blood, contaminate it, and render

it incapable of duly nomishing and stimulating the tissues and

organs.

But the blood is capable of being directly and fatally poisoned by

external agents, with which it is of the highest practical importance

to be acquainted. Liquids, as has been just stated, are immediately

absorbed into the blood by minute vessels on the surface of the

stomach
;
gaseous substances enter into and pass out of the blood

through vessels spread out in the air-cells of the lungs.

These imbibing vessels are wholly unguarded against gaseous sub-

stances
;
they exercise no choice

;
they are capable of none

;
they take

up equally whatever substances ai^e presented to them, whether noxious

or salubrious. Hence the most deleterious matters find unchecked

entrance into the blood. Water holding poisonous substances, in solu-

tion or suspension, conveys them into the blood almost as soon as swal-

lowed. Poisons suspended in the atmosphere enter the blood by every

act of l)reathing, and are instantly diffused through the system. Noxious

gases exhaled from cesspools or from the human body itself in over-

crowded and unventilated dwelling and sleeping rooms, enter the blood

by the same short route, and poison it with the same rapidity. When
these poisons are concentrated the effects are instantaneous, and death

is caused by a few respirations, instances of which occur every year in

London and Paris. Under ordinary cii'cumstances, the mischief is slow

in its operations, and the true agent is often unsuspected, and it may be
denied ; but it is not the less active and powerful because it is un-
recognized; and however its influence on individual and on public

health may be doubted or disregarded in the present state of popular

knowledge, it can hardly fail to be appreciated when the mechanism
and action of the organs, which the Creator has made the safe-guards

of life, are understood.
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CHAPTER IX.

OF MUSCLE.

Muscular Tissue.—Muscle, or flesh, is endowed with the property

of contractihty, that is, the power of shortening itself. This power is

the exclusive source of all proper animal motion.

The muscles of the body, taken together as a whole, are divisible

into two great classes, according as they are or are not under the con-

trol of the will. We move fi-om place to place by muscles which are

put into action by an effort of volition ; but the heart beats, and the

food is forced along the alimentary canal by muscles over which the

will has no control. The first set of muscles is termed voluntary ; it

comprehends principally the muscles which are concerned in locomo-

tion : these are proper to the animal life. The second set is termed

involuntary ; it includes the muscles which are concerned especially

in carrjdng on the internal operations of the system : these are proper

to the organic life. There is good ground for this distinction, which

is a broad and veiy convenient one : but it does not hold invariably
;

for there are muscles which partake of both characters, being affected

by powerful emotions of the mind, while they are still not under the

direct influence of the will.

Whatever may be the difference between voluntary and involuntary

muscles in their office, they do not present to the naked eye any very

marked difference in their appearance
;
yet there is really as great a

difference in their structure as in their fimction. We owe. our know-

ledge of their intimate organisation entirely to the microscope. With-

out this invaluable aid to science, the curious and interesting facts

now to be described could never have been known.

On examining a voluntary muscle under a high magnifying power,

its appearance is very striking. It is seen to be marked by a vast

number of alternate light and dark lines (Fig. 25). On examining

an involuntary muscle under the same power, no such markings are

apparent. The first set is, therefore, termed the striped, and the

second the unstriped variety.

Yet it is remarkable that the heart, though not under the control

of the will, is composed of the striped variety of fibres. We have

seen that the distinction between voluntary and involuntary muscles

is not absolutely universal.
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Fig.

Unstrijjed Variety of Fihres—These consist of flattened bands of

a i^ale colour. They differ very remarkably

from the striped variety ; as their name im-

plies, they are without the peculiar mark-

ings of the latter. They appear to be

destitute of sarcolemma.* They often seem

to interlace with one another, but this is

regarded as a deceptive appearance. On
careful examination it is found that they

do in fact all run parallel. They are peculiar

to the organs of organic life, which, as has

been stated, are for the most part hollow, as

the stomach, the intestines, the bladder, and

the uterus. They are distributed over these

organs as a circle more or less complete

;

where one passes only jmrtially around, the

rest of the circle being completed by others.

Their ordmary diameter is from ^(yooth to

2 oVo^^ of an inch.

1. Intimate Structure of the Voluntary

or IStrijyed Variety of Muscles.—When a

fibre taken from a muscle belonging to this

'"fi'rSo^ri!^!;"^"::; das3 is carefully examinrf tmder a high

tiie bundle offibriiiaj (6) is torn, magnifying jDower, first, the sarcolemma is

afem^ty "ut""'
" distinctly Seen enveloping the tender sar-

cous substance (Fig. 25, a). Secondly,

there are brought into view innumerable dark lines, whose delicacy

and regularity cannot be surpassed. These dark Imes take a trans-

verse direction across the fibres (Fig. 26) ; other lighter coloured

ones take a direction lengthways to the fibre (Fig. 26). These lines are

not superficial
;
they penetrate through the entire substance of the

fibres. Each set of lines would, therefore, appear to divide the fibres

into portions. The portions which lie between the transverse lines have
received the name of discs (Fig. 26) ; those which take a longitudinal

direction, presenting an appearance of minute tlu'eads, are called fibrils

(fibrilla?) (Fig. 27). By careful management, these fibrils may be
isolated, and the cause of the appearance of transverse bands is then
found out, for the little fibril is seen to be made up of similar cubical

particles, that so refract the light in their middle part as to produce
a dark spot under ordinary circumstances : then, when many such dark
spots lie on the same level, as they always do in the fibre, they o-ive

rise to a dark line : of course to produce such line, the adjoining

* See p. 6.5.
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fibrils must have their dark centred cubes just on the same level.

Thus, the fibrils, or the discs, consist of parts precisely alike ; in the

tudinal striiE. The discs, of which B re-

presents one more magnified, are granu- Primitive fibrils from a fibre, or pi-imi-

lated, and consist of the sarcoiis elements of tive fasciculus, of the Axoloti (Siredon
Bowman, or, according to other authors, of piscifonnis); 600 times magnified, a, a
small pieces of the fibrils. (After Bowman.) small bundle

; 6, an isolated fibril.

former case arranged in lines, in the latter packed together in

planes.

" To detach a fibril entire is to remove a particle from every disc,

and to take away a disc is to abstract a particle of every fibril." These

little cubical particles are called "sarcous elements," and are surprismgly

constant in their magnitude in creatures of every size
;
they are as

small in the elephant as in the microscopic rotifer. They are united

with each other as they lie side by side in the fibres, and the fibre itself

is enclosed in a fine, transparent membrane allied to the basement

membrane (Fig. 27, a). It is of extreme tenuity, but very tough

and elastic. It forms for the fibre a sheath, or rather a perfect tube,

in which the tender sarcous matter is lodged, and by which it is

sustained, protected, and isolated from all other substances. The
nature and office of this membranous tube are expressed by its name.

It is called Sareoleinma, from two Greek words signifying flesh, and

bark or tegument, because it encloses the fibre of the muscle just as

the bark encloses the trunk of a tree.

Among the sarcous elements are always to be discerned a number ol

corpuscles, which are conceived to be the nuclei of the colls h-om which

I'
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the fibre is develoijecl. Fibres, uiihke the sarcous granules of which

they are composed, vary much in bulk. The smallest fibres to which

a mass can be reduced take the name of primitive or elemeritary fibres.

These primitive or elementary fibres are in general large enough to

be visible'to the naked eye
;

but, as just stated, they differ considerably

m size in the difierent classes of animals, and even in different jmrts of

the same animal. They are smallest in birds, and largest in fishes, in

some tribes of which, as in the skate, they are of the size of a small

pin. In mamniaha they are of an intermediate size, between that

of birds and fishes. They are larger in man than ui any other class

of mammalia. Theii' average width m the human subject is about the

^-pth of an inch ; in the male ^;5oth, in the female 45otii- In the

human female their average diameter is upwards of one-fourth less than

in the male. The absolute size of the fibres appears to be much more

intimately connected with the endm'auce of their irritability than wdth

theii" direct power. Thus they are largest where their irritability is

most enduring, as in Crustacea, fishes, and rej)tiles ; and smallest

where it is most evanescent, as in birds.

In very minute and simple beings one single fibre, enclosed in its

sarcolemma, may perha])s constitute an entire organ ; but in general

this is not the case. In all the higher classes the primitive fibres are

aggregated into masses. They are packed in sets, often containing

ten, twenty, thirty, or more. These are united into larger sets, and
these again into still larger, mitil, in muscles of great magnitude, the

entire muscle is composed of thousands, and even hmidreds of thou-

sands of individual fibres. These packets are placed close and parallel

to each other.

Such is the arrangement of the elementary fibres in the complex
mass that forms the basis of a muscle ; but in order to complete the

composition of a muscle other tissues are superadded to the elementaiy

fibres, either for their nutrition, for their mechanical connection and
support, or for theii' more easy and efi'ective action. The superadded
tissues are the areolar tissue, the white fibrous tissue, and blood-
vessels, nerves, and absorbents. The organ termed a muscle is the
result of all these parts united together.

It is by these secondary, or superadded tissues that the complete
organ is rendered sufficiently firm and cohesive for the performance of
its office, notwithstanding that its active and essential part consists of

a soft and tender pulp.

SUPERADDED TISSUES.

Areolar tissue.—A fine areolar tissue is freely distributed to the
fibres, both of the striped and the unstriped variety, but by much the
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most abundantly to the striped. It has been shown that in aggregating
to form a muscle, the fibres are collected into smaller and larger

packets. For these packets the areolar tissue often forms an external

investment, and even sends septa into the intervals between tliem.

The different packets are capable of acting independently of each

other ; and on watching carefully a muscle in motion in a living

animal, it is seen that some of the packets are in active contraction

while others are at i*est. The areolar tissue, in which the different

packets are enclosed, enables them to move independently of each

other, and thus facilitates the performance of their function. Tlio

density of these geneml and partial

sheaths is proportioned to the amomit

of the pressure to which the indi-\ddual

muscle may be subject. The entire

muscle is often included in areolar

tissue, and is always supplied with ^'

nerves and blood-vessels of large

size and great abundance.

Blood-vessels.—Muscular tissue, as

just stated, is abundantly supplied

with arteries and veins. These com-

monly run together, there being

generally two veins to one artery.

The larger trunks pass more or less
^

chrectly across the fibres. They di-

vide and subdivide, first in the inter-

vals between the larger packets, tlion

between smaller sets, and, lastly, the

ultimate twigs insinuate themselves

between the fibres composing the

smallest bundles, where they break
(.^,^5,1^^,.^ ^,^,^3^,,^ ,,,^,^^1^^^^^^^,^;^^^

up into their terminal or capillary times, a, artery
;

b, vein
; c, Ciipilliwy

branches (Fig. 28). The capil-

laries unite together, open freely into each other, and by their inter-

lacements they form a delicate elongated net-work.

Nervous tubules pass, like the vessels, between the different packets

of fibres, following the course of the capillaries, to the smallest packets.

They touch the sarcolemma, but they never penetrate it, so that the

fine sarcous matter is as completely guarded from the direct contact of

nerves as from blood-vessels. Though the nerves accompany the

blood-vessels they do not follow them in their last windings, for they

termmate in a diff'erent figure (Fig. 29). They end, not in

points, but in loops. They are much smaller than the smallest pri-

mitive fibres, and therefore one nervous loop must carry the nervous

F 2
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influence to many muscular fasciculi. The anatomical relation between

the nerves and the muscular fibres is thus very completely made out

;

their physiological relation is much less perfectly known
;

yet, to a

certain extent, that relation has also been clearly develoj)ed. This

will be more fully shovm when an account is given of the structure

and function of nerves.

Tissue, in its earliest stage of formation, is seen to consist of a mass

of nucleated cells, which first arrange themselves in a linear series,

Fig. 29. Fig. 30.

Terminal expansion of the nerves from a.hu-
man omo-hyoideus, magnified 350 times,
and treated with caustic soda, a, meshes
of the terminal plexus

; 6, terminal loops
;

c, muscular fasciculi.

Muscular fibres from a human embryo four
months old, magnified 850 times. 1. A
fibre with a clear, still-unstriped substance
in its interior. 2, A fibre without such a
substance, and with indications of trans-
verse stria;

; a, nuclei
; h, sarcolemma.

and then unite, to constitute the primitive or elementary fibres. As
this union of the cells goes on, a deposit of soUd matter—contractile
material—gradually takes place within them, commencing in the
inner surface, and advancing towards the centre, until the whole
is soHdified. As soon as soHd matter is deposited in the cells, indi-
cations of a regular arrangement of the granules are apparent.

'

It is
common for the longitudinal lines to become well defined before the
transverse ones. Both are always strongly marked at birth When
the nuclei of the cells, which were before visible, disappear, they can
still be shown to exist by immersion in a weak acid, which sweUs the
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fibrinous materials of the granules, and obliterates their intervening
lines, but has no action upon the nuclei. It will be remembered that
these curious phenomena are in perfect analogy with those of cell-

formation in general.

Figure 30 illustrates the development of the striped muscular
fibres.

Besides the foregoing substances, all of which invariably enter into

the composition of a muscle, every fibre is attached by its extremities

to white fibrous tissue, or to some tissue analogous to it. The fibre

appears to end by a perfect disc, and with the whole surface of this

disc the fibrous tissue is connected and continuous. The fibrous ter-

mination of a muscle is termed tendon, the various and important
uses of which will be explained hereafter.

CHAPTEK X.

MECHANISM OF THE TRUNK AND LIMBS.
*

The term organisation is employed in reference both to the component

parts of the body, and to the body considered as a whole. We speak

of an organised substance and of an organised body. An organised

substance is one in which there is not only a definite arrangement of its

component parts (structure), but in which the particular arrangement

is such as to fit it for accomplishing some special use. Every organised

substance is therefore essentially a special organ ; limited in its object

it may be, and perhaps only conducive to some further object ; but

stOl its distinctive character is, that it has a peculiar structure, fitting

it for the accomplishment of some appropriate purpose. On the other

hand, an organised body is a congeries of organs—the aggregate of

the individual organs. Attention was directed in the early part of

this work to one peculiar and essential character, by which such an

organised is distinguished from an unorganised body. Between the

individual parts of the organised body there is so close a relation, that

no one of them can be removed or injured, or in any manner affected

without a corresponding afifection of the whole. The action of the

heart cannot cease without the cessation of the action of the lung

;

nor that of the lung without that of the brain ;
nor that of the brain

without that of the stomach ; in a word, there is no organ in what-

ever distant nook of the system it be placed, or however apparently

insignificant its function, that is not necessaiy to the perfection of the

whole. But into whatever number of portions an unorganised body
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may be divided, each portion retains the properties of the mass, and

constitutes in itself a perfect existence ; there being no relation

between its individual parts, excepting that of physical attraction : on

the contrary, each component part of an organised body, being en-

dowed with some appropriate and specific power, on the exercise of

which the powers of all the other parts are more or less dependent,

the whole must necessarily suffer if but one part fail.

From the whole, then, we see that the human body is a congeries

of organs ; that those organs are constructed of a few simple tissues.

But though by the analysis of its component parts, this machine, so

complex in its construction, and so wonderfully endowed, may be

reduced to this state of simplicity ; and although this analytical view

of it be highly useful in enabling us to form a clear conception of the

nature of its composition
;
yet it is only by considering its individual

parts such as they actually are, and by studying their situation, con-

nection, structure, and action, that we can understand it as a whole,

and apply our knowledge of it to any practical use.

Viewing, then, the human body as a complicated whole, as a con-

geries of organs made up of various combinations of simple tissues, it

may be observed, in reference to its external configuration, that it is

rounded. This rounded form is principally owing to the large pro-

portion of fluids which enter into its composition. The roundness of

the face, limbs, and entire surface of the child, are in striking contrast

to the unequal and irregular surface of the old man, whose humom's
are comparatively very much smaller in quantity.

The form of the human body is symmetrical, that is, it is capable

of being divided into two lateral and corresponding halves. Suppose
a median line to pass from the vertex of the head through the centre
of the spinal column (Fig. 31) ; if the body be well formed, it

will be divided by this line into two equal and cori'esponding portions.

This symmetrical disposition of the body is not confined to its external
configm-ation. It is true of many of the internal organs ; but princi-
pally, as has been already stated, of those that belong to the animal
life. The brain and the spinal cord are divisible into two equal halves
(Fig. 32) ;

the organs of sense are double and symmetrical : the
muscles of one side of the body correspond to those of the other ; the
two hands and arms and the two lower extremities are alike ; but for
the most part, the organs of the organic life, the stomach, the intestines,
the liver, the spleen, for example, are single, and not symmetrical.
The human body is divided into three great portions, the head, the

trunk, and the extremities.

By the head is meant all that part of the body which is placed
above the first bone of the neck. It is of a spheroidal figure broader
and deeper behind than before, somewhat like an egg in shape with
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the broad end behind ; it is flattened at its sides, and its pccuhar figure

renders it at once stronger and more capacious than it could have

Fig. 31.

Frontal Bone (11). Parietal Bone (7).

Orbit.

Lower .law (29, 32).

CeiTical Vertebrae,

Shoulder Blade (51). -

Humerus (53). —

Lumbar Vertebra\ -

Ilium
~

Ulna (54).

Radius (55).
-

Carpus (56).

Metacarpus (57).

Phalanges (57).

_ Temporal Bone (27,

&c).

Clavicle (58).

Manubrium (59).

Sternum (60).

Xiphisternum (61).

Femur (65).

Tibia (66).

Fibula (67).

Patella (60').

Tarsus (68).

^ Metatarsus (69).

Phalanges (69).

Human Skeleton.

been had it possessed any other form. It is supported by
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.on the spinal column, to which it is attached by the peculiar

structure termed a joint, and fastened by ligaments of exceeding

strength.

Fig. 32.

Nprvous systfm in man, .seen from boliind. n, cercbi um
;

h, ceiebellum
;

c, .s|.inal mnnow •

d, facial nerve; c, brachial plexus caused ly the union of several nerves comino- fiom'
the spinal marrow; /, median nerve; g, cubital nerve; A, internal cutaneous nerve ot
the arm; », radial arid musculo-cutaneous nerve of the arm; j, intercostal nerves-
f'c, femoral plexus; /, sciatic plexus; m, tibial nerve; n, external peroneal nerve'
0, external saphenous nerve. '

The head contains the central organ of the nervous system; the
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organs of the senses, with the exception of that of touch ; and the

organs of mastication. It comprehends tlie cranium and tlie face.

It is composed partly of soft parts, as the teguments, namely, skin,

fat, &c., and muscles ; and partly of bones.

The bones of the cranium are eight in number, six of which are

proper to the cranium, and two are common to it and to the face.

The six bones proper to the cranium are the frontal (Figs. 33 and

Bones of the skull, separated ; front view, a, frontal bone ;
b, portions of the parietal

bones
;

i, malar or cheeic bones
; g, nasal bones

; /(, superior umxillary or bones ot the

upper jaw ; the vomer ;
I, the inferior maxillary or bone of the lower jaw.

34, a), the two parietal (Fig. 34, h), the two temporal (Fig. 34, c),

and the occipital (Figs. 34 and 35, d) ;
the two common to the

cranium and face are the ethmoidal (Fig. 35, /), and the sphenoidal

(Fig 35, e). The frontal bone forms the entire fore part ot the

vault; the two parietal form the upper and middle part of it; the

two temporal form the lower part of the sides ;
the occipital forms the

whole hinder part, together with a portion of the base, while the

ethmoidal forms the fore part, and the sphenoidal the middle part of

the base.
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These hones are firmly united together. The union of bones is

technically called an articulation or joint. All joints are either

Fig. 34.

Bonos ol' the skull, sppirated ; side view. «, fioiital Lone
;

[laiietnl bone; (7, occipital

hone
; c, temporal bone

; g, nasal bone
;

i, malar bone
;

h, superior maxillary bone

;

7, the unguis
;

I, the inferior maxillary bone.

immoveable or moveable. The union of the boiles of the cranium

affords an example of an immoveable articulation. Prominences and

indentations, like the teeth of a saw, are formed in the margins of the

contiguous bones (Fig. 36). At these inequalities of surface, which
are exactly adapted to each other, the two bones are in immediate

apposition in such a manner as to preclude the possibility of motion,

and even to render the separation extremely difficult. This mode of

articulation is termed a suture. There are certain advantages in con-

structing the cranium of several distinct bones, and in uniting them in

this peculiar mode. 1 . The walls of the vault are stronger then they

could have been had they been formed of a single piece. 2. In the

foetus, the bones are at some distance from each other (Fig. 38) ; at

birth, they yield and overlap one another ; and in this manner they
conduce to the security and ease of that event. 3. Minute vessels pass

abundantly and securely through the interstices of the sutures to and
from the interior of the cranium ; in this manner, a free communi-
cation is established between the vessels within and without this
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c';ivity. 4. It is prohaWe that the shock produced by external

Fi-. 35.

Hoiips forming the base of the skull ; viewed from the inside, d, occipital bone; c, tem-

poral bones ; c, sphenoid bone
; /, ethmoid bone; h, superior maxillary bones, or bones

of the upper jaw
;

i, malar or cheek bones; /, foramen magnum.

n Fig. 36. ')

Portions of the bones of tiie cranium; showiiig the corresponding inequalities ir

inargins : which margins, when in apposition, constitute the mode of union termed s

a, external surface of the bone
;

h, internal surface.

violence is diminished in consequence of the interruption of the

vibration occasioned by the suture ; it is certain that fracture is pre-
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vented by it from extending as far as it wonld do in one continued

bony substance.

Fi^. 37. Fig. 38.

Kiotn Vnlentin. In the act of mastituition the

lower jaw, a, i, is pressed aoainst the im-

movable upper one, k, g. Since the upper
and lower rows of teeth are arranged sym-
metrically, it is only the corresponding

masticatory surfaces of opposed teeth which
work upon each other. •

Side view of the foetal skull, showing the

bones imperfectly ossified, separated to some
extent from each other, the interspace being
occupied by membrane. The small size cf

the face compared with that of the cranium
is strikingly apparent.

The vault of the cranium forms a cavity which contains the brain
(Fig. 39). The size of this cavity is proportioned to that of the
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organ it lodges and protects. The form and magnitude of the cavity,

and the shape and size of the cranium, depend upon the brain, and

not those of the brain upon the cranium. The soft parts model and

adapt to themselves the hard, the hard does not model and adapt the

soft. The formation of the brain in the foetus is anterior to that of the

case which ultimately contains it ; and the hard bone is moulded upon

the soft pulp, not the pulp upon the bone. At every period of life, on

the inner surface of the cranium there are visible impressions made by

the convolutions of the brain, and the ramifications of the arteries, and

on its external surface are depressions occasioned by the action of the

external muscles. Nor does the modifying power of the brain over

the bones of the cranium terminate at birth. The formation of bone,

always a slow process, is never completed until the child has attained

its third or fom*th year, and often not until a much later period. At

this tender age, the bones, which in advanced life are hard and rigid,

are comparatively soft and yielding, and consequently more readily

receive and retain the impression of the convolutions and of the other

projecting parts of the brain, by which they are sometimes so deeply

marked that an attentive examination of the inner surface of the

cranium is of itself sufficient to determine not only that some part,

but to indicate the very part of the brain which has been preter-

naturally active. At tliis tender age, pressure, internal or external,

general or partial, may readily change the form of the cranium. If

by a particular posture, the head of a child be unequally balanced on

the spine, the brain will press more on that side of the cranium than

on the other ; the organ will expand in the direction to which it in-

clines ; that portion of it will become preternaturally developed, and

consequently the balance of its functions will be distm-bed. An aAvk-

ward way of standing or sitting, perhaps contracted inadvertently and

kept up by habit ; a wry neck
;
any cause that keeps the head con-

stantly inclined to one side, may produce this result, examples of

which, and of its consequences, will be given hereafter.

Tracing them from without inwards we see, then, that the various

coverings afforded to the brain, the central organ of the animal life,

seated in its vaulted cavity, are : 1. The tegument, consisting of the

skin and of cellular and adipose membrane. 2. Beneath the tegu-

ment, muscles in the forepart and at the vertex, comparatively slender

and delicate ; at the sides and posteriorly, thick, strong, and power-

ful. 3. Beneath the muscles, a thin but dense membrane, termed

the pericranium, lining the external surface of the cranial bones.

4. Beneath the pericranium, the bony substance of the cranium, con-

sisting of two firm and hard bony plates, with a spongy, bony

structure, called diploe, interposed between them (Fig. 39, 2).

5. Immediately in contact with the inner surface of the bony sub-
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stance of the cranium, and forming its internal lining, the dense

and strong membrane, called the dura mater, not only affording a

general covering to the brain, but sending firm partitions between

individual portions of it. 6. A serous membrane lining the internal

surface of the dura mater, and I'eflected over the entire surface of the

brain, termed the arachnoid tunic. 7. A thin and delicate membrane
in immediate contact with the substance of the brain, descending

between all its convolutions, called the pia mater. 8. An aqueous

fluid, contained between the arachnoid membrane and the pia mater.

Skin, muscle, pericranium, bone, dura mater, arachnoid membrane, pia

mater, and aqueous fluid, superimposed one upon another, form, then,

the covering and defence of the brain ; so great is the care taken to

protect this soft and tender substance.

The bones of the face consist of fourteen, namely, the two superior

maxillary or jaw-bones (Fig. 33,* li), the two malar or cheek bones

(Fig. 33, i), the two nasal bones (Fig. 33, g), the two i^alate bones,

Fie -4 0.

Muscles of the tace.

the two ossa unguis (Fig. 34, y), the two inferior tiu'bhiated bones
the vomer (Fig. 33, h), and the inferior maxilla or the lower jaw
(Fig. 33, 1). This irregular pile of bones is divided into the superior
and mferior maxilla or jaws; the superior maxilla being the upper
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and immoveable portion of the face ; the inferior maxilla being the

lower and moveable portion of it. Besides these bones, the face con-

tains thirty-two teeth, sixteen in each jaw. The bones of the upper

jaw are united together by sutm-es, and the union is so firm, that they

have no motion but what they possess in common with the cranium.

The lower jaw is united by a distinct articulation with the cranium

(Fig. 37).

Besides the bones and the teguments, the face contains a number

of muscles, which, for the most part, are small and delicate (Fig. 40),

together with a considerable portion of adipose matter
;
while, as has

been stated, the face and head together contain all the senses, with

the exception of that of touch, which is diffused, more or less, over

the entire surface of the body.

The second great division of the body, termed the trunk, extends

from the first bone of the neck to that called the pubis in front, and

to the lower end of the coccyx behind. It is subdivided into the

thorax, the abdomen, and the pelvis.

Fig. 41.

1 Vertebral Column. Ribs,

CO h

Thorax of Man.

The thorax or chest extends above from the first rib, by which

it is connected with the nock, to the diaphragm below, by which it is

divided from the abdomen (Fig. 41). It consists partly of muscles and

partly of Iwnes : the muscular and the osseous portions being in nearly
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equal proportions. Both together fonii the walls of a cavity in

Avhich are placed the central organs of circulation and respiration.

The chief boundaries of the cavity of the thorax before, behind, and at

the sides, are osseous (Fig. 41); being foimed before, by the sternum

or breast-bone (Fig. 31); behind, by the spinal column or back bone

;

and at the sides, by the ribs. Below, the boundary is muscular, being

formed by the diaphragm (Fig. 41, c, g, h), while above the thorax is

so much contracted, that there is merely a space left for the passage of

certain parts which will be noticed immediately.

The figure of the thorax is that of a cone, the apex being above

(Fig. 41), through the aperture of which pass the tubes that lead to

the lungs and stomach, and the great blood-vessels that go to and from

the heart (Fig. 47). The base of the cone is slanting, so that the

thorax is considerably shorter before than behmd, like an obHque sec-

tion of the cone.

The osseous portion of the walls of the thorax is formed behind

by the spinal column, a range of bones common indeed to all the

divisions of the trunk ; for it constitutes alike the posterior boundary of

the thorax, abdomen, and pelvis (Fig. 42). The spinal column is com-

posed of thirty distinct bones, twenty-four of which are separate and

moveable on one another, and on this account are called true vertebrae

(Fig. 43, 2, 4) ; the other five, though separate at an early period of

life, are subsequently united uito a single solid piece, called the sacrum

(Fig. 31). The bones composing this solid piece, as they admit of

no motion on each other, are called false vertebrae. To the extremity

of the sacrum is attached the last bone of the series, termed the coccyx

(Fig. 42.)

From above dowmvards, that is, from the first bone of the neck

to the first bone of the sacrum, the separate bones forming the column
progressively increase in size ; for this column is the chief support of

the weight of the head and trunk, and this weight is progressively

augmenting to this point. From the sacrum to the coccyx, the bones
successively diminish in size, until, at the extremity of the coccyx, they
come to a point. The spinal column may, therefore, be said to consist

of two pyramids united at their base. The superior pyramid is equal

in length to about one-thnd of tEe height of the body, and it is this

portion of the column only that is moveable.

The two surfaces of the spinal cohmm, the anterior and the
posterior, present a strikuig contrast. The anterior surface, which in

its whole extent is rounded and smooth, is broad in the region of the
neck, narrow in the regions of the back, and again broad in the region
of the loins. It presents three curvatures (Fig. 42); the convexity of
that of the neck being forwards, that of the back backwards, and that of
the loins again forwards.
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From the posterior surface of the column, which is eveiywhere

irregular and rough, spring, along the medium lino, in regular series,

strong, sharp, and pointed projections of bone (Fig. 42), which from

bemg sharp and pointed, like elongated spines, are called spinous pro-

cesses, and have given name to the whole chain of bones. These
processes afford fixed points for the action of powerful muscles.

Extending the wliole length of the column, from the base of the skull to

the sacrum, on each side of the spinous processes, are deep excavations,

which are filled up with the powerful muscles that maintain the trunk
'

of the body erect.

From the lateral surfaces of the column likewise spring short but

strong projections of bone, termed transverse processes, which also give

attachment to powerful muscles (Fig. 42).

The separate bones of the series have a kind of turning motion on

each other ; hence each is called a vertebra, and the name of vertebral

column is often given to the entu-e series, as well as that of spinal

column. That portion of the column which forms the neck consists of

seven distinct bones, called cervical vertebras (Fig. 43, 2); that portion

which forms the back consists of twelve, called dorsal vertebras (Fig.

48, 3); that portion which forms the loins consists of five, called lumbar

vcrtebrfc (Fig. 43, 4). Between each of these classes of vertebras there

are specific differences, but they need not be described here: all that is

necessary to the present pm-pose is an account of the structure which is

common to every vertebra.

By inspecting Fig. 43, it will be seen that the upper and under

edges of each vertebra consist of a ring of bone, of a firm and compact

texture, rendering what may be called the body of the vertebra exceed-

ingly strong. This ring of lx)ne forms a superficial depression (Fig.

43, 2), for the reception of a peculiar substance, immediately to be

described, which is interposed between each vertebra (Fig. 44).

The anterior sm-face of the body of the vertebra is convex; its

posterior surface is concave ; from the posterior sm-face springs a bony

arch (Fig. 43, 5), which, together with the posterior concavity, forms

an aperture of considerable magnitude, a portion of the canal for the

passage of the spinal cord.

Both the upper and under edges of the arch form a notch (Fig.

43, 7), which, together with a coiTesponding notch in the contiguous

vertelDra, completes another aperture rounder and smaller than the

former, but still of considerable size, the passage of the spinal nerves.

From both the upper and under sides of the arch proceeds a short

but strong projection of bone (Fig. 43, a), termed the articulating pro-

cesses, because it is chiefly by these processes that the vertebra are

connected together. From the beginning to the end of the series, the

two upper processes of the one vertebra arc united with tlie two lower

G
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processes of the vertebra immediately above it (Fig. 43, n), and around

the edges of all the articulating processes are visible rough lines, which

mark the places to which the articulating ligaments are attached.

K ig.

View of some of the vertcbro?, which by their union foim the spinal cohimn.

a, A vertebra of the neck
;

b, a vei tcbra of the back
;

c, a vci tebra of tlie loins.

1, lling of compact bone forming, 3,tlie body of the vertebra
; 2, superficial depression for

tlie reception of the intervei tebral cartilage
; 3, anterior surface of the body of the

vertebra; 4, posterior surface; 5, bony arch; 6, oj^ening for the passage of the spinal

col d
; 7, opening for the passage of the spinal nerves

; 8, articulating processes by which
the vertebi'a? are joined to each other

; 9, two dorsal vertebrre united, showing the arrange -

ment of, 10, the spinous processes; 11, a portion of a rib articulated with the side" of
the vertebra.

No vertebra, except the first, rest immediately upon its contiguous

vertebra (Fig. 42). Each is separated from its fellow by a substance

of a peculiar nature interposed between them, termed the intervertebral

substance (Fig. 44). This substance partakes partly of the nature of

cartilage, and partly of that of ligament. It is composed of concentric

plates, formed of oblique fibres, which intersect each other in every

direction. This substance, for about a quarter of an inch from its cir-

cumference towards its centre, is tough, strong, and unyielding ; then
it becomes softer, and is manifestly elastic ; and so it continues until it

approaches the centre, when it becomes pulpy, and is again inelastic.
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The exterior tough and unyielding matter is for the firmness of the
connexion of the several vertebrae with each other ; the interior softer
and elastic matter is for the easy
play of the vertebrae upon each
other; the one for security, the

other for pliancy. And the ad-

justment of the one to the other

is such as to combine these pro-

perties in a perfect manner. The
quantity of the unyielding sub-

stance is not so great as to

produce rigidity; the quantity

of the elastic substance is not so , r> p »i i . . . or,I. Uiio of the lumbar veitebrre. 2. Interveitc-
great as to occasion insecurity. bial substance. 3. a portion of the spinal

The firm union of its solid matter '""^ ^" ''^

renders the entire column strong ; the aggregate elasticity of its softer

substance renders it springy.

The column is not constructed in such a manner as to admit of an
equal degree of motion in every part of it. Everything is contrived

to give to that portion which belongs to the neck freedom of motion,

and, on the contrary, to render that portion which belongs to the back

comparatively fixed. In the neck the mechanism of the articulating

processes is such as to admit of an equal degree of sliding motion

forwards, backwards, and from side to side, together with a turning

motion of one bone upon another : at the same time, the intervertebral

substance between the several vertebrae is thick. In consequence of

this mechanism, we can touch the breast with the chin, the back with

the hind head, and the shoulders with the ear, while we can make the

head describe more than a semicircle. P)ut, in the back, the articu-

lating processes are so connected as to prevent the possibility of any

motion, either forwards or backwards, or any turning of one vertebra

upon another, while the intervertebral substance is comparatively thin.

That portion of the column which belongs to the back is intended to

afford a fixed support for the ribs, a support which is indispensable to

their action in the fimction of respiration. In the loins, the articu-

lating lu'ocesses are so connected as to admit of a considerable degree

of motion in the horizontal direction^ and from side to side, and the

inteiTcrtebral substance here progressively increases in thickness to the

point at which the upper portion of the column is miited to the sacrum,

where the degree of motion is extensive.

The canal for the spinal cord, formed partly by the concavity in the

posterior surface of the vertebra, and partly by the arch that springs

from it (Fig. 43, o), is lined by a contmuation of the dense and strong

membrane that constitutes the internal periosteum of the cranium, the

G 2
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dura mator, -which, passing out of the opening in tlic occipital bone

called the foramen magnum (Fig. 35, J), afibrds a smooth covering to

the canal throughout its whole extent.

The spinal cord itself, continuous with the substance of the brain,

passes also out of the cranium through the foramen magnum into the

spinal canal, enveloped in the delicate membranes that cover it, and

surrounded by the aqueous fluid contained between those membranes.

The size of the spinal canal, adapted to that of the spinal cord, which

it lodges and protects, is of considerable magnitude, and of a triangular

shape in its cervical portion, smaller and rounded in its dorsal portion,

and again large and triangular in its lumbar portion.

The spinal column performs several different, and apparently incom-

patible, offices.

First, it affords a support and buttress to other bones. It sustains

the head (Fig. 31) ; it is a buttress to the ribs : through the sternum

and ribs it is also a buttress to the superior, and thi'ough the pelvis, to

the lower, extremities.

Secondly, it affords a support to powerful muscles, partly to those that

maintain the trmik of the body in the erect posture against the force of

gravitation, and partly to those that act upon the superior and inferior

extremities in the varied, energetic, and sometimes long-contmued

movements they execute.

Thirdly, it forms one of the boimdaries of the great canities that

contain the chief organs of the organic life. To the support and pro-

tection of those organs it is specially adapted ; hence the surface in

immediate contact with them is even and smooth ; hence its diff'erent

curvatures, convexities, and concavities, have all reference to their

accommodation ; hence in the neck it is convex (Fig. 42), in order to

afford a firm support to the oesophagus, the windpipe, the aorta, and the

great trunks of the venous system : in the back it is concave, in order

to enlarge the space for the dilatation of the lung in the act of

inspiration
; in the loins it is convex, in order to sustain and fix the

loose and floating viscera of the abdomen ; in the pelvis it is concave,
in order to enlarge the space for lodging the numerous delicate and
highly-important organs contained in that cavity.

Fom-thly, it forms the osseous walls of a canal for the lodgment and
protection of the soft and tender substance of the spinal cord, one of

the great central masses of the nervous system, the seat of the animal life.

Fifthly, it affords in its osseous walls secure apertm-es for the
passage of the spinal nerves (Fig. 32), by which impressions are
transmitted from the organs to the spinal cord and brain, in the func-
tion of sensation ; and from the spinal cord and brain to the organs
in the function of volition.

For the due performance of these offices, it is indispensable that
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it should be firm, rigid, strong, and yet to a certain extent readily

flexible in every direction. By what mechanism is it endowed with

these apparently incompatible properties ?

By means of the ring of compact bone, which forms so large a part

of its body (Fig. 43, i), it is rendered firm, rigid, and strong. J3y means
of its nnmerous separate pieces, exactly adjusted to each other, and
dove-tailed into one another, an increase of strength is gained,

such as it would not have been possible to communicate to a single

solid piece. By the same mechanism, some degree of flexibility is

also obtained ; each sej)arate bone yielding to some extent, which,

though slight in a single bone, becomes considerable in the twenty-

four.

But the flexibility required is much greater than could bo obtained

by this expedient alone. A rigid and immoveable pile of bones, in

the position of the spinal column, on wliich all the other parts of tlie

body rest, and to which they are dkectly or indirectly attached, would
necessarily have rendered all its movements stiff and mechanical ; and
every movement of every kind impossible but in a given direction.

That the movements of the body may be easy, free, and varied ; that

it may bo possible to brii\g into play new and complex combinations of

motion at any instant, with the rapidity of the changes of thought

at the command of the impulses of feehng, it is indispensable that the

spinal column be flexible in every direction, forwards, backwards, and

at the sides : it is equally indispensable that it be thus capable of

yielding, without injuring the spinal cord, without mjuring the spinal

nerves, without mjuring the thoracic and abdominal viscera, and with-

out injuring the muscles of the trunk and extremities. The degree in

which it possesses this power of flexibility, and the extent to which,

by the cultivation of it, it is sometimes actually brought, is exemplified

in the positions and contortions of the posture-master and the tumbler.

It is acquired by means of the intervertebral substance, the compres-

sible and elastic matter interposed between the several vertebrae. So

compressible is this substance, that the human body is half an incli

shorter in the evening than in the morning, having lost by the exer-

tions of the day so much of its stature
;
yet so elastic is this matter

that the stature lost during the day is regained by the repose of

the night. The weight of the body pressing in all directions upon the

spinal column
;
muscles, bones, cartilages, ligaments, membranes, with

all their vessels and all the fluids contained in them ; the weight of

all these component parts of the head, trunk, and extremities, pressing,

without the cessation of an instant, during all the hours of vigilance,

upon the intervertebral substance, compresses it ; but this weight, being

taken off during the night, by the recumbent posture of the

body, the intervertebral substance, in consequence of its elasticity.
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regains its original bulk, and of course the spinal column its original

length.

I3ut the flexibility acquired through the combined properties of com-

pressibility and elasticity, is exceedingly increased by the action of the

puljjy and inelastic matter in the centre of the intervertebral sub-

stance ; this matter servuig as a jjivot to the vertebrae, facilitating

theii- motion on each other. Its effect has been compared to that of

a bladder partly filled with water, placed between two trenchers : in

this case, the approximation of the circumference of the two trenchers

on one side, would instantly displace a portion of the water on that

side, which would occupy the increasing space on the other, with the

effect of facilitating the change, in every possible direction, of the posi-

tion of the two trenchers in relation to each other. To this effect,

however, it is indispensable that the matter immediately around this

central pivot should be, not like itself, rigid and unyielding, but com-

pressible and elastic. It is an interestmg fact, that since this illustra-

tion was suggested, it has been discovered that this very arrangement

is actually adopted in the animal body. In certain animals, in the

very centre of their intervertebral substance, there has been actually

found a bag of water, with a substance immediately surrounding the

bag, so exceedingly elastic, that when the bag is cut, the fluid con-

tained in it is projected to the height of several feet in a perpendicular

stream.

But besides securing freedom and extent of motion, the interverte-

bral substance serves stiU another pm-pose, which well deserves atten-

tion.

Firmness and strength are mdispensable to the fundamental offices

performed by the column ; and to endow it ^vith these properties, we
have seen that the external concentric layers of the intervertebral sub-

stance are exceedingly tough, and that they are attached to the bodies

of the vertebrae, which are composed of dense bone. But bone is well
calculated to receive and transmit a shock or jar on the application of

any degi-ee of force to the column. Yet such force must necessarily

be applied to it in every direction, fi-om many points of the body
dming almost every moment of the day ; and did it actually produce
a corresponding shock, the consequence would be fatal: the spinal cord
and brain would be inevitably killed ; for the death of these tender
and dehcate substances may be produced by a violent jar, althoufyh

not a particle of the substances themselves be touched. A blow on
the head may destroy life instantaneously, by what is termed concus-
sion

; that is, by the communication of a shock to the brain through
the bones of the cranium. The brain is killed ; but on careful
examination of the cerebral substance after death, not the slif^htest

morbid appearance can be detected ; death is occasioned merely bv
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the jar. A special provision is made against this evil, in the structure

of the bones of the cranium, by the interposition between its two com-

pact plates of the spongy substance called diploe, and this is sufficient

to prevent mischief in ordinary cases. A great degree of violence

applied directly to the head is not common : thousands of people pass

through hfe without ever having suffered from it on a single occasion

:

but every hom, in the ordinary movements of the body, and much more
in the violent movements which it occasionally makes, a degree of force

is applied to the spinal column, and through it transmitted to the

head, such as, did it produce a proportionate shock, would inevitably

and instantly destroy both spinal cord and brain. The evil is obviated

23artly by the elastic, .and partly by the non-clastic properties of the

matter interposed between the several layers of compact bone. By
means of the elastic property of this matter, the head rides upon the

summit of the column as upon a pliant spring, while the canal of the

spinal cord remains secure and uninvaded. By means of the soft and

pulpy portion of this matter, the vibrations excited in the compact

bone are absorbed, point by point, as they are produced : as many layers

of this soft and pulpy substance, so many points of absorj)tion of

the tremors excited in the compact bone ; so many barriers against

the possibility of the transmission of a shock to the delicate nervous

substance.

Alike admirable is the mechanism by which the separate pieces oi'

the column are joined together. If but one

of the bones were to slip off its corresponding

bone, or to be displaced in any degree, in-

curable paralysis, followed ultimately by death,

or instantaneous death, would happen ; for

pressure on the spinal cord in a certain part of

its course is incompatible with the power of

voluntary motion, and with the continuance of

life for any protracted term ; and in another

part of its course, with the maintenance of life

beyond a few moments. To prevent such

consequences, so great is the strength, so perfect

the attachment, so unconquerable the resistance,

of that portion of the intervertebral substance i, Common antuTim- lig.-.nKnt;

/•11T PI ^' inteiveitebial substance,

whicll surrounds the edge OI the bodies OI the The anterior ligament is re-

vertebraj, that it will allow the bone itself to
nioveJ to exhibit (;5) the or,, -

'
• 1 1 -rr 1-1 "o"''^'^ passnig under it.

give way rather than yield. Yet such is the

importance of seciuity to this portion of the frame, that it is not

trusted to one expedient alone, adequate as that might seem. Be-

sides the intervertebral substance, there is another distinct provision

for the articulation of the bodies of the vertebrcT. Commencing at
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the second cervical vertebra, in its fore part, and extending tlie wliole

length of the column to the sacrum, is a powerful ligament, composed

of numerous distinct longitudinal filjres (Fig. 45), which are particu-

larly expanded over the intervals between tlie bones occupied by the

intervertebral substance. This hgament is termed the common anterior

vertebral.

Corresponding with the hgament on the anterior, is another on the

posterior part of the spine, which takes its origin from the foramen

magnum ; descends from thence, within the vertebral canal, on the

posterior sm-face of the l)odies of the vertebrae, and extends to the

sacrum. This ligament is termed the common ])osterior vertebral,

which, besides addijig to the strength of the union of the bodies of the

vertebrte, prevents the column itself I'rom being bent too much forward.

Moreover, the bony arches of the vertebra) are connected by means

of a substance partly ligamentous, and partly cartilaginous, which,

while it is extremely elastic, is capable of resisting an extraorduiary

degree of force.

And in the last place, the articular processes form so many distinct

joints, each being fm-nished vdth all the apparatus of a moveable joint,

and thus possessing the ordinary provision for the articulation of bones,

in addition to the whole of the foregoing securities,

" In the most extensive motion of which the spinal column is capa-

ble, that of flexion, the common anterior ligament is relaxed ; the fore

part of the intervertebral substance is compressed, and its back part

stretched ; while the common posterior ligament is in a state of exten-

sion. In the extension of the column the state of the ligaments is

reversed ; those which were extended being in then- turn relaxed, while

the common anterior vertebral is now put upon the stretch. In the

lateral inclination of the column, the intervertebral substance is com-
pressed on that side to which the body is bent. In the rotarij motion
of the column, which is very limited in all the vertebra?, but more
particularly in the dorsal, in consequence of theu' attachment to the

ribs, the intervertebral substance is contorted, as are hkewise all the

ligaments. All the motions of the column are capable of being aided

to a great extent by the motion of the pelvis upon the thighs."

" The number and breadth of the attachments of these bones," says

an accomplished anatomist and sm-geon,* " their firm union by liga-

ment, the strength of their muscles, the very inconsiderable degree of

motion which exists between any two of them, and, lastly, the obliquity

of their articular processes, especially in the dorsal and lumbar ver-

tebrae, render dislocation of them, at least ia those regions, impossible

without fracture ; and I much doubt whether dislocation even of the

cervical vertebra? ever occurs without fracture, either through their

* " Treatise on Ligaments.'" By Bransby B. Cooper, Esq.
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bodies or their articular processes. The effects of each of these acci-

dents would produce precisely the same injury to the spinal marrow,

and symptoms of greater or less importance, according" to the part

of the spinal column that is injured. Death is the immediate conse-

quence if the injmy he above the third cervical vertebra, the necessary

paralysis of the parts to which the phrenic and intercostal nerves are

distributed, causing respu-ation instantly to cease. If the injury be

sustained below the fourth cervical vertebra, the diaphragm is still

capable of action, and dissolution Ls protracted. The symptoms,

in fact, are less violent in proportion as the injury to the spinal

marrow is further removed from the brain; but death is the

inevitable consequence, and that in every case at no very distant

period."

So the object of the construction of the spinal column being to com-

bine extent and freedom of motion with strength, and it being neces-

sary to the accomplishment of this object to build up the column

of separate pieces of bone, the connecting substances by which the

different bones are united are constituted and disposed in such a

manner as to prove absolutely stronger than the bones themselves.

Such is the structure of this important portion of the human body,

considered as a piece of mere mechanism ; but om- conception of its

beauty and perfection would be yiost inadequate if we did not bear in

mind, that while the spinal column performs offices so varied and

apparently so incompatible, it forms an integrant portion of a Hving

machine : it is itself alive : every instant blood-vessels, absorbents, and

nerves, are nourishing, removing, renewing, and animating every part

and particle of it.

The anterior boundary of the thorax is formed by the bono called

the sternum, or the breast bone, which is broad and thick at its upper

and thin and elongated at its lower extremity (Fig. 41), where it

gives attachment to a cartilaginous appendix, which being pointed and

somewhat like a broadsword, is called the ensiform cartilage.

Its position is obUque, being near the vertebral column at the top,

and distant from it at the bottom. Its margins are thick, and marked

by seven depressions, for the reception of the cartilages of the seven

true ribs. Its anterior sm-face is immediately subjacent to the skin,

and gives attachment to powerful muscles, which act on the superior

extremities : its posterior surface is shghtly hollowed, in order to

enlarge the cavity of the thorax.

The thorax is bounded at the sides by the ribs, which extend like so

many arches between the spinal column and the sternum (Figs. 41, 49).

They axe in number twenty-four, twelve on each side, of which the

seven upper are united to the sternum by cartilage, and are called true

ribs; the cartilages of the remaining. five are united with each other,
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and are not attached to the sternum ; these are called false ribs : all

of them are connected behind to the sjiinal column (Fig. 49).

The ribs -successively and considerably increase m length as far as

the seventh, 1)y which the cavity they encompass is enlarged ; from

the seventh they successively diminish in length, and the capacity

of the corresponding part of the cavity is lessened. The direction of

the ribs from above downwards is oblique. Their external or anterior

surface is convex ; their internal or posterior surface is concave : by

the fii'st, their strength is increased
;
by the second, the general cavity

of the thorax is eiilarged. Their uj^per margin is smooth and romided,

and gives attachment to a double layer of muscles, called the inter-

costal, placed in the intervals that separate the ribs from each other

(Fig. 41). Along the lower margin is excavated a deep groove, for

the lodgment and protection of the intercostal vessels.

The ribs are connected with the spinal column chiefly by what

is termed the anterior ligament (Fig. 46), which is attached to the

head of the rib (Fig 46), and which, dividing into thi-ee portions,

firmly unites every rib to two of the vertebrse, and to the interver-

tebral substance. This articulation is fortified by a second hgament
(Fig. 46, 2), also attached to a head of the rib, termed the interar-

ticular, and by three others, one of which is attached on the fore part,

and the two others in the back part, to the neck of the rib.

The cartilages of the seven su-
Fig. 46.

perior ribs are attached to the

sternum by a double layer of liga-

mentous fibres, termed the anterior

and the ijosterior ligaments of the

sternum. So strong are the bands

which thus attach the ribs to the

spinal column and the sternum,

that the ribs cannot be dislocated

without fracture. " Such at least

is the case in experiments upon the

dead body, where, though the rib

be subjected to the appUcation of

force by means of an instrument

best calculated to detach its head
from the articulation, yet it is

Ligaments connecting tiie ribs to the spinal
^IwayS broken."

column. 1, anterior ligaments; 2, inter- While thuS firmly attached to
articular ligament ; 3, ligaments of the necks ii • • , ^

, .-,

oftheribsr t^eir pomts of support, the hga-
ments which fix them are so

disposed as to render the ribs capable of being readily moved upwards
and downwards : upwards in inspuation, downwards in expiration

;
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and it is by this alternate action tliat they enlarge and dimmish

the cavity of the thorax in the function of respiration.

Such are the boundaries of the cavity of the thorax as far as its walls

are solid. Tlie interspaces between these solid portions at the sides

are fiUed up by muscles, principally by those termed the intercostal

(Fig. 41) ;
below, the boundary is formed by the diaphragm (Fig. 49) ;

while above, as has been already stated, the cavity is so contracted as only

to leave an opening for the passage of certain parts to and from the chest.

The inner surface of the walls of the thorax, in its whole extent, is

lined by a serous membrane, exceedingly thin and dehcate, but still

firm, called the pleura. The same membrane is reflected over the

organs of respiration contained m the cavity, so as to give them an

external coat. The membrane itself is everywhere continuous, and

everywhere the same, whether it line the containing or the contamed

parts ; but it receives a difierent name as it covers the one or the

other : that portion of it wliich lines the walls of the cavity being

called the costal plem-a, wliile that which covers the organs contained

in the cavity is termed the pulmonary pleura.

A fold of each pleura passes directly across the central part of the

cavity of the thorax
;
extending from the spinal column to the sternum,

and dividing the general cavity into two. This portion of the pleura

is called the mediastinum, from its situation in the centre of the

thorax, and it so completely divides the thoracic cavity into two, that

the organs on one side of the chest have no communication with those

of the other ; so that there may be extensive disease in one cavity (for

example, a large accumulation of water), while the other may be per-

fectly sound.

The main organs contained in the cavity of the thorax are the lungs

with then' air tube ; the heart with its great vessels ; and the tube

passing from the mouth to the stomach (Fig. 47).

The two lungs occupy the sides of the chest (Fig. 47). They are

completely separated from each other by the membranous partition

just described, the mediastinum. Between the two folds of the me-

diastinum, namely, in the middle of the chest, but inclining somewhat

to the left side, is placed the heart, enveloped in another serous mem-

brane, the pericardium (Fig. 47).

The lungs are moulded to the cavities they fill ; whence their

figui-e is conical, the base of the cone being downwards, resting on the

diaphragm ; and the apex upwards, towards the neck.

That surface of each lung which corresponds to the walls of the

chest is convex in its whole extent; on the contrary, that surface

which corresponds to the mediastinum is flattened (Fig. 48). The

basis of the lung is concave, adapted to the convexity of the diapliragm

on which it rests.
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The air-vessel of the lungs, termed the bronchus, and the blood-

vessels and nerves, enter the organ at its flattened side, not exactly

in the middle, but rather towards the upper and back part (Fig. 48).

This portion is termed the root of the lung.

Fiir. +7.

Ductus Arli riosua

Front view of the heart and lunsrs.

The lungs are attached to the neck by the trachea (Fig. 47), the
contmuation of which forms the bronchus ; to the spinal 1;olumn by
the pleura, and to the heart by the pulmonary vessels (Fig. 47) :

their remaining portion is free and unattached.

In the hving body, the lungs on each side completely fill the cavity
of the chest, following passively the movements of its walls, and accu-
rately adapting themselves to its size, whether its capacity enlar'o-e in
mspiration, or diminish in expiration, so that the external surface of
the lung (the pulmonary pleura) is always in inmicdiate contact with
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tlic lining momhranc of the walls of the cavity (the costal plonra)
;

consequently, during life there is no cavity, the cliost being always
completely full.

Fig. 48.

^'Rl ANCU ARI S STCRNI

A transverse section of the thorax, showing the relative positioD of tlio viscera, and the
reflections of tiie pleura;.

The anterior surface of the pericardium, the bag which envelopes

the heart, lies immediately behind the sternum, and the cartilages

of the second, third, fourth, and fifth ribs, covered at its sides by the

pleura, and firmly attached below to the diaphragm (Fig. 47).

Surrounded by its pcricardiimi, within the mediastinum, the heart is

l^laced nearly in the centre of the chest ; but its direction is somewhat

oblique, its apex being directly opposite to the interval between the

fifth and sixth ribs on the left side ; while its basis is directed up-

wards, backwai'ds, and towards the right. That portion of its sm-face

which is presented to view on opening the pericardium is convex ; but

its opposite surface, namely, that which rests upon the part of the pe-

ricardium which is attached to the diaphragm, is flattened. It is fixed

in its situation partly by the pericardium and partly by the great

vessels that go to and from it. But under the different states of

expiration and inspiration, it accompanies, in some degree, the move-
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ments of tlie diapliragm ; and in the varied postures of the hody the

lieart deviates to a certain extent from the exact position here described.

The second division of the trunk,

the abdomen, is Iwunded above by

the diaphragm (Fig. 49, 2), below

by the pelvis (Fig. 49, 3), behind

and at the sides by the vertebrae

and muscles of the loins, and before

by the abdominal muscles.

The organ which forms the sn-

perior boundary of the abdomen,

the diaphragm (midi-iff), is a circu-

lar muscle, placed transversely across

the trunk, nearly at its centre (Fig.

49, 2). It forms a vaulted par-

tition between the thorax and the

abdomen. All around its border it

is fleshy ; towards its centre it is

tendinous ; the surface towards the

abdomen is concave ; that towards

the thorax convex ; while its middle

tendinous portion ascends into the

thorax as high as the fourth rib.

The diaphragm is perforated by

several apertures, for the trans-

mission of tubes and vessels, which

, ,
pass reciprocally between the thorax

View of the diaphragm. 1, cavity ot tlie

thorax; 2, diaphragm separating the cavity anCi atXlOmen.

of the thorax from that of the abdomen; I ^ separate aperture is formed
3, ca\ity of the pehis.

afford an exit from the thorax

of the aorta, the common source of the arteries, and an entrance into

the thorax of the thoracic duct, the tube that bears the digested ali-

ment to the heart. 2. A little to the left of the former there is

another aperture, through which passes the oesophagus or gullet,

the tube that conveys the food from the mouth to the stomach.

3. On the right side, in the tendinous portion of the diaphragm, very

carefully constructed, is a third aperture for the passage of the vena

cava, the great vessel that retmns the blood to the heart from the

lower parts of the body.

The partition formed by the diaphragm between the thorax and

abdomen, though complete, is moveable
;

for, as the diaphragm

descends m inspiration and ascends in expiration, it proportionally

enlarges or diminishes the canities between which it is placed

;

consequently, the actual magnitude of these cavities varies every
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moment, and the size of the one is always in the inverse ratio of that

of the other.

Between the abdomen and tlie pelvis there is no separation ; one

cavity is directly continuous with the other (Fig. 50) ; but along

the inner surface of the expanded bones, which form a part of the

lateral boundary of the abdomen,;there is a prominent line, termed the

brim of the pelvis, marking the point at which the abdomen is supposed

to terminate and the pelvis to commence.

Behind and at the sides the walls of the abdomen are completed,

partly by the lumbar portion of the spinal column, and partly by the

lumbar muscles, and before by the abdominal muscles.

The inner surface of the walls of the abdomen is lined throughout

by a serous membrane, termed the peritoneum. From the walls of

the abdomen, the peritoneum is reflected upon the organs contained in

the cavity, and is continued over them so as to form their external

coat. The peritoneum also descends between the several organs, con-

necting them together, and holding them in their situation ; and it

likewise forms numerous folds, in which are embedded the vessels and

nerves that supply the organs. It secretes a serous fluid, by which

its own sm-face and that of the organs it covers is rendered moist,

polished, and ghstening, and by means of which the organs glide

smoothly over it, and over one another in the various movements

of the body, and are in constant contact without growing together.

In structure, distribution, and function, the peritoneum is thus

perfectly analogous to the pleura.

Like the thorax, the abdomen is always completely full. When the

diaphragm is in action, it contracts. When the diaphragm is in the

state of contraction, the abdominal and lumbar muscles are in the state

of relaxation. By the contraction of the diaphragm, the organs con-

tained in the abdomen are pushed downwards, and the anterior and

lateral walls of the cavity being at this moment in a state of relaxation,

they readily yield, and, consequently, the viscera are protruded forwards

and at the sides. But the abdominal and lumbar muscles, in their

turn, contract, the diaphragm relaxing
;
and, consequently, the viscera,

forced from the front and sides of the abdomen, are pushed upwards,

together with the diaphragm, into the thorax. A firm and uniform

pressure is thus, at all times, maintained upon the whole contents of

the abdomen : there is an exact adaptation of the containing to the

contained parts, and of one organ to another. No space intervenes

either between the walls of the abdomen and the organs they enclose,

or between one organ and another ; so that the term cavity does not

denote a void or empty space, but merely the extent of the boundary

within which the viscera are contained.

The contents of the abdomen consist of tlie organs which belong to
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the apparatus of digestion, and of those which belong to the apparatus

of excretion.

The organs which belong to the apparatus of digestion are— 1. T]ie

stomach (Figs. TjO, i, and 51). 2. Theduodenum (Figs. 50, n, and 51).

Kig. 50.

General view of the viscera of the abdomen. 1, stomach raised; 2, under surface of livei
;

3, gall bladder; 4, spleen; 5, pancreas; 6, kidneys; 7, iireters
; 8, urinary bladder

;

9, iiortion of the intestine called duodenum
; 10, portion of the intestine called rectum;

11, the aoiti.

3. The jejunum (Fig 51). 4. The ilium (Fig. 51). The three

last organs are called the small intestines, and their office is partly to

carry on the digestion of the aliment commenced in the stomach, and

partly to afford an extended surface for the absorption of the nutriment

as it is prepared from the aliment. 5. The pancreas (Fig. 50, 5).

0. The liver (Fig. 50, 2). 7. The spleen (Fig. 50, 4). The three last

organs truly belong to the apparatus of digestion, and their office is to

co-operate with the stomach and the small intestmes in the conversion

of the aliment into nutriment.

The organs which belong to the apparatus of excretion are—1. The
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largo iiitcstinGs consisting of tlie cjipcnm. 2. The colon (Fig. 51).

3, The rectum (Fig. 51). It is the office of these organs, which are

called the large intestines, to carry out of the system that portion

of the alimentary mass which is not converted into nourishment.

4. The kidneys (Fig. 50, c), the organs which separate m the form

of the urine an excrementitious matter from the blood, in order that it

may be conveyed out of the system.

The last division of the tnmk, called the pelvis (Fig. 49, 3), consists

of a circle of large and firm bones, interposed between the lower

portion of the tnmk and the inferior extremities. The bones that

compose the circle are firmly united in the adult into a single piece
;

they are always described as separate bones. They are the sacrum,

the coccyx, the ilium, the ischium, and the pubis.

The sacrum, placed like a w^edge between the moveable portion of

the spinal cohunn and the lower extremities, forms the posterior

boundary of the pelvis. The figm-e of this bone is triangular ; its

anterior surface is concave and smooth, for enlarging the cavity of

the pelvis, and sustaining the organs contained in it ; its posterior

sm-face is convex, ii-regular, and rough (Fig. 42), giving origin to

the great muscles that form the contour of the hip, and to the strong

muscles of the back and loins that raise the spme and maintain the

trunk of the body erect.

The base or upper part of the sacrum receives the last vertebra of

the loins on a large and broad surface, forming a moveable joint ; and

the degree of motion at this point is greater than it is at the higher

points of the spinal column. Firmly united at its sides with the

haunch bones, it admits there of no degree of motion.

The coccyx, so named from its resemblance to the beak of the

cuckoo, when elongated by a succession of additional bones, forms the

tail in quadrupeds ; but in man it is turned forwards to support the

parts contained in the pelvis, and to contract the lower opening of the

cavity. By means of a layer of cartilage, the medium by which tliis bone

is connected with the sacrum, it forms a moveable articulation, continuing

moveable in men until the age of twenty-five, and in w^omen until the

age of forty-five
;
continuing moveable in women thus long, in order

tliat by yielding to the force which tends to push it backwards during

tlie period of labour, it may enlarge the lower apertm-e of the pelvis,

and so facilitate the process of parturition and diminish its suffering.

The lateral boundaries of the pelvis are formed by the ilium (Fig.

31), and by the ischium (Fig. 31). The ilium forms the lower part of

the abdomen and the upper part of the pelvis ;
its broad expanded wing

supports the contents of the abdomen, and gives attachment to the

muscles that form the anterior portions of its walls ;
its external con-

H
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vex surftice sustains the powerful muscles that extend the thigh ; and

along its internal surface is the prominent line which marks the brim

of the pelvis, and which divides this cavity from that of the abdomen.

The ischium is the lower part of the pelvis (Fig. 31) ; at its

undermost portion is a rounded prominence called the tuberosity, in

its natural coridition covered -with cartilage, upon which is super-

imposed a cushion of fiat. It is the part on which the body is supported

in a sitting posture.

The pubis or share bone forms the upper and fore part of the pelvis

(Fig. 31), and together with the two former bones, completes the

large and deep socket, termed the acetabulum (Fig, 31), into which

is received the head of the thigh bone. The margin of the acetabulum

and the greater part of its internal surface is lined with cartilage, so

that in its natural condition it is much deeper than it appears to be

when the bones alone remain.

The lower aperture of the pelvis, which appears large when all the

soft parts are removed, is not really large, for in its natural state it is

filled up partly by muscles and partly by ligaments, which sustain

and protect the pelvic organs, leaving only just space enough for

the passage to and from those which have their opening on the

external surface.

Fig. 52.

1, Sternum
; 2, clavicle; 3, libs; 4, anterior surface of scapula; 5, coracoid process of

scapula; (5, acromion process of scapula
; 7, margin of glenoid cavity of scapula

; 8, bodv
of the Inimenis or bone of the arm

; 9, head of the humerus.
'

The cavity of the pelvis, together with all the organs contained
in it, are lined by a continuation of the membrane that invests the
abdomen and its contents.
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The organs contained in the pelvis are the rectum (Fig. 51), "whicli

is merely the termination of the large intestines, the urinary bladder

(Fig. 50, 8), and the internal jmrt of the apparatus of reproduction.

The large and strong bones of the pelvis not only afford lodgment
and protection to the tender organs contained in its cavity, but sustain

the entire weight of the body, the tnmk resting on the sacrum as on a

solid basis, and the lower extremities being supported in the sockets in

which the heads of the thigh bones play, m the varied movements of

locomotion.

The last division of the body comprehends the superior and the

inferior extremities.

The superior extremities consist of the shoulder, arm, fore-arm, and

hand.

The soft parts of the shoulder are composed chiefly of muscles ; its

bones are two—the scapula or the blade hone, and the clavicle or the

collar hone (Fig. 52, 2, 4).

The SCAPULA is placed upon the upper and back part of the thorax,

and occupies the space from the second to the seventh ribs (Fig. 52, 4),

Unlike that of any other bone of the body, it is embedded in muscles,

without being attached to any bone of the trunk, excepting at a single

point. From the bones of the thorax it is separated by a double layer

of muscles, on which it is placed as upon a cushion, and over the

smooth surface of which it glides. Originally, like the bones of the

skull, it consisted of two tables of compact bones, with an intermediate

layer of spongy bony substance (diploe)
;

but, by the pressure of the

muscles that act upon it, it gradually grows thinner, until, as age

advances, it becomes in some parts quite transparent, and as thin as a

sheet of paper.

The tigin-e of the scapula is that of an irregular triangle (Fig. 52).

Its anterior surface is concave, corresponding to the convexity of the

ribs ; its posterior sm-face is very irregular, being in some parts con-

cave, and in others convex, giving origin especially to two large

processes ; one of which is termed the acromion (Fig. 52, r>), and the

other the caracoid process of the scapula (Fig. 52, r>). The margins

of the bone, whatever the thimiess of some portions of it, are always

comparatively thick and strong, affording points of origin or of

insertion to powerful muscles. At what is called the anterior angle of

the bone there is a shallow oval depression, covered with cartilage and

deepened by a cartilaginous margin, called the r/lenoid cavity of the

scapula (Fig. 52, 7), which receives the head of the humerus or bone

of the arm (Fig. 52, 9).

The clavicle, the second bone of the shoulder, is a long and slender

bone, of the form of an italic
* projecting a little forwards

towards its middle, so as to give a slight convexity of outline to the top

11 2
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of the chest and the bottom of the neck (Fig. 52, 2). It is attached

by one extremity to the sternum and by the other to the scapula, by

moveable joints. In the connexion of the bones of the trunk, while

the main object is to secure firmness of attachment, some degree

of motion is at the same time obtained : but the mode in which the

several bones of the extremities are connected with each other and

with the trunk, admits of so great a degree of motion, that these

articulations are pre-eminently entitled to the name of moveable joints.

The component parts of all moveable joints are bone, cartilage, syno-

vial membrane, and ligament. The great character of a moveable

joint is the approximation of two or more bones
;
yet these bony sur-

faces are never in actual contact, but are invariably separated from each

other by cartilage. The cartilage either covers the entire extent of

the articulating surface of the bones, as in the shoulder-joint, where

both the head of the humerus and the cavity of the scapula that

receives it are enveloped in this substance, or a portion of it is placed

between the articulating surfaces of the bones, as in the joint between

the clavicle and sternum, which, when so placed, is termed an inter-

articular cartilage. By its smooth surface cartilage lessens friction
;

while, by its elasticity, it facilitates motion and prevents concussion.

Slightly organised cartilage is provided with comparatively few blood-

vessels and nerves. Had it been vascular and sensiltle, like the skin

and tlie muscles, the force applied in the movements of the joint

would have stimulated the blood-vessels to inordinate action, and the

sensibility of the nerves would have been the source of constant pain :

every motion of every joint would have been productive of sufi'ering,

and have laid the foundation of disease. The facility and ease of

motion obtained by the smoothness, elasticity, and comparative insen-

sibility of cartilage are still further promoted by the fluid which lubri-

cates it, termed synovia, secreted by a membrane called synovial,

which hues the internal surface of the joint, and which bears a close

resemblance to the serous. Synovia is a viscid fluid of the con-

sistence of albumen. It is to the joint what oil is to the wheel,

preventing abrasion and facilitating motion ; but it is formed by the

joint itself, at the moment when needed, and in the quantity required.

The motion of the joints stimulates the synovial membrane to secretion,

and hence the greater the degree of motion, the larger the quantity of

lubricating fluid that is supplied. The several parts of the apparatus

of moveable joints are retained in their proper position by ligamentous
substance, which, as has been shown, is oftentimes so strong that it is

easier to fracture the bone than to tear the ligament, and in every
case the kind and extent of motion possessed by the joint are
dependent mainly on the form of the articulatory surfaces of the bones
and on the disposition of the ligaments.
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In tlio joint formed by the clavicle and the steriiuiii, au inter-

articular cartilage is placed between the two bones which lU'o imited,

first by a strong fibrous ligament, which envelops them as in a

capsule; by a second ligament which extends from tho cartilage of

the first rib to the clavicle, by which tlie attachment of the

clavicle to the stenium is materially strengthened ; and by a third

ligament which passes transversely from the head of one clavicle

to that of the other. The joint thus formed, though so strong and
firm that the dislocation of it is exceedingly rare, yet admits of some

degree of motion in every direction, upwards, downwards, forwards,

and backwards ; and this articulation is the sole point by which

the scapula is connected with the trunk, and, consequently, by which the

upper extremity can act, or be acted upon, by the rast of the body.

The scai)ular extremity of the clavicle is attached to the pro-

cesses of the scapula by several ligaments of great strength.

First, by very strong fasciculi which pass from the upper surface of

the clavicle to the acromion of the scapula
;

and, secondly, by two

ligaments which unite the clavicle with the coracoid process of the

scapula. These Ugaments are so powerful that they resist a force

capable of fracturing the clavicle ; and they need to be thus strong, for

the clavicle is a shaft which sustiiins the scapula, and through the

scapula the whole of the upj)er extremity ; and the main object of the

joint by which these bones are united, is to afford a firm attachment

of the scapula to its point of support.

Tho clavicle serves the following uses : it sustains the upper

extremity; it connects the upper extremity with the thorax; it

prevents the upper extremity from falling forwards upon the thorax

;

and it affords a fixed point for steadying the extremity m the per-

ibrmance of its various actions.

The glenoid cavity of the scapula (Fig. 52, 7), receives the head

of the humerus, the bone of the arm (Fig 52, 9), and the two

bones, being united by Hgament, form the shoulder-joint. This joint

is what is termed a ball and socket joint, the pecuharities of which

are two : first, beyond all others, this mode of articidation admits

of free and extensive motion ; in the present case, there is the

utmost frealom of motion in every direction, upwards, downwards,

backwards, and forwards. In the second place, this mode of articula-

tion admits of the motion of the limb without that of the body,

or of the motion of the body without that of the limb. Wlion at rest,

the arm may be moved in almost any direction without disturbing

the position of any other pirt of the frame ; the manifold advan-

tages of which are obvious. On . the other hand, by careful man-

agement, very considerable variations in the posture of the body

may be effected wthout the communication of any degree of
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motion to the limb ; an unspeakable advantage when the limb has

sustained injury, or is suffering from disease.

It does not seem possible to construct a joint of great strength,

capable, at the same time, of the degree of motion possessed by

the joint of the shoulder. So shallow is the socket of the scapula, and

so large the head of the humerus, that it seems as if the slightest

movement must dislodge it from its cavity. For sustaining heavy

weights or resisting a great amount of pressure, applied to it sud-

denly and in various directions, the arm is obviously unfitted. But

this is not its office. The superior extremities are the organs of

apprehension—the instruments by which the mind executes the

commands of the will. They do not need the strength required

by the organs that sustain the weight of the body and that perform

the function of locomotion ; but they do need freedom and

extent of motion : to this strength may be sacrificed, and so it is

;

yet what can be done to combine strength with mobility is eff'ected.

Large and strong processes of bone, proceeding, as has been shown,

from the convex surface of the scapula (Fig. 52) overhang, and

to a considerable extent surround, the head of the arm-bone,

especially resisting the force that would dislodge it from its socket,

and drive it upwards, inwards, and backwards (Fig. 52), the direc-

tions in which force is most commonly applied to it. By these

processes of bone the joint is greatly protected, especially in those

directions. Moreover, a strong ligament, termed the fibrous capsule,

envelops the joint. This ligament, arising from the neck of

the scapula (Fig. 59), expands itself in such a manner as com-

pletely to surround the liead of the humerus (Fig. 59) ; and then

again contracts in order to be inserted into the neck of the bone.

This ligament is strengthened by the tendons of no less than four

muscles which are expanded over it. In addition to all these

expedients for fortifying the joint, it receives a further security

from the mobility of the scapula, which slides easily over the ribs

upon its cushion of flesh ; and thus obtains, by facility of yielding,

some compensation for its want of strength, giving way before the

force which it cannot resist.

The arm consists of numerous and powerful muscles, and of a single

bone, the humerus, which belongs to the class of bones termed cylindrical.

The upper end of the humerus terminates in a hemispherical head
(Fig. 52, 9 ), which is received into the socket of the scapula

(Fig. 52, 9, 7 ) termed, as has been stated, its glenoid cavity. The
middle portion of the bone, or what is termed its shaft (Fig. 52, g),
diminishes considerably in magnitude, and becomes somewhat rounded
while its lower end is flattened before and behind, and ends below in a
smootli grooved surface resembling one moiety of an ordinary hinge.
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FiiT. 5:5

The grooves are fitted to corresponding elevations on the upjDer end of
the bones of the fore-arm, and form the elhow-joint : just above the
articular end there is on each side of the bone a projection called

condyle (Fig. 53, 3, 4), the inner (Fig. 53, 3) being much larger

than the outer (Fig. 53, 4). The inner

condyle gives origin to the muscles that
bend, the outer to those that extend the

fore-arm and the fino-ers.

The muscles that act upon the arm
Jirise from the back, the chest, the clavicle,

and the scapula ; and they move the arm
with freedom and power upwards, down-
wards, forwards, backwards, inwards, and
outwards. The chief muscle that raises

the arm is the deltoid (Figs. 54 and 55, 3),

Avhich arises partly from the clavicle, and
partly from the scajmla (Fig. 54). It has

the appearance of three muscles proceed-

ing in different directions, the different

portions being separated by shght fissures.

The fibres converging unite and form

a powerful muscle, which covers the

shoulder-joint (Fig. 54). It is implanted

by a short and strong tendon into the

middle of the humerus. Its manifest

action is to raise the arm. Its action is

assisted by the muscles that cover the

back of the scapula, which are inserted

about the neck of the humerus, and

which, at the same time that they elevate

the arm, support it when raised.

When the arm is raised by the deltoid and its assistant muscles, the

latissimus dorsi (Fig. 55, 2) carries it downwards and towards the

back, whilst the greater pectoral (Fig. 54), carries it downwards and

towards the chest.

The latissimus dorsi is the broadest muscle of the body, and after

having covered all the loAver part of the back and loins, terminates in a

thin but strong tendon, which stretches to the arm. The fibres

of the pectoralis, arising partly from the sternum and cartilage of the

ribs near that bone, and partly from the clavicle, are gathered upon

a strong tendon. These two great muscles, stretching from the

body to the arm, form the boundaries of the armpit before and behind,

and are attached near each other to the humerus, about foiu: inches

below its head.

1, Lower extremity of the humerus;

2, grooved surface
; 3, internal

condyle ; 4, external condyle
; 5,

the upper part of the ulna; 6, the

head; 7, the neck; 8, the tubeide

of the radius.
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These actions are aided and modified hy smaller muscles, that

stretch from the scapula to the upper end of the humerus ;
and by the

combination of all these, the arm can be moved and turned in any

direction.
Kig. 5+.

\ iew ol' thu iinisclos on tlic foie part of tlie chest that act upon the arm. 1, the inuscln

callwl tliG groat pectoral
; 2, the small pectoral ; 3, the ilcltuiil

; 4, tho humerus.

it has been already stated that the shoulder-joint is completely

surrounded by the muscular fibres or the tendinous expansions of

several of these powerful muscles, which have a far greater effect

in maintaining the head of the humerus in its socket than the fibrous

capsule of the joint; the latter being necessarily loose, in order

to allow of the extended and varied motions of the arm, whereas

the muscles that encompass tho joint adhere closely and firmly to

it. Moreover, by virtue of their vital power, these muscles act with an

efficiency which a mere ligamentous band is incapable of exerting ; for

they apportion the strength of resistance to the separating force,

and react with an energy proportioned to the violence applied.

The bones of tlie fore-arm are two, the ulna and tho radius

(Figs. 31, and 53, 5 and 7).

When one looks at the palm of his own hand, the radius is on the

outer, and the ulna on the inner side of the fore-arm. The larger end of

the ulna is at the elbow, whilst the larger end of the radius is at the WTist.

The upper ends of these bones are, for the most part, on the

same level, but the top of the ulna grows up behind into a stout
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projection, wliicli is called the elbow or olecranon (Fig. 56) ; tlio

binder surface of this is covered with coarse skin, as if nature intended
it for a part on which we may occasionally lean and rest, whilst

Fig. 55.

V'ifW of the muscles seated on the back part of the trunk that act upon the shoulder and
arm. 1, the rausolo called tlie trapezius

; 2, the latissimus dorsi
; 3, the deltoid.

its fore surface is adapted to the hnmenis, and helps to strengthen the

elbow-joint. The top of the radius, which is cup- like and hollow,

placed beside the top of the ulna and iis great projection, which

are marked with a longitudinal ridge separating two furrows, together

form a many-grooved surface (Fig. 56), and this fits closely the

lower end of the humerus before described, in such a way, that Avhilst

movement forward and backward is very free, there is no lateral

motion whatever allowed ; the joint is, therefore, a hinge joint,

of which the two motions of flexion and extension are the proper

motions. The bones at this joint are held together by a strong

ligament on each side, the inner (Fig. 55) connecting the humerus
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Fig. 5r>.

to the ulna, the outer coiiuecting the humerus not to the radius, for

that -would jireA'cnt the rotary movement of that bone on the ulna

in pronation of the hand, but to the ligamentous collar (Fig. 56) in

which the head of the radius works. In front and at the back of

the joint are very thin ligaments, which are connected with the

nmscles that pass over them, so as to be held off the ends of the

bones in their movements, and kept by this beautiful provision from

being pinched between them. The ujoper and lower ends of the bone

of the fore-arm are in contact, but their shafts 2)art away from each

other, and are connected by a band of strongly woven membrane

(Fig. 56) ; the rounded upper

end of the radius fits in a con-

cavity on the side of the ulna

above, wdiilst conversely, the

rounded lower end of the ulna

fits to a concavity on the side of

the radius below, and at the jilaces

of contact the ends are covered

with cartila2;e. and connected bv

ligaments to form joints. Whilst

the upper end of the radius

turns on its own axis in a ring

(Fig. 56), formed partly by

the ulna and partly by a liga-

mentous collar, the low^er turns

on the rounded end of the ulna.

It is in this way that the radius,

by its lower end, which carries

the mist and hand, moves round

the lower end of the ulna, de-

scribing a semicircle, whilst the

back or palm of the hand is

tmned forward at will, the

upper end in the elbow-joint

being all the while stationary,

and only rotating on its axis.

The hinge-like joint of the

elbow^ admits of two movements
only—flexion and extension.

The muscles which execute
joint, showing anterior and internal 4-l,„c.^ r^^r^-rr^-^-.^ ,a i-j j ,-i

ligaments.
movements constitute the

cliief bulk of the upper arm

—

the two flexors placed on the front of the bone and the extensors on
the back.

I.el't elbow-
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Of the flexors, one is attaclied to each bone of the fore-arin, and hi

the arm one overhes the other ; the more superficial is called biceps

Fig. 57.

Muscles of the cliest and front of tlie aim. S'lpei (ii ial view.

(Fig. 57). Coming by two heads from the scapula, it is attached to

the 'side of the neck of the radius towards the back of the bone, and

behind a prominence, which adds considerably to the leverage in one

of its actions, viz., the rolling of the radius on its axis in supination

;

for the muscle, besides bending the arm, is one of the most efficient
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agents in turning the wrist, as in the movement of driving a screw,

its contracted mass fonns the ball-Hke prominence which arises in the

arm when the forearm is forcibly flexed.

The second flexor is teiined Brachialis-anticus (Fig. 57) ; it comes

from the fore smface of the lower half of the humerus, and is attached

hy a strong tendon to the ulna. This muscle is almost concealed hy

the bicej3S, and both muscles are thick, fleshy, and powerful.

Fisr. 58.

Mu.scles on the doisum of the sca])ul:i aiul the triceps.

The great extensor is placed (Fig. 58) behind the arm-bone, and is

called triceps, from its arising in three parts : one from the scapula,
the other two less separate from the humerus

;
they are gathered upon

a strong tendon, which is im]:)lanted upon the olecranon, or prominence
of the elbow, the projection of which adds greatly to its effectiveness.

Beside this great muscle, there is a small triangular slip, passin^^ from
the out<jr condyle of the humerus to the ulna, which aids in the
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Fig. 59.—The surgical anatomy of the radial and ulnar arteries.
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extension of the forc-arni. Thus, the great extensors and flexors,

grasping the same fixed points, draw upon the fore-arm, the former

before the latter, behind the elbow-joint, each reversing the movement
produced by the other.

We have before seen how the radius carrying the hand rolls upon
the ulna, so as to turn up the palm. The movement of turning

the palm up is called supination : when the palm is turned down
the action is termed pronation.

The most powerful supinator is the biceps (Fig. 57), which rolls

the radius before it raises it. There are two other supinators, both

coming from the outer condyle of the humerus. The one, short and

deeply-placed, encloses the upper third of the radius with its oblique

fibres, which pass forward round the outside of the bone from be-

hind, and above, so as in acting to roll it outwards. The long supi-

nator (Figs. 57 and 58) is placed superficially, and comes from the

outer side of the humerus to the lower end of the radius. It has

scarce any action in supinating, but really flexes the fore-arm when
the thumb is turned upwards and the biceps cannot act.

The round pronator (pronator teres, Fig. 59), from before and above,

passes round the outside of the radius backwards.

Another small Scpare muscle lies in front of the lower end of the

bones, passing from the ulna to the radius.

The lower end of the bones of the fore-arm form the wrist-joint, with

the bones of the carpus, to which the hand is attached (Fig. 31).

Tliere are eight httle bones in the carpus, placed in two rows, Avith

four to each row'. Every bone fits by its sides to the bones next it in

its own row : and the bones of the upper row are so placed as to com-

pose together a convex surface, which plays freely on the lower end of

the radius, whilst they show a concave socket, with a convexity

on the outside of it towards the bones of the lower row. These have

their shapes so disposed that they fomi a convex ball to fit the socket,

and a concavity to fit the convexity on the outer side : whilst the two

rows can move pretty freely, they arc thus securely adapted by the

interlocking of these eminences and pits.

The carpus is fitted to the metacarpus (Fig. 31), which forms the

l)ony frame of the palm of the hand, and consists of five bones, fom- of

which support the fingers, whilst the fifth supports the thumb, and is

able to move freely in any direction. They are large at the ends

where they are jointed to the carpus.

The upper ends are also adapted to each other by smooth flat sur-

faces, the lower are rounded to the cup-like ends of the phalanges.

The shafts are narrowed to increase the spaces for muscles that move

the fingers laterally. The adjacent edges and sides of the bones of the

carpus and of the metacarpus are closely fastened by short ligaments
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(Fig. 60), and the difterent ^•o^Y.s are attached to each other, and the

upper rows to the radius, hy ])ands, which render the joint very strong.

Though hut Httle motion is allowed id each articulation, the sum of

all the movements is considerahle. The presence of so many little

joints, allowing movement throughout the wrist, gives sujDpleiiess and

pliahility, with a capacity for yielding to shocks, whilst yet all its

parts are strong and firmly united to resist displacement. Each

finger is composed of three hones, called phalanges, the thumb has

only two. The phalanges are smooth and rounded behind to increase

strength, and are hollowed hi front to fit the tendons that pass

along them
;

they fit to each other, so that a double head on the

nearer fits to a double cup on the farther little bone ; the last bone

is arrow-head shaped, expanding to supjDort the nail and the sensi-

tive tip of the finger. The phalanges are tied together by strong

lateral ligaments, which only allow flexion and extension.

The movements of the wrist and hands are caused by muscles which

occupy the fore-arm and palm of the hand. Those, with, the supinators

and extensors before mentioned, form its thickness over the surface

of the bone. Some of the flexors are attached to the bones of the

palm (flexor carpi radialis and f. c. ulnaris, Fig. 60), and serve to

bend the wi'ist ; others act on the fingers and thumb. These are very

powerful muscles (f. sublimis digitorum. Fig. 60), and give two

tendons to each finger, one to its last bone and one to the last but one.

A beautiful piece of adaptation is seen here (Fig. 60) . One of the

flexor tendons overlies the other, and that W'hich is superficial, Avhen

close to insertion, divides to let the deeper run through it beyond, to

reach the last joint. The former thus serves to bind down the latter

securely to its place.

From each of the deep flexor tendons in the palm a small worm-
like muscle (lumbricalis, Fig. 60), rises, and runs to be inserted into

the first phalanx.

The thumb and little finger have additional muscles (Fig. 60),

which form the swelling on the inner and outer side of the palm of the

hand : these muscles are flexors, and much increase the diversity

of the movements and the grasping power of the thumb and little

finger.

Long extensor muscles come down from the back of the fore-arm to

the wrist and hand. Three of them (Fig. 61, ext. carp. rad. longior

and brevier and e. c. ulnaris) end on the metacarpal bones, and act

upon the wrist, whilst the remainder (ext. com. digitorum, Fig. 61)
run into the finger, spreading over the back and attached to the bone.

The index and little fingers have each an additional extensor, which
confers more indejiendence on their movements.

Small muscles (Fig. 60) placed between the metacarpal bones run



Fig. 60.—Muscles of the left hand. Falniiir surface.
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to be inserted into eitlier side of the first phalanges of every finger

:

these serve, when acting separately, to move the fingers from side

to side ; when acting together, they steady the jihalanx, so that the

others can move sm-ely on it in extension (Fig. 60).

The upper extremity is covered by a tendinous expansion or fascia

which envelops the whole arm, encloses its muscles as in a sheath,

and affords them, in their strong actions, "that kind of support which

workmen feel in binding their arms with thongs." This fascia like-

wise descends between many of the muscles, forming strong partitions

between them, and affording points of origin to many of their fibres,

scarcely less fixed than bone itself.

From the Avhole, it ap])ears that the first joint of the uj)per ex-

tremities, that of the shoulder, is a ball and socket joint, a joint

admitting of motion in every direction ; that the second joint, that of

the elbow, is partly a hinge-joint, admitting of flexion and extension,

and partly a rotation joint, admitting of a turning or rotary motion

;

and that the joints of the wrist and of the fingers are likewise hinge-

joints, admitting at the same time of some degree of lateral motion.

When these various motions are combined, the result is that the hand

can apply itself to bodies in almost eveiy direction, in any part of the

area described by the arm, when all the joints are moved to their

utmost extent. There is thus formed an instrument of considerable

strength, capable of a surprising variety and complexity of movements,

capable of seizing, holding, pulhng, pushing, and striking with great

power, yet at the same time capable of apprehending the minutest

objects, and of guiding them with the utmost gentleness, precision,

and accuracy, so that there are few conceptions of the designing mind

which cannot be executed by the skilful hand.

The lower extremities consist of the thigh, leg, and foot.

The osseous part of the thigh consists of a single bone, called the

femur (Fig. 31), the longest, thickest, and strongest bone in the body.

It sustains the entire weight of the trunk, and occasionally much

heavier loads superimposed upon it. It is constructed in such a man-

ner as to combine strength with lightness. This is effected by ren-

dering the bone what is technically called cylindrical ; that is, a bone

in which the osseous fibres are arranged around a hoUoAV cylinder.

There are two varieties of osseous matter (Chap, vi.)—the compact,

in which the fibres are dense and solid, and the spongy, in which the

fibres are comparatively tender and delicate. Both varieties are,

indeed, combined, more or less, in every bone, the compact substance

being always external, and the spongy internal ;
but in the cylindrical

bones the arrangement is peculiar. Every long or cyhndrical bone
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consists of a body or shaft, and of two extremities. The" body is

composed principally of compact substance, whicli, on the external

surface, is so dense and solid, that scarcely any distmct arrangement

is visible ; but towards the interior this density diminishes ; the

fibres become distinct, and form an expanded tissue of a cellular ap-

pearance, the cells being called cancelli, and the structure cancellated.

In the centre of the bone even the cancelli disappear, and a hollow

space is left, filled up by the marrow. In the body of the bone,

to which strength is requisite, that part being the most exposed to

external violence, the compact matter is arranged around a central

ca^ity. By this means strength is secured without any addition of

weight ; for the resisting power of a cylindrical body increases in ]Dro-

portion to its diameter
;
consequently the same number of osseous fibres

placed around the circumference of a circle produce a stronger bone

than could have been constructed had the fibres been consolidated in

the centre, and had the diameter been proportionally diminished. The
hollow space thus gained in its centre renders the bone lighter, while

its strength is not only not diminished by this arrangement, but posi-

tively increased. On the other hand, at the extremities of the bone,

space, not strength, is required
;

required for the attacliment and

arrangement of the tendons of the muscles that act upon it, and for

the formation of joints. Accordingly, at its extremities the bone swells

out into bulky surfaces ; but these sm-faces are composed, not of dense

and solid substance, but of spongy tissue, of whose fibres those which

are in the du-ection of greater pressure are always stronger than the

rest, as instanced in the diagram (Fig. 63) ; covered by an exceed-

ingly thin crust of compact matter, and so, as by the former expedient

strength is secured without increase of weight, by this, space is obtained

without increase of weight.

The thigh-bone, placed at the under and outer part of the pelvis,

has an oblique direction, the mider being considerably nearer its fellow

than the upper end (Fig. 31), in order to afford space for the passages

at the bottom of the pelvis, and also to favour the action of walkino-

The body of the bone, which is of a rounded form, is smooth on its

anterior surfiice, where it is always slightly convex, the convexity being
forwards, while its posterior sm-face is irregular and rough, and forms

a sharp promment line, termed the Imea aspera, givmg attachment to

numerous muscles.

The superior extremity of the femur terminates in a large ball or

head, which forms nearly two-thirds of a sphere (Fig. 62). It is

smooth, covered with cartilage, and received into the socket of the ilium

called the acetabulum, which, deep as it is, is still further deepened by
the cartilage which borders the brim (Fig. 62). The brim is particu-
larly high in the upper and outer part, because it is in this direction
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Left hip-ji)int laid opcii.

i Passing obliquely downwards and outwards from the ball, is that

part of the femur which is called the neck (Fig. 62). It spreads out

archlike between the head find body of the bone, and is more than an

incli in length. It is thus long, in order that the head of the bone may
be set deep in its socket, and that its motions may be Avide, free, and
unembarrassed.

From the external surface of the femur, nearly in a line with its

axis, at the root of its neck proceeds upwards the largest and strongest

bony process of the body, which gives insertion to its most powerful

muscles, namely, those that extend the thigli and that turn it upon its

axis (Fig. 31) ;
because, from its oblique direction, it rotates the thigli

;

this process is called the trochanter, and from its size, the trochanter

major. At the under and inner part of the neck on the posterior sur-

face of the bone, is a similar process, but much smaller, called the tro-
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cliaiiter minor, into which are inserted the muscles that bend the

The inferior extremity of the femur, much broader and thicker than

the superior (Fig. 63, l), is terminated by two eminences, with smooth

Fi2. G3.

1 , lower end of the femur
; 2, condyles of the femur

; 3, upper end of the tibia ; 4, articular

surfaces on the head of the tibia on which the thigh-bone plays; 5, the patella, or knee-

pan
; 6, upper end of the fibula, not entering into the knee-joint.

surfaces, termed condyles (Fig. 63, 2), which, articulated mth the

tibia, and the patella, form the joint of the knee (Fig. 63, 2, 4, 5).

The bones of the leg, two in number, consist of the tibia (Fig. 31)

and fibula. The tibia, next to the femur, the longest bone in the body,

is situated at the inner side of the leg. Its superior extremity is bulky

and thick The top of it forms two smooth and slightly concave

surfaces, adapted to the convex surfaces of the condyles of the femur

(Fig. 63, 4, 2). On its outer side there is a smooth surface, to which

the head of the fibula is attached (Fig. 63, g). Its lower extremity,

which is small, forms a concavity adapted to the convexity of the bone

of the tarsus, called the astragalus, with which it is articulated (Fig. 64).

Its inner part is produced so as to form the inner ankle ; its outer side is

excavated into a semilunar cavity, for receiving the under end of the

fibula, which forms the outer ankle (Fig. 64).

The fibula, in proportion to its length the most slender bone of the

body, is situated at the outer side of the tibia (Fig. 31). Its upper end,
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formeil into a hejwl, with a flat surface on its inner side (Fig. 63), is
firmly united to tlic tibia. Its lower end forms the outer ankle, which
is lower and farther back than the inner (Fig. 64).

Fig. CA.

Ankle-joint : tarsal and tarso-metafcii-sai articulations. External view, right side.

The patella, or knee-pan (Figs. 31 and 63), is a Hght but strong bone,

of the figure of the heai't as painted on playuig-cards, placed at the

fore part of the joint of the knee, and attached by a strong ligament to

the tibia, the motions of which it follows. It is lodged, when the

knee is extended, in a cavity formed for it in the femur (Fig. 63)

;

when bent, in a cavity formed for it at the fore-part of the knee

(Fig. 63, 5).

The foot consists of the tarsus, metatarsus, and toes.

The tarsus, or instep, is composed of seven strong, irregular-shaped

bones, disposed like those of the carpus, in a double row (Fig. 64).

The arrangement of the tarsal bones is such as to form an arch, the

convexity of which above, constitutes the upper surftice of the instep

(Fig. 64) : in the concavity below are lodged the muscles, vessels, and

nerves that belong to the sole.

The metatarsus consists of five bones, which are placed parallel to

each other (Fig. 64), and which extend between the tarsus and the

proper bones of the toes (Fig. 64). Their extremities, especially next

the tarsus, are large, in order that they may form seciu-e articulations

I 2
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with the tarsal bones. Their bodies are arched upwards, sHghtly concave

below, and terminate forwards in small, neat, round heads, w^iich receive

the first bones of the toes, and witli which they form joints, admitting;

of a much greater degree of rotation than is ever exercised in civilized

life, in consequence of the practice of wearing shoes. The natural,

free, wide-spreading form of the toes, and the consequent security with

which they grasp the ground, is greatly impaired by this custom.

Each toe consists of three distinct bones, called, like those of the

fingers, phalanges (Fig. 31), but the great toe, like the thumb, has

only two. Tliat extremity of the first phalanges, which is next the

metatarsal bones, is hollowed into a socket for the head of the metatarsal

bones.

Besides the bones already described, there are other small bones, of

the size and figure of flattened peas, found in certain parts of the ex-

tremities, never in the trunk, called sesamoid, from their resemblance

to the seed of the sesamum. They belong rather to the tendons

of the muscl6s than to the bones of the skeleton. They are em-

bedded within the substance of tendons, are found especially at

the roots of the thumb and of the great toe, and are always placed in

the dnection of flexion. Their ofiice, like that of the patella, which is,

in truth, a bone of this class, is to increase the power of the flexor

muscles by altering the line of their direction, that is, by removing

them farther from the axis of the bone on which they are intended to act.

The ligaments which connect the bones of the lower extremities are

the firmest and strongest in the body. Of these, the fibrous capsule

of the hip-joint (Fig. 62), which secures the head of the femur in the

cavity of the acetabulum, is the thickest and strongest. It completely

surrounds the joint. It arises from the Avliole cu'cumference of the

acetabulum, and, proceeding in a direction outwards and backwards, is

attached below the neck of the femur (Fig. 62). It is thicker,

stronger, and much more closely attached to the bones than the fibrous

capsule of the shoulder-joint, because the hip-joint is formed, not like

the shoulder-joint, for extent of motion, but for strength. Its internal

surface is lined by synovial membrane, and its external surface is

covered and strengthened by the insertion of muscles that move the

thigh-bone. The joint is strengthened by another Hgament, which
passes from the inner and fore part of the cavity of the acetabulum
(Fig. 62, Ligam. Teres), to be inserted into the head of the femur,
called the round ligament, the ofiice of w4iich obviously is to hold
the head of the femiu" firmly in its socket.

Numerous and complicated hgaments connect the bones that form
the knee-jomt (Fig. 65), and the strength of these powerful bands
is greatly increased by the tendons that move the leg (Fig. 65, 5),
which pass over, and more or less suiToimd, the joint.
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Strong ligaments maintain in their proper position the bones
tliat form the ankle-joint (Fig. 64), connect the bones of the tarsus

and metatarsus with one anotlier

(Fig. 64), and articulate the

1 several phalanges of the toes.

The joint of the hip, like that of

the shoulder, is capable of flexion,

I extension, and rotation; but its

rotary motions are to a nuich

i less extent, on account of the

gi'eater depth of the acetabulum,

and the stronger and shorter

fibrous capsule. When the femur
' is flexed, the thigh is bent upon

the pelvis, and its inferior ex-

I tremity is carried forwards. When
i

it is extended, the thigh is carried

I backwards. The two thighs may
be separated from each other later -

ally (abduction), or brought near to

each other (adduction), or the one

may be made to cross the other,

I
and they may be rotated outwards General view of tlie- ligaments of the knee-

or inwards.

The apparatus of muscles that

]

produces these varied motions is

I seated partly on the tnmk and

j

partly on the pelvis. Thus, the

powerful muscle that flexes the

thigh, or that cames it forwards,

termed the psoas (Fig. 66, i), arises from the last vertebra of the back,

and successively from each vertebra of the loins, and is inserted into the

lesser trochanter of the femur. Its action is assisted first by a large and

strong muscle named the iliacus (Fig. 66, 2), which occui)ies the

whole concavity of the ilium, and which, like the psoas, is inserted into

the lesser trochanter of the femur (Fig. 66, 3).

The muscles that extend the thigh, or that carry it backwards,

named the glutei, the most j^owerful muscles of the body, are placed

in successive layers, one upon the other (Fig. 67, 9), on the back part

of the ilium, and are inserted into the luiea aspera of the femur. Their

powerful action in drawing the thigh backwards is assisted by several

other muscles. Their action is never perfectly simple and direct \ for

those which move the thigh forwards sometimes carry it inwards,

and sometimes outwards; and, in like manner, those which move

end of tlie tibia
; 3, U])i)cr end of the libula

;

4, the patella
;

5, united tendons of the e.\-

tensoi- muscles
;

G, ligaments of the patella
;

7, the capsular investment of the knee; 8,

the internal lateral ligament
; 9, the external

lateral ligaments
; 10, the poyterior liga-

ment ; 1 1, the ligament connecting the tibia

and libula
; 12, a portion of the interosseous

ligament.
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it backwards, at one time carry it inwards and at another oi

wards, according to the direction of the fibres of the muscle and t

position of the limb when those fibres act ; while some of them, ai

more especially those which carry it backwards, at the same time rotii

it, or roll it upon its axis.

Fig. 6fi,

View of the muscles that bend the thigh. 1, the muscle called psoas; 2, the muscle called

iliacus
; 3, tendons of these muscles, going to be inserted into the trochanter minor of

the femur.

The knee is a hinge-joint, admitting only of flexion and extension,

and is, therefore, provided only with two sets of muscles, one for bending

and the other for extending the leg. The flexors of the leg arise from

the under and back part of the pelvis, are seated on the back part of

the thigh, and are inserted into the upper part either of the tibia or

of the fibula (Fig. 67). They consist for the most part of three

muscles, named the semi-tendinosus, the semi-membranosus (Fig. 67, 3),

and the biceps of the leg (Fig. 67, i). The tendons of the tw^o

former muscles, in passing to be inserted into the leg, form the inner,

and that of the latter the outer, hamstrings (Fig. 67, 4, 5).

Four large muscles, blended together in such a manner as to form

one muscle of prodigious size, termed the quadriceps cruris (Fig.

67, 7), occupying nearly all the fore part and the sides, and a con-
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Fig. 67.

siderablc portion of the back part of the thigh, constitute the great

tiexor of the thigh. This enormous mass of muscle arises partly from

the ischium and partly from the upper part of the femm- (Fig. 67, 7),

and is all inserted into the patella (Fig 67, 8), which constitutes a

pulley for the purpose of assist-

ing the action of these powerful

muscles.

The muscles which bend the toes

and extend the foot, termed the

gastrocnemii (Fig. 68, 1, 2), are

placed on tlie back part of the

leg, and form the mass of muscle

which constitutes the calf of the

leg (Fig. 68, 1, 2). They arise

partly from the lower extremity of

the femur and partly from the

upper and back part of the fibula

and tibia ; and they form the largest

and strongest tendon in the body,

termed the tcndo achillis (Fig. 68, 3),

which is implanted into the heel.

The muscles which extend the

toes and bend the foot are seated

on the fore-part of the leg
;

split

into tendons like the analogous

muscles of the fingers, and are

bound down by a hgament, exactly

the same in name, disposition, and

office, as that which belongs to the

hand. Numerous minute muscles

are placed in the sole of the foot,

which act on the toes as the small

muscles in the palm of the hand

act on the fingers.

Such are the moving powers

which put in action the complicated

mechanism provided for the func-

tion of locomotion. And these

powers are adequate to their office :

but they are what may be termed

expensive powers
;
agents requiring a high degree of organization and

the utmost resom'ces of the economy to support and maintain them.

Hence, in the constraction of the frame-work of the machine which

they have to move, whatever mechanical contrivance may economize

\'iewof tlie tiexor and extensor muscles of tlie

leg. l,tlie bicejis of the leg; 2, tendon of

the biceps, inserted into the head of the

fibula; 3, the .senii-nieinbranosus, passing

to be inserted into the head of the llbula

;

4, tendon of the seini-membranosus forming

the inner, and 5, tendon of the biceps form-

ing the outer, hamstring ; 6, upper part of

the gastrocnemius muscle ; 7, the four

large muscles which unite to form the great

extensor muscle of the leg, inserted into 8,

the patella; 9, a portion of the glutacus

inaximus concealing the other muscles of

the hip.
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their labour, is adopted. The construction, form, and disposition of

the several parts of that frame-work have all reference to two objects

.

first, the combination of strength with lightness ;
and, secondly

,

security to tender organs, with the power of executing rapid, energetic,

Fig. G8. Fig-

V^ii'W of tlie muscles which bend the toes, and

whidi, l)y lifting the heel, extend the foot.

1, the muscle called gastrocnemius externus,

which, uniting with 2, the gastrocnemius

internus, forms 3, the tendo achillis, which

is inserted into 4, the heel.

View of the muscles which extend the toe.s

and bend the foot. 1, the common ex-

tensor
; 2, the tendons of the same muscle

inserted into the toes ; 3, the anterior

annular ligament of the foot.

and, sometimes, violent motions. The combination is effected and the

object attained in a mode complicated in the detail, simple in the

design, and perfect in the result. The weight of the body transmitted

from the arch of the pelvis to a second arch, formed by the neck of

the thigh-bone, and from this, in a perpendicular direction, to a third

arch formed by the foot, is ultimately received by the heel behind, and

by the metatarsal bones and the first phalanges of the toes before, and

more especially hy the metatarsal joints belonging to the great and

little toes, which have a special apparatus of muscles, for the purpose
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of preserving steadily their relative situation to tlie heel. The weight

of the body is thus sustained on a series of arches, from which it is,

in succession, transmitted to the ground, where it ultimately rests

upon a tripod : forms known and selected as the best adapted to afford

support, and to give security of position. Columns of compact bone
superimposed one upon another, and united at different i)oints by
bands of prodigious strength, form the pillars of support. But these

bony columns never touch each other ; are never in actual contact

;

are all separated by layers of elastic matter which, while they assist in

binding the columns together, enable them to move one upon another,

as upon so many pliant springs. 'J'he layers of cartilage interposed

between the several vertebra? ; the layer of cartilage interposed

Ijetween the vertebral column and the pelvis ; the layer of cartilage

that lines the acetabulum and that covers the head of the femur

;

the layer of cartilage that covers the lower extremity of the femur

and the uj^per extremity of the tibia and fibula and the tarsus

;

the successive layers of cartilage interposed between the several bones

of the tarsus
;
and, finally, the layer of cartilage that covers both the

tarsal and the digital extremities of the metatarsal bones ; are so

many special provisions to prevent the weight of the body from being

transmitted to the ground with a shock
;
and, at the same time, so

many barriers established between the ground and the spinal cord, the

brain and the soft and tender organs contained in the thoracic and

abdominal cavities, to prevent these organs from being injured by the

reaction of the ground upon the body. The excellence of this

mechanism is seen in its results ; in contemplating " from what

heights we can leap—to what heights we can spring—to what dis-

tances we can bound—how s^^dftly we can run—how fii'mly we can

stand—how nimbly we can dance—and yet how perfectly we can

balance ourselves upon the smallest surfaces of support
!"

It is necessary, in order to complete this general view of the

structure of the human body, and of the combination and arrange-

ment of its various parts, to denote the several regions into which, for

the purpose of describing with accuracy the situation and relation of

its more important organs, the body is divided. It is not needful to

the present purpose to describe the regions of the head, because its

internal cavity contains only one organ, the brain, and its external

•divisions do not differ materially from those which are common and

familiar ; but the abdomen is mapped out into regions, of which it is

very important to have an exact knowledge, which may be acquired by

the study of Fig. 89.
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CHAPTER XL

OF THE CIRCULATION.

Vossols connected witli the Jicait: cluiinbcrs of the lieart—Position of tiic lieart

—

Puhaonic circle : systemic circle—Structure of the lieart, artery, and vein—Conse-

(juences of the discovery of the circulation to the discoverer—Action of the heait

:

.sojnids oecasioued by its different movements—Contraction : dilatation—Disposition

and action of tlic valves—Powers tliat move the blixid—Force of the heart - Action

of the arterial tubes: the pulse : action of the capillaries: action of the veins—Self-

movin<^ power of the blood—Vilal endowment of the capillaries: functions—Practical

applications.

The blood being necessary to nourish the tissues and to stimulate the

organs, must be in motion in order to be borne to them. An aj)pa-

ratus is provided for the purpose of originating an impelling force to

put the blood in motion.

The heart is the impelling organ ; the great vessels in immediate

connection with it are the transmitting organs (Fig. 70, I, 2). The
heart is divided into two sets of chambers, one for the recej)tion of

the blood from the different parts of the body (Fig. 70, 10) ; the

Fig. 70.

View of the Iienrt with its several clianibers exposed, and the great vessels in connection
witli them. 1, the .su|)erior vena cava

; 2, tlie inlerior vena cava
; 3, the chamber called

file light auricle; 4, the cliaiiiber called the right ventricle
; 5, the line marking the

passage between the two chambers, and the points of attachment of one margin of tlie

valve; 6, tlie seiituin between the two ventricles; 7, the pulmonary artery arising from
the right ventricle, and dividing, at 8, into right and left for the corresponding linigs

;

9, the four pulmonary veins bringing the blood from the lungs into 10, the left^auiicTe
;'

11, the left ventricle; 1'2, tlie aorta arising from the left ventricle, and passing down
behind the heart to distribute blood, by its divisions and subdivisions, to every part
of tlie body.

other for the communication of the impulse which keeps the blood in

motion (Fig. 70, 4, ll). The chamber which receives the blood is

termed an auricle (Fig. 70, 3, lo), and is connected with a vessel

termed a vein (Fig. 70, i, 2, 9,) ; that which communicates impulse
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to tlie blood is termed a ventricle (Fig. 70, 4, ll), and is connected

with a vessel termed an artery (Fig. 70, 7, 12). The vein carries

blood to the anricle ; the auricle transmits it to the ventricle ; the

ventricle propels it into the artery ; the artery, carrying it out from

the ventricle, ultimately sends it again into the vein, the vein returns

it to the auricle, the auricle to the ventricle, the ventricle to the

artery, and thus the blood is constantly moving in a circle hence the

name of the process, the circulation of the blood.

In nourislnng the tissues and stimulating the organs, the blood parts

with its nutritive and stimulating constituents, and receives in return

some ingredients \\hicli can no longer be usefully employed in the

economy, and others which arc positively injurious. An apparatus is

established for its renovation and depuration ; this organ is termed

the lung (Fig. 47), and to this organ the blood must in like manner
be conveyed. Thus the blood moves in a double circle, one from the

heart to the body and from the body back to the heart, termed the

systemic circle ; the other from the heart to the lung and from the

Imig back to the heart, termed the pulmonic circle. Hence in the

human body the heart is double, consisting of two correspondmg parts

the same in name, in nature, and in office ; the one appropriated to

the greater, or the systemic, and the other to the lesser, or the j)ul-

monic circulation (Fig. 70).

There is a complete separation between these two portions of the

heart formed by a strong muscular partition which prevents any com-

munication between them except through the mediimi of vessels.

The heart is situated between the two lungs in the lower and fore-

part of the chest, nearly in the centre, but inclining a little to the

left side. Its position is obhque (Fig. 47). Its basis is directed

upwards, backwards, and towards the right ; its apex is directed do^\-n-

wards, forwards, and towards the left, opposite to the interval between

the cartilages of the fifth and sixth ribs (Fig. 47). It is enclosed in

a bag termed the pericardium (Fig. 48), which consists of serous

membrane. The pericardium is considerably larger than the heart,

allowmg abundant space for the action of the organ. One part of the

pericardium forms a bag around the heart (Fig. 48) ; the other part

is reflected upon the heart, so as to form its external covering, and is

contmued for a considerable distance upon the great vessels that go to

and fi'om the heart in such a manner that this bag, like all the serous

membranes, constitutes a shut sac. Both that portion of the pericar-

dium which is reflected upon the heart, and that which forms the

internal surface of the bag around it, is moistened during life by a

serous fluid. That portion of the pericardium wliich rests on the

diaphragm is so firmly attached to it that it cannot be separated with-

out laceration, and by this attachment, together with the great vessels
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at its base, the heart is firmly held iu its situation, altliongh in the

vaiied movements of the body it is capable of deviating to a slight

extent from the exact position here described.

When the interior of the heart is laid open there are brought into

view four chambers, two for each circle. '^Jliose belonging to the

pulmonic circle are on the right, those to the systemic on the left side

of the body ; hence the terms right and left are applied to these

respective jmrts of the heart.

The veins which carry the blood to the right or the pulmonic cham-

bers are two, one of whicli brings it from the upper, and the other from

the lower parts of the body : the first is called the superior, and the

second the inferior vena cava (Figs. 47 and 70). Both pour their blood

into the first chamber, termed the riglit auricle (Fig. 70) ; from the

right am'icle the blood passes into the second chamber, denominated the

right ventricle ; from which springs the artery which carries the blood

fi-om the heart to the Imig, the pulmonary artery (Fig. 70). This is the

pulmonic circle. From the lung the blood is returned to the heart by

four veins, termed the pulmonary veins (Fig, 70), which pour the

blood into the third chamber of the heart, the left amicle (Fig. 70).

From the left auricle it passes into the fourth chamber, the left

ventricle (Fig. 70), from which springs the artery which carries out

the blood to the system, termed the aorta (Fig. 70). This is the

systemic circle. In the system the minute branches of the aorta unite

with the minute branches that form the vena? cavae, which return the

blood to the right auricle of the heart, and thus the double circle is

completed.

The two chambers called the auricles occupy the basis of the heart.

The right auricle is situated at the basis of the right ventricle. It

is partly membranous and partly muscular. At its upper and back

part is the opening of the vena cava superior, which returns the blood

to the heart from the head, neck, and all the upper parts of the bodv.

At its lower part is the opening of the vena cava inferior, which
returns the blood from all the lower parts of the body.

The auricle communicates with its corresponding ventricle by a

large opening, termed the auricular orifice of the ventricle. All

around the opening is placed a thin but strong membrane (Fig. 48,
Tricuspid valve), one margin of wliich is firmly attached to the wall

of tlie ventricle, while the other is free. This membrane receives

the name, and, as will be seen immediately, performs the office of a
valve.

The ventricle is much thicker and proportionally stronger than the
auricle (Fig. 71). It is composed almost entirely of muscular fibre.

Over nearly the whole extent of its internal surllicc are placed irregular

masses of muscular fibi-es, many of which stand out from the wall of
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the ventricle like columns or pillars (Fig. 71, muse. pa[)ill.), lieuce

they are called fleshy columns (columnar carnea3). Some of these fleshy

columns are adherent by one extremity to the wall of the ventricle,

while the other extremity terminates in tendinous threads, which are

attached to the membrane that forms the valve.

From the upper and right side of this chamber springs the pulmo-

nary artery (Fig. 71), at the entrance of which are placed threemem-
branes of a crescent or semilunar shape, termed the semilmiar valves.

The structure of the left side of the heart is perfectly analogous to

that of the right. Its auricle, like that on the left side, is placed at

the base of the ventricle (Fig. 71), and like it also is thin, being

composed chiefly of membrane. At its upper and back part are the

openings of the four pulmonary veins, two from the right, and two

from the left lung.

Fig. 71.

The left auricle and ventricle laid open, the anterior walls of botli being removed.

At the passage of communication between the left auricle and ven-

tricle is placed a valve analogous to that on the right side.

The walls of the left ventricle are nearly as thick again as those of

the right, and its fleshy columns are much larger and stronger. From
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the upper and back part of this fourth chamber springs the great

systemic artery, the aorta, around the mouth of which are jilaced three

semilunar valves (Fig, 71), similar to those at the mouth of the pul-

monary artery.

The partition which divides the two sets of chambers from each

other, is wholly composed of muscular fibres, and is called the septum

of the heart.

The external surface of the heart is covered by a thin but strong

Fig. 72.
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membrane continued over it from the pericardium. Between this mem-
branous covering and its fleshy substance is lodged, even when the body
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is reduced to the greatest degree of thinness, a quantity of fat. Im-
mediately beneath this lat are the fleshy fibres that compose the main
bulk of the organ. These fibres are arranged in a peculiar manner.

The arrangement is not perceptible when the heart is examined in its

natural state, but after it has been subjected to long-continued boiling,

which, besides separating extraneous matters from the fibres, hardens

and loosens without displacing them, the manner in which they are

disposed is manifest. Just at the point where the muscular fibres

that constitute the septum of the auricles are set upon those which

form the septum of the ventricles, and parallel with tlie origin of the

aorta, the heart is not muscular but tendinous. The substance called

tendon, it has been shown, is often employed in the body to afford

origin or insertion to muscular fibres, performing, in fact, the ordinary

office of bone, and substituted for it in situations where bone would be

inconvenient. From the tendinous matter just indicated most of the

fibres that constitute the muscular walls of the heart take their origin.

From this point the fibres proceed in different du*ections : those which

go to form the wall of the auricles ascend; those which form the

wall of the ventricles pursue an oblique course downwards, and the

arrangement of the whole is such, that a general contraction of tlie

fibres must necessarily bring all the parts of the heart towards this

central tendinous point. The object, and the result of this arrange-

ment, will be manifest immediately.

The internal surface of the chambers of the heart, in its whole

extent, is lined by a fine transparent serous membrane, which renders

it smooth and moist
;
and, like all other organs which have important

functions to perforai, it is plentifully supplied with blood-vessels and

nerves.

Such is the structure of the organ that moves the blood. The

arieiy, the tube that carries it out from the heart, is a vessel com-

posed of three distinctflayers of membrane superimposed one upon

another, and intimately united by delicate cellular tissue. These

layers are termed tunics or coats. The outer coat differs but little

from ordinary dense areolar tissue, and is somewhat elastic ; it is

attached loosely by its outer surface to the sheath, which is provided

to surround and enclose the artery and accompanying veins, and by its

inner surface is very closely adherent to the next or middle coat. This

is the best characterized of the three coats, and consists of fibres dis-

posed chiefly in an encircling manner around the calibre of tlie vessel.

These fibres are of two sorts, some are yellow elastic fibres, such as

were formerly described, and the others are muscular fibres of the plain

unstriped sort.

The fii-st of these confers on the arterial walls the property of

resiliency, so that after being distended somewhat by the rush of blood
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forced into them from the heart, tlie walls of the arteries recoil

by their elasticity returning upon the current within them the same

amount of force as was employed in their distension.

By this beautiful contrivance, the suddenness and violence of the

heart's impulse upon the smaller and weaker vessels is most favourably

mitigated, for a moiety of the force of the heart is expended in dilating

the greater arteries. This force is not wasted, but returns to reinforce

the circulating power just when in the interval between the heart's

beats it is most needed. It will be plainly seen that elarticity is

required principally in the neighbourhood of the heart ; for in pro-

portion as the wave passes on further from the heart, will the sudden-

ness and force of its impulse be brought down through the elasticity of

the vessels already traversed, so that when the current arrives at the

small arteries, it has become almost uniform, and by the time it reaches

the thin-walled and delicate capillaries its flow is even and equable.

In accordance with this decrease in the requirement of elasticity, the

arteries, as they diminish in size, have in their middle coat a smaller

iind smaller proportion of elastic fibres
;
meanwhile, how^ever, the j)ro-

portion of the muscular fibres of the middle coat increases as the

vessel's size lessens, so that the middle coat of small arteries still

maintains a substantial thickness. The muscular part of the arterial

wall, by its contraction and relaxation, narrows or widens the channel

of the vessel, so as to admit a larger or smaller volume of blood into

the territory nourished fi'om it.

Such alterations of the calibre of arteries are rendered necessary by
the variation in the activity of organs fed through them ; for the

organs consume blood in proportion as they are active, and they

demand blood in proportion as they consume it ; so that in its full w^ork

an organ will need much more blood than when in repose.

To accommodate the greater flow of blood, the arteries of an active

organ dilate through the relaxation of the muscular fibres of the

middle coat, and when the organ resumes the quiet state, those fibres

contracting close the calibre of the vessel in upon the diminished
current. To convey the influence which in this way duly adjusts the
size of the vessel to the temporary requirements of its field of distri-

bution, there are Httle nerves which follow the arteries, and branch
into their substance to reach the muscle in their wall : these nerves
belong to the sympathetic system.

The inner coat of the artery is thin, and made of elastic membrane,
lined in the greater arteries by a covering of epithelium, such as
is found where much friction exists ; it is tougher than the other coats,

so that vfhen the surgeon ties an artery, the tightened string will
divide the outer and middle coats, but the inner will resist successfully.

The vein, the tube that carries back the blood to the heart, is com-
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posed of the same number of tunics as the artery, which, with the

exception of the middle, are essentially the same in structure, but

tliey are all much thinner. The external tunic consists of a less

dense and strong cellular membrane; the middle tunic, instead of

being formed of elastic rings, is composed of soft and yielding fibres,

disposed in a longitudinal direction ; while the inner coat, which is still

more delicate than that of the artery, is arranged in a peculiar manner.
The inner coat of most veins, at slight intervals, is formed into folds

(Fig. 73, 5), one margin of which is fu-mly adherent to the circum-

ference of the vessel, while the other margin is free and turned m the

direction of the heart. These membranous folds are termed valves.

In all veins, the diameter of which is less than a line, the valves are

single ; in most veins of greater magnitude they are placed ui pairs,

while in some of the larger trunks they are triple, and in a few

instances quadruple, and even quintuple. The veins, like the arteries,

are supplied vnih nutrient vessels and nerves.

All the arteries of the body proceed from the two trunks akeady

described ; that connected with the pulmonic circle, the pulmonary

artery, and that connected with the systemic circle, the aorta. These

vessels, as they go out from the heart, and proceed to theu' ultimate termi-

nation, are arborescent, that is, they successively increase in number and

diminish m size, like the branches of a tree going ofi" from the trunk

(Fig. 73). Each trunk usually ends by dividing into two or more

branches, the combined area of which is always greater than that of

the trunk from which they spring, in the proportion of about one

and a half to one. As the branch proceeds to its ultimate termina-

tion it divides and suMivides, until at length the vessel becomes so

minute, that it can no longer be distinguished by the eye. These

ultimate branches are called capillary vessels, from their hair-like

smallness ; but this term does] not adequately express their minute-

ness.

The disposition of the veins, like that of the arteries, is arborescent,

but in an inverse order ; for the course of the veins is from capillary

vessels to visible branches, and from visible branches to large trunks.

In cveiy part of the body where the capillary aiteries terminate tlio

capillary veins begin, and the branches miiting to form trunks, and

the small to form large trunks, and the trunks always advancing

towards the heart, and always increasing in magnitude as they

approach it, form at length the two veins which it has been stated

return all the blood of the body to the right auricle of the heart.

The veins are very much more numerous than the arteries, for

they often consist of double sets, and they are at the same time more

capacious and more extensible. Beckoning the whole of the blood

at one-fifth of the weight of the body, it is estimated that, of this

K
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quantity, about one-fourth is in the arterial and the remaining three-

foui-ths in the venous system. The combined area of the branches of

the veins is much greater than that of the two trunks in which they

terminate (Fig. 73, l, 2, 3, 4) : the blood, therefore, in returning to

the heart, is always flomng from a large into a smaller space.

Fig. 1?,.

"'•^ " V........... J , ^, ..wgti jiauuiies juiiiieu uy me union ot tne smaller ani
gradually increasing in size, to form the great trunk, 4, a portion of which is laid omi
to show its inner surface, and llie arrangement of, 5, the valves formed by its inner coat.

The divisions and subdivisions of the arteiy freely communicate
in all parts of the body by means of what are called anastomosino-
branches, and this communication of branch with branch and trunk
with trunk is termed anastomosis. The same intercommunication
but with still greater freedom and frequency, takes place amono- the
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branches of veins. In both orders of vessels the communication is

frequent in proportion to the minuteness of the branch and its dis-

tance from the heart. It is also more fr-equcnt in proportion as a

part is exposed to pressure; hence the minute arteries and veins

about a joint are distinguished for the multitude of their anastomosuig
branches

; and above all, it is frequent in proportion to the import-

ance of the organ ; hence the most remarkable anastomosis in the

body is in the brain. By this provision care is taken that no part

be deprived of its sujDply of blood ; for if one channel be blocked up,

a hundred more are open to the current, and the transmission of it

to any particular region or organ by two or more channels, instead

of through one trunk, is a part of the same provision. Thus the

fore-arm possesses foiur principal arteries with correspondmg veins,

and the brain receives its blood through four totally independent

canals.*

That the blood is really a flowing stream, and that it pursues the

course described, is indubitable. For,

(1.) With the microscope, in the transparent parts of animals, the

blood can be seen in motion ; and if its course be attentively observed,

its route may be clearly traced.

(2.) The membranes termed valves are so placed as to allow of the

freest passage to the blood in the circle described, while they either

altogether prevent or exceedingly impede its movement in any other

dii'ection.

(3.) The effect of a ligature placed around a vein and an artery, and

of a puncture made above the ligature in the one vessel and below it

in the other, demonstrate both the motion of the blood and the course

of it. When a ligature is placed around a vein, that part of the vessel

which is most distant from the heart becomes full and turgid on

account of the accumulation of blood in it; while the part of the

vessel which is between the Hgature and the heart becomes empty

* Whenever there is any interruption to the ordinary flow of the circulating fluids,

the powers of the anastomosing circulation are capable of being increased to a surprising

extent. The aorta itself has frequently been tied in animals of considerable size

without destroying life ; in the human body it has also been found obliterated by

disease in different parts of its course, in one case as high as the termination of its

curvature. In the cure for aneurism the external iliac artery has been tied by

Mr. Abcrnethy with success ; tlie subclavian artery below the clavicle by Mr. Keate

;

tlic common carotid by Sir Astley Cooper ; tlie subclavian artery above the clavicle

by Mr. Ramsden; the internal iliac artery by Dr. Stevens; the artcria innominnta by

Dr. Mott, of New York; and lastly, the abdommal aorta itself by Sir A. Cooper.

Mr, Grainger tied the abdominal aorta of a dog ; when the animal had recovered from

that operaSon, the carotids and the great trunks of the anterior extremities were tied
;

in tiiis manner the whole course of the circulation was altered. The dog, which was

of very large size, survived all tliese operations, and appeared to enjoy its ordmary

liealtii.—Grainger's " General Anatomy," p. 251—253.
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and flaccid, because it has carried on its contents to the heart, and it

can receive no fresh supply from the body. When, on the contrary,

a hgature is placed around an artery, that portion of the vessel which

lies between the ligature and the heart becomes full and turgid, and

the other portion empty and flaccid. This can only be because the

contents of the two vessels move in opposite directions,—from the

heart to the artery, from the artery to the vein, and from the vein to

the heart. At the same time, if the vem be punctured above the

ligature, there will be little or no loss of blood ; while if it be punc-

tured below the ligature, the blood will continue to flow until the loss

of it occasions death, which could not be unless the blood were in

motion, nor unless the du'ection of its course were from the arteiy to

the vein and from the vein to the heart.

(4.) If fluids be injected into the veins or arteries, whether of the

dead or of the hving body, they readily make their way and fill the

vessels, if thrown in the direction stated to be the natural course of

the circulation ; but they are strongly resisted if forced in the opj)o-

site direction.

Such is the description, and with the exception of the first proof,

such the evidence of the circulation of the blood in the himian body,

pretty much as it was given by the discoverer of it, the illustrious

Harvey. Before the time of Harvey, a vague and indistinct concep-

tion that the blood Avas not without motion in the body had been

formed by several anatomists. It is analogous to the ordinary mode
in which the human mind arrives at discovery, that many minds
should have an imperfect perception of an unknown truth, before

some one mind sees it in its completeness and fully discloses it.

Havmg, about the year 1620, succeeded in completely tracing the

circle in which tLe blood moves, and having at that time collected all

the evidence of the fact, with a rare degree of philosophical forbear-

ance. Harvey still spent no less than eight years in re-examining the
subject, and in maturing the proof of every point, before he ventured to

speak of it in public. The brief tract which at length he published
was written with extreme simplicity, clearness, and perspicuity, and
has been justly characterized as one of the most admirable examples
of a series of arguments deduced from observation and experiment
that ever appeared on any subject.

Contemporaries are seldom grateful to discoverers. More than one
instance is on record in which a man has injured his fortune and lost

his happiness through the elucidation and establishment of a truth
which has given him immortality. It may be that there are physical
truths yet to be brought to light, to say nothing of new applications
of old trutlis, which, if they could be announced and demonstrated
to-day, would be the ruin of the discoverer. It is certain that there
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arc moral truths to be discovered, expounded, and enforced, wliicb, if

any man bad now penetration enough to see them, and courage

enough to express them, would cause him to be regarded by the

present generation with horror and detestation. Perhaps, during

those eight years of re-examination, the discoverer of the circulation

sometimes endeavoured in imagination to trace the effect which the

stupendous fact at the knowledge of which he had arrived would have
on the progress of his favourite science ; and, it may be, the hope and
the expectation occasionally arose that the inestimable benefit he was
about to confer on his fellow-men would secure to him some portion

of their esteem and confidence. What must have been his disap-

pointment when he found, after the publication of his tract, that the

little practice he had had as a physician, by degrees fell off. He
was too speculative, too theoretical, not practical. Such was the

view taken even by his friends. His enemies saw in his tract nothing

but indications of a presumptuous mind that dared to call in question

the revered authority of the ancients ; and some of them saw, more-

over, indications of a malignant mind, that conceived and defended

doctrines which, if not checked, would undermine the very founda-

tions of morality and religion. When the evidence of the truth

became irresistible, then these persona suddenly turned round and

said, that it was all known before, and that the sole merit of this

vaunted discoverer consisted in having circulated the circulation.

The pun was not fatal to the future fame of this truly great man, nor

even to the gi-adual though slow return of the public confidence

during his own time ; for he lived to attain the summit of reputa-

tion.

It is then indubitably established that the whole blood of the body

in successive streams is collected aiid concentrated at the heart.

The object of the accumulation of a certain mass of it at this organ is

to subject it to the action of a strong muscle, and thereby to

determine its transmission with adequate force and precision through

the different sets of capillary vessels.

In the accomplishment of this object the heart performs a twofold

action ; that of contraction and that of dilatation. The auricles

contract and thereby diminish their cavities, then dilate and thereby

expand them, and the one action alternates with the other. There is

the like alternate contraction and dilatation of the ventricles. The

"first action is termed systole, the second diastole, and both are

performed with force.

When the heart is laid open to view in a living animal, and

its movements are carefully observed, it is apparent that the two

auricles contract together ; that the two ventricles contract together

;

that these motions alternate with each other, and that they proceed in
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regular succession. The interval between these alternate movements

is, however, exceedingly short, and can scarcely be perceived when

the heart is acting with full vigour ; but it is evident when its action

is somewhat languid.

When the ventricles contract, the apex of the heart is drawn

upwards, and at the same time raised or tilted forwards. It is during

this systole of the ventricles, and in consequence of this result of their

action, that the apex of the heart gives that impulse against the walls

of the chest which is felt in the natural state between the fifth

and sixth ribs, and which just perceptibly precedes the pulse at

the wrist.

When the ear is appHed to the human chest, over the situation

of the heart, a dull and somewhat prolonged sound is heard, which

precedes and accompanies the impulse of the heart against the chest.

This dull sound is immediately succeeded by a shorter and sharper

sound : after this there is a short pause ; and then the dull sound and

impulse are again renewed. The duller sound and stronger impulse

are ascribed to the contraction of the ventricles, and the sharper

sound and feebler impulse to that of the auricles.

The movement of the heart is effected by the contraction of its

muscular fibres. Those fibres rest, as upon a firm support, on the

tendinous matter to which they are attached, from wliich they

diverge, and towards which their contraction must necessarily bring

all the parts of the heart. The result of their contraction is the

powerful compression of all the chambers of the heart, and there-

by the forcible ejection of their contents through the natural open-

ings.

But the chambers, alternately with forcible contraction, perform the

action of forcible dilatation. This movement of dilatation is effected

by the reaction of the elasticity of the tendinous matter on which the

muscular fibres are supported. This highly elastic substance, by the
contraction of the fibres, is brought into a state of extreme tension.

The contraction of the fibres ceasing, that moment the tense tendon
recoils with a force exactly proportionate to the degree of tension into
which it had been brought. Thus the very agent that is employed
forcibly to close the chamber, is made the main instrument of
securing its instantaneous reopening. A vital energy is appointed to
accomplish what is indispensable, and what nothing else can effect

the origination of a motive power
; a physical agent is conjoined

to perform the easier task to which it is competent ; and the two
powers, the vital and the physical, work in harmony, each acting-

alternately, and each, with undeviating regularity and unfailing
energy, fulfilling its appropriate office.

When the chambers of the heart which open into each other
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and which as freely communicate with, the great vessels that enter and
proceed from them, are forcibly closed, and the blood they contain is

projected from them, how is one uniform forward direction given
to the current ? Why, when the right ventricle contracts, is the blood
not sent back into the right auricle, as well as forward into the

pulmonary artery? There is but one mode of preventing such an
event, which is to place a flood-gate between the two chambers

;

and there a flood-gate is placed, and that flood-gate is the valve. As
long as the blood proceeds onwards in the direct com-se of the circula-

tion, it presses this membrane close to the side of the heart, and
thereby prevents it from occasioning any impediment to the current.

When, on the contrary, the blood is forced backwards, and attempts to

re-enter the auricle, being of course driven in all directions, some of it

passes between the wall of the ventricle and the valve. The moment
it is in this situation, it raises up the valve, carries it over the mouth
of the passage, and shuts up the channel. There cannot be a

more perfect flood-gate.

This is beautiful mechanism ; but there is another arrangement

which surpasses mere mechanism, however beautiful. It has been

shown that one edge of the membrane that forms the valve is firmly

adherent to the wall of the ventricle, while the other edge, when not

in action, appears to lie loosely in the ventricle. Were this edge

really loose the refluent current would carry it back completely

into the auricle, and so counteract its action as a valve; but it is

attached to the tendinous threads proceeding fi'om the fleshy columns

that stand along the wall of the ventricle (Fig. 71). By these

tendinous threads, as by so many strings, the membrane is firmly held

in its proper position ; and the refluent cm-rent cannot carry it into the

auricle. Thus far the arrangement is mechanical. But each of these

fleshy columns is a muscle, exerting a proper muscular action.

Among the stimulants which excite the contractility of the muscular

fibre, one of the most powerful is distension. The refluent current

distends the membrane ; the distension of the membrane stretches the

tendinous threads attached to it ; the stretching of its tendinous

threads stretches the fleshy column
;
by this distension of the column

it is excited to contraction ;
by the contraction of the column its thread

is shortened ;
by the shortening of the thread the valve is tightened,

and that in the exact degree in which the thread is shortened.

So, the greater the impetus of the refluent blood, the gi*eater the

distension of the membrane; and the greater the distension of the

membrane, the greater the excitement of the fleshy column; the

greater the energy with which it is stimulated to act, the greater,

therefore, the security that the valve will be held just in the position

that is required, with exactly the force that is needed. Here, then, is
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a flood-gate not only well constructed as far as regards the mechanical

arrangement, hut so endowed as to he ahle to act with additional force

whenever additional force is requisite ; to put forth on every occasion,

as the occasion arises, just the degi-ee of strength requii-ed, and no

more.

The contraction of the heart is the power that moves the blood

;

and this contraction generates a force which is adequate to impel

it through the circle. From experiments performed by Dr. Hales, it

appears that if the artery of a large animal, such as the horse, be

made to communicate with an upright tube, the blood Avill ascend

in the tube to the height of about ten feet above the level of the

heart, and will afterwards continue there rising and falling a few

inches with each pulsation of the heart. In this animal, then, the

heart acts with a force capable of maintaining a column of ten feet.

Now a column of ten feet indicates a pressure of about four pounds

and a half in a square inch of surface. Suppose the human heart

to be capable of supporting a column of blood eight feet high, this wall

indicate a pressure of fom- pounds to the square inch ; but the

left ventricle of the heart, while it injects its coluuni of blood into the

aorta, has to overcome the inertia of the quantity of blood projected

;

of the mass already in the artery, and of the elasticity of the vessel

yielding to a momentary increase of pressure : it is probable, therefore,

that the heart acts with a force of six pounds on the inch. The

left ventricle, when distended, has about ten square inches of internal

surface
;
consequently the whole force exerted by it may be about sixty

pounds. According to the calculation of Hales, it is fifty-one and

a half. Now, it is proved by numerous experiments, that, after

death, a slight impulse with the syringe, certainly much less than

that which is acting upon the blood in the same arteiy during life,

is sufficient to propel a solution of indigo, or fresh-drawn blood, from a

large artery into the extreme capillary. If, therefore, after death,

a slight force will fill the capillaries, a force during life equal to sixty

pounds must be adequate to do so.

The heart, with a force equal to the pressure of sixty pounds,

propels into the artery two ounces of blood at every contraction.

It contracts four thousand times in an hour. There passes through
the heart, therefore, every hour, eight thousand ounces or seven
liundred pounds of blood. It has been stated that the whole mass of
blood in an adult is about twenty-eight pounds : on an average
the entire circulation is completed in two minutes and a half; conse-
quently a quantity of blood equal to the whole mass passes through
the heart from twenty to twenty-fom- times in an hour. But though
the average space of time requisite to accomplish a complete circula-

tion may be two minutes and a half, yet when a stream of blood leaves
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the heart, different portions of it must finish their circle at very

different periods, depending in part upon the length of the course

which they have to go, and in part upon the degree of resistance that

obstructs their passage. A part of the stream, it is obvious, finishes

its corn-so in circulating through the heart itself; another portion

takes a longer circuit through the chest ; another extends the circle

round the head ; and another visits the part placed at the remotest

distance from the central moving power. Such is the velocity

with which the current sometimes goes, that, in the hoi"se, a fluid

injected into the great vein of the neck, on one side, has been

detected in the vein on the opposite side, and even in the vein of the

foot, -snthin half a minute.

It has been shown that the different chambers of the heart have a

tendency to perform their movements in a miiform manner, and in a

successive order ; that they contract and dilate in regular alternation,

and at equal intervals
;
but, moreover, they continue these movements

equally without rest and without fatigue. On go the motions, night

and day, for eighty years together, at the rate of a hundred thousand

strokes every twenty-fom- hours, alike without disorder, cessation, or

weariness. The muscles of the arm tire after an hour's exertion,

are exhausted after a day's labour, and can by no effort be made
to work beyond a certain period. There is no appreciable difference

between the muscular substance of the heart and that of the arm. It

is true that the heart is placed under one condition which is peculiar.

Muscles contract on the application of stimuli ; and different muscles

are obedient to different stimuli,—the voluntary muscles to the

stimulus of volition, and the heart to that of the blood. The exertion

of volition is not constant, but occasional ; the muscle acts only when
it is excited by the application of its stimulus : hence the voluntary

muscle has considerable intervals of rest. The blood, on the

contrary, is conveyed to the heart without ceasing, in a determinate

manner, in a successive «rder ; and this is the reason why through

life its action is uniform : it uniformly receives a due supply of

its appropriate stimulus. But why it is unwearied, why it never

requires rest, we do not know. We know the necessities of the

system which render it indispensable that it should be capable of

untiring action, for we know that the fu'st hour of its repose would be

the last of life ; but of the mode in which this wonderful endoAvment

is communicated, or of the relations upon which it is dependent,

wo are wholly ignorant.

The force exerted by the heart is vital. In the best-constructed

machineiy there is no real generation of power. There is merely

concentration and direction of it. In the recoil of the spring, in the

reaction of condensed steam, the energy of the expansive impulse is
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never greater than the force employed to compress or condense,

and the moment this power is expended all capacity of motion is at an

end. But the heart produces a force equal to the pressure of

sixty pounds by the gentlest application of a bland fluid. Here

no force is communicated to be again given out, as in every

mechanical moving power ; but it is new power, power really and

properly generated ; and this power is the result of vital action, and is

never in any case the result of action that is not vital.

The heart projects the blood with a given force into the arterial

tubes. The arteries in the living body are always filled to distension

by the quantity of blood that is in them. It has been shown

that the elasticity of their coats is such as to give to them, even after

death, the form of open hollow cylinders. By virtue of their

elasticity they react upon their contents with a force exactly

proportioned to the degree of their distension, that is, with a force at

least adequate to keep them always open and rigid.

These open tubes, already filled to distension, and somewhat

beyond it, receive at every contraction of the heart a forcible injection

of a new wave of blood. The first efiect of the injection of this

new wave into a tube previously full to distension, is to cause the

current to proceed by jerks or jets, each jerk or jet corresponding to the

contraction of the heart. And, accordingly, by this jet-like motion,

the flow of the blood in the artery is distinguished from that in the

vein, in which latter vessel the current is an equal and tranquil stream.

The second efiect of this new wave is to occasion some fui-ther

distension of the already distended artery, and accordingly, when the

vessel is exposed in a living animal, and its action carefully observed,

a slight augmentation of its diameter is distinguishable at every

contraction of the heart. This new wave while it distends must
at the same time slightly elongate the vessel; cause its straight

portions to bend a little, and its curved portions to bend still more ; and
consequently, in some situations, to lift it a Httle from its place, giving it

a shght degree of locomotion ;—and these two causes combined produce
the pulse. When the finger is pressed gently on an artery, at the in-

stant of the contraction of the heart, the vessel is felt to bound against
the finger with a certain degree of force : this, as just stated, is

owing to a slight distension of the vessel by the new wave of blood,

together with a slight elongation of it, and a gentle rising fi'om its

situation.

The blood, in flowing through the arterial trunks and branches
to the capillaries, through the arterial to the venous capillaries,

and through the venous branches and trunks back to the heart, is

exposed to numerous and powerful causes of retardation : such, for

example, as the friction between the blood and the sides of the
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vessels, the numerous curves and angles formed by the branches

in springing from the trunks, the tortuous course of the vessels in

many parts of the body, and the increasing area of the arterial

branches as they multiply and subdivide. Yet the extraordinary

fact has been recently discovered, that the blood moves with the

same momentum or force in every part of the arterial system, in

the aorta, in the artery in the neck which carries the blood to the

head (the carotid artery), in the artery of the arm (the humeral
artery), in the artery of the lower extremity (the femoral artery) ; in

a word, in the minute and remote capillaiy, and in the large trunk

near the heart.

That the arterial tubes do possess and exert a truly vital power,

modifying the current of the blood they contain, is indubitably es-

tablished.

1. If in a living animal the trunk of an artery be laid bare, the mere

exposure of it to the atmospheric air causes it to contract to such

a degree that its size becomes obviously and strikingly diminished.

This can result only from the exertion of a vital property, for no dead

tube is capable in such a manner of diminishing its diameter.

2. If during life an artery be opened, and the animal be largely bled,

the arteries become progressively smaller and smaller, as the quantity

of blood in the body diminishes. If the bleeding be continued until

the animal dies, and the arteries of the system be immediately ex-

amined, they are found to be reduced to a very small size ; if again

examined, some time after death, they are found to have become

larger, and they go on growing successively larger and larger until

they regain nearly their original magnitude, which they retain until

they are decomposed by putrefaction.

3. M. Poiseuille distended with water the artery of an animal just

killed. This water was urged by the pressure of a given column

of mercury. The force of the reaction of the artery was now mea-

sured by the height of a column of mercury which the water expelled

from the artery could support. It was found that the artery reacted

with a force greater than that employed to distend it, and greater

than the same artery could exert some time after death ; but since

mechanical reaction can never be greater than the force previously

exerted upon it, it follows that the excess of the reaction indicated in

this case was vital.

4. If an artery be exposed, and a mechanical or chemical stimulus be

applied to it, its diameter is altered, sometimes becoming larger and

sometimes smaller, according to the kind of agent employed.

The arterial trunks and branches are capable of enlarging and

diminishing their diameter by virtue of a vital endowment. There is

complete evidence that the exertion of this vital power on the part
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of the arterial trunk is not to comnumieate to the blood the smallest

impulsive force : the engine constructed for the express purpose of

working the current generates all the force that is required ; but the

labom- of the engine is economized by imparting to the tubes that

receive the stream a vital property, by which they remove the physical

obstructions to its motion.

Driven by the heart through the arterial branches into the ca-

pillaries, the blood courses along these minute vessels m-ged by the

same power. If an experimenter so dispose the circulation of the limb

of an animal that the flow of blood be confined to the branches of

a single artery, and a corresponding vein, it is found that the blood

stagnates in the vein whenever the ciu'rent in the artery is stoj^ped by

a ligatm'e ; but no sooner is the ligature removed from the artery than

the blood begins again to flow freely along the vein, the capillaries of

the artery which have to send on the current to those of the vein being

now again within the influence of the heart. There is good reason to

suppose that the blood, in its progress through the capillaries, is aided

by the attraction which the tissues around exert upon it whilst it

is fresh from the arteries. To such attractions the exhausted blood,

which had passed far along the capillary, is indifi'erent, so that the

fresh blood will ui'ge before it that which is stale, and then, itself

becoming effete, will be driven on by the advance of new blood from

the artery. Such a power has been termed " capillary force."

It was found by Dr. Hales, that, under ordinary circumstances, the

blood rises in a tube connected with a vein to the height only of

six inches, while it has been shown that in the artery it ascends

as high as ten feet. This prodigious difference between the venous

and the arterial tension led to the conclusion that the impulsive force

of the heart was all but exhausted before the blood reached the veins,

and set physiologists on the search for other powers to carry on the

venous circulation. It was overlooked that the blood has an open and
ready escape from the great trunks of the veins tlirough the right

chambers of the heart, and that, in consequence of this, free escape

of their fluid, these vessels indicate no greater tension than is just

sufficient to lift the blood to the heart, and to overcome friction.*

M. Magendie, having laid bare the chief artery and vein of a living

hmb, and having raised the vessels in such a manner that he could
place a ligature around the former, wtliout including the latter, found
that the flow of blood from a punctm-e made below a ligature on
the vein, was rapid or slow, according as the heart was allowed
to produce a greater or less degree of tension in the artery, which ten-
sion was regulated by compressing the artery between the fingers.

* 8oc this matter very ably discussed in Dr. Aruott's cxccUeut work ou tlic
'• Elements of Physics," vol. i.
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After a similar prei)aratioii of a, limb, a ligature was placed around the

vein ; a tube was then inserted into it ; it was found that the blood

ascended in the tube from the obstructed vein just as high as from the

artery.

Thus we are able to trace the action of the heart from the beginning

to the end of the circle. Of this circle it is the great moving power

;

but it is a living engine, acting in combination with living vessels.

The force it exerts is a vital force, economized by the agency of a vital

property communicated to the vessels, by virtue of which they re-

move physical obstruction to the progress of tlie stream through its

channels.

In this account of the powers that move the blood, no notice has

been taken of the physical agents supposed to act as auxiliaries to the

heart, in carrying on the circulation, such as the suction power of the

thorax, and of the aiuicles of the heart, and the capillary attraction oi

the vessels
; because, without questioning the existence of such agents,

or denying that advantage may be taken of them, it seems pretty clear

that their influence is but trivial, and that they assumed importance

only when the vital endowments of the tissues were not well understood.

The vital power, which it has been shown is possessed by the

arterial trunks and branches, is still more intense in the minute ca-

pillaries. If alcohol, strong acetic acid, naphtha, and other stimulating

fluids be injected into the arteries of a hving animal, it is found that

they are not transmitted through the capillaries at all, or, at all

events, that they make their way through them with extreme diffi-

culty ; whereas mild, unu'ritating fluids pass with rapidity and ease.

Wedemeyer exposed and divided the main artery in the fore-leg of a

horse, together with the corresj)onding vein in the shoulder. Several

syringes-full of tepid water were now injected into the lower end

of the artery. The gentlest pressure was sufficient to force the fluid

through the capillaries. At each injection the water issued in a full

stream from the aperture of the vein, the flow of the fluid ceasing

as soon as the injection was stopped. Next, instead of water, four

syringes-full of pure cold brandy were injected. To propel this fluid

through the capillaries, so as to render its smell and taste perceptible

at the aperture of the vein, required a great degree of pressure ; and

when at last the fluid issued from the vein it merely trickled in a feeble

stream.

The experiment being repeated on another horse, with vinegar, six

syringes-full of which being injected in rapid succession, at first this

fluid passed as easily as water, afterwards it flowed with greater diffi-

culty, and in a small stream ; before long the force requked to propel

it was extreme, and at last the obstruction to its passage became com-

plete, so that no fluid whatever issued from the vein.
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These experiments, -whenever repeated, afforded the same result, and

they demonstrate that the capillaries are capable of being stimulated

to contract upon their contents, and that they can contract with such

force as to stop the current. It is manifest that the power by which

they do this is vital, because after death all fluids, the mildest and the

most acrid, pass through them with equal facility.

Drs. Thompson, Philip, Hastings, and others in this country, have

applied stimulants of various kinds to the capillary arteries, in order to

obsei-ve with the microscope the changes which the vessels undergo.

The results of these experiments, performed independently, agree with

each other ; and all the observers concur in stating that those results

are so obvious and decisive as to admit of no question. Wedemeyer,

fully aware of all that had been done on this subject by the English

physiologists, repeated their experiments with his usual patience and

care, vigilantly watching the effects with his microscope. His ob-

servations completely coincide with those of our countrymen. The
circulation being observed in the mesentery of the frog, and in the

web of its foot, it was apparent that no change whatever took place in

the diameter of the small arteries, nor in that of the caj^illaries,

as long as the circulation was allowed to go on in its natural state ; but

as soon as stimulants were applied to them an alteration of their dia-

meter was visible. Alcohol, without much apparent contraction of

the vessels, stopped the flow of the blood. Muriate of soda, in the

course of three or four minutes, caused the vessels to contract one-fifth

of their cahbre, which contraction was followed by dilatation and

gradual retardation and stoppage of the blood. Ammonia caused im-

mediate and direct dilatation, and the effect of galvanism was still

more striking. In a space of time varying from ten to thirty seconds,

nay, sometimes immediately after the completion of the galvanic

circle, the vessels contracted, some a fourth, others half, and others

three-fourths of their calibre. The flow of the blood through the

contracted vessels was accelerated. The contraction sometimes lasted

a considerable time, occasionally several hours ; in other instances the

contraction ceased in ten minutes, and the vessels resumed their

natural diameter. A second application of galvanism to the same
capillaries seldom caused any material contraction.

The evidence, then, is abundant that stimulants are capable of

modifying, to a great extent, the action of the capillary arteries, some-
times causing them to contract, at other times to dilate ; sometimes
quickening the flow of blood through them, at other times retarding it,

and frequently altogether arresting its motion. This contractile

power of the capillaries must be a vital endowment, for no such pro-

perty is possessed by any substance destitute of life, and there is

satisfactory evidence that it is communicated, regulated, and controlled
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by the organic nerves, which, as has been shown, increase as the size

of the vessels and the thickness of their membranous tunics diminish.

Tiie powerful influence of these nerves upon the capillary vessels is

placed beyond doubt or controversy by the obvious local changes
produced in the capillary circulation by sudden, and even by mental
impressions, by the flush of the cheek and the sparkle of the eye, at a
thought conceived or a sound heard

;
changes which can be effected,

as far as we have any knowledge, by no medium excepting that of the

nerves. The part performed by electricity, the physical agent by
which it is conceived the nerves operate, will be considered hereafter.

Exerting u^wn each other a vital force of repulsion, under a vital

influence derived from the organic nerves, urged by the vital con-

traction of the heart, the particles of the blood reach the extreme

capillaries. The tissues are endowed with a vital attractive force,

which they exert upon the blood— an elective as well as an attractive

force : for in every part of the body, in the brain, the heart, the lung,

the muscle, the membrane, the bone, each tissue attracts only those

constituents of which it is itself composed. Thus the common current,

rich in all the proximate constituents of the tissues, flows out to cfich.

As the current approaches the tissue, the particles appropriate to the

tissue feel its attractive force, obey it, quit the stream, mingle with

the substance of the tissue, become identified with it, and are changed

into its own true and proper nature. Meantime, the particles which

are not appropriate to that particular tissue, not being attracted by it,

do not quit the current, but passing on, are borne by other capillaries

to other tissues, to which they are appropriate, and by which they are

apprehended and assimilated. When it has given to the tissues the

constituents with which it abounded, and received from them particles

no longer useful, and which would become noxious, the blood flows

into the veins to be returned by the pulmonic heart to the lung,

where, parting with the useless and noxious matter it has accu-

mulated, and, replenished with new proximate principles, it returns to

the systemic heart, by which it is again sent back to the tissues.

But all that we can see, with the best aid we can get, does but

bring us to the confines of the grand operations that go on, of which

we are altogether ignorant. Arterial blood is conveyed by the arteries

to the capillaries ; but before it has passed from under the influence of

the capillaries it has ceased to be arterial blood. Arterial blood is

conveyed by the carotid artery to the brain ; but the cerebral capil-

laries do not deposit blood, but brain. Arterial blood is conveyed

by its nutrient arteries to bone, but the osseous capillaries do not

deposit blood, but bone. Arterial blood is conveyed by the muscular

arteries to muscle, but the muscular capillaries do not deposit

blood, but muscle. The blood conveyed by the capillaries of brain,
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l)one, and muscle is the same, all comes alike from the systemic heart,

and is alike conveyed to all the tissues
;
yet in the one it becomes brain,

in the otlier bone, and in the third muscle. Out of one and the same

fluid these living chemists manufactui'c cuticle, and membrane, and

muscle, and brain, and bone ; the tears, the wax, the fat, the saliva,

the gastric juice, the milk, the bile, all the fluids, and all the solids of

the body.

The practical applications of those phenomena are numerous and

most important ; but they can be clearly and impressively stated only

when the operation of the physical agents which influence the cir-

culation, and which proportionally afl'ect life and health, has been

explained.

CHAPTEE XII.

OF EESPIRATION.

RospiiTition in tlio plant; in tlio animal—A(iuaticand aerial respiration—Appamtus in

man—'J'rachea, Jimnchi, Air Vesicles—Pulmonary ait^ry—Limy—Respiratory

motions : insjjiration ; expiration—How in tlic, former air and blood flow to the lung

;

how in the latter air and blood flow from the lung—Relation between respiration

and circulation—Quantity of air and blood employed in each res[)iratory action

—

Calculations founded on these estimates—Changes producetl by animal resiMmtion

on the air: diangcs produced by vegetable respiration on the air—Changes pi'o-

duced by resi^iratiou on the blood—Respiratory function of the liver—Uses of

respiration.

No organized being can hve without food, and no food can nourish

without air. In all creatures the necessity for air is more urgent

than that for food ; for some can live days, and even weeks, without a

fresh supply of food, but none can enjoy active life without a constant

renewal of the air.

The food having undergone the requisite preparation in the appa-
ratus provided for its assimilation, is brought mto contact with the
air, from which it abstracts certain principles, and to which it gives

others in return. By this interchange of principles the composition

of the food is changed : it acquires the qualities necessary for its com-
bination with the living body. The process by which the air is

brought into contact with the food, and by which the food receives

from the air the qualities which fit it for becommg a constituent part

of the living body, constitutes the function of respiration.

In the plant, the air and the food meet in contact and react on
each other in the leaf. The crude food of the plant having in its

ascent from the root through the stalk, received successive additions

of organic sulistances, by which its nature is assimilated to the chemi-
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Kis. 74.

cal coiiclitioii of the proper nutritive fluid of the plant, undergoes in
the leaf a double process; that of ])igestion and that of Kespiration.
The upper surface of the leaf is a digestive apparatus, analogous to
the stomach of the animal ; the under surface of the leaf is a respi-
ratory apparatus, analogous to the lung of the animal. For the
performance of this double function, incessantly carried on by the
leaf, its organisation is admirably adapted.
The solid skeleton of the leaf consists of a net-work composed

partly of woody fibres and partly of spiral vessels which proceed from
the stem, and which are called veins

(Fig. 74, 1, 3). In the interstices be-

tween the veins is disposed a quantity

of cellular tissue, termed the paren-

chyma of the leaf (Fig. 74, 4) : the

whole is enveloped in a membrane,
called the cuticle (Fig. 75, 1), which
is furnished with apertures denomi-
nated stomata, or stomates (Fig. 76).

The cuticle consists of a layer of

minute cellules, colourless, transparent,

without vessels, without organic par-

ticles of any kind, and probably filled

with air (Fig. 75, 1). These cellules

open externally, at certain portions

of the cuticle, by apertures or passages

which constitute the stomates, and

which present the appearance of areolae

with a slit in the centre (Fig. 76),

They form a kind of oval sphincters,

which are capable of opening or shut-

ting, according to circumstances, and

they are disposed on both surfaces of

the leaf, but most abundantly on the

under surface, excepting in leaves

which float on water, in which they are

always on the upper surface only.

The cellular tissue or jjarenchyma, immediately beneath the cuticle,

when examined in thin slices, and viewed under a microscope with a

high magnifying power, presents a regular structure disposed in per-

fect order. It consists, on the upper surface, of a layer, and sometimes

of two and even three layers, of vesicles of an oblong or cylindrical

form, placed perpendicularly to the surface of the leaf, set close to

each other (Fig. 75, 2), and filled with organic particles constituting

the green matter which determines the colour of the leaf. On the

L

View of tlie net-work wliiih foriii.s tlie

solid structure of the lenf, and whicii

consists partly of woody fibres, and
partly of spiral vessels. 1, vessels of
the upper surface; 2, vessels of the

under surface
; 8, distribution of the

vessels through the substance of the

leaf; 4, interspaces between the ves-

sels occupied by jiarenchyma or cel-

lular tissue.
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under surface, on the contrary, the vesicles, which are larger than the

cylindrical, are of an irregular figure, and are placed in an horizontal

dii-ection, at such distances as to leave wide intervals between each

i'>i;- 75. other (Fig. 75, 3) ;
yet

uniting and anastomos-

ing together, and thus

forming a reticulated tis-

sue, presenting the ap-

pearance of a net with

large meshes (Fig. 75, 3).

A leaf, then, consists

of a double congeries of

vesicles containing or-

ganic particles, pene-

trated by woody fibre

and air vessels (which is

probably the true nature

of the spiral vessels),

the whole being en-

closed within a hollow

stratum of ah-cells.

Vertical section of the leaf as it appwus when seen liighly

magnified under the microscope. 1, cells of" the cuticle

filled with air
; 2, double series of cylindrical cells occu-

l)yiiig the upper s\irface of the leaf filled with organic

particles
; 3, irregular cells forming a reticulated texture

occupying the under surface of the leaf ; 4, interspaces

between the cells, termed the intercellular passages or air

chambers.

76.

The crude sap, composed principally of water, holding in solution

carbonic acid, acetic acid, sugar, and a matter analogous to gum, is

transmitted through the leaf-stalk to the cylindrical vesicles of the

upper surface of the leaf. These vesicles

exhale a large proportion of the water;

the evaporation of which is jDowerfuUy

assisted by the action of the sun's rays.

The primary efiect of the evaporation

carried on in the cylindrical vesicles, is the

condensation of the organic matters con-

tained in the sap.

At the same time that the cylindrical

vesicles pom' the superfluous water of the
\'iew of the stomat.a of a leaf, gap into the surrouitdiug atmosphere, thev
some ot them reniesented , , „ , ^ ' «'

open and others as closed. .
abstract Irom the atmosphere m return
carbonic acid, which, together with that

already contained in the sap, is decomposed. The oxygen is evolved

;

the carbon is retained. The physical agent by which this chemical
change, which constitutes the digestive process of the plant, is effected,

is the solar ray; hence the vesicles which contain the fluid to be
decomposed, are placed on the upper surface of the leaf, where their
contents are fully exposed to the action of the sun ; and hence also
this process takes place only during the day, and most powerfully
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under the dii-ect solar ray : but although the direct influence of the
8im be highly conducive to the process, yet it is not indispensable to

it
;
for it goes on in daylight although there be no sunshine.

After the sap has been elaborated in the cylindrical vesicles, by the
exhalation of its watery particles, by the condensation of its organic
matter, by the retention of carbon and the e\ olution of oxygen, it is

transmitted to the reticulated vesicles of the under surface of the leaf.

These vesicles, large, loose, and expanded, as they have an opposite

function to perfoim, are arranged in a mode the very reverse of the

cylindrical : in such a manner as to present the greatest possible

extent of surface to the surrounding an : at the same time the broad

intci-spaces between them are so many cavernous air-chambers into

which the an is admitted through the stomates. The cylindrical

vesicles, exposed to the direct rays of the sun, are protected by the

closeness with which they are packed ; and by the small extent of

surface they present to the heavens: the reticulated vesicles, whose

fimction requires that they should have the freest possible exposure to

the surrounding air, are protected from the solar ray, first by their

position on the imder surface of the leaf; and, secondly, by the

dense and thick barrier formed by the stratum of cylindrical vesicles.

In the cylindrical vesicles carbonic acid is decomposed; in the

reticulated vesicles, on the contrary, carbonic acid is re-formed. The
oxygen required for this generation of carbonic acid is abstracted

partly from the suiTOimding air ; the carbon is derived partly, per-

haps, from the air, but chiefly from the digested sap, and the carbonic

acid, formed by the union of these elements, is evolved into the sur-

rounding atmosphere.

This operation, which is strictly analogous to that of respiration in

the animal, in which carbonic acid is always generated and expired, is

carried on chiefly in the night. In this manner, under the influence

of the solar light, the leaf decomposes carbonic acid ; retains the

carbon and returns the greater part of the oxygen to the air in a

gaseous fonn. At night, in the absence of the solar ray, the leaf

absorbs oxygen, combines this oxygen with the materials of the sap

to produce carbonic acid, which, as soon as formed, is evolved into

the sm-rounding air. But the quantity of oxygen given ofi' in the

day is greater than the amount converted into carbonic acid by night

;

so that the operation of vegetables on the air tends to purify it of

carbonic acid.

The result of these chemical actions is the conversion of the crude

sap into the proper nutritive juice of the plant. When it reaches the

cylindrical vesicles, the sap is colourless, not coagulable, without

globules, composed chiefly of w^ater holding in solution carbonic and

acetic acids, sugar, gum, and several salts ; when it leaves the reticu-
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lated vesicles it is a greenish fluid, partly coagnlable and abounding

with organic particles under the form o'f globules. Its chemical com-

position is now wholly clianged ; it consists of resinous matter, starch,

gluten, and vegetable albumen. It is now thoroughly elaborated

nutritive fluid ; the proper food of the plant (cambium) ; rich in all

the principles which are fitted to form vegetable secretions : it is to

the plant what arterial blood is to the animal, and, like the vital fluid

formed in the lung, the cambium elaborated in the leaf, is transmitted

to the different parts and organs of the plant to serve for their

nutrition and development.

The formation of this nutritive fluid by the plant is a vital process,

as necessary to the continuance of its existence, as the process of

sanguification is necessary to the maintenance of the life of the animal.

If the plant be deprived of its leaves, if the cold destroy, or the insect

devour them, the nutrition of the plant is arrested ; the development

of the flowers, the maturation of the fruit, the fecundation of the

seeds, all are stopped at once, and the plant itself perishes.

The proper nutritive juice of the plant, completed by the process of

respiration, is formed by the elaboration of organic combinations of a

higher natm-e than those afforded by the sap. Acid, sugar, gum, are

converted into the higher organic compounds, resin, gluten, starch,

albumen, probably by chemical processes, the result of which is the

inversion of the relative proportions of oxygen and carbon. In the

organic matters contained in the sap, the proportion of oxygen, com-
pared with that of carbon, is in excess ; on the contrary, in the higher

compounds contained in the cambium, the carbon preponderates : by
the inversion of the relative j)roportions of these two elements, the
organic compounds of a lower nature, appear to be changed into those

of a higher ; to be brought into a chemical condition nearer to that of

the proper substance of the plant ; a condition in which they receive

the last degree of elaboration preparatoiy to their conversion into that
substance.

In the process of respiration in the animal, as in the plant, parts of
the digested aliment mix with the air

;
parts of the air mix with the

digested aliment
; and by this interchange of principles, the chemical

composition of the aliment acquires the closest afimity to that of the
animal body

;
is rendered fit to combine with it ; fit to become a con-

stituent part of it.

The extent and complexity of the respiratory apparatus in the
animal, is in the direct ratio of the elevation of its structure and the
activity of its function, to which the quantity of air consumed by it is

always strictly proportionate.

The process of respiration in the animal is effected by two media
air and water

; but the only real agent is tlie air ; for the wat«r con-
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tributes to the function only by the air contained in it. Respiration

by water is termed aquatic, that by the atmosphere, atmospheric or

aerial resiiiration.

The quantity of air contained in water being small, aquatic is

proportionally less energetic than aerial respiration
;
and, accordingly,

the creatures placed at the bottom of the animal scale, having the

simplest structure and the narrowest range of fimction, are all aquatic.

Whatever the medium breathed, respiration in the animal is energetic

in proportion to the extent of the respiratory surface exposed to the

smTounding element. As the water-breathing animals successively

rise in organisation, then- respiratory surface becomes more and more

extended, and a proportionally large quantity of water is made to flow

over it. It is the same in aerial respiration : the higher the animal,

I the greater the extent of its respiratory surface ; and the larger the

bulk of air that acts upon it.

Whatever the medium breathed, respiration is effected by the con-

tact of fresh strata of the sm-rounding element with the respiratory

surface. The mode in which this constant renewal of the strata is

effected, is either by the motion of the body to and fro in the element

;

or by the creation of currents in it, which flow to the respiratory sur-

face. A main part of the apparatus of respiration consists of the

;

expedients necessary to accomplish these two objects ; and that appa-

ratus is simple, or complex, chiefly according to the extent of the

mechanism requisite to effect them. ^

j

Whatever the medium breathed, the organic tissue which constitutes

the essential part of the immediate organ of respiration is the skin.

In all animals the skin covers both the external and the internal

surfaces of the body. When formmg the external envelope, this organ

commonly retains the name of skin ; when forming the internal lining,

it is generally called mucous membrane ; and in all animals, either in

the form of an external envelope, or an internal linmg, or by both in

conjunction, or by some localisation and modification of both, the skin

constitutes the immediate organ of respiration. In different classes of

animals it is variously arranged, assumes various forms, and is placed

in various situations, according to the medium breathed, and the facility

of bringing its entire surface into contact with the surrounding

element.

In man there are two respiratory organs, called lungs (Fig. 47), of

nearly equal size, which, together with the heart, completely fill the

large cavity of the thorax, their external surface being in immediate

contact with the thoracic walls. One of these is placed on the right

side of the body, constituting the right lung, and the other on the left,

constituting the left lung. Each lung is divided by deep fissures, into

large portions called lobes (Fig. 47), of which there are three belong-
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ing to the right, and two to the left hmg. Each lobe is siilxlivided

into inniinierahle smaller parts termed lobulas, while the lobules suc-

cessively diminish in size until they terminate in minute vesicles that

constitute the great bulk of the organ.

The complete centraHzation of the respiratory function which takes

place, renders the apparatus exceedingly complex both on account of

the expedients which are necessary to obtain the requisite extent of

surface, in the small allotted space, and to bring into contact within

that space the fluids that are to act on each other.

The apparatus consists of a vessel to carry the air to the blood ; a

vessel to carry the blood to the air; an organ in which the air and the

blood meet ; and an organization by which both fluids are put in

motion. The vessel that carries the air to the blood is the windpipe

(Fig. 77, 1, 2); the vessel that carries the blood to the air is the

Fio

View of tlie air tubes anil lung. 1 , the larvn.x
;

2, tracliea
; .3, right iM onchus

; 4, left bron-
chus

; 5, left lung; the fissures denoted by
the two lines whicli meet at 6, dividing it

into three lobes, and the smaller lines on its

surface marking the divi.siou of the lobes into

lobules
; 7. large bronchial tubes

; 8, minute
bronchial tubes terminating in the air cells

or vesicles.

pulmonary artery (Fig. 71) ; the organ in which the blood and the
air meet is the lung

;
the organisation which puts the air in motion is

the structure of bones, cartilage, and muscles, called the thorax (Fig.
il), and the engine that commmiicates motion to the blood is the
right ventricle of the heart (Fig. 70).

The windpipe is a tube which extends from the mouth and nostrils
to the lung (Fig. 77, 2). It is attached to the back part of the
tongue, and passes down the neck immediately before the cesophao-us or
the tube which leads to the stomach.

^

In the difi'erent parts of its course the windpipe is difterently con-
structed, performs different ofiices, and receives different names accord-
ing to the diversity of its structure and function. The first division of
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it is called the larynx (Fig 77, i), the second the trachea (Fig. 77, 2),

and the third the hronchi (Fig. 77, 3, 4, 7).

The first portion of the windpipe, called the larynx (Fig. 77),

constitutes the organ of the voice. It is situated at the upper

and fore part of the neck, immediately under the hone to which the

root of the tongue, called the os liyoidcs (Fig. 78, 1), is attached.

The larynx forms a veiy complex structure, and is composed of a

Fig. 78,

Poterior view of the lai vnx ami trnclioa. 1.

the OS hyoides; 2, thyroid caitilage; 3,

cricoid cartilage; 4, arytenoid cartilages,

separated from each other; 5, epiglottis;

6, opening of the glottis
; 7, termination of

the cartilaginous rings of the trachea; 8,

the ligamentous portion of the ti achea
; 9,

trachea laid open, showing its internal mu-
cous surface and follicles, with the anteiior

portion of the cartilaginous rings a)ii)oaring

thiough it.

variety of cartilages, muscles, ligaments, membranes, and mucous glands

(Fig. 78, 2, 3, 4, T)). At its upper part is a narrow opening of a

triangular figure'called the glottis (Fig. 78, fi), l)y which air is ad-

mitted to and from the lung. Immediately above this openmg is

placed the cartilage, which obtains its name from its situation

epiqloUis i¥\<r 78, r,), which is attached to the root of the tongue, and

which may be distinctly seen in the living body by pressmg down the

tongue. . . J ,

,

The epiglottis is highly elastic, and is an agent of no mconsiderablc

importance in deglutition and speaking. During the action ol deglu-
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tition the epiglottis is carried completely over the glottis, partly because

it is necessarily forced backwards, when the tongue passes backwards

in delivering the food to the pharynx, partly because it is carried back-

wards by certain minute muscles which act chrectly upon it, and partly

through the movement of the larynx, which is brought upwards and

forwards beneath it. The moment the action of deglutition has been

performed the epiglottis springs from the aperture of the glottis, by

the return of the tongue, &c., to their former position. During the act

of speaking the column of air which is expelled from the lung, which

rushes through the glottis, and which thus forms the voice, strikes

against tlie epiglottis, and the voice becomes thereby in some degree

modified.
Tit.

View of the trachea, sliowing, first, the division of the tube into the right and left brondius,

and the subdivision of the bronchi into the bronchial tubos
;
and, secondly, the mem-

branous and cartilaginous tissues of which the organ is composed.

The trachea (Fig. 77, 2) is a tube with firm and substantial ^\a\h.

It is kept always open to admit of the constant passage of air to and

from the lungs. For this purpose its walls have horizontal bars of

cartilage imbedded within them at short intervals.

These embrace a sufficient portion of its circumference, but do not

quite sm'round it, because they would then prevent any variation

of its calibre, such as is sometimes necessary, for instance, in coughing,

where the narrowing of the tube increases the force of the rush of air

upwards. The rings are in the front and sides of the trachea ; but the

back part (Fig. 78, 7) is membranous in its structure, and is composed

of muscle and elastic tissue in addition to the common supporting

fibrous membrane which is present throughout the whole tube-wall.

The muscle runs for the most part horizontally, connecting the ends
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of tlie incomplete rings ; its action is to lessen the calibre of the tube.

The elastic fibres, on the contraiy, are chiefly disposed along the

length of the tube according to the requirements of their office, which
is to shorten the extended trachea when the hmgs with their roots

ascend in expu-ation. The trachea runs dovm in the middle line of the

neck close in front of the oesophagus or gullet, and passes into the

chest, descendmg as low as the level of the third dorsal vertebra.

Arrived thereabouts, it parts into two trunks (Fig. 79), quite like it in

structure, each of which passes outwards in the root of the lung on its

own side. Each enters the lung in company with the great blood-

vessels by which that organ is copiously supplied (see Fig. 48), and
soon commences a process of subdivision into successively smaller and
smaller portions, which radiate away from the roots towards the circum-

ference of the lung, some reaching up nearly to its surface, others

losing themselves in the substance between the branching tubes.

These smaller tubes within the lung have essentially the same struc-

ture as the trachea, except that the cartilage is no longer disposed in

even rings, but is found in irregular-shaped pieces, and gradually dis-

appears in the smaller tubes, except as a httle patch at the spots of

division to keep the mouths of the tubes patent ; even these at length

cease, and are lost in the minutest tubes, where they pass into the air-

cells.

The whole of these air passages are lined throughout with a mucous
membrane, the surface of which is covered with ciliated epithelium

(Fig. 20), the moving filaments of which are so set to their work that

they act in concert to waft the mucus, and any particles of dust that

happen to have gained entrance, always upwards to the throat : if these

are small enough, the upward current which the cilia on the surface pro-

duce, gently but steadily moves them back, floating on the superfluity

of that mucus which the lining membrane is constantly yielding; if

larger, or more irritating or hurtful, then the breathing powers unite in

a concerted effort to drive out the enemy of their comfort and peace.

This effort is called coughing, and it is executed by a very nicely-

timed combination of distinct and widely separate organs disposed

within the brain and m the face, in the chest, and in the abdomen.

First the chest is filled with air; then the gates of the glottis (Fig. 78, o)

are closed whilst the muscles of expiration exert themselves to force

the air out of the chest ; in the mean time the encircling muscular fibres

of the bronchial tubes contract and narrow their calibre. The air is

compressed by the efforts of the expiratory muscles until the glottis

suddenly opens and lets it out, its velocity being the greater for the

narroAving of the tubes : just at this instant the soft palate (Fig. 81),

which usually droops in the throat, is lifted, and closes the way to the

nose, so tliat the air rushes out of the mouth, and if the cough is sue-
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cessful, bears along with it the annoying matter. Of course, if the

annoyance arises from the presence of an excess of mncus poured out

by tlie hning membrane of the tubes, or by blood or other substances

from within the lung, the intent and method of the proceedings are

the same as in the case of unwelcome particles from without.

The trachea then divides to form the bronchial tubes, much as

the trunk of a tree spreads into branches (Fig. 77, 3, 7, 8) ;
and as

the root of a tree buries itself in smaller and smaller rootlets through-

out the soil in which it grows, so the broncliial tubes by successive sub-

divisions spread in the lung and carry air everywhere throughout its

substance. This is parcelled out into small portions called lobules,

separated from each other by a little areolar tissue, and each of these

receives one of the smallest divisions of the bfonchial tubes, which

upon entering the lobule loses all its proper structure ; the muscle,

elastic tissue, and ciliated membrane disappear, and the continuation

of the little tubes widening slightly opens freely on all sides into

passages like itself, and they again open freely into bubble-like cells,

the shape of which is made polyhedral by their mutual coaptation and

pressure. The walls of the passage and cells are extremely thin,

and upon them is spread out a close web of minute vessels, the

surface of which is exposed to the air, always filling the cells of the

lung. Though each cell is so small as to be only just -sdsible to the

naked eye, yet their number is so vast that their united surface would,

it is calculated, extend over the body thirty times. It is in these cells

that the blood is purified from the volatile refuse which it has collected

in its course through the body. The bronchial tubes are mere air

channels, wonderfully fitted with means of defending themselves from

the presence of hurtful substances, first by an ever-w^atchful guard at

the entrance, which has power instantaneously to close the strong gates

of the glottis, and then by an admirably contrived apparatus for

sending back such minor intruders as are not significant enough to

provoke the glottis to close.

The blood, after circulatmg through the body, arrives exhausted and
impure at the auricle of the right ov pulmonary side of the heart

(Fig. 70), and passes from this receptive cavity into the right ventricle

(Fig. 70), from whence it is driven through the pulmonary artery

into either lung : the great trunk of this artery parts into two large

branches, one of which runs close to the bronchial tube into

each lung, where the blood-vessel follows the air-vessel (Fig. 48),
dividing along with it, and reaching with it in smaller and
smaller branches away to the air cells ; all roimd these the blood-

vessels spread in a close web of delicate capillaries, the walls of which
are so thin that the vital air freely permeates them, and gains access

to the blood, whilst the volatile impurities of the blood escape to the air
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of the cells in exchange : through this capillary web the blood reaches

the fine commencing roots of the pulmonary vein, which rises from the

web just as the arteries sink into it, and by uniting and reuniting gather

themselves up into two great trunks, which come out of each lung
(Fig, 48, pul. vein) close to where the artery enters, and at once go
into the left auricle in readiness to be again diffused through the body.

In this way the air meets the blood. The object of the remaining

portion of the respiratory apparatus is to produce those movements
which must diive out the exhausted air and bring a fi'esh supply.

This is accomplished by the mechanism and action of the thorax and
diaphragm (Fig. 41).

These organs, which act in concert, are so constructed and disposed,

that when in action they give to the chest two alternate motions, one

that by which its capacity is enlarged ; and the other that by which it

is diminished. These alternate movements are called the motions of

respiration. The motion by which the capacity of the chest is

enlarged is termed the action of inspiration, and that by which it is

diminished the action of expiration.

The action of inspiration, or that by which the capacity of the chest

is enlarged, is effected by the combined movements of the thorax and

diaphragm
;
by the expansion of the thorax and by the descent of the

diaphragm.

The osseous portion of the thorax has been fully described. The
chief boundaries of the cavity of the thorax before, behind, and at the

sides, are osseous ; below the boundary is muscular, being formed by

the diaphragm (Fig 41).

Externally tlie thorax is convex, and enveloped by muscle and skin
;

internally it is concave, and lined by a continuation of the same mem-
brane which envelops the lungs, the plem-a. But that portion of the

pleura which lines the internal wall of the thorax is called tJie costal

pleura (pleura costalis), in contradistinction to that which envelops the

lungs, which is termed the pulmonary pleura, or pleura pulmonalis.

By the costal pleura, a thin but firm and strong membrane, smooth,

polished, and like all the membranes of its class, kept in a state of

perpetual moistiu-e and suppleness, by a fluid secreted at its sm-face,

the movements of the thorax are facilitated, at the same time that they

are prevented from injuring the delicate organs contained it it.

The moveable parts of the osseous portion of the thorax are the

ribs and sternum.

The ribs form a series of moveal)le arches, the convexity of the

arches being outwards, and the whole being generally disposed in

an oblique direction (Fig. 41), though the first rib springs from the ver-

tebral column at nearly a right angle. The others slope downward suc-

cessively more and more, and theii' forward ends are tui'ned up, whilst
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the cartilages which continue them onward ascend toward the breast-

bone, to which the upper seven are attached (Fig. 41),

In consequence of this conformation and arrangement of the ribs,

eveiy degree of motion which is communicated to them necessarily

influences the capacity of the space they enclose. In ascending they

carry forward the breast-bone, and so increase the measm'e of the

chest fi'om before backward, whilst from the combination of outward

with doAvnward curvature in their arrangement, the muscular force

pulling along the upper edges causes them to twist outward as they

ascend, an effect which is rendered possible through the yielding of

the cartilage which connects them to tlie sternum : by the outward

movement of the convexity of each rib the chest is widened fi'om side

to side, and as the length of the curve increases, and the degree of

cm-vature augments from above downwards (Fig. 41), this widening

is greatest at the lower part of the chest. Thus the respii'atory

movement of the thorax results in an expansion of the chest in all

directions, increasing evenly towards its lowermost part.

Fig. 80.

View of tlie intercostal muscles which fill up die interspaces between tlie l ibs. These
muscles consist of a double layer oi' fibies, the external and the internal, which cross or
intersect each other.

The muscles by which these motions of the ribs are effected in
ordinary inspiration connect the adjacent bodies of the ribs, and are
called intercostal (Figs. 41 and 80) ;

they extend obliquely from rib to rib
in two layers, the outer of which run downwards and forwards, whilst
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the inner ran downwards and backwards : in their action they pull

towards that end which is nearer to the spine ; and thus the external

mtercostals, whose upper end is nearer the spine, pull the lower rib

upwards, and so act in inspiration ; whilst the internal intercostals,

whose lower end is nearer the spine, pull the upper rib downwards, and
so act in expiration.

Besides the muscles that move the ribs, and enlarge the circum-

lerence of the chest, a great agent in respiration is formed by the

moveable floor of the thorax, which is called diaphragm or midriff"

(Fig. 4:1, g, c, h). This is a great expanded muscle, so disposed as

to form an arched roof to the abdomen, the convexity of which extends

up into the chest. It is firmly attached to the spme by long descending

fleshy colunms (Fig, 41, /(), and also all round the lower border of the

bony thorax to the ends of the ribs by fleshy fibres. Its middle part

is a sheet of strong membrane, and with its edges the muscle from the

spine and ribs is continuous, so that altogether the arch is fleshy at

the circumference and tendinous in the middle : when the muscular

l)orders relax and lengthen, they allow the middle tendon to rise as

high into the thorax as the fifth rib (see Fig. 41), and by this means

they decrease the vertical capacity of the cavity of the chest ; but when
the muscular borders contract and shorten, they draw down the central

tendon towards the edge of the ribs, and thus enlarge greatly the

capacity of the chest.

The pericardium or bag which contains the heart is firmly fixed to

the upper surface of the diaphragm (Fig 47), and so is drawn down
with it : thus the heart, \\ hich lies between the lungs and below their

root, is made to accommodate by its descent the expanding lungs : when
the diaphi'agm descends it presses on the contents of the abdomen.

These make room for themselves by distending the soft walls, the

muscles of which, when the diaphragm has finished acting, and has

relaxed, come into play in their turn, and forcing back the viscera

return them upon it, and so push it up into the thorax, whence to

descend again at the next insi)iration. The abdominal muscles

then counteract the diaphragm, and they operate in forcing the air

out of the chest not only so, but also by pulling down the ribs, to

which they are directly attached : in thus emptying the thorax they are

aided by the elasticity of the lungs and bronchial tubes, and also by

that of the cartilages of the ribs, wliich are twisted in the inspiratory

eiibrt and recoil at its cessation.

Such is the mechanism by which the capacity of the thorax is

alternately enlarged and diminished in the two alternate states of

inspu-ation and expiration, and the mechanism thus adjusted works in

the following mode.

Expiration succeeding to the state of inspii-ation, the ribs descend,
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the diaphragm ascends, the capacity of the thorax lessens, and the

compressed lungs are forced within the smallest possible space. Then,

inspii'ation, succeeding to the state of expii-ation, the ribs ascend and

the diaphragm descends ; the capacity of the thorax is enlarged, and

the lungs freed from their pressure expand and fill the greater space

obtained. In about a second and a half after the state of inspiration

has been induced, that of expiration recommences ; the motion of

inspiration occupying about double the time of the motion of expiration,

and these alternate conditions succeed each other in a regular and

imiform course, day and night, during our sleeping and om- waking

hours to the end of hfe.

As long as the function is performed in a perfectly natural manner,

a given number of these alternate movements takes place in a certain

time, constituting what is termed the rhythm of the respiratory motions.

These motions perfectly regular in number and time, are like^\^se, in

the natural state of the function, performed only with a certain degree

of energy ; but they are variously modified at the command of the will

;

in obedience to numerous sensations and emotions ; in the performance

of a great variety of complex actions, and in different states of disease.

These modifying circumstances may cause the action of inspii-ation to

be more full and deep, and that of expiration to be more forcible and
complete than natural ; or they may cause both movements to be
shorter and quicker than common : hence the distinction of respiration

into ordinary and extraordinary.

In ordinary respiration, that is, when the respiratory motions are

perfectly calm and easy, the ascent and descent of the ribs are scarcely

perceptible ; the action is confined almost exclusively to the ascent and
descent of the diaphragm. In this condition the action of the inter-

costal muscles is to fix the ribs, and thus to afford fixed points which are
essential to the action of the diaphragm. But in extraordinary

respiration, that is, when circumstances happen in the economy which
require that those motions should be extended, auxiliary sources can be
put in reqiiisition. There are many powerful muscles situated about the
breast, shoulder and back (Figs. 54 and 55), which are capable of elevat-
ing the ribs and protruding the sternum to a very considerable extent.
Where, for example, the fullest inspiration which it is possible to take
is required, the bones of the shoulder and shoulder-joint are fii-mly

fixed by resting the hands upon the knees, and then every muscle
which has tlie slightest connexion ^vith the thorax, either before or
behind, capable of raising the ribs, is added to the inspu-atory appara-
tus ; at the same time that the abdominal muscles are relaxed to the
utmost degree, in order to facilitate the ascent of the ribs and the
descent of the diaphragm. If, on the contrary, the fullest possible
expiration is required, the abdominal muscles contract most forcibly.
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and every other muscle which is capable of still farther depressing the

ribs and of elevating the diaphragm is called into intense action. By
these forcible and extraordinary efforts the thorax may be enlarged or

diminished double its ordinary capacitv.

Such are the mechanism and action of the powers which communi-
cate to the thorax the motions by which its capacity is alternately

enlarged and diminished, and by which the requisite impulse is com-
municated to the fluids which flow to and from the lungs in the

different states of respiration ; that is, by which air and blood flow to

the lungs in the action of inspiration, and from the lungs in the action

of expiration.

The mode in which air is transmitted to the lungs by the dilatation of

the thorax, in the action of uispiration, is the following. The lungs

are in direct contact with the inner surface of the thorax, and follow

passively all its movements. When the volume of the lungs is reduced

to its minimum by the diminished capacity of the thorax, in the state of

expiration, they still contain a certain bulk of air. As their volume

increases with the enlarging capacity of the thorax in the state of in-

spiration, this bulk of air having to occupy a greater space expands.

By this expansion of the air in the interior of the lungs, it becomes

rarer than the external air. Between the rarefied air within the lungs,

and the dense external aii*, there is a direct communication by the

nostrils, mouth, trachea, larynx, and bronchi. In consequence of its

greater density, the external air rushes through these openings and

tubes to the lungs and fills the air vesicles, the current continuing to

flow until an equilibrium is established between the density of the air

within the lungs and the density of the external air ; and thus there is

established the flow of a current of fresh air to the air vesicles.

The external air which, in obedience to the physical law that

regulates its motion, thus rushes to the lung in order to fill the

partial vacuum created by the dilatation of the thorax in inspiration,

produces, in passing to the air vesicles, a peculiar sound. When the

lungs are perfectly healthy, and the respiration is performed in a

natural manner, if the ear be applied to any part of the chest, a slight

noise can be distinguished both in the action of inspiration and that of

expkation ; a soft murmur, somewhat resembling the sound produced

by the deep inspirations occasionally made by a person profoundly

sleeping. This sound, though appreciable even by the naked ear, and

though produced many times every minute, in every healthy human

being from the first moment of the existence of the first man, had

never been much attended to, until about the year 1816, when

the stethoscope was discovered by accident. A physician, Dr.

Laenuec, of Paris, having occasion to examine a young female laboui--

ing mider, as ha supposed, some disease of the licart, and scrupling to
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follow his first impulse to apply his ear to the chest, chanced to

recollect that solid bodies have the power of conducting sounds better

than the ah*. Thereupon he prociu'ed a quii-e of paper, rolled it up

tightly, tied it, and then applied one extremity to the patient's chest

and the other to his ear. Profiting by the result, which was, that he

could hear the beating of the heart much more distinctly than he

could possibly feel it by the hand, he substituted for this first rude

instrument a wooden cylinder, which he called a stethoscope or chest

inspector. The attentive and practised use of this instrument is found

to be capable of revealing to the ear all that is passing in the chest

almost as clearly and certainly as it would be visible to the eye, were

the walls of the chest and the tissues of its organs transparent.

Besides the entrance of the air into the lung in inspiration, and its exit

in expiration, even the motion of the blood m the heart, and in the

great blood-vessels, are rendered by this instrument distinctly manifest

to sense ; and as the ear which has once become familiar with the natural

sounds produced by these operations in the state of health, can detect

the slightest deviation occasioned by disease, the practical application

of this discovery has effected for the pathology of the chest, what the

discovery of the circulation of the blood has accomplished for the

physiology of the body.

We are thus able to form a clear conception of the mechanism and
action of both parts of the complicated function of respu'ation. Almost
allthepomts connected with the systemic cii-culation were established

upwards of three huncbed years ago, but many points connected with
the pulmonic circulation have been established only recently. Our
knowledge of the phenomena of both, and of then- mutual relation and
dependence, has been slowly increasing, and is at length tolerably

complete ; and now that we understand the exact ofiice and working
of each, we see that the action of the one is not only in harmony
with that of the other, but co-operates with it, and renders it

perfect.

From experiments performed by Dr. Dill and myself to ascertain the
relation of respiivation to circulation, it follows

—

1. That the state of inspiration is favourable to the passage of the
blood through the lungs. In the dilatation of inspiration they trans-
mitted nearly double the quantity that passed in the collapse of
expiration

;
or, as four ounces and five di'achms are to two ounces and

seven drachms.

2. That no degree of collapse to which the lungs can be reduced is

capable of wholly stopping the fiow of the blood through them. In
tlie collapse of suspension and submersion they transmitted as much
blood, with the exception of two drachms, as when death was produced
by a blow on the head. In the greatest degree of collapse capable of
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being produced by an exhausting syringe, they transmitted half as

much as in the collapse of suspension and submersion.

3. That it is only a moderate degi-ee of dilatation that is favourable

to the transmission of the blood through the lungs. Wlien the lungs

are over-distended with ah-, they are capable of transmittmg only an
exceedingly small quantity of blood ; when they are fully distended with

water, they are incapable of transmitting a single drop of blood. In
fact they can contain only a certain quantity of air and blood ; and
w^hen either of these fluids preponderates, it can only be l>y the pro-

portionate exclusion of the other. It vdW appear hereafter that these

results are capable of apj^lications of the highest interest and im-

portance in the explanation of numerous phenomena of health and of

disease.

Physiologists have laboured with great diligence to determine the

exact quantity of air and blood which enters and which flows from the

lung at each of the actions of respiration, and they have succeeded in

obtaining tolerably precise results.

The quantity of air capable of being received into the lungs of an

adult man, in sound health, at an inspiration, is determined with cor-

rectness by an instrument constructed by Mr, Green, analogous to one

suggested by Mr. Abernethy. It consists of a tin trough, about a foot

square, and six inches deep, three parts of which are filled with water.

Into this trough is placed a three-gallon glass jar, open at the bottom,

and gi'aduated at the side into pints, half-pints, &c. To the upper end

of the jar a flexible tube is afiixed, having at its connexion a stop-cock.

The lungs being emptied, as in the ordinary action of expiration, and

the mouth appHed to the end of the flexible tube, the nostrils being

closed by the pressure of the fingers, the air is drawn out of the jar

into the hmgs by the ordinary action of inspiration. When as much

air is thus drawn into the lungs as the air vesicles will hold, the stop-

cock is closed, and the quantity of air inspired is ascertained by the rise

of the water, the level of the water corresponding with the indications

marked on the side of the jar.

The quantity of air which a person by a voluntary effort can

inspire at one time is found, as might have been anticipated, to

be different in different individuals. These varieties depend, among

other causes, on the greater or less development of the trunk, on the

presence or absence of disease m the chest, on the degree in which the

lung is emptied of air by expkation previously to inspiration, and on the

energy of the inspiratory effort. The greatest volume of air hitherto

found to have been received by the lung, on the most powerful inspiration,

is nine pints and a quarter. The average quantity which the lungs

are capable of receiving in persons in good health, and free from the

accumulation of fat about the chest, appears to be from five to seven

M
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pints. The latter is about the average quantity caj^able of being

inspired by pubHc singers.

But these measurements relate to the greatest volume of air which the

lungs are capable of receiving, on the most forcible inspiration which

it is possible to make, after they have been emptied by forcible expi-

ration, and consequently express the quantity received in extraordinary,

not in ordinary inspiration. The quantity received at an inspii'ation easy,

natural, and free from any great effort, may be two pints and a half

;

but the quantity received at an ordinary inspiration, made without any

effort at all, is, according to former observations which referred to

the old Winchester measure, about one pint.

The quantity of air expelled from the Imig by an ordinary exj^iration

is probably a very little less than that received by an ordinary

inspiration.

No one is able by a voluntary effort to expel the whole contents of

the lungs. Observation and experiment lead to the conclusion that

the lungs, when moderately distended, contain at a mediiun about

twelve pmts of air. As one pint is inhaled at an ordinary inspbation,

and somewhat less than the same volume is expelled at an ordinaiy

expiration, there remain present in the Imigs, at a minimum, eleven

pints of air. There is one act of respiration to four pulsations of the

heart
;
and, as in the ordinary state of health there are seventy-two

pulsations, so there are eighteen respirations in a minute, or 25,920 in

the twenty-four hours.

About two ounces of blood are received by the heart at each dilata-

tion of the auricles ; about the same quantity is expelled from it at

each contraction of its ventricles
;
consequently, as the heart dilates and

contracts seventy-two times in a minute, it sends thus often to the

lungs, there to be acted upon by the air, two ounces of blood. It is

estimated by Haller that 10,527 grains of blood occupy the same space
as 10,000 grains of water, so that if one cubic inch of water weigh 253
grains, the same bulk of blood will weigh 266^ grains.

It is ordinarily estimated that on an average one circuit of the
blood is performed in 150 seconds; but it is shown that the
quantity of air always present in the lungs contains precisely a
sufficient quantity of oxygen to oxygenate the blood, while flowing at
the ordmary rate of 72 contractions of the heart per mmute,^for
the exact space of 160 seconds. It is therefore highly probable' that
this interval of time, 160 seconds, is the exact period in which the
blood performs one cncuit, and not 150 seconds, as former observations
had assigned. If tliis be so, then 540 circuits are performed in the
twenty-four hours

;
that is, there are tlu'ee complete cu'culations of

the blood through the body in every eight minutes of time.
But it has been shown that the weight of the blood is to that of
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water as 1.0527 is to imity, and that consequently 10,527 grains of

blood are in volume the same as 10,000 grains of water.

From this it results that if in the human adult two ounces of blood
are propelled into the lungs at each contraction of the heart, that is, 72
times in a mmute, there are in the whole body precisely 384 oimces,

or 24 pounds avoirdupois, which measure CO 2.0 057 ciibic inches, or

within one cubic inch of 20 imperial pints, which measure 693.1847
, cubic inches.

By an elaborate series of calculations from these data, Mr. Fin-

laison deduced general results, from which it follows that, in round
numbers, there flow to the human lungs every minute nearly 18 pints

of air (besides the 12 pints constantly in the air vesicles) and nearly 8
pints of blood ; but in the space of twenty-four hours, upwards of 57
hogsheads of air and 24 hogsheads of blood.

Provision cannot have been made for bringing into contact such

immense quantities of air and blood, unless important changes are to be

produced in both fluids ; and accordingly it is found that the air

is essentially changed by its contact with the blood, and the blood by
its contact with the air.

Chemistry has demonstrated the changes effected in the air. Com-
mon atmospheric air is a comj^ound body, consisting of pure air and

of certain substances diffused in it. Pm'e air is composed mainly of two

gases, azote and oxygen, always present in fixed proportions. The
substances diffused in pure air, and which are in variable quantity, are

aqueous vapour and carbonic acid gas. These latter substances form

no part of the chemical agents essentially concerned in the process of

respiration. The only constituents of the air wliich are essentially

concerned in the process of respiration are the two gases, azote and

oxygen, the union of which, in definite proportions, constitutes pure

air. But of these two gases each docs not perform the same part in

the function of respiration, nor is each equally necessary to the support

of hfe.

If a living animal be placed in a vessel full of atmospheric air, and

if all communication of the atmosphere with the vessel be prevented,

the animal m a given time perishes. If an animal be placed in

a vessel full of azote, after a given time it equally perishes ; but if an

animal be placed in a vessel full of oxygen, not only is the fmiction of

respiration carried on with far greater energy than in atmospheric air,

but the animal lives a much longer time than in the same bulk of the

latter fluid.

It is proved that no animal, from the lowest to the highest, is

capable of sustaining Hfe unless a certain proportion of oxygen be

present in the fluid which it respires. Wliether it breathe by the

skin, by gills, or by lungs, whether the respiratory medium be water

M 2
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or air, tho i^resence of oxygen is alike indispensable. Yet the life of no

animal can be sustained by pm-e oxygen. If azote be not mixed with

oxygen, evils are produced in the economy which sooner or later prove

fatal. On the other hand, if the proportion of oxygen be diminished

beyond a certain point, drowsiness, torpor, and death result. Not

oxygen alone, then, but oxygen combined with azote, in the proportion

in which natm-e has united these two fluids to form the atmosphere of

the globe, is indispensable to animal existence.

When the same portion of atmospheric air is repeatedly respired by

an animal, the oxygen contained in it gradually disappears, the gas

lessening with every successive respiration, imtil at last so small a

quantity remains that it is no longer capable of sustaining the life of

an animal of that class. When respiration has deprived the air of its

oxygen to such an extent, that it can no longer support animal life,

the air is said to be consumed
;
but, correctly speaking, it is merely

changed in composition, in the proportions in which its constituents

are combined
;
consequently the eflect of respiration is to alter the

chemical composition of the air.

The essential change that takes place consists in the diminution

• of the oxygen and the increase of the carbonic acid. When inspired,

atmospheric air goes to the lungs loaded with oxygen ; when expired,

it returns loaded with carbonic acid. That the air which returns from

the lungs is loaded with carbonic acid, may be rendered manifest even

to the eye. If a person breathe through a tube into water holding

lime in solution, the carbonic acid contained in the expired air will

unite with the Hme and form a white powder analogous to chalk

(carbonate of lime), which being insoluble, becomes visible.

On the other hand, the diminution of oxygen is demonstrated

by chemical analysis. If 100 parts of atmospheric ah be successively

respired, until it is no longer capable of supporting life, and if it

be then subjected to analysis, it is found that in place of being

composed of 79 parts azote, 21 oxygen, and a variable quantity of

carbonic acid, sometimes amounting to half a grain per cent., it

consists of 77 parts azote, and 23 carbonic acid. The oxygen is gone,

and is replaced by 23 parts of carbonic acid; at least this is the

ordinary estimate ; but different experimentalists differ somewhat m
their accoimt of the absolute quantity of oxygen that disappears, and
of carbonic acid that is generated.

Whatever estimates of the oxygen consumed, and of the carbonic

acid generated, be adopted, they can be taken only as medium quan-
tities. Dr. Edwards demonstrated that the absolute quantity of

oxygen consumed in a given time is constantly varymg, not only
in animals of different species, but even in the same animal under
different circumstances

;
insomuch, that there are scarcely two hours
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in the day in which the same individual expends precisely the same
quantity. The nature and degree of the exercise taken during the

observation, the condition of the mind, the state of the health, the

kind of food, the temperatm-e of the air, and innumerable other causes

materially influence the quantity of oxygen consumed. When, for

example, the hourly consumption of oxygen, at the temperature of 54°

Fahrenheit, amounted to 1345 cubic inches,* it fell, at the tempera-

ture of 79°, to 1210 cubic inches. During the process of digestion

more is consumed than when the stomach is empty ; more is requu-ed

when the diet is animal than when it is vegetable, and more when the

body and mind are active than when at rest.

With regard to the carbonic acid. Dr. Prout made the re-

markable discoveiy, not only that the generation of this gas differs

according to different circumstances, and more especially according to

particular states of the system ; but that the quantity of it which is

produced regularly varies at particular periods of the day. The quan-

tity generated is always more abundant during the day than during

the night. About daybreak it begins to increase ; continues to do so

until noon, when it comes to its maximum, and then decreases until

sunset. The maximum quantity generated at noon exceeds the mini-

mmn by about one-fifth of the whole. If from any cause the relative

quantity be eitlier increased or diminished above or below the ordinary

maximimi or minimum, it is invariably diminished or increased in an

equal proportion during some subsequent diurnal period. The absolute

quantity generated is materially diminished by the operation of any de-

bilitating cause, such as low diet, protracted fasting, or long-continued

exercise, depressing passions and the like. Few cu-cumstances of any

kind increase the quantity produced, and those only in a slight degree.

The changes produced by respiration on the other constituent of the

air, azote, appear at first view to be extremely variable. By numerous

and accm'ate experiments it is established that the quantity of this gas

is at one time increased ; at another diminished, and at another

imchanged. It is probable that there is a constant absorption and

exhalation of it ; and that the apparent irregularity is the result of the

preponderance of the one process over the other. When absorption

preponderates, a smaller quantity is found in the an- expired than in

that inspired : when exhalation preponderates, a larger quantity is

expired than inspired ; and when the absorption and exhalation are

equal, just as much is expired as inspired, and consequently there

appears to be no absorption at all.

Such are the phenomena of respiration, as far as the labours

of physiologists have succeeded in ascertaining them. But as

the estimates of the quantity of air and blood contained in the

* The oi-aiuary consumption of oxygen is, for an adult, 190.") cubic inches per liour.
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lungs were rather matters of conjecture than of demonstration, and

as the quantity of oxygen consumed, of carbonic acid generated,

and of azote absorbed, appeared not to be determined with exact-

ness, I requested Mr. Finlaison to apply his power of calculation to

the investigation of this subject, taking as the basis of his calculations

the facts positively and precisely ascertained by experiment and

analysis. This he did with great care, and obtained the following

results.

It was formerly estimated that the weight of pure atmospheric air is

305,000 grains troy for one million of cubic inches ; but the latest

authorities assign it to be 310,117 grains. Of this weight of one

milhon of cubic inches of pure air,

The weight of the oxygen is . .. . 71,809.8

The weight of the azote is . . . 238,307.7

Total .... 310,117.0

But common atmospheric air in its ordinary state contains in 1,000

cubic inches.

Of pure air 9S9

Of the vapour of water . . .10
Of carbonic acid gas ... 1

Ten inches of j)ure air are equal in weight to nine of oxygen.

Eight inches of azote are equal in weight to seven of oxygen.

The specific gravity of carbonic acid is to pure air at the rate of

15,277 to 10,000.

The specific gravity of the vapour of water is to pure air as 6,230
to 10,000. It follows that a million of cubic inches of air in its

ordinary state weigh 309, 111J grains.

Carbonic acid gas is composed of oxygen and pure carbon in the

proportion of eight grains of oxygen to three of carbon out of every

eleven grains of carbonic acid.

Though during particular portions in the twenty-foui' hours, under
circumstances which mfluence variously the actions of life, the quantity of

the oxygen consumed, of carbonic acid generated, and of azote absorbed,

vary, yet it is probable that the daily consumption, reproduction, and
absorption of these gases, is pretty much the same one day with
another. The experiments of Dr. Edwards clearly show that while
these quantities vary to such an extent, when the observation embraces
only a short mterval, as to be scarcely ever the same hour by hour
yet that they lessen as the interval extends, until at length a nearly
exact equilibrium is established.

Experimental philosophers have not obtained precisely the same
results as to the quantities consumed and reproduced of these respective
gases. At present, therefore, we can only approximate to the exact
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amount by taking the average of their observations. The following

are the results of the principal experiments which have been instituted.

The quantity of oxygen consumed by an adult man in twenty-four

hours is, according to

Menzes .... 51,840 cubic inches.

Lavoisier. . . . 46,048 „

Davy .... 45,504

Allen and Pepys . . 39,534 ,,

The mean of all which is, 45,731.5 inches.

In like manner the quantity of carbonic acid generated in the same

time is, according to

Davy . . 38,304 cubic inches.

Allen and Pepys . 38,232

The mean of which is . . 38,268

The weight of 38,268 inches of carbonic acid gas is 18,130.1474 grains

troy; and the weight of 45,731^ inches of oxygen is 15,757.9131

grains troy.

Now this weight of oxygen must have been derived from the

decomposition of 221,882 cubic inches of common atmospheric air.

It has been shown that, in the state of health, one contraction of

the heart propels to the lungs two ounces of blood ; that this action ot

the heart is repeated 72 times in one minute ; that to every four actions

of the heart there is one action of respiration ; that consequently

there are 18 respirations in a minute, and 25,920 in the twenty-

four hours.

From these premises it results that at each action of the heart there

is decomposed of the air inspired, 8.5603 cubic inches, that is, a

quarter of a pint within one-tenth of a cubic inch,—the quarter of a

pint imperial measure being 8.6648 cubic inches.

Previous observation had assigned one pint as the volume of air

ordinarily inhaled at a single inspiration. We now see that the

quantity decomposed is a quarter of a pint. It is, then, true, that of

the whole volume of air inspired, one-fourth part only is decomposed,

and that three-fourths, after having been diffused through the air

vesicles of the lungs, are expired without change.

Observation had also assigned 12 pints of air as the volume con-

stantly present in the limgs,—that is, . . 415.9108 cubic inches.

The truth seems to be, that forty-eight times

the quantity decomposed is constantly present,

namely, 410.8926 cubic inches.

The difference is only . . . . 4.0182 cubic inches,

which difference weighs less than 1| grains troy.

It is then concluded that the real contents of the lungs is a volume

of 410.8926 cubic indies, which is exactly the 540th part of 221,882
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cubic inches, being the whole volume decomjjosed in twenty-four

hom-s. But 160 seconds is also exactly the 540th part of the number

of seconds in twenty-four hours.

Of the whole weight of oxygen consumed in twenty-foui-

hom-8 ....... 15,757.9131 grains,

the 540th part, or the proportion

of 160 seconds, is . . . . . . 29.18132 „

and 410.8926 cubic inches of atmospheric an*, which,

as above, is the contents of the lungs, contain of

oxygen the same weight . . . . .29.18132,,
Then, if respiration were suddenly stopped, provision is made by

the quantity of air always retained in the lungs for the oxygenation of

the blood while flowing at the ordinary rate of 72 strokes jDer minute?

for the exact sj^ace of 160 seconds, and for not one instant longer.

This interval of time, then, as has been stated, is very probably the

time in which the blood performs one circuit, not 150 seconds. Then

540 cu'cuits are perfontned in the twenty-fom' hours, or 3 circuits

in every eight minutes. From this estimate has been deduced the

quantity of blood contained in the whole body of the human adult.

The air inspired in twenty-four hours contains as under :

—

Undecomposed, and to be re-

turned unclianged .

To be decomposed, containing iu

solution

[Pure atmospheric air . . .

j
Vapour of water ....

tCarbonic acid gas ....

Bulk ill

cubic inches.

Weiglit in

grains troy.

665, G46 205,758.833,

219,441

2,219
222

15,757.913,

52,294.509,

428.726,

105,130,

Ingredients.

Common air.

Oxygen,

Azote,

Vapour,

Oai-bonic Acid,

Total .... 887,528 274,845.111, Of all kinds.

This is, in bulk, 25,607|- imperial pints, or 57 hogsheads 1 gallon

and 7J pints, and in weight 571;^ ounces and 25 grains.

Now, although the ah* expired, in consequence of its recomposition,

may have undergone changes in bulk, yet it seems agreeable to

all analogy to suppose that its weight will remain the same as the
weight inhaled. This, however, is not asserted as a truth, but only
assumed, in order to show the result of such a theory.

Then the air expired m twenty-four hom-s will be as follows :

—

Given out undecomposed as before

Kecomposed carbonic acid gas

Azote hberated.

Vapour of water as before

Bullf in cubic

inches.

665,646

38,268

165,927

2,219

Weight in

grains troy.

205,758.833

18,130.147

50,027.405

428.726

Total 872,060 274,345.111
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weighing as before, but less in bulk by 446| pints : so that for every

100,000 inches expired there were inspired 101,774 cubic inches.

When from the weight of carbonic acid gas thus Grains.

expured, viz., 18,130.147

we deduct the small portion inhaled in solution with the

air 105.130

The remainder is .... 18,025.017

The constituent parts of which are oxygen derived from

the air 13,109.104

And pure carbon derived from the blood being the

difference . . . . . .4,915.913
Thus in the compass of twenty-fom- hours the blood has produced

10 ounces and 116 grains very nearly of pure carbon.

Now, from the oxygen consumed in twenty-four hours Grains,

as above ....... 15,757.913

Deduct the weight restored in the form of carbonic acid

gas . . . . . . . . 13,109.104

The remainder must have been absorbed into the blood . 2,648.809

But the weight of carbon given out being as above . 4,915.913

There is still an excess given out weighing . . . 2,267.104

Some azote, however, is absorbed into the blood as well as the

above ascertained quantity of oxygen.

The weight of azote so absorbed must be precisely . 2,267.104

if the theory be ti-ue, that equal weights are expired and

inspired. In which case, as the weight of the azote of

the air inspired was, as shown above . . . 52,294.509

While the azote expired could only have weighed . . 50,027.405

The difference would have been absorbed . . . 2,267.104

And thus the weight of carbon discharged by the blood is precisely

compensated by the united weight of the oxygen and azote which it

has absorbed.

Since it appears to be a general truth that one quarter of the air

respired is decomposed, and that the volume of air continually present

in the lungs is sufficient for that consumption of oxygen which is

requisite m 160 seconds of time, if that volume he, as is apparent,

48 times the quantity decomposed out of a single respiration, no error

in the quantity of oxygen consumed m the twenty-four hours, which

we have assumed, will affect the time of 160 seconds. For there being

18 X 60 X 24 respirations, and 60 x 60 x 24 seconds of time in the
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twenty-four hours, the 48th part of the first, and the 160th part

of the last product is equally the 540th part of the whole, whatever it

may be.

I3ut if the time in which a cii'cuit of the blood is performed be, as is

most evident, identical with the time in which the whole volume of aii'

in the lungs is decomposed, and if such period of time were, as the old

observers have assigned, 150 seconds, then it would follow that only

45 times the quantity of air decomposed at a breath is present in the

lungs, amounting to 385i cubic inches, and that the whole blood in the

body is 24 ounces less than on the suj)position of 160 seconds, that is

to say, only 360 ounces, or 22^ pounds avoirdupois. Because the

45th part of 18 x 60 x 24 is the same as the 150th part of 60 x 60 x 24 ;

in each it is the 567th part of the whole.

From the whole of these observations and calculations the following-

general results are deduced :

—

1. The volume of air ordinarily present in the lungs is very nearly

twelve pints.

2. The volume of air received by the lungs at an ordinary inspira-

tion is one pint.

3. The volume of air expelled from the lungs at an ordinary expi-

ration is a very little less than one pint.

4. Of the volume of air received by the lungs at one inspii-ation,

only one-fom-th part is decomposed at one action of the heart.

5. The fourth part of the volume of air received by the lungs at

one inspiration, and decomposed at one action of the heart, is so

decomposed in the five-sixth parts of one second of time.

6. The time in which a circuit of blood is performed is identical

with the time in which the whole volume of air in the lungs is decom-
posed.

7. The whole volume of air decomposed in t^\^enty-four hours is

221,882 cubic inches, exactly 540 times the volume of the contents of
the lungs ; 160 seconds being also exactly the 540th jmrt of the
number of seconds in twenty-four hours.

8. The quantity of the blood that flows to the lungs to be acted
upon by the air at one action of the heart is two oimces.

9. This quantity of blood is acted upon by the air m the five-sixth
parts of one second of time.

10. One circuit of the blood is performed in 160 seconds of time.
Three circuits are performed every eight minutes; 540 circuits
are performed in the twenty-four hours.

11. The quantity of blood in the whole body of the human adult is

24 pounds avoirdupois, or 20 pints imperial measure.

12. In the space of twenty-foui" houi's, 57 hogsheads of air flow to
the lungs.
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13. In the same space of time 24 hogsheads of blood are presented
in the hnigs to this quantity of air.

14. In the mutual action that takes place between these quantities of
air and blood, the air loses 15,757.9131 grains, or 328:^ ounces of
oxygen, and the blood 10 oimces and 116 grains of carbon.

15. The blood, Avhile circulating through the lungs permanently
retains and carries into the system—of oxygen, 2,648,809 grains ; and
of azote, 2,267,104 grains.

16. The ultimate results are two :

—

1st. While the chemical composition of the blood is essentially

changed, its weight amidst all these complicated actions is maintained
steadily the same ; for the weight of carbon which is discharged by
the blood is precisely compensated by the united weight of the oxygen
and azote which it absorbs.

2ndly. The distribution of quantities is universally by proportions

or multiples. Thus, of the air inspired, one measure is decomposed
and three measures are returned unchanged : of the air decomposed at

a single inspiration, there are always in store in the lungs precisely

forty-eight measm-es ; and so on in many other cases. The propor-

tions are not arithmetical, but geometrical. When we comjDare

arithmetical quantities with each other, we say that one quantity is by

so much greater than another ; when we compare geometrical

quantities, we say that one quantity is so many times greater than

another. From this adoption in the distribution of quantities of

geometrical proportions it results that whatever be the size of the

animal the ratios remain uniformly the same, and that thus one and

the same law is adapted to the vital agencies of living beings under

every possible diversity of magnitude and circumstance.

Such are the interesting and important properties and relations

deducible from the phenomena of respiration. The disappearance of

oxygen and azote from the air inspired, and the replacement of the

oxygen that disappears by the production of carbonic acid, and of the

azote by the exhalation of azote, in which, as we have seen, the great

changes wrought by respiration on the air consist, are essentially the

same in all animals, whatever the medium breathed, and whatever the

rank of the animal in the scale of organization. In all, the proportion

of the oxygen of the inspired air is diminished ;—in all, carbonic acid

gas is produced. Comparing, then, the ultimate result of the function

of respiration in the two great classes of living beings, it follows that

the plant and the animal produce directly opposite changes in the

chemical constitution of the air. The carbonic acid produced by the

animal is decomposed by the plant, which retains the carbon in its

own system and retiurns the oxygen to the air. On the other

hand, the oxygen evolved by the plant is absorbed by the animal,
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wliich in its tm-n exhales carbonic acid for the reabsori^tion of the

plant.

Thus the two great classes of organized beings renovate the air for

each other, and maintain it in a state of perpetual purity. The plant,

it is true, absorbs oxygen during the night as well as the animal ;
but

the quantity which it gives off in the day more than compensates for

that which it abstracts in the absence of hght. This interesting fact

was estabhshed by an extended series of experiments instituted by

Professor Daubeney* for the express purpose of investigating this

point.

From the general tenor of these experiments, it appears that, in fine

weather and as long as the plant is healthy, it adds to the atmosphere

an amount of oxygen not only sufficient to compensate for the quantity

it abstracts in the absence of light, but to counterpoise the effects i:)ro-

duced by the respiration of the whole animal kmgdom. The result of

one of these experiments will convey some conception of the amount

of oxygen evolved. A quantity of leaves about fifty in number were

enclosed in a jar of air ; the surface of all the leaves taken together

was calculated at about three hundred square inches
;
by the action of

these leaves on the carbonic acid introduced into the jar, there was

added to the air contained in it no less than twenty-six cubic inches of

oxygen. As there was reason to conclude that the evolution of

oxygen, in the chcumstances under which this experiment was per-

formed, was considerably less than it would have been in the open air,

several plants were introduced into the same jar of air in pretty quick

succession : the amount of oxygen now evolved was increased from

twenty-one to thhty-nine per cent., and probably had not even then

attained the hmit to which the increase of this constituent might have

been brought. From the proportions of the constituent elements of

carbonic acid gas it necessarily follows that, by the mere process of

decomposition, out of every eleven grains of carbonic acid gas eight

grains of oxygen must be liberated, three grains of carbon being

retained by the plant, and consequently that eight grains of oxygen
must be restored to the atmosphere, less only by so much as the plant

itself may absorb. How great, then, must be the production of oxygen
by an entire tree under favom-able circumstances; that is, when
animal respu'atiou and animal putrefaction present to it an abundant
supply of carbonic acid on which to act

!

This influence, says Professor Daubeney, is not exerted exclusively

by plants of any particular kind or description. I have found it alike

in the monocotyledonous and dycotyledonous ; in such as thrive in

* " Oa tbe Action of Leaves upon Plants, and of Plants upon the Atmosphere."
By Charles Daubeney, M.D., F.E.S., Professor of Chemistiy and Botany in the Uni-
versity of Oxford. Philosophical Transactions of the Eoyal Society of London, for
the year 1H3G. Part I.
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sunshine and those which prefer the shade ; in the aquatic as well as

in those of a more complicated organization. How low in the scale of

vegetable life this power extends is not yet exactly ascertained ; the

point at which it stops is probably that at which there ceases to

be leaves.

From the whole, then, it appears that the functions of the plant

have a strict relation to those of the animal ; that the plant, created to

afford subsistence to the animal, derives its nutriment from principles

which the animal rejects as excrementitious, and that the vegetable and

animal kingdoms are so beautifully adjusted, that the very existence

of the plant depends upon its perpetual abstraction of that, without the

removal of which the existence of the animal could not be maintained.

The changes produced upon the blood by the action of respiration

are no less striking and important than those produced upon the aii'.

The blood contained in the pulmonary artery, venous blood, is of a

pui-ple or modena red colour : the moment the air transmitted to the

blood by the bronchial tubes comes into contact mth it, in the rete

mirabile, this pm-plc blood is converted into blood of a bright scarlet

colour. Precisely the same change is produced upon the blood by its

contact with the air out of the body. If a clot of venous blood be

introduced into a vessel of air, the clot speedily passes from a purple to

a scarlet colour ; and if the air contained in the vessel be analysed, it

is found that a large portion of its oxygen has disappeared, and that the

oxygen is replaced by a proportionate quantity of carbonic acid. If

the clot be exposed to pure oxygen, this change takes place more

rapidly and to a greater extent ; if to air containing no oxygen, no

change of colour takes places.

The elements of the blood upon wliich a portion of the air exerts its

action are carbon and hydrogen. The oxygen of the air unites with

the carbon of the blood and forms carbonic acid, and this gas is expelled

from the system by the action of expiration. The constituent of the

blood which affords carbon to the air would appear to be chiefly the

red particles. The other portion of the oxygen of the air unites with

the hydrogen which is expelled with the carbonic acid in the form of

aqueous vapour. The direct and immediate effect of the action of

respiration upon the blood is then to free it from a quantity of carbon

and hydrogen.

Physiologists are not agi-eed whether the union of the oxygen of the

air with the carbon of the blood takes places in the lungs or in the

system. Some experimentahsts maintain that the oxygen which dis-

appears from the au', and that which is contamed m the carbonic acid,

are exactly equivalent, so that no oxygen can be absorbed. According

to this view, which has been clearly shown to be incorrect, the effect of

respiration is merely to burn the carbon of the blood, just as the oxygen
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of the air burns wood in a common fire, the result of this combustion

being the generation of carbonic acid, which is expelled from the

system the moment it is formed.

The theory of Dr. Crawford is essentially the same, wliich supposes

that venous blood contains a peculiar compound of carbon and hydro-

gen, termed hydro-carlion, the elements of which unite in the lungs

with the oxygen of the air, forming water with the one and carbonic

acid with the other. Mr. Cooper taught the same doctrine in his

lectures, without any knowledge of the fact that Crawford had

suggested a similar modification of his theory.

It is now established that more oxygen disappears than is accoimted

for by the amount of carbonic acid that is generated. The experi-

ments of Dr. Edwards had already shown this in so decisive a manner

that physiologists almost universally admitted it as an ascertained fact.

The calculations of Mr. Finlaison, to whom the opinions of phy-

siologists on this point were unknown, determined the precise

amount of oxygen, and the probable amount of azote absorbed. By
many physiologists it is supjDosed that the oxygen retained by the

lungs, as long as it remains in this organ, enters only into a state of

loose combination with the blood ; that in this state of loose

combination, it is carried from the lungs into the general system

;

and that it is only in the system that the union becomes intimate and

complete. According to this view, the lungs are merely the portal by

which the substances employed in respiration are received and dis-

charged, the essential changes induced taking place in the system.

That it is through the lungs that the oxygen required by the system

is received, is an opinion founded on experiments no less exact than

decisive ; it is in accordance with the most probable theory of the

production and distribution of animal heat (chap, xiii.) ; and the prepon-

derance of evidence in its favour is so great that, in the present state of

our knowledge, it may be considered as established ; but it will appear

hereafter that the lungs are by no means passive in the process, and
that, physiologically considered, they as truly constitute a gland

secreting carbonic acid gas as the Hver is a gland secreting bile.

Such are the main facts which have been ascertained relative to

respiration, as far as this function is performed by the lungs. But the

liver is a respiratory organ as well as the lungs. It decarbonizes the

blood. It carries on this process to such an extent, that some physio-

logists are of opinion that the liver is the chief organ by which the

decarbonization of the blood is effected. The following considerations

show that whatever be the relative amount of its action, the liver

powerfully co-operates with the lungs in the performance of a
respiratory function.

1. The liver, like the lungs, is a receptacle of venous blood ; blood
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loaded with carbon. The great venous trunk which ramifies tlirongh

the hmgs is the pulmonary artery, containing all the blood which has

tinished its cu'cuit through the system. The great venous trunk which

ramifies through the liver is the vena portfe, containing all the blood

which has finished its circuit through the apparatus of digestion. The
liver is a secreting organ, distinguished from every other secreting

organ by elaborating its peculiar secretion from venous blood. Carbon

is abstracted fr'om the venous blood that flows through the lungs in the

form of carbonic acid ; carbon is abstracted fr'om the venous blood that

flows through the liver in the form of bile.

2. All aliment, but more especially vegetable food, contains a large

portion of carbon, more it would appear than the lungs can evolve.

The excess is secreted from the blood by the liver, in the form of resin,

coloming matter, fatty matter, mucus, and the principal constituents of

the bile. All these substances contain a large proportion of carbon.

After accomplishing certain- secondary purposes in the process of

digestion, these biliaiy matters, loaded with carbon, are carried out of

the system together with the non-nutrient portion of the aliment. In

the decarbonizing process perfonned by the hmgs and the liver, the

chief difi'erence would seem, then, to be in the mode in which the

carbon that is separated is carried out of the system. In the lungs it

is evolved, as has been stated, in union with oxygen in the form of

carbonic acid ; in the Hver, in union with hydrogen in the form of resin

and fatty matter. •

3. Accordingly, in tracing the organisation of the animal body from

the commencement of the scale, it is found that among the distinct and

special organs that are formed, the hver is one of the very fii'st. It

would appear to be constructed as soon as the economy of the animal

requires a higher degree of respiration than can be effected by the

nearly homogeneous substance of whicb, very low down in the scale,

the body is composed. Invariably through the whole animal series,

the magnitude of the liver is in the inverse ratio to that of the lungs.

The larger, the more perfectly developed the lungs, the smaller the

liver ; and conversely, the larger the liver the smaller and the less

perfectly developed the lungs. This is so uniform that it may be

considered as a law of the animal economy. In the highly organised

warm-blooded animal, with its large lungs, divided into numerous

lobes, and each lobe composed of minute vesicles respiring only air,

the magnitude of the liver compared with that of the body is small. In

the less highly organised animal of the same class, with its smaller

and less perfectly developed lung, respiring partly air and partly water,

the liver increases as the lung diminishes in size. In the reptile with

its httle vesicular lung, divided into large cells, the hver is propor-

tionally of greater magnitude. In the fish which has no lung, but
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which respires by the less highly organised gill, and only in the

medium of water, the proportionate size of the liver is still greater

;

but in the molhiscous animal, in which the lung or the giU is still less

perfectly developed, the bulk of the hver is prodigious.

4. In all animals the quantity of venous blood which is sent to the

liver increases, as that transmitted to the lung diminishes. In the

higher animal the great venous trunk which ramifies through the

liver (the vena portfe) is formed by the veins of the stomach,

intestines, spleen, and pancreas, which are the only organs that

transmit their blood to the hver. In the reptile, besides all these

organs, the hind legs, the pelvis, the tail, the intercostal veins forming

the vena azygos, and in some orders of this class, even the kidneys

also send their blood to the liver ; but in the fish, in addition to all

the preceding organs, the apparatus of reproduction likewise transmits

its blood to the liver. The very formation of the venous system in the

difierent classes of animals seems thus to point to the liver as a com-

pensating and supplementary organ to the lung.

5. The permanent organs in the lower animal are a type of the

transitory forms through which the organs of the higher animal j)ass

in the progress of their growth. Thus the liver of the human foetus is

of such a disproportionate size, as to approximate it closely to that of

the fish or of the reptile. After the birth of the human embryo,

respiration is efi'ected in part by the lung ; but before birth the lung is

jnactive, no air reaches it ; it contributes nothing to respiration ; the

decarbonising action of the blood is accomplished, not by the lung, but

by the liver ; hence the prodigious bulk of the foetal liver and its

activity in the secretion of bile, and especially towards the latter

months of pregnancy, when all the organs are greatly advanced in size

and completeness.

6. Pathology confirms the evidence derived from comparative

anatomy and physiology. When the function of the lung is inter-

rupted by disease, the activity of the liver is increased. In inflam-

mation of the lung (pneumonia) ; in the deposition of adventitious

matter in the lung (tubercles), by which the air vesicles are compressed
and obliterated, the lung loses the power of decarbonizing the blood in

proportion to the extent and severity of the disease with which it is

affected. In this case the secretion of bile is increased. In diseases of

the heart the liver is enlarged. In the morbus cteruleus the liver

retains through life its foetal state of disproportion.

7. In the last place, there is a striking illustration of the respiratory

action of the liver, in the vicarious office which it performs for the
lung, durmg the heat of summer in cold, and all the year round in hot
climates. In the heat of summer, and more especially in the intense
and constant heat of a warm climate, in consequence of the rarefaction
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of the air, respiration by the lung is less active and efficient than in the

wnter of the cold climate. During the exposiu'e of the body to this

long-continued heat, there is a tendency to the accumulation of carbon

m the blood. An actual accumulation is prevented, by an increased

activity in the secretion of bile, to which the Hver is stimulated by the

heat. In order to obtain the material for the formation of this unusual

quantity of bile, it abstracts carbon largely from the blood ; to this

extent it compensates for the diminished efficiency of the lung, and

thus removes through the vena porta3 that superfluous carbon v\^hich

would otherwise have been excreted through the pulmonary artery.

Taking life in its most extended sense, as comprehending both the

circles it includes, the organic and the animal, it may be said to have

three great centres, of which two relate to the organic, and the third to

the animal life. The two centres which relate to the organic life are

the systems of respiration and circulation ; the third, which relates to

the animal life, is the nervous system. Of the organic life, the lungs

and the heart are the primary seats ; of the animal, the brain and the

spinal cord. Between each the bond of union is so close, that any

lesion of the one influences the other, and neither can exist without the

support of all. They form a triple chain, the breaking of a single Hnk

of which destroys the whole.

But of these three gi'eat centres of life, upon which all the other

vital phenomena depend, the most essential is respiration
;
hence, to

consider the relation of this function to the others, is to take the most

comprehensive view of the uses which respiration serves in the economy.

The fii'st and most important use of the function of respiration is to

maintain the action of the organs of the animal life. It has been

shown that the organic is subservient to the animal life, and that to

build up the apparatus of the latter, and to maintain it in a condition

fit for performing its fimctions, is the final end of the former. The

direct and the immediate efi'ect of the suspension of respiration is the

abolition of both fimctions of the animal hfe—sensation and voluntary

motion. If a ligature be placed around the trachea of a living animal

so as completely to exclude all access of air to the lungs, and if the

carotid arteiy be then opened, and the blood allowed to flow, the bright

scarlet-coloured blood contained in the artery is observed gradually to

change to a purple hue. The exact point of time at which this change

be«-ins may be noted. It is seen to assume a darker tinge at the end

oflialf a minute ; at the end of one minute its colour is still darker,

and at the end of one minute and a half, or at most two minutes, it is

no longer possible to distinguish it from venous blood. As soon as this

change of colom- begins to be visible the animal becomes uneasy
; his

agitation increases as the colour deepens ;
and when it becomes com-

pletely dark, that instant the animal falls down insensible. If in this
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state of insensibility air be readmitted to tlie lungs, tbe dark colour of

the blood rapidly changes to a bright scarlet, and instantly sensation

and consciousness return. But if, on the contrary, the exclusion of the

air be continued for the space of three minutes from the first closing of

the trachea, the animal not only remains to all appearance dead, but in

general no means are capable of recovering him from the state of

insensibility; and if the exclusion of the air be protracted to four

minutes, apparent passes into real death, and recovery is no longer

possible. It follows that one of the conditions essential to the exercise

of the function of the brain is, that this organ receive a due supply of

arterial blood.

The second use of the function of respiration is to afford blood

capable of maintaining the muscles in a condition fit for the perform-

ance of their peculiar office, that of contractility. The closm-e of the

trachea not only abolishes sensation, but the power of voluntary motion :

sensation and motion are lost at once : on the readmission of air to

tlie lungs, both functions are regained at once : it follows that the

process of respiration is as essential to the action of the muscle as to

that of the brain. " By arterial blood," says Young, " the muscles are

furnished with a store of that unknown principle by which they are

rendered capable of contracting." " The oxygen absorbed by the

blood," says Spallanzani, " unites with the muscular fibres and endows

them with their contractility." It is more correct to say, respiration

takes carbon from the blood and gives it oxygen, and by this means
endows the blood with the power of maintaining the contractility of the

muscular fibre.

But resphation is as essential to the action of the organs of tho

organic life as to those of the animal. In a short time after the respi-

ration ceases, the circulation stops. When the blood is no longer

changed in the lungs, it soon loses all power of motion in the system
;

because venous blood paralyses the muscular fibres of the heart as of

the arm. When the left ventricle of the heart sfends out venous blood
to the system, it propels it mto its own nutrient arteries, as well as
into the other arteries of the body ; into the coronary arteries, as well
as into the other branches of the aorta. The heart loses its contractihty

for the same reason as every muscle under the like privation ; because
venous instead of arterial blood flows in its nutrient arteries ; and the
circulation stops when the heart is no longer contractile, because the
engine is destroyed that works the current.

Venous blood consists of chyle, the nutritive fluid formed from the
aliment; of lymph, a fluid composed of organic particles, which,
having already formed an actual part of the solid structures of the
body, are now returning to the lungs to receive a higher elaboration

;

and of blood which, having completed its circuit through the system.
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and there given off its nutrient and received excrementitions matter, is

now returning to the lungs for depuration and renovation. These com-

mingled fluids, on parting in the lungs mth carbonic acid and water,

and on receiving in return oxygen and azote, are converted into arterial

blood ; that is, blood more coagulable than venous, and richer in

albumen, fibrin, and red particles, the proximate organic principles of

all animal structures. The rich and pure stream thus formed is sent

out to the various tissues and organs, from which, as it flows to them,

they abstract the materials adapted to their own pecuhar form, compo-

sition, and vital endowments. By the reception of these materials the

organs are rendered capable of performing the vital actions which it is

their office to accomplish. And thus the processes of digestion, ab-

sorption, secretion, nutrition, formation, reproduction—all the processes

included in the great organic chcle, no less than muscular action and

nervous energy—depend on receiving a due supply of arterial blood.

All these actions, like the faculties of the animal life, cease totally and

for ever in a few minutes after the formation of this vital fluid has been

stopped by the suspension of respiration.

In the last place, the depurating process effected by respiration is

necessary to prevent the decomposition of the blood, and eventually

that of the body. The first step in the spontaneous decomposition of

animal matter consists in the loss of a portion of its carbon, which,

imiting with the oxygen of the atmosphere, forms carbonic acid
;

precisely the same thing that takes place in the process of respiration.

The bodies of all animals, of worms, insects, fishes, birds, and mam-
malia, deoxidate the an- and load it with carbonic acid after death, some

of them nearly as much as during life ; and this before any visible

marks of decomposition can be traced. It is probable that the cause

which more immediately operates in preventing the decomposition of the

body is the abstraction of a part of the carbon of the blood ; that were

these carbonaceous particles allowed to accimiulate, they would produce

a tendency to decomposition, which would terminate in complete (hsor-

ganisation ; and consequently, that one main object of the process of

respiration is to afford blood not only capable of nourishing and

sustaining the organs, but of maintaining their integiity, by removing

noxious matter, the presence of which would subvert their composition

and lead to their entire decomposition.

The ultimate object of respkation, then, is to prepare and to preserve

in a state of purity a fluid capable of affording to all the parts of the

body the materials necessary to maintain their vital endowments. By

the exlialation of oxygen and water, and the absorption of carbon, under

the agency of light, the plant elaborates such a fluid from its nutritive

sap, and out of this elaborated sap forms ternary combinations, the

organic elements of all vegetable solids. By the absoi-ption of oxygen
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and azote, and the exhalation of carbonic acid and water, probably

mider the influence of electricity, conducted and regulated by the

nervous system, the animal elaborates such a fluid from its ahment,

and out of this elaborated fluid forms quaternary combinations, albumen,

and fibrin, the organic elements of all animal sohds.

CHAPTEB XIII.

Of the temperature of living bodies—Temperature of plants—Power of plants to resist

cold and endure heat—Power of generating heat—Temperature of animals—Warm-

blooded and cold-blooded animals—Temperature of the liighor animals—Tempera-

ture of the different parts of the animal body—Temperature of the human body-

Power of maintaining that temperature at a fixed point whether in intense cold or

intense heat—Experiments which prove that this power is a vital power—Evidence

that the power of generating heat is connected with the function of respiration-

Analogy between respiration and combustion—Phenomena connected with the

functions of the animal body, which prove that its power of generating beat is

proportionate to the extent of its respiration—Theory of the production of animal

]ieat—Influence of the nervous system iu maintaining and regulating the process

—

Means by which cold is generated, and the temperatui-e of the body kept at its own

natural standard dm-ing exposure to an elevated temperature.

Closely connected with the function of respiration, is the power which

all hving beings possess of resisting within a certain range the influence

of external temperature. The plant is warmer than the surrounding

air in winter, and colder in summer. A thermometer placed at the

bottom of a hole bored into the centre of a li^ong tree, precaution being

taken to keep ofi" as much as possible aU external influence either of

heat or cold, does not rise and fall according to the changes of external

temperature ; but rises when the external air is cold, and falls when it

is warm. Thus, in a cold day in spring, the wind being north, at six

o'clock in the evening, the temperatm^e of the external air being 47°,

that of a tree w^as 55°. On another cold day in the same month,

there being snow and hail, and the w^ind in the north-east, at six

o'clock in the evening, the external temperature being 39°, that of the

tree was 45°. On the contrary, in one experiment, when the tempe-

rature of the air was 57^°, that of the tree was only 55° ; and when
the temperature of the air was 62°, that of the tree was 56°.

These experiments afibrd an explanation of circumstances familiar to

common observation. Every one has noticed that the snow which

falls on grass and trees melts rapidly, while that on the adjoining

gravel walks often remains a long time unthawed. Moist dead sticks

are constantly found frozen hard in the same garden with tender

growing twigs, wliich are not in the least degree afiected by the frost.

Every winter in our own climate tender herbaceous plants resist

degrees of cold which freeze large bodies of water.

But the colder, and the warmer the cHmate, the more strikingly
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does the plant exemplify the power with which it is endowed of

resisting external temperature. In the northern parts of America the

tempcratm-e is often 50° below zero; yet, though exposed to this

intense degree of cold, the spruce fir, the bhch, the jimiper, &c.,

preserve their vitality uninjm-ed. From numerous experiments which
have been performed expressly with a view to ascertain this point, it

is found that a plant which has been once frozen is invariably dead
when thawed. It is also proved by dhect experiment, that if the sap

be removed fi-om its proper vessels, it freezes at 32°, the ordinary

freezing point. In the northern parts of America, then, the plant

must preserve in its living vessels its sap from freezing, when exposed

to a temperatm-e of 50° below zero ; which sap out of these vessels

would congeal at the ordinary freezing point ; that is, the plant of this

climate is endowed with the power of resisting a degree of cold ranging

from the ordinary freezing point to 50° below zero ; a property which

can be referred only to a vital power, by the operation of which the

plant generates within itself a degree of heat sufficient to counteract

the external cold.

The opposite faculty of resisting the influence of external heat is

exemplified by the trees and shrubs of tropical climates, often sur-

rounded by a temperature of 104°, which they resist just as the plant

of the northern cHme resists the intense degrees of cold to which it is

exposed.

That the plant is endowed with the power of generating heat is

demonstrated by the phenomena which attend the performance of

some of its vital processes, such as those of germination and flowering.

During the germination of barley, the thermometer was observed

to rise in the course of one night to 102 ^. The bulb of a thermometer

applied to the surface of the spadix of an arum maculatum, indicated a

temperature 7° higher than that of the external air ; but in an arum

corcUfohum, at the Isle of France, a thermometer placed in the centre

of five spadixes stood at 111°; and m the centre of twelve at 121°,

though the temperatui-e of the external air was only 6G°.

Animals indicate in a still more striking degree the power of

generating heat. The lower the animal in the scale of organisation,

indeed, the nearer it approaches to the plant in the comparative feeble-

ness of this function. The heat of worms, insects, Crustacea, mollusca,

fishes, and amphibia, is commonly only two or three degrees above that

of the medium in which they are immersed. Absolutely colder than

the higher animals, they arc at the same tune incapable of resisting

any considerable changes in the temperature of the surrounding medium,

whether from heat to cold or from cold to heat. The higher animals,

on the contrary, maintain their heat steadily at a fixed pouit, or very

nearly at a fixed point, however the temperature of the sm-rounding
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medium may change. Hence animals are divided into two great

classes, the cold-blooded and the warm-blooded. The temperature of

the cold-blooded is lower than that of the warm-blooded, and it varies

.with the heat of the surrounding medium ; the temperature of the

warm-blooded is higher than that of the cold-blooded, and it remains

nearly at the same fixed point, however the heat of the surrounding

medium may change.

The temperature natural to the higher animals differs somewhat

according to their class. The temperature of the bird is the highest,

and is pretty uniformly about 103° or 104°
; that of the mammiferous

quadruped is 100° or 101° ; that of the human species is 97° or 98°.

The temperature of the animal body is not precisely the same in

every part of it. The ball of the thermometer introduced within the

rectum of the dog stood at 100-2°
; within the substance of the liver at

100f° ; within the right ventricle of the heart at 101°, and within the

cavity of the stomach at 101°. In the brain of the lamb it stood at

104°
; in the rectum at 105° ; in the right ventricle of the heart, and

in the substance of the liver and of the lungs, at 106° ; and in the left

ventricle of the heart at 1 07°.

The temperature natural to the human body is 98°. When the

human body is surrounded by an atmosphere at the temperature of

30°, it must have its heat rapidly extracted by the cold medium
;
yet

the temperature of the body, however long it remain exposed to such a

degree of cold, does not sink, but keeps steadily at its o^mi standard.

But animals which inhabit the polar regions are often exposed to a cold
40° below zero. The temperature of Melville Island is so low dming
five months of the year that mercury congeals, and the temperature is

sometimes 46° below zero; yet the musk oxen, the rein deer, the

white hares, the polar foxes, and the white bears which abound in it

maintain their temperature steadily at their own natm-al standard.

The power which the higher animal possesses of resisting heat is

still more remarkable than its power of resisting cold. On takin<y

rabbits and guinea-pigs from the temperature of 50°, and introducing
them very rapidly to the temperature of 90°, it was found that the
animals acquired only two or three degrees of heat. How different the
result when the cold-blooded animal is subjected to the same experi-
ment ! The temperature of the surrounding air being 45°, a ther-
mometer introduced into the stomach of a frog rose to 49°. The frof>-

being then put into an atmosphere made warm by heated water, and
allowed to stay there twenty minutes, the thermometer on bemg now
introduced into the stomach rose to 64°.

But the human body may be actually placed in a temperature of 60°
above that of boiling water, not only without sustaining the slio-htest
injm-y, but without having its own temperature raised excepting by two
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or three degrees. The attention of physiologists was first directed to

this curious fact by some remarkable circimistancos related by the

servancs of a baker at Kochefoucault, who were in the habit of going

mto the heated ovens in order to prepare them for the reception of the

loaves. In performing this service, the yomig women were sometimes

exposed to a temperature as high as 278°. It was stated that they

could endure this intense heat for twelve munites, without any material

inconvenience, provided they were careful not to touch the surface of

the oven. Subsequently Drs. Fordyce, Blagdeu, and others, with a

view to ascertain the exact facts, entered a chamber, heated to a

temperature much above that of boiling water, and some of the

phenomena observed during these experiments are highly curious.

In the first room entered by these experimentalists, the highest

thermometer varied from 132° to 130° ; the lowest stood at 119°. Dr.

Fordyce having undressed in an adjoining cold chamber, went into the

heat of 119°
; in half a minute the water poured down in streams over

his whole body, so as to keep that part of the floor where he stood

constantly wet. Having remained here fifteen minutes, he went into

the heat of 130°; at this time the heat of his body was 100°, and his

pulse beat 120 times in a minute. While Dr. Fordyce stood in this

situation a Florence flask was brought in by his order, fiUed with

water heated to 100°, and a dry cloth, with which he wiped the surface

of the flask quite diy; but it immediately became wet again, and

streams of water poured down its sides, which continued till the heat

of the water within had risen to 122°, when Dr. Fordyce went out of

the room, after having remained fifteen minutes in a heat of 130°

:

just before he left the room his pulse made 129 beats in a minute ; but

the heat under his tongue and in his hand did not exceed 100°.

In a subsequent experiment the chamber was entered when the

thermometer stood above 211°. The air heated to this degree, says

Dr. Blagden, felt unpleasantly hot ; but was very bearable. Om^ most

uneasy feehng was a sense of scorching m the face and legs ; our legs

particularly suflered very much, by being exposed more fully than any

other part to the body of the stove, heated red hot by the fii'e within.

Our respiration was not at all afiected ; it became neither quick nor

laborious ; the only difierence was a want of that refreshing sensation

which accompanies a full inspiration of cool air. But the most

striking efiects proceeded from our power of preserving oiu: natural

temperature. Being now in a situation in which our bodies bore a

very diflferent relation to the surrounding atmosphere from that to

which we had been accustomed, every moment presented a new

phenomenon. Whenever we breathed on a thermometer, the quick-

silver sank several degrees. Every expiration, particularly if made

with any degree of violence, gave a very pleasant impression of cool-
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ness to our nostrils, scorched before by the hot aii' rushing against

them whenever we inspired. In the same manner our now

cold breath agreeably cooled our fingers whenever it reached them.

Upon touching my side, it felt cold hke a corpse ; and yet the actual

heat of my body, tried imder my tongue, and by applying closely the

thermometer to my skin, was 98°, about a degree higher than its

ordinary temperature. When the heat of the air began to approach

the highest degree which this apparatus was capable of producing, our

bodies in the room prevented it from rising any higher ; and when it

had been previously raised above that point, invariably sunk it.

Every experiment fm-nished proofs of this. Mr. Banks and Dr.

Solander each found that his single body was sufficient to smk the

quicksilver very fast, when the room was brought nearly to its

maximum of heat.

In a third series of experiments the temperature of the chamber

was raised to the 260th degree. At this time, continues Dr. Blagden,

I went into the room, with the addition to my common clothes of a

pair of tliick worsted stockings drawn over my shoes, and reaching

some way above my knees. I also put on a pair of gloves, and held a

cloth constantly between my face and the stove (necessary precautions

against the scorching of the red-hot iron). I remained eight minutes

in this situation, frequently walking about to all the different parts of

the room, but standing still most of the time in the coolest spot near

the lowest thermometer. The air felt very hot, but by no means so as

to give pain. I had no doubt of being able to bear a much greater

heat ; and all who went into the room w^ere of the same opinion. I

sweated, but not very profusely. For seven minutes my breathing-

remained perfectly good ; but after that time, I began to feel an
oppression in my lungs, attended with a sense of anxiety ; which
gradually increasing for the space of a minute, I thought it most
prudent to end the experiment. My pulse, counted as soon as I came
into the cool air, for the uneasy feeling rendered me incapable of

examining it in the room, beat at the rate of 144 pulsations in a
minute, which is more than double its ordinary quickness. In the
course of this experiment, and others of the same kind by several of
the gentlemen present, some cn-cumstances occurred to us which had
not been remarked before. The heat, as might have been expected,
felt most intense when we were in motion ; and on the same principle,

a blast of the heated air from a pair of bellows was scarcely to be
borne : the sensation in both these cases exactly resembled that felt in
our nostrils on inspii'ation. It was observed that our breath did not feel

cool to our fingers imless held very near the mouth ; at a distance the
cooling power of the breath did not sufficiently compensate the effect of
putting the air in motion, especially when we breathed with force.
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Oil going undressed into the room, the impression of the air was

much more disagreeable than before ; but in five or six minutes, a

profuse sweat broke out, which instantly relieved me. Dm-ing all the

experiments of this day, whenever I tried the heat of my body,

the thermometer always came very nearly to the same point (the

ordinary standard), not even one degree of difference, as in our former

experiments.

To prove that there was no fallacy in the degree of heat shown by

the thermometer, but that the air which we breathed was capable of

producing all the well-known efiects of such heat on inanimate matter,

we put some eggs and a beef-steak upon a tin frame, placed near

the standard thermometer, and farther distant from the stove than the

wall. In about thirty minutes the eggs were taken out roasted quite

hard. In about foi-ty-seven minutes the steak was not only dressed,

but almost dry. Another beef-steak was rather overdone in thirty-

three minutes. In the evening when the heat was still greater,

we blew upon a third steak with the bellows, which produced a visible

change on its siu-face, and hastened its dressing ; the greatest part of

it was pretty well done in thirteen minutes.

The human body, then, may be exposed to a temperature of 50°

below 'zero, without having its own heat appreciably diminished
;

it may be exposed to a temperature 60° above that of boiling water,

without having its own heat increased beyond two or three degrees
;

or, as appears from experiments subsequently performed expressly to

ascertain this point, from three to five degrees. In the former case,

the body must generate a degree of heat sufficient to compensate the

great quantity of caloric which is eveiy moment abstracted from it by

the intensely-cold surrounding medium. In the latter case it must

generate a degree of cold sufficient to counteract the great quantity of

caloric which is every moment communicated to it by the intensely-hot

surrounding medium.

Powers so wonderful and so opposite appeared to the physiologists of

former times to be involved in such profound mysteiy, that they did

not even attempt to investigate their nature, or trace their mode of

operation ; but satisfied themselves with referring them to some innate

quality of the body, and with considering them as essential attiibutes

of hfe. And difficulties connected with the subject still remain, which

the present state of knowledge does not permit us wholly to surmount

;

but we are able at least to refer these powers to their proper seat, and

to trace some steps of the processes by which they produce results so

wonderful and beautiful.

It is certain that, whatever be the ultimate physical processes by

which the generation of heat and the production of cold are effected in

the animal body, the phenomena are dependent on the condition of
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life. No sucL phenomena take place excepting in living bodies. This

is illustrated in a striking manner by a series of experiments performed

by Mr. Hunter. A part of the living human body was immersed in

water gradually made warmer and warmer from 100° to 118°; ])Te-

cisely the same part of the body, dead, was immersed in the same

water, and both parts, the living and the dead, were continued in this

heat for some minutes. The dead part raised the thermometer to

114°
; the living part raised it to no higher than 102^°. On applying

the thermometer to the sides of the living part, the quicksilver

immediately fell from 118° to 104°; on applying it close to the dead

part, the thermometer did not fall above a single degree ; the living

part actually produced a cold space of water around it. Hence in

bathing in water, whether colder or warmer than the heat of the body,

the water soon acquires the same temperatm-e with that of the body
;

and, consequently, in a large bath the patient should move from place

to place, and in a small one there should be a constant succession of

water of the intended heat.

A fresh, that is, a living egg was put into cold water at about zero,

frozen, and then allowed to thaw. By this process its vitality was

destroyed, and consequently its power of resisting cold and heat lost.

This thawed egg was next put into a cold mixture with an egg newly

laid : the time required for freezing the fresh egg was seven minutes

and a half longer than that reqmred for freezing the thawed egg.

A new-laid egg was put into a cold atmosphere fluctuating between
17° and 15° ; it took about half an hom^ to freeze ; but when thawed and

put into an atmosiDhere at 25° (10° warmer), it froze in half the time.

A fresh egg and one that had been frozen and thawed were put into

a cold mixture at 15° ; the thawed one soon came to 32°, and began

to swell and congeal ; the fresh one sunk to 29|^°, and in twenty-five

minutes after the dead one, it rose to 32°, and began to swell and freeze.

The result of this experiment upon the fresh egg was similar to that

of analogous experiments made upon the frog, eel, snail, &c., where life

allowed the heat to be diminished 2° or 3° below the freezing point,

and then resisted all further decrease ; but the powers of life ha^^ng
been expended by this exertion, the parts then fi'oze hke any other

dead animal matter.

The heat of the buxl is increased somewhat when it is prepared for

incubation. Some eggs were taken from under a sitting hen whose
temperature was 104°, at the time when the chick was about three-

parts formed. A hole was broken in the shell and the bulb of a ther-

mometer introduced ; the quicksilver rose to 99^° ; but in some eggs
that were addled it was proved that their heat was not so high by two
degrees, so that the life of the living egg assisted to support its own
temperature.
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These facts sufficiently show the depeudeuce of the faculty of gene-

ratmg heat and of producing cold on the powers of life. But the

processes by which, under the agency and control of the vital powers,

these different results are effected, are various, and even opposite.

The power of generating heat is connected in the closest manner
with the function of respiration, and is directly dependent upon it.

The evidence of this is indubitable. For

—

1. Respiration is combustion, and, like ordinary combustion, is

attended with the production of heat. In ordinary combustion oxygen

disappears, and a new compound is formed, consisting of oxygen

combined with the combustible matter ; that is, an oxidized body is

generated. On burning a piece of iron wire in oxygen, the oxygen

disappears, and the iron increases in weight. The oxygen combines

with the iron, forming a new product, oxide of iron, and the weight of

this new substance is found on examination to be exactly equal to the

weight of the wire origLaally employed, added to the quantity of

oxygen which has disappeared.

It is precisely the same in respiration. In this process oxygen

combines with combustible matter, carbon : the oxygen disaj^pears, and

a new body, carbonic acid, is generated.

2. One phenomenon which invariably accompanies the combination

of oxygen with combustible matter is the extrication of heat. When-
ever a substance passes from a rarer into a denser state

;
when, for

example, a gas is converted into a liquid or solid, or when a liquid

solidifies, heat is evolved
;
because, according to the ordinary theory of

combustion, the denser substance has a less capacity for caloric than

the rarer, and consequently in passing from a rare into a dense state, a

quantity of caloric previously combined or latent within it is set free.

The combined or latent caloric contained in a body is termed its specific

caloric ; the caloric which is evolved on its change of state is named

free or sensible caloric.

The combination of oxygen with carbon, as in the combination of

oxygen with combustible matter in every other instance, must be

attended with the evolution of heat. Though the product of the com-

bustion, in the present case, be a gaseous body, carbonic acid, still,

according to the ordinary theory of combustion, carbonic acid has less

specific caloric, or less capacity for caloric than oxygen ; and therefore

in combining with carbon, a portion of its specific caloric becomes free

or sensible, that is, heat is evolved. But whatever theoiy of combus-

tion be adopted, the fact is certain, that whenever oxygen combines

with carbon to form carbonic acid, heat is evolved ; not only in the rapid

union which takes place in ordinary combustion, but also in the slow

combination which occurs in fermentation, putrefaction, and germina-

tion : in the latter of which processes, as in the malting of barley, the
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temperature rises as high as 10"^ above the surrounding atmosphere.

The union of oxygen with carbon in the lungs dming respu-ation

must therefore necessarily produce heat, just as it does in a charcoal fire,

or in any other natural process in which this combination takes place.

3. Numerous phenomena connected with the animal body show

that its temperatm'e is in strict jjroportion to the quantity of oxygen

which is consumed in respiration, and to the quantity of carbonic acid

which is formed by the union of oxygen and carbon during the process.

In all animals whose respu-atory organs are so constructed, that the

consumption of oxygen and the consequent generation of carbonic acid

is minute in quantity, the production of heat is 2n'Oi3ortionably small.

In almost the entire class of the invertebrata, the respu'atory aj^jjaratus

is comparatively minute and imperfect
;
accordingly, in these animals

the power of generating heat is at the minimum. In the fish, though

the respiratory apparatus be large, and though all the blood of the

body circulate through it, yet only a small quantity of air is brought

into contact with the respiratory organ, merely the air contained in

water. In the reptile, though it possess a true and proper Imig, and
respire air, yet only one half of the blood of its body circulates through

the comparatively small, imperfectly divided, and simply constructed air

bag, which constitutes its respiratory organ. Hence, the striking

contrast exhibited between the temperatm-e of these cold-blooded

creatures and that of the mammiferous quadruped, whose lung, compa-
ratively large, and composed of innumerable minute and closely-set air

vesicles, presents to the air an immense extent of sm-face, and the
whole mass of whose blood incessantly traversing this sm-face, comes at

every point into contact with the air.

In the various tribes of warm-blooded animals, the elevation and
uniformity of the temperature are strictly proportionate to the compa-
rative magnitude of the lungs ; to the complexity of their structure

;

to the minuteness and number of the air vesicles
;
and, consequently,

to the quantity of oxygen consumed, and of carbonic acid generated.

In all animals with red blood there is a strict relation between the
temperatm-e of the body and the hghtness or depth of the colom- of the
blood

;
invariably the deeper the colour, the higher the temperature.

Thus, the blood of the fish and of the reptile is of a hght, and that of
the bird of an intense red colour. It has been shown that the light-
ness or deepness of the colour of the blood depends on the quantity of
red particles which it contains ; and the chemical action between the
air and the blood is carried on chie% through the medium of the red
particles.

Even in the same animal, the temperature differs at different times
according to the energy with which the process of respiration is carried
on. When the circulation of the blood is sluggish and the respiration
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slow and feeble, tlie quantity of oxygen consumed is small, and the

temperature low
;
when, on the contrary, the circulation is rapid, and

the respiration energetic, the quantity of oxygen consumed is large,

and the temperature proportionably high. Whatever diminishes the

quantity of air that flows to the lungs, and the quantity of blood that

circulates through them, diminishes the temperature. Malformation
of the heart, in consequence of which a quantity of blood is sent to the

system without passing through the lungs^ as in the individuals termed

Ceruleans—disease of the lungs, by which the access of air to the air

vesicles is obstructed, as in asthma—are morbid states invariably

attended with a diminution of the temperature.

When a warm-blooded animal is placed in an elevated temperature,

its consumption of oxygen is comparatively small ; when it is placed in

a cold atmosphere, and the production of a large quantity of heat is

necessary to maintain its temperatm-e at its natural standard, its

consmnption of oxygen is proportionably large; accordingly, it is

established by direct experiment that the same animal consumes a

much larger quantity of oxygen in winter than in summer.

Due allowance being made for the difference in their bulk, young-

animals consume less oxygen than adults ; and they have a less jiower

of generating heat. Different species of young animals differ from

each other in their power of generating heat, and the closest relation

is observable between the difference in their power of consuming oxygen

and that of generating heat. Puppies and kittens require so small a

quantity of oxygen for supporting life, that they may be wholly

deprived of this gas for twenty minutes, without material injury, while

adult animals of the same species perish when deprived of it only for

four minutes. As long as these young creatures retain the power of

sustaining life for so protracted a period without oxygen, they are

wholly incapable of maintaining their own temperature ; on free expo-

sure to air, even in summer, the heat of their body sinks rapidly, and if

this exposure be continued long, they perish of cold. In like manner,

young sparrows and other birds which are naked when hatched, con-

sume little oxygen, and are incapable of maintaining their temperature

;

but can support life when deprived of oxygen much longer than adult

birds of the same species ; while young partridges which are able to

retain their own temperature at the period of quitting the shell, die

when deprived of oxygen as rapidly as the adult bird.

The state of hybernation illustrates in the same striking manner the

relation between respiration and the generation of heat. One of the

most remarkable phenomena connected with this curious state, is the

reduction, sometimes even the apparent suspension, of respiration
; and

in all cases of hybernation, the respiratory function is performed in a

feeble manner, and only at distant intervals. Exactly in proportion to
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the diminution of the respu-ation, is the reduction of the power of

generating heat ; so that when the state of hybernation is established,

the temperature of the external parts of the body sinks nearly to that

of the surrounding medium ; while the internal parts, the blood, and

the vital organs are only a degree or two higher. In experiments

made to reduce an hybernating animal to a torpid state by cold artifi-

cially produced, De Saissy found that he could not bring on the state

of hybernation by the reduction of temperature alone, without also

constraining the respiration.

These and other analogous facts abundantly establish the relation

between the function of respiration and that of calorification, and lead

to the general conclusion that the generation of animal heat is in the

direct ratio of the quantity of air and blood which are brought into

contact, and which act on each other in a given time. But if the

production of animal heat be really the result of combustion, if that

combustion take place in the lung, and if the lung be thus the focus

whence the heat radiates to every other part of the body, wliy is not

the heat of this organ and of the parts in its immediate neighbourhood

higher than the temperature of the rest of the body ? Some of the

internal organs are indeed a degree or two hotter than the general

mass of the circulating blood, and among these the lung is admitted to

rank perhaps the very highest. But how can a quantity of caloric

sufficient to maintain the heat of the body in a temperature of forty

degrees below zero radiate from an organ the temperature of which is

only two or three degrees above that of the body itself ? It is esti-

mated that, in every minute, during the calm respiration of a healthy

man of ordinary stature, 26-6 cubic inches of carbonic acid, at the

temperatm-e of 50° Fahr. are emitted, and that an equal volume of

oxygen is withdrawn from the atmosphere. From these data it is

calculated tliat, in an interval of twenty-four hours, not less than eleven

ounces of carbon are consumed. Why is the lung, the seat of this

combustion, not only not greatly warmer than any other organ, but
why is it not even consumed by the fire which is thus incessantly

burning within it.

It has been shown that when the carbon of the blood imites in the
lung with the oxygen of the air, the nature of the blood, in conse-
quence of the abstraction of carbon, undergoes an essential change,
passing from venous into arterial. By an elaborate series of experi-

ments, conducted with extraordinary care and skill, it would appear
that arterial has a greater capacity for caloric than venous blood, in the
proportion of 114 '5 to 100. In consequence of this difference in the
constitution of the two kinds of blood, the heat generated in the luno-

by the combustion of carbon, instead of being evolved or becoming
sensible, and so raising the temperature of the organ, goes to satisfy
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the increased capacity for caloric of arterial blood ; is spent, not in ren-

dering the fluid sensibly warmer, but in augmenting its specific caloric.

Arterial blood is not increased in temperature,* but with its absolute

quantity of caloric augmented, flows from the lung to the left heart, and
thence to the system. In the system, in every organ, at eveiy point of

the component tissue of every organ and at every moment of time, the

blood repasses firom the arterial to the venous state : by this transition

its capacity for heat is dimijiished ; the venous cannot retain in it the

same quantity of caloric as the arterial blood, consequently a portion

of caloric is extricated ; that which was latent becomes sensible, and

caloric being set free the temperature is raised. In this process the

lung is not burnt, it is only rendered just sensibly warmer than any

other part of the body, though it be the organ by which the whole

mass of blood receives its caloric, because it is only in the capillary

part of the systemic circulation, when the arterial blood again passes

into the venous state, that the caloric acquired is liberated. In this

manner, gently, steadily, uninterruptedly, an abundant, unceasing, and

equable current of heat is distributed to every part and particle of the

system.

Such is the celebrated theory of animal heat suggested by Dr.

Cra"\vford, of which it has been justly said, that it afibrds one of the

most beautiful specimens of the application of physical and chemical

reasoning to the animal economy that has ever been presented to the

world.

The main position on which this theory rests—that arterial possesses

a greater capacity for caloric than venous blood—professes to be

founded on experiments which, though of a dehcate and complex

nature, are nevertheless uniform and decisive in their results. In

consequence of their extreme interest and importance, these expe-

riments have been subjected, by different physiologists, to rigid

examination, with a somewhat conflicting result. The greater

number of experimentalists maintain that Crawford's experiments are

correct in all the essential points, and that the objections which have

been urged against them do not really afiect them ; while others are

of opinion that, even although it must, upon the whole, be admitted

that the specific heat of arterial is greater than that of venous blood
;

yet that the excess is so small as to be inadequate to account for the

eflfects attributed to it. I3r. Davy's experunents, which of all that

* It is not a perfectly accurate statement that tlie temperature of venous and arterial

blood is precisely the same. The latest and best experunents concur in showing that

arterial blood, at least in the heart and the great arterial trunks, is one or two degrees

warmer than venous blood. The weiglit of evidence from experiment is also in favour

of the opinion, that the different parts of the body are somewhat less warm as they

recede from the lungs and heart ; but the difference is so slight that it may be dis-

regarded in the general argument.
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have been instituted are generally conceived to be the most unfavour-

able to the theory of Crawford, do not afford uniform results. Thi'ee

experiments out of four indicate a greater capacity in arterial than in

venous blood ; in those in which the experimentalist himseK places

the most confidence, in the relative proportion of 913 to 903 ;
while,

accordmg to Crawford, the relative proportion is 114-5 to 100.

But when this subject is closely considered, the discrepancy in

question tm-ns out to be of no real consequence. There is a modifica-

tion of the theory, which removes eveiy difiiculty, and dispenses with

the necessity of any regard whatever to the point in dispute.

It has been shown that during the process of respiration more

oxygen disappears than is accounted for by the carbonic acid that

is generated; that this excess of oxygen is absorbed by the

blood; and that in the lung the oxygen merely enters into a

state of loose combination with the blood, the union bemg intimate

and complete only in the system. The complete chemical com-

bination of the oxygen with the carbon takes place, then, not in the

lungs, but in the capillary arteries of the system
;
consequently it is

only while flomng in capillaiy arteries that carbonic acid is formed '

that is, it is only in these vessels that the arterial combustion takes

place : of course, therefore, it is only in these vessels that heat is

extricated, and only from them that it can be communicated to the

adjacent parts. According to this view, wherever there is a capillary

artery, the combustion of carbon incessantly goes on, and there caloric

is as incessantly set free ; but since there is not a point of any tissue,

in which there are not capillary arteries, there is not a point from

which caloric does not radiate. As soon as formed, carbonic acid

passes from the capillary arteries into the capillary veins
;
by the

veins it is transmitted to the lungs ; and by the lungs it is expelled

from the system. The real operations carried on in the lungs, then,

are the transmission of oxygen and the extrication of carbonic acid

;

but this organ is not the seat of the essential and ultimate part of the

function ; it is merely the portal tlirough which the elements employed
in the process have their entrance and exit. Thus the question con-

cerning the greater capacity of arterial blood for caloric is of no
importance whatever ; the phenomena may be equally accounted for,

whatever be, in this respect, the constitution of the blood.

The result of the whole is, the complete establishment of the fact,

that the production of heat in the animal body is a chemical operation,

dependent on the combination of oxygen with carbon in the capillary

arteries of the system ; that is, it is the result of the burning of

charcoal at every point of the body.

The agent which mamtains and regulates this internal fire is the
nervoiLS system. There is, indeed, reason to suppose that the nervous
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system, in some mode or other, contributes to the actual production of

animal heat. It is established by direct experiment, that the quantity

of carbonic acid formed in the system is inadequate to the suppl}* of

the caloric expended by it ; that in a given time more heat is

abstracted fi'om the body by the surrounding medium, than can be

accounted for by the consumption of the amount of carbonic acid

thrown off by the lungs during the same interval. There is evidence

that the soui'ce of this additional heat is the nervous system.

The influence exerted by the nervous system over the production

of animal heat, is demonstrated by the fact, established by nume-
rous observations and experiments, that whatever weakens the

nervous power, proportionally diminishes the capacity of producing

heat. For,

1. The destruction of a portion of the spinal cord diminishes the

temperatui'e of an animal without, as far as is ascertained, the dis-

turbance of any other function.

2. The privation of the heart and blood-vessels of the nervous

influence, as by decapitation, though the passage of the blood through

the lungs and its ordinary change from the venous to the arterial state

be maintained by artificial respiration, greatly diminishes, if it do not

altogether suspend, the generation of animal heat.

3. The abolition of sensibility by the administration of a narcotic

poison, artificial respu'ation being maintained, as efiectually distm-bs

the generation of animal heat as decapitation ; while the power of

generating heat is restored, in the exact proportion to the retm-n of

the sensibility by the cessation of the action of the poison.

4. The temperature of an organ is found, by direct experiment, to be

diminished by the division of the nerves that supply it with nervous

influence. The nerves that supply the horn were divided on one side

of the body in a young deer ; the other horn was left entire. The

temperature of the horn—the nerves of which had been divided—was

found, after some hours, to be considerably diminished, and it con-

tmued diminished for several days : at length its temperature was

restored. On examining the horn about ten days after the operation

had been performed, the divided nerves were found to be connected by

a newly-formed substance ; thus apparently accounting for the loss of

temperature in the fii'st mstance, and for its subsequent restoration.

But although these and other analogous facts prove, beyond all

question, the important influence of the nervous system over the deve-

lopment of animal heat, yet the mode in which that influence operates

is not ascertained. Its action may be either director indirect. The

nerves may possess some specific power of generating heat,—extricatmg

it immediately from the blood by a process analogous to secretion,—or

they may evolve it indirectly by other operations, as by some of tho

0
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processes of niitiitiou. Each hypothesis is maintained by able physio-

logists ; but the balance of evidence (as will appear hereafter) is

greatly in favour of the opinion that the influence of the nervous

system over this process is altogether indirect. A beautiful illustration

of this is afforded in the following operation, which is going on,

without ceasing, eveiy instant during life.

The skin which forms the external covering of the body is com-

posed essentially of gelatin. No gelatin is contained in the blood ; but

the albumen of the blood is capable of being converted into gelatin by

the addition of oxygen. Albumen is received by the capillary artery

of the skin ; the blood, of which albumen foims so important a consti-

tuent, contains a quantity of oxygen which it receives at the moment
of inspiration, and which it retains in a state of loose combination.

Under the influence probably of the organic nerve, the capillary artery

chemically combines a portion of the free oxygen with the albumen

of the blood, and gelatin is the result. In this process the albumen

gives off carbon ; the blood affords oxygen ; the two elements unite
;

carbonic acid is formed
;
and, as in every other instance in which

carbonic acid is formed, heat is evolved. In this manner a fire is

kindled, and is kept constantly burning, where it is most needed to

counteract the influence of external cold, at the external surface of the

body.

Such are the main points which have been established in relation to

the production and distribution of animal heat. But it has been shown
that the living body is capable of bearing without injuiy a temperature
by which it is rapidly consumed when deprived of life. By what
means does the vital power enable the body to resist the influence of

such intense degrees of heat ?

Two circumstances are observable when the body is placed in a
temperature greatly higher than its own. First, it can endure such a
temperature only m the medium of an:. Air can easily be borne at
the temperature of 260°

: aqueous vapoui' at the temperature of 130°
few Europeans are capable of enduring longer than twelve minutes

;

the peasants of Finland appear to be able to sustain it, for the space of
half an hour, as high as 167°

: but the hottest liquid water-bath which
any one seems to have been able to bear for the space of ten minutes,
is the hottest spring at Bareges, the temperature of which is 113°. But
in heated air, the quantity of heat m actual contact with the body
is much less than in the other media; because in proportion as
the air is heated it is expanded, and in proportion as it is
expanded the pafticles are diminished that come into contact with
the body.

In the second place, the afflux of the colder fluids from the central
parts of the system to the surface may for a time exert some influence
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in keeping clown the temperature of the body. But above all this, in

the third place, a twofold provision is made in tlie body itself for the

reduction of its temperature when exposed to intense degrees of heat

:

by the one, the power with which it is endowed of producing heat is

diminished
;
by the other, cold is positively generated.

It has been shown that in proportion to the elevation of the tempe-
rature to which the body is exposed the blood becomes less venalized,

and in the proportion in which the blood retains its arterial character

the consumption of oxygen is diminished. Venous blood contains an

excess of carbon ; arterial blood an excess of oxygen. Consequently, in

proportion as the blood retains its arterial character it aftbrds less

carbon for the combination of oxygen—that is less inflammable matter.

At an elevated temperature therefore there must, of necessity, be a

diminished production of heat within the body, since the blood contains

a diminished quantity of combustible material.

Moreover, in proportion to the elevation of the temperature to which

the body is exposed, evaporation takes place from the entire surface of

the pulmonary vesicles. No experiments have been performed which

enable the physiologists to ascertain precisely the quantity of vapour

exhaled fi'om the lungs in a given time, when the body is exposed to a

given degree of heat ; but both observation and experiment show that it

is very great. The blood pours out upon the whole surface of the air-

vesicles a quantity of moisture in the form of water : by the surround-

ing air this water is converted into vapour: by the conversion of

a fluid from the state of a liquid into that of vapour caloric is absorbed

:

by the absorption of caloric cold is generated, and that to such a

degree that fluids exposed to the influence of evaporation may be

frozen in the intensest heat of summer. The very process by which

art, aided by science, affords to the inhabitants of warm climates the

luxury of ice, is that by which nature generates cold in the human

lungs when the body is exposed to a temperature above its own. Not

only, then, is the limg the instrument by which the body acquires the

power of evolving heat in greater or less quantity in proportion to the

demands of the system, but this very same organ, under a change of

circumstances, produces the directly contrary effect, and actually

generates cold.

In the process of producing cold, the skin is a powerful auxiliary to

the lungs. More fluid is, indeed, evaporated from the surface of the

skin in the form of perspiration, than from the lungs in the form of

vapour ; the cutaneous, like the pulmonary evaporation, increases in

the ratio of the temperature, and both co-operate in abstracting the

excess of caloric.

Finally, in proportion to the elevation of the temperature is the

acceleration of the circulation : the pulse is augmented in power, and

o2
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doubled or trebled in frequency ; but in proportion to the rapidity of

the circulation is the increase of the quantity of evaporable matter

which is transmitted to the evaporating surfaces.

From the whole it appears that by the combination of carbon and

oxygen provision is made for the production of the greatest quantity

of caloric that can at any time be required for the wants of the system ;

that when a decreased evolution of heat is necessary a smaller quantity

of carbon and oxygen is brought into union ; and that when, from

exposure to intense degrees of heat, it is requisite for the maintenance

of the temperature of the body at its own standard, that it should

actually generate cold, it accomplishes this object by the evaporation

of water.

CHAPTEE XIV.

OF THE FUNCTION OF DIGESTION.

Process of Assimilation in tlie plant ; in the animal—Digestive apparatus in tlie lower

classes of animals; in the higiier classes; iu man— Digestive processes—Prehension,

Mastication, Insalivation, Deglutition, Chymificatiou, Chylification, Absorption,

Fecation— Structure and action of the organs by which tlieso operations are per-

formed—Ultimate results—Powers by which those results are accomplished—Tw(j

kinds of thgestion, a lower and a liigher ; the former prepaititory to the latter.

Digestion is the function by which the ahment is converted into

nutriment. No food can nourish until it be converted into a fluid

analogous in chemical composition to that of the body by which it is

assimilated. The conversion of the crude aliment into such a fluid is

efl'ected by a vital power peculiar to living beings, by which they

subvert the constitution of other organised bodies, and cause them to

assume their own. They accomplish this change by the agency of

certain secretions which they elaborate in their own organs, and
which they add to the substances they receive as aliment. By the

action of these secretions, the chemical composition of the aliment is

brought into a close afiinity to that of the body which it nourishes.

Fixed immoveably to the soil by its roots, the nutritive apparatus of

the plant is always in contact with its food, which is slowly but un-
ceasingly absorbed according to the wants of its system. But the

animal endowed with the faculty of locomotion receives its aliment

into the interior of its body, that it may transport its food along with
it in all its changes of place ; and that, as m the plant, its food may
be always in contact with its nutritive apparatus. The interior

nutrition of the animal and the convergence of its nutritive apparatus
to the centre of its system, and the exterior nutrition of the plant and
the divergence of its nutritive apparatus to the peripheral extremity of
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its body, are differences in their mode of nutrition, connected Avith

essential diOerences in the mode of life peculiar to the two beino-s.

Plant -like animals Lave a plant-hke mode of nutrition. The transi-
tion from the one class to the other is so gradual as to be almost in-
sensible. Fixed to the same spot in the ocean as the tree to the land,
the nutritive surface of the poriferous animal is always in contact with
the water, as the soil is with the external surface of the i)lant. The
cellular substance of which the bag of the poriferous animal is com-
posed is permeated in all directions by ramifying and anastomosing
canals, which, beginning by minute pores placed on the external surface,

terminate in larger orifices, termed vents, which are fecal openings.

These internal canals are incessantly traversed by streams of water,

which enter through the minute, and are discharged through the larger,

orifices. By these currents the nutrient matter contained in the water
is conveyed to every part of the body, and the streams that issue from
the fecal orifices abound with minute flocculent particles, the residue

of the digested matter. No separate part of the body is appropriated

to the function of digestion any more than in the plant; there is

merely a general absorbent surface ; the water is to this animal what
the soil is to the plant ; its whole surface is a root

;
every point of

that surface is constantly in contact with its food, and every point is

absorbent.

Comparative aiifitomy, which has succeeded in tracing through the

different classes, orders, genera, and countless tribes of animals, the

modifications in form and structure of the digestive apparatus, has

shown that those modifications are invariably in strict adaptation to

the kind of food on which the apparatus is destined to act, and to

the extent of the elaboration requisite to convert crude aliment into

proper animal substance. To trace this adaptation through the rising

and ever-varying series, is a most interesting and instructive study

—not only exhibiting, in the veiy organs that elaborate its food, the

physical and even the mental qualities assigned by the hand of nature

to each individual, but oftentimes shedding a clear and bright light

on the complex structures of the highest and most perfect organisation.

Striking and beautiful illustrations are afforded by these investigations

of the principle formerly insisted on (Chapter I.), that the commu-

nication of the higher faculties exalts the apparatus even of the very

lowest processes, that the latter may work in harmony with the

former. In conformity with this principle, as the nobler endow-

ments exalt the animal in the scale of organisation, so even its very

digestive apparatus becomes extended, isolated, complex and refined.

The highest and most perfect form of the digestive apparatus is

that which is disposed in a series of chambers in free communication

with each other. In these chambers the food undergoes a succession.
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of changes, by wliicli it is progressively assimilated to the nature of

animal substance. This assimilation, however, is never effected by the

sole agency of the chambers themselves ; it is accomplished, to a great

extent, by the influence of special organs placed in the neighbourhood

of the digestive chambers. In the lowest anunal there is but one

substance and one surface for every function ; in the highest, even for

the performance of the lowest function, there is the combination of

many substances which are arranged in complex modes.

In man, the digestive chambers are five ; the auxiliary organs are

many.

The first of these chambers is the cavity called the mouth ; the

second is the bag termed the pharynx ; the pharynx commimicates by

the oesophagus with the third chamber, the stomach ; the fourth

chamber consists of the convoluted tubes named the small intestines,

and the fifth consists of the larger tubes, denominated the large

intestines. The assistant organs are, first, numerous appendages to

the mouth, namely, the tongue, the teeth, the salivaiy glands, and the

muscles that work the jaws
;
and, secondly, certain aj)pendages to the

small intestines, namely, the pancreas, the liver, the mesenteric glands,

and the lacteal vessels.

By the mouth the food is softened and reduced to a pulp
;
by the

tongue, materially aided by the soft palate, this pulp, when duly

prepared, is transmitted to the pharynx ; received by the pharynx, it

is sent on to the oesophagus
;
by the oesophagus, it is conveyed to the

stomach ; in the stomach, it is converted into a peculiar substance

called chyme; the chyme, passing from the stomach into the first

portion of the small intestines, is there converted into the substance

called chyle ; the chyle, carried slowly along the remaining portion of

the small intestines, is successively absorbed by the lacteals
;
by the

lacteals, it is conveyed through the mesenteric glands to the thoracic

duct, and by the thoracic duct it is poured into the venous blood close

to the heart. By the large intestines the refuse matter is conveyed
out of the system.

The function of digestion consists, then, of the following processes :

1. Prehension. 2. Mastication. 3. Insalivation. 4. Deglutition.

5. Chymification. 6. Chylification. 7. Absorption. 8. Fecation.
Prehension is the reception of the ahment; mastication is the

mechanical comminution of it; insalivation is the admixture of it

with certain juices poured into the mouth
;
deglutition is the trans-

mission of it, when duly moistened and divided, into the stomach •

chymification is the conversion of it into chyme
; chylification is the

conversion of the chyme into chyle
; absorption is the assumption of

the chyle by the lacteals and the transmission of it into the blood and
fecation is the separation and discharge of the refuse matter. Each
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part of this extended apparatus is modified m structure so as specially

to lit it for the performance of the office which is appropriated to it.

The mouth is not merely the opening between the two lips, but

consists of an oval chamber, bounded above by the upper jaw and the

palate ; below by the tongue and the lower jaw
;

laterally by the

cheeks ; behind by the soft palate ; and before by the Hps.

The upper and lower jaw, the palate bones, and the teeth, constitute

the hard or the bony parts of the mouth. The soft jDarts consist of

the lips, the cheeks, the soft palate, the tongue, and the mucous mem-
brane which lines the whole.

The lips and cheeks are composed principally of muscles, covered

on the outside by the skin, and lined on the inside by the

mucous membrane of the mouth. In the interspaces between the

muscles is disposed a quantity of fat, which gives form to the face,

facilitates the movements of the muscles, and protects the glands,

blood-vessels, and nerves, with which all these organs are most

abundantly supplied.

The roof of the mouth, called the palate (Fig. 81), consists partly

of bony and partly of membranous substance. The bony part of the

palate forms an arch in the upper jaw, the position of which in the

erect posture is horizontal : the membranous part of the palate con-

sists of the mucous membrane of the mouth, which affords a covering

to the bony part of the palate.

From the posterior part of the bony arch of the palate is suspended,

transversely, a moveable partition, called the soft palate (Fig. 81),

which is composed of muscular fibres enclosed in the mucous mem-

branes of the mouth. No less than ten distinct muscles enter into the

composition of the soft palate. These muscles are disposed in such a

manner that they render the organ capable of descending and of

applying itself against the tongue (Fig. 81), so as completely to close

the passage between the mouth and the pharynx (Fig. 81), and of

ascending and carrying itself obliquely backwards towards the posterior

wall of the pharynx, so as completely to close the passage between the

pharynx and the nose (Fig. 81, nasal fossae) ; hence this moveable

partition performs the office of a double valve, closing the passage

from the mouth to the pharynx, and from the pharynx to the nose.

From the centre of the soft palate hangs pendulous the conical-

shaped body called the uvula (Fig. 81), which consists of a small

muscle enveloped in the mucous membrane of the mouth. The uvula

assists in completing the valve formed by ther soft palate ;
it is also

an important organ in the modulation of the voice. When destroyed

by disease, both the deglutition of the food and the sound of the voice

become imperfect.

The lateral edges of the soft palate separate into two layers, which
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enclose between them the bodies called tlic tonsils (Fig. 81), two

glands commonly about the size of an almond. These organs co-

operate with other glands in secreting the fluids of the mouth.

FiiT. 81.

B risrtr

ninq ff
I duci

Sectional view of the Nose, Mouth, Pharynx, etc.

The tongue (Fig. 81) is composed of six distinct muscles enveloped

in the mucous membrane of the mouth. The fibres of these muscles

are so interwoven with each other as to form an intricate net-work

;

and their number, arrangement, and exquisite organisation render the

organ capable of executing a surprising variety of movements with the

most perfect precision, and with a velocity of which the mind can

scarcely form a conception : some of these movements being requisite

to bring the aliment under the operation of mastication, and others to

produce articulate speech.

The tongue divided into base, apex, and dorsum, is supported by a
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bone called the hyoid bono (os byoides), (Fig. 81), which, unlike any

other bone of the body, is placed at a distance from the general skeleton,

and completely imbedded in muscles. This singularly posted and deli-

cately constructed bone is not only connected Avith the tongue, but

with many other highly important muscles, to which it affords a sup-

port and a lever.

Each jaw is provided with sixteen teeth (Fig. 82), arranged with

perfect uniformity, eight on each side of each jaw ; those of the one

side exactly corresponding with those of the other. The teeth, from

Fig. 82.

Vfiper •Frtio

Jfolara ^icuapid* Canine T-nci»or*

[.ou'er Jaw

Molars

I

—

Crown

I Fn u/f

liicisorf

The Permanent Teeth, External view.

the differences they present in their size, form, mode of connection with

the law, and use, are divided into four classes, namely, on each side ot

each jaw, two incisors; one canine; two bicuspid; and three molar.

(See Fig. 82.) ^ . . „ ^ r +i
•

The incisor, or cutting teeth, are situated m the front of the aw;

that directly in the centre is called the central; and the next to it the
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lateral incisor. Their office, as their name imports, is to cut the food,

which they do, on the principle of shears or scissors.

Standing next to the lateral incisor is the canine, or eye-tooth. It

is the longest of all the teeth. Its office is to tear such parts of the

food as are too hard to be readily divided by the incisors.

Next the cuspid are the bicuspid, two on each side (Fig- 82), so

named from theii- being provided with two distinct prominences or

points. Then- office is to tear tough substances preparatory to theii*

trituration by the next set.

The molars, or the grinders, three on each side, are provided with

four or five prominences on the grinding surface, with correspondmg

depressions, wliich are so arranged that the elevations of those of the

upper arc adapted to the concavities of those of the lower jaw, and the

contrary.

From the incisor to the molar teeth there is a regular gradation in

size, form, and use, the cusi^id holding a middle place between the

incisor and the bicusj)id, and the bicuspid being in every respect inter-

mediate between the cuspid and the molar. Thus the incisor are

adapted only for cutting, the cuspid for tearing, the bicuspid partly for

tearing and partly for grinding, and the molar solely for grinding.

The incisor has only a single root, which is nearly round, and quite

simple (Fig. 82) ; the cuspid has only a single root, but this is flat-

tened and partially grooved ; even the bicusj^id has only a single root,

but this is commonly divided at its extremity, and is always so much
grooved as to have the apj)earance of two fangs partially united, the

body having two points instead of one, thus approaching it to the form

of the molar ; and these last have always two, sometimes three, occa-

sionally four roots, and their body is greatly increased in size, and has

a complete grmding smface.

In some animals whose food and habits require the utmost extension

of the office of a particular class of teeth, a corresponding development

of that class takes place. Thus in the carnivora, as is strikingly seen

in the tiger and the polar bear, the cuspid or canine teeth are pro-

digiously elongated and strengthened, in order to enable them to seize

their food, and to tear it in pieces. On the other hand, in the

rodentia, or gnawing animals, as m the beaver, the incisors are exceed-

ingly elongated; while in the graminivora, and especially in the

ruminantia, the molar teeth are by far the most developed. In each

case the other kinds of teeth are of little comparative importance;

sometimes they are even altogether wanting.

So intimately are these organs connected with the kind of food by
which life is sustained, and the kind of food with the general habits of

the animal, that an anatomist can tell the structure of the digestive

organs, the kind of nervous system, the physical and even the mental
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endowments ; that is, the exact point in the scale of organisation to

which the animal belongs, merely by the inspection of the teeth.

In man, the several classes of the teeth are so similarly developed,

so perfectly equalized, and so identically constructed, that they may
be considered as the true type from wliich all the other forms are

deviations.

For the accomplishment of their office, the teeth must be endowed

with prodigious strength : for the fulhlment of purposes immediately

connected with the apparatus of digestion, it is necessary that they

should be placed in the neighbourhood of exceedingly soft, delicate,

irritable, and sentient organs. That they may possess the requisite

degree of strength, they are constructed chiefly of a kind of bone, the

hardest organised substance. (Chapter VI.)

Had a highly-organised and sensitive body been made the instru-

ment of cutting, tearing, and breaking down the food, every tooth,

every time it comes in contact with the food,' would produce the

exquisite pain now occasionally experienced when a tooth is inflamed.

Yet a body wholly inorganic and therefore insensible, could not perform

the office of the instriunent : first, because a dead body cannot be

placed in contact with living parts without producing irritation, disease,

and consequently pain; and, secondly, because such a body being

incapable of any process of nutrition, must speedily be worn away by

friction, and there could be no possibility of repairing or of replacing

it. The instrument in question, then, must possess hardness, dura-

bility, and, to a certain extent, insensibility
;
yet it must be capable of

forming an intimate union with sentient and vital organs, must be

cajmble of becoming a constituent part of the living system.

To communicate to it the requisite degree

of hardness, the hard substance forming its

basis is rendered much harder than common

bone.

When a vertical section is made in the

tooth, it is found to contain a cavity of con-

siderable size, termed the dental cavity,

which, large in the body of the tooth,

gradually diminishes through the whole

length of the root. The dental cavity is
Magnified section of a tooth, to

lined throughout with a thin, dehcate, and illustrate the anangement of

vascular membrane, continued from that

which lines the jaw. It contains a pulpy

substance. This pulp, highly vascular and

exquisitely sensible, is composed almost en-

tirely of blood-vessels and nerves, and is the som-ce whence the bony

part of the tooth derives its vitahty, sensibility, and nutriment. The

Fig. 8;].

the fibrous crystals compos-

ing the enamel. 1, cavity of

the tooth
; 2, bony substance

;

,'?, enamel showing the crys-

tals disposed in radii.
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blood-vessels and nerves that compose the pulj) enter the dental cavity-

through a minute hole at the extremity of the root. The membrane

which lines the dental cavity is likewise continued over the external

surface of the root, so as to afford it a complete envelope.

In this manner an instrument is constructed j)ossessing the requisite

hardness, durability, and insensibility
;
yet organized, alive, as truly

an integrant portion of the living system as the eye or the heart.

No less care is indicated in fixing than in constructing the instru-

ment. It is held in its situation not by one expedient, but by many.

1. All along the margin of both jaws is placed a bony arch, pierced

Avith holes, which constitute the sockets, called alveoli, for the teeth

(Fig. 84). Each socket or alveolus is distinct, there being one

ulveolus for each fang. The adaptation of the root to the alveolus is

so exact, and the adhesion so close, that each root is fixed in its

alveolus just as a nail is fixed when driven into a board.

2. The roots of the

tooth, when there are

more than one, deviate

from a straight line ; and

this deviation from paral-

lelism, on an obvious me-
chanical principle, adds to

the firmness of the con-

nexion.

3. Adherent by one edge

to the bony arch of the

jaw, and by the other to

the neck of the tooth, is a peculiar substance, dense, firm, mem-
branous, called the gum, less hard than cartilage, but much harder

than skin, or common membrane; abounding with blood-vessels,

yet but little sensible ; constructed for the express purpose of assisting

to fix the teeth in their situation.

4. The dense and firm membrane covering the bony arch of the

jaw is continued into each alveolus which it lines : from the bottom of

the alveolus this membrane is reflected over the root of the tooth,

which it completely invests as far as the neck, where it terminates,

and where the enamel begins : this membrane, like a tense and strong

band, powerfully assists in fixing the tooth.

5. Lastly, the vessels and nerves which enter at the extremity of

the root, like so many strings, assist in tying it down
;
hence, when

in the progress of age all the other fastenings are removed, these

strings hold the teeth so firmly to the bottom of the socket, that their

removal always requires considerable force.

But a dense substance like enamel, acting with force against so hard

Fig. 84.

Upper jaw, showing the alveoli.
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a substance as bone, would produce a jar which, propagated along the
bones of the face and skull to the brain, Avould severely injure that

tender organ, and effectually interfere with the comfort of eating.

This evil is guarded against,

1 . By the structure of the alveoli, which are composed not of dense

and compact, but of loose and spongy bone. This cancellated arrange-

ment of the osseous fibres is admirably adapted for absorbing vibrations

and preventing their propagation. (Chapter VI.)

2. By the membrane which hues the socket.

3. By the membrane which covers the root of the tooth
;
and,

4. By the gum.

These membranous substances, even more than the cancellated

structure of the alveoli, absorb vibrations and counteract the communi-

cation of a shock to the bones of the face and head when the teeth act

forcibly on hard materials ; so many and such nice adjustments go to

secm-e enjoyment, nay to prevent exquisite pain, in the simple opera-

tion of bringing the teeth into contact in the act of eating.

The teeth in mastication are passive instruments put in motion

with the jaws. The upper jaw is fixed, the lower only is moveable.

The lower jaw is capable of different motions
;
depression, elevation, a

motion forwards and backwards, and a lateral motion. These simple

motions are capable, by coml)ination, of producing compound motions.

Numerous muscles, some of them endowed with prodigious power, are

so disjiosed and combined as to be able, at the command of volition,

to produce any of these motions that may be required, simple or

compound.

By the combination, succession, alternation, and repetition of these

motions, the lower is made to produce upon the upper jaw all the

variety of pressure necessary for the mastication of the food. In this

process the muscles of the tongue perform scarcely a less important

part than the muscles of the lower jaw. Some of its muscular fibres

shorten the tongue, some give it breadth, others render it concave, and

others convex : so ample is the provision for moving this organ to

different parts of the mouth and fiiuces, whether to bruise the softer

parts of the aliment against the palate, to mix it with the saliva, or to

place it under the pressiu'e of the teeth.

By the combined action of the muscles of the lower jaw and tongue,

and that of the teeth, the food is bruised, cut, torn, and divided into

minute fragments. This operation is of so much importance that the

whole process of digestion is imperfect without it. It is proved by

direct experiment that the stomach acts upon the aliment with a

faciUty in some degree proportionate to the perfection with which it is

masticated. If an animal swallow morsels of food of diflerent bulks,

and the stomach be examined after a given time, digestion is found to
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be the most advanced in the smallest pieces, which are often completely

softened, while the larger are scarcely acted upon at all.

At the same time that, by the operation of mastication, the aliment

undergoes mechanical division, it imbibes a quantity of fluid derived

from various sources,

1. From the membrane which lines the internal surface of the

mouth, and which affords a covering to all the parts contained in it.

2. From numerous minute glands placed in clusters about the

cheeks, gums, lips, palate, and tongue. Each of these glands is fur-

nished with its own little duct, which, piercing the mucous membrane,

opens into the cavity of the mouth. From these glands is derived the

fluid with which the interior of the mouth is lubricated. It consists

of a glutinous, adhesive, transparent fluid, of a Kght-grey tmt, salt

taste, and shghtly alkahne nature, termed mucus.

Fig. 85.

C 5 4»

View of the parotid gland, witli the muscles of the face. 1, parotid gland; 2, parotid

duct; 3,masseter muscle; 4, buccinator
; 5, triangularis, or depressor of the angle of the

mouth
; 6, depressor of the lower lip

; 7, orbicularis, or circular muscle of the mouth
;

8, great zygomatic, or the distorter of the mouth, as in laughing; 9, elevator of the

angle of the mouth
; 10, elevator of the upper lip, and wing of the nose

; 11, compressor

of the airtilage of the nose
; 12, orbicularis, or circular muscle of the eyelids; 13,

occipito-frontalis ; elevator of the eyelids ; motor of the scalp, &c., an important muscle

of expression
;

14, tendinous portion of the occipito-frontalis; 15, elevator of the ear.

3. From six large glands placed symmetrically, three on each side,

termed the salivary glands, namely, the parotid (Fig. 85, l), situated

before the ear ;
the submaxillary, situated beneath the lower jaw ; and

the sublingual, situated immediately under the tongue. Each of these

glands is provided with a duct (Fig. 85, 2), by which it pours the fluid

it elaborates, called saliva, into the mouth.

The other fluids of the mouth are always mixed with the saliva,

and are all commonly included under that name. The secretion of

these fluids is unceasing, and they pass into the stomach by successive

acts of deglutition at nearly regular intervals ; so that the stomach,

after it has been some time without food, contains a considerable
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quantity of these fluids. But they are chiefly needed during the opera-

tion of mastication, and two provisions are made for securing their

flow in the greatest abundance at that time.

First, the situation of the glands is such that they are all exposed

to the action of the muscles of mastication, by which action the glands

are excited, a large quantity of blood is determined to them, and the

quantity of fluid they secrete is projiortionate to the quantity of blood

they receive. Secondly, the glands are placed under the influence of

the mind, so that the very thought, and still more the taste, of grate-

ful food, acting upon them as an additional stimulus, causes an addi-

tional secretion. The quantity of fluid formed from these difl'erent

sources, and mixed with the food during the mastication of an ordinary

meal, is estimated at half a pint. It must commonly be more than

this, because, in a case described by Dr. Grairdner, of Edinburgh, in

which the oesoi)hagus had been cut through, it was observed that from

six to eight ounces of saliva were discharged during a meal, which

consisted merely of broth injected through the divided CBSophagus into

the stomach.

Saliva is a frothy, watery fluid, in its healthy state nearly insipid,

and of a slightly alkaline nature. It is composed of water, a peculiar

animal substance called ptyalin, mucus, and several salts. It jjroduces

important changes on the food. By the water, and the salts contained

in it, it softens and dissolves the food ; and thus, while it renders it

easier to be swallowed, it prepares it for the subsequent changes it is

to undergo. To this latter object, the assimilation of the food, it

seems to communicate the first tendency by the azotised substances,

the salivary, and the albuminous matter which it adds to it. From

this, the commencement of the assimilative process to its completion,

animalised substances are successively added to the food which have

the property of converting the food more and more into the nature of

animal substance.

Comminuted by the teeth, and softened by the saliva, the food is

reduced to a pulp. In this pulp there is a complete admixture of all

the alimentary substances with the assimilative matter secreted from

the blood, into the nature of which it is to be ultimately changed.

The mass is at the same time brought to the temperature of the blood.

As long as the operations of mastication and insalivation go on, the

mouth forms a closed cavity from which the food cannot escape ; for

the lips enclose it before, the cheeks at the sides, the tongue below,

and the soft palate behind, the inferior edge of which being applied in

close and firm contact with the base of the tongue, prevents all com-

munication between the mouth and the pharynx.

When, by mastication, the food is sufficiently divided, and by insaH-

vation softened and animalised to fit it for the future changes it is to
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imdergo, it is collected by the tongue, and carried by that organ to

the back part of the mouth. The soft palate (Fig. 81), obedient to

the stimulus of the duly-prepared food, rises the instant it is touched

by it, and affords it a free passage to the pharynx (Fig 81).

In fi-ont are the two entrances from the nose with the mouth below

them, on either side are the Eustachian tubes (Fig. 81), which open

on a level between the nose and mouth above the soft palate, and

below are the passages to the lungs and stomach called trachea and

cesophagus (Fig. 81), the latter always open, and the former guarded

by the valve-like epiglottis (Fig. 81), and by its active closing lips

called glottis.

Were the food to enter the Eustachian tubes or the nose, it would

occasion great inconvenience ; were it to enter the glottis, it would

cause death. It is prevented from entering the Eustachian tubes and

the nose by the soft palate (Fig. 81), which by the very act of rising

to afford an opening from the mouth to the pharynx, is carried over

the other ai)ertures so as completely to close them. By the varied

direction of the muscular fibres which enter into the composition of

this organ, it is enabled to execute the different and even opposite

motions required in the performance of its important office.

The food is prevented from entering the glottis partly by a cartila-

ginous valve (Fig. 81), termed the epiglottis, placed immediately

above the glottis, and attached to the rout of the tongue (Fig 81). In

delivering the food to the pharynx the tongue passes backwards. In

passing backwards it pushes in the same direction the epiglottis which

is attached to it, and so necessarily carries it over the glottis, closing

the aperture.

It is deeply interesting to observe the part performed in these opera-

tions by sensation and volition, and the boundary at which their in-

fluence terminates and consciousness itself is lost. Mastication, a

voluntary operation, carried on by voluntary muscles, at the command
of the will, is attended with consciousness, always in the state of health

of a pleasurable nature. To communicate this consciousness, the

tongue, the palate, the lips, the cheeks, the soft palate, and even the

pharynx, are sujjplied with a prodigious number of sentient nerves.

The tongue especially, one of the most active agents in the operation,

is supplied with no less than six nerves derived from three diff'erent

sources. These nerves, spread out upon this organ, give to its upper

surface a complete covering, and some of them terminate in sentient

extremities visible to the naked eye. These sentient extremities, with

which every point of the upper sm-face, but more especially the apex,

is studded, constitute the bodies termed papillae, the immediate and
special seat of the sense of taste. This sense is also diffused, though
in a less exquisite degree, over the whole internal surface of the mouth.
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Close to the sense of taste is placed the seat of the kindred sense of

smell. The business of both these senses is with tlie qualities of the

food. Mastication at once brings out the qualities of the food, and
puts the food in contact with the organs that are to take cognizance of

it. Mastication, a rough operation, capable of bemg accomplished
only by powerful instruments which act Avith force, is carried on in

the very same spot with sensation, an exquisitely delicate operation,

having its seat in soft and tender structures, with which the appro-

priate objects are brought into contact only with the gentlest impulse.

The agents of the coarse and the delicate, the forcible and the gentle

operations are in close contact, yet they work together not only

Avithout obstruction, but with the most perfect subserviency and co-

operation.

The movements of mastication are produced, and, until they have

accomplished the objects of the operation, are repeated by successive

acts of volition. To induce these acts, grateful sensations are excited

by the contact of the food with the sentient nerves so liberally dis-

tributed over almost the whole of the apparatus. To the provision

thus made for the production of pleasurable sensation, is superadded

the necessity of dhect and constant attention to the pleasure included

in the gratification of the taste. It is justly observed by Dr. A. Combe,

that without some degree of attention to the process of eating, and

some distinct perception of its gi-atefulness, the food cannot be duly

digested. When the mind is so absorbed as to be whoUv unconscious

of it, or even indifferent to it, the food is swallowed without mastica-

tion : then it lies in the stomach for hours together without being

acted upon by the gastric juice, and if this be done often, the stomach

becomes so much disordered as to lose its power of digestion, and death

is the inevitable result : so that not only is pleasurable sensation an-

nexed to the reception of food, but the direct and continuous conscious-

ness of that pleasurable sensation during the act of eating is made one

of the conditions of the due performance of the digestive function.

With the operation of mastication and one part of the process of

deglutition, immediately to be noticed, the agency of volition and sensa-

tion cease. Beyond this the function of digestion is wholly an organic

process. In addition to the reasons assigned why all the organic pro-

cesses are placed alike beyond the cognizance of sense and the control

of the will, there is this special reason why, in the function of diges-

tion, they cease at the exact boundary assigned them.

Every time the act of deglutition is performed, the openings to the

windpipe and to the nose are closed, so that during this operation all

access of air to the lungs is stopped
;
consequently it is necessary that

the passage of the food through the pharynx should be rapid. Masti-

cation, a voluntary process, n\ay be performed slowly oi- lapidly, per-
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fectly or imperfectly, without serious mischief; but life depends on

the passage of the food through the pharynx with extreme rapidity

and with the nicest precision. It is therefore taken out of the province

of vohtion and intrusted to organs which belong to the organic life,

organs which carry on their operations with the steadiness, constancy,

and exactness of bodies whose motions are determined by a physical

law.

No sooner does the duly-prepared food touch the soft palate, than

the whole apparatus of deglutition is instantly in motion. This moveable

partition suddenly rises to afford to the food a free passage to the

pharynx. The pharynx itself, at the same instant, rises to receive the

morsel tln-ust towards it by the pressm-e of the tongue ; and one muscle,

the stylo-pliaryngeus, which concurs in producing this movement,

seems specially intended, in addition, to expand the pharynx. Three

muscles throw their fibres around the pharynx, termed its upper,

middle, and lower constrictors, which^ the moment the morsel reaches

the pharynx, contract upon it, and embrace it fiinnly. At the same
instant the larynx, closing its aperture, springs forward towards the

base of the tongue, under which it is in a manner concealed, the

additional shield of the epiglottis being simultaneously thrown over

the glottis. By this movement of the lai-ynx, upwards and forwards,

the course of the morsel across the dangerous passage is shortened.

All these motions take place with such rapidity that Boerhaave said

the action is convulsive. And now the food, firmly pressed by the

pharynx, cannot return to the mouth, for the root of the tongue is

there stopping up the passage ; it cannot euter the Eustacliian tubes

or the nose, for the soft palate is there closing the apertures ; it cannot
enter the larynx, for a double guard is placed upon the glottis securing

its firm closure. The food can advance in one direction only, the direc-

tion required, that which leads to the cesophagus. Well, therefore, on
the contemplation of these complex structm*es and the consent and
harmony with which they act, might Paley say, " In no apparatus put
together by art do I know such multifarious uses so aptly contrived as
in the natural organisation of the human mouth and its appenda^-es.

In this small cavity we have teeth of diff'erent shape
;
first, for cutting

;

secondly, for grinding
; muscles most artificially disposed for carrying

on the compound motions of the lower jaw by which the mill is

worked; fountains of saliva springing up in different parts of the
cavity for the moistening of the food while the mastication is going on

;

glands to feed the fountains
; a muscular contrivance in the back part

of the cavity for the guiding of the prepared aliment into its passao-e
towards the stomach, and for carrying it along that passage. In the
mean time, and within the same cavity, is going on other business
wholly different, that of respiration and of speech. In addition, there-
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fore, to all that has heen mentioned, we have a passage opened from

this same cavity of the mouth into the hmgs for the admission of air,

for the admission of air exclusively of every other suhstance ; "we have

muscles, some in the larynx, and, without number, in the tongue, for

the purpose of modulating that air in its passage, vnth. a variety, a

compass, and a precision of which no other musical intrument is

capable
;
and, lastly, we have a specific contrivance for dividing the

pneumatic part from the mechanical, and for preventing one set of

functions from interfering with the other. The mouth, with all these

intentions to serve, is a single cavity ; is one machine, with its parts

neither crowded nor confined, and each unembarrassed by the rest."

It should be added, the mouth is also the immediate seat of one of the

senses, and is in intimate communication with a second sense ; both

these senses are always excited while the principal business performed

by the machine is carried on, and are necessarily excited by the very

working of the machine, and the sensations induced in the natural and

sound state of the apparatus are invariably pleasurable.

The food is delivered by the pharynx to the oesophagus (Fig. 81), a

tube composed partly of membrane and partly of muscle. Its muscular

fibres consist of a double layer, an external and an internal layer ; the

external has a longitudinal direction ; the internal describes portions of

a circle around the tube. By the contraction of the longitudinal fibres

the length, and, by the contraction of the circular fibres, the diameter,

of the tube is diminished. Cellular membrane envelops these kyers

Fisr. 86.

\ icw of tlie stonincli, with its muscular coats displayed. 1, the cesophagus terminating in

the stomach; 2, the cardiac orifice; 3, the pylorus; 4, the commencement of the

duodenum ; 5, the large curvature of the stomach
; 6, the small curvature; 7, the large

extremity; 8, the small extremity
; 9, the longitudinal muscidar fibres ; 10, the circular

muscular fibres.

of fibres externally, and mucous membrane covers them internally.

When the tube is contracted, the mucous membrane is disposed in

folds, which disappear when it is dilated, and these folds allow of the

expansion of the tube without injury to the delicate tissue that lines
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it. The food passes slowly along the oesophagus, urged towards the

stomach, not by its own gravity, but by a force exerted upon it by the

tube itself, chiefly by the contraction of its circular fibres, Dehvered

at length to the stomach, the food is incapable of returning into the

oesophagus in consequence of the oblique direction in which the oesopha-

gus enters the stomach, the obliquity of its entrance serving the office

of a valve.

The stomach is a bag of an irregular oval shape (Fig. 86), capable

in the adult of containing about three pints. It is placed trans-

versely across the upper part of the abdomen. It occuj^ies the

whole epigastric, and the greater part of the left hypochondriac

regions. Above, it is in contact with the diaphragm, on the riglit

side with the liver, on the left with the spleen, and below with the

intestines.

Fig. 87.

The mucous membrane of the stomach and duodenum, with the bile ducts

Near the left extremity, which is much larger and considerably
#ier than the right (Fig. 86, 7), the CEsophagus opens by an aperture
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called the cardiac orifice. At the right extremity, a second aperture,

called the pyloric orifice (Fig. 86), leads into the first intestine.

Between the cardiac and the pyloric orifices are two curvatures, one

ahove, called the smaller (Fig. 86, r,), the other below, termed the

larger cm-vature (Fig. 86, 5).

Like the oesophagus, the stomach is composed of two layers of mus-
cular fibres, the external longitudinal (Fig. 86, 9), the internal circular

(Fig. 86, 10). By the contraction of the first the extent of the

stomach, from extremity to extremity, is diminished, or the organ is

shortened
;
by the contraction of the second the extent of the stomach,

from curvature to curvature, is diminished, or the organ is narrowed.

During digestion, by the contraction of these muscular fibres, the

capacity of the stomach is changed alternately in both directions,

whence a gentle motion is communicated to the aliment, which is thus

brought in succession under the influence of the agent that acts upon it.

A thin but strong membrane, derived from the peritoneum, the

membrane that lines the general cavity of the abdomen, forms the

external tunic of the stomach ; hence its outer covering is called the

peritoneal coat.

The inner or mucous coat, a direct continuation of the lining mem-
brane of the cesoj)hagus, is sufficiently extensive to hne smoothly the

stomach when it is distended ; but when it is empty and shrunken the

mucous coat arranges itself in ridges called rug£B (Fig. 87), which

disaj^pear again when the stomach is full.

The mucous coat produces two distinct secretions, one a thick viscid

mucus wliich protects the surface from the digestive solvents, and

the other a clear limpid fluid called gastric juice, which consists of

water holdinc: in solution some free acid and an albuminoid material

called pepsin which aid in producing the solution of the food : besides

these some salts are present in small proportions, as in all the other

fluids of the body. This gastric juice, as will be shown, is a higlily

important agent in the digestive process : it is thrown out by certain

follicles formed by tubular recesses of the free surface into the sub-

stance of the mucous membrane. These are very numerous, and are'

largest at the pyloric end, where the tubes are divided at their blind

ends. The mucus comes from all the general surface of the stomach

and the mouths of the folhcles.

All around the pyloric orifice (Fig. 86, 3) is placed a thick, strong,

and circular muscle, termed, from its oflftce, pylorus. It is about four

times the thickness of the muscular coat of the stomach, and presents

the appearance of a prominent and even projecting band. Its office is,

by the contraction of its fibres, to guard and close the opening from

the stomach until the aliment has been duly acted upon by the diger.-

tive fluid.
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The qimntity of blood sent to the stomach is greater than is spent

upon any other organ except the brain. The vessels of the stomach

Fig. 88.

\'ie\v of the stomach, showing the number and magnitude ot its blood- vessels, and tlie

mode of their disti ibution.

(Fig. 88) form two distinct layers, of which the external is distributed

to tlie peritoneal and muscular coats, while the internal, after rami-

fying on the fine cellular tissue which unites the muscular and mucous

tunics, penetrates the mucous coat, and is spent upon the villi, where it

forms an exquisitely-delicate network. There is, moreover, an inti-

mate vascular connexion between the spleen, pancreas and liver, and

the stomach. The arteries which supply all these organs sjiring from

a common trunk, and there is the freest communication between them

by anastomosing branches.

Equally abundant is its sujjply of nerves, some of which are derived

from the organic or non-sentient system, and otliers from the animal or

sentient system. The organic nerves are spread out in countless

numbers upon the great trunks of the arteries, so as to give them a

complete envelop (Fig. 89, 3) ; these nerves, never quitting the

arteries, accompany them in all their ramifications, and the fibril of

the nerve is ultimately lost upon the cai)illary termination of the

artery. It is by these organic nerves that the stomach is enabled to

perform its organic functions, which, for the reason assigned, is placed

beyond volition, and is without consciousness. By the nerves derived

from the sentient system which mingle with the organic, the function

of nutrition is brought into relation with the percipient mind, and is

made part of our sentient natm-e. By the commixtm-e of these tw^o

sets of nerves, derived from these two portions of the nervous system,
though we have no direct consciousness of the digestive process con-
sciousness ceasing precisely at the point where the agency of volition

stops, yet pleasurable sensation results from the due performance of
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the function. Hence the feeling of buoyancy, exhilaration, and vigour,

the pleasurable consciousness to which we give the name of health,

when the action of the stomach is sound: hence the depression,

hstlessness, and debility, the painful consciousness which we call disease,

when the action of the stomach is unsound : hence, too, the intluence of

Fig. 89.

\'iew of tlie organic nerve; of the stomac!!. 1, under surface of the liver turned u]>, to

brit)g into view the anterior surface of the stomach
; 2, gall-bladder

;
o, organic nerves

enveloping the trunks of the blood-vessels
; 4, pyloric extremity of the stomach, and

cominencement of the duodenum ; 5, contracted portion of the pylorus
;

6, situation of

the hour-glass contraction of the stomach, here imperfectly represented
;

7, omentum.

the mental state over the organic process ; the rapidity and perfection

with which the stomach works when the mind is happy—when the

repast is but the occasion and accom2:)animent of the feast of reason and

the flow of soul ; the slowness and imperfection with which the stomach

works when the mind is harassed wtli care struggling against adverse

events ; or is in sorrow and without hope ; when the friend that sat

by our side, and with whom we were wont to take sweet counsel, is

gone, and therefore gone that which made it life to live.

Eenovation is the primary and essential office of the stomach, and

its organic nerves enable it to supply the ever-recurring wants of the
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system. Gratification of appetite is a secondary and subordinate office

of the stomach, and its sentient nerves enable it to produce the state

of pleasurable consciousness when its organic function is duly per-

formed. By the double office thus assigned it, the stomach is rendered

what Mr. Hunter named it, the centre of sympathies.

From the whole length of the great arch of the stomach, and

partly also from the commencement of the duodenum (Fig. 89), the

peritoneal coat of the stomach is produced, forming a thin, delicate

membranous bag, called the omentum, or cawl (Fig. 89, 7). The

omentum extends from the great arch of the stomach to below the

umbilicus, and completely covers a large portion of the anterior surface

of the abdominal viscera (Fig. 89, 7). Between the two fine mem-

branous layers of which it is composed is contained a quantity of fat,

of which substance it serves as a reservoir.

Soon after the food has entered the stomach a remarkable change

takes place in the mucous membrane of the stomach. The blood-

vessels become loaded with blood ; the minute cells between the rugae

overflow with fluid. This fluid is the gastric juice, which is secreted by

the arterial capillaries now turgid with blood. The abundance of the

secretion, which progressively increases as the digestion advances, is in

proportion to the indigestibility of the food, and the quietude of the

body after the repast.

In the food itself no change is manifest for some time ; but at

length that portion of it which is in immediate contact with the

surface of the stomach begins to be slightly softened. This softening

slowly but progressively increases until the texture of the food, what-

ever it may have been, is gradually lost ; and ultimately most of the

solid portions of it dissolved.

When a portion of food thus acted on is examined, it presents the

appearance of having been corroded by a chemical agent. The white

of a hard-boiled egg looks exactly as if it had been plunged in vinegar

or in a solution of potass. The softened layer, as soon as the soften-

ing is sufficiently advanced, is, by the action of the muscular coat

of the stomach, detached, carried towards the pylorus, and ulti-

mately transmitted to the duodenum ; then another portion of the

harder and undigested food is brought into immediate contact with
the stomach, becomes softened in its turn, and is in like manrer
detached ; and this process goes on until the whole is dissolved.

The solvent power exerted by the gastric juice is most apparent
when the stomach of an animtil is examined three or four hours
after food has been freely taken. At this period the portion of the
food first in contact with the stomach is wholly dissolved and detached •

the portion subsequently brought into contact with the stomach is in the
process of solution, while tlic central part remains very little chano-ed.
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The dissolved and detiiclied portion of the food, from eveiT part of

the stomach flows slowly but steadily towards the pyloric extremity.

The fluid, which thus accumulates in this portion of the stomach, is a

new product, in which the sensible properties of the food, whatever

may have been the variety of substances taken at the meal, are lost.

This new product, which is termed chyme, is a homogeneous fluid,

pultaceous, greyish, insipid, of a faint sweetish taste, and slightly acid.

The pylorus, obedient to the demand of the chyme, relaxes, opens, and

aftbrds to the fluid a free passage into the duodemun. As soon as tbe

whole of the duly-prepared chyme has passed out of the stomach, the

pylorus closes, and remams closed, until two or three ounces more are

accumulated, when the same succession of motions are renewed with

the same result ; and again cease to be again renewed, as long as the

process of chymification goes on.

When the stomach contains a large quantity of food, these motions

are limited to the parts of the organ nearest the pylorus ; as it

becomes empty, they extend further along the stomach, until the great

extremity itself is involved in them. These motions are always

strongest towards the end of chymification.

The stomach during chymification is a closed chamber : its cardiac

orifice is shut by the valved entrance of the oesophagus, and its pyloric

orifice by the contraction of the pylorus.

The rapidity with which the process of chymification is carried on

is difl'erent according to the digestibility of the food, the bulk of the

morsels swallowed, the quantity received by the stomach, the consti-

tution of the individual, the state of the health, and above all, the class

of the animal—for it is widely different in different classes. In the

human stomach in about five hours after an ordinary meal the whole

of the food is probably converted into chyme.

The great agent in performing the process of chymificati(m is the

gastric juice. The evidence of this is complete ;
for,

1. As soon as the food enters the stomach a large quantity of blood

is determined to the arteries, which secrete the gastric juice ; and this

fluid continues to be poured into the stomach in great abimdance

dm-ing the whole time the process goes on.

2. The solvent power of this fluid is demonstrated by the fact that it

sometimes dissolves the stomach itself, when death takes place suddenly

diuing the act of digestion in a sound and vigorous state of the digestive

organs.

3. On introducing into the stomach alimentary substances enclosed

in metallic balls perforated with holes, or in pieces of porous cloth, it

is found, on removing these l)odies from the stomach, after a certain

time, that the alimentary substances contained in them are as com-

pletely digested as if they had been in actual contact with the smface
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of the stomach ; the metallic ball and the cloth remaining wholly

unchanged. This experiment, which has been often performed with

the same uniform result, was the first that led to the discovery of the

true nature of the digestive process.

4. Though it be impossilale to imitate out of the stomach all the

circumstances under which the food is placed within it, yet, on pro-

curing gastric juice from the stomachs of various animals, and mixing

it with difterent alimentary substances, it is found not only to dissolve

them, but to convert them into a pultaceous mass, closely resembling

chyme. Gastric juice thus procured was put into a glass tube with

boiled beef, which had been masticated ; the tube was then hermetically

sealed, and exposed near the fire to a uniform heat : by the side of this

tube was placed another, containing the same quantity of flesh im-

mersed in water. In twelve hours, the flesh in tlie tube containing the

gastric juice began to lose its fibrous structure ; in thirty-five hours it

had nearly lost its consistence, being reduced to a soft homogeneous

pultaceous mass. It experienced no further change during the two

following days. On the other hand, the flesh that had been immersed

in water was putrid in sixteen hours.

Since alimentary substances under the action of the stomach present

precisely the appearance exhibited by bodies exposed to the influence

of chemical agents, it appears that the gastric juice not only dissolves

the food, but dissolves it by a chemical agency. Its action bears no

proportion to the mechanical texture of bodies, nor to any of their

physical properties. It acts upon the densest membrane, dissolves

even bone itself ; and yet produces no effect on other substances of the

most tender and delicate texture. On the skin of fruit, on the finest

fibre of flax and cotton, it is incapable of making the slightest im-

pression. In this selection of substances it perfectly resembles a

chemical agent acting by chemical affinity. On certain substances its

action is unquestionably of a chemical nature. It occasions the coagu-

lation of albuminous fluids ; it prevents the accession of putrefaction
;

it stops the process alter it has commenced. From the whole, it

follows that the food in the stomach is converted into chyme by the

agency of a fluid secreted by the inner surface of the stomach, and that

this change is effected by a proper chemical action.

It had been long ascertained that the gastric juice contains an
uncombined acid, and that if carbonate of lime be placed in a tube and
introduced into the stomach, the carlionate is dissolved just as if it

were put into weak vinegar. Several years ago, it was discovered by
Dr. Prout that this free acid is muriatic acid. Some time after the
pubhcation of Dr. Prout's experiments, Chevreul and Leuret and
Lassaigne in France obtained different results ; but Tiedemann and
Gmehn, professors in the university of Heidelberg, in an extended
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series of experiments, arrived at precisely the same conclusion as the

Enj^lish physiologist, and apparently without any previous biowledge
of the researches of the latter. Tiedemann and Gmehn state, as the

result of their experiments, that the clear ropy fluid, or the gastric juice

obtained from the stomach some time after it had been without food, is

nearly or entirely destitute of acidity ; that the presence of food, or

indeed of any stimulus to the mucous membrane, causes the gastric

juice to become distinctly acid ; that this acidity increases according to

the mdigestibility of the food ; that the quantity of acid poured out is

very copious ; that it consists partly of muriatic and partly of acetic

acid ; and that both these acids are efficient agents in the process of

digestion. Dr. Prout, who had also recognised the presence of acetic

acid, is of opinion that its formation is an accidental occurrence not

necessary to digestion nor conducive to it ; but is either derived from

the ahment, or is the result of irritation or disease. He contends that

the mm-iatic acid is the efficient digestive agent.

The still more recent experiments of Braconnot appear to have set

this matter at rest, and to have proved, beyond all controversy, that

the stomach, when stimulated by the presence of food or other foreign

agents, possesses the power of secreting free muriatic acid in great

quantity ; and that it is by this acid that the solution of the food is

eft'ected. It is even found that muriatic acid is capable of digesting

alimentary substances out of the bod}^ It had been long known, that

if meat and gastric juice be enclosed in a tube and kept at the tem-

peratiu'e of the human body, a product is obtained closely resembling

chyme. M. Blondelot, a physician at Nancy, showed that the same

result may be obtained by the digestion of the muscular fibre, in

dilute muriatic acid. In both cases the muscular fibre retains its

form and its original fibrous texture ; but on the slightest motion it

divides into an insoluble mass, perfectly homogeneous and similar to

the chyme of the stomach ;* a very close approximation to the actual

digestive process, more especially when it is considered that it is not

possible to imitate out of the stomach several circumstances materially

influencing chemical action under which the food is placed within the

stomach.

]\Iuriatic acid, the chemical agent by which the stomach dissolves

the food, is probaljly obtained from the muriate of soda (common salt)

contained in the blood. The soda, the basis of the salt, would appear

to be retained m the blood, to preserve the alkaline condition essential

to the maintenance of the sound constitution of the blood, while the

muriatic acid, disengaged from the soda in the process of secretion, is

pom-ed into the stomach to act upon the food.

A remarkable confirmation of the correctness of the general con-

* Dr. ]{. Thunisou, " British Annals of Medicine," No. 13.
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elusions to which observation and experiment had thus enabled j^hysio-

logists to arrive, is afforded by the ease of a young soldier in the

American army, of the name of Alexis St. Martin, who received a wound

on the left side by the accidental discharge of a musket. The charge,

which consisted of duck-shot, and which was received at the distance of

one yard from the muzzle of the gun, entered the side posteriorly in

an obhque direction, forward and inward ; blew off the integument and

muscles to the size of a man's hand ; fractured and carried away the

anterior half of the sixth rib ; fractured the fifth rib ; lacerated the

lower portion of the left lobe of the lungs ; lacerated the diaphragm,

and perforated the stomach.

Violent fever and extensive sloughing of the ])a.rts injured ensued,

and the life of the young man was often in jeopardy, but he ultimately

recovered. At the distance of about a year from the date of the

accident, the injured parts had all become sound, ^^dth the exception of

the perforation into the stomach, which never closed, but left an

aperture permanently open, two inches and a half in circumference.

This aperture was situated about three inches to the left of the cardia,

near the left superior termination of the great ciu'vature. For some
time the food could be retained only by constantly wearing a compress

and bandage ; but at length a small fold of the mucous coat of the

stomach appeared, which increased until it completely filled the aperture

and acted as a valve, so as effectually to prevent any efflux from within,

while it admitted of being easily pushed back by the finger from without

:

when the stomach was nearly empty, it was easy to examine its cavity

to the depth of five or six inches by artificial distension
;

but, when
entirely empty, the stomach was always contracted on itself, and the
valve generally forced through the orifice, together with a portion of

the mucous membrane equal in bulk to a hen's egg.

It chanced that the admirable opportunity thus aflbrded of bringing
the process of digestion, as far as it is carried on in the stomach, under
the cognizance of sense, occurred to an observant and philosophical
mind, and it was not lost.* The following are some of the curious
and instructive phenomena observed. •»

The inner coat of the stomach, in its natural and healthy state, is of
a light or pale-pink colour, varying in its hues according to its full or
empty state. It is of a soft or velvet-Hke appearance, and is constantly
covered with a very thin, transparent, viscid mucus, lining the whole
interior of the organ.

Immediately beneath the mucous coat appear small spheroidal, or
oval-shaped glandular bodies, from which the mucous fluid appears to
be secreted.

* " Experiments and Observiitions on the Gastric Juice, and the rhysiolo"-y of
Digestion." By AV. Beaumont, M.D., Surgeon in the U. S. Army. Boston, im.
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By applying aliment or other irritants to the internal coat of the

stomach, and observing the efiect through a magnifying glass, innu-

merable minute lucid points, and very fine nervous or vascular papillae

are seen arising from the villous membrane, and protruding through the

mucous coat, from which distils a jiure, limpid, colourless, slightly viscid

fluid. This fluid, thus excited, is invariably distinctly acid. The mucus
of the stomach is less fluid, more viscid or albuminous, semi-opaque, some-

times a little saltish, and does not possess the slightest character of

acidity. On applying the tongue to the mucous coat of the stomach

in its empty, unhritated state, no acid taste can be j^erceived. When
food or other irritants have been applied to the villous membrane and the

gastric papillae excited, the acid taste is immediately perceptible. The

invariable effect of applying aliment to the internal, but exposed part

of the gastric membrane, is the exudation of the solvent fluid from

the papill£e. Though the aperture of these vessels cannot be seen

even with the assistance of the best microscopes, yet the points from

which the fluid issues are clearly indicated by the gradual appearance

of innumerable very fine lucid specks rismg through the transparent

mucous coat, and seeming to burst and discharge themselves upon the

very points of the papilla?, difl'using a limpid thin fluid over tlie whole

interior gastric suface.

The fluid so discharged is absorbed by the aliment in contact ; or

collects in small drops, and trickles down the sides of the stomach to

the more depending parts, and there mingles with the food, or what-

ever else may be contained in the gastric cavity. This fluid, the

efliicient cause, of digestion, the true gastric juice, is secreted only when

it is needed ; it is not accumulated in the intervals of digestion, to

be ready for the next meal ; it is seldom if ever discharged from its

proper secreting vessels, except when excited by the natural stimulus

of aliment, the mechanical irritation of tubes, or other excitants.

When aliment is received, the juice is given out in exact proportion to

its requirements for solution, except when more food has been taken

than is necessary for the wants of the system.

On coUectmg this fluid, Avhich it was easy to obtain, it was found to

be transparent, inodorous, saltish, and acidulous to the taste ; it con-

sisted of water, containing free muriatic and acetic acids, phosphates

and muriates, with bases of potass, soda, magnesia, and lime, together

with an animal matter soluble in cold, but insoluble in hot water.

"When a portion of liquid aliment, as a few spoonfuls of soup, were

introduced into the stomach at the external orifice, the ruga; (Fig. 87)

immediately closed gently upon it
;
gradually diffused it through the

gastric cavity, and prevented the entrance of a second quantity till

this diff'usion was effected; then relaxation again took place, and

admitted of a further supply. When sohd food was introduced in the
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same manner, either in large pieces or finely divided, the same gentle

contraction and grasping motions were excited, and continued from

fifty to eighty seconds, so as to prevent more from being introduced,

without considerable force, till the contraction was at an end.

When the position of the Ijody was such that the cardiac portion of

the stomach was brought into view, and a morsel of food was swal-

lowed in the natural mode, a similar contraction of the stomach, and

closing of its fibres upon the bolus was invariably observed to take

place ; and till this was over, a second morsel could not be received

without a considerable effort. Hence, in addition to the other pur-

poses accomplished by mastication, insalivation, and deglutition, it is

probable that these operations answer the furtlier use of duly regulat-

ing the time for the admission of successive portions of the food into

the stomach*

On watching the phenomena that take jjlace on the contact of a

portion of food with the stomach, the cij;cumstances described are seen ;

the change in the mucous coat from a pale-pink to a deep-red colour,

in consequence of the enlargement of the bipod-vessels and their ad-

mission of a greatly increased number of red particles ; the undulating

motion of the stomach, in consequence of the contraction of its muscular

fibres, excited by the stimulus of food ; the distillation of the gastric

juice from the enlarged and excited papillae ; the continuous flow of

this fluid until the complete solution of the food, when food is present

;

and, on the contrary, the cessation of this discharge in a short time

when it is produced by a mechanical irritant, as the bulb of a thermo-

meter, although at first the gastric juice distil from the papillae, from

the contact of such an irritant, just as when excited by the contact of

food.

On collecting the gastric juice and placing it in contact with an
alimentary substance out of the stomach, its solution takes place more
slowly, but not less comj)letely, than when retained in the stomach.

An ounce of this fluid was placed in a vial with a piece of Ijoiled,

recently salted beef, weighing three drachms ; the vial was then tightly

corked, and immersed in water, raised to the temperature of 100°,

previously ascertained to be the ordinary heat of the stomach. In
forty minutes the process of solution had commenced on the surface of

the beef. In fifty mmutes the textiu'e of the beef began to loosen and
separate. In sixty minutes an opaque and cloudy fluid was formed.

In one hour and a half the muscular fibres hung loose and uncon-
nected, and floated about in shreds in the more fluid matter. In three
hours the muscular fibres had diminished about one half. In five hours

* Sec Dr. Andrew Combe .011 tlic "Physiology of Digestion," in whose work
a full detiiil of iliis instnictive case is given. See also " Mayo's Outlines of Phv-
.siology."
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only a few remained undissolved. In seven hours the muscular texture

was no longer apparent ; and in nine hom-s the solution was completed.

At the commencement^of this experiment a piece of the same beef

of equal weight and size was suspended within the stomach by means

of a string. On examining this portion of beef at the end of half an

hour, it was found to present precisely the same appearance as the

piece in the vial ; but on the removal of the string at the end of an

hour and a half the beef had been completely dissolved, and had dis-

appeared, making a difference of result in point of time of nearly seven

hours. In both, the solution began on the surface, and agitation

accelerated its progress by removing the external coating of chyme as

fast as it was formed.

An ordinary dinner having been taken, consisting of boiled salted

beef, bread, potatoes, and turnips, with a gill of pure water for drink,

a portion of the contents of the stomach was drawn off into an open-

mouthed vial, twenty minutes after the meal. The vial was placed in

a water-bath, maintained steadily at a temperature of 100°. It was

continued in this temperatm-e for five hours. At the end of that time

the whole contents of the vial were dissolved. On comparing the

solution with an equal quantity of chyme taken from the stomach,

little difference could be distmguished between the two fluids, except-

ing that it was manifest that the digestive process had proceeded some-

what more rapidly in, than out of the stomach. The food, in this

experiment, after having remained in contact with the stomach for the

space of twenty minutes, had imbibed a sufficient quantity of gastric

juice to comj)lete its solution.

Fifteen minutes after half a pint of milk had been introduced into

the stomach, it presented the appearance of a fine loosely-coagulated

substance mixed with a semi-transparent whey-coloured fluid. A
drachm of warm gastric juice poured into two drachms of milk at a

temperature of 100°, produced a precisely similar appearance in twenty

minutes. In another experiment, when four ounces of bread were

given with a pint of millc, the milk was coagulated and the bread

reduced to a soft pulp in thirty minutes, and tlie whole was completely

digested in two hours.

"When the albumen or white of two eggs was swallowed on an

empty stomach, smoll white flakes began to be seen in about ten or

fifteen minutes, and the mixture soon assumed an opaque whitish

appeai-ance. In an hour and a half the whole had disappeared.

Two drachms of albumen mixed with two of gastric juice out of the

stomach underwent precisely the same changes, but in a somewhat

longer time.

In the human stomach, according to the subject of these experi-

ments, the ordinary course and direction of the food are first from
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right to left along the small arch, and thence through the large

curvature from left to right. The bolus as it enters the cardia turns

to the left, passes the aperture, descends into the splenic extremity,

and follows the great curvature towards the pyloric end. It then

returns in the course of the smaller curvature, makes its appearance

again at the aperture, in its descent into the great curvature, to per-

form similar revolutions. These revolutions are completed in from

one to three minutes. They are probably induced in a great measure

by the circular or transverse muscles of the stomach, as is indicated

by the spiral motion of the stem of the thermometer, both in descend-

ing to the pyloric portion, and in ascending to the splenic. These

motions are slower at first than after chymification has considerably

advanced. The whole contents of the stomach, until chymification be

nearly complete, exhibit a heterogeneous mass of solids and fluids, hard

and soft, coarse and fine, crude and chymified ; all intimately mixed,

and circulating promiscuously through the gastric cavity like the

mixed contents of a closed vessel, gently agitated or turned in the hand.

The chambers in which the remaining part of the digestive process

is carried on are much less accessible, and no such favourable oppor-

tunity as that enjoyed by Dr. Beaumont has occurred of rendering

their operations manifest to the eye. Nevertheless, the researches of

physiologists have succeeded in disclosing, with almost equal exact-

ness and certainty, the successive changes which the food undergoes

even in these more hidden organs, that admit of no exposure during

life without extreme danger.

The chyme on passing through the pylorus is received into a

chamber which fonns the first portion of the small intestines. The
small intestines, taken together, constitute a tube about four times the

length of the body.* This tube is conical, the base of the cone being

towards the pylorus, and its apex at the valve of the colon, where the

small intestines terminate in the large. From the j)ylorus to the
valve of the colon the small intestines diminish in capacity, in thick-

ness, in vascularity, in the size of the villi, and in the depth and
number of the valvulae cenniventes.

The first portion of the small intestine is termed the duodenum.
It is about twelve inches in length

;
and, unlilce the stomach, wdiich is

capable of considerable motion, it is closely tied down to the back by
the peritoneum, which imperfectly covers it. The rest of the smail
intestine is divided into two portions—the upper two-fifths of which
are termed jejunum, and the tliree lower ilium.

The duodenum, the chamber which receives the chyme from the
pylorus, is a second stomach, which carries on the process commenced

* Described by some anatomists as six times, and in children, from ilieir smaller
stature, ten times, the lengtli of the body, i.e., measuring from head lo heels.
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in the first. It is assisted in the performance of its function by two

organs of considerable magnitude, the pancreas and the Hver.

The pancreas is a conglomerate gland (Figs. 51 and 92), of an elon-

gated form, placed in the epigastric region, lying transversely across it,

immediately behind the stomach, and resting upon the spinal column.

Its right extremity is attached to the duodenum, and its left to the

spleen. In external appearance it resembles the salivary glands, but

it is of much larger size, and its weight, from fom* to six ounces, is

three times greater than that of all the salivary glands together. It

secretes a peculiar fluid called the pancreatic juice, which is carried

into the duodenum by a tube named the pancreatic duct (Fig. 87),

which opens into the duodenum about four- or five inches from its

pyloric end.

The liver, the largest and heaviest gland in the body, weighing

about four pounds, is placed chiefly in the right hypochondriac region

(Fig. 89) ; but a portion of it extends transversely across the epigas-

tric, into the left hypochondriac region. Its upper surface is in

contact with the diaphi'agm ; its under surface with the pyloric

extremity of the stomach (Fig. 92), and its margin can be felt under

the edges of the ribs of the right side.

It has been stated that the fluid secreted by the liver, unlike that

formed by any other organ of the body, is elaborated from venous

blood, derived from the veins of the digestive organs, and that these

veins uniting together, form a common trunk called the vena porta),

which penetrates the liver and ramifies through it in the manner of

an artery. Galen long ago compared this venous system to a tree

whose roots are dispersed in the abdomen, and its branches spread out

through the liver. A comparatively small artery, called the hepatic,

nourishes the liver; the ultimate divisions of these arteries hkewise

terminate in the vena portae. The ultimate branches of the vena

porta3 terminate in a system of veins, called the hepatic, which like

ordinary veins return the blood to the right side of the heart ; a system

of tubes, termed the biliary ducts, receive the fluid secreted by the

capillary branches, of the vena portai. This fluid is the bile. The

biliary ducts uniting from all parts of the liver by mnumeraljle

branches, at length fonn a single trunk termed the hepatic duct

(Fig. 87, hep. duct), which carries the bile partly to the gall bladder

(Fig. 87) by a duct called the cystic, and partly to the duodenum

(Fig. 87) by a duct named the choledoch, a common trunk formed by

the union of the cystic with the hepatic. The choledoch duct opens

into the duodenum at the same point as the pancreatic (Fig. 87), and

generally by a common orifice.

The duodenum, on receiving the chyme from the stomach, transmits

it slowly along its surface. The kind of motion by which the chyme

Q
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is borne along the surface of the duodenum is perfectly analogous to

that by which it is transmitted from the stomach to the duodenum,

irregular, sometimes in one direction, and sometimes in another, at

one time commencing in one part of the organ, at another time in

another, always slow, hut ultimately ijrogressive.

As the chyme slowly advances through the upper part of the

duodenum, the biliary and the pancreatic juices slowly distil into the

lower portion of the organ.

No appreciable change takes place in the chyme until it reaches the

orifice of the clioledoch duct ; but as soon as it comes in contact with

this portion of the duodenum, the chyme suddenly loses its own sensible

properties, and acquires those of the bile, especially its colom* and

bitterness. But these properties are not long retained ; a sjDonta-

neous change soon takes place in the compound. It separates into a

white fluid and into a yellow pulp. The white fluid is the nutritive

part of the aliment ; the yellow j)ulp is the excrementitious matter.

This white fluid, the proper product of the digestive process, as far

as it has yet advanced, is called chyle. If any portion of oil or fat

have been contained in the food, the chyle is of a milk-white colour

;

if not, it is nearly transparent. It is of the consistence of cream, and
it bears a close resemblance to cream in its sensible properties. It

differs from chyme in being of a whiter colour, more pellucid, and of a

thicker consistence : it differs also in its chemical nature, for, whereas

chyme is acid, chyle is alkaline.

Three fluids are mixed with the chyme in the duodenum, each

of which contributes to the conversion of the chyme into chyle.

First, the secretion of the duodenum itself, a solvent analogous to the

gastric juice. Secondly, the secretion of the pancreas, a watery fluid

holding in solution highly important principles, namely, a large

quantity of albumen, a matter resembling casein, and different salts.

Thirdly, the secretion of the liver, a compound fluid, consisting of

water, mucus, and several peculiar animal matters, namely, resin,

cholesterine, saponaceous soda, salts of the proper biliary acids (tam-o
and glyco-cholic), colouring matters, osmazome, casein, and many
salts.

There cannot he a question that the secretion of the duodenum has
a solvent power over the chyme analogous to that of the gastric juice.

Some physiologists indeed maintain that the juice poured out from the
inner surface of the duodenum is as powerful a solvent as the gastric
juice. It is certain that substances which have escaped chymification
in the stomach undergo that process in the duodenum, and that there
is the closest analogy between the action of the duodenum on the
chyme and that of the stomach on the crude food.

The pancreatic secretion contains an animal substance very like the
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ptyalin of saliva, and which possesses the same power of dissolving

starchy matter ; it further acts on the fatty matter of the chyme,

emiihifijinfjf or diwiiimg the fat into exceedingly fine particles so minute

that the high powers of the microscope are unable to detect them
individually; these diffused give the milkiness to the chyle, and

through their smallness they can pass within the absorbent villi.

The bile, the most complex secretion in the body, accomplishes

manifold purposes.

1. Like the j)ancreatic juice, bile has the property of emulsifying fat

;

consequently, when oily or fatty matters are contained in the food, it

powerfully assists in converting these substances into chyle.

2. The excrementitious portion of the bile is highly stimulant.

The contact of its bitter resin with the mucous membrane of the

intestines excites the secretion of that membrane ; hence the extreme

diyness of the excrementitious matter when the choledocli duct of an

anunal has been tied ; and hence the same dryness of this matter in

jaundice, when the bile, instead of being conveyed by its appropriate

duct into the duodenum, is taken up by the absorbents, poured into

the blood, and distributed over the system.

3. The bitter resin of the bile stimulates to contraction the fibres of

the muscular tunic of the intestines : by the contraction of these fibres

the excrementitious matter is conveyed in due time out of the body

;

hence the constipated state of the bowels invariably induced when the

secretion of the bile is deficient, or when its natural course into the

intestines is obstructed.

4. The excrementitious portion of the bile exerts an antiseptic in-

fluence over the excrementitious portion of the food during its passage

through the intestines. In animals in which the choledoch duct has

been tied, the excrementitious portion of the food is invariably found

much fui-ther advanced in decay than in the natural state. This is

also uniformly the case in the human body in proportion as the secre-

tion of the bile is deficient, or its passage to the intestine is obstructed.

Such appear to be the real purposes accomplished by the bile in the

process of digestion. Several uses have been assigned to it, in pro-

moting this process, which it does not serve. Seeing the instantaneous

change wrought in the chyme on its contact with the bile, it was

reasonable to suppose that the main use of tlie bile was to convert

chyme into chyle, a purpose apparently of sufficient importance to

account for the immense size of the gland constructed for its elabora-

tion. The soundness of this conclusion appeared to be established by

direct experiment. Mr. Brodie placed a ligature around the choledoch

duct of an animal : after the operation the animal ate as usual
:
on

kiUing the animal some time after it had taken a meal, and exammmg

the body immediately after death, it was clear that chymification h.d
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gone on in the stomach just as when the choledoch duct was sound,

but no chyle appeared to be contained either in the intestines or'in the

lacteals. In the lacteals there was found only a transparent fluid,

which was supposed to consist of lymph and of the watery portion of

the chyme. Mr. Brodie's experiments seemed to be confirmed by

those of ]\Ir. ]\Iayo, who arrived at the conclusion, that when the

choledoch duct is tied, and the animal is examined at various intervals

after eating, no trace whatever of chyle is discoverable in the lacteal

vessels. But these experimentalists inferred that no chyle existed in

the intestines or lacteals, because there v^'-as present no fluid of a milk-

white colour, a colour not essential to chyle, but dependent on the

accident of oily or fatty matter having formed a portion of the food.

These experiments have been repeated in Germany l)y Tiedemann and

Grmelin, and in France by Leuret and Lassaigne, who have invariably

found, after tying the choledoch duct, nearly the same chylous jDrin-

ciples, with the exception of those derived from the bile, as in animals

perfectly sound ; and the English physiologists have since admitted

that their Grerman and French coUaborateurs have arrived at conclu-

sions more correct than their own.

The bile consists then of two different portions : a highly animalized

portion, which combines with the chyme and exalts its nature by

approximating it to the condition of the blood ; and an excrementitious

portion, which, after accomplishing certain specific uses, is carried out

of the system with the undigested matter of the food. The excremen-

titious portion of the bile, namely, the resin, the fat, the colouring

principle, the mucus, the salts, constitute by far the largest portion of

it. These constituents of the bile for the most part contain a very

large proportion of carbon and hydrogen, and the reasons have l^een

already fully stated which favour the conclusion that the elimination

of these substances under the form of bile is one most important mode
of maintaining the purity of the blood, and that the liver is thus a

proper respiratory organ, truly auxiliary to the lungs. It is a beau-
tiful arrangement, and like one of the adjustments of natm'e, that the
bile, the formation of which abstracts from the blood so large a portion

of carbon and hydrogen as to maintain the purity of the circulating

mass and to counteract its putrescent tendency, acts on the excremen-
titious portion of the food, always highly putrescent, as a direct and
powerful antiseptic; that the very matter which is eliminated on
account of the putrid taint it communicates to the blood, on its passage
out of the body, stops the putrefaction of the substances which have
been ministering to the replenishment of the blood.

The chyle, thick, glutinous, and adhesive, attaches itself with some
degree of tenacity to the mucous surface of the duodenum. Never-
theless, by the successive contractions of the muscular fibres of the
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tlnotlenmii the fluid is slowly but progressively propelled forwards,
riie separation of the excrcmentitious matter becomes more comi)lete,

and consequently the chyle more pure as it advances, until, having
traversed the coui-se of the duodenum, it enters the second portion of

the small intestines, the jejunum.

The jejunum, so called because it is commonly found empty,
and the ilium, named ft-om the number of its convolutions, on
account of their great length arc provided with a distinct membrane
to sujiport them, and to retain them in their situation, termed the

mesenter^^

The mesentery is a broad membrane composed of two layers of

peritoneum. Between these two layers, at one extremity of the du-

plicature, is placed the intestines, while the other extremity is attached

to the spinal column. The mesentery being much shorter than the

intestines, the hitestines are gathered or puckered upon the membrane,
l)y which beautiful mechanical contrivance they are held in fh-iU and

close contact with each other, yet their convolutions cannot be en-

tangled, nor can they be sliakeu from their place by the sudden and

often violent movements of the body. It sometimes happens, in con-

sequence of disease, that the convolutions of the intestines are glued

together by the effusion of lymph, and then the most trifling causes

are capable of producing the severest symptoms of obstruction in the

bowels.

The internal surface of the small intestines is distinguished

—

1. By the number of the mucous glands, which may be seen by a

magnifying glass to consist partly of a prodigious number of the

minutest follicles, not collected in groups, but equally scattered

throughout ; and partly of glands of a larger dimension, disposed in

groups at particular parts of the canal,

2. By the presence of the villi, of winch there are about four thou-

sand to the surface of a square inch. The villi of the small intestine

are composed of arteries, veins, and there is added a new vessel, the

absorbent of the chyle, the lacteal, so named from the milk-like chylous

fluid which it contains.

3. 15y the great extension of the mucous coat obtained by the dis-

position of the membrane into the folds called valvuhie connivcntes

(Fig. 87). These folds, which rarely extend through the whole circle

of the intestine, are often joined by communicating folds. The folds

are broadest in the middle, and narrowest at the extremities. In

general, they are about a live and a half broad. One edge of the

fold is loose, but the other is fixed to the intestine. The office of

these folds is, first, without increasing space, to extend surface for

the distribution of the vilh
;
and, secondly, to retard the flow of the

chyle, by opposing to its descent valves so constructed and disposed as.
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Avitbout arresting its progress, to moderate and regulate its course, in

order that time may be allowed for its absorption.

The onward flow of the chyle through the course of the small

intestines is effected by the action of the double layer of muscular

filjres, the circular and the longitudinal fasciculi which compose its

muscular coat (Fig. 90). The disposition of the muscular fibres of

the alimentary canal in general, and of this part of it in particular,

deserves special notice. The ordinary arrangement and action of mus-

cular fibres would not have produced in this case the kind and degree

of motion required. The muscular fibres that compose the ventricles

of the heart are so accumulated and disposed, that their contraction

originates, and communicates energetic impulse. The muscles of the

Fiff. 90.

\'ie\v uf tlic outer coats of the small intestine. 1, peritoneal coat retiected oil'; 2, mus-

cular coat, consisting of

—

a, longitudinal fibres
;

b, circular fibres.

arm are so accumulated and disposed that their contraction originates

the like energetic impulse. Muscles so accumulated in the alimentary

canal would have produced motion, indeed, but motion not only not

accomplishing the end in view, but directly defeating it. In order to

obtain the kind and degree of motion in this case required, the firm

and thick muscle is attenuated into minute, delicate, and thready

fibres, not concentrated in a bulky mass, so as to obtain by their accu-

mulation a great degree of force, but spread out in such a manner as

to form a thin and almost transjmrent coat. The tender fibres com-
posing this delicate coat, by their contraction, produce two alternate,

gentle, almost constant motions, called the peristaltic, from its resem-

blance to the motion of the earth-worm, and the antiperistaltic. By
the peristaltic action motion is begun at once in several parts of the

canal. Whenever the chyle is applied in a certain quantity to any
part of the intestines, that part contracts, and makes a firm point,

towards W'hich the portions both above and below are drawn, by means
of the longitudinal fibres which shorten the canal, and at the same
time dilate the under part. By the antiperistaltic action, which is the
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exact reverse of tlic former, the chyle is turned over and over, and
exposed to the orifices of the lacteal vessels

;
while, by the motion of

the chyle forwards and backwards, and backwards and forwards, pro-

duced by these two actions constantly alternating with each other, its

slow, gentle, but ultimately progressive com-se is secured.

The chyle thus gently moved along the extended surface of the

jejunum and ilium, and still in its course acted upon in some degree

by the secretions poured out upon the mucous membrane, successively

disappears, until at the termination of the ilium there is scarcely

any portion of it to be perceived. It is taken up by the vessels

termed lacteals.

The lacteal vessels arise in the villi, being, probably, continuous

with the interstices between the blood-vessels, &g., which compose

their substance. They are minute, pellucid tubes, wholly countless in

number, are composed of membranous coats so thin and transparent

that the milky colour of their contents, from which they derive their

name, is visible through them, and yet they are firm and strong. They
present a jointed appearance (Fig. 91). Each joint denotes the situa-

tion of the valves with which they are provided, and which are placed

at regular distances along their entire course. These valves, which

are generally placed in pairs (Fig. 94), consist of a delicate fold of

membrane of a semilunar form, one edge of which is fixed to the side

of the vessel, while the other lies loose across its cavity. So firm is

this membrane, and so accurately does it perform the office of a valve,

that even after death it is capable of supporting a column of mercury

of considerable weight without giving way, and of preventing a retro-

grade course of the fluid. The lacteals are provided with muscular

fibres, they are contractile, and it is perhaps partly by this contractile

power that their contents are moved.

If the mucous coat of the small intestines be examined some hours

after a meal, the lacteals are seen turgid with chyle, covering its

entire surface. These vessels, which are sometimes of such magni-

tude and in such numbers as entirely to conceal the ramifications of

the blood-vessels, unite freely with each other, and form a network,

from the meshes of which proceed branches which, successively uniting,

form branches of a larger size. These larger branches leave the

mucous coat and pass for some way between the mucous and the

muscular tunics : at length they perforate the muscular coat, when,

from having been on the inside of the intestine, they get on the

outside of it, and are included, like the intestine itself, between

the layers of the mesentery. All the different sets of lacteals con-

verging and uniting together, form an exceedingly complicated

plexus of vessels within the fold of the mesentery. Radiating from

this plexus, the lacteals advance until they reach the glands,
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called, from their being placed between the fold of the mesentery,

mesenteric (Fig. 91, 2, a) ;
rounded, oval, pale-colom-cd bodies, (

\'iew of the course of the thoracic duct from its origin to its termination. 1, lacteal vessels

emeri;ing from the mucous surface of the intestines; 2, first order of mesenteric, glands;

;;, second order of mesenteric glands
; 4, the great trunks of the lacteals eraer'j:ing from

the mesenteric glands, and pouring tlieir contents into, 5, the receptacle of tlie chyle
;

6, the great trunks of the 13-mphatic or general a>)Sorbent system, terminating in the

receptacle of the chyle; 7, tlie thoracic duct; 8, termination of the thoracic duct at,

9, the angle formed by the union of the internal jugular vein with the subclavian vein.

sisting of two sets, arranged in a double row ; the set nearest the

intestine (Fig. 91, 2) being considerably smaller than the succeeding

set (Fig. 91, 3.)

On reaching the first series of glands, the lacteals penetrate the

Rubstance of the gland, in the interior of which they lose their proper

coats, and become continuous with freely communicating passages,

whose walls are lined with epithehal corpuscles, which resemble the
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particles that are found in the cliyle after it has been through the

gland, so that these probably come from this source. Blood-vessels

are richly spread out in the interior of the glands, and come into near

relation with the chyle that passes through them. Emerging from
the first series of glands, the lactcals proceed on then- course to the

second series, which they penetrate, and in tlie interior of which they

{ire disposed, as in the first set. On passing out of this second series

of glands, the lacteals unite together, and compose successively larger

and larger branches, until at length they form two or three trunks

(Fig. 91, 4), which terminate in tlie small oval sac (Fig. 91, 5),

termed the receptacle of the chyle (receptaculum chyli).

In this oval sac or receptacle of the chyle, which rests upon tlie

second or the first lumbar vertebra, also terminate the trunks of the

general absorbent vessels of the system, called from tlfe hjmjyh or the

pellucid fluid which they contain, lymphatics, as the lacteals arc

named from tlie lactitious or milky appearance of their contents.

The receptacle of the chyle produced forms the thoracic duct (Fig.

91, 7), a canal about three lines in diameter. This tube rests upon the

spinal column, ascends on the right side of the aorta, passes through
the aortic opening in the diaphragm, and enters into the chest. Here
it forms a transparent tube about the size of a crow-quill ; it rests

upon the bodies of the dorsal vertebrae ; it continues to ascend still on
the right side of the aorta, until it reaches the sixth or fifth dorsal

vertebra, when changing its direction, it passes obliquely over to the

left side. From this point it continues its course upwards, on the

left side of the neck, as high as the sixth cervical vertebra
; when

suddenly turning forwards and a little downwards, it terminates its

course in the angle formed by the union of the internal jugular Avith

the subclavian vein (Fig. 91, 8, u). At its termination in these great

venous trunks arc placed two valves, which prevent alike the return of

the chyle, and the entrance of the blood into the duct.

This account of the course of the thoracic duct is a description of

the course of the chyle. Performing a double, circuitous, and slow

circulation through the minute convoluted tubes of which the double

series of mesenteric glands arc composed, the cliyle, in its receptacu-

lum, is mixed with the contents of the lymphatic vessels, lynipli, that

is, organic matter brought from every surface and tissue of the body.

Both fluids, chyle and lymph, mixed and mingled, flow together into

the thoracic duct, by which in the course traced they are poured into

the blood, just as the venous torrent is rushing to the heart.

Thus, the final product of digestion, the chyle
;

particles of organ-

ised matter, the lymph ; and venous blood, that is, blood which has

already circulated through the system commingled, flow together to

the right heart, by which they arc transmitted to the lungs, where all
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Fisr. 92.

these different fluids are converted into one substance, arterial blood,

to be by the left heart sent out to the system for its support.

While these processes are going on, another and a veiy important

function is performed by the remaining portion of the alimentary canal.

It is the office of this part of the apparatus to carry out of the body

that jjortion of the aliment which is incapable of being converted into

chyle. The preparation of the excrementitious part of the aliment

for its expulsion constitutes the process of fecation. The organs in

which this process is carried on, and by which the excrementitious

matter, when duly prepared for its removal, is conveyed from the

body, are the large intestmes.

The large intestines (Fig. 92, ascending and descending colon) con-

sist of the cfecum, the colon, and

the rectum. The caecum varies in

length from two inches to six ; the

colon is about five feet in length, and

the rectum is about eisfht inches.

The ilium opens into the caecum,

just as the oesophagus 023ens into

the stomach. At this point the ilium

is elongated, forming two concentric

folds which join at their horns, and

between the folds are placed a number
of muscular fibres. In this manner
is constructed a valve, which is

termed the valve of the colon. It is

placed in a transverse direction across

the intestine, and its action as a

valve is very complete. It admits

of the free passage of the contents

of the small intestines into the large,

but it prevents the return of any

View of the abdonniK.i puitiou of ti-.e
portion of the contcnts of the latter

gestive organs. ], a?soi)hagus; 2, sto- intO the former.
mach; 3, spleen; 4, liver; 5, gall- ,n, i • -,

i -, ,

bladder with its ducts; 6, paiim-as with ^'^^ ^'^^^^ distmguislied by its

its duct; 7, duodenum; 8, small intes- capacious size, its great lenirth, and
tines; 9, large intestines dividing into, -i > t ^ t ^ i

•
i

10, «ecum; 11, ascending colon; 12,
lOllgltudmal bands, whlch COllSlst

arch of the colon
; 13, descending colon

; qf strong mUSCukr faScicuH (Fig. 92).
14, sigmoid Hexure, here imyjerfectiy re- • t • i i , t
presented; 15, rectum. divided luto an ascouding por-

tion which occupies the right iliac

and hypochondriac regions (Fig. 92) ; the transverse portion, called

its arch, which is placed directly across the epigastric region, a
descending portion which occupies the left hypochondriac region
(Fig. 92), and a fourth portion, which, being curved somewhat
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like the italic letter S, is called the sigmoid flexure, which occupies

the left ihac region (Fig. 92). The sigmoid flexure terminates in the

Fig. 93.

Portion of the huge intestine, showing the arrangement ot" tlie muscular fibres. 1, the
longitudinal fibres collected into bands, and forming larger fasciculi

; 2, the circular

fibres arranged as in the other intestines.

last portion of the alimentary canal, called the rectum (Fig. 92),

which is placed in the hollow of the sacrum, and which follows the

curvature of that bone. The circular fibres of the rectum are accu-

mulated at the termination of the bowel to form the internal sphincter

of the anus. External to this is placed another set of fibres, which

constitute the external sphincter.

The mucous membrane of the large intestines is disposed differently

from that of the small intestines, and the mucous membrane of the

colon still diff'erently from tliat of the rectum. In the colon the

mucous membrane, instead of being disposed in the form of valvulse

conniventes, is so arranged as to divide its whole surface into minute

apartments or cells, by which the descent of the fecal matter is retarded

still more than the descent of the chyle by the valvulse conniventes.

Some particles of chyle do, however, continue to be separated from

the fecal matter, even in the large intestines ; and in order that

nothing may be lost, a few valvulae conniventes, witli their lacteals,

appear here also, while the cells of the colon, by retarding the descent

of the fecal matter, allow time for the more complete separation and

absorption of the chylous particles.

In the rectum the mucous membrane is plaited into large transverse

folds, which disappear as the fecal matter descends into the bowel,

accumulates in it, and distends it; an arrangement which gives to

this j)ortion of the mtestine its power of distension, so closely con-

nected with our convenience and comfort.

As soon as that portion of the alimentary matter which is trans-

mitted to the large intestines reaches the colon it ceases to be alkahne,

the distinctive character of the contents of the small intestines, and

becomes acid, just as the whole alimentary mass is acid at the com-

mencement of digestion in the stomach. It acquires albumen; it^
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gases are no longer tlie same, for whereas pure hydrogen is contained

in the small intestines, none is ever found in the large, but in the

place of it, carhuretted and sulphm-etted hydrogen ; and now for the

first time it receives its peculiar odour. As it continues to descend, its

fluid parts are progressively absorbed, so that it becomes more and

more solid, until it reaches the rectum, when it is almost dry. Here

the accumulation of it goes on to a considerable extent, the peristaltic

action at fii'st excited by the distension of the rectum being, it would

appear, counteracted by the contraction of the external sphincter of

the anus. When, however, the distension of the bowel reaches a

certain point, it produces a sensation which leads to the desire to

expel its contents. The bowel is now . thrown into action, and that

action is powerfully assisted by the descent of the diaj^hragm and the

contraction of the abdominal muscles, actions induced by an effort of

the will. Thus the action of the first part of the digestive apparatus,

that which is connected with the reception and partly with the deglu-

tition of the food, is attended with consciousness, and is placed under

the control of the will ; the main portion of the digestive apj^aratus,

that in which the essential part of the digestive process is carried on,

is without consciousness, and is placed beyond the influence of volition
;

the last portion of the digestive apparatus, that connected with the

expulsion of the non-nutrient portion of the ahment, again acquires

sensibility and consciousness, and is placed under the control of the

will. The striking differences in the arrangement of the muscular
fibres in these difi'erent parts of the apparatus, in accordance with the

widely different function performed by them; the powerful muscles
connected with the prehension, mastication, and deglutition of the food

;

the delicate and transparent tissue of fibres forming the muscular coat

of the stomach and small intestines ; the increase in the number and
strength of the fibres of the large intestines, and the prodigious acces-

sion to them in the rectum, are adjustments not only exquisite and
admirable in their own nature, but so indispensable to our well-being
and comfort, that were the appropriate action of either to be suspended
but for a short period, life would be extinguished, or if it could be
protracted, it would be changed into a state of unbearable torment.
From the preceding account of the structure and action of the

apparatus of digestion, on a comparison of all the phenomena, it

appears that the successive stages of the process are marked by the
progressive approximation of the food to the nature of the blood. The
main constituents of the blood are albumen, fibrin, an oily principle,

and red particles. Even in the chyme there are traces of albumen.
In the chyle of the duodenum the quantity of albumen is larger, there
are traces of fibrin, and of an oily matter. In the chyle, after its exit
from the mesenteric glands, the oil remains much iu the same pro];or-
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tion, tlie albumen is slightly lessened in amount, whilst there is more
fibrin, and a largo and increasing number of round globules are

found, which much resemble, on the one hand, the corpuscles already

spoken of as lining the passages of the mesenteric glands, and, on the

other, the white corpuscles of the blood, so that they probably are

intermediate stages between these. But in the chyle when it reaches

the thoracic duct, these principles are so augmented, concentrated,

and approximated to the state in which they exist in the blood, that

the chyle is now capable of undergoing the characteristic 2^i"0cess of

the blood ; for as the blood, when drami from a vein, undergoes spon-

taneous coagulation, so the chyle, when drawn from the thoracic duct,

separates into three parts : a solid substance or clot, which remains at

the bottom of the vessel ; a fluid which smTounds the clot ; and a

thin layer of matter, which is spread over the suiface of the fluid.

The solid substance is analogous to the fibrin, and the fluid to the

serum of the blood ; while the layer of matter which is spread over

the fluid is of an oily nature : moreover, the chyle, when in contact

with the air, quickly changes to a red colour, and abounds with

minute particles, the largest of which more than equal the size of

the red particles of the blood.

The changes wrought upon the food, by which it is thus approxi-

mated to the chemical composition of the blood, are effected, as has

been shown, partly by the giistric and intestinal juices, and partly by

matters combined with the food highly animalised in their own nature,

and endowed with assimilative properties, as the salivary secretion

mixed wdtli the food during mastication ; the pancreatic and biliary

secretions mixed with the food during the conversion of the chyme

into chyle ; and the mesenteric secretions mixed with the elaborated

chyle of the mesenteric glands
;

and, lastly, organised particles which

have already formed a part of the living structures of the body mixed

with the chyle under the form of lymph in the thoracic duct.

The lymph, mitil lately regarded as excrementitious, is really highly

animalised, partly combined with the chyle as its last and highest

assimilative matter ; whence the compound formed by the admixture

of chyle and lymph is far more proximate to the blood tlian the purest

and most concentrated chyle ; and partly returnuig with the chyle to

the lungs, to receive there a second depuration, and thereby a higher

elaboration.

There is evidence that there is a series of organs specially provided

for the elaboration of the lymph no less than of the chyle. There are

organs manifestly connected with the digestive apparatus, to which

physiologists have found it extremely difficult to assign a specific office.

These organs have a structure in some essential points alike
;
that

structure is strikingly analogous to the organisation of glands
: like
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glands, they receive a prodigious quantity of arterial blood, and are

supplied with a proportionate number of organic nerves
;
yet they are

"without an excretory duct. The organs in question are the bodies

called the renal capsules, placed above the kidneys ; the thyroid and

thymus glands situated in the neck, and the spleen in close connexion

with the stomach.

These organs, however analogous in structure to glands, cannot, it

has been argued, be secreting organs, because they are destitute of an

excretory duct, do not manifestly form from the blood any peculiar

secretion, or, if they do, since there are no means of detecting where it

is conveyed, it is impossible to understand how it is a^^propriated.

But if these organs collect, concentrate, and elaborate lymph, prej)ara-

tory to its admixture with the chyle and to its being sent a second

time into the blood to undergo a second process of depuration, they

perform the function of glands ; and their want of an excretory duct,

which has hitherto rendered their office so obscure, is accounted for

;

they do not need distinct tubes for the transmission of any product ,of

secretion ; the lymphatic vessels which proceed from them and which

convey the fluid they elaborate into the receptacle of the chyle, are

their excretory ducts. That one of these organs, the spleen, is spe-

cially connected with the elaboration of the lymph, is manifest, both

from its chemical nature and from the remarkable change wdiich takes

place in the chyle the moment the lymph from the spleen is mixed with it.

Tiedemann and Gmelin state, as the uniform result of their observa-

tions and experiments, that the quantity of fibrin contained in the
chyle is greatly increased, and that it actually acquires red particles as

soon as the lymph from the spleen is mixed with it, and that the lymph
from the spleen superabounds both wnth fibrin and with red particles.

That the organs just enumerated, with the spleen, perform a similar

function, is inferred from their being, like it, of a glandular structure,

and without any excretory duct. If the spleen be really one of a
circle of organs appropriated to a function such as is here supposed, a
purpose is assigned to it adequate to its rank in the scale of organisa-
tion

;
inferior to few, if its importance be estimated by the quantity of

arterial 1)lood with which it is supplied
;
yet this is the organ for

which Paley could find no better use than that of serving for package.
But in whatever mode the lymph be elaborated, it is certain that it

consists of matter highly animalised, and that its most important prin-
ciples, its albumen, its fibrin, its globules, and even its salts, are in a
chemical condition closely resembling that in which they exist in tliP

blood.

It will appear hereafter that all the proximate principles of which
the body is composed are reducible to three classes, namely, those
allied to starch, to oil, and to albumen : of these, starch and oil are
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the least, and albumen the most highly organised. Every alimentary

substance must contain at least one of these proximate principles, and

in the various articles which compose an ordinary meal always two,

and often all three, are afforded in abundance. From the phenomena
which have been stated, it is clear that the digestive organs, in acting

on these principles, exert the following powers:—
1. A solvent power. The first action of the stomach on the alimen-

tary substances presented to it is to reduce them to a fluid state. No
substance is nutritious which is not a fluid, or capable of being reduced

to a fluid. The stomach reduces alimentary substances to a fluid state

by combining them with water. Water enters into the composition

of organised bodies in two states, as an essential and as an accidental

element. A quantity of water is contained in sugar when reduced to

its drycst state ; this water cannot be dissij)ated without the decompo-

sition of the sugar ; it is therefore an essential constituent of the com-

pound. ^^'ater is combined with sugar in its moist state : of this

water much may be removed without destroying the essential pro-

perties of the sugar : this part of the water is therefore said to be an

accidental constituent of the sugar. In most cases organised bodies

contain water in both these forms ; and though it is commonly impos-

sible to discriminate between the water that is essential and that which

is accidental, yet the mode of union among the elements of bodies in

these two states of their combination with water are essentially

different. The stomach has the power of combining water with ali-

mentaiy substances in both these forms. Thus fluid albumen, or

w'hite of egg, presented to the stomach is immediately coagulated or

converted into a solid. Soon this solid begins to be softened, and, the

softening goes on until it is again reduced to a fluid. AVhat was fluid

albumen in the white of egg is now fluid albumen in chyme ; but the

albumen has undergone a remarkable change. Out of the stomach

the albumen of the egg may be converted by heat into a firm solid

;

but the albumen of the chyme is capable of being converted only into

a loose and tender solid. In passing from its state in the egg to its

state in the chyme, the albumen has combined with a portion of water

which has entered as an essential ingredient into its composition. By
this combination the compound is reduced from what may be called a

strong to a weak state. This is the first action exerted by the stomach

on most alimentary substances. They are changed from a concen-

trated to a diluted, from a strong to a weak state : the power by which

the stomach effects this change is called its reducing power, and the

agent by which it accomphshes it is the gastric juice ; the essential

ingredient of which has been shown to be muriatic acid, or chlorine

(p. 218). The muriatic acid obtained from the common salt of the

blood is poured in the form of gastric juice into the stomach, dis-
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solves the food, combines it with water, reduces it from a concentrated

sohd to a dikite fluid ; and thus brings it into the condition pro^Der for

the subsequent part of the process,

2. A converting power. Since whatever be the varieties of food,

the chj^me invariably forms a homogeneous fluid, the digestive appa-

ratus must be endowed with the power of transforming the simple

alimentary princijiles into one another ; the saccharine into the oily,

and the oily into the albuminous. The transformation of the saccha-

rine into the oleaginous principle is traceable out of the body in the

couvei-sion of sugar into alcohol, which is essentially an oil. That the

same transformation takes place within the body is indubitable. The

oleaginous and the albuminous principles are already so nearly allied

in nature to animal substance that they do not need to undergo any

essential change in their composition.

3. A completing power. When the alimentary substances have

been reduced and formed into chyme, when the chyme has been con-

verted into chyle, and when the chyle absorbed by the lacteals is

transmitted to the mesenteric glands, it undergoes during its passage

through these organs a process the direct reverse of that to which it is

subjected in the stomach ; for whereas it is the office of the stomach to

combine the alimentary substances with water, it is one office of the

mesenteric glands to remove the superfluous water of the chyle ; to

abstract whatever particles of matter may be contained in the com-

pound which are not indispensable to it, and to concentrate its essentifil

constituents ; and consequently these organs exert on the digested

aliment a completing, in contradistinction to a reducing j)ower.

4. A vitalizing power. When sugar is converted into oil, when oil

is converted into albumen, when albumen, by the successive processes

to which it is subjected is completed, that is, when the alimentary sub-

stances are made to approximate in the closest j)ossible degree to the

nature of animal siibstance, they must undergo a still further change,

more wonderful than any of the preceding, and far more inscrutable

;

they must be endowed with vitality ; must be changed from dead uito

living matter. Living substance only is capable of forming a con-

stituent part of living substance. The ultimate action of the digestive

organs is the communication of life to the food, to which last and
crowning process the reducing, converting, and completing processes

are merely subordinate and preparatory. Of the agency by which this

process is effected we are wholly ignorant ; we know that it goes

on ; but the mode in which it is accomplished is veiled in inscrutable

darkness.

Blood is alive ; blood is formed from the food ; life is communicated
to the food before it is mixed with the blood. The blood is essentially

albmnen, which it contains in the form of albumen properly so called
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ill that of fibrin, and in that of red particles. In the thoracic duct the

strong albumen of the lymph is mixed with the weaker albumen of the

chyle. At the point where the thoracic duct terminates in the venous

system, lymph and chyle are mixed with venous blood, and all com-
mingled are borne directly to the lungs. There the carbon with

which the venous blood is loaded is expelled in the form of carbonic

acid gas ; the particles of the lymph undergo some, as yet unknown,

change, exalting their organisation ; and the water hitherto held in

chemical union with the weak albumen of the chyle, is separated and

carried out of the system together with the carbonic acid gas in the

form of aqueous vapour. By this removal of its aqueous particles the

ultimate completion is given to the digested aliment ; and the weak
and dehcate albumen of the chyle is converted into the strong and firm

albumen of the blood.

It has been stated, that though gelatin enters abundantly into the

composition of many tissues of the body, and performs most important

uses in the economy, it is never found in the blood ; that it is formed

from the albumen of the blood by a reducing j)rocess, in consequence of

which carbon is evolved, w-hich unites with the free oxygen of the

blood, forming carbonic acid, thus conducing, among other purposes,

to the production of animal heat. It is equally remarkable, that

though the lymphatics or absorbents arise in countless numbers from

every tissue of the body, and are endowed with the power of taking

up every constituent particle of every organ, solid as well as fluid, yet

gelatin is never found in the lymphatic vessels. The lymphatics con-

tain only albumen in a form far more proximate to the blood than that

of the chyle
;
consequently, before the gelatin of the body is taken up

by the lymphatics, it must be reconverted into albumen ; that is, the

absorbed gelatin must undergo a process analogous to that which

gelatin and other matters imdergo in the stomach and duodenum ; it

follows that the digestive process is not confined to the stomach and

duodenum, but is carried on at every point of the body. Hence there

are two processes of digestion, a crude and a refined process. The

crade process is carried on in the stomach and duodenum, in which

dead animal matter is converted into living substance, as yet, however,

possessing only the lowest kind of vitality. The capillary arteries

receiving the substance thus prepared for them, build it up mto struc-

ture perhaps the lowest and coarsest, the least organised, and capable

of performing only the inferior functions.

The lymphatic vessels probably take up from the tissues particles

already organised, in order to submit them to processes which com-

municate to them a progressively higher organisation. The notion

that the contents of the lymphatics consist of worn-out particles, capable

of accomplishing no further purpose in the economy, is not tenable

B
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1 . Because it is not analogous to the ordinary oj^erations of nature

to mix wholly excrementitious matter with a substance for the produc-

tion, elaboration, and perfection of which, she has constructed such an

expensive apparatus.

2. Because, on the other hand, the admixture of matter already

highly animalised with matter, as yet but imperfectly animalised,

exalts the natui'S of the latter, and is conducive to its complete

animahsation.

3. Because the lymph, almost wholly albuminous, is already closely

allied in natm-e to the blood ; it is, therefore, reasonable to infer, that

it is matter passing through an advancing stage of purification and

exaltation.

4. Because this plan of progressive organisation is in harmony with

the ordinary operations of nature, in which there is traceable a suc-

cessive ascent from the low to the high, the former being preparatory

and necessary to the latter. The tender and delicate organs of animal

Hfe, the brain, the nerves, the apparatus of sense, the muscles, inasmuch

as they perform the highest functions, probably require to be constructed

of a more highly organised material, for the production of which the

matter primarily derived from crude aliment is subjected to different

processes, rising one above the other in dehcacy and refinement
;
by

each of which it is made successively more and more perfect, until it

acquii-es the highest qualities of living substance, and is capable of

becommg the instrument of performing its most exalted functions.
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CHAPTEK XV.

OF SECRETION.

Nature of the function—Why involved in obscurity—Basis of the apparatus consists

uf membrane—Arrangement of membrane into elementary secreting bodies—Cr3'pta3

follicles, cajca and tubuli—Primary combinations of elementary bodies to form com-
pound organs—Relation of the primary secreting organs to the blood-vessels and
nerves—Glands, simjile and compound—Their structure and office—Development of

glands from their simplest form in the lowest animals to their most complex form in

the highest animals —Development in the embryo—Number and distribution of the

secreting organs—How secreting organs act upon the blood—Degree in which the

products of secretion agree with, and dilier from, the blood—Modes in which moditi-

cations of the secreting apparatus influence the products of secretion— Vital agent

by which the function is controlled—Physical agent by which it is etfected.

Seceetion is the function by which a substance, gaseous, liquid, or

sohd, is separated or formed from the nutritive fluid. It is a function

as necessary to the plant as to the animal, and indispensable alike to

the life of both. It is of equal imjDortance to the preservation of the

individual and to the perpetuation of the species. In all living beings

secretions are separated from the nutritive fluid, and added to the

aliment to assist in converting it into nutriment, and are separated

from the nutriment to maintain the composition of the nutritive mass

in a state fit for the continued performance of the act of nutrition,

and to form the germ on the development of which the continuance

of the species depends.

The secretions of the plant, varied and abundant, are indispensable

to its nourishment, growth, and fructification. The secretions of the

animal, more diversified, and far more constantly performed, increase

in number and elaborateness in proportion to the range and intensity

of the vital endowments and actions. In all animals high in the

scale of organisation, and especially in man, the products of secretion

are exceedingly complex in nature ; some are specially produced, in

order to perform a definite purpose in the economy; whilst some

substances are separated from the mass, and carried out of the system

on account of their uselessness or their noxious properties: all are

derived from the nutritive fluid, the blood, and are formed from it by

the process of secretion.

In this function are included the most secret and subtle processes

of the vital economy,—the ultimate actions of the organic life. Of

the real nature of those actions nothing definite is known ;
and they

are modified by agencies over which the art and skill of the experi-

mentalist can exert no adequate control. It is not wonderful therefore
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that they should be involved in obscnrity : nevertheless, when all the

phenomena are collected and compared, much of the mysteriousness in

which the function appears at first view to be involved vanishes.

The apparatus of secretion is infinitely varied in form : when examined

in its complex combinations it appears inextricable in structure, but

the diligence and skill of modern research have unfolded much of its

mechanism, and enabled us to trace the successive steps by which it

passes from its simple to its complex condition.

To form an organ of secretion there must be an artery, a vein, a

nerve, an absorbent, and a sufficient quantity of cellular tissue to allow

of the free expansion of these vessels and of their complete intercom-

munication. Membrane constitutes such an organ ; for membrane is

composed of arteries, veins, nerves, and absorbents sustained and con-

nected by cellular tissue. Hence membrane constitutes a secreting

organ, in its simplest form. The most important secreting membranes

are the serous, the cutaneous, and the mucous.

Serous membrane, which lines the great cavities of the body, and

which gives an external covering to the organs contained in them,

forms an extensive secreting surface. Synovial membrane, or that

which covers the internal surface of joints, and which constitutes an
important portion of the apparatus of locomotion, is essentially the

same in structure and office.

Cutaneous membrane, or the skin, which forms the external cover-

ing of the body, is an organ in which manifold secretions are constantly

elaborated ; but the skin is only a modification of the membrane
which lines the interior of the body, the mucous. Mucous membrane
forms the basis of the secreting apparatus placed in the mouth, fauces,

oesophagus, stomach, and intestines in their whole extent; of the
secreting apparatus auxiliary to that of the alimentary canal, namely,
the pancreas and the hver

;
probably also of the mesenteric, or lacteal

glands, together with the vast system of lymphatic glands, and
certainly of the glands of the larynx, trachea, bronchi and air vesicles
of the lungs. Hence, while membrane forms the basis of the secretino-
apparatus in general, mucous membrane is far more extensively em^
ployed in its construction than any other form of membrane.

1. In the construction of the secreting apparatus, membrane dis-
posed m the simplest form, constitutes merely a uniform, smooth
extended surface. Serous membrane is always disposed in this simple
mode. The costal pleura which lines the internal surface of the walls
of the chest; the pulmonary pleura which is continued from the walls
of the chest over the lungs

; the peritoneum which lines the internal
surface of the cavity of the abdomen, and which is reflected over the
viscera contained in it

; the synovial membrane which covers all the
articular surfaces; the arachnoid membrane which envelops the
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brain, form simple continuous, serous, secreting siu-faces. On the

contrary, mucous membrane is never disposed in this perfectly simple

mode; even when it forms a continuous surface, as in the lining,

which it affords to the alimentary canals, it is more or less plaited

into folds or rugae.

2. The second disposition of membrane in the construction of the

secreting apparatus, is the depression of it into a minute pit, called a

crypt, which is sometimes rounded to form a cell.

3. Next, the cell, instead of being rounded, is elongated into a

Fig. 94.

2 12 2 1

Poition of the skin and cellular tissue, showing the sebaceous follicles, as seen under tho

microscope very highly maguitied. 1, the external surface of the follicles with the

blood-vessels ramifying upon it ; 2, follicles laid open, showing the interior cavity iiito

which the secreted Huid is poured.

peduncle or neck, not unlike the neck of a bottle (Fig. 94). This

pedunculated vesicle is called a follicle.

4. And, lastly, the pit itself is elongated; so that instead of pre-

senting the appearance of a pouch, it rather resembles a tube (Fig. 95),

and is accordingly named tubule.

Fig. 95.

Minute structure of large intestine.

In the construction of the secreting apparatus, membrane, then,

may be said to be disposed into three elementary forms constituting

crypto or cells, follicles, and tubuli. Membrane, disposed into these

elementary forms, constitutes the simple bodies by the accumulation

and the varied arrangement of which the compound organs are com-

posed. There is no other known element which enters into the com-

position of the most complex secreting organ.
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One of these elementary bodies may exist as a simple organ, or

many may be collected into a mass to fonn a comjDound organ. Wlien

single they are called sohtaiy ; when collected into a mass, aggregated.

Follicles aggregate by imiting at their oiifices, and tubuli by joining

and becoming tortuous or convoluted (Fig. 95).

When a single elementary body, as a folhcle, forms a distinct

secreting organ, the matter secreted is elaborated at the inner surface

of the organ, and is contained within its cavity. When needed it

quits this cavity at the orifice of the folUcle, on the application of the

appropriate stimulus. But in the more complex arrangements of

these bodies, where the elementary bodies are aggregated into dense,

thick masses, when layer after layer of these masses, containing myriads

of myriads of folhcles or tubuli, are superimposed one upon another, it

is impossible that each individual body can have a separate orifice.

In this case a minute tube springs from each body ; and a comj)lete

connexion is established between all the individuals composing the

mass by the free intercommunication of these tubes. Of these tubes

the minutest unite together,

^ and fonn larger branches
;

these larger branches again

uniting form still larger

branches, until, by their suc-

cessive union, the branches

form at length a single trunk

(Fig. 96), with which all the

individual branches, whether
great or small, communicate,
and into which they all pour

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ their contents; the common
T ""^^^^^^"T"" trunk formed bv their union
Intimate structure of a composite gland (the paro- • , i ,

,
*^

tid) : a salivary. IS termed the excretory duct.

The secretmg canals contain
the secreted matter; the excretory duct collects this matter, and
conveys it to the part of the body in which it is appropriated to the
specific purpose which it seiwes in the economy.

The basis of the secreting canals consists, then, of membrane dis-
posed m one or other of the elementary forms described These
secretmg canals constitute a pecuhar system of organs wholly cHfferent
from all the other organs of the body. The form of these orc^ans
their structure and then- relation to the blood-vessels and nerves liave
formed subjects of laborious investigation and of keen controversy
during several centuries. The honour of discovering the exact truth
on these points is due to very recent researches.

Professor Miiller, of Berlin, has investigated the structm^e of the
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secreting apparatus in the whole animal kingdom, and has traced the
progressive development of the several secreting organs through the
entire animal series, from their simplest form in the lowest animal,
to then- most complex in the highest.

From the researches of this physiologist, and from the labom'S of

others, his coimtrymen and contemporaiies, who have engaged in the

investigation with an ardour second only to his own, it is demonstrated
that the secreting apparatus of the animal body is disposed in one or

other of the elementary forms which have been described. The blood-

vessels are distributed upon the walls of these elementary bodies,

whether simple crypttB, folhcles, caeca, or tubuli, or whether these

bodies are accumulated and combined into the largest and most com-
plex series of secreting canals, just as the branches of the pulmonary
artery are distributed upon the walls of the air-vesicles in the rete

mirabile of the lungs. The air-vesicles of the lungs are secreting

organs, and afford an excellent example of the mode in which the

blood-vessels are distributed upon the walls of the elementary secreting

bodies. The arteries do not form continuous tubes with the secreting

bodies or their excretory ducts, as was maintained by Kuysh ; neither

is the secreting body interposed between the termination of the artery

and the commencement of the excretory duct, as was thought by

Malpighi ; but the ultimate divisions of the arteries are sjjread out

upon the walls of the secreting bodies, where they terminate in veins

by a delicate vascular net-work. The minutest branch of the artery is

always smaller than the minutest secreting body on the walls of which

it is distributed. The arteries, spread out upon the walls of the

secreting bodies, form a distinct and pecuhar system of vessels visible

under the microscope. In the more complex secreting organs, they

reach their distribution upon the walls of the secreting folhcles, and

no longer divide and subdivide, but are always of the same uniform

size. These ultimate divisions of the arteries are the proper capillaries.

It is in these that the changes are wrought upon the blood which it is

the object of the various processes of secretion to effect. In the walls

of these vessels there are visible no pores, no apertures, no open extre-

mities by which the secreted fluid, when formed from the blood, is

conveyed into the cavity of the secreting canals ; it probably passes

through the walls of the vessels into the secreting canals by the

process of endosmose.

Secreting organs are very abundantly supplied with nerves, which

are derived for the most part from the organic portion of the nervous

system
;
although for the reasons assigned sentient nerves are mixed

with the organic. The more important secreting organs have each a

distinct net-work or plexus of organic nerves, which surround the

blood-vessels distributed to the organ, and which envelops more
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especially the arterial trunks and their larger branches. From these

plexuses nervous filaments spring in countless numbers, which are

spread out upon the walls of the arteries, just as the arteries are spread

out upon the walls of the secreting canals. The nerves never quit

the arteries ; are never spent upon the membranous matter which

forms the basis of the secreting organ, but are lost upon the walls of

the capillary arteries. The nerves uniformly increase in number and

size as the arteries diminish in magnitude and as their capillary termi-

nations become thinner and thinner.

When the secreting apparatus consists of simply extended mem-

brane, a close net-work of capillary arteries with their accompanying

nerves is spread out over the whole extent of the secreting surface.

This simjjle arrangement is sufficient to separate from the blood the

simj)le secretion in this case required.

When the secreting apparatus consists of simple follicles, cseca, or

tubuli, a similar net-work of capillary arteries and nerves is spread out

on the sides of this more extended surface. The more elaborate

secretion now formed is received into the interior of these organs,

where it remains for some time, and whence it is ultimately conveyed

as it is needed by the actions of the system.

But when the secreting apparatus consists of aggregates of follicles,

caeca, and tubuli, with their net-works of arteries and nerves, a much
more complex structiu'e is built up, which is destined to perform a

proportionably elaborate function. An aggregation of these secreting

bodies into a large mass, enveloped in a common membrane, so as to

form a distinct body of a solid consistence, constitutes the organ
termed a gland. Simply extended membrane, with its apparatus of

arteries and nerves, does not constitute a gland. Simple follicles,

caeca, and tubuli, with then- larger apparatus of arteries and nerves,

do not constitute a gland. The first is simply secreting surface ; the

second are simply secreting cryptae, folHcles, ca^ca or tubuli ; but when
these bodies are aggregated into dense and solid masses with an
extended system of excretory ducts, and when the whole of this

apparatus is enclosed in a proper membrane so as to form a distinct

body, such a body is termed a gland.

Thus membrane having a specific arrangement of blood-vessels and
nerves, from bemg simply extended, is folded into a few elementary
forms; the bodies which result constitute simple secreting organs;
these bodies collected together form, by their aggregation, compound
organs; the compound organs, uniting, form aggregates still more
compound, until at length a structiu'e is built up highly elaborate and
complex. But this complexity of combination and arrangement does
not alter the constitution of the organs ; their form varies, but their
natm-6 remains essentially the same. All consist alike of membrane
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organised in a similar mode. T^lie complex contains no element not

possessed by the simple gland, and the gland contains no element not

possessed by the secreting surface. But there is this difference in the

complex organs. Every kind and degree of change in the form of the

secreting apparatus, from membrane simply extended, to membrane
coiled up mto the most complex gland, is attended with an accumula-

tion and concentration of secreting surface. The crypt contains a

larger extent of secreting surface than the simple membrane ; the

follicle than the crypt ; and the tubulum than the caecum. A certain

amount of secreting surface is gained by the disposition of the simple

membrane into the form of the crypt. The collection of a number of

crypts into a cluster doubles the extent of the secreting surface by the

extent of every crypt that is added to the cluster. The addition of

every cluster doubles the whole extent of siu'face acquii-ed by a single

cluster. But when stems spring as if from a common trunk

;

when branches spring from a stem ; when small branches sjjring from

the large branches, and yet smaller branches from the small, in a series

which the eydf" assisted by the most powerful microscope, is wholly

unable to trace ; when all the clusters thus formed are collected, and

combined into a compact mass, the intricacy of which no art can com-

pletely unravel, the extent of surface obtained is altogether immea-

surable. How immense must be the extent of surface thus acquired

in such an organ as the human lungs, in such a gland as the human
liver

!

In such an aggregation the concentration is also equal to the accu-

mulation ; the maximum of surface is comprised in the minimum of

space^ and the energy and elaborateness of the function of a secreting

organ is uniformly proportionate to such a concentration of its secret-

ing substance.

Hence the complexity of the compound gland in the higher animals

would appear to arise solely from the intricate arrangement of the

immense mass of secreting matter concentrated in a small compass

;

hence also the progressively increased complication indicated in the

successive development of the glandular system in the animal series.

Tlfus, for example, among the distinct organs formed for the purpose

of elaborating a specific secretion, being ultimately connected with the

process of digestion, one of the first is the salivary gland. Low down

in the scale, in the animal hi which the first rudiment of a salivary

gland is traceable, it consists of a single follicle, which appears to

serve the office of a gland. In an animal a little higher in structure,

two, three, or four follicles combine to form a somewhat less simple

organ. In an animal still higher in the series, a number of follicles

are clustered together and form a much more complex organ ; and in

this manner, as the organisation of the animal becomes higher and
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higher, the complexity of the gland increases, until at length it is

comjDOScd of a countless number of follicles collected into clusters, the

clusters disposed into lobes, the lobes subdivided into lobules, and the

lobules iuto still smaller particles, the ultimate elements of the glandu-

lar ap2)aratus. In like manner, when the first rudiment of the liver is

discoverable, it consists of a single pouch or caecum ; somewhat higher

in the series, the organ is comjDosed of two or more caeca, distinct and

free ; and then, as its complexity increases with the perfection of the

organisation, caeca are accumulated upon caBca; the aggregates so

formed are closely compacted, disposed into lobes, divided into lobules,

and subdivided into the ultimate particles of the glandular apparatus.

So in a gland composed of tubuli, as the kidney, the organ in its rudi-

mentary state consists of a few straight tubuli (Fig. 97) : as its structure

advances more tubuli are added

:

next, the increasing tubuli super-

imposed one upon another become

tortuous ; then the tubuli still ac-

cumulating, beconte not merely

tortuous, but convoluted ; and last

of all, countless numbers of tubuli

are closely compacted into exceed-

ingly convoluted masses (Fig. 97).

Uniformly, the lower the animal

and the simpler the organ, the

larger and the more manifest are

the elementary parts of the gland
;

but in the higher animals these

elementary bodies are so minute as

to be altogether microscopical, and

their arrangement is so complex

that it can be unravelled only

with extreme difiiculty.

It is a striking confirmation of

the correctness of this view of the

structure of the glandular appa-

ratus, that whenever in the ascend-

Verticai section of kidney. ing scrics a gland appears for the

first time in any class, the elementary bodies are so large, and are

disposed in so simple a mode, that a slight examination is sufiicient to

demonstrate their primitive form, and to render it manifest that they

consist either of vesicles, follicles, cfeca, or tubuli, more or less aggre-

gated. This is seen in the obvious structure presented by the liver,

the pancreas, the salivary glands, and the mammae, in the simple

animals in which these organs first appear. Thus the liver in animals

low down in tlic scale is manifestly composed of simple clustering

Fig. 97.
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follicles
: in the fish the pancreas is composed of simple branched

follicles
: in the bird, the salivary glands are composed of simple

parallel tulmh ; and in the cetacea the breasts are composed of simple

branched tubuli.

But the microscope, by bringing the snccessive development of the

compound gland in the embryo of the higher animal nnder the cogni-

zance of sense, perfectly discloses the nature of its composition. In
the development of the incubated egg eveiy step of the progressive

formation of the compound gland is rendered visible to the eye.

When this process is carefully watchal, it is seen that the part of the

gland first formed is the excretory duct, which springs from the blas-

tema, the common mass of matter out of which all the organs are

formed. From this duct the elementary parts of the gland bud just as

bunches of grapes bud from the stalk. The buds, at first at consider-

able distances from each other, approach nearer as they increase by
new growths, until at length they come into actual contact. The
growth continuing, and the compactness of the substance of the gland

proportionally increasing, the primitive form of the elementary bodies

which compose it is ultimately lost. The substance of the gland now
appears to consist of compact solid matter, w^hicli is commonly termed

pai'enchyma. The component particles of this parenchymatous and

apparently solid substance present a clustered or grape-like appearance,

from which they early obtained the name of acini, from the Latin

word acinus, a beny.

In its embrj^o state the compound gland of the highest animal con-

sists of mere excretoiy ducts, wonderfully similar to the simple secret-

ing bodies of the lowest classes. But in the higher animal this simple

form of the gland is transient : gradually, with the progressive evolu-

tion of the embryo, it passes into a more complex structure ; while in

the lower animal the simple form of the gland remains permanently

the same through the whole teim of life.

Such are the main points which have been ascertained relative to

the structure of the secreting apparatus, which enters in one or other

of its forms, as a constituent element, into almost every part of the

animal body. How immense the number of these organs in the

hmnan body ! Every point in the interior of the walls that bound the

great cavities is a secreting surface. Every point of the secreting

siu'face that lines the ahmentary canal, from its commencement to its

termination, is studded with distinct secreting organs. Every point

of the skin is still more thickly studded with distinct secreting organs.

By the naked eye, and still more distinctly with a lens, may be seen

the pores through which the vapour that constitutes the insensible

perspiration incessantly exudes. Next are the open mouths of myriads

of sebaceous follicles that pour out upon the skin the oily matter wliich
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gives it its suppleness and softness ; and besides all these, are the hairs,

each the product of a secreting organ placed immediately beneath the

skin. An attempt to count the number of pores and hairs visible to

the eye within the compass of an inch, and thence to compute the

number on the whole surface of the skin, may convey some conception

of the amount of these organs
;
yet these form but a small part of the

secreting apparatus. The great viscera of the body, the lungs, the

liver, the pancreas, are portions of it ; all the organs of the senses, the

eyes, the ears, the nose, the tongue ; all the organs of locomotion

;

every point of the surface of every muscle, and a great part of the

surface and substance of the very bones are crowded with secreting

organs.

How do these organs act upon the blood ?

All that is known of the course of that portion of the blood which

flows through an organ of secretion is, that it passes into arteries of

extreme minuteness, which are spread out upon the external walls of

the elementary secreting bodies, and which pass into capillary veins

—

nowhere terminating by open mouths—nowhere presenting visible

outlets or pores ; theu' contents probably transuding through theii'

thin and tender coats by the process of endosmose.

As it is flowing through these capillary arteries, the blood under-

goes the transformations eflected by secretion, forming— 1. The fluids,

which are added to the aliment, and which accomplish its solution,

and change it into chyme. 2. The fluids, which are added to the

chyme to convert it into chyle, and both to chyle and lymj^h, to assist

in then- assimilation. 3. The fluids which, pom'ed into the cavities,

facilitate the movements of their contents. 4. The fluids which,

deposited at different points of the cellular tissue, when more aliment
is received than is needed, serve as reservoirs of nutriment to be
absorbed when more aliment is required than can be afi'orded by the

digestive organs. 5. The fluids which are eliminated from the com-
mon mass, whether of fluids or solids, to be carried out of the system
as excrementitious substances. 6. In addition to all these substances,

which are indispensable to the preservation of the individual, those
which are necessary to the perpetuation of the species.

In order to form any conception of the mode m which the secretino-

organs act upon the blood, so as to elaborate from it such diversified

substances, it is necessary to consider the chemical composition of the
different products of secretion, and the degrees in which they reaUy
differ from each other, and from the common mass of blood out of
which they are ehminated.

By chemical analysis, it is established that all the substances which
are formed from the blood by the process of secretion are either water
albumen, mucus, oil, resin, or salts.
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In by far tlie greater number of cases the various substances of

wliich the body is composed are simply separated from the nutritive

fluid at the parts of the body at which they are deposited ; so that,

existing akeady formed in the blood, they are merely deposited there,

and not generated. Still, however, since it is certain tliat gelatm

cannot be recognized in the blood, and since it is doubtful whether
some other substances found in different textures and secretions really

exist in the blood, it is necessary, in the present state of our knowledge,

to suppose, that although most of the constituents of the living tissues

are contained in the blood, yet tliat in some instances a material change

is effected in their natm-e at the time and place of their escape from

the circulation ; and that in these cases the secreted substances are not

simple extracts from, but products of, the blood.

It is by the apparatus of secretion that this separation, evolution, or

reformation is eSectal. Out of a fluid which contains, blended to-

gether, almost all the heterogeneous substances of which the body is

built up, particular substances are selected from the common mass, and

are dei^osited in certain parts, and only in certain parts. Although by

the most careful examination of the structure of the apparatus, it is

not j)ossible to form a precise conception of the mode in which this

separation is effected, yet we are enabled to perceive a number of

arrangements which we can readily understand must conduce to the

accomplishment of the object.

] . Of these, the most obvious is mechanical arrangement.

In its passage to different organs the blood is propelled through

canals of extreme minuteness : in every different case these canals

differ from each other in size
;
pass off from their respective trunks at

different angles
;
possess different degrees of density ; are variously

contorted, and are of various lengths. In some they are straight, in

others convoluted ; at one time branching, at another pencillated, and

at another starry. The veins, too, in some cases, are almost straight,

in others exceedingly tortuous, in others reticulated ; and the freedom

of their communication with the arteries varies so much, that in some

cases fine injections pass from the one set of vessels to the other with

the greatest facility, while, in others, they pass with extreme difiiculty.

The consequence of these divers arrangements of the capillary blood-

vessels is, that the current of the blood must necessarily flow in them

with different degi-ees of velocity; its particles must be placed at

different distances from each other, and must be presented to each

other in different positions and in widely different proportions. In no

two secretmg organs are any two of these conditions exactly alike. In

the lower orders of animals, in which secretion is seen in its simplest con-

dition, the general nutritive fluid, elaborated and contained in a single

internal cavity, appears to fiu-nish a variety of products very different
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from itself, by a process hardly more complex than mere transudation

through a living membrane. In the higher animals the different

secreting organs may be considered, in part at least, as mechanical

contrivances adapted to carry on analogous transudations—fine sieves

or strainers diversly constructed. A fluid containing such hetero-

geneous matters as the blood, held in combination by so slight an

afiinity, slowly transuding through series of tubes, the mechanical

arrangement of which is so varied, must yield a different substance

in every different case. Thus by simply filtering the blood a vast

variety of j)roducts may be obtained, merely in consequence of a varied

disposition of the minute tubes of which the filters are composed.

2. But in the second place, this diversity of mechanical arrange-

ment is calculated in a high degree to promote and to modify chemical

action. The contact or proximity of the particles of bodies, the extent

of surface which those particles present to each other, the space of

time in which they continue in contact, the degree of force with which

they imijinge against each other, the degree of temperatm'e to which

they are exposed,—these, and circumstances such as these, are con-

ditions which exert the most powerful influence over chemical decom-
position and recombination. In the different secreting organs, as

has been shown, the blood must necessarily pass through vessels

having every conceivable diversity of diameter : in those vessels it

must consequently flow with corresponding differences of velocity.

Some of these diameters will admit one constituent of the blood, as

one of the red particles; others may be large enough to admit
two or more of the red particles abreast; in some vessels these

different constituents will be in one degree of proximity, in others in

another; in some they will remain long in contact, in others only for

an instant : it is obvious that from such different conditions the chemi-
cal products may bo iufinitely varied.

Such is the composition of chemical bodies, that a great diversity of
substance is obtainable merely by changing one condition, the propor-
tions in which the elementary particles combine.

Oxygen and nitrogen combined in one proportion form atmospheric
air ; in another proportion, nitrous oxide ; in another, nitric oxide ; in

a fourth, nitrous acid ; and in a fifth, nitric acid. Few secretions

formed from the blood differ more widely from each other than the
products thus formed from these two elementary bodies.

Urea consists of two prime equivalents of hydrogen, one of carbon,

one of oxygen, and one of nitrogen. Eemove one of the atoms of
hydrogen, and take away the atom of nitrogen, urea is converted into
sugar ; combine with urea an additional atom of carbon, it is changed
into lithic acid. In like manner, add a small quantity of water to
farina, it is converted into sugar ; to fibrm, it is changed into adipocere.
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From a reservoir containing a quantity of substances in the state of

vinous fermentation, draw off portions of the hquor at different stages

of the process, and cause these to pass through tubes of various diame-

ters and with various degrees of velocity, there will be obtained at one

time an unfermented syrup, at another, a fermenting fluid, at another,

wine, at another, vinegar. Out of the body place the blood in a state

of rest, it will spontaneously separate into serum and crassamcntum,

and the crassamcntum will further separate into fibrin and red particles.

A.dd to the serum a certain portion of acid, it will be coagulated into

solid albumen ; add to this solid albumen another portion of acid, it

will be converted into jelly. Add a certain portion of acid to fibrin, it

will be changed into adipose matter
;
bring the acid into contact "with

the red particles, they will be converted into a substance closely re-

sembling bile. If by the rough chemistry which the art of man can

conduct so great a variety of substances may be obtained out of a

single compound, it is not wonderful that a far greater variety should

be produced by the delicate and subtle chemistry of life.

3. But a third most important agent in the process of secretion is

some influence derived from the nervous system,

1. It is proved, by direct experiment, that the destruction of the

nervous apparatus, or of any considerable jjortion of it, stops the

process of secretion. By experiments performed by Sir B. Brodie, it is

ascertained that the secretion of the mine is suspended by the removal

or destruction of the brain, though the circulation be maintained in its

full vigour by artificial respiration.

2. The section, and still more the removal, of a portion of the sen-

tient nerves of the stomach (the par vagum, or eighth pair), according

to some experimentalists, deranges and impedes
;
according to others,

totally arrests the process of digestion.

3. Other classes of phenomena illustrate in a striking manner the

influence of the nervous system over the process of secretion. The

sight, nay, even the thought of agreeable food, increases the secretions

of the mouth. Pleasurable ideas excite, painful ideas destroy, the

appetite for food
;
probably, in the one case, by increasing, and, in the

other, by suspending the secretion of the gastric juice : the emotion

of grief instantly causes a flow of tears ; the sight or thought of

her child fills the Qiaternal breasts with milk, while the removal

of the child from the mother diminislies and ultimately stops the

secretion.

It is probable that the vital agent by which the effect is produced on

the secreting organs is the organic nerve. Though the sentient part

of the nervous system may in many cases be the part primarily acted

on, yet there is reason to believe that the ultimate effect is invariably

produced on the organic part, the sentient nerves in this case acting on
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tte organic, as in other cases the organic act on the sentient, in con-

sequence of that intimate connexion which, for the reason assigned, is

estahhshed between lx)th parts of this system. For,

1. The true object of the sentient part of the nervous system is to

estabhsh a relation between the body and the external world ;
the

object of the organic part is to preside over the functions by which

the body is sustained and nourished, tliat is, over the processes of

secretion.

2. The nerves which are distributed to the secreting arteries are,

for the most part, derived from the organic portion of the nervous

system (Fig. 89, 3). This anatomical arrangement clearly points to

some physiological purpose, and indicates the closeness of the relation

between the function of the organic nerve and the ultimate action of

the capillary artery.

The existence of the organic nerve is probably simultaneous with

that of the secreting artery : from the first to the last moment of life

the nerve regulates the artery ; the influence of the one is indispen-

sable to the operation of the other
;
and, by their conjoint action, the

sentient nerve itself, as well as every other organ, is constructed.

There is reason to believe that the physical agent by which the

organic nerve influences secretion is allied to electricity. The nerve

appears to be the medium by which electrical fluid is conveyed to the

secreting organs, and the nerve probably influences secretion by

influencing chemical combination, through the intervention of this most

powerful chemical agent. This is rendered j)robable by the observation

of various phenomena, and by the result of direct experiment.

1. It is proved that galvanic phenomena may be excited by the

contact of the nerve and muscle in an animal recently dead. A
galvanic pile may be constructed of alternate layers of nervous

and muscular substance, or of nervous substance and other animal

tissues. A secreting organ liberally supplied with organic nerve

is probably then in its physical structure a galvanic apparatus. It is

certain that some animals, as the raia torpedo, possess "a special

electrical apparatus composed essentially of nervous matter
; that the

nerves which compose this apparatus correspond strictly with the
organic nerves of the human body; that they are distributed princi-

pally to the organs of digestion and secretion,, and that they exert a
powerful influence over these processes

;
for, when the animal is

frequently excited to give shocks, digestion appears to be completely
arrested ; so that, after tlie animal's death, food swallowed some time
previously is found wholly unchanged.

2. It is universally admitted that the nerves in all animals possess
an extreme sensibility to the stimulus of electricity, and more especially
to that form of it which is termed galvanism.
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3. Dii-ect experiment proves that the stimuhis of galvanism may be

made to produce in the Hving body precisely the same effect as the

nervous influence. It has been stated, that the division of the par

vagum, in the neck of a living animal, suspends the digestion of the food

probably by stopping indirectly the secretion of the gastric juice. If

after the division of the nerves, their lower ends, that is, that portion

of the nerves which is still in communication with the stomach, but no

longer in communication with the brain, be made to conduct galvanic

fluid to the stomach, secretion goes on as fast as when the nerves are

entire and conduct nervous influence. Dr. Wilson Philip having

divided the par vagum in the neck of a living animal, coated a portion

of the lower end of the nerves with tin foil, placed a silver plate over

the stomach of the animal, and connected respectively the tin and silver

with the opposite extremities of a galvanic apparatus. The result was

that the animal remained entirely free from the distressing symptoms

which had always before attended the division of the nerves, and that

the process of digestion, which had been invariably suspended by this

operation, now went on just as in the natural state of the stomach.

On examining the stomach after death, the food . was found perfectly

digested, and afforded a striking contrast to the state of the food con-

tained in the stomach of a similar animal, in whom the nerves had been

divided, but which had not been subjected to the galvanic influence.

4. On applying a low galvanic power to a sahne solution contained

in an organic membrane. Dr. WoUaston found that the galvanic fluid

decomposed the saline solution, and that the component parts of the

solution transuded through the membrane ; each constituent being

separately attracted to the con-esponding wire of the interrupted

circuit. This experiment, says this acute and philosophical physiologist,

illustrates in a very striking manner the agency of galvanism on the

animal fluids. Thus the quality of the secreted fluid may probably

enable us to judge of the electrical state of the organ which produces

it ; as for example, the general redundance of acid in urine, though

secreted from blood that is known to be alkaline, appears to indicate

in the kidney a state of positive electricity ; and since the proportion of

alkali in bile seems to be greater than is contained in the blood of the

same animal, it is not improbable that the secretory vessels in the liver

may be comparatively negative.

Considerations such as these afford us a glimpse into the mode in

which Nature conducts some of her most secret and subtle operations
;

or rather into the immediate agency by which she effects them
;

for,

properly speaking, of the mode in which she works, we do not obtain

the slightest insight, and even of her immediate agency our view, at

least in the present state of our knowledge, is indistinct and vague.

By the study of the apparatus which she builds up, we can trace back

s
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her operations a step or two ; but in every case, at a certain point, tlie

apparatus itself becomes so delicate as to elude our senses, and then of

course we are necessarily at a stand. So, the rough materials with

w^iicli she carries on her great work of secretion, by careful analysis

we can separate into divers parts, and ascertain that each part possesses

peculiar properties. The main channels by which she conveys these

varied constituents to the different parts of the system we can trace
;

the delicate organs by which she produces on these rude materials her

wonderful transformations we can see ; but beyond the threshold of

these organs we cannot go. Why from one common mass of fluid the

same variety of peculiar substances are constantly separated, and each

in its respective place : why the kidney never secretes milk, nor the

liver mine, nor the breast bile : why membrane, and muscle, and bone,

and fat, and brain, are uniformly deposited in the same precise

situation : why these depositions go on with imiformity, constancy and

regularity ; and by what laws each process is controlled and modified,

we do not know. But though with whatever dUigence we investigate

these operations, the great problem remains, and probably ever will

remain unresolved, still it is both a pleasurable and a profitable labour

to follow Nature in her path, to the extreme point to which it is possible

to trace her footstep ; for the phenomena themselves are often in the

highest degTee curious and interesting ; while their order and relation

can seldom be so considered as to be understood, without the suggestion

of practical applications of great and permanent usefulness.
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CHAPTER XVI.

OF THE FUNCTION OF ABSORPTION.

Evidence of the process in the plant, in the animal—Apparatus general and special

—

Exj^eriments which prove the absorbing power of blood-vessels and membrane—

•

Decomposing and analysing properties of membrane—Endosmose and exosmose

—

Absorbing surfaces, pulmonary, digestive, and cutaneoiis—Lacteal and lymphatic

vessels—Absorbent glands—Motion of the fluid in the special absorbent vessels

—

Discovery of the lacteals and lymphatics—Specific office performed by the several

parts of the apparatus of absorption—Condition of the system on which the activity

of the process depends—Uses of the function.

Absorption is the function by which external substances are received

into the body, and the component particles of the body are taken up

from one part of the system, and deposited in some other part. So

universal and constant is the operation, that there is not a fluid nor a

solid, not a sm-face nor a tissue, not an external nor an internal organ,

which is not, in its turn, the seat and the subject of the process. By
its action the component particles of the living body are kept in a

state of perpetual mutation.

If a quantity of water be injected into any of the great cavities of

the body, as into that of the peritoneum, the whole of the fluid after

a certain time disappears ; it is spontaneously removed.

If in the j^rogress of disease a fluid be poured into any cavity of the

body, as often happens in dropsy, the whole of the fluid is removed,

sometimes spontaneously and quite suddenly ; but more often slowly,

under the influence of medicinal agents.

Certain sul)stances, whether applied to an external or an internal

surface, produce specific eff'ects on the system, just as when they are

received into the stomach or injected into the blood-vessels. Mercury

in mere contact with the skin, but more rapidly when the application

is aided by friction, produces the same specific action upon the salivary

glands, and the same general action upon the system as when the

preparation of the metal is received into the stomach. By the like

external and local appHcation arsenic, opium, tobacco, and other

narcotics produce their distinct and peculiar eff'ects on the nervous

system, and their remote and general eff'ects on the other systems.

If an organ or tissue be deprived of nourishment, it gradually

diminishes in bulk, and at length wholly disappears from the system.

By long-continued pressure, such as that occasioned by the pulsation

of a diseased artery, as in aneurism, or by the growth of a fleshy tumor,

s 2
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portions of the firmest and strongest muscle, nay, even of the most

dense and compact bone, wholly disappear. At one time the fluids

diminish in quantity, the flesh wastes, and the weight of the body is

reduced one half or more. Under other circumstances, while the state

of the general system remains stationary, some particular part

diminishes in size, or altogether disappears.

Healthy and strong men, engaged in hard labour and exposed to

intense heat, sometimes lose, in the space of a single hour, upwards of

five pounds of their weight. Though daily engaged for months

together in this occupation at two different periods of the day, for the

space of an hour each time, and though consequently these men lose

five pounds twice every day, yet when weighed at intervals of three,

six, or nine months, it is found that the weight of the body remains

stationary, not varying, perhaps, more than a pound or two. It

follows that the bodies of these men must absorb, twice every day,

a quantity equal in weight to that which they lose.

These phenomena depend on a power inherent in the body, that of

taking up and carrying into the system certain substances in contact

with its surfaces, and of transporting fi'om one part of its system to

another its own component particles.

The apparatus by which these operations are carried on is general

and special.

The general apparatus consists of blood-vessels and membrane. The
special apparatus consists of a peculiar system of vessels, namely, the

lacteals and lymphatics, together with the system of glands termed

conglobate.

It is proved by direct experiment that the walls of blood-vessels

exert a power by which substances in contact with their external

surface penetrate their tissue, reach their internal surface, and mix
with the mass of the circulating fluids, and that this property is

possessed by all blood-vessels, arteries and veins, great and small, dead

and living.

If a portion of a vein or artery taken from the body be attached by
either extremity to two glass tubes in order to establish a current of

warm water in its interior, if the vein be then placed in a fluid slightly

acidulated, and the fluid which flows through the vessel be collected in

a flask, this latter fluid becomes, in the space of a few minutes, sensibly

acid. In this experiment there is no possibility of communication

between the current of warm water and the external acidulated fluid,

consequently the latter must penetrate the parietes of the vessel, that

is, absorption must take place through its membranous walls.

A striking experiment demonstrates the absorbing power of the
living blood-vessels. If the trunk of a vein or artery be exposed in a
living animal, and a poisonous substance in solution be dropped on the
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external surface of either, the animal is killed in a few minutes, just

as when the poison is injected into the blood-vessel itself. Analogous
experiments on the minute blood-vessels not only show that they are

endowed with the like absorbing power, but that their number, tenuity

and extent, are conditions which greatly favour the activity of the

process.

Membrane is an organised substance abounding with blood-vessels.

Whether the absorbing power possessed by this tissue be due only to

these vessels, or whether it be assisted m the operation by other agents

not yet fully ascertained, it is certain that the absorbing power it

exerts is highly curious and wonderful.

An animal membrane placed in contact with water becomes satu-

rated with fluid : placed in contact with a compound fluid, as with

water or spirit holding colouring matter in solution, the membrane
actually decomposes the compound and resolves it into its elementary

parts, just as accurately as can be done by the chemist. If one

extremity of a piece of membrane be placed in a vessel containing the

tincture of iodine, for example, and the other extremity be kept out of

the fluid, that portion of the membrane which is in immediate contact

with the tincture acquires a perfectly dark colour, because the iodine

completely penetrates the substance of the membrane. This dark-

coloured portion is bounded by a definite line, above which the mem-
brane is penetrated by a different part of the solution, by a pearly

colourless fluid, the alcohol in which the iodine was suspended.

•Above this again there are traces of a still lighter coloured fluid, which

is jjrobably water. In like manner, if strips of membrane are placed

in glasses containing port wine, the same analytical process is effected

by the membrane. The colouring matter of the wine is imbibed by

the lower portion of the membrane ; above this is the alcohol, and

above this the water.

These and many analogous experiments demonstrate that the pro-

cess of absorption is accompanied with the fm-ther phenomena of de-

composition and analysis ; and that membrane, at the veiy moment

it imbibes certain compound substances, resolves them into their con-

stituent elements.

It is further established by numerous experiments that different

compound substances are decomposed and absorbed by membrane with

different degrees of facility. If strips of membrane are placed in

phials containing different kinds of fluids, one fluid rises only a line or

two ; others rise to the height of many inches. There is indubitable

evidence that analogous properties are possessed by living membrane

;

that the mucous membrane of the stomach at the moment it imbibes,

decomposes and analyses the alimentary and medicinal substances in

contact with its surface ; and consequently that in all animals mem-
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brane becomes a most important agent in carrying on the digestive

process.

But perhaps the most remarkable property possessed by membrane

is that of estabhshing in fluids in contact mth its surfaces currents

thi-ough its parietes, which proceed in opposite directions, according to

the ditierent natures of the fluids, and more especially according to

their different densities. If small bladders composed of membrane are

filled with a fluid of greater density than water, and securely fastened,

and then thrown into water, they acquire weight and become swollen

and tense. If the experknent be reversed ; if the bladders be filled

with water and immersed in a denser fluid, the denser fluid flows

inwards to the water, and the water passes from the interior outwards.

M. Dutrochet, who was led by accident to the observation of these

phenomena, and who saw at once the possible importance of this

agency ia some organic processes hitherto involved in great obsciuity,

commenced an extended series of experiments with a view to ascertain

the exact facts. He took the CEeca of fowls, membranous bags already

made to his hand, into which he introduced a quantity of fluid consist-

ing of milk, thin syrup, or gum-arabic dissolved in water. Having

securely tied the membranes, he placed the bags thus filled in water,

and found that two opposite currents are established through the

walls of the caeca. The first and strongest current, that fi.-om without

inwards, is formed by the flow of the external water towards the

thicker fluid contained in the caeca ; the second and weaker current,

that from within outwards, is formed by the flow of the thicker interior

fluid towards the external water. The first or the in-going current is

termed endosmose, from evSov, intus, and (oafjbo<;, impulsus, and the

second or out-gomg current is termed exosmose, from a similar com-
bination of Greek words signifying an impulse outwards.

The velocity and strength of these currents are capable of exact

admeasurement. The amount of endosmose is measnred by an appa-

ratus termed an endosmometer, which consists of a small bottle, the
bottom of which is taken out and the apertm-e closed by a piece of
bladder. Into this bottle is poured some dense fluid ; the neck of the
bottle is closed with a cork, through which a glass tube, fixed upon a
graduated scale, is passed. The bottle is then placed in pure water.
The water by endosmose penetrates the bottle in various quantities

according to the density of the fluid contained in its interior throu"-h
the membrane closing its bottom. The dense fluid in the bottle, in-

creased in quantity by the addition of the water, rises in the tube fitted

to its neck, and the velocity of its ascent is the measure of the velocity
of the endosmose.

The strength of endosmose is measured by a similar apparatus, in
which a tube is twice bent upon itself, and the ascending branch con-
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taining a column of mercury which is raised by the fluid in the interior

of the endosmometer, as the volume of this fluid is increased by the

endosniose. By means of these two instruments it is found that the

velocity and strength of endosniose follow the same law, and that both
are proportionate to the excess of the density of the fluid contained in

the endosmometer above the density of water. By numerous experi-

ments it is ascertained that by employing syrup of ordinary density an
endosmose is obtamed, the strength of which is capable of raising

water more than 150 feet.

But though difierence of density is necessary to the production of

endosmose, yet numerous and decisive experiments show that the

different natures of fluids, irrespective of their proportionate densities,

materially influence the activity and energy of the process. Thus, if

sugar-water and gum-water of the same density be placed in the same

endosmometer, the former produces endosmose with a velocity as

seventeen and the latter only as eight. The endosmose produced by

a solution of the sulphate of soda is double that produced by a solution

of the hydro-chlorate of soda of the same density. A solution of albu-

men exerts an endosmose four times greater than a solution of gelatin

of the same density.

AVith organic fluids endosmose goes on without ceasing until the

chemical nature of the fluids becomes altered by putrefaction ; but

with alkalies, soluble salts, acids, and chemical agents in general, the

endosmose excited is capable only of short continuance, because such

agents enter into chemical combination with the organic tissue of the

endosmometer, and thus destroy endosmose.

It is remarkable that the direction of the endosmotic currents pro-

duced by vegetable membrane is the exact reverse of that produced by

animal membrane under precisely the same circumstances. Thus

oxalic acid, when separated from water by an animal membrane, in-

variably exliibits endosmose from the acid towards the water ; when

separated by a vegetable membrane, from the water towards the acid

:

and the same is the case with the tartaric and citric acids, and with

the sulphuric, the hydro-sulphuric, and the sulphurous acids. I filled,

says Dutrochet, a pod of the colutea arhorescens (which being opened

at one end only, and forming a little bag, was readily attached by

means of a hgature to a glass tube) with a solution of oxalic acid, and

having plimged it into rain-water, endosmose was manifested by the

ascent of the contained acid fluid in the tube, that is to say, the cur-

rent flowed from the water towards the acid. The lower part of the

leek (allium porrum) is enveloped or sheathed by the tubular petioles

of the leaves. By slitting these cylindrical tubes down one side, vege-

table membranous webs of sufficient breadth and strength to be tied

upon the reservoir of an endosmometer are readily obtained. An
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euclosmometer, fitted with one of these vegetable membranes, havmg

been filled with a solution of oxalic acid and then plunged into rain-

water, the included fluid rose gradually in the tube of the endosmometer,

so that the endosmose was from the water towards the acid, the reverse

of that which takes place when the endosmometer is furnished with an

animal membrane. Vegetable membrane, then, at least with fluids

containing a preponderance of acid, produces a current, the direction

of which is the exact reverse of that produced by animal membrane.

The bodies of organised beings are composed in great part of various

fluids of difi'erent density, separated from each other by thin septa,

precisely the conditions which are necessary to the production of

endosmose. But such conditions never concur in inorganic bodies,

whence inorganic bodies never exhibit endosmotic phenomena. Vege-

table tissue of every kind consists of vast multitudes of aggregated

cells intermingled with tubes. The parietes of these hollow organs

are exceedingly dehcate and thin ; the organs themselves are at all

times filled with fluids, the densities of which are mfinitely various

;

consequently, by endosmose and exosmose, mutual interchanges of

their contents incessantly go on ; those contents brought into contact

by cm-rents moving now m one direction and now in another, now
rapidly and now slowly, intermingle, and in consequence of their ad-

mixture, changes in their chemical composition take place. It is by
these powers that water holding in solution nutrient matter diflfused

through the soil penetrates the spongeolae of the capillary rootlets,

always fiUed with a denser fluid than the water contained in the soil,

—that the energetic motion by which the sap ascends is generated,

—

that the ascending sap is attracted into fruits, always of greater

density than the crude sap,—that buds are capable of emptying the
tissue that surrounds them when they begin to grow, and that almost
all the phenomena connected with the motions of fluids in plants, and
the chemical changes which those fluids undergo in consequence of

this admixture, is efi'ected. And there cannot be a question that
analogous phenomena take place in the various cells, cavities, and
minute capillary vessels of the animal body.

It is then estabhshed on mdubitable evidence that all animal tissues,

without exception, possess an inherent property by which they are
capable of transmitting through their substance certain fluids, and
even solids, convertible into fluids ; and that the great agent by which
this transmission is effected is membranous tissue, whether in the form
of blood-vessels or of proper membrane. By virtue of this property
fluids and solids are absorbed, by the animal body, with whatever sui'-

face or organ they are in contact, whether with an external or an
internal surface, or with the eye, the mouth, the tongue, the stomach
the lungs, the liver, or the heart.

'
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But membrane is so disposed and modified, in different parts of the

body, as to admit of the introduction of fluids and solids from the ex-

terior to the interior of the system with widely different degrees of

facihty. There may be said to be in the human body three great

absorbing surfaces, the pulmonary, the digestive, and the cutaneous,

each highly important, but each endowed with exceedingly different

degrees of absorbing power.

The pulmonary smface, for reasons which will be readily understood

from what has been already stated relative to the structm-e of the air-

vesicles of the lungs, is by far the most active absorbing sm-face of the

body. The mode in which the air-vesicles are formed and disposed

has been shown to be such as to give to the lungs an almost incredible

extent of membranous surface, while the membrane of which the cells

are composed is exceedingly fine and delicate. Moreover, there is the

freest possible communication between all the branches of the j)ulmo-

nary vascular system, whether arteries or veins ; the distance between

the lungs and the heart is short ; the course of the blood from the

pulmonary capillaries to the central engine that works the circulation

is rapid, and the lungs are at the same time close to the central masses

of the nervous system, with which indeed they are placed in du-ect

communication by nerves of great magnitude and of most extensive

distribution. These circumstances account for the wonderful rapidity

with which substances are absorbed, when placed in contact with the

pulmonary surface, and for the instantaneousuess and intensity of the

impression produced upon the system, when the substance thus intro-

duced is of a deleterious nature.

They also afford an explanation of a phenomenon not to have been

credited without experience of the fact, that innoxious substances in-

troduced into the air-cells of the lungs in moderate quantities produce

no more inconvenience there than when taken into the stomach. A
single drop of pure water, when in contact near the glottis with the

same membrane that forms the air-vesicles of the limgs, excites the

most violent and spasmodic cough, and the smallest particle of a solid

substance permanently remaining there occasions so much irritation

that inevitable suffocation and death result. Yet so different is the

sensibility of this membrane in different parts of its course, that while

at the upper portion of the trachea it will not bear a drop of water

without exciting violent disturbance, in the air-vesicles it tolerates with

only slight inconvenience a considerable quantity even of solid matter.

An accident of a nature sufficiently alarming, which occurred to

Dessaidt, affords a striking illustration of this curious fact. This cele-

brated surgeon had to treat a case in which the trachea and oesophagus

were cut through. It was necessaiy to introduce a tube through the

divided oesophagus into the stomach, and to sustain the patient by
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food mtroclucetl in this manner. On one occasion the tube, instead of

being passed through the oesophagus to the stomach, was introduced

into the trachea down to the division of the bronchi. Several injections

of soup were actually thrown into the lungs before the mistake was

discovered
;
yet no fatal, and even no dangerous consequences ensued.

Since that period, in various experiments on animals, several substances

of an innoxious nature have been thrown into the lungs without pro-

ducing any inconvenience beyond slight disturbance of the respiration

and cough. The reason is, that after a short time the substances are

absorbed by the membrane composing the au-vesicles, and are thus

removed from the lungs and borne into the general circulating mass.

At every point of the pulmonary tissue there is a vascular tube ready

to receive any substance imbibed by it, and to carr}"" it at once into the

general current of the circulation.

Hence the instantaneousness and the dreadful energy with which

poisons and other noxious substances act upon the system when
brought into contact with the pulmonary tissue. A solution of nux
vomica injected into the trachea produces death in a few seconds. A
single inspiration of the concentrated prussic acid kills with the

rapidity of a stroke of hghtning. This acid in its concentrated foim

is so potent a poison, that it requires the most extreme care in the

use of it, and more than one physiologist has been poisoned by it

through the want of proper precaution while employing it for the

purpose of experiment. If the nose of an animal be slowly passed

over a bottle containing this poison, and the animal happen to inspire

during the moment of the passage, it drops down dead instantaneously,

just as when the poison is appHed in the form of liquid to the tongue
or the stomach. The vapour of chlorine possesses the property of

arresting the poisonous effects of prussic acid, unless the latter be in-

troduced into the system in a dose sufiieiently strong to kill instantly
;

and, hence, when an animal is all but dead from the effects of prussic

acid, it is sometimes suddenly restored to life by holding its mouth
over the vapour of chlorine.

Examples of the transmission of gaseous bodies through the pul-
monary membrane have been already fully described in the account of
the passage of atmospheric air to tlie lungs, and of carbonic acid gas
from the lungs, in natural respiration. But foreign substances may
be mixed with or suspended in the atmospheric au', which it is the
proper office of the pulmonary membrane to transmit to the lungs,
and may be immediately carried with it into the cnculating mass.
Thus, merely passing through a recently-pamted chamber gives to the
urine the odour of tiu-pentine. The vapoui' of turpentine diffused
through the chamber is transmitted to the lungs with the inspii-ed air
and passing into the circulation through the pulmonary membrane'
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exhibits its effects in the system more rapidly than if it had been

taken into the stomach, and thence absorbed.

Vegetable and animal matter in a state of decomposition generates

a poison, which when diffused in the atmosphere, and transmitted to

the lungs in the inspired air, produces various diseases of the most

destructive kind. The exhalations arising from marshes, bogs, and

other uncultivated and undi-ained places, constitute a poison of a

vegetable natm-e, which produces principally intermittent fever or

ague. Exhalations accumulating in close, ill-ventilated, and crowded

apartments in the coniSned situations of densely-populated cities,

where no attention is paid to the removal of putrefying and excremen-

titious matters, constitute a poison chiefly of an animal natm'e, which

produces continued fever of the typhoid character. It is proved by

fatal experience that there are situations in which these putrefying

matters, aided by heat and other peculiarities of climate, generate a

poison so intense and deadly that a single inspiration of the air in

w^hich they are diflfused is capable of producing instantaneous death

;

and that there are other situations in which a less highly concentrated

poison accumulates, the inspiration of which for a few minutes pro-

duces a fever capable of destroying life in from two to twelve hours.

In dirty and neglected ships, in which especially the bilge-water is

allowed to remam uncleansed ; in damp, crowded, and filthy gaols

;

in the crowded wards of ill-ventilated hospitals filled with persons

labom-ing under mahgnant sm-gical diseases, or some forms of typhus

fever, an atmosphere is generated which cannot be breathed long, even

by the most healthy and robust, without producing highly dangerous

fever.

The true nature of these poisonous exhalations is demonstrated by

direct experiment. If a quantity of the air in which they are diffused

be collected, the vapour may be condensed by cold and other agents,

and a residuum of vegetable or animal matter obtained, which is found

to be highly putrescent, constituting a deadly poison. A minute

quantity of this concentrated poison applied to an animal previously in

sound health, destroys life with the most intense symptoms of malig-

nant fever. If, for example, ten or twelve drops of a fluid containing

this liighly-putrid matter be injected into the jugular vein of a dog,

the animal is seized with acute fever ; the action of the heart is inor-

dinately excited, the respiration is accelerated, the heat increased, the

prostration of strength extreme, the muscular pow^er so exhausted,

that the animal lies on the gimmd wholly unable to stir or to make

the slightest effort
;
and, after a short time, it is actually seized with

the black vomit, identical, in the nature of the matter evacuated, with

that which is thro\vn up by an individual labouring under yellow fever.

It is possible, by varying the intensity and the dose of the poison thus
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obtained, to produce fever of almost any type, endowed with almost

any degree of mortal power. These facts, of which practical applica-

tions of the highest utility are hereafter to be made, may suffice to

show the importance of the pulmonary membrane as an absorbing

surface. By the extent and energy of its absorbing power, it is one of

the great portals of life and health, or of disease and death.

The digestive surface is of r^uch less extent than the pulmonary

;

it is less vascular ; it is further removed from the centre of the circu-

lating system, and it is covered with a thick mucus, which is closely

adherent to it ; hence its absorbing power is neither so great as that

of the pulmonary membrane, nor do noxious substances in contact

with it affect the system so rapidly. An appreciable interval commonly

elapses between the introduction of a poison into the stomach and its

action upon the system. An emetic is commonly a quarter of an hour

before it begins to operate : arsenic itself is generally half an hour*,

and sometimes three quarters of an hoiu-, before it produces any

decided effect on the system : but at length a noxious substance

applied to any part of the digestive membrane, is introduced into the

circulating mass and produces its appropriate efiects on the system,

just as when it is in contact with the pulmonary tissue.

Over the external sm-face of the body or the skin, there is spread a

thin layer of solid, inorganic, insensible matter, like a varnish of

India-rubber. The obvious effect of such a barrier placed between the

external surface of the body and external objects, is to moderate the

entrance of substances from without, and the transmission of substances

from within, that is, to regulate both the absorbing and the exhaling

power of the skin. Hence the comparative slowness with which sub-

stances enter the system by the cutaneous surface ; the impunity with

which the most deadly poisons may remain for a time in contact with

the skin, with which prussic acid, arsenic, corrosive sublimate, may
be touched and even handled. The internal surface of the body is

protected from the action of acrid substances introduced into the

alimentary canal by a layer of mucus, through which an irritant must
penetrate before it can pain the sentient nerve or irritate the capillary

vessel ; but were not a still denser shield thrown over the external

surface, pain, disease, and death must inevitably result from the mere
contact of innumerable bodies, which now are not only perfectly in-

noxious, but capable of ministering in a high degree to human comfort

and improvement.

Immediately beneath the cuticle is a surface as vascular as it is

sensitive, from which absorption takes place with, extreme rapidity.

Poison in very minute quantity introduced beneath the cuticle kills in

a few minutes. Arsenic applied to surfaces fr'om which the cuticle

has been removed by ulceration produces its poisonous efiects upon the
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system just as surely as when introduced into the stomach. The
poisonous matter of small-pox and of cow-pox placed in almost inap-

preciable quantity by the lancet beneath the cuticle produces in a

given time its specific action upon the system. When, in certain

states of disease, with the view of bringing the system rapidly under

the influence of a medicinal agent, the cuticle is removed by a blister,

and the exposed surface is moistened with a solution of the substance

whose action is required, the constitutional effects are developed with

such intensity, that if extreme care be not taken in the employment
of any deleterious substance in this mode, the result is fatal in a few

minutes.

The phenomena which have been stated may suffice to illustrate

the absorbing power of the general tissues and surfaces of the body

;

but superadded to this, there is carried on in particular parts of the

system a specific absorption for which a special apparatus is provided.

The special apparatus of absorption, commonly termed the proper

absorbent system, consists of the lacteal and lymphatic vessels and of

the conglobate glands. The lacteals arise only from the intestines

;

the lymphatics, it is presumed, from every organ, tissue, and surface

of the body. Both sets of vessels possess a structure strikingly analo-

gous to that of veins, the common agents of absorption. The coats of

the lacteals and lymphatics are somewhat thinner and a good deal

more transparent than those of veins
;
yet thin and delicate as they

are, they possess considerable strength, for they are capable of bearing,

without rupture, injections which distend them far beyond their

natm-al magnitude.
Fig. 98.

Human nerve-tubes, magnified 350 times. Three of them are fine, one of which is varicose,

one of middling thickness and with a simple contour, and three thick, two of which are

double contoured and one with grumous contents.

When fully distended, these vessels present a jointed aj^pearance

somewhat resembling a string of beads (Fig. 98). Each joint indi-

cates the situation of a pair of valves. These valves are of a semi-
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lunar form, and are com})Osed of a fold of the inner coat of tlie vessel.

The convex side of the valve, in the lacteals, is towards the intestines

;

in the lymphatics towards the surfaces ; in both towards the origins of

the vessels. The valves allow the contents of the vessels to j^ass

freely towards the main trunk of the system, but prevent any retro-

grade motion towards the origins of the vessels.

By continued pressure the resistance of the valves may be over-

come, so that mercury may be made to pass from the trunk into the

branches. When this is done in an absorbent trunk proceeding from

certain organs, such as the liver, it is seen that the absorbents are

distributed, arborescently, in such vast numbers that the surface of

the viscus appears as if it were covered with a reticular sheet of

quicksilver.

The internal coat of the small intestines has been sho\vn to present

a fleecy surface, crowded with minute elevations called villi, which

give this surface an appearance closely resembHng the pile of velvet.

Each villus consists of an artery, a vein, a nerve, and a lacteal,

united and sustained by delicate cellular tissue. After a meal the

lacteals become so turgid with chyle that they completelj^ conceal the

blood-vessels and nerves, so that the surface of the intestine presents

to the eye only a white mass, or a surface thickly crowded with white

spots. These lacteals commence in the villi and pass up through the

mesentery into the thoracic duct.

In the human body every vessel that can be distinctly recognised

either as a lacteal or a lymphatic, passes, in some part of its course,

through a conglobate or lymphatic gland (Fig. 91). These glands,

small, flattened, circular or oval bodies, resembling beans in shape,

are enclosed in a distinct membranous envelope. Their intimate

structure has been already fully described. They are of various sizes,

ranging from three to ten lines in diameter : they are placed in deter-

minate parts of the body, and are grouped together in various ways,

being sometimes single, but more often collected in masses of con-

siderable magnitude. Numerous absorbent vessels, termed vasa in-

ferentia, enter the gland on the side remote from the heart ; a

smaller number, called vasa efierentia, leave it on the side proximate

to the heart. If mercury be injected into the vasa inferentia, it is seen

to pass into a series of cells of the corresponding gland, and then to

escape by the vasa efierentia; but if the gland be more minutely

injected, as by wax, all appearance of cells vanishes ; the whole sub-

stance of the gland seems then to consist of convoluted absorbents,

irregularly dilated, and communicating with each other so intimately

that every branch that leaves the gland appears to have been put in

communication with every branch that entered it.

The motion of the fluid within the absorbent vessels, though not
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rapid, is energetic.
.

If a ligature be placed around tlie thoracic duct
in a living animal, the tube will swell and ultimately burst, from the

rupture of its coat, in consequence of the force of the distension that

takes place below the ligatiu-e. If the thoracic duct in the neck of a

dog be opened some hours after the animal has taken a full meal, the

chyle flows from the vessel in a full stream, and in the space of five

minutes half an oimce of the fluid may be obtained. Yet this system
of vessels is beyond the influence of the circulating blood : it has no
heart to propel it ; no current behind always in rapid motion to urge
it onwards ; it is therefore inferred that it is moved by a vital contrac-

tile power inherent in the vessels, analogous to, if not identical with,

muscular contractility. The flow of blood through the arterial tubes

is believed to be effected, in part at least, by such a contractile power,

for this, among other reasons, that if in a living anhnal the trunk of

an artery be laid bare, the mere exposure of it to the atmospheric air

causes it to contract to such a degree that its size becomes obviously

and strikingly diminished. The same phenomenon has been observed

in the main trunk of the absorbent system. Tiedemann and Gmelin

state that in the course of their experiments they saw the thoracic

duct contract from exposure to the air.

The delicacy and transparency of the lacteals and lymphatics long

concealed them from the view of the anatomist. The lacteals had

indeed been occasionally seen in ancient times, but their office was (

altogether unknown. In the year 1563 Eustachius discovered the

thoracic duct, but did not perceive its use. About half a century

afterwards, in the year 1622, the lacteals were again one day by

chance seen by Asellius, in Italy, while investigating the function of

certain nerves. Mistaking the lacteals for nerves, he at first paid no

attention to them ; but soon observing that they did not pursue the

same course as the nerves, and "astonished at the novelty of the

thing," he hesitated for some time in silence. Kevolving in his mind

the doubts and controversies of anatomists, of which it chanced that

he had been reading the very day before, in order to examine the

matter further, " I took," he says, "a sharp scalpel to cut one of these

chords, but scarcely had I struck it when I found a liquor white as

milk, or rather like cream, to leap out. At this sight I could not

contain myself for joy ; but turning to the bystanders, Alexander

Tadinus and the senator Septalius, I cried out EvpijKa ! with Archi-

medes; and at the same time invited them to look at so rare and

pleasing a spectacle, with the novelty of which they were much moved.

But I was not long permitted to enjoy it, for the dog now expired, and,

wonderful to tell, at the same instant the whole of that astonishing

series and congeries of vessels, losing its brilliant whiteness, that fluid

being gone, in our very hands, and almost before our eyes, so evanished
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and disappeared that hardly a vestige was left to my most diligent

search." The next day he procured another dog, but could not dis-

cover the smallest white vessel. " And now," he continues, " I began

to be downcast in my mind, thinking to myself that what had been

observed in the first dog must be ranked among those rare things

which, according to Galen, are sometimes seen in anatomy." But at

length recollecting that the dog had been opened "athirst and unfed,"

he opened a thhd " after feeding him to satiety ; and now everything

was more manifest and brilliant than in the first case." The zeal

with which he followed out the clue he had obtained is mdicated by

the number of dogs, cats, lambs, hogs, and cows which he dissected,

and by the statement that he even bought a horse and opened it alive

;

but, he adds, " a living man, however, which Erasistratus and Hero-

philus of old did not fear to anatomize, I confess I did not open,"

Nearly thirty years elapsed before the lacteals, which were long

thought to terminate in the liver, were traced to the thoracic duct

;

and it was not until the year 1651, about eighty years after the dis-

covery of Asellius, that the lymphatics were discovered, and that the

whole of this portion of the absorbent system was brought to light.

Taking together the whole of the apparatus of absorption, the

specific ofiice performed by its several parts seems to be as fol-

lows :

—

1 . It is established that the lacteals absorb chyle, and that they refuse

to take up almost every other substance which can be presented to

them. Experimentalists are uniform in stating that however various

the substances introduced into the stomach, it is exceedingly rare to

find in the lacteals anything but chyle. These vessels appear to be

endowed with a peculiar sensibility, derived from the nervous system,

by which they are rendered capable of exerting an elective power,

readily absorbing some substances and absolutely rejecting others.

2. The lymphatics absorb a far greater variety of substances than

the lacteals, but not all substances indiscriminately
;

chiefly organised

matter in a certain stage of purification; particles passing through
successive processes of refinement.

3. The blood-vessels, and more especially the capillary veins,

appear to absorb indiscriminately all substances, however heterogeneous

their nature, which are dissolved or dissolvable m the fluids presented

to them.

4. The absorbent glands appear by various modes, either by re-

moving superfluous and noxious matters, or by the addition of secreted

substances possessing assimilative properties, to approximate the fluid

which flows through them more and more closely to the nature of the
blood. Fatal effects result from the artificial infusion of minute
portions even of mild substances into the blood. Hence the extended
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and winding course which Nature causes the new matter formed from

the food to undergo, even after its elaboration in the digestive appa-

ratus, in order that, before it is allowed to mingle with the blood, its

perfect purification and assimilation may be secured.

The activity or inactivity of the process of absorption is mainly de-

pendent on the emptiness or the plethora of the system. There is a

point of satui-ation beyond which the absorbent vessels, though in

immediate and continued contact vdth absorbable matters, will take up

no more. The nearer the system to this point the less active the

process ; the further the system from this point the more active the

process. Thus, when an animal whose vessels are full to saturation

is immersed m water, or exposed to humid air, its body does not

increase in weight, and there is no sensible diminution of the water

;

but the longer an animal is kept without fluid, and the more it is

exposed to the action of a diy air, the fm-ther its system is removed

from the point of satm-ation, and exactly in that proportion, when it is

brought in contact with water, is the diminution of the quantity of the

fluid and the increase in the weight of the body. This law explains

many circumstances of the animal economy,—why it is impossible to

dilute the blood or any other animal fluid beyond a certain point, by

any quantity of liquid which may be in contact with the external

surface, or which may be taken into the stomach
;
why it is impossible

to introduce nutrient matter into the system, beyond a certain point,

by any quantity of food, which the digestive organs may convert into

chyle
;
why, consequently, the bulk and weight of the body are in-

capable of indefinite increase
;
why that bulk and weight are so rapidly

regained after long abstinence ; and why the appetite is so keen, and

the ordinary fulness and plumpness of the body are so soon restored,

after recoveiy from fever and other acute diseases, when the digestive

organs have been uninjured.

DiS'erent portions of the absorbent apparatus accomplish specific

uses. With the absorbent action of the capillary blood-vessels and of

membranous surfaces, every organic function, but more especially the

processes of digestion and respiration, are intimately connected.

The specific absoi*ption carried on by the lacteals has for its object

the introduction of new materials into the system, for the reparation

of the losses which it is constantly sustaining by the unceasing actions

of life.

The specific absorption carried on by the lymphatics has a twofold

object. First, the restoration of the surplus of nutritious material

which transudes into the tissues, that it may pass a second time into

the blood, in order to be subjected anew to the process of respiration,

thereby affording them a second purification, and giving them new

and higher properties ;
and, secondly, the regulation of the growth of

T
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the body, and the communication and preservation of its proper

form.

It is the office of the lacteals to replenish the blood by constantly

pouring into it new matter, duly prepared for its conTersion into t]^e

nutritive fluid. It is the office of the lymphatics to preside over the

distribution of the blood as it is deposited in the system in the act of

nutrition. The lymphatics are the architects which mould and fashion

the body. They not only regulate the extension of the frame, but

they retain each individual part in its exact position, and give to it its

exact si2;e and shape. Growth is not mere accretion, not simple dis-

tension; it consists of a specific addition to every individual part,

while all the parts retain the same exact relation to each other and to

the whole. When a bone grows it does not increase in bulk by the

mere accumulation of bony matter ; but every osseous particle is so

increased in length and breadth that the relative size of every part,

and the general configm'ation of the whole organ, remain precisely

the same. When a muscle grows, while the entii'e organ enlarges in

bulk by the augmentation of every individual part, each part retains

exactly its former proportions and its relative connexions. When the

brain grows, a certain quantity of cerebral matter is added to every

individual part, but at the same time the proportionate size and

original form of each part, and the primitive configuration of the

entu'e organ, are retained exactly the same. How is this efiected ?

By a totally new disposition of every integrant particle of every jDart

of every organ. New matter is not deposited before the removal of

the'old : the lymphatic, in the very act of removing the old, fashions

a mould for the reception of the new, and then the cajDillary artery

brings the new particle and deposits it with unerring exactness in the

bed prepared for it. Thus, by removing the old materials of the body
in a determinate manner, and thereby fiishioning a mould for the

reception of the new, the lymphatics may be said, in the strictest

sense, to be the architects of the frame.
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CHAPTEK XVII.

OF THE FUNCTION OF EXCRETION.

In wliat excretion differs from secretion—Excretion in the plant—Quiuitity excretcil

by the plant compared witli that excreted by tiio animal—Organs of excretion in

the human body— Organisation of the skin—Excretory processes performed by it

—

Excretory processes of the lungs—Analogous processes of the liver—Use of the

deposition of fat—Function of the kidneys— Function of the large intestines—

. Compensating and vicarious actions—Reasons why excretory processes are necessary

—Adjustments.

The various matters contained in organised bodies, and even those

which enter as constituent elements into their composition, are con-

stantly removed from the system, and thrown off into the external

world. The matters thus rejected are called excretions ; and the

various processes by which their ehmination is effected constitute a

common function termed excretion.

Excretion is the necessary consequence of the deterioration which

all organised matter undergoes by the actions of life. The matters

removed by the process consist of the waste particles of the body, or

the particles expended in the vital actions, as the aliment contains

the particles which rei^lenish the waste, and compensate the expenditure.

The excretions are separated from the common organised mass by

processes perfectly analogous to those comprehended in the great

function of secretion. Excretion is only a particular form of secretion :

the difference between the two functions is, that, in the former, the

matter eliminated being either noxious or useless, is separated for the

sole purpose of being rejected
;
while, in the latter, the matter elimi-

nated, is destined to perform some useful purpose in the economy.

Accordingly, the products of excretion are termed excrementitious

;

and those of secretion, recrementitious.

The chief matters excreted by the plant are oxygen, carbonic acid,

air, water, in some few cases, under peculiar circumstances, ammonia

and chlorine; and in still rarer cases, during the night, poisonous

substances, as carburetted hydrogen, together with acrid, and even

narcotic principles.

The forms under which these excretions are ehminated are exceed-

ingly various. Sometimes the matter excreted is in the shape of gas,

at other times it is in that of vapour, and at others in that of liquid.

The chief gaseous exhalations are oxygen and carbonic acid; the

vaporous exhalations consist principally of water, in the state of

vapour ; and the liquid exhalations are either pure water, or water
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holding in combination sugar, mucilage, and other proximate vegetable

principles. Even the peculiar products formed by the vital actions of

the plant, as the volatile oils, the fixed oils, the balsams, the resins,

and perhaps, with the exception of gum, sugar, starch, and lignine,

all the substances formed out of the proper juices of the plant, are true

excretions ; for these substances are fixed immoveably in the cells, sacs,

or tubes which secrete and contain them : they are not consumed in

the growth of the plant
;
they do not appear to be applied to any

useful purpose in the economy
;
they are injurious, and even poisonous

to the very plant in which they are formed when taken up by the

roots and combined with the sap : as long as they remain in the plant

they are isolated in the individual parts in which they are first de-

posited, until with the advancing age of the plant they lose their

aqueous particles, and are finally dried up
;
they, therefore, possess all

the essential characters of excrementitious substances.

The organs by which these matters are excreted are the leaves, the

flowers, the fruits, the roots, and certain bodies called glands.

The gaseous and vaporous exhalations are efiected chiefly by the

leaves, which it has been shown, under the influence of the solar ray,

are always pouiing out a large quantity of oxygen, and still larger

quantities of fluid in the state of vapour.

Similar matters are exhaled by the flowers either in the form of

vapour or of liquid ; and this exhalation commonly bears with it a

peculiar odour, which proceeds from an essential oil, sometimes evapo-

rated with the pollen, and at other times secreted by glandular bodies

which have their seat in the petals.

Fruits, and especially green fruits, as raspberries, pears, apples,

plums, apricots, figs, cherries, gooseberries, and grapes, pour out

oxygen during the day, and carbonic acid gas during the night, and
thus co-operate with leaves in carrying on the function of excretion.

The more elaborate excretions contained in special receptacles, and
formed by diverse organs from the proper juices of the plant, descend
chiefly by the bark, and are poured by the roots into the soil. These
excretions, if reabsorbed by the roots, and reintroduced into the sys-

tem of the plant that has rejected them, poison that plant. Conse-
quently, two processes of deterioration are always going on in the soil

;

first, the absorption of the nutrient matter contained in it; and,

secondly, the accumulation of excrementitious matter constantly

pom-ed into it by the growing plant. By the addition of manm-e,
the soil is replenished with fresh nutritive materials

;
by a rotation of

crops, it is purified from noxious excretions. It is a remarkable and
beautiful adjustment, that excrementitious substances which are de-
structive to plants of one natmval family, actually promote the growth
of plants of a different species. Thus, if wheat be sown upon a tract
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of land proper for that grain, it may produce a good crop the first,

the second, and perhaps even the thu-d year, as long as the ground i^

what the farmers call in good heart. But, after a time, it will yiel 1

no more of that particular kind of corn. Barley it may still bear, and,

after this, oats, and perhaps after these, peas, or some other species

belonging to a different family. The excrementitious matter deposited

in the soil by a preceding is absorbed by a succeeding crop ; the matter

excreted by the former serving as nutriment or stimulus to the latter.

But though in this mode all noxious matter is removed from the soil,

yet the ground at last becomes quite barren, in consequence of having

parted with all its nutrient particles, and then it will yield no more

produce until it is supplied with a new fund of matter. This new
matter is afforded by vegetable or animal substances, in which, the

piinciple of Hfe having become extinct, the pecuUar bond that held

their particles together is dissolved. Leaves, flowers, fruits, bark,

roots
;

hair, skin, horns, hoofs, fat, muscle, bone, the blood itself,

whatever has formed a part of the organised body, now dead, and re-

passing through the process of decomposition, back to the simple phy-

sical elements, all its forms of beauty gone, and exhaling only matters

highly deleterious to animal life, mixed with the soil, are recombined

into new products, spring up into new plants, and thus reappear

under new forms of beauty, and afford fresh nutriment to myriads of

animals. The very refuse of the matters which have served as food

and clothing to the inhabitants of the crowded city, and which, allowed

to accumulate there, taint the air, and render it pestilential, promptly

removed, and spread out on the surface of the surrounding country,

give it healthfulness, clothe it with verdure, and endow it with inex-

haustible fertility.

The quantity of matter excreted by the plant is proportionate to the

energy of its vital actions. Hence it is always greatest in spring,

when the tender leaves are beginning to shoot
;
gradually diminishes

as autumn approaches ;
and, at last, as the leaves turn yellow, and

the vessels which connect the leaves with the stalk dry up and are

closed, it almost wholly ceases.

It is copious in proportion to the number of the leaves, and to the

extent of the surface they present. From experiments performed as

long ago as the year 1699, by Woodward, it appears that, of the

whole quantity of water absorbed by the plant, the least proportion

exhaled to that retained is as 46 or 50 to 1 ; m many cases it is as

100 or 200 to 1, and in some above 700 to 1. In one experiment, a

plant which imbibed 2501 grains of water, increased in weight only

three grains and a half: hence the dampness and humidity of the air

in all places in which trees and the larger vegetables abound ; more

especially when the leaves are young, and most numerous and active
;
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and hence also the magnitude of the rivers in all extensive countries

which are covered with forests.

Exhalation, scarcely appreciable in the night, is most abundant

during the day under the influence of the solar light. If two plants

of the same size are covered with two glass bells, and one be exposed

to the sun's hght, while the other is left in the shade, the inner surface

of the former bell becomes covered with drops of water, while that of

the second remains perfectly dry.

The absolute quantity of matter excreted by the plant is widely

different in different species. According to Hales, in a sun-flower

three feet and a half high, the leaves of which presented a sui-face of

5G16 square inches, or 39 square feet, the greatest quantity exhaled

in twelve hom's, duiing the day, was one pound fourteen ounces avoir-

dupois ; the medium quantity one pound four ounces. In a middle-

sized cabbage, the greatest quantity exhaled was one pound nine

ounces ; the medium quantity one pound three ounces. In a vine,

the greatest quantity exhaled was six ounces ; the medium quantity

five ounces. In a young apple-tree having 163 leaves, the sm-face of

which was equal to 1589 square inches, or 11 square feet, the greatest

quantity exhaled was eleven ounces ; the medium quantity nine ounces.

Martino calculated the quantity exhaled by a cabbage, in the twenty-

four hours, at twenty-three ounces
;

by a young mulberiy-tree,

eighteen ounces
;
and, by a maize plant, seven drachms.

Supposing the weight of the human body to be 160 pounds, and

the weight of a sun-flower 3 pounds, the relative weights of the two

bodies will be as 160 to 3, or as 53 to 1. The surface of such a

human body is equal to 15 square feet, or 2160 square inches ; the

surface of the sun-flower is 5616 square inches, or as 26 to 10. The
quantity perspired in the twenty-fom- hom's by an ordinary-sized man,
according to the estimate of Keill, is about thu'ty-one ounces. Allow-

ing two ounces for the exhalation during the beginning and the ending

of the night, the quantity exhaled by the plant, in the same time, is

twenty-two ounces ; so that the persph-ation of a man to that of a sun-

flower is nearly as 141 to 100, though the weight of the man to that

of the sun-flower is as 53 to 1. Taking bulk for bulk, the plant im-
bibes seventeen times more fresh fluid than the man, partly, no doubt,

for the reason assigned by Hales—because, " the fluid which is filtered

through the roots of the plant is not near so full freighted with
nutrient particles as the chyle which enters the lacteals of the animal

;

the plant, therefore, requires a much larger supply of fluid."

As soon, in the animal series, as organs are formed distinct from the
homogeneous mass of which the minute and simple beings placed at the
bottom of the scale appear to consist, these organs are appropriated,

at least in part, to the function of excretion. In the human hem^,
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six organs take a part, and are chiefly appropriated to this function

—

namely, the skin, the lungs, the liver, the adipose tissue, the kidneys,

and the intestinal canal. All these organs serve other purposes in the

economy ; but still the removal, in some specific foiin, of excremen-

titious matter fi'om the system, is a most important part of the office

of each.

The skin, to which are assigned numerous and highly important

offices, seems to be specially constructed for performing the function of

excretion. It is composed of three layers, of which the internal is

called the cutis, or true skin ; the external the cuticle, or scarf skin

;

and the middle, by which the other two are united, the rete mucosum.
The latter is indistinct, excepting in the negro, in whom it is the seat

of colour.

The cutis, or true skin, is a dense membrane, composed of firm and

strong fibres, interwoven like a felt. Its internal surface is marked by

numerous depressions, which receive processes of the adipose tissue

beneath. Under its external surface, which the microscope shows to

be bounded by a thin, pellucid, structureless membrane, is spread a

delicate and complex network of vessels, termed the vascular plexus, of

such extent and capacity that, in the natural state of the circulation, a

very large proportion of the whole blood of the body is constantly

flowing in these blood-vessels of the cutis. A prodigious number of

nerves accompany the cutaneous blood-vessels, some derived from the

organic, and others from the sentient portion of the nervous system.

The organic nerves endow the arteries with the power of performing

the organic processes proper to the cutis, which are principally of an

excrementitious nature. The sentient nerves communicate to every

point of the external surface of the cutis the exquisite degree of sen-

sibility j30ssessed by the skin. Innumerable absorbent vessels ter-

minate at the same points, with the capillary arteries and the sentient

nerves.

The extreme smoothness and softness natural to the skin is commu-

nicated to it by a number of follicles which are placed in the cutis, and

are termed sebaceous, from the oily substance they secrete. It is the

matter secreted by these organs which communicates to the animal

body the odour peculiar to it, on which the scent depends.

In many parts the cutis is perforated obliquely by hairs, which

spring from little bulbs beneath it, to which the growth of the hairs is

confined. The human hair consists of fine tubes filled with an oily

matter. This matter is either of a black, red, yellow, or pale colour,

as the hair is black, red, yellow, or white.

The nails are products formed by the cutis, and are essentially the

same as the cuticle.

By long-continued boihng the cutis is resolvable into gelatin, which
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by evaporation becomes glue, and by combining with tannin and the

extractive of oak bark is converted into leather.

The thii-d portion of the skin, the cuticle, is a thin, elastic membrane

spread over the external surface of the cutis, from which it is easily

detached, by the action of a bhster in the living, and by the process of

putrefaction in the dead body. It is without vessels and nerves, and

consequently it is insensible. It is formed by the cutis, of cells which

grow upon its outer sm'face : these are at first rounded and soft, but

continually others more recent are growing beneath them so as to

raise them fm^ther and further from the cutis, the common source of

their nutriment ; and as they thus are supplanted by younger, they

flatten and mat together, at the same time losing all then- vital pro-

perties, and growing horny to form an insensible covering to the tender

cutis. When any portion of this covering is removed, it is renewed

with great rapidity. Since it is subject to constant waste from friction,

and is much increased by pressm-e, as is manifest in the palms of the

hands and the soles of the feet, its formation must be continual
;
yet

even in the foetus it is thicker in the parts where pressm'e is ultimately

to be made than in the other parts of the body.

The cuticle is a sheath in which the body is enclosed for the j)urj)Ose

of restraining the organic actions which take place at its surface, and

for tempering the sentient impressions received there. For restraining

the organic actions it is fitted by the cohesion of its parts, which is

such as to receive and transmit any fluid very slowly, as is manifest

from the dryness of its surface when it is raised in a blister, and from

the extreme rapidity with which the cutis dries, until it becomes as

hard as parchment, when the cuticle is removed from it in the dead

body.

Diflused over every part and particle of the cutis is the seat of com-

mon sensation, that cognizance may be taken of the presence of

external objects. Eestricted to particular points, the tip of the fin-

gers is the seat of one of the special senses, that of touch. Had the

nerves which communicate to this extended surface its acute sensibility

been placed in direct contact with external bodies, intolerable pain

would have been the result ; but by covering this surface with an in-

organic and insensible substance, yet so thin that it is a pelhcle rather

than a membrane, the organ of sense is shielded, while the delicacy of

sensation is not impaired. But the control of the organic process

and the protection of the sentient nerve are not the only ofiices per-
formed by the cuticle ; it serves further to hide what it is undesirable

to have constantly in view. All that is beautiful in the blood as an
object of sense is rendered visible through the cuticle, in the bright
and rosy hue of health, at the same time that every process, the si^^-ht

of which would excite anxiety or terror, is efiectually concealed.
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The skin, an organ of secretion, an organ of absorption, an organ
of excretion, and an organ of sense, is thus the immediate seat of three

organic processes and of one animal process.

The chief excretion performed by the skin, in the human body, is

commonly kno^n under the name of perspiration. The perspiration is

either sensible or insensible. Sensible perspuiition is the liquid com-
monly called the sweat. Insensible perspiration consists of a vapom-

which, under the ordinary cu'cumstances in which the body is placed,

is invisible. The invisible vapour is constantly exhaling ; the visible

liquid is only occasionally formed. The quantity of matter carried

out of the system under the form of invisible vapour is much greater

than that lost by the visible liquid.

That a quantity of matter is incessantly passing off from the surface

of the skin, under the form of an invisible vapom-, is proved by the

following facts :

—

1. If the hand and arm are enclosed in a glass jar, the inner surface

of the glass soon becomes covered with moisture.

2. If the tip of the finger be held at about the twelfth of an inch

from a mirror, or any other highly-polished surface, the surface rapidly

becomes dimmed by the vapom- which condenses upon it ia small

drops, and which disappear on the removal of the finger.

3. If the body be weighed at different periods, an accurate account

being taken of the ingesta and the egesta, it is found to midergo a loss

of weight sensibly greater than can be attributed to any of the visible

.discharges : this loss must be owing to the transmission of a quantity

of matter out of the body, under the form of invisible vapour.

The matters excreted under the form of perspiration are separated

from the blood by a true and proper secretion, like the other secretions

of the body. The process by which this is effected is called transuda-

tion. The matter of transudation deposited on the surface of the skin

by a vital function is removed from the body by evaporation, a physical

process which consists of the conversion of a Uquid into a vapour by

the addition of heat. Consequently the process of perspiration is a

coohng process, and it is chiefly by the increase of the pcrsphation

that the body is enabled to bear the intense degrees of heat which it

has been shown to be capable of sustaining. Sitting one day in repose

in the shade during the intense heat of an American summer's day,

the skin freely perspiring at every pore. Dr. Franklin happened to

examine the temperature of his body with a thermometer. He foimd

that the temperatm-e of his body was several degrees lower than that

of the sm-rounding air. The physiologists who exposed themselves in

heated chambers, for the sake of ascertaining the greatest degree of

heat which the human body is capable of enduring, perspired profusely

dm-ing the experiment. The artisans who carry on their daily occupa-
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tions in elevated temperatures perspire most profusely. Under such

cii-cumstances, caloric is commmiicated to the human body just as

freely as to inorganic matter, yet it does not injure the body, because

it does not accumulate in the system, but is immediately expended m
supplying the heat necessary to convert the water, which is poui'ed out

upon the skin, into vapour. In this manner that smiace of the body

at which, under ordinary circumstances, a large portion of its animal

heat is generated, is the very surface at which, under extraordinary

circumstances, cold is generated, and the heat of the system positively

reduced.

The physical process of evaporation would go on to a certain extent,

though the vital fimction of transudation did not exist, and does go on

in the dead body when the vital function is at an end. An organic

tissue enclosing a liquid may not be porous enough to give passage to

a single drop of liquid, and yet sufficiently porous to admit air. In

this case the air in contact with the tissue dissolves the liquid in its

interior, and carries it off in the form of invisible vapour; hence

liquids contained in organic bodies in contact with the air diminish in

quantity by evaporation. But if an animal be placed in air saturated

with moisture, and of the same temperature as its own, the air can no

longer deprive that animal of a single particle of its moisture : evapo-

ration from the body, in such a condition of the air, is suppressed. On
the other hand, when an animal is placed in air saturated with mois-

ture, and of the same temperature as its own, so far is transudation

from being suppressed, that the sweat streams from every part of the.

external surface of the body. By modifying the condition of the air

in regard to its hygrometrical state and its temperature, the result of

the physical process and of the vital function may thus be- separated

from each other, and the amount of each may be ascertained with

perfect exactness. Now, by numerous experiments on the cold-

blooded vertebrata, placed mider such conditions of the air, it is found

that, in these animals, perspiration by evaporation is to that by transu-

dation as 6 to 1. But since the human body presents to the air an

immense extent of surface over which is constantly flowing a large

proportion of the whole quantity of blood contained in the system, the

loss by the physical process compared with that by the vital function

must be still greater in man than in the cold-blooded animal.

Taking together the average quantity of matter removed from the

human body by both processes, or the whole loss of weight sustained

from perspiration, on the comparison of the results of many observa-

tions, it is estimated to vary from twenty ounces in the twenty-four

hours of the colder, to forty ounces in the warmer climates of Europe.
Keill estimated it at thirty-one ounces. In the chmate of Palis it is

stated to be thirty ounces.
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By the delicate tests of modern chemistry, various substances are

found to be contained in the aqueous fluid which constitutes the great

proportion of the matter of perspiration, namely, an acid, probably the

lactic, a small proportion of animal matter, some alkahne and earthy

salts, and an oily or fatty substance, probably derived from the sebaceous

follicles. All these matters are so analogous to the constituents of the

serum of the blood as to leave Httle ground for doubt that they are

merely separated from this part of the blood as it is flowing through

the complex network of vessels spread over the surface of the cutis.

The skin, when in contact with the aii', also separates a portion of

carbon from the blood, and to the extent in which it does this it is

auxiliary to the limgs ; but the quantity of carbonic acid excreted by
the skin is small and variable in amount. The primary ofiice of the

skin as an organ of excretion is to reUeve the blood of its superabun-

dant watery particles, that is, to remove from the system its super-

fluous hydi'ogen.

A full account has been given of the primary office of the lungs,

which, it has been shown, is to decarbonize the blood. The details of

the calculations have been stated, fi'om which it is estimated that 10

ounces and 116 grains of carbon are daily exhaled by the lungs under

the form of carbonic acid ; and the reasons have been assigned which

favour the conclusion that the carbonic acid expired is not formed im-

mediately in the lungs by the combination of the oxygen of the atmo-

spheric air with the carbon of the blood ; but in the system, where the

oxygen taken into the blood at the lungs unites with carbon, the

carbonic acid resulting from the combination passing as soon as formed

into the capillary veins. The blood contained in these vessels, thus

become venous, retmns to the lungs, where it gives off the carbonic

acid accumulated in it, and by that depuration again assumes its

arterial character.

It has been shown that, together with the carbonic acid, which

passes off in the inspired ah, there is always present a quantity of

aqueous vapour. This aqueous vapour is not visible at the ordinary

temperature of the ah- in its ordinary hygrometric state, because the

water is then dissolved in the air, and is carried off in the form of in-

visible vapour ; but it becomes abundantly manifest at a low tempera-

tm^e, or when the air is loaded with moisture. By the removal of this

aqueous vapour, the lungs assist the skin in the depm-ation of the

blood. The water transpired by the lungs, hke that persphed through

the skin, is separated from the blood by a true and proper secretion

constituting the pulmonary transudation. It is commonly estimated

that the hmgs exhale about one-third as much as the skin, or fifteen

ounces daily. Dalton estimates it at twenty-four ounces.

These estimates of the quantity of fluid lost by cutaneous and pul-
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monary transpiration relate to the quantities lost at the ordinary

external temperatures in which the human hody is jjlaced. The

quantity lost when the hody is exposed to an elevated temperature is

prodigiously increased. It did not occur to the physiologists, whose

experiments have been detailed, to ascertain this by causing themselves

to be accm-ately weighed immediately tefore they entered their heated

chamber and immediately after they left it. Having heard that the

loss daily sustained by the workmen employed in gas-works is very

extraordinary, I endeavom'ed to ascertain the amount of it with

exactness. This I was enabled to accomj^lish by the assistance of

Mr. Monro, the manager of the Phoenix Gas Works, and of Mr. Cooper.

The following are the experiments by which this has l^een ascertained.

Experiment I.—November 18, 1836, at the Phoenix Gas Works,

Bankside, London.

Eight of the workmen regularly employed at this establishment in

drawing and charging the retorts and in making up the fires, which

labour they performed twice every day, commonly for the space of one

horn-, were accurately weighed in their clothes immediately before they

began and after they had finished their work. On this occasion they
continued at their work exactly three-quarters of an hour. In the

interval between the first and second weighing, the men were allowed

to partake of no solid or liquid, nor to part with either. The day was
bright and clear, with much wind. The men worked in the open air,

the temperature of which was 60° Fahr. The barometer 29 - 25' to 29^ 4'.

Michael Griffiths
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John Ives

.

James Finnigan .

William Hummeisou
Timothy Frawley
Patrick Nearey .

Bryan Glynon

Weight of the M' 11 bo- Weight of the Men after
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Experiment IL—Nov. 25, 1836.
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IjOss.

lbs. oz.

0 14
1

1

2

2

2

2

4
6
6
8
12
13

2 15
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Before. After. Loss.
cwt. qr. fts. oz. cwt. qr. oz. Ihs. oz

1 1 JO 0 1 1 17 0 2 0
1 1 15 0 1 1 1 0 2 0
1 1 2 0 1 1 0 0 2 0
1 0 22 2 1 0 19 8 2 10
1 0 27 0 1 0 24 4 2 12
1 1 4 0 1 1 1 4 2 12
1 1 15 14 1 1 18 0 2 14
I 1 8 S 1 1 5 8 3 0
1 0 4 G 0 3 27 8 4 14
1 1 6 12 1 1 1 10 5 2

Charles Caliell, the man who on tliis occasion lost the most, was
weighed previously to the commencement of his work, vnth all his

clothes off, excepting his shirt, which was kept dry and put on him
again when weighed a second time at the end of his work. He was
then immediately put mto a warm hath at 95° Fahr., and kept there

half an hour: he complained of being weak and faint, and when
reweighed had gained half a pound.

Experiment HI.—June, 4, 18o7.

Day clear, with some wind. Temperatm-e 60° 5'.

Robert Bowers .

William Mullins .

Charles Cahell .

John Kenny .

Brj'an Glynon
John Haley .

Benjamin Faulkner
Michael Griffiths.

John Broderick .

John Didtlerick .

The two last men worked in a very hot place for one hour and ten

minutes ; all the rest worked about one hour. Michael Griffiths, as

soon as he had finished his work, wsis put into a bath at 98°, where he

remained half an hour. He was reweighed on coming out of the bath,

and had lost 8 oz.

From these observations it appears that, towards the end of Novem-
ber, when the the temperature of the external aii' was 39°, and the day

was foggy and without wind, the greatest loss did not amount to 3 lbs.

(2 lbs. 15 oz.), the least loss was 14 oz., and the average loss was

2 lbs. 3 oz.

In the middle of the same month, when the temperature of the air was

60° and the day was clear with muc h wind, the greatest loss was 4 lbs.

3 oz., the least loss was 2 lbs. 8 oz., and the average loss was 3 lbs. 6 oz.

In June, when the temperatui-e of the external air was 60°, and the

day exceedingly bright and clear, without much wind, the greatest loss

was 5 lbs. 2oz., the next greatest loss was 4 lbs. 14 oz., the least loss

was 2 lbs,, and the average loss was 2 lbs. 8 oz.

The same individuals lose very difierent quantities at different times.

Thus, James Finnigan in the first experiment lost 3 lbs. 6 oz., in the

second 2 lbs. 8oz. Michael Griffiths in the first experiment lost

2 lbs. 8 oz., in the second 2 lbs. 6 oz., and in the thiixl 3 lbs.
;
while

John Kenny in the first experiment lost 2 lbs. 9 oz., and in the third ex-

periment, which was the second to which he was subjected, he lost very

neariy the same, namely, 2 lbs. 10 oz. On the other hand, Bryan

Glynon in the first experiment lost 4 lbs. 3 oz., and in the third experi-
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inent, which was the second to which he was subjected, he lost no more

than 2 lbs. 12 oz.

In one case, when a man who had lost 2 lbs. 15 oz., the greatest

quantity lost by any of the men examined during that day, was put

into a hot bath at 95°, and reweighed on coming out of the bath,

where he had remained exactly half an hour, it was found that he had

gained half a pound. On the other hand, when a man who had lost

3 lbs. was put into a hot bath at 98°, and kept there for half an hour

and reweighed, it was found that he had lost exactly half a pound.

It had been our intention to have piu-sued these experiments, with the

view of ascertaining the influence of the hygrometrical state of the air

on transpiration, as well as the absorbing power of the skin, under

circumstances so favom-able to the activity of that power, but the

investigation was unavoidably discontinued.

According to the prevalent opinion, the liver is the cause of a large pro-

portion of the maladies which afflict and destroy human life. It certainly

exercises an important influence over health and disease, the true reason of

which is but little understood by those who attribute most to its agency.

The liver is an organ of digestion and an organ of excretion.

It is an organ of digestion in a twofold mode

:

1, By the secretion of a peculiar fluid, through the direct action of

which chyme is converted into chyle. The several phenomena attend-

ing this operation have been fully described.

2. By subjecting ahmentary matters which have been partly acted

on by the stomach and intestines to a second digestion.

It has been shown that the veins which return the blood from the

digestive organs, the stomach, the intestines, and the mesentery,

together with the veins of the spleen, the omentum and the pancreas,

instead of pursuing a direct course to the right side of the heart in

order to transmit their contents by the shortest route to the lungs, as

is the case with all the other veins of the body, unite together and form

a large trunk termed the vena porta?, which enters the hver and

ramifies through it in the manner of an artery. It has been further

shown that the bile is secreted from the venous blood contained in this

vessel by its capillary branches spread out on the walls of the biliary

ducts, that the trunk of this vein, unlike that of any other, is encom-
passed with organic nerves, which accompany its subdivisions, and are

spread out upon its capillary branches just as an organic nerve is spread

upon an artery, and that thus, as this vessel performs the function of

an artery, it has the structure and distribution of an artery.

The veins which unite to form the vena portffi take up, by their

capillary branches, certain portions of the contents of their respective

organs, and bear those contents directly into the venous current. The
capillary veins of the stomach take up certain parts of the contents
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of the stomach, it would appear the fluid substances received with the
aliment more especially ; the capillary veins of the duodenum take up
certain portions of the contents of the duodenum, and so on of the

capillary veins of the spleen, intestines, and all the organs whose veins

combine to fonn the vena portae. Certain products of digestion must,
then, be constantly poured, by the capillary veins of the digestive

organs, into the blood of the vena portse.

Accordingly, on the exammation of animals soon after a meal,

streaks of a substance hke chyle are often observed in the blood of the

vena portJB. It is further established by numerous experiments, that

if alcohol, gamboge, indigo, and other odoriferous and colouring matters,

are mixed with the food, theii- presence is mardfest in the blood of the

digestive organs, and more especially in the blood of the mesenteric

veins and in that of the vena portae, while no trace of these substances

is ever found in the lacteals.

The lacteals, it has been shown, are special organs appropriated to

the performance of a specific fimction, that of absorbing chyle. To fit

them for this ofiice, they are endowed with an elective power, by virtue

of which they select, fi-om the alimentary mass, that portion of it only

which is converted into chyle ; in a natural and healthy state they

would appear to be incapable of absorbing any other substance except-

ing pure chyle. But in the digestive organs there is always present

much nutritive matter not yet converted into proper chyle, and with

this matter there are mixed foreign substances not strictly alimentary.

These unassimilated matters and foreign substances, absorbed by the

capillary veins or by the absorbent vessels, or by both, are conveyed

directly into the vena portae, by which vessel they are transmitted to

the liver, where they undergo a true and proper digestion. After under-

going this digestion in the hver, they are sent by a short course to the

heart, and thence to the lungs, where they are assimilated into, or at

least commingled with, arterial blood, and, with arterial blood, are trans-

mitted to the system. The substances subjected to this hepatic diges-

tion, which is as real as that efifected in the stomach and duodenum, do

not appear to enter the lacteals at all
;
they have therefore a shorter

course to traverse, and probably a proportionately less elaborate pro-

cess to undergo, before their transmission to the lungs and their final

entrance into the arterial system.

What the particular substances are for which this slighter digestive

process suffices is not known with certainty. There is, however,

reason to
.
suppose that they consist chiefly of liquids, while there is

direct evidence that vinous and spirituous liquids enter the system

tlirough this shorter course ; since these fluids are often abundantly

manifest in the blood of the vena portae, when not the slightest trace

of them can be detected in the lacteal vessels.
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According to this view, the liver is a second digestive apparatus,

completing what the first commences, or effecting what that is inca-

pable of accomplishing ; and this view assigns the reason why certain

fluids taken into the stomach sometimes appear in the secretions and

excretions with such astonishing rapidity
; why the hver so constantly

becomes diseased when highly stimulating substances, not properly

alimentary, are mixed with the food, and more especially when ardent

spirits or the stronger wines are largely and habitually taken
;
why

the sympathy is so intimate and intense between the stomach and the

Hver and the liver and the stomach, both in health and disease.

The second fimction performed by the liver is that of excretion.

The excrementitious matter eliminated from the blood by the liver is

contained in its peculiar secretion, the bile. The bile consists of two

portions, an assimilative part which combines chemically with the

chyle, purifying and exalting its natm-e ; and an excrementitious part,

which combines with the residue of the aliment.

TliQ excrementitious part of the bile contains a large proportion of

carbon and hydrogen. Carbon and hydrogen abound in venous blood
;

venous blood in large quantity is sent to the liver to afford the mate-

rials for the the secretion of bile
;
consequently, the more copious the

secretion of bile the greater the quantity of carbon and hydrogen

abstracted from venous blood. It follows that, by this elimmation of

carbon and hydrogen from the blood, the Hver is auxiHary, as an
organ of excretion, to the skin and the lungs.

But it is well worthy of remark, that although the liver at all times

assists the skin and the lungs in carrying on the process of excretion,

it does this most especially under circumstances which necessarily

enfeeble the action of the cutaneous and pulmonary organs.

Less carbon is expeUed from the lungs in summer than in winter

;

at a high than at a low temperature
;
consequently by a long-continued

exposure to intense heat, as in the hot months of summer, and still

more by a contmual residence m a warm climate, an accumulation of

carbon in the blood is favoured. A part of this excess is removed by
the increased exhalation from the skin. The skin, however, is the
chief outlet, not for carbon, "but for hydrogen ; and accordingly by the
increased perspiration hydrogen is largely removed. Hydi'ogen and
carbon compose fat. The deposition of fat, could it go on to the requi-

site extent, would afford an adequate consumption for the superabundant
carbon

;
but the fomation of fat is prevented by the dissipation of the

hydrogen. Under such circumstances, when the lungs cannot carry
off the requisite quantity of carbon, nor the adipose tissue compensate
for its diminished activity by the deposition of fat, the liver, taking on
an increased action, secretes an extraordinary quantity of bile. In
this manner the superfluous carbon, instead of being removed in the
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ordinary mode, by tlie pulmonary artery tlirough the lungs, under the

form of carbonic acid gas, is excreted by the vena portae, through the

Irv'er, under the form of bile, while the superabundant hydrogen is re-

moved by the increased quantity of perspiration ; and thus the accu-

mulation of these inflammable matters in the system is effectually

prevented.

By the deposition of fat in the adipose tissue material assistance is

afforded to the excretory action of the skin, the lungs, and the liver.

Fat is composed essentially of carbon and hydrogen ; it contains no

nitrogen and very little oxygen. It is deposited whenever an excessive

quantity of nutritive matter is pom-ed into the blood, and especially

when at the same time the different secretions and excretions ordinarily

formed from the blood are diminished. The primary object of this

deposition is to relieve the circulation of a load which would embarrass

and ultimately stop the actions of life. It serves, however, a secondary

purpose, that of forming a storehouse of nutritive matter, duly pre-

pared for supplying the wants of the system, in case the body should

be placed under circumstances in which the digestive organs can no

longer receive food or no longer convert it into chyle.

Thus hybernating animals, which pass many months without taking

food, accumulate a store of fat before they fall into the state of torpor.

Marmots and dormice sub-^ist on this store during the winter, and

hence, when spring awakens them from their torpor, they are always

in a state of extreme emaciation. Birds and other animals which live

on food procured with difficulty in the winter, become unusually fat in

the autumn.

During fever and other acute diseases, when little food is received,

and still less converted into chyle, the extreme emaciation which the

body undergoes is owing partly to the disappearance of the fat, which

is taken up by the absorbents and carried into the blood, in order to

compensate for the deficiency of nutrient matter supplied by tlie

digestive organs.

The chief depositories of the fat p,re those interstitial spaces of the

body in which a certain quantity of soft but tenacious substance is

required to obviate pressure or to preserve symmetry. A large quan-

tity is also placed immediately beneath the skin ; in the interstices of

•muscles ;
along the com-se of blood-vessels and nerves ; in the omentum,

where it is spread like a covering over the viscera of the abdomen ; in

the mesentery and around the kidneys.

Fat is a bad conductor of heat
;
consequently the layer which is

sprdad over the "external surface immediately beneath the skin, and

that which is collected in the interior of the omentum, must be useful

in preserving the heat of the body. Fat persons bear cold better than

lean persons. Animals which inhabit the northern climates are enve-

* u
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loped in prodigious quantities of fat. Where the accumulation of

this substance would produce deformity or interfere with function, fis

in the eyelids, within the skull, &c., not a particle is ever deposited'.

About the joints it would impede motion ; in the eyelids it would

render the face hideous and obstruct vision ; and within the skull, a

ca^^ty completely filled with the brain—an organ impatient of the

slightest pressure—had a substance been placed, the quantity of which

is liable to be suddenly trebled or quadrupled, changes in the system

which now produce no inconvenience would have been fatal. Thus, while

provision is made at once to exonerate the system from too great a

load of nourishment, and to lay up the superfluous matter, as in a ma-

gazine, to be ready for future use, the most extreme care is taken to

deposit the store in safe and convenient situations.

The excretory organs and processes, hitherto considered, have for

their object the removal from the blood of its superfluous carbon and

hydrogen ; the element peculiar to the animal body, azote, is elimi-

nated by the kidneys—glandular organs which possess a highly com-

plex structure. (Fig. 99.)

But besides the removal of the superfluous azote, the fluid secreted

Fig. 99.

Siiuctnve of the ki(liKy>.

—

A, vertical spc-
lion of a kidney, a, corti(-al sii1)stanco

;

b, tnI)iilMr subs-t-mco
;

c, calyx ami pnlvis;
d, canal of the ureter. /?, intimate struc-
ture of this glanil. n, terminal portion of
the urinary tubes; 6, meilullary portion
of tliese same tubes; c, their termination
in the caly.v.

by the kidneys would appear to be a general outlet for whatever is not
required in the system, and for the removal of wliich no specific appa-
ratus is provided. Chemical analysis shows that, in diflbrent states of
the system, the following substances are contained in this fluid :

water, free phosphoric acid, phosphate of lime, pliosphat^^ of ma*^-
nesia, floric acid, uric acid, benzoic acid, lactic acid, urea, gelatiii,
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albumen, lactate of ammonia, sulphate of potash, sulphate of soda,

tluato of lime, muriate of soda, phosphate of soda, pliosphate of am-
monia, sulphur, and silex.

This catalogue itseh' suggests the idea that when any matter em-
ployed in carrying on the functions is in excess, or when it has become
decayed, or is decomposed and is not eliminated by any other excretory

process, it is taken up by the absorbents, poured into the veins, and so

conveyed in the course of the circulation to the kidneys, by which
organs it is separated from the blood, and thence by an appropriate

apparatus carried out of the system. The specific matter secreted by
the kidneys is that tenned urea.

Organs appropriated to the removal of substances from the blood,

capable of becoming deleterious by their accumulation, generally, in a

state of health, perform their office so perfectly that the matters which
it is their part to excrete are eliminated almost as quickly as they

enter the blood, so that they are seldom present in the circulating

fluid in sufficient quantity to be detected by the most delicate chemical

tests. But by the removal of the excretory organ, or by the suppres-

sion of its function, the excretory matter accumulates in the blood,

and is then readily detected. A decisive experiment disclosed that

this is the case with regard to urea. The kidneys were removed from

a living animal. The operation did not appear to be productive of

material injury for some time ; but at length symptoms denoting the

presence of a poison in the blood arose, and the animal died. The

blood was carefully examined after death. It was found to contain a

much larger quantity than ordinary of m-ea. It is probable that the

chief office of the kidney is to separate the urea from the other ingre-

dients of the blood, and to convey it to the organs which are destined

to cany it out of the body.

It is estimated that about a thousand ounces of blood pass through

the kidneys in the space of an hour ; itself a sufficient indication of

the importance of the excretion performed by this organ, and an ade-

quate source of the matter actually excreted, although, under ordinary

circumstances, distributed through the circulating mass in quantities

so minute as to be almost inappreciable.

Out of the body urea putrefies with great rapidity. AVhen retained

in the system by the extirpation of the kidney, or by placing a ligature

around the ureter, such is the septic tendency communicated to the

blood that signs of putrescency become manifest even during life, and

after death all the soft parts of the body are reduced to a state of

iratrefaction with extreme rapidity. The suppression of the secretion

in the human body, or the undue retention of the matter secreted,

induces fever of a maUgnant kind, in which the symptoms that denote

a highly putrid taint in the system are rnpidly developed. But for the

IT 2
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labour of tlie kidney, then, a substance would accumulate in the blood,

which would quickly lead to the decomposition of the body.

It has been shown that the mucous membrane which lines the

alimentary canal is studded in its whole extent with glands, which

secrete from the blood a large quantity of fluid. These secretions go

on without interruption, whether food be taken or not, so that there

may be copious alvine evacuations though not a particle of food enter

the stomach ; and the separation of the matter eliminated from the

blood by this extended membrane can no more be dispensed with than

that by the skin or the lungs. There is, too, a most intimate sympathy

between the secretion of the membrane that lines the internal surface

of the body and that carried on by its external covering
;
any disorder

of the one immediately and joowerfully disturbs the natural course of

the other : hence the diarrhoea, so often produced by the appHcation of

cold to the external skin, and the diseases of the skin, so constantly

connected with a disordered state of the mucous membrane of the in-

testines.

It is the special office of the large intestines to prepare for its

removal, and to carry out of the system the residue of the aliment,

together with the excrementitious portion of the bile.

Supposing the ingesta in twenty-four hours to be of food 6 pounds,

or 96 ounces, and of oxygen retained in the system 4 ounces, in all

100 ounces, it is estimated that the egesta will be, in twenty-four

hours, by the skin, 34 ounces, by the lungs 17 ounces, by the intes-

tines 6 ounces, by the kidneys 40 ounces, and by various other excre-

tions 3 ounces, in all, 100 ounces. These calculations must, of course,

be taken only as approximations to the truth, and as ascribing rather

the relative than the positive quantities of matter excreted.

Whatever be the absolute quantity or the form of the excretions, it

is clear, from the preceding account, that there is constantly removed
from the system by the skin a large portion of hydrogen and some
carbon

;
by the lungs a large portion of carbon and some hydrogen

;

by the hver a large portion of hydrogen and some carbon
;
by the

kidneys a large portion of azote
;
by the large intestines the residue of

the aliment
;
while, by the deposition of fat, tlie superabundant nutri-

ment withdrawn from the current of the circulation is laid up in store
in some safe part of the body.

Most of the processes which have been described are mutually com-
pensating and vicarious. Besides the office which each habitually
performs, it is capable of having its action occasionally increased, for
the purpose of supplying the deficiency of one or more of its fellows.

If perspiration by the skin languish, transudation by the lun^s in-
creases

;
if neither the skin nor the hmgs be able to remove the super-

fluous hydrogen and carbon, these inflammable substances are carried
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out of the system by the liver in an augmented secretion of bile. If

the action of the liver be diminished, that of the kidney is increased

;

and if the secretion of urine be suppressed, the secretion of bile is

augmented. When the absorbents are oppressed by the quantity of

fluid poured into the stomach, or when the system is at the point of

saturation, and no absorption can go on, the veins take up the super-

fluous Hquids, pour them into the circulating current, and bear them to

the kidneys, by which organs they are rapidly separated from the

blood, and carried out of the body. The weakness of one organ is

compensated by the strength of another ; the diminished activity of

one process is equalised by the increased energy of some other to

which it is allied in nature and linked by sympathy ; and thus the

evils which would result from the partial and temporary failure of an

important function are obviated by some vicarious labour, until the

enfeebled organ has recovered its tone, and the natural balance of the

functions is restored.

The condition acquu-ed by the elementary particles of organised

bodies, fronj their long continuance in the system, which induces the

necessity for their excretion, is not known. The chemical elements of

the excretions are the very same as those which constitute the organ-

ised textures and the nourishment by which they are sustained.

Carbon is the basis of the organised body
;

yet all living bodies,

without exception, excrete carbon. Oxygen, hydrogen, and azote,

also, without which life cannot be maintained, if retained in the

system beyond a given time, are incompatible with the continuance of

life. During the chemical changes which these elementary particles

undergo, in tlie course of the vital processes, they appear to enter into

some combination, which is no longer compatible with the peculiar

mode in which they are disposed in organised and living structures.

And one such change, of a very remarkable nature, has been observed,

which, it is conceived, has a considerable share in rendering their con-

stant expulsion and renovation indispensable.

Out of the condition of life the component elements of organised

bodies readily combine so as to form crystals ; the peculiar combina-

tions by which they form the constituent textures of organic structures

are never crystalline. No crystal is ever seen in the seat of a living

and growing vegetable cellule ; no crystal is ever found as a constituent

part of animal membrane, Wlienever a crystal occm's in an organised

body it is always the result either of disease or of some artificial pro-

cess, or else it is an excretion separated from the nourishing fluid and

the useful textuiTS, Every one of these textures contains, even in its

minutest parts, saline and earthy, as well as vegetable or animal,

matter. ^Vhy do not these saline and earthy particles as readily com-

bine to foi-m crystals in the organic as they do in the inorganic body ?
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They uevor do. lu the organic body tliese sahne and earthy jiarticles

are always so arranged that they are diffused through the nicmbranoiis

fibres or cells, never concentrated in crystals.

On the other hand, the elements containing tlie peculiar matters of

excretion are generally in such a state of combination as readily to

assume the crystalline form, either alone or in the simplest further

combinations of which they are susceptible. It seems probable that

this circumstance may be, at least in part, the cause which necessitates

their expulsion, and it is certain that some such general principle must

determine the incompatibility of the matters of excretion with the hfe

of the structures.

The ultimate object of the processes included in the function of

excretion is to maintain the nutritive fluid in a certain chemical condi-

tion. Into the combination of the blood there must enter certain con-

stituents, and these must be in certain relative proportions, and in no

others. If the salts be diminished or in excess, if the fibrin, or the

red particles, or the serum be abundant or defective beyond a certain

degree, either the necessary chemical elements are not present, or not

present in the form necessary to their entering into the requisite com-

binations ; the result is, that a proper nutritive fluid is not formed,

and consequently due nourishment is not afforded to the textures nor

due stimulus to the moving powers ; there is either too much nutri-

ment and stimulus or too little ; in the one case the machine is

exhausted and worn out, and in the other it is clogged and stopped.

The capillary arteries of the skin, and of all the other tissues into

the composition of which gelatin enters as a constituent, necessarily

pour carbon into the capillary veins at the moment they convert albu-

men into gelatin. The veins, receiving in their coui'se more and more

carbon from the arteries, at length become loaded with this element,

and in order to get rid of the excess they bear it to the lungs, where

it is expelled by the act of expiration under the form of carbonic acid

gas. On the other hand the chyle, gradually becoming fii'mer and

more condensed by the series of changes which it undergoes from its

first formation in the duodenum to its admixtm'e with the lymph in

the receptacle of the chyle, and with the blood in the subclavian vein,

is liurried to the heart and thence to the lungs, where it gives off a

large portion of its watery particles, also by the act of expiration,

under the form of aqueous vapour. This excretion of its watery par-

ticles is a necessary part of the process of completion by which the

weak albumen of the chyle is converted into the strong albumen of the

blood. How completely analogous then is this excretory process in

the plant and in the animal ! How precisely the same is the action

of the leaf and of the lung ! The leaf dissipates the superfluous

water of the crude sap, concentrates its organic prmciples, and brings
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it into the chemical condition which constitutes the proper juice of the

plant
; the lung removes the superfluous water of the chyle, concen-

trates its organic principles, and completely assimilates its chemical

natm-e into that of the hlood.

It is the same with every other process of excretion ; its uniform

result is to alter the chemical composition of the nutritive fluid, to

restore it to a state of concentration and purity. Excretion, then, is

appropriately termed a depurating process.

The effect of the suppression of excretion, when the suppression is

complete, is appalling. Stop the respiration, that is, suspend the

depurating action of the lungs, carbon accumulates in the venous

blood ; carbon mixes with the arterial blood ; in half a minute the

blood flowing in the arteries is evidently darkened ; in three-quarters

of a minute it is of a dusky hue ; in a minute and a half it is quite

black
;
every particle of arterial blood has now disappeared, and the

whole mass is become venous. With the first appearance of the dusky

hue great disturbance is produced in the system ; the instant it

becomes dark sensibility is abolished ; in a few minutes after it is

black the power of the heart is so enfeebled that it can no longer

carry on the circulation, and in a few minutes more its action

wholly ceases, and can never again be excited. The brain feels the

poison first, and is first killed ; but the heart cannot long resist the

fatal influence.

Stop the excretion of the kidney by the extirpation of the organ, or

the suppression of its secretion, urea accumulates in the blood ; the

poison, after a short time, begins to work ; fever is excited, and then,

with fearful rapidity, fever is followed by coma, and coma by death.

Stop the secretion of bile, a poison accumulates in the blood as

potent, producing insensibility and death as rapidly, as that generated

by the suppression of the depurating action -of the Iddneys.

Only obstruct the secretion of bile, merely prevent its due elimina-

tion from the blood, just in proportion to its suppression does the

system suffer from languor, lassitude, and inaptitude for every muscular

and mental exertion.

How do the internal organs suffer when the excretion of the skin is

deficient, and how numberless and hideous are the diseases of the skin

when the depurating process of the alimentary canal is suspended !

"Wlien, on the contrary, all these excretions are well and duly per-

formed, how regular and tranquil, yet how full and strong the flow of

tlie circulating cm-rent ; how rich the stream poured by it into every

organ ; how healthfully exciting its influence on them all ; how gentle,

how efficient, every organic action ; how complete the absence of all

note or sensibb mtimation that any such action is going on, yet how

delicious the consciousness produced by its soundness and vigour; how
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acute the sense, how bounding the motion, how quick the percipience

;

how pure the blood mantles in the cheek and diffuses its sparkling

colour over all the transparent complexion ; how the jocund spirits

laugh from the eyes; how the intellectual and sympathising mind

beams forth from them with a higher and holier happiness ! How
wonderfully beautiful is such a human body, and how magnificently

endowed in its capacity to give and to receive enjoyment

!

There are two adjustments, with regard to the excretions, carried on

by organised bodies, which can never be contemplated with sufficient

admiration. It has been fully shown that the relation established

between the two great classes of organised beings is such that the

excrementitious matter of the plant is nutritious to the animal, and

the excrementitious matter of the animal is nutritious to the plant

;

and, consequently, that the two orders of living beings maintain the

world, which is given them as their inlieritance, in a state of perpetual

adaptation for the life and health of each other ; the animal receiving

healthy stimulation from that which is poisonous to the plant, and the

plant being nourished by particles which the animal throws off as ex-

hausted and useless. And this relation naturally suggests that so

beautifully described by Milton :

—

" Flow'rs and their fruit,

Maji's nourishment, by gradual scale sublimed

To vital spirits asj^ire, to animal,

To intellectual
; give both life and sense,

Fancy and understanding ; whence the soul

Reason receives."

Secondly, the particles thrown off by organised bodies are rendered,

in the very act of their dissipation, subservient to purposes of utility

and pleasm-e. How these poisonous elements are converted into the

pabulum of life and health has been shown. To a being with the

senses and faculties of man, how loathsome might these particles have
been rendered during the period of their transition from one organised

kingdom to the other ! And if disagreeable at all, how constantly

forced upon his sense, wherever he might be, dm-ing every moment
of his waking hours, must these objects of disgust have been ! But
how does the matter actually stand ? The excretions of the plant are

the very particles that, jjoured

" Into the blissful field through groves of myrrh.
And flow'ring odours, cassia, nard, and balm,"

create " a wilderness of sweets." It is as these exhalations are passing
off from the economy to which, if retained, they would be noxious,
that they become

" Exhalations of all sweets *

That Hoat o'er vale and upland
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and which refresh and delight even more than the forms and colours

of the "aery leaf" or " the bright consummate flower."

And the human body, when the functions of its economy are sound
and \igorous, is fi-esh and fragrant as the flower ; and by that intellec-

tual faculty by which man is capable of associating his conception of

beauty and delight with whatever object has been the source of exqui-

site gratification, the fragrance of the flower is but suggestive of what,
to him, is inexpressibly sweeter and dearer.

" As new waked from soundest sleep.

Soft on the flow'ry herb I found me luid

In balmy sweat, which with his beams the sun
Soon dry'd

By quick instinctive motion up I sprung,

And upright

Stood on my feet. •

All things smiled

"With fragrance, and with joy my lieart o'erflow'd.

Myself I tlien perused, and limb by limb

Siu-vey'd, and sometimes went, and sometimes ran,

With supple joints, as lively vigour led."

—

Milton.

" Fresh lily,

'Tis her breathing that

Perfumes her chamber thus."

—

Shdl:speare.

" The very air

With her sweet presence is impregnate richly,

As in a mead that's fresh with youngest green

Some fragrant shrub exhales

Ambrosial odours

Charming present sense.

And sure of memory ;—so her person bears

A natural balm—distilling incense."

Death of Marlowe, by R. H. Horne.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

OF NUTRITION,

Coni])o.sition of tl.c blood—Liquor saiij^uiiiis—Ri cont account of the .stnictnrc of Iho

ivil ijuiiiclos— Forinatiou of tlio ird particles in the incubatud egg—rriiuary motion

of the blood—Vivifying influence of the red particles—Influiiice of arterial niid

venous blood on animal and organic life—Foriuation of huiuan blooil— Course of

tlie new constituents of the blood to the lungs -Space of time required for Ihc

complete conversion of chyle into blood after ils tirst transmission tlirough the

lungs—Distribution of blood to the capillaries when duly concentrated and ]>urified

—Changes wrought upon the blood while it is traversing the capillaries—JCvitlcnee

of an intcircliange of particles between the blood and the tissues—Phenomena attend-

ing the interchange—Nutrition, what and liow distinguished fnjm digestion—IIow

the constituents of the blood escape from the circulation—Designation of the gcneial

j)ower to wliicii vital phenomena are referrible—Conjoint influence of the capillaries

and absorbents iu building up structure—Influence of the organic nerves on the

l)rocess—Piiysical agent by which the organic nerves operate.

The object of the greater part of tlie processes hitherto descrihed is to

form the nutritive fluid, and to bring it to the requisite state of purity

and strength. Eecent researches into the composition of the nutritive

fliiid confirm the general correctness of the account ah-eady given

of it.

When examined as it is flowing in the finest vessels of a transparent

part of the body, or immediately after it is abstracted from the trunk

of a vein or arteiy, before coagulation takes place, the blood is seen to

consist of a colourless fluid, through which is diffused a countless

number of minute solid particles of a red colour. The colourless fluid

is called the liquor sanguinis, and the sohd particles the blood cor-

puscles or the red particles.

By the process of coagulation, the phenomena of which have been

fully described, the blood spontaneously separates into a clear fluid of

a yellow colour called serum or blood-M^ater, and into a solid mass
termed the clot or the crassamentum. The serum, which must be
carefully distinguished from the liquor sanguinis, is the fluid formed
from the blood by coagulation ; the liquor sanguinis is the fluid part

of the blood which exists before coagulation.

The liquor sanguinis contains in solution a large quantity of animal
matter, fibrin, which separates spontaneously in a solid form on coagu-

lation ; the serum also contains a quantity of animal matter in solution,

albumen, which does not separate in a sohd form spontaneously, but
only on the application of heat, acids, alcohol, &c. The animal matter,

the fibrin, which separates spontaneously from the liquor sanguinis in

a solid form, constitutes one part of the clot, and the other part of it

consists of the red particles which flouted in the liquor sanguinis.
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Thus, by coagulation, the Hquor sanguinis separates into a portion

which remains tiuicl, the serum ; and into a portion -which becomes

sohd, the fibrin ; \Yhile the fibrin, as it is passing from the fluid to the

sohd state, entangles the red particles, and both together form the

clot
; consequently the liquor sanguinis contains in solution two kinds

of solid matter, fibrin and albumen ; while the serum contains in solu-

tion only one kind of solid matter, albumen.

The solution of fibrin in the liquor sanguinis, and its spontaneous

solidification during the process of coagulation, has been shown by
Professor Miiller in the following mode. Having carefully collected

blood from the femoral artery of the frog, and also from the heart laid

bare and incised, and having brought a drop of this pure blood under

the microscope, and diluted it with, serum, so that the red particles

were separated from each other by distant intervals, he observed that

there formed in those mtervals a coagulation of previously dissolved

matter, by which the separated red particles were connected together.

By raising, with a needle, the coagulum occupying the intervening

spaces, this solid matter was obtained fi'ee from red particles. The

blood corpuscles of the frog are rendered, by a powerful microscope, so

large, that this operation may be perfonned with the greatest distinct-

ness. In consequence of the minuteness of the red particles of human
blood they pass, with the liquor sanguinis, through filtering-paper

;

but those of the frog, being fom* times larger, are kept back by the

filter, while the liquor sanguinis percolates through as a clear fluid,

and then coagulates. This colourless coagulum is so transparent that

it is not even detected, after its formation, until it is raised out of the

fluid with a needle. It gradually thickens and becomes white. It is

the fibrin of the blood in its pm-est state.

Professor Miiller's accoimt of the structure of the red particles differs

in a material point from that given. He agrees that they are rounded

bodies (Fig. 22), generally of the same size, though some are seen larger

than common, but never double the mean diameter ; that they are

always quite flat ; that in a certain light they look as if they were hol-

lowed out from the edges to the centre
;
but, he adds, " that this spot is a

real depression, as some think, appears to me in the highest degree im-

jn'obablo ; for I have at last convinced myself that the blood corpuscles

of man and the mammaha contain a very small nucleus of the diameter

of the flat corpuscle. My observations prove beyond doubt that the

blood corpuscles of frogs and salamanders (Fig. 23) contain a nucleus

entirely different in its chemical relations from the outer layer. With

one of Frauenliofer's microscopes I have seen very distinctly, in the

blood corpuscles of man, an exceedingly small, round, well-defined

nucleus, yellower and brighter than the transparent circumference.

When the blood corpuscles are mixed, under the microscope, with
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acetic acid, the shell is almost entirely dissolved, and these small

nuclei, which are seen with great difficulty in human blood, remain,

while those of the frog appear, very evidently the nuclei observed

earlier in the blood corpuscles. In man, the nuclei within the cor-

puscles are so small, that the diameter does not exceed the thickness

of the flat corpuscles."

The enveloping capsule is stated to be soluble in water, while the

internal nucleus is insoluble ; but the capsule is not soluble in serum
;

the albumen and the salts contained in the serum probably rendering

it insoluble. The colouring matter of the capsule, which gives the red

colour to the blood, is called heematosin. Lecanu considers the cap-

sular substance as a combination of a specific colouring matter, which

he calls globulin, and of albumen ; but Miiller regards it as fibrin,

containing a quantity of iron. The latter physiologist states that the

opinion of Brande, that the amount of iron in haematosin is not greater

than in serum and other animal substances, has been refuted by Berze-

lius and Engelhart. The iron is not an accidental ingredient obtained

from the food ; for iron has been found in the blood of a new-born

animal that has never even sucked. According to Berzelius the

colouring matter of the blood contains a quantity of iron corresponding

to somewhat more than a half per cent, its weight of metallic ii-on,

and he thinks it most probable that the iron exists in the blood in the

metallic state, and not as an oxide.

By carefully watching the development of the chick in the incubated

egg, the first formation of the red particles can be distinctly seen.

The blood in the new being, which is elaborated before the existence

of the vessels that are to contain it, is formed from the substance of

the germ, or from that of the germinal membrane, and is augmented
by the blood of the egg, which is the substance of the yolk. First, a

number of granules are produced from the substance of the yolk.

These subsequently lose then- granular appearance, and become trans-

lucent. On the translucent ring is produced the nucleus of the blood

corpuscles. When completely formed, the blood corpuscles of the bird,

as of all the animals below the bird in the scale of organisation, are of

an elHptical figure, and quite flat ; but when first produced they are
rounded globules, not flat, and they gradually assume their proper
and permanent form

;
it is only on the sixth day of incubation that

they begin to be elliptical
;
by the ninth day they are all elliptical.

The substance of the fluid yolk is thus changed into blood without
the action of any special organ

;
for, as yet, no organs such as liver,

spleen, or lungs, exist. When the formation of the blood has arrived
at a certain point, it begins to be in motion. The blood is seen to be
in motion before the heart can be observed to beat. The germinal
membrane arising out of the enlarged germinal disk soon exhibits a
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tliin upper layer (serous membrane) and a thicker under layer (mucous
membrane). There is also formed in the middle of the germinal mem-
brane aroimd the appearing trace of the embryo a translucent space,

the area jpellucicla. The exterior of the germinal membrane remains

opaque, and this opaque portion becomes divided by a definite boundary
into an external and internal annular space in from sixteen to twenty

hours. This separation encloses one part of the opaque portion of the

germinal membrane, which smTOunds the interior or translucent space

of the genninal membrane, and is termed area vasculosa, because the

blood and vessels form the inner half of this space.

far as the area vasculosa extends, a granular layer is presented

between the two layers of the germinal membrane, which soon divides

into numerous granular isolated particles with translucent intervals, in

which the blood collects, first in the form of a yellowish, and then of

a reddish fluid ; first distinctly in the periphery of the area vasculosa,

from which it is seen to flow towards the heart before the heart beats.

The blood exerts its vivifying influence chiefly by the red particles.

If an animal be bled to fainting, and pm'e serum be injected into its

vessels, reanimation does not take place ; but if the blood of another

animal of the same species be injected, the animal which was ap-

parently dead acquii'es new life at every stroke.

The fibrin may be removed from the blood vdthout injuring the red

particles. If the fibrin be abstracted, and a mixture of the red par-

ticles and the serum be brought to a proper temperature, and injected

into the veins of an animal bled to fainting, reanimation is effected.

If the blood of an animal of another species be injected whose red

particles are of the same form, but of a different size, reanimation is

indeed effected, but the restoration is imperfect ; the organic functions

are oppressed and languish, and death takes place generally within

the sixth day. The same effects follow, if a mixture of serum and red

particles of the blood of a different species be injected.

If blood with circular particles be injected into the vessels of an

animal whose blood corpuscles are elliptical, the most violent effects

are instantly produced ; such blood acts upon the nervous system like

the strongest poisons ; and death usually follows with extreme rapidity

after the injection of a very small quantity. Thus, if a few drojis of

the blood of the sheep be injected into the vessels of the bird, the bird

is killed instantaneously. It is very remai-kable, that the blood of the

mammalia should be thus fatal to the bird. The effect cannot be

dependent on any mechanical principle. The injection of a fluid with

particles the diameter of which is greater than that of the capillary

blood-vessels would of course destroy life by stopping the circulation

;

but the blood corpuscles of the mammalia are much smaller than those

of the bird
;
yet the pigeon is killed by a few drops of mammiferous
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blood ; and tlio blood of the fish is rapidly fatal to all the mammalia

as well as to birds.

It is manifest, both from ol;ser\'ation and experiment, that arterial

blood is far more necessary to the support of the animal than of the

orf^anic life. When in asphyxia the communication of atmos23lieric

air with the lungs is suspended, the functions of the brain are abo-

lished
;
sensibility and voluntary motion are lost the moment venous

blood circulates in the arteries of the brain. It has been shown, that

if this state continue, the animal life is destroyed in a minute and a

half ; but that the organic life is not extinguished for many minutes,

and sometimes not even for several hours.

It sometimes happens that the communication between the pulmo-

naiy arteiy and the aorta, and between the right and left auricle, which

naturally exists in the fostus, is continued after birth. In persons

having this state of the circulation, called ceruleans, some portion of

venous blood is always mixed with arterial blood. In this case the

various processes of secretion and nutrition, the entire circle of organic

functions, are but little disturbed ; while the animal functions are

deranged in a remarkable degree. The mind is weak and inactive, and
the muscular power is so feeble, that the least exertion produces a

sense of suffocation
;
and, if the muscular effort be continued, occasions

fainting, and even suspei;dcd animation.

But while venous blood is in no case capable of supporting sensation

and voluntary motion, there are decided cases in which secretion

is effected, at least in part, from venous blood, as the bile from the

venous blood that circulates through the liver in man and all the

mammalia, and the urine which is formed from venous blood in some
of the lower orders of animals.

The proper nutritive fluid of the human body is directly formed
from chyle, lymph, and venous blood ; that is, partly from new
matter introduced into the system from the external world, and partly

from matter which has already formed a constituent part of the body.
The new matter, the white chyle, is prepared partly by the action of

the digestive fluids upon the food, and partly by the addition to the
digested food of highly animalised substances, endowed with assimi-
lative properties, by which the product is progressively approximated
to the chemical composition of the blood. The old matter consists

partly of the clear lymph, contained in the lymph-vessels, and derived
from the interior of the organised parts, particles which have already
foraied an integrant portion of the tissues and organs ; and partly of
the dark venous blood, the residue of the proper nutritive fluid, after the
latter has yielded to the system the new matter required by it, and has
given off from the system its superfluous and noxious particles.

In the duodenum and jejunum the new matter, the chyle, contains
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albumen ; but it is without coagulablc fibrin : it acquires fibrin in the

lymph vessels on its way to the veins.

In the chyle globules appear ; but the chyle corpuscles are white,

are without an external envelope, are comparatively few in number, are

somewhat more than halt' the size of the blood corpuscles, and, like the

imelei of the latter, are insoluble in water.

The fatty or oleaginous matter contained in the chyle is in a free

state, not ultimately combined.

The chyle is alkaline, but is much less alkaline than the blood ; and

the iron contained m the chyle is much less intimately combined than

it is in the blood.

Lymph contains in solution more animal matter than chyle, and the

white globules are more abundant in lymph. But though lymph

contain in soltttion more albumen and fibrin than chyle, it is not so

richly loaded with these substances as blood. Still, however, the

solution of albumen and fibrin in lymph approximates lymph so closely

to the blood, that the lymph very much resembles the clear liquor

sanguinis of which the blood consists when the red particles are

abstracted from it. The colourless liquor sanguinis is the lymph of

the blood. Lymph is blood without red particles ; and blood, lymph

with red particles.

The chyle is transmitted into the lymph-vessels to mingle with the

lymph before it flows into the veins to mingle with the blood.

The commingled fluids, chyle and lymph, pass into the blood very

slowly, drop by drop. The regulation of the rapidity of the admixture

seems to be the cliief office of the valve placed at the termination of the

thoracic duct. When the operation is observed in a living animal, it is

seen that this valve prevents the new matter from flowing into the

blood in a full stream. If in a dog of ordinary size that has recently

eaten as much animal food as it chose, the thoracic duct be opened in

the neck, the dog being alive, there will flow from the duct about half

an ounce of fluid in five minutes
;
yet when this fluid reaches the

termination of the duct only a few inches further on, it flows into the

vein only drop by drop, at considerable intervals. One great object of

pouring the chyle and lymph into the venous system so close to the

heart (Fig. 91), and of causing the commingled fluid to pass under

the action of that powerful engine before it is transmitted to the lungs,

seems to be, by the agitation to which it is subjected in the right

auricle and ventricle to accomplish the most perfect admixture possible

between the particles of the chyle and lymph and the red particles of

the venous blood ; an object which would be counteracted by the too

rapid entrance into the current of the circulation of the new and as yet

imperfectly assimilated matter.

After tlieir due admixture hy the powerful action of the engine that
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works the circulation, the commingled fluids are transmitted by the

right heart to the lungs. There the wateiy portion of the chyle and

lymph is removed ; the composition of the albumen and fibrin is com-

pleted, these substances being changed from a weak and loose into a

strong and concentrated state ; the solid particles are increased in

number, augmented in size, and changed from a white into a red colour

;

carbon is given off'
;
oxygen is absorbed ; azote is alternately inhaled

and exhaled ; and the ultimate result is, that the three fluids—chyle,

lymph, and venous blood—are converted into one homogeneous fluid,

arterial blood, the proper nutrient fluid.

The particles of the chyle and lymph, on mingling with the blood,

are scattered through the mass, and become invisible, being apparently

lost among the innumerable red corpuscles ; but it is not probable that

the chyle is immediately converted into blood. If the*boagulation of

the blood be retarded by the addition of a small portion of the carbonate

of potass, the red particles gradually sink some lines below the level of

the fluid ; and the supernatant liquid is whitish, e\ddently from

the chylous globules mingled with the blood. In ordinary coagulation,

the chyle globules are included among the immense number of the red

particles of the coagulum, and are thus indistinguishable ; but there is

reason to believe that the chyle is not converted into blood under at

least, from ten to twelve hours : it is certain, that in that space of

time after the completion of digestion, the serum of the blood is

frequently seen to be milk-white, from the quantity of unassimilated

chyle still contained in it.

How the red colom' of the blood is obtained, and whence the capsules

of the red particles are derived, if these bodies really j)ossess an external

envelope, is wholly unknown. But it has been shown that in incubation

the blood is formed from the substance of the fluid yolk, without the

action of any special organ ; that at the period when the blood is first

generated, no such organs as appear to influence the production of the

blood in the adult are in existence ; it is, therefore, reasonable to infer

that the formation of blood in the adult may not be so dependent
on the action of special organs as is commonly supposed ; and that the

fonnation of blood from chyle, of blood corpuscles from chyle corpuscles,

may take place at aU periods of hfe under the influence of the same
general vital conditions as it does in the incubated egg.

What change the matter of the blood undergoes by respiration,

whether it acquire something without which it is incapable of maintain-

ing life, or part with something the presence of which is incompatible

with life, is equally unknown. We only know that the blood, durin"-

resphation, changes its colom-; but of the natm-e of the change
produced upon its substance we are wholly ignorant. In the present
state of our biowledge, the ultimate fact is, that without the change
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wrought upon the blood by respiration, the blood is incapable of

maintaining life ; in fact, no proper nutrient fluid is formed.

Once formed, the conservation of the proper proportions of the com-

position of the blood is effected by the excretory processes already

described
; by the removal of its superfluous water by the lungs, skin,

and kidneys
;
by the removal of its superfluous carbon, azote, and

oxygen by the lungs, liver, and kidneys
;
by the removal of saline and

mineral matters chiefly by the kidneys ; and finally by the instanta-

neous removal of products of decomposition formed in the course of the

organic actions, chiefly, it would aj)pear, by the kidneys.

Once formed, and duly concentrated and pmified, the blood is sent

out by the left heart to the system. Driven by the heart through the

main trunks and branches of the aorta, the blood ultimately reaches

the capillary arteries, which do not divide and subdivide indefinitely,

but ultimately reach a point beyond which they no longer diminish in

size. Not all of the same magnitude, some are large enough to admit

of three or four of the red particles of the blood abreast ; the diameter

of others is only sufiicient to admit of two or even of one ; others are

capable of transmitting only the clear and transparent liquor sanguinis

;

while in many cases the membranous tunics of the capillaries wholly

disappear ; the blood no longer flows in actual vessels, but is contained

in the substance of the tissues in channels wliich it forms in them for

itself.

Under the microscope, says Professor Miiller, the blood corpuscles

are seen distinctly pouring from the smallest ramifying arteries into ves-

sels Avhich grow no smaller. After leaving these, they again assemble

in the origins of veins fonned in collected branches. The blood corpuscles

flow in the finest capillaries, one after another, and often interruptedly.

They are colourless when they flow singly ; accumulated more thickly,

they appear yellow, and in still greater quantity, yellowish-red or red.

In animals that have lost their strength, the globules flow without

stoppage : when the animal is weak and the motion is retarded, the

globules move by starts
;
they move on, but go more rapidly by fits.

In a still weaker animal they only advance dming the impulse of the

heart, and then fall back a little. When several arterial currents unite

in an anastomosis, one current always predominates and traverses the

anastomosis alone, to mingle its blood in the other currents. Thus

the currents meet and divide in the reticulate capillaries till all are

collected again in veins. Sometimes the direction of the current

changes, when another current becomes stronger, and the previous

leader weaker, according to the pressure exerted on the part.

While the blood is thus traversing the capillaries, its colour changes

from a bright scarlet to a dark red. This change in the colour of the

blood is the certain sign that pai-ticles have been abstracted from the

X
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circulating mass, and have been applied to the formation and support

of the fluid and solid parts through which the stream is flowing. Some

physiologists have satisfied themselves that they have seen the actual

escape of particles from the circulating current ; that they have

witnessed the immediate combination of those particles with the sub-

stance of the tissues, and even that they have beheld other particles

quitting the tissues and mingling with the flowing blood. Other

physiologists doubt whether the most patient observation, aided by the

most skilful management of the best glasses, can ever liave rendered

such phenomena matters of sense. " I imagined," says Miiller, " at

an early period, that I had seen something like this in the setting

circulation ; but by prolonging the observation I saw the globules

move on if the cun*ent continued."

But whether the human eye have ever actually seen or not an inter-

change of particles between the blood and the tissues, it is absolutely

certain that such an interchange does take place. For,

—

1. Indubitable evidence has been stated of continual absorption from

all parts of the body, yet there is no loss of substance ; there must,

therefore, of necessity be a proportionate deposition.

2. Equal evidence has been adduced that constant additions are

made to the blood through the organs of digestion, yet the quantity of

the blood in the body does not progressively and permanently increase

;

it follows that a quantity must be abstracted from the blood propor-

tionate to the quantity added to it.

3. The human germ, from a scarcely visible point, by the successive

additions of new matter progressively acquires the bulk of the adult man.
4. Organs whose special ofiice it is to abstract particles from the

blood for the elaboration of specific secretions consist almost entirely of

congeries of blood-vessels. The agents are multiplied in proportion

to the extent of the labom- assigned them.

5. Growth, which is merely excess of deposition above absorption,

is active in proportion to the quantity of blood which circulates through
the growing part in a given time. The blood-vessels of a growing
part increase in number and augment in size in proportion to the
rapidity of the growth. In morbid growth, it is sometimes sufficient

to stop the process merely to tie the main trunks of the arteries distri-

buted to the part.

By every organ and every tissue
;
by the membrane, the muscle, the

bone
;
by the brain, the heart, the liver, the lungs, particles are

abstracted from the countless streams that bathe them, or that flow
through them. In eveiy case in which particles are thus abstracted
by a tissue the following phenomena take place :

—

1. Only those constituents of the blood are abstracted by the tissue
which are of the same chemical nature as its own.
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2. The constituents of the blood abstracted by a tissue, identical

in chemical composition ^Yith its own, are immediately incorporated

into its substance.

3. The constituents of the blood abstracted by a tissue, as they are

incorporated into its substance, are not disposed fortuitously, but are

arranged according to the specific organisation of the tissue, and thus

receive its own peculiar structure.

4. The constituents of the blood which thus receive the peculiar

organisation and structure of the tissue by which they are appropriated,

acquire all its peculiar vital endowments.

It is manifest, then, that the tissues assimilate the blood just as the

digestive fluids assimilate the aliment. And this is nutrition, the assi-

milation of the blood by the tissues and organs. Digestion is the con-

version of the food into blood ; nutrition is the conversion of blood

into living fluids and solids.

For the reasons assigned, it is probable that the living fluids and
solids, formed from the blood by the act of nutrition, are not generated

at the parts of the body where they appear, but that, pre-existing in

the blood, they are merely evolved at those parts. Hence the variety

and complexity of the processes for the elaboration of the blood which

have been described, and all of which appear to be indispensable to

bring the blood to a proper state of purity and strength. The great

effort of the system is put forth in effecting the constitution of the

blood. When the blood is once formed, all the rest of the work

appears to be easy
;

because, before it reaches any part of the organi-

sation which it is destined to support, the blood is already adapted,

mechanically, chemically, and vitally, to afford that support. Still

since there are cases, as in the production of gelatin, in which the

substance does not appear to be pre-existent in the blood, we are under

the necessity of supposing that a material change is effected in the

constituents of the vital fluid at the time and place of their escape

from the circulation.

How the constituents of the blood escape from the circulation and

incorporate themselves with the substance of the tissues there can be

no difficulty in conceivmg, wherever the capillaries terminate in mem-

braneless canals, channels worked out for the reception of the nutrient

stream by the force of the current itself ; and in every case in which

the capillaries, retaining their membranous tunics, remain true and

proper vessels, their contents escape through their dehcate walls by

the process of endosmose, for which their structure appears to be ad-

mirably adapted.

But in the capillary vessels there exists only blood. Universally

and invariably before the blood passes from under the influence of the

capillary vessels it has ceased to be blood. Arterial blood is conveyed

X 2
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by the carotid artery to the brain ; but the cerebral arteries do not

deposit blood, but brain. Arterial blood is conveyed by the capillary

arteries to bone ; but the osseous capillaries do not deposit blood, but

bone. Arterial blood is conveyed by the muscular arteries to muscle,

but the muscular capillaries do not deposit blood, but muscle. The

blood conveyed by the capillaries of brain, bone, and muscle is the

same ; all comes alike from the systemic heart, and is alike conveyed

to all tissues
;
yet in the one it becomes brain, in the other bone, and

in the third muscle. Out of one and the same fluid are manufactured

cuticle, and membrane, and muscle, and brain, and bone ; the tears,

the wax, the fat, the saliva, the gastric juice, the milk, the bile, all the

fluids, and all the solids of the body.

These phenomena are wholly inexplicable on any known mechanical

principles. It is equally impossible to refer them to mere chemical

agency, or to any properties of dead matter. We are, therefore, under

the necessity of referring them to a principle which, for the sake of

distinguishing it from anything mechanical or chemical, we term vital.

As the actions which take place between the integi'ant particles of

bodies, giving rise to chemical phenomena, are referred to one general

principle, termed chemical affinity, so the actions which take place in

living bodies, giving rise to vital phenomena, may be referred to one

general principle, termed vital affinity. The term explains nothing, it

is true, it merely expresses the general fact; but still it is conve-

nient to have a term for the expression of the fact. The property

itself will ever remain an ultimate fact in physiology, however exactly

the limits of its agency, and the laws according to which it modifies

the mechanical and chemical relations of the substances subjected to its

influence, may hereafter be ascertained
;
just as chemical affinity will

ever be an ultimate fact in physics, whatever discoveries may yet be

made of the extent of its agency and of the conditions on which its

action depends.

It is then an ascertained fact, that there exists between the blood
and the tissues a mutual reaction, not of a physical, but of a vital

nature, in which the blood takes as active a part as the tissue, and the

tissue as the blood
;
the blood exertmg a vital attraction on the tissue,

and the tissue on the blood. We only express this ultimate fact when
we say (and this is all we can doj that in every part of the body, by
virtue of a vital affinity, the tissue attracts fi-om the blood the mole-
cules of matter appropriate to its chemical composition, and the blood
attracts from the tissue the particles which, having served their pur-
pose there, are destined to other uses in the economy

;
or, if whoUy

useless, are absorbed into the current of the circulation to be expelled
from the system.

We can see how. the particles of matter which are attracted by the
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tissue from the blood are so deposited and disposed that the tissue

always preserves its own shape, bulk, and relation to the surrounding

tissues. This definite arrangement is the result of an action which has

been already stated to be proper to the absorbent vessels. Previously

to the deposition of a new particle of matter by a capillary, an old

particle is removed by an absorbent, either a lymphatic or a vein. In

removing the old matter, the absorbent fomis a mould into which the

capillary deposits the new molecules ; and the form of every tissue and
organ depends on the kind of mould formed for the reception of its

nutrient matter by the absorbent vessel. The absorbents are thus the

architects of the system ; and the capillaries are both chemists which

form the rough material employed in the structure, and masons which

deposit and arrange it. The conjoint action of both sets of vessels is

necessaiy to the formation of the simplest tissue ; and it is by their

united labour that the compound organs are built up out of the simple

tissues.

It is conjectured that the immediate living agents by which this

vital attraction is exerted between the blood and the tissues are the

organic nerves. These nerves consist of two sets, those which enter

as constituents into the tissues and those which accompany the capil-

laries-. It has been shown that while the membranous tunics of the

capillaries diminish, the nervous filaments distributed to them increase

;

that the smaller and thinner the capillaries the greater the proportion-

ate quantity of their nervous matter ; and that this is most remarkably

the case in organs of the greatest irritability. It is conceived that the

capillaries, in consequence of the nervous structm-e which thus enve-

lops them, exert upon the fluid which is flowing through them

an influence perfectly analogous to that of the secreting organ, in con-

sequence of which similar particles are abstracted from the blood as

those which compose the tissue in which the operation takes place.

It is further conjectured that the physical agent by wliich this

action upon the blood is efiected is the galvanic fluid. Dutrochet

behoves that he has actually formed muscular fibre from albumen by

galvanism. He considers the red particles of the blood as pairs of

electrical plates, and thinks that the nucleus is electro-negative, and

the capsule electro-positive. Miiller has repeated and critically exa-

mined the interesting experiments of Dutrochet ; and while he arrives

in many essential points at difi'erent results, expresses the highest

admiration of the ingenious manner in which this philosopher has

sought to solve a great problem. "If," says Miiller, "a drop of an

aqueous solution of the yolk of egg (in which very small microscopic

globules are suspended) be galvanised, the cm-rents discovered by Du-

trochet will be observed. The wave, proceeding from the copper or

negative pole, in which the alkali of the decomposed salt accmnulates,
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is transparent, from the solution of albumen by the alkali. The wave

jiroceeding from the positive or zinc pole, particularly in its circum-

ference, is opaque, and white from the acid it contains. Both

waves encounter, and exactly in the line of contact a linear coagulum

is immediately produced, which assumes the form of the line of con-

tact, and is cm-led at times as the edges of the waves are meeting.

The meeting of both waves takes place with a lively motion, in the

line of contact, when the deposition of coagulum takes place ; but as

soon as the deposition of coagulum has occurred, all is tranquil, and

not the least trace of motion is observed. It is therefore inconceivable

how an observer of the first rank, like Dutrocliet, can pronounce this

coagulated albumen to be contractile muscular fibre, generated by gal-

vanism; it is nothing but coagulated albumen. This coagulum, besides,

like the albumen which is deposited by galvanism round the zinc pole,

has no consistence, but is composed of globules easily separated by

stirring, and only precipitated in the line where the two waves meet

without cohesion."

But though science has not yet succeeded in ascertaining with cer-

tainty the physical agency to which the ultimate changes that take

jjlace in organised matter are to be referred, there cannot be a question

that they are dependent on physical agents ; and the legitimate object

of scientific mquiry is to discover what those agents are, and to ascer-

tain the modifications they undergo by those vital afiinities to the

influence of which they are subjected.

The discoveries which science has already made relative to the

mfluence of certain physical agents on particular organs, and to the

influence of the whole circle of physical agents on the whole living-

economy, have added not a httle to human power over human health

and disease. But these agents also exert an influence scarcely

less momentous on the entire apparatus and action of the animal

life, so inseparably linked with the organic. An account will there-

fore be next given of the structm'e and function of the nervous and
muscular systems.
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CHAPTER XIX.

NERVOUS SYSTEM.

Defiuition of the term nervous system—Constitution of nervous substance—Functions

of nervous substance—Action of stimuli.

The nervous system comprehends nervous substance, nerves, and

nervous centres. The name given to this system—from vevpov, nervus,

nerve—appears to have been derived originally from a Greek word,

signifying to extend ; because nei-ves were conceived to be prolonga-

tions of the medullary substance of the brain. The term nerve, in its

restricted sense, signifies the cord of nervous matter which is com-

monly known under that name ; used adjectively, nervous, it has a

more comprehensive use, and is applied to the whole system.

Nervous Substance.—Nervous substance constitutes a distinct form

of organic matter, often called neurine. It is quite peculiar in its

chemical composition, structm-e, and endowments. Its existence is

limited to the animal organism. No trace of it is found in the vege-

table kingdom ; nor has it been found in the lowest forms of animal

life. It is the only known form of matter which stands in direct

relation to the mind ; the only one on which the mind directly acts,

and through which it is acted upon.

The basis of nervous substance is the proximate principle albumen.

It is a proteine compound, united with a peculiar fatty matter, which,

unlike other oleaginous substances, contains nitrogen, and some fatty

acids, as the cerebric and oleophosphoric. In 100 parts, 7 consist of

albumen, 5 of fatty matter, and 80 of water ; the remaining 8 being

made up of osmazome, phosphorus, sulphur, and salts. Regarded che-

mically, therefore, nervous substance is an emulsive admixture of albu-

men, fatty matter, and water, intimately combined with a small pro-

portion of certain incidental, that is, saline and mineral elements.

It consists of two forms of matter, chemically and anatomically dif-

ferent from each other ; one being of a grey, the other of a white

colour. The grey matter differs chemically from the white, in con-

taining more albumen and water and less fat, the white consisting of

so large a proportion of fat as to derive from it its white colour.

Anatomically, the grey substance consists of very fine molecular

matter, in which are embedded delicate transparent vesicles, termed

nerve-vesicles or corpuscles. They are all essentially nucleated cells

(Fig. 100). They vary in size from the jt}-^q to the of an inch, and

contain, within their delicate membranous walls, extremely fine gra-
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nular matter, similar in appearance to the molecular particles in which

they are embedded. Larger particles of a darker coloui-, collected

into groups, are here and there intennixed with them, and are called

pigmental particles (Fig. 100). The nerve-vesicles, like nucleated

Fig. 100,

Large cells of the grey hiyor of the cortical substance of the human cerebellum.

Magnitied 350 times.

cells, in general contain a nucleus and nucleolus (Fig.lOO). Most of

them are simple spherical cells, but many present offshoots, or pro-

cesses, called caudate or tail- like processes (Fig. 100). A single vesicle

may produce one or several of these elongations, and, according to the

number they send off, they are termed uni-, bi-, or multi-polar vesicles

(Fig. 100).

This form of nervous substance abmmds in all the nervous centres,

and also, as has been lately discovered, in the peripheral expansions of

some of the nerves of sense, as in the retina, and at the terminations

of the olfactory and auditory nerves.

On the other hand, the white substance, to the naked eye, looks

perfectly homogeneous and structureless, something like a slice of

cream-cheese. It is, however, really made up of an assemblage of

minute threads or fibres (Fig. 100), and this fibrous structure forms its

essential character.

There are, then, two elementary forms of nervous matter, one con-

sisting of molecular substance and of vesicles, and the other of threads

or fibres ; the first being appropriately called vesicular and the other

fibrous, as indicating their more obvious forms. These two substances

variously arranged and combined, form the several organs of the system.
The really djoiamic part of nervous substance is the molecular grey
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matter ; the vesicles are subordinate, mainly retentive, and jDrobably

foi-mative bodies, secreting, so to say, the granular matter.

Functions of Nervous Substance.— Nervous substance is the

seat and source of a peculiar force, as distinct from every other as

that of attraction or electricity. It is termed nervous force. It is

inherent in nervous matter. The minutest particle develops it as

completely as the largest mass, only not in so great a degree. It is

built up into complex organs in order to accumulate, concentrate, and

modify in many important respects, the distribution and action of the

force, but the force itself resides in the ultimate organic particles or

atoms, altogether beyond the reach of the most powerful microscope.

Nervous force is strictly limited to the animal body. No trace

of it exists in the vegetable Idngdom. Even in the animal body,

nervous force is detinitely limited to the structm-es and actions of the

animal Hfe. All the vegetative or organic processes, which the animal

2)erforms in common with the plant, are carried on without any direct

influence of the nervous system, the entire apparatus of which is

strictly devoted to the communication and maintenance of the two

great endowments which are superadded to the animal—sensation and

motion. This, among many other proofs, is indicated by the anato-

mical fact, that on arriving at the real agent of an organic process,

even in the animal body—as the air-cells, the hepatic cells, and so

on—no nerve-fibres are to be found : they stop short at the point

where the muscular part ends, as is seen in the bronchi, the hepatic

ducts, &c.

All nervous force is generated in nervous centres, which are,

therefore, called dynamic : these are the ganglia, the spinal cord, the

medulla oblongata, and the brain.

Of the two forms of substance that compose the nervous centres the

grey matter is the dynamic part. The following considerations afford

conclusive evidence of this :

—

1 . Grey matter is found in all active centres in proportion to the

range and energy of their action.

2. It is on grey matter exclusively that impressions are received,

whether when the mind acts upon the brain, as in volition, or whether

when physical stimuli act on the peripheral expansions of the nerves

of sense, in the communication of impressions to the mind, as when

light falls on the retina, and the pulsations of air excite the organ of

hearing.

3. Grey matter, in the animal series, is added or subtracted accord-

ing to the presence or absence of an active organ of sensation or

motion. The evidence from comparative anatomy in proof of this is

decisive.

In the oyster, for example, there is no foot, and no pedal ganglion
;
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but when a foot appears, as in the scallop (Pecten), then a new

ganglion, the pedal, is added.

The common earth-worm moves by a series of motor rings, to each

of which a ganglion is appropriated.

In the Julus terrestris there are 92 pairs of legs and 92 ganglia.

In another genus (Chyoni bregmatus) there are no fewer than 160

legs, and these are supplied by ICO gangha.

In insects which undergo metamorphosis, as the butterfly, moth, and

so on, there are in their rudimentary state—that is, in the state of

larva—13 motor segments, and here there are 13 ganglia. But in

the process of metamorphosis the prologs and some other parts disap-

pear or are thrown off, and their ganglia either coalesce or are absorbed.

When the insect acquu'es its full ^^erfection, its nervous system is con-

centrated, in accordance with a general law, and in the imago there

are only 9 ganglia.

Fig. 101.

Nei vous system of an insect (Carabus of tlie gardens). A beetle.

Wherever there are eyes there are optic gangha; in creatui'es

without eyes there are no such ganglia.

In the higher animals the size of the gangha which supply the
sensory apparatus is proportionate to the acuteness of the senses, as is

seen in the large size of the olfactory gangha in animals distinguished
for the acuteness of their smell, and in the optic ganglia in those
which possess the most perfect vision. The inteUectual faculties
are developed, as their instrument, the gi-ey matter of the brain, is

accumulated and concentrated. The enormous bulk of the convolutions
of the human brain, which consist almost entirely of gi-ey matter
distinguishes it from the brain of the lower animals more than its

comparative size.

The comparatively small quantity of grey matter in the human
brain at birth, as contrasted with the vast mass of it which is deve-
loped at matui-e age, is also very remarkable In the new-born infant
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the convolutions are only in a very early stage of their formation :

they are merely mapped out by superficial fissm-es almost confined to

the surface of the brain. At this time the relative proportion of grey

matter in the spmal cord is nnich larger than it is in the brain. At
this period the fvmctions of the true spinal cord are in full activity,

building up and developing the structures of the body, while the true

intellectual faculties are only just beginning to indicate their existence.

As these latter progressively increase, and at last predominate over the

former, the quantity of grey matter in the two centres is reversed

;

that in the spinal cord proportionally diminishes, that in the brain

increases enormously.

4. The quantity of arterial blood with which the grey matter

is supphed is a further confirmation of its relative unportance.

An invariable test of the activity and energy of an organ is

afforded by the quantity of arterial blood which is sent to it. The
grey matter is so much more abundantly supplied with arterial

blood than the white, that in minute injections of the cerebral sub-

stance the grey becomes pink, while the white is only slightly

tinged.

5. The white or fibrous matter of the nervous centres constitutes, on

the other hand, an apparatus of conduction. When nervous force is

generated in the grey matter, there must be some means of carrymg it

out to the difierent parts of the body. This is the ofiice assigned to

the white matter, the fibres of which are merely carriers, analogous in

this respect to the electric vidres.

6. All the nervous centres are independent of each other. The
ganglionic centre is independent of the spinal cord, and both are inde-

pendent of the brain. Each has its own definite and strictly limited

ofiice to perform, which it cannot give to another, and which cannot

be supplied by another.

7. Yet they all mutually and most powerfully influence each other.

They are placed in the closest union, and special, one might almost

say anxious, provisions are made to cause them to work together,

which they do in harmony so complete that the due action of one con-

tributes to that of all the others, and one cannot sufier without a cor-

res2)onding disturbance of the rest.

8. Nervous force cannot be developed without the presence of a

stimulus. Some agent capable of making an impression upon, that is,

exciting the powers of the nerve-fibres, must be in contact with them.

These fibres are charged with force, but it is not set in action- until

stimuli are applied. I will to move my arm. My vohtion is a sti-

mulus, which, exciting the bram to action, causes it to send out by the

volitional fibres a nervous force which they transmit to the voluntary

muscles, on the reception of which these muscles arc mstantly roused
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to simultaneous and combined contractions, by which the requii'ed

motions are produced.

A ray of light falls upon the peripheral expansion of the optic

nerve, the retina. The ray of light is a stimulus, which, being trans-

mitted by the sensory fibres to the brain, produces a change in its

state of consciousness
;
produces, that is, an impression, and this is

followed by a perception, in this case a perception of light.

I press the point of my finger on the table. The sensory fibres of

the skin, receiving this mechanical stimulus, transmit it to the brain,

where it produces another impression, which is followed by a new
perception, that of touch.

The different kinds and action of stimuli will be considered here-

after, when we treat of the properties of nerves. What has now
been stated may suffice to convey a conception of the properties and

powers inherent in nervous matter in general. But this matter is

built up into structures, more or less complex, forming organs, or a

series of organs combined into an apparatus. The simplest of these

organs is a nerve, the structure and functions of which are next to be

stated.

CHAPTEE XX.

STRUCTUKE OF NERVES.

Constituents of nerves—Structure of compound fibres— Primitive fibres—Disposition
and relation of fibres to each other— Origin and termination of fibres—How fibres

possessing difierent properties are bound up in the same trunk—Ultimate termina-
tion of fibres,

A NERVE is a cord-like substance connected by one extremity with a
nervous centre, and by the other with an organ or tissue. To the
naked eye it is seen to consist of a nimiber of fibres enveloped in a
common membranous sheath.

When examined fui'ther by the microscope it is found that each of
the coarse fibres visible to the naked eye is in reahty composed of a
multitude of extremely dehcate thi-eads, the primitive fibres, each
consisting of soft, pulpy neurine, enclosed in a tube of membrane,
called from its minuteness a tubule. The membrane that forms the
tubule is termed neurilemma, from vevpov, nerve, and Xe/ji/xa, harh
or tegiLment ; nerve harh or tegument, because it encloses the nervous
matter, as the bark encloses the trunk and branches of a tree. It is

estimated that it is not more than the twenty-thousandth part of an
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inch in thicbiess
;
yet it possesses considerable firmness. Under the

microscope its presence is indicated by a fine dark line bounding the

tubule, and when the neurine is squeezed out of it, it is seen as a dis-

tinct tube. It sustains and protects the nervous substance, and trans-

mits to it nutrient matter through its porous walls.

Immediately under the neurilemma there is a layer of whitish

material, which gives to the fibre its white colour, and which is called,

after the physiologist who first described it, the ivhite jmatte^- of
Schwann. "Within this, again, occupying the veiy centre of the tubule,

there is a transparent, flattened band of a grey colour, and extremely

delicate, directly continuous with a caudate vesicle (Fig. 100). This

is termed the central axis, or the axis cylinder. It is the essential

part of the organ. The perfect distinctness of these two substances,

a fact of prime import in the physiology, can be proved by chemical

tests and other means.

A primary nerve-fibre, then, is composed of an external membranous

sheath, a layer of white matter immediately within the sheath, and an

inner central axis of gi'ey substance.

Fibres thus organised are associated together in vast numbers,

bound up in cellular tissue, collected into packets, supplied with blood-

vessels and absorbents, and the whole are enveloped in a common
fibrous membrane or general sheath. The result of the union of all

these parts taken together is the organ termed a nerve.

The j)rimitive fibres difier considerably in size, not only in diflferent

animals, but in different parts of the same animal. They are largest in

the lowest animals. In fishes they vary from the j^^j^th to the 2 oVo^^^

of an inch ; in reptiles, from the 2 oVo^^^ 1^00^ '
birds, from

the 30-0 0^^ 2^Vo*^ j
nmi, from the j^oooth to the ysVoth

of an inch.

The smaller the fibres, and the greater their number, the larger is

the amount of nervous substance in a given mass.

The primitive nerve-fibres lie side by side within their common

sheath, close to, and parallel Avith each other; they are simply in

apposition
;
they never unite

;
they nejer fuse into each other's sub-

stance
;
they are in contact only by the external surface of their

neurilemma, and they keep perfectly distinct in their entire course.

Every primitive fibre is also uninterruptedly continuous from its

origin to its termination.

That extremity of a nerve which is in connection with its nervous

centre is called its origin, or central extremity—centrifugal ; that

which is distributed to a tissue or organ is named its termination, or

its peripheral extremity—centripetal.

At its origin every nerve, by its primitive fibres, is in communica-

tion wth grey matter, apparently in two modes. First, as just
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stated, some fibres are, by their central axes, processes or prolonga-

tions of caudate vesicles. (Fig. 100.) Secondly, many fibres twine

between and around the simple spherical nerve-vesicles, thus,

greatly increasing the extent of contact between the two elements.

The white matter of the primitive fibres, however, stops at the external

surface of the vesicles, and never penetrates their membranous wall,

or passes into their interior.

At its peripheral extremity, the main trunk of a nerve, as it ap-

proaches the tissues and organs to which it is to be distributed, is seen

to break up into a number of branches, which commonly plunge

directly into the tissues and organs, dividing and subdividing as they

proceed. At other times, while the main divisions of a parent trunk

2:)roceed in a direct course to the peripheral organs, a certain number

of the branches connect themselves with branches from other nerves,

unite with them, follow their course, and completely abandon their

primary trunk ; so that fibres possessing widely different, and even

opposite properties, which they retain after the union, become bound

up together in the same common trunk. The trunks themselves, as

those of the arms, sometimes unite together, and thus form a complex

network, termed a plexus.

With respect to the individual nerve-fibres, it is supposed that they

commonly terminate by single points. Sometimes, however, they

fomi looj)s, and this looped termination has been recently proved to be

more general than was formerly supposed. Eecent researches have

led to the observation of still another mode of termination. Mr. Bow-
man has shown that on carefully tracing, imder a high magnifying

power, a fibre supplying an organ of sense, a papilla of the tongue, for

example, the white matter, after going some way towards the papilla,

suddenly stops, while the central axis proceeds onwards alone, and
terminates at the very point of the papilla.

The same remarkable fact is observed in certain bodies first described

by an Itahan anatomist, Pacini, and called, after him, the Pacinian

corpuscles. These are minute granules of nervous matter, attached

by small pedicles or footstall^ to certain nerves, especially those of

touch in the hand and foot ; more sparingly to other spinal nerves

;

and found also in the plexuses of the sympathetic nerve : but in all

cases, even in the latter, these bodies are exclusively restricted to the

white tubular nerves. Each corpuscle appears to the naked eye as a

small, oval, pellucid grain, but when viewed by the microscope, one of

the most complex and remarkable structures of the whole nervous
system is revealed. Each body so seen consists of about sixty or more
concentric capsules, or laminae, enclosed one within the other, separated
from each other by minute septa, and containing between them a
transparent liquid. To the pedicle of each corpuscle a primary white
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neiTG-fibre is attached : this penetrates all the capsules, and so reaches

the central cavity, where it lays aside tlie Avhite matter of Schwann,
whilst the grey axis cylinder runs in a straight direction through this

cavity, till, arriving at its more remote part, the grey axis becomes
fixed to the most internal capsule. These bodies are well supplied

vnth. blood, and, in their minute disposition of capsules and septa,

strikingly resemble the electric apparatus of the torpedo, as Pacini

himself suggested.

CHAPTER XXI.

FUNCTIONS OF NERVES.

Grey matter is the source of nervous force ; nerves are the conductors

of it. For the office of conduction two conditions are necessary in the

instrument—uninterrupted continuity and insulation. The anatomical

structure of a nerve fitting it for the accomplishment of these objects,

was first demonstrated by Sir Charles Bell, the great founder of

scientific nem-ology, who has so clearly expressed the facts and

exMbited the clue to the physiology, that it would be an injustice to

the subject to use any language but his own.

After describing a nerve enveloped in its sheat]i. Sir Charles Bell

says :
" If we take up a nerve to examine it, we find that it consists of

distinct filaments ; but there is nothing in these filaments to dis-

tinguish them from each other, or to declare their offices. One filament

may be for the purpose of sensation ; another for muscular motion ; a

third for combining the muscles in the act of respiration. But the

subserviency of any one of these filaments to its proper office must be

discovered by following it out, and observing its relations, and especially

its origin in the brain and spinal marrow. In their substance there is

nothing particular. They all seem equally to contain a soft pulpy

matter enveloped in cellular membrane or pia mater, and so surrounded

with a tube of this membrane as to j^resent a contiimous track of pulpy

nervous matter, fi-om the nearest extremity in the brain to the ex-

tremity which ends in a muscle or in the skin.

" Previous to the obseiTations which I have made, such a nerve as I

have described was supposed to have all its threads alike
;
they were

supposed to be branches from the same root, and all capable of exciting

a muscle or conveying a sensation,

" The key to the system will be fomid in the simple proposition.
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tliat each filament or trunk of nervous matter has its peculiar endow-

ment independently of the others which are bound up along with it

;

and that it continues to have the same endowment throughout its whole

length. If we select a filament of a nerve, and if its ofiice be to convey

sensation, that power shall belong to it in all its course wherever it can

be traced ; and wherever in the whole course of that filament, whether

it be in the foot, leg, thigh, spine, or brain, it may be bruised

or pricked, or injured in any way, sensation and not motion will result

;

and the perception arising from the impression will be referred to

that part of the skin where the remote extremity of the filament is

distributed."

The two conditions of nervous conduction so clearly indicated in this

passage, namely, that each primitive fibre presents " a continuous track

from one extremity to the other," and that it performs one single office

only, which it cannot transfer, and which cannot be substituted for

another, constitute the two fundamental conditions of nervous con-

duction, which, in honour of the illustrious man who discovered and

established them, it has been agreed by common consent to call the

Lex Bellena.

What Bell thus by the penetration of his genius and without ocular

demonstration discovered, subsequent microscopic observation has con-

firmed ; and there is not in the whole range of human knowledge a

more exquisite instance of what has been well termed " anticipations of

science." •

It is like the mental view obtained by Copernicus of the phases

of the planet Venus, and which he declared would be manifest to every

eye if ever the telescope should become sufficiently powerful to display

them.

" It liad been objected to the doctrine of Copernicus," says Sir John

Herschel, " that were it true, Venus should appear sometimes horned

like the moon. To this he answered by admitting the conclusion, and

averring that, should he ever be able to see its actual shape, it would

appear so. It is easy to unagine with what force the application

would strike every mind when the telescope confirmed this prediction,

and showed the planet just as both the philosopher and his objectors

had agreed it ought to appear. The history of science affords perhaps

only one instance analogous to this. When Dr. Hutton expounded his

theory of the consoHdation of rocks by the application of heat at a great

depth below the bed of the ocean, and especially of that of marble by
actual fusion, it was objected that, whatever might be the case with

others, with calcareous or marble rocks, at least, it was impossible to

grant such a cause of consolidation, since heat decomposes their

substance, and converts it into quicklime, by driving off the carbonic

acid, and leaving a substance perfectly infusible, and incapable even of
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agglutination by heat. To this he replied, that the pressiu-e under

which the heat wsxs applied would prevent the escape of the carbonic

acid
; and that being retained it might be expected to give that fusi-

bility to the compoiuid which the simple qnicklime wanted. The
next generation saw this anticipation converted into an observed fact,

and verified by the direct experiments of Sir James Hall, who actually

succeeded in melting marble by retaining its carbonic acid under

violent pressm'e."

There are in the history of physiology at least two instances of

these triumphs, as brilliant as the preceding : the affirmation of the

existence of a capillary system of vessels between the arteries and

veins by the discoverer of the cii-culation of the blood, and the like

positive affirmation of the continuity and insulation of the primitive

nerve-fibres by the tnie interpreter of nervous structure. " Neither

Harvey nor Bell," says Mr, Grainger, "saw with the bodily organ the

great cardinal facts they so confidently proclaimed—the junction, that

is to say, in the one case, of the arteries and veins by means of the

capillary vessels, that subtle link in the chcle of the blood ; and in the

other, the individuality of the primary nerve-tubules but, nevertheless,

they saw them by the force of their intellect with the distinctness of

actual vision. And subsequently came the microscope, which rendered

them visible to other and to all eyes, displaying in the one case the

intervening capillaiy apparatus, and in the other the whole apparatus

of nervous conduction
;
namely, the nerve-fibres intimately inter-

mingling, never uniting, but each holding on its separate com-se ; the

thread of neiTous substance in the centre of the tubule, the axis cylinder,

the true conducting part, completely surrounded by its insulating

envelope, the white matter of Schwann, and perhaps also the

neurilemma, which is to the nerve-fibre precisely what silk or any

other non-conductor of electricity is to the electric wire, preventing

the electric fluid from passing into the surrounding medium.

The difference in the relation of blood-vessels to each other, and of

nerves to each other, places in a striking point of view the essential

characters in the structure and function of a nerve here insisted on.

In blood-vessels there is a true anastomosis ; a direct opening from

the cavity of one vessel into that of another ; so teimed from ava,

through, and o-ro/uia, a mouth ; a mode of communication which

secures an uninterrupted circulation ; while it matters not to an

organ, provided it receive a due supply of blood, by what particular

channel it is conveyed : but were the nerve-tubules thus to anasto-

mose, the transmission of nervous force to a single point, the convey-

ance of a distinct impression, would be impossible. If the cerebral

extremity of a tubule be connected by a single ]3oint with the nervous

* Grainger's Hmiterian Oration on the Cultivation of Organic Science.

Y
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centre, and its cutaneous extremity by a single point with the skin, it

is easy to conceive how a definite impression made upon the point of

the skin may be communicated to the point of the brain. If, corre-

sponding to the many thousand tubules which are given ofl' to the

peripheral parts of the body, there are precisely the same number of

points represented in the brain, there is no difficulty in understanding-

how any number of definite impressions may be conveyed to the brain.

But if the nerve-tubules were to anastomose like the blood-vessels, the

irritation of a single point at the skin must necessarily be propagated

through all the anastomoses, and consequently no definite impression

could be communicated or received.

After what has been stated, little need be added to prove that nerves

are really the carriers of a force generated in the centres. As long

as a nerve remains in connection with its dynamic centre, it is capable

of performing its office : when that connection is severed its power

ceases. If the connection of a spinal nerve with the spinal cord, for

example, is cut off, irritation of the peripheral extremities of the nerve

no longer produces spinal action : if the connection of a sensoiy nerve

of the skin with the brain be interrupted, no amount of irritation of the

skin will produce sensation : restore the connection of the nerves with

theu' respective centres, and the phenomena proper to the action of

each are reproduced.

Separation of a nerve from its centre, not only deprives it of its

functions, but destroys its life, and causes its disorganisation. If the

sciatic nerve, for example, the great nerve which supplies motor and
sentient power to the lower limb, is divided, paralysis of the Hmb and
loss of sensation, which immediately follow, are succeeded in a few
days by an organic change in the structure of the nerve : the contents

of the tubules curdle and recede from the edges of the sheath ; in a

few days more the white matter of Schwann and the axis cylinder are

mixed and blended together, and ultimately the tubules shrivel up and
become comi)letely granular.

Sometimes, however, a divided nerve is reunited. Even the spinal
cord itself, after a complete section of it, may repair the injury by a
perfect reunion, so that motion and sensation, which had been lost, are
restored.

On examinmg the part at which the process of reparation has taken
place, it is found that great numbers of nerve-tubules traverse the
cicatrix and run uninterruptedly through it. These are regarded as
new productions.

Nervous conduction includes

—

1. Conduction of sensation, by a distinct set of nerve-fibres the
sensory, in uninterrupted communication at one extremity with a
sentient organ, and at the other with the cerebral centre.
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2. Conduction of voluntary motion, by another set of nerve-fibres,

tlie motor, in like uninterrupted communication by one extremity with

the cerebral centre, and by the other with the voluntary muscles.

3. Conduction of reflex motion, by a third set of nerve-fibres, in

uninterrupted commimication by one extremity with the spinal cord,

and by the other with the involuntary muscles.

Conduction is called into action only on the application of a

stimulus. Nerves are charged with nervous force just as a Leyden
jar is charged with electricity ; but they do not give it ofi" until their

passive state is changed, by the application of some physical or mental

stimulus which disturbs the equilibrium of the force, thereby affecting

every ultimate atom making up the nerve-fibre in the manner, it

may be inferred, which is called induction in electricity.

That property of a nerve by which it manifests its endowments

under the influence of a stimulus is termed its excitability. By virtue

of this property, a stimulus applied to the nerve-fibres for sensation

excites sensation, and to those for motion, motion. Since stimuli excite in

succession the ultimate component atoms of the nerve-fibres, it follows

that every action of a stimulus is at the expense of this matter. A
portion of it is used up in and by every excitation. The more violent

and the longer continued the action, the greater is the expenditure of

the nervous matter. Hence the exhaustion and waste caused by the

daily actions of life. When these actions are normal, the daily waste

is never greater than is compensated by the daily deposit of new

matter by the process of nutrition ; but when the action is greater than

natural, or more uninterruptedly continued, a longer time is required

for repose, during which new matter may be supplied and appropriated.

We are made conscious of these laws of excitabihty by the daily

exercise of oui* senses and muscles. The longer the eye is fixed upon

a coloured object, the less distinct becomes the colour, until at length

it is lost, and the object becomes grey. The retina acted on by the

stimulus of light becomes very rapidly exhausted, and at last insensible

;

the exhaustion being proportionate to the degree and persistence of

the previous excitement. So with muscles. The longer and more

forcible the contractions of the muscles of the arm, the greater their

exhaustion and the longer the time required for the renewal of

their excitability by their reception and appropriation of new supplies

of blood.

But a stimulus may be so violent as instantaneously to annihilate

the excitability by the destruction of the nerve itself, like mechanical

pressure by which the primitive fibres are crushed ;
the application of

a chemical agent by which they are decomposed, or a stroke of lightning

by which they are disorganised.

On the excitability of the nerves which supply them depends tlie

Y 2
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action of aU the organs of the body. In its nonnal state every organ

is always in contact with its appropriate stimiihis. By the influence

of that stimulus on its nerves, its action is excited and maintamed.^

All the actions of life therefore are the result of stimuli. Life is a

forced state, and is maintained only by an unceasing supply of stimu-

lants. Lessen the stimulants, the actions are enfeebled ;
increase them

beyond a certam pomt, the actions are excessive, at the expense of the

integrity of the nervous substance : take them away altogether, the

actions stop
;
supply them with constancy and in due moderation, then and

then alone are the actions carried on with their full and proper vigour,

and capable of continuing during the whole term naturally assigned

to them. The practical importance of a knowledge of these laws, in

the regulation of the conditions on which physical and mental health

and strength depend, in the conduct of physical and mental education,

and in the modifications required at the different epochs of life, in

infancy, in childhood, in manhood, and in old age, ^vill be shown in

detail hereafter.

CHAPTEE XXII.

STRUOTUEE OP THE SYMPATHETIC OR GANGLIONIC CENTRE.

The greater part of this system is termed the sympathetic, from an

ancient notion that the so-called sympathetic nerve, from its peculiar

relation to other nerves, is the cause of that wonderful consent and

sympathy which exists between all parts of the animal body. But
this nerve does not appear to possess anything really distinctive in this

respect, beyond the comparative number of its branches, and its conse-

quent more extensive connections.

This division of the nervous system is also called the ganglionic, from
its being composed chiefly of the bodies called ganglia ; and the organic,

from its being supposed to preside over the functions of the organic or

vegetative life.

The ganglionic system, in its whole extent, includes the ganglia of

the great sympathetic (Fig. 102) ; the ganglia of the posterior

roots of the spinal nerves ; those of several cerebral nerves ; and those

in the substance of organs, together with their respective communicat-
ing branches. Anatomically all these organs are essentially the same,
and therefore form one system.

The sympathetic part of the ganglionic system, however, to which
the term sympathetic is restricted, consists of a series of ganglia united
by connecting cords, forming what is called the trunk of the great
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sympathetic nerve (Fig. 102), which, from the fact of its having

these ganglionic active masses, must of coui'se be distinguished fi'om

the trunk of a common nerve.

On this so-called trunk there is a pair of ganglia corresponding

with each pair of cerehro- spinal nerves (Fig. 102). These taken

together form a series of ganglia extending from the head to the

pelvis (Fig. 102). From this accoimt it would follow that there

should be a pair of ganglia to each vertebra ; but owing to the fact

that in certain regions several of the ganglia coalesce, this total

number is proportionally reduced, so that it is usual to enumerate on
each side of the body three cervical (Fig. 102) ; eleven thoracic

;

fom' lumbar ; and five sacral. In addition to the preceding are the

ganglia connected vnth the nerves of the head and also several large

ganglionic masses, centres of nervous force, as the cardiac ganglion,

connected with the heart (Fig. 102) ; the semilunar ganglion,

composed of numerous gangha, and these again of still smaller ones,

placed in the abdomen (Fig. 102), and supplying its viscera.

One of the main points in the anatomy of the sympathetic system

relates to the mode of connection between the ganglia placed on the

so-called trunk of the nerve and the cerebro-spinal nerves. This con-

nection, which is complex, consists of four small fibres (Fig. 102),

extending from each ganglion, a thoracic ganghon, for example, and

the neighbouring spinal nerves. Of these, two are grey, consisting of

the grey fibres immediately to be described, which pass between the

ganglion and the anterior and posterior root respectively of the spinal

nerve (Fig. 102) : the other two are ordinary white nerve fibres,

passing between the anterior and posterior root of the spinal nerve

respectively, and the adjoining ganglion. Each of these communicat-

ing branches has its special office, as will appear when the physiology

is considered.

The structure of all the ganglia, as just stated, is essentially the

same. They are all composed of an intimate union of vesicular and

tubular neurine, and in this respect their organisation is strictly ana-

logous to that of the other nervous centres. The vesicles of the grey

matter of the ganglia, however, are smaller than those in the corre-

sponding part of the cerebro-spinal system, varying in size from the

y
gLgth to the 2 sW^^^ Grreat numbers of them, like those

in the latter system, send off delicate prolongations, commonly one at

each end, precisely similar to those described as caudate processes.

These vesicles here take the name of ganglionic caudate vesicles.

The fibrous portion of the ganglia is more peculiar than the

vesicular. On examining under the microscope the fibres that enter

into the composition, either of the communicating or main branches

of the sympathetic, it is found that they consist of two distinct orders
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of fibres, which differ from each other by broadly-marked characters,

by colour, consistency, and distribution.

The fibres of one set are smaller than those of the other, being

scarcely more than half their size
;
they are softer, almost transparent,

their contents being apparently nearly uniform, and they are of a dark-

brown, or, wdien collected in bundles, of a yellowish-grey colour. The

other set besides being, as just stated, one half larger than the other,

are much firmer, and of an opaque pearly white colour.

The first are termed " fine fibres," or more commonly " grey fibres."

They are the proper fibres of the ganglionic system. They are new

fibres apparently generated in the ganglia. They are seen to arise

from the caudate vesicles, and are, in fact, a prolongation of them.

This is proved by tracing a caudate vesicle onwards (Fig. 98),

when it is seen to be directly continuous with the tubule, the contents

of the former flowing into the latter. But the nerve fibres thus formed

are destitute of the solid medullary substance of the cerebro-spinal

nerves, the white matter of Schwann. Hence their distinctive cha-

racters, their comparative softness, their transparency, their fineness,

and their grey colour, probably derived from the grey colour of the

vesicular neurine itself.

The grey efferent ganglionic fibres go out from the ganglia, and are

distributed

—

1st. To the viscera, as the heart, the stomach, the liver, the intes-

tines, the kidneys, and so on. The nerve fibres are placed on the

great arterial trunks that carry arterial blood to their organs, and

nerves accompany the blood-vessels to their minutest ramifications.

2nd. In the manner already described, to the sj^inal and cerebral

nerves, ydth. which they intermingle, and which they accompany in

their coiurse to all the tissues and organs of the body.

Thus the gangha form a system of gelatinous nerve fibres, which
partly in company with blood-vessels, and partly with 'cerebro-spinal

nerves, are distributed everywhere over the body.

On the other hand, the large, firm, white fibres, which are found
interspersed with the grey, are derived from the cerebro-spinal centre,

from which latter they can be traced into the ganglia. On reaching

the ganglia they undergo no increase, and they do not appear to have
any intimate connection with the caudate vesicles, but merely pass
between them.

From the preceding account it is clear that the cerebro-spinal

nerves which commimicate with the ganglia are derived from both
their posterior and anterior roots ; so that the ganglia unquestionably
receive both sentient and motor fibres The number of cerebro-spinal
nerves which unite with the ganglionic is, however, so small that their
natural silvery colour is obscured by the abundance of the grey ; while
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ill tlieii- turn, the grey fibres which mingle with the cerebro-spinal,

are comparatively so few that they are seen merely as grey fibres iu a

large mass of white.

It thus appears that by the communicating branches which have
been described, an intimate connection is established between the

cerebro-spinal nerves and the sympathetic trunks in their entire

course
: so that in eveiy part of the body all sympathetic nerves

contain some intermingled spinal and cerebral nerves, and all cerebral

and spinal some sympathetic.

CHAPTEK XXIII.

FUNCTIONS OF THE SYMPATHETIC OR GANGLIONIC CENTRIO.

The ganglia constitute distinct nervous centres, connected with, but

independent of, the cerebro-spinal system.

That they are distinct nervous centres is evinced by the preceding

account of their structure and relations. They are all composed of

vesicular and tubular neurine; they receive nerve fibres from the

other centres
;

they generate new and peculiar fibres of their own,

and they send out these fibres to all the organs and tissues of the

body. Each ganglion with its central grey matter, and its afferent

and efferent nerve fibres, may indeed be regarded as an example, or

type, of a simple nervous system, communicating its peculiar influence

to the organs with which it is placed in relation. In the multii^lica-

tion and separation of its individual parts, the ganglionic centre dififers

widely from the spinal and cerebral centres, which are characterised

by their consolidation and concentration ; a difference of arrangement

connected, without doubt, with the different modes in which they per-

form their respective functions.

That the ganglionic centres are independent of the cerebro-spinal

system is proved by the fact, that when their connection with the brain

and spinal cord is entirely removed, the parts supplied by them continue

their natural action for some time ; but their close connection with the

other centres will appear immediately.

Ganglionic nerves are conductors of nervous force from their own

centres, just as the cerebro-spinal nerves are from the spinal cord and

brain ; but their mode of conduction is modified in several respects,

presenting very important and interesting differences.

1. Ganglionic conduction is slower than cerebro-spinal, or, at any

rate, than cerebral conduction. I will to move my arm. There is no
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appreciable distance of time between the act of volition and the action

of the voluntary muscles ; but if a stimulus be applied to the stomach,

or the intestines, the result is not immediate ; there is no action for

some seconds ; and when it does take place it is slowly progressive,

attaining its highest degree of force a considerable time after the

exciting cause has been removed. If the injfluences of volition on mus-

cular action were not instantaneous, the object of volition would be

lost ; if the gastric and intestinal movements were thus sudden and

raj)id, the object of their motions would be defeated.

2. It is more diffusive than cerebro-spinal conduction. A stimulus

applied to a ganglionic fibre going to a particular part of the intestines,

for example, produces its characteristic movement over a considerable

extent of the alimentary canal : applied to a cerebro-sj^inal fibre, it

excites the action of that particular muscular fasciculus only to which

such fibre is distributed.

3. It is more regular and measured. The movements of respiration,

which is a mixed function, are regular indeed, but the motions prin-

cipally under the government of the ganglionic centres are so orderly

and successive, that they are justly termed rhythmical. The action

of the heart is strictly rhythmical. Its aiuicles and ventricles alter-

nately contract and dilate at measured intervals of time. A nervous

cm-rent is periodically transmitted to it from its centre, and the

periodic action that results is continued uninterruptedly from the first

to the last moment of life.

The motion of the intestines is equally periodic and rhythmical.

This singular movement, sometimes termed vermicular, or worm-hke,

and at others peristaltic, from TrepicrreWoi, to contract, consists of con-

tractions which succeed each other, like waves, from above downwards
;

a second wave commencing before the first has traversed the whole
intestine. There is no apparent motion directly downwards, yet

on the whole the motion is downwards ; the object being not only to

carry downwards the ahmentary mass, but while thus transmitting
it ultimately in that direction, so to move it as fully to expose it, in its

progress, to the mouths of the absorbents.

4. Ganglionic, like spinal conduction, is incapable of exciting any
movements without the presence of a chemical or physical agent. In
this respect, both these centres difi'er widely from the cerebral centre.

A thought, a volition, can excite a voluntary muscle, but unless some
foreign body, some physical or chemical stimulus be in contact with a
ganglionic organ, that is, with the nerve fibres spread out upon its

surface, there can be no action. Naturally every such organ is pro-
vided with its own appropriate stimulus, by which it is ordinarily
influenced

; the heart and blood-vessels by the blood
; the stomach by

the food
;
the intestinal canal by the food ; the secretmg ducts by their
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own contents, as is seen in tlie flow of the bile along the biliary ducts

to fill the gall-bladder, when there is no food in the duodenum ; and

when food is there, and the contents of the reservoir are needed, it is

excited to yield them up by a stimulus propagated from the intestine

along the ducts of the gall-bladder. In the case of the stomach, the

stimulus of the food excites the secretion of the gastric juice, which

flows as long as the stimulus is present, but no longer. In this

instance, the pouring forth of a solvent fluid is caused by the irritation

of the identical substance to be acted upon—the food, which thus

becomes the producer of its own solvent.

In some instances the surface destined to be in contact with the sti-

mulus is endowed with a peculiar ii-ritability. This seems to be espe-

cially the case with the heart, for if opium or strychnine be applied to

the external surface of the heart, little or no efi'ect is produced ; but

if a small quantity be brought into contact with the inner surface of

the auricle or ventricle, the movements of the organ are permanently

arrested in a few seconds ; hence the rapidity of narcotic poisoning

when once the poison has entered the blood and reached the heart.

5. Lastly, in this respect also, like the movements under the influ-

ence of the spinal centre, those dependent on the ganglionic centre

are involuntary. The purposes they answer in the economy could not

be fulfilled unless they were constant, unless they were unfailing ; but

the will is inconstant, unstable. They are, therefore, withdi-awn from

its influence. They are made independent of it. On the contrary,

the muscles excited by the cerebral centre are the servants of the will,

whose commands they receive and execute with the rapidity of the

electric current. How is this difference of action produced ? Why
does the deltoid contract on a thought of the mind ? Why can no

voluntary efibrt of the mind produce the slightest change in the

orderly contraction of the intestines ? We see, first, that there are

manifest differences of structm-e between the nerves and muscles of the

two respective systems, indicative of a difference of function ; and wo

know, further, that the two classes of muscles are placed under dif-

ferent centres. The deltoid contracts at the command of the will

because it is under the control of the brain ; the intestines do not con-

tract at the command of the wiU because their muscular fibres arc

under the control of the sjonpathetic, not the cerebral system. The

reason, or final cause, of this fundamental difference in then- modes of

action wll be seen immediately.

The special function of that portion of the ganglionic centre

which comprises the proper sympathetic appears to be to excite and

regulate the movements which convey the material of nutrition—arte-

rial blood—to the nutritive organs. The mass of its fibres, those

assemblages which we have seen connected with the great ganglia in
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the abdomen, and which may be regarded as the centre of the system,

are placed on the trmiks of the arteries which sujiply the pelvic, abdo-

mmal, and thoracic viscera, all organs which mmister directly or indi-

rectly to the processes of nutrition. The nerve fibres are distributed

to the muscular or contractile coat of the arteries, and accompany

them in all their ramifications as far as their muscular coat extends,

that is, to their capillary divisions, where both the nerve and the

muscular fibres definitely cease together. Everywhere the ganglionic

nerve accompanies its nutrient artery inseparably, and everywhere

their action is mutual and synchronous : the nerve, the governing

power, exciting and controlling the action of the artery, regulating the

number and force of its contractions, determining the quantity of

blood delivered to each organ in a given time, and the mode of its

delivery, and thus exerting an all-powerful influence over the essential

conditions of vital chemical action and reaction—that is, nutrition.

The controlling power of the ganglionic nerve over the supply of

arterial blood, is strikingly shown on separating such a nerve from its

corresponding artery. If the nerve be divided, the arterial branches

supplied by it are instantly paralyzed. They can no longer perform

their office. On the other hand, the entire destruction of the spinal

cord and brain does not arrest the cu'culation ; for in the web of the

frog's foot the blood is seen to flow long after the S2:)inal cord and brain

have been removed from the body, in which case the circulation must

be maintained by ganglionic nerves, for there are no others left.

The nerves give to the arteries their carrying power, but probably

they do nothing more. On delivering the blood to the apparatus in

which it is to be used, the office of the nerve appears to be fulfilled
;

on the use of it, on the process it has probably no influence. That
process in the animal, as well as in the plant, is a purely physico-

chemical action. Nerves and muscles are superadded to the animal

body, engrafted on the structural basis of the plant ; but the vege-

tative processes in the animal obey the same physical laws as in the
plant. The new organs are additions, not substitutions ; and evidence
will be adduced hereafter to show that they directly act and react on
each other only, however they may indirectly modify the organic pro-
cesses.

The ganglionic centre, then, is so far the governing power of nutri-

tion that it is the source of the vital actions by which the physical
elements of nutrition are brought into actual contact, or into sufficient

proximity to enable them to act and react on each other ; a function
which is indeed essential to nutrition in the animal body, but which is

still only the minister to the function, not the function itself.

With respect to the functions of the other portion of the gano-lionic
centre, namely, of the ganglia which are placed on the posterior roots
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of the spinal nerves, it is generally supposed that these ganglia also are,

in some ^Yay or other, like those of the proper sympathetic, connected

with nutrition. But this is not proved ; and the fact that these ganglia

are invariably placed on the sentient roots of nerves, and that on one

at least of the nerves of special sense—the olfactory, the nerve of

smell—there is a distinct ganglion, well seen in fishes, would rather

indicate that the ganglia on the posterior roots of the spinal nerves

constitute a necessary part of the nervous apparatus of sensation than

of nutrition.

The jjreceding account of the anatomy of the ganglionic system

demonstrates that all ganglia are supplied with sentient nerves, derived

from the cerebro-spinal system, which ramify through their substance,

intermuigle with their own fibres, and go out with them to the organs.

Parts chiefly supplied by ganglia are, therefore, not altogether desti-

tute of sensibility, but it is very obscure, exciting no distinct sensation.

Their sentient nerves would appear to be too few in number to commu-
nicate distinct feeling under the ordinary impressions they receive.

In a state of health they carry on their processes without conscious-

ness. Violent, long-continued irritation, indeed, rouses their latent

sensibility, and then they produce mtense pain, as is too fully proved

by the sufi'ering caused by diseases of the abdominal and other viscera.

But even under these circumstances they give rise to no sensation ex-

cepting that of pain.

Anatomy further shows that the ganglia are supplied with motor

fibres from the anterior roots of the spinal nerves : hence, organs

chiefly supplied by ganglia are capable of movements which can be

excited only by the cerebro-spinal centre. Passion instantaneously

afiects the action of the heart by an influence transmitted directly

from the brain through the cerebral fibres that join the ganglionic.

Irritation of the spinal cord disturbs the action of the heart sometimes

to such a degree as to simulate organic disease of the heart, as in

spinal neuralgia, in which there is violent disturbance of the heart,

though the seat of the disease is in the spine. So in children, irrita-

tion of the intestinal canal by the presence of worms often produces

violent conAnilsions. The irritation is transmitted by the nerves of the

intestines to the spinal cord, and is thence reflected by the spinal

nerves to the muscles, which are thereby excited to violent contrac-

tions. All spasmodic afi'ections arising from local irritation of the

abdominal and other viscera are produced in the same manner.

The pecuhar relation thus established between the ganglionic and

the cerebro-spinal system presents an adjustment which camiot be

contemplated without admiration. The intermixture of the^ two

systems which has been described, and the exact balance established

between them, are essential to the well-being of moving and sentient
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creatm-es, and their welfare is secured as much by what is exdnded as

by W'hat is inchided, by the precise limit set to sensation and volition,

as by the introduction of these faculties at all. Had the action of the

heart, for example, been voluntary and sensible, life must have been

spent in attending to it ; the occupation must have been exclusive, and

^\^thout intermission. Every step in every movement of the body

from place to place must have required a distinct effort of the mind
;

the approach of almost every foreign body would have excited terror

;

there could have been no sleep and no rest. The convenience and

pleasure of existence, nay, even existence itself, depend on the unin-

terrupted action of the heart : it is, therefore, made to work without

consciousness, without fatigue, and without the necessity of continuous

rest.

And yet had the heart been rendered wholly insensible : had the

stomach, the liver, the intestines, and all the other vegetative organs,

been so constructed as to carry on their processes without any kind or

degree of sensibility, one main source of the pleasure and the safety of

life must have been lost. But by joining in inseparable miions sentient

with insentient nerve fibres, and by making the insentient greatly pre-

dominate in the vegetative organs, a certain amount of sensibility is

communicated as these processes go on, not amounting to distinct, dis-

criminative sensation, but yet producing that indistinct, that pleasur-

able consciousness which is felt in every fibre of the frame in sound

and vigorous health ; while by the same admirable arrangement,

when any considerable deviation from the state of health occurs,

warning is given of the danger, and pain is made the minister of

safety. Thus are the two lives blended together that they may work
in harmony, and thus the foundation of j^leasurable existence is laid in

the action of the primary and fundamental processes of life.

%
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CHAPTEE XXIV.

STEUCTURE OF SPINAL CORD.

Provisions for the protection of the cord—Ligaments by which it is slung and fixed

—

Suspended in fluid—Arachnoid pouches—Form and extent of the cord—Composed
of white and groy neurine—Connection of spinal nerves witli conl— Course of the

fibres of the nerve-roots—Incident and reflex fibres—Sensitive and volitional fibres.

The spinal cord is an extended mass of neurine, consisting of fibrous

and vesicular matter intimately united. It is lodged in a bony cavity

formed by a series of bones termed vertebras, from verto, to turn, be-

cause the bones that compose the column move or turn upon each

other.

The cord extends fi'om the border of the foramen magninn, where it

enters the cranium, to the lower part of the vertebral canal, where it

terminates at the second lumbar vertebra (Fig. 32).

The integrity of the spinal cord being essential to actions indis-

pensable to life, extraordinary provisions are made for its protection

and nourishment.

1. The first and main protection of the cord is afforded by the bony

case in which it is enclosed, the construction of which presents one of

the most admu-able pieces of mechanism in the animal body, combining

apparently incompatible conditions, and accomplishing in the most

perfect manner purposes directly opposed to each other.

Between the bodies of the firm and solid bones which compose the

spinal column, there are placed large masses of elastic matter, called

the Intervertebral substance. This substance consists partly of carti-

lage and partly of fibrous matter, disposed in concentric plates, and

forming large discs, one of which is placed between each pair of ver-

tebra, excepting the two first, so that they amount in number alto-

gether to twenty-three (Fig. 42). They constitute so many elastic

springs, which form a much larger part of the entire column than is

commonly conceived. According to the accurate measiu-emeuts of

Weber, they make up rather more than one-sixth part of the whole

length of the column. They perform the double ofiice of uniting the

vertebrae to each other as ligaments, by firmly tying the bones together,

and yet so as to give to the entire column a considerable degree of

mobility.

2. The cm-vatures of the column, in conjunction with the elastic

discs just described, afibrd a second protection to the cord. The

natural curvatures of the column are considerably greater than are
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commonly represented, as is sho\ra by Fig. 42. These, together with

the elastic matter, allow the column to pelcl when violent force is

applied to it, and thus prevent the concussion which would have arisen,

not only to the cord, but also to the brain, if that organ had been

placed on the top of a rigid and straight column, instead of a curved

and elastic one.

The principal point at which all the concussions are received, and

which are transmitted to the column from the lower extremities, in

running, leaping, and so on, is where the great bones of the pelvis are

united to the sacrum, termed the Sacro-iliac Junction, or Symjohisis.

From this point the force is propagated to the lowest lumbar vertebra,

and thence upwards along the column. As the elastic matters increase

successively in the same direction, it follows that the successive seg-

ments of the cord are brought proportionately within this protective

agency—a mechanism which explains, first, why the cord, instead of

descending to the lowest point of the vertebral canal in the sacrum,

ends, as has been stated, at the second lumbar vertebra, that is, several

inches above the place where the great concussions happen in all the

above-named movements
;
and, secondly, assigns the reason of a still

more interesting adjustment in relation to two great vital nerves—the

pneumo-gastric, which go to the lungs, and are the exciters of respira-

tion, and the phrenic, which supplies the diaphragm, the great motor

agent in that process. These nerves, instead of coming off from the

spinal cord nearest the organs they supply—the lungs and diaphragm

—according to the ordinary rule, arise, the first actually within the

skull, and the second opposite the third vertebra of the neck. Why
do they take this unusual course ? Suppose, in consequence of a

violent concussion, injury is done to the cord, say in its dorsal por-

tion, a result which is often seen in the practice of surgery. By such

a lesion, the powers of this portion of the cord are suspended
;
para-

lysis takes place below the part injured, but life is not destroyed.

After a tune the injured part recovers from the shock : its fmictions

are restored, and the temporary paralysis passes away. Had these

two vital nerves taken their origin in the dorsal region in the ordinary
manner, such an injury would have destroyed life instantaneously, by
arresting respiration.

3. The third provision for the security of the cord is derived from
the membranous envelopes in which it is enclosed. These are three
in number. The inner one, which immediately surrounds it, is termed
the Pia Mater (Fig. 103). It affords the cord a protective cohering

;

but it is also the principal medium through which it receives its supply
of blood, and, therefore, its nourishment.

There is something very remarkable not only in the vast amount of
blood which is sent to the cord, but also in the distribution of the
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blood-vessels by which it is supplied. The arteries, four in number,

do not, like the common arteries of the body—as they give off ])ranches

in their course—become progressively smaller and smaller, but they

continue of the same size throughout, because they receive reinforce-

ments from the neighbouring arteries as they proceed all the way

down the cord.

At the base of the skull a large and free communication is esta-

blished between the veins of the cord and

those of the brain, the latter called, from

their winding course, sinuses. Besides

these, there are three special systems of

veins proper to the cord, one placed ex-

ternal to the vertebral column, another

within the vertebral cavity, but external

to the Dm-a Mater, and a third within

that membrane, and lodged in the Pia

Mater. The freest communication is

established between all these systems of

vessels, that no stoppage in the circula-

tion may take place at any point, and

that danger to the cord from their un-

due turgescence may be obviated.

Lying loosely upon the Pia Mater

there is a second membrane, likened, for

its extreme tenuity, to the spider's web,

and so called the arachnoid membrane

(Fig. 103), from apax^v, a spider. It

is a serous membrane, and, like all mem-
branes of its class, is reflected upon itself,

and forms a closed sac, in the interior of which a minute quantity of

fluid is secreted, merely sufficient to prevent the agglutination of its

two surfaces.

The third and external covering of the cord is derived from the Dura

Mater (Fig. 103), which, after having given an internal lining to the

bones of the skull, and an outer envelope to the brain, passes down

into the vertebral canal, completely envelops the cord, and here takes

the name of Theca Vertebralis, from the Latin, Theca, a sheath,

because it envelopes the cord as in a sheath.

The Theca Vertebralis differs from the Dura Mater in being more

elastic, and, therefore, better fitted for its special office in relation to

the cord, and in not giving an internal lining to the vertebrae, as the

Dura Mater does to the bones of the skull. The vertebrae are covered

by a periosteum of their own, like the bones of the body in general

;

and hence the Theca Vertebralis is devoted entirely to the cord. So

Kig. 103.

The spinal conl ami its meiiibnuies
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Fig. 104.
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far, indeed, from adhering to the vertebrae, the periosteum is separated

from them by a layer of fat and areolar tissue, Avhich sun'ounds it in

its whole course, thus acting as an elastic cushion.

The cord is suspended and maintained in its position in a remark-

able manner. Proceeding from each side of the cord to the Theca

Vertebralis, to which it is attached by a number of pointed processes

(Fig. 103) like the teeth of a comb, there is a delicate but firm mem-
brane, which derives its name from these tooth-like processes, and is

hence called the denticulated ligament (ligamentum denticulatum)

.

This membrane suspends and steadies the cord in the centre of its

bony canal, just as if it were sustained in a sling.

At the lower part of the vertebral canal the Theca ends in a number

of strong elastic cords, which are attached to the last bone of the

column, the os coccygis, and these, hke the stay ropes of the mast of a

vessel, fix and firmly hold the cord vertically, as the denticulated liga- •

ments do laterally.

4. A fourth contrivance for the protection of the cord is a very

subtle and unexpected one.

It has just been stated that

the arachnoid membrane lies

loosely upon the Pia Mater.

Between the two membranes
there is a considerable space

(Fig. 104), wdiich is occupied

by a very remarkable fluid of

signal importance. It is

termed, from its position be-

neath the arachnoid, the sub-

arachnoid fluid. It consists almost entirely of water ; that is, out of

100 parts upwards of 98 are pure water, the remaining two parts

consisting of small quantities of alkaline substances, as soda, potass,

and lime, together with minute portions of animal matter, principally

albumen and osmazone.

This fluid, which is very considerable in quantity, extends the whole

length of the vertebral canal, and, as there is no division between the

vertebral and cranial cavities, the fluid passes freely from the former into

the latter, where it occupies precisely the same relative situation ; and
hence, being common to both cavities, it is fm-ther called the cerebro-

spinal fluid. In the living body it is not stagnant. It is in a state of

constant, gentle oscillation, so that in a lining animal it may be seen to

rise and fall with the movements of the chest m resphation. That it

may be defended from all injurious contact with the bony walls of the

canal in which it is encased, and that it may be farther protected from
concussions propagated through these walls, the cord is slung by the

Trmisverse section of the spinal cord and its

membranes.
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mechanism just described in the centre of this fluid, which exerts upon
it an equal, uniform, yet very considerable pressure.

5. The last provision for the protection of the cord which remains to be

described is no less admirable than the preceding. All violent muscular

exertion, such as straining, leaping, and so on, retards the return of the

blood to the heart, and would, if not otherwise prevented, produce an
accumulation of the fluid w^ithin the spinal and cranial cavities, already

full, and thereby cause imdue pressure upon the cord. To obviate

this danger, an outlet, foreign to both cavities, is required, and is

actually provided for the momentary retrocession, under these circum-

stances, of the cerebro-spinal fluid. Where each spinal nerve is about

to escape from the vertebral canal, it receives a fuinnel-shaped pouch
from the Dura Mater, which is lined by the arachnoid, and which is

thereby brought within the sub-arachnoid space ; that is, each pouch

is thus placed in free communication with the sub-arachnoid fluid,

These pouches are surrounded by soft and elastic tissue, and are con-

sequently rendered yielding. The capacity of each little individual

reservoir is indeed small ; but as there are thirty-one pairs of them, or

sixty-two in all, their aggregate capacity is very considerable. Suppose

from some sudden and violent exertion the free return of the blood to

the heart is prevented
;
immediately a tendency to accumulation of

it takes place within the spinal and cranial cavities ; but these cavities,

as we have seen, are already full ; their rigid walls will not yield : at

that moment the cerebro-spinal fluid itself, in consequence of the un-

usual pressure exerted upon it, recedes into these arachnoid pouches,

and thus instantaneously relieves the cord and brain from the remotest

danger of compression.

Altogether, then, the position of the cord is this :

—

1. It is lodged in a bony case, to which, while strong enough to

bear heavy weights, and to resist great violence, a considerable degree

of mobility is given by a series of elastic springs and joints.

2. It is protected from the concussions inevitably propagated through

solid bones—first, by the curved form of the column, and, secondly, by

the succession of elastic plates that tie the bones together.

3. It is guarded from friction by the elastic cushion which lines the

whole interior of the canal in which it is enclosed.

4. It is enveloped in three membranous coverings.

5. It is slimg by elastic cords in the centre of a fluid which is

always maintained in sufficient abundance to exert upon it a moderate

and uniform pressure.

6. It is secured from undue pressure either by this encompassing

fluid, or from venous congestion, by numerous elastic outlets, which

are always open to receive a portion of the fluid whenever, from tem-

porary causes, a local or general over-fullness may occur.

z
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When its envelopes arc removed, and the cord is fully brought into

view, it is seen to be nearly circular in form, though somewhat flat-

tened. It is a compressed cylinder. It is not of the same size

throughout its course. It increases in bulk at the parts where it is in

connection with its principal nerves. Thus, an enlargement takes

place at the lower part of the neck, where the nerves of the upper

extremities are given off. In the dorsal region it diminishes in size,

because there it gives off only the nerves of the trunk ; while at the

lower dorsal and upper lumbar regions it is larger than at any other

part, because there it sends off the great nerves that supply the lower

extremities.

It does not extend the whole length of the canal, but ends as a cord

at the second lumbar vertebra. At this point it divides into a number
of large and comparatively coarse bundles (Fig. 82) which, from their

resemblance to a horse's tail, have received the name of Cauda Equina.

The reason of its stopping and dividing at this point will be readily

understood from what has been already stated. We have seen that at

the lumbar vertebra3 it is close to the region where all the great con-

cussions take place. It does not actually descend into this region, but

stops short several inches above it, where it divides into separate

bundles, in order that the jars which do reach it may be received at

many points instead of one, and that the several bimdles formed by
its division may each be individually surrounded by the protective

fluid just described ; the fluid itself being here also in greater abund-
ance than in any other part of the canal.

The cord is composed of two symmetrical halves, placed with regard
to the median plane laterally to each other (Fig. 104). It has thus
two exactly corresponding portions. It is a double organ. Each half

is a complete nervous centre, evidenced by the fact that if, in a living

animal, the cord be divided longitudinally on the median line, each
half carries on its respective functions.

The two halves are separated by two fissm-es, one on the anterior
and the other on the posterior sm-foce (Fig. 104), termed, therefore,
the anterior and posterior median fissures. A commissure reunites
the two halves, consisting of a band of white fibres that runs horizon-
tally across the cord from one side to the other, thus connecting the
corresponding halves together.

Each half of the cord, on both its aspects, is divided into four
columns, the anterior lateral posterior and posterior median (Fi"- 105)
On a mere external inspection, the cord appears to be composed

entirely of white fibrous neurine ; but on making a transverse section
of it a large quantity of grey substance is found occupying its centre
(Figs. 104, 105), and extending through its entire course, from the
foramen magnum to the commencement of the cauda equma.
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The arrangement of the grey matter throughout is definite and
peculiar. It forms two semilunar masses, resembling two crescents

placed back to back (Fig. 104), one horn being turned forwards and
the other backwards, and hence they are called the anterior and pos-
terior horns.

The two crescents are joined together by a band of grey matter,

which stretches across the median plane thus )—( . This commissure
unites the grey matter on each side of the median plane, and is of

special j^hysiological interest, since the grey neurine being the dynamic
part, it establishes an active connection between the two sides of the

cord, and, consequently, between the two sides of the body.

A narrow canal runs through the entire course of the cord, occupy-

ing its centre, and terminating superiorly in the fourth ventricle of

the brain, into which it opens. It is lined throughout with epithelial

cells, which proves that it is a definite structure, not an accidental

product.

Briefly, then, the spinal cord may be described as consisting of a

nervous mass, divided by an anterior and posterior fissure into two

lateral portions, connected together by commissures, through which a

very narrow canal runs, the two halves consisting internally of grey

matter, expanded into two anterior and posterior horns, which are

covered and enclosed by white substances, the latter being arranged

into longitudinal columns.

The true origin of the spinal nerves is so intimately connected with

the structure of the cord above described, that, although the details of

these nerves will be given further on, it is desirable in this place

to trace the complex communications of the nerve roots with the

several component parts of the cord.

On approaching the cord, each spinal nerve divides mto an anterior

and posterior root (Fig. .105). On a
pj^

superficial examination, these two roots

appear to arise by delicate filaments

from their respective lateral fissures on

the surface of the cord. It is difficult

to trace them beyond these points, into |g
the interior of the cord, because tlie

neurine so rapidly changes that in a few

hours after death the soft and tender

threads can no longer be distinguished.

It is, therefore, extremely rare that an

opportunity has been obtained of demon-

strating their connection with the central Spinal cord-side view Plan of the
o

_ T 1 fissures and columns.

grey matter in man. By repeated and

skilfal dissection, however, this has been effected. According to
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Mr. Grainger, who was the first to estabhsh this anatomical fact, and

whoso dissections have removed the doubts which pre"\^onsly existed on

the subject, the course of the nerve roots to their termination in the

white and grey matter is this.

As soon as the two roots have perforated the Theca VertebraHs, and

have thus reached the surftice of the cord, the fibres of each root

separate from each other; some of the diverging threads curve

upwards, and proceed in a continuous com-se to the brain, along with

the columns of the cord, while another set take an opposite course,

and proceed transversely through the cord, until they reach the grey

matter in which they are lost. It is only with extreme care that

these most delicate filaments can be traced. As they proceed inwards

they lose their rounded figure, become flattened, and before they are

lost in the grey matter they appear merely as exceedingly delicate

striae, several of which may be counted from a single root. When
the string meet the grey matter, tliey become encrusted by it, in

accordance with a general rule. The dissections and figures given by

Mr. SoUy, from his own examinations, are in perfect accordance with

the descriptions and drawings of Mr. Grainger.

What the scalpel and the naked eye were thus able to demonstrate,

the microscope has fully confii-med. Dr. Julius Budge, of Bonn,

aiding his researches by this Ught to science, states that the filaments

of each root, immediately they penetrate the cord, divide into two
fasciculi, one superficial and the other deep seated. The superficial

become for some distance twisted or curved, and then directly ascend in

the white substance towards the brain. The deeper-seated take a trans-

verse course through the substance of the cord, until they reach the
grey matter, into which they plunge, and where they are lost. Mr.
Solly states that Mr. Grainger and himself have together repeatedly

and carefully followed Dr. Budge's dissections, and that they can both
speak decidedly as to their accuracy.

A further fact was noticed by Budge, and is confirmed by Grainger
and Solly, to which an anatomist attaches much significance ; that is,

a particular disposition of the fibres of each nerve root, just as they
are about to penetrate into the cord, consisting of an incurvation, or
rather actual crossing, of the component fibres, preparatory to the
division into the two bundles just described. This disposition is evi-
dently of the same character, though not so marked, as that of the
whole nerve itself when it divides into its anterior and posterior roots

;

and it may, therefore, be justly inferred that as the latter division in-
dicates a distinction of function, the former has the same significance
The great German microscopist K5lliker, in his very elaborate

account of the disposition of the nerve roots, agrees, with some modi-
fications, with these views. "The anterior roots," he says "are
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continued in a transverse direction into the grey matter of the ante-

rior horn by two fasciculi, one of which passes between the multipolar

ganglionic cells, without uniting with their rays, extends to th« ante-

rior commissure, and finally passes into the anterior column of the

opposite side of the cord, thus, according to him, producing a true

decussation ; whUe the filaments of the other fasciculi, taking no part

in this decussation, enter the column^ of the cord, where they curve

upwards, and appear as longitudinal fibres."

The course of the fibres of the posterior root, as described by this

observer, is essentially the same.

Professor Vanderkolk, of Utrecht, who appears to have devised an

improved method of preparing specimens for the microscopical exami-

nation of these delicate and complex structures, has given in great

detail the results of his laborious investigations, which for the most

part confirm the correctness of the preceding representations. By
hardening portions of the cord by means of certain chemical agents,

and placing exceedingly fine sections of the hardened parts in a satu-

rated solution of carmine in spirit, the component parts of the cord

are rendered more readily distinguishable from each other ; the grey

matter becomes clear ; the nerve filaments are rendered more distinctly

visible, their edges becoming sharper ; the multipolar cells are coloured

red ; the axis cyhnder of the nerve tubules is also coloured red, but

not their outer walls, which remain white ; the connective tissue and

the blood-vessels are also coloured red, the latter being distinguished

from nerve filaments by strongly marked edges.

When very fine sections thus prepared are brought under the micro-

scope and magnified one hundred times, both horns of grey matter,

according to this investigator, are seen to abound with multipolar

cells ; those in the anterior horn, however, being decidedly the largest

and most abundant.

The great facts estabhshed by these researches are, that the multi-

polar cells, on the one hand, give off filaments which pass directly

into the nerve roots ; while the nerve roots, in then* turn, enter into

the cells, " In a very successful preparation," says the author, " from

which a drawing was taken, the passage of the nerve filaments into

the cells was clear to demonstration, while the origin of the anterior

nerve roots fi"om cells was so evident as to leave no room for doubt on

the subject."

As far as regards the fibres of the anterior root, he considers it as

demonstrated that they take their origin in the multipolar cells of the

grey matter of the anterior horn.

With reference to the fibres of the posterior root, he states, in

accordance with preceding observations, that they consist of two sets
;

one of which, on entering the cord, immediately curves upwards, pro-
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ceeds to the longitudinal columns of the cord, and contmues to ascend

with them to the brain; while the other set run transversely across

the longitudinal fibres, and penetrate the cells of the posterior horn,

in which they are lost. Fig. 106 represents two roots which, m this

manner, take opposite directions.

He fiurther calls attention to another set of fibres contained m the

posterior horn, which are more

slender and delicate than the

white ascending fibres, which

take a longitudinal direction,

and which he regards as fibres

of communication particularly

connecting with one another

the series of groups of cells

situated at difierent heights of

the spinal column. It has been

long known that the cord con-

tains certain longitudinal fibres

distinct from those of the nerve

Transverse section onuunan.spi.u,l coal, close to the ^Oots, the officO of which re-

third and fourth cervical nerves
;
magnified ten roains to be interpreted,

diameters (from Stilling), f, posterioi- columns
; wbnlp nf +TlP<=;e rp-

i i, gelatinous substance of the posterior horn ;
-I^ lOm tnC WnOlC 01 tliese rC

k, posterior root ;
I, supposed anterior roots

; searches it may be inferred
a, anterior fissure; c, posterior fissure; b, grey ^ mi . "l ^p^.^p ^,.^.4.,

commissure, in which a canal is contained, ^^ h\ch, ^- -^^^^ ^^cn UCU 0 rOOt, OU

according to this writer, extends through the reaching the COrd, definitely
length of the cord; anterior horn of grey mat- -!•••] • ± l fn«PiVnH nnp
ter containing caudate vesicles ; c, antero-lateral

aiVlCleS mtO IWO laSClCUi], OnO

column (from k to a). of which enters into the an-

terior and posterior horns of the grey matter respectively, where it is

anatomically connected with the multipolar cells in the manner above

described.

2. That the second fasciculus in each case becomes continuous with

the longitudinal fibres of the cord, and so ascends to the brain.

The root fibres which go to tlie posterior horn are named, from the

course which the currents take, the incident nerve fibres
;

or, from

their physiological signification, the exciter fibres (excito-motory of

Marshall Hall). The fibres of the anterior root, emerging from the

anterior horn, are called, in accordance with the course of the current,

reflex. These two sets of fibres, together with the grey matter with

which they imite, constitute the true spinal system.

The fibres of the posterior root which join with the longitudinal

fibres of the cord, and so ascend to the brain, are called sensory fibres.

The fibres of the anterior root, which also join the longitudinal fibres

of the cord, and in like manner ascend to the brain, are named the

volitional fibres.
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On evidence hereafter to be given, it is believed that the incident

and reflex fibres, with their central grey matter, form together one
great motor system—the system, that is to say, of excited motion
without consciousness.

On similar conclusive evidence it is believed that the sensory

fibres which go to the convolutions of the brain, the organ of con-

sciousness, are for the conduction of sensation.

On evidence alike convincing it is believed that the volitional fibres

communicating with the brain are for the conduction of volition—the

stimulus essential to the aciion of another great system of motion,

to which consciousness is indispensable— the system of voluntary

motion.

Such are the conclusions to which a careful consideration of the

whole of this involved question, in its anatomical, physiological, and

pathological aspects, clearly leads. The more the evidence on which

these views rest is examined, the more consistent and satisfactory they

appear. They give a significance to every part of this wonderful

apparatus, and they in some degree enable us to understand its

action.

CHAPTER XXV.

FUNCTIONS OF TPIE SPINAL CORD.

Scat of a peculiar nervous force—Proofs— Two-fold action of the excito-motory power

—Incident and reflex—Examples—Explains the most complex actions of the body

—

Tone of the muscular system.

The complex structure of the spinal cord and the obvious difiercnce of

its organisation from that of the ganglionic and cerebral systems,

naturally suggested the inference that it performs some distinct and

important office, but it was long before anything was ascertained of

the true nature of its action. The researches of modern science, based

on exact observation and experiment, have led to the discovery that it

is the seat of a peculiar nervous force, governing an extensive and

most interesting class of vital phenomena, of which before this dis-

covery the physiologist could give no intelligible account.

An experiment is an interrogation put to nature, to which if

rational in itself, and wisely asked, she will vetmn a distinct and true

answer. To some questions thus addressed to her by experimentalists

of recent times, she has responded as to friends ; and it is on the

answers they have received that the real knowledge of the nervous
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system in general, and of the spinal cord in particular, is mainly

founded.

The plan on which the animal body is constructed is that of binding

up different structures, performing widely different offices in one com-

mon mass. It is impossible to arrive at a knowledge of any distinct

function without separating such a mass into its several constituents,

and examining each apart from the rest. The difficulty of doing this

constitutes the main obstacle to the advancement of physiology.

When this isolation has been successfully accomplished in any in-

stance, a single well-considered, well-devised experiment is sometimes

sufficient to obtain a decisive answer to the interrogation.

Such an answer has been obtained to several highly important

questions relative to the functions of the spinal cord.

If the brain be entirely removed from the body, an animal retains

the power of producing definite and combined muscular movements
when the external surface of the skin is touched. If the spinal cord

be destroyed this power instantly ceases. It is concluded, therefore,

that this power resides in the spinal cord.

When the spinal cord is divided, the influence of the brain below

the section is wholly cut off, because the cerebral fibres are severed

;

while the spinal cord below the division and the spinal fibres attached

to it remain entire. In every instance of this kind the functions of

the brain are annihilated, but those of the spinal cord remain unim-
paired ; no indication of sensation or voluntary motion can be elicited,

but irritation of the skin excites decided and often violent contraction

of the voluntary muscles.

Individual segments of the cord are endowed wdth the same power.
If the cord be cut through in the neck,»or in the back, irritation of
the skin in either part produces convulsive action in the muscles of
that part alone.

Paralysis of the lower part of the body instantly follows a division
of the lower part of the cord ; but if the skin covering the heel of a
leg thus paralysed be irritated, the toes are extended, the heel is

raised, and both legs are moved. In parts capable of this combined
action, so completely is all sensibility lost, that the legs may be cut
off, without the animal attempting the least motion, or indicating by
any other means the shghtest degree of sensation. The same results
are obtained if the head be removed from the body.

A horse received a violent blow on the fore-part of the head
immediately over the anterior lobes of the brain ; it instantly fell, and
lay perfectly motionless. After a short time it began to breathe, and
continued to breathe freely by the diaphragm. When lacerated on the
face, or pinched in any other part of the surface of the body, it
remained totally motionless, manifesting no indication of sensation' or
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volition. But when the eyelash was touched with a straw, the eyehd
was forcibly closed ; when the cornea was touched the eyeball revolved
outwards, and when another part of the skin was touched, the tail was
raised. On destroying the spinal cord all these motions mstantly
ceased.

Here a blow annihilated the cerebral functions, but the spinal still

remained. Deep lacerations produced no evidence of the former ; the

touch of a straw induced a full manifestation of the latter. The
destruction of the cord removed all trace of the spinal phenomena.

In the human body disease often performs a nicer dissection than
the most skilful anatomist can accomplish, and separates the cerebral

from the spinal functions more definitely and completely than the best

experimentahst can do. In apoplexy, when a blood-vessel bursts, and
a stream of blood is forced into the soft and tender substance of the

brain, the cerebral fibres are torn asunder, and of course all communi-
cation is immediately cut oft between the brain and those parts of the

body to which the lacerated fibres were distributed. Under these

circumstances, when one side of the body is senseless and powerless,

as in hemeplegia, or when all the lower part of the body is paralysed,

as in paraplegia, if the legs are pinched, and especially if the sole of

the foot is tickled, the legs are contracted with great force, though the

patient is wholly unconscious of the motion.

It is clear, then, that there is inherent in the spinal cord a power

distinct from that of the brain, and independent of it, capable of

producing motions as complex in their combinations and as definite in

their object, as any which are the undoubted results of consciousness.

This power has received the name of excito-motory, because its

action is always an excited one, and because the result of the action is

invariably the production of muscular motion.

The action is two-fold, consisting of the transmission of two nervous

currents in opposite directions : one centripetal, from the surface of the

body, or of the particular organ excited, to the centre ; and the other

centrifugal from the centre back to the organ.

The carbonic acid of the venous blood coming in contact with the

nerve fibres "expanded on the surface of the air-cells of the lungs pro-

duces on them a certain effect, called an impression. This impression

is transmitted to the nervous centre, the spinal cord, on the reception

of which the latter sends out a force to the muscles of respiration

which causes them to contract, the result of their contraction is the

expansion of the chest.

Hero there are two nervous currents proceeding in definite but

opposite directions, the one from the organ impressed to the centre, and

the other from the centre to the muscles which are to be excited.

The fibres which transmit the first are termed the incident fibres.
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because the impression falls upon them ; the fibres which transmit the

second are termed the reflex, because the nervous force sent from the

centre is said to be reflected from it to the muscles.

The transmission then of an impression by incident fibres to a

nervous centre, and the reflection of a nervous force fi'om the centre to

a muscle, or a group of muscles, causing them to contract, and so to

produce a definite motion for the accomplishment of a definite purpose,

constitutes an excito-motory action. It takes place in every instance in

which an excito-motory function is exercised. For the sake of brevity

it is often called, in ^physiological language, reflex action. It is an

action unceasingly pervading the animal frame.

That muscular contraction caused by an influence derived from nerves,

is not the direct result of the reaction of nerves and muscles on each

other, but that the in-itation is first conveyed to a nervous centre, and

then reflected back to the muscles, did not altogether escape the obser-

vation of the earlier physiologists. Among others, Whytt, Haller,

Prochaska, and Cullen have recorded evidence that reflex action was

not unknown to them. But it is to Dr. Marshall Hall that the honour

is due of having deduced the generahzation in its full completeness

from original observations and experiments, and of having clearly

expounded the nature and determined the extent of the phenomena.

In prosecuting an experimental inquiry respecting the circulation of

the blood, he one day, chanced to observe a remarkable phenomenon,

that the separated tail of the eft he was examining, moved on being

irritated by the point of the scalpel. Meditating long on this incident,

and believing that it mdicated the action of some prmciple not hitherto

elucidated, he instituted a series of experiments and observations for

the pm-pose of discovering it. About the same time similar researches

were made in Germany by Professor Miiller without any Imowledge of

w^hat had been done by Marshall Hall, who, it is admitted, had the

priority. By different routes both physiologists arrived at nearly the

same point. There is a perfect coincidence in their facts, but a con-
siderable difference in their interpretation of them.

Dr. Hall's conclusions may be comprised in the foliowhig summary :

1. " That there exists a true spinal cord, physiologically and anato-
mically distinct from that portion of the cord which is strictly an
appendage of the brain.

2. "That there is a system of nerves physiologically distinct from
the sentient and voluntary nerves, called excito-motory nerves, con-
sisting of incident nerves, which arise from the skin and certain
mucous membranes, and of reflex nerves, which end in the voluntary
muscles. These parts collectively, that is to say, the true spinal cord
and the excito-motory nerves, constitute the true spinal system.

3. " That ciirrents of nervous influence may be excited passing
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upwards from the skin to the spinal centre, and downwards from the

spinal centre to the muscles, thi'ough the medium of the incident and

reflex nervous fibres."

If the fundamental doctrine of Bell be true, that each primitive

nerve fibre has the power of carrying an impression in one direction

only—the fibre of sensation from the skin to the brain, the fibre of

motion from the brain to the muscle—there must be a system of inci-

dent and reflex nerves as distinct from the cerebral nerves of sensation

and voluntary motion as then* centre is from that of the cerebrum.

There must be an anatomical channel for this physiological action. It

would be directly opposed to all which modern science has established

respecting the nervous system to conceive that in any part of it two

functions can coexist in one individual fibre. Difference of function

implies difference of structui-e ; the difference in the physiology

implies a corresponding difference in the anatomy.

It is highly probable that the anatomical channels by which the

incident and reflex functions are performed are the fibres first traced

and described by Mr. Grainger, of which a full account has already

been given. The proof that the two roots of the compound spinal

nerves perform two separate functions has been established beyond

aU controversy by Bell. The demonstration by Mr. Grainger that

there are really four roots instead of two, justifies the inference that

there are fom' functions in operation, of which the incident and reflex

form two. The anatomy relative to this point is not called in ques-

tion ; and though there is not a universal consent as to the interpre-

tation of it, yet some of the most distinguished physiologists both

in England and on the Continent have received the view here given

as the most probable.

It must be conceived, then, that together with all the common
nerves of sensation and volition in every part of the animal frame,

there are bound up two other orders of fibres—the incident and the

reflex, by means of which all the excited actions of the body are per-

formed.

The incident fibres, as already stated, always centripetal, are ex-

panded on the external and internal surfaces of the body ; on the skin

its external, on the mucous membrane its internal surface. An external

body, a stinnilus, impresses these expanded incident fibres : the fibres

convey the impression to the centre ; the centre excites and combines

certain muscles with simultaneous action, and a definite, sometimes an

exceedingly complicated action—a reflex action, is the result.

These excited actions form a class of their own. They may be

comprised in the following enumeration :

—

Those by which the complicated movements of deglutition and of

respiration are performed.
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Those by which certain passages to the interior of the body are

closed against the entrance of particular substances, as the fibnn closure

of the glottis on the inspiration of carbonic acid gas.

By which other passages are opened for the entrance of certain sub-

stances into internal receptacles, as the stomach, the intestines, the

gall bladder, the urinary bladder, the rectum, the uterus, and so on.

By which these receptacles are closed so as to retain within them

the substances they receive for a given time.

By which these receptacles are again opened so as to permit their

contents to pass out of them.

By which such contents are actually expelled either from the recep-

tacles or from the body.

These actions include, more especially, the muscular movements by

which masses of matter are introduced into the system and expelled

from it
;
by which food is conveyed to the stomach, and air to the

lungs
; by which these substances, the crude materials of nutrition,

are transmitted to their appropriate receptacles, and retained there to

imdergo the necessary changes ; and by which, when these have been

accomphshed, the new-formed substances which are useful are sent

out for distribution to the system, and those which are useless or

noxious are expelled from the body.

Decisive experiments, the results of some of which have been

stated, prove that the spinal centre is the generator of the nervous

force by which the muscles that perform this entii'e class of motions

derive their motive power. This centre, therefore, in the language of

Dr. Hall, presides over ingestion and exclusion, over retention and

egestion
;
consequently its influence is exerted upon the muscles which

belong to the entrances and outlets of the animal fr'ame, or in other

words, upon the sphincters, the muscles of deglutition and of respira-

tion.

The guardian thus of all the entrances and exits of the animal

frame, this centre, by one set of exciter nerves (the trifacial), guards

the eye, the nostril, the ear, the fauces
;
by another (the pneumo-

gastric) it guards the larynx, the bronchia, the cardia, the ureter, and
the gall-duct

;
by a third (the spinal) it guards the rectum, the

bladder, the uterus, and so on.

With each part of the series of exciter nerves there is connected a

corresponding set of motor nerves—the motor to produce the motions

requned, the exciter, under the influence of the nervous centre, to

excite and control the actions.

With this apparatus it is easy to understand how the most complex
motions of the body may be performed ; how deglutition, for example,
may be so ; how in the act of swallowing, when the morsel reaches
the base of the tongue and fauces, the pharynx by one movement is
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raised, and by another entirely different movement is expanded to

receive the food ; how the larynx, wliich stands immediately before

tlie pharynx, is at the same time firmly closed to prevent the food
from passing into the lungs instead of the stomach; how, the

instant the morsel is transmitted over the glottis and touches the

pharynx, this organ gi-asps it, contracts forcibly upon it, and propels it

into the oesophagus ; and how the ojsophagus, in like manner, contracts

upon it and forces it downwards, while the cardia, the guardian of the

stomach, usually firmly closed, opens to give it free passage into the

stomach.

Here a multitude of muscles, difierently constructed, occupying
different situations, performing different actions, some the direct reverse

of others, are made to produce combined, successive, co-ordinated

movements for the accomplishment of a definite purpose. In the ful-

filment of this purpose every one of these muscles must act at a given

time, with a certain force, in a fixed order ; failure of any one of

these muscles, in any one of these particulars, may disturb the func-

tion, may defeat it altogether, may prove instantly fatal. Daily,

hourly, tliese motions take place without the slightest consciousness

on the part of the individual that any such motions are going on within

lum. That they should go on with such regularity, in such harmony,

appears inexplicable. The mystery is solved in part on the suppo-

sition that there is established an apparatus of exciter and motor

nerves in connection with a corresponding apparatus of muscles ; and

that the simple contact of a physical agent—a morsel of food, a drop

of water—with the exciter or incident nerves suffices to set the rest of

the mechanism in action, the incidental nerve conveying a definite

impression to its nervous centre, and the nervous centre sending out

by a reflex nerve a force which stimulates the muscles with which it

is in relation to a definite series of motions.

There is still another function performed by the spinal centre essen-

tial to the well-being of animal life ; it is the primary source of what

is called the tone of the muscular system.

In health the muscles are maintained in a certain state of perma-

nent contraction, quite different from the occasional active contractions

of the voluntary muscles and the rhythmetrical contractions of the

involuntary muscles. It is a state common to the entire muscular

system, in which especially the physical properties of the muscular

tissue are maintained in their due force and balance
;

when, if a

muscle be touched, it offers a certain degree of resistance ; if it be

removed from its natural position, it is drawn back again of its own

accord with a certain recoil ; and if it be stimulated, it contracts with

a certain degree of energy : a state in which the physical properties

of firmness and elasticity, together with the vital property of excita-
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bility, are maintained in their due force and balance. If the spinal

cord be destroyed, all these properties are instantly lost. The muscles

become lax and flaccid
;
they lose their resihency, and no amount of

stimulus can animate them to the slightest degree of contraction.

These states coexist or cease with the integrity of the spinal cord

:

the conclusion is that they have their origin in it, and depend

upon it.

Such are the main functions performed by the spinal centre, which

in their full extent comprehend all the actions concerned in the

preservation of the individual and the perpetuation of the species.

It has been before observed that the functions of the gangli-

onic are closely allied to those of the spinal centre. They are, in-

deed, as far at least as regards their modes of action, identical. In

both all the actions are insensible, involuntary, automatic ; in both

they require for their manifestation the presence of an external agent

or stimulus ; in both they are necessary, definite, and produce a defi-

nite result, however complex the means of- accomplishing it. The
natm-e of the action of both centres is, therefore, probably the same,

but they fulfil different pm-poses. There is a division of labour in the

economy. To the ganglionic centre is assigned one part of the work,

to the spinal centre another. The spinal centre deals with the intro-

duction into the system Of masses of matter ; the ganglionic centre

operates upon the individual particles. The spinal centre is the

medium by which the raw materials necessary for carrying on the

various processes of life are conveyed into the body. The ganglionic

centre operates on these masses, decomposes them, recombiues them,

and distributes them in a due state of preparation to the several organs

in which they are to be used up and appropriated for the special pur-

poses of the economy.
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CHAPTEE XXVL

STKUCTUKE OF SPINAL NEKVES.

It has been shown (Fig. 105) that each spinal nerve consists of two
roots, the anterior and posterior, which arise by dehcate filaments

from their respective lateral fissures on the smface of the cord. The
roots as they spring from the cord lie in the arachnoid pouches, sur-

rounded by the arachnoid fluid, the ligamentum denticulatum inter-

vening between them (Fig. 108).

The posterior roots arise in a regular series along the sides of the

cord, converge towards its sheath, and being collected together, are

surrounded by the sheath, and just at the point where they are united

to this envelope they form a ganglion.

The filaments of the anterior roots arise in a similar manner, but

somewhat less regularly, and from a broader surface
; converge to-

wards the sheath in which they are enveloped, and then join the

posterior roots, close to the ganglion, which, however, they do not

enter by a single fibre, but_ merely lie in contact with it (Fig. 105).

Immediately after they pass the ganglion the two roots coalesce to

form the nerves ; so that each nerve is composed of both roots inter-

mingled together.

The nerve-roots are capable of being traced from the surface into

the interior of the cord (Fig. 106). Minute dissection shows that

each root consists of two roots, one of which, ascending, proceeds

along the white column of the cord to the brain ; while the other,

taking a transverse du^ection, nearly at right angles with the cord

itself, pursues its course to the grey matter in the interior of the cord.

Every spinal nerve (including also certain cerebral nerves) being

formed in the same manner, must necessarily present characters

common to the class. They have all double roots
;
they have all a

similar origin and distribution
;
they all go out in regular succession

to every part of the body, so that there is not a tissue or a surface to

which they do not give fibres in greater or less abundance
; they all

exercise the same function, and they are common to every class of

animal, from the worm to the elephant, from the creeping thing to

man.

From their perfect regularity they have been termed the regular or

symmetrical system of nerves. They are commonly enumerated as

thirty-one pairs, which take their name from the vertebrae under
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which they pass, and hence there are reckoned seven cervical, twelve

dorsal, five lumbar, and five sacral ; but these make only twenty-nine

pairs ; two more are added for reasons immediately to be stated.

Functions of Spinal Nerves.—Every spinal nerve containing

both roots is a compound nerve, and has a double function. The

posterior root is for one office, and the anterior for another. The

distinct function of each is now clearly ascertained, and this is one

of the most important facts in physiology. It is proved, by indu-

bitable evidence, that the posterior root is for the communication of

sensation, and the anterior for the communication of motion. This is

demonstrated—1. By the effects of disease. In paralysis one of the

functions of a spinal nerve is sometimes lost, while the other is pre-

served ; sensation is destroyed while the power of motion remains un-

diminished ; even an entire limb may be motionless while its feeling

continues perfect. 2. By direct experiment. On irritating the pos-

terior roots in a living animal, no motion is produced, but the animal

gives unequivocal indications of feeling pain. On the other hand, if

the anterior roots are irritated, no sign of feeling is usually excited,

but every touch is followed by a muscular motion as distinct as that

produced by striking the keys of a piano. Occasionally, indeed,

some degi-ee of feehng is elicited, Avhich is explained by filaments from

the posterior enteiing into the anterior root. Fui-ther, when the whole

of the anterior roots going to a limb, the leg for example, are divided,

the animal loses all power over the leg, which retains its sensibility

imdiminished ; but when, on the contrary, the posterior roots are

divided, the power of motion continues, but the sensibility is lost.

These observations and experiments place beyond all doubt the fact

that the nerves of sensation and of motion are distinct from each

other, and that the anterior roots are the source of motion and the

posterior of sensation.

It is impossible to attain evidence thus positive of the functions of

the roots after they penetrate the surface of the cord, because there

are no known means of isolating the ascending filaments, which go to

the brain, from the transverse filaments, which are lost in its interior

grey matter, but the reasons have been stated which render it highly
probable that the ascending fibres are for volition, and the transverse
for reflex action.

Cerebral Nerves.—The cerebral nerves, as their name imports, take
their origin from the brain. They are commonly said to be ten in
number, and they are enumerated in the order in which they proceed
from the brain.

1. The first pair, the olfactory, arise from the striated bodies
(Fig. 107, i), and are distributed to the mucous membrane of the
nose, there forming the organ of smell.
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2. The second pair, the optic, arise from the optic thalami and
tubercles (Fig. 107, 2), advance into the orbits, penetrate the eye-

balls, and expand into the retinae, and so constitute the organ of

vision.

I'isr. 107.

Base of the brain.

3. The third pair, the motores occuli, or motors of the eye, arise

from the crura cerebri, between the corpora albicantia and the pons

varolii (Fig. 107, 3), and passing into the orbits, are distributed to

most of the muscles that move the eyeballs.

4. The fourth pair, trochleares or pathetici, arise from the optic

tubercles (corpora quadrigemina) (Fig. 107, 4), pass round the crura

cerebri, penetrate the orbit, and are entirely spent upon the two

muscles, the oblique, which roll the ball of the eye.

2 A
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5. The fifth pair, trifacial, arise from the medulla oblongata, pass

through the pons varolii (Fig. 107, 5), and form three large branches,

whence their name. It has two roots, like a spinal nerve, and on

one of them is placed a large ganglion, termed the ophthalmic or len-

ticular, from its shape. This nerve is mainly distributed to the head

and face.

6. The sixth pau', the abductors, arise from the commencement of

the medulla oblongata (Fig. 107, e), and, like the fourth, are dis-

tributed entirely to certain muscles of the eyeball, the abductors, the

action of which is to di*aw the eye fi'om the nose towards the temples.

7. The seventh pair arise from the medulla oblongata (Fig. 107, 7),

and consist of two portions, one termed the portio mollis, and the

other the portio dura. The first is the auditory nerve, and is dis-

tributed entirely to the internal parts of the ear, forming the organ of

hearing. The second is a motor nerve, and is distributed to the

muscles of the face ; hence it is often called the facial nerve (Fig.

107, 7).

8. The eighth pah: arise from the medulla oblongata at the sides of

the olives (Fig. 107, s), and consist of two portions, termed the

glosso-pharyngeal and the vagus.

The glosso-pharyngeal, which is often numbered separately, and
termed the ninth pair, is spent chiefly upon the pharynx and the

tongue; hence 4ts name fi'om yXcoaaa, a tongue, and (^epeuv, to

convey, because the pharynx conveys the food into the stomach.

The vagus, so termed fi'om its wandering course, is also called the

pneumo-gastric, from -rrvevficov, a lung, and yacrrrjp, a stomach, be-

cause, widely spread as are its branches, its principal distribution is to

the lungs and stomach.

9. The ninth pair, the linguales, from lingua, a tongue, is "also

called hypoglossal, from viro, under, and jXcoaaa, a tongue, because it

is distributed principally to the under part, that is, the muscles of the
tongue. Both pairs arise fi'om the sides of the pyramids (Fig. 107, 9),
on the forepart of the medulla oblongata, and are distributed as indi-
cated by the name.

10. The tenth pair, the accessorii, because they are regarded as
appendages to the eighth pair, arise from the upper part of the spinal
cord, and are distributed to the muscles of the shoulder.
The Cerebral Nerves.—The ten so-called cerebral nerves just

enumerated consist of two classes, the true cerebral and the spinal.
The true cerebral nerves are those which arise from the cerebrum by
single roots, and have no ganglion. They are simple nerves, and are
seven in number, namely, the olfactory, the optic, the motores occuli,
the trochleares, the abductors, the portio dura and mollis of the seventh
pair, and the linguales. The remaining three, the trifacial, the vagus
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and the accessory have double roots. They are therefore compound
nerves, and, though arising in the cerebrum, must be regarded as

essentially spinal nerves. There is good reason to believe that the

separate motor nerves, the third, fourth, sixth, and portio dura of the

seventh are typically anterior roots, the portio major of the fifth being

their posterior roots.

A very remarkable and interesting distinction has been dra^Yn by

Sir Charles Bell between these two classes of nerves. It has been

stated that the regular, symmetrical, or spinal nerves, are common
to all animals in which a nervous system exists at all, from the worm
up to man, This, therefore, must be regarded as the original system.

The others are superadded, to communicate new functions as additional

organs are multiplied in the ascending scale. Universally the sym-

metrical system communicates sensation and voluntary motion, and, in

proportion as new endowments are given beyond these primary faculties,

the superadded nerves increase in number and complexity in the entire

animal series.

" When an animal is endowed with mere sensation and locomotion,"

says Sir Charles Bell, " when there is no central organ of circulation,

no organ of respiration but what is diffused over the frame, the nerves

are extremely simple." They consist, as has been sho^vn, of two cords

running the length of the body, with branches going off laterally to

the several divisions of the frame. Hence there is no intricacy, no

double supply of nerves ; each portion of the frame has an equal

supply. The central line of connection is sufficient to combine the

action of the muscles, and to give them the concatenation necessary to

locomotion. There is really the same uniform and symmetrical sys-

tem in the human body as in the worm, but it is obscured by the

variety of superadded nerves. These nerves belong to organs which

gradually accumulate in the ascending series, until we arrive at the

accumulation in the human frame. When these superadded nerves

are separated, the original system in its simple constitution is pre-

sented even in the human being.

In the most highly organised body its several organs are supplied

with nerves according to the offices they perform. No organ which

possesses only one endowment has more than one nerve, however

exquisite may be its sense or action. If two nerves coming from

different sources are directed to one point, this is a certain sign that it

performs a double function. If an organ has many distinct nerves, it

has the power of exercising so many distinct offices, or of entering

into so many different combinations. Nerves are not supplied to an

organ from different sources to give it an accumulation of nervous

power, as was long supposed by anatomists, but to give it new powers.

Take, for example, the mouth. To all animals some process of

2 A 2
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respiration is necessary, but tins is not in all carried on by means of

the mouth. In those animals that do not use the mouth in breathing,

it has only one function to perform, that of taking in food, and, for

this a single nerve sufficing, it has only one nerve. In the same way,

in all animals whose face and nostrils have no complexity of relation,

those parts have only a single nerve. But, when the anatomist

employs many weeks to dissect and disentangle the nerves of the

throat and palate in the human subject, he finds at length that he has

exhibited the branches of five different trunks of nerves. There is no

clue to the labyrinth till he considers the multiplied offices of the

mouth of man. It is a pneumatic organ ; it is a manducatory ma-

chine ; it is an instrument of voice ; it is an instrument of articulate

speech ; it is an instrument of singing ; it is an organ of taste en-

dowed with exquisite feeling. It would indeed be matter of surprise

if the same nerve served for the action of gnawing and feeding in the

lower animals of simple structure, and also for the governance of those

complicated operations which serve to interpret the wants and senti-

ments of man.

So with respect to the tongue, which is supplied with nerves from

three diff'erent sources: it is an organ essential to the processes of

mastication and deglutition ; it is an organ of touch ; it is an organ of

taste ; and it is the organ of articulate speech, by which man commu-
nicates and combines with man, and without which he would have

been incapable of civilisation and progress.

The Individual Cerebral Nerves.—Three of these nerves, the

olfactory, the optic, and the portio mollis of the seventh are nerves of

special sense. Three others, the motores occuli, the trochleares, and
the abducentes, are devoted to the motions of the eyeball. It is re-

markable that the six muscles which produce the varied movements of

the eye derive their motor power from three dilferent sources, when
all of them are within the reach of branches from a single nerve.

The reason seems to be that the action of some of these muscles is

directly opposed to that of others ; and it appears to be a general

rule that when muscles are required to act in opposition to each

other, the antagonists are supplied by nerves derived from different

sources.

The Third Nerve, or the Motores Occuli.—The motions of the

iris are produced and governed by filaments derived from the thu:d

nerve. The movements of this contractile curtain, suspended between
the retina and the external hght, in order to regulate the quantity of
light admitted to this exquisitely- sensitive nervous expansion, appear
to be of a reflex natui-e. The stimulus of light on the retina is con-
veyed by the optic nerve to the brain, which, on receiving the im-
pression, sends back by means of the third nerve its commands to
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the muscles of the iris so to contract or dilate its aperture as to

regulate the clue admission of light to the eye.

The Fifth, or Tkifacial Nerve.—Of the two branches of which

this nerve is composed, one constitutes the portio major, and which,

having a ganglion upon it, corresponds to the posterior root of a

spinal nerve. It is purely sensitive, and commmiicates common
sensation to the head and face. The minor portion corresponds to the

anterior roots of the spinal nerves, but it also receives a branch,

the semilunar ganglion, and so becomes a compound nerve of motion

and sensation, supplying sentient parts, as the side of the head, the

skin of the chin, the teeth, &c., and muscles, as the mylo-hyoid, &c.,

has no ganglion, and therefore corresponds to the anterior root of a

spinal nerve. It is principally motor. It gives motor power to the

large muscles that move the lower jaw ; that is, to the muscles of

mastication. To excite the pow'erful contractions necessary in this

operation is its chief office, though it would appear from several ex-

periments that it is also in some degree sensitive, probably deriving

sensitive fibres from its other portion.

Numerous observations and experiments prove that the two portions

of this nerve exercise the functions here assigned to them. If its

larger or ganglionic portion is irritated in a living animal, the slightest

touch excites acute pain, but no motion ; while if the smaller branch

is irritated, violent contractions are produced in all the muscles of

mastication, without the smallest indication of feeling.

Comparative anatomy shows that in all classes of animals, from the

lowest to the highest, wherever there is any trace of this nerve, it is

the source of feeling in all parts corresponding to the head and face.

" If," says Sir Charles Bell, " a feeler of any kind project from the

head of an animal, whether the antenna of a lobster, or the trunk of

an elephant, it is a branch of this nerve which supplies the member."

In the human subject, a branch of this nerve, distributed to the lower

jaw, takes its course under the roots of the teeth. A gi'inder of the

lower jaw was extracted, and some of these nerve-fibres were injured.

Immediately after the operation, on putting a tumbler of water to his

lips, the patient said, " Why have you given me a broken glass ?" The

glass was entire, but sensation in one half of the lower lip was gone, and

this gave the impression that only half the glass was put to the lip.

A gentleman falling, a sharp point entered his cheek, and divided a

branch of this nerve (the infraorbitar) that supplies the upper lip.

Sensation was lost, while the power of motion remained, and in this,

as in the former case, when a cup was put to the lip, it appeared to

be broken, and for the same reason—that part of the cup which was

placed in contact with the insensible portion of the lip could not be

felt, and therefore gave the impression of being broken off.
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Tumors sometimes press on the brandies of this nerve, in which

case the sensibility of all the parts supplied by it is entirely lost, while

their motion remains unimpaired.

But the ganglionic portion of the trifacial nerve, though principally

devoted to the communication of sensation, is not limited to that

office. It exercises an important influence over the movements of all

the parts to which it imparts sensibility : first, by giving that sensi-

bility to the muscles themselves
;
secondly, by conveying to the centre

a perception of the position and actual condition of the muscles, with-

out a knowledge of which the mind would be incajjable of influencing

and controlling them in the actions of volition ; and thirdly, by

maintaining their power of reflex action ; that is, of conveying im-

pressions, by their joeripheral expansions, to the nervous centres, to be

thence reflected. So, when this nerve is divided, irritation of the

conjunctiva produces no closm-e of the eye ; mechanical irritation of

the nose excites no sneezing ; the application of sapid substances to

the tongue produces no flow of saliva ; reflex actions constantly

performed in the perfect state of the nerve.

Lastly, the sensitive portion of this nerve influences materially the

'

organs of sense, inasmuch as it communicates to them their common
sensibility, while they derive their peculiar sensations through their

several special nerves. It is even conceived that, by one of its branches,

it is itself a nerve of special sense ; that by its Imgual, or gustatory

division, it endows the tongue with the sense of taste. It seems
scarcely probable that a nerve of common sensation should also be a
nerve of special sense, but this subject will be again referred to

immediately.

PoRTio DuEA OF THE Seventh Pair, OR Facial Nerve. This
is the special motor nerve of all the muscles of the face, with the
exception of those of mastication. Division of its trunk paralyses
the whole of these muscles ; division of the branch going to one side
of the face paralyses all the muscles on that side ; the muscles on the
side on which the nerve remains entire retaining their natural action.

Numerous observations illustrate the effects of injury of this nerve.
A pistol-ball entered the ear and tore across the portio dura at its

root. All motion on that side of the face ceased, but its sensibility
remained undiminished.

A man was wounded by the horn of an ox. The point tore across
the portio dura. That side of the face immediately lost all motion

;

the eyelid remained open
;
the nostril was motionless ; and the mouth

was drawn to the opposite side, from the force of the muscles on that,
the uninjured side

; the sensibility remained iserfect.

Thc^ portio dura was divided in the removal of a tumor behind the
ear. The immediate effect was horrible distortion of the face by the
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prevailing action of the muscles of the opposite side, but without the

loss of sensibility.

It has been stated that if a feeler or antenna be simply for sensation,

it has only one nerve ; but that when motion is added two nerves are

supplied. It was suggested that, if this theory be true, the trunk of

an elejihant, which is not merely a feeler, but also an important

instrument of respiration, should have two nerves. " From the great

power which the elephant has over his trunk," says Mr. Shaw, " I

was certain that there must be large nerves runing to it, smiilar to

those which supply the fingers in man ; but as the proboscis

forms an important part in the respiratory process in this animal, I

thought that the dissection of it there would be the most direct proof

of the accuracy or fallacy of Mr. Bell's opinions on the subject of the

portio dura. On examination it was found that two large nerves take

their com'se along the trunk, one from the portio dura, and the other,

of nearly equal size, from the portio major of the fifth.

The face is the natural organ of expression. The muscles which

give that expression are animated and controlled by the facial nei"ve,

but they acquire their sensibility only through the fifth nerve, and

they retain their power of expression only as long as they maintain

their muscular sensibility. For the power of expression, therefore,

both nerves must act in unison.

A knowledge of the separate and combined functions of these nerves

is of the highest practical importance. Divide the portio dura,

paralysis of all the parts supplied by the divided branches inevitably

follows. Divide the portio major of the trifacial nerve, the loss of

sensibihty of all the parts upon which it is spent equally follows. A
half-informed surgeon knows that the eyelids are abundantly supplied

by branches of the fifth nerve. He trusts to these nerves to supply

motor power to the eyelids, but these fibres give sensation only, not

motion. In opening an abscess or removing a tumor, he unhesitatingly

divides the fibres that alone give motion, namely, the branches of the

portio dura. Henceforward the eyelids stand open, the eye is perma-

nently uncovered, the cornea becomes opaque, and the vision of the

eye is lost.

A knowledge of the sources of expression is highly interesting to

the mother and the nurse. Watch the breathing of an infant in

disease. It has recovered, suppose, from a fit in which there was

deep insensibility. Hope revives, but the powers do not rally.

There is no returning fit, but there is no increasing sensibility ; there

is no reanimation of the muscles. On the contrary, insensibility and

loss of motion steal over the frame. Eveiy act of the hurried respira-

tion is attended with twitchings of the muscles of the nostrils, and of

that muscle of the cheek which makes the dimple in smihng. The
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child cannot recover. All but the respiratory muscles have lost their

power. These are the last to die ; and the state of these indicates too

plainly that actual death approaches.

There is a state of the lungs in which the patient is in imminent

danger, unmarked by pain or by difficult motion of the chest. There

is nothing to be seen, perhaps, but a more hurried respu-ation than

natural, a twitching of the muscles of the face, a certain undu-

lation of the nostrils, a constrained motion of the lips, a change of

voice—a state often occurring after severe accidents, gun-shot wounds,

great sm'gical operations, and in an advanced stage of fever, especially

where inflammation of the mucous membrane of the lungs has been

slowly stealing on. Slight as these symptoms may appear to the

inexperienced eye, they indicate a mortal condition of the j^atient.

The Glosso-Pharyngeal Nerve.—The glosso-pharyngeal, vagus,

and spinal accessory nerves, are so intimately connected together,

that they are commonly enumerated as branches of one nerve. The
glosso-pharyngeal has a double root, one answering to the posterior,

the other to the anterior root of a spinal nerve. So the whole trunk

of the vagus, as it passes out of the skull, swells into a ganglion, and
is immediately joined by a portion of the tenth or accessory nerve

;

hence some anatomists regard the vagus as itself answering to the

posterior, and the accessory to the anterior, root of a spinal nerve.

The glosso-pharyngeal nerve communicates fi^eely with branches of

the pneumo-gastric, sympathetic, facial, and accessory nerves, separates

into two principal divisions, one the glossal, the other the pharyngeal

;

hence its name. These divisions together supply the pharynx, the
arches of the palate, the tonsils, and the tongue. By its sensitive

root it probably assists in communicating common sensation to all the
parts just enumerated. By its motor root it excites and governs the
muscular contractions of the same organs, and is the chief motor
power of the pharynx in the act of deglutition. But its chief dis-
tinction is that it is a nerve, of special sense. It is the gustatory
nerve, or the nerve of taste. This is mdicated by those experiments
which render it probable that the sense of taste is seated only in those
parts of the tongue and palate which are exclusively supphed by this
nerve, as is shown by the experiments of Valentine. It is true that
the lingual branch of the fifth nerve is also distributed to the tono-ue
and is claimed by some as the gustatory nerve, since paralysis or divi-
sion of it IS followed by the loss of taste over those parts of the
tongue which it supplies. But this may be fi^om the loss of common
sensation, without which special sense could not exist. At all events
in Valentine's experiments no sense of taste could be excited in those
parts of the tongue which are exclusively supplied by the lin^rual
branch of the fifth nerve. In the present state of our knowled-e
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however, it must be regarded as an open question whether the glosso-

pharyngeal is not exclusively the nerve of taste ; or whether both

this and the lingual branch of the fifth may not be gustatory nerves

of the parts of the tongue which they severally supply.

The Vagus, ok Pneumogastrio Nerve,—There is no other nerve

connected with the cerebrum which supplies so many different

organs, and those on the action of which life so immediately

depends, as the pneumogastrio. Its principal branches are distri-

buted to the muscles and mucous membranes of the pharynx, larynx,

trachea, bronchi, hmgs, heart and great arteries, and the stomach.

It is a mixed nerve, the branch of the accessory being its anterior root

;

it commmiicates both sensation and motion. Its double function is

proved by the ordinary evidence, that irritation of its posterior root

produces pain, of its anterior root, convulsive muscular contraction.

By its motor branches it gives their chief motor power to the

muscles of the pharynx, the soft palate, the glottis, the larynx, the

bronchi, and the oesophagus and stomach. By its sensitive branches it

communicates sensibility, especially to the mucous membrane of the

pharynx, larynx, trachea, bronchi, lungs, and stomach. It is by

branches derived from this som'ce that the larynx acquires that acute

sensibility by which the glottis guards the entrance of foreign bodies

into the air-passages. It is above aU by its supply of excitor fibres

to the lungs that the mucous membrane of the lungs receives that

impression, that sense of the necessity to breathe, which being trans-

mitted by incident fibres to the medulla oblongata, excites, through

reflex fibres, the action of the respiratory muscles. It is thus the

great excitor nerve of respiration. It is also principally through

branches of this nerve (the cardiac) that the influence of the brain

is transmitted to the heart ; that mental emotions disturb, that is,

excite or depress, the actions of the heart; and it is by the same

channels that the mind acts upon the stomach, and the stomach upon

the mind.

By the conjoint influence of its motor and sensitive branches this

nerve co-operates in the production and regulation of the voice in

speaking, singing, and so >on ; one set of its fibres, the inferior laryn-

geal (motive), determining the contraction of the muscles that vary

the tension of the vocal cords ; and another set of its fibres, the supe-

rior laryngeal (sensitive), conveying to the mind a consciousness of

the state of these muscles necessary for their continual guidance. In

like manner, both branches co-operate in the action of ordinary

breathing, in the regular slight dilatation and contraction of the glottis

in the acts of expiration and inspiration, and still more evidently in

those of coughing, sneezing, and other forcible respiratory move-

ments.
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Seeing, then, the number of vital organs which this nerve influ-

ences, and their absolute dependence on it during every moment of

existence, we can understand the reason of the exceptional course

which, it has been shown, is taken with respect to the position of this

nerve
;
why, instead of being placed near the organs which it is to

animate and govern, which would be low down in the neck or in the

chest, it is carried absolutely within the cranium, and so is there

rendered safe from the accidents and shocks, to which the vertebral

column is so imminently and constantly exposed.

The Ninth, Lingual, oe Hypoglossal Nerve.—This nerve is

devoted mainly to the tongue. It influences all the muscles which

contribute to the manifold movements of this organ. It is pro-

bably, in itself, pm-ely motor, though it has a borrowed sensibility

from sentient nerves. From its almost exclusive action on the

muscles of the tongue it is often called the motor linguae, and the

varied and important ofiices of the tongue is indicated by its deriving

supplies of nerves from so many difierent sources.

The Accessory Nerve.—According to the view stated, this nerve

constitutes the motor portion of the imeumogastrie nerve. Whether
this be correct or not, it is admitted that the j^neumogastric derives

many of its motor fibres from the accessory nerve. Its influence is

exerted principally on the powerfid muscles of the shoulder and upper

part of the chest, which, besides their ordinary offices, are called out

into extraordinary action in energetic and violent acts of respiration.

It thus becomes an important respiratory nerve when, from disease

or otherwise, the ordinary movements of respiration fail duly to carry

on the circulation of the blood through the lungs.
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CHAPTER XXVII.

STRUCTUllE OF THE BEAIN.

The brain is that part of the cerebro-spinal axis which is contained

within the cavity of the skull. (Fig. 32).

The like provisions are made for its protection and nourishment as

for the spinal cord. Its chief protection, like that of the cord, is

derived from the solid case in which it is enclosed. The figure,

position, relation and mode of connection of the eight bones that com-

pose the cranium, and the admirable adaptation of the whole for

containing and defending the brain, have been already described.

Within its solid case the brain, like the cord, is enveloped in three

membranous coverings, the same in structure as those of the cord,

and bearing the same names.

1. PiA Mater.—The pia mater of the brain, like that of the cord,

closely envelops the nervous matter, dips down between all its convo-

lutions, follows and covers its minutest fissures and windings, and

gives an internal Iming to its larger cavities.

The arteries of the pia mater, the carriers of nourishment to the

brain, spread themselves out on this dehcate tissue, and divide upon it

into very minute branches, before they enter the tender cerebral sub-

stance, in order to temj)er and regulate the force of the current of the

blood.

The quantity of blood transmitted to the brain is very great. It is

conveyed through four channels, by four large arterial trunks, termed

the two internal carotids and the two vertebrals ; the two first entering

the brain at the fore part of the head, through two canals made for

then- passage in the substance of the temporal bone ; and the two last

entering the brain at the back part of the head, by an imperfect

osseous canal in the six upper cervical vertebrae.

So large and frequent are the communications between these systems

of vessels that, if an impediment to the circulation occur in any one

of them, it scarcely at all mfluences the flow of the general current,

because the blood readily finds its way through the unobstructed

communicating branches. Thus, if a ligature be placed around all the

great cerebral trunks on one side of the body, there is no interruption

to the circulation ; but if the arteries on both sides are tied, the con-

sequence is instant death.

Extraordinary care is taken, by numerous and special provisions,
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secure the free return of the blood from the brain by the veins, which

do not accompany the arteries, like the other veins of the body, but

are widely dispersed, and are ultimately collected into the large

tortuous canals already described under the name of sinuses.

2. The ArtACHNOiD Membrane.—The arachnoid of the brain, like

that of the cord, is everywhere in contact with the pia mater, in

some parts closely, but in others, especially at the base of the

brain, very loosely. It is spread uniformly over the surface of

the brain, covering all its fissures and convolutions, but not penetrating

between them.

Upon the roots of all the nerves that go off from the base of the

brain, the arachnoid forms pouches precisely similar to those on the

roots of the spinal nerves, and is thence reflected on to the dura mater,

which it closelv lines throuf'hout its whole extent. The mechanism

and its object are the same in both. It has been shown that as there

is no division between the spinal and cranial cavities, the cerebro-spinal

fluid passes freely from the one into the other. Its quantity varies

much in different parts of the head, but it is most abundant around the

medulla oblongata, the centre of life, because the seat of respiration.

This vital organ is therefore completely surrounded by this protective

fluid, precisely as the cord is suspended in it in its canal. Its action on

the brain is the same as on the cord. When, from any cause which retards

the free retm-n of blood from the head, an accumulation takes place,

the cerebro-sjiinal fluid retreats into the arachnoid space of the cord;

and when an accumulation occurs both in the head and spine, relief

is afibrded by the recession of the fluid uito the multitudinous pouches

already described around the nerves both of the cranium and spine.

3. Dura Mater.—The external covering of the brain is one of

the densest, thickest, and strongest membranes of the body. It com-
pletely envelops the surface of the brain with all its appendages. It

adheres to the mner surface of the cranium as the periosteum does to

the bones of the other parts of the body, and being itself lined by the

arachnoid is internally everywhere smooth and polished. It gives off

a number of dense strong processes which enter between the main
divisions of the brain ; as

1. The Falx, so called because it bears some resemblance in

shape to the Greek sickle or scythe. It extends from before back-
wards, between the two hemispheres of the brain, and steadies these
principal cerebral masses, and prevents them from pressing on each other.

2. The Tentorium, is continued laterally from the falx, and forms
a roof or vault over the cerebellum.

3. The Falx Minor, is placed between the lobes of the cerebellum
and performs for the latter organ the same office as the falx does for
the cerebrum.
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The structure .and disposition of these powerful membranes, the

arrangement of which it is impossible to follow by a verbal description,

show that they form admirable mechanical contrivances for the

office assigned to them
;
namely, to steady, support, and protect from

pressure the large, but tender masses that make up the brain.

It has been shown that the dura mater serves as a periosteum to the

inner surface of the bones of the cranium. Externally the cranium is

covered by a true peiiosteum like the other bones of the body. Both

membranes are highly vascular, and there is a direct communication

between the one and the other ; for the vessels of the external perios-

ttaim, piercing the substance of the bones, are continuous with those

of the dura mater, and so indirectly with those of the pia mater.

Hence it may be said that the arteries of the external skin are in direct

communication with those of the dura mater, and ultimately even with

those of the pia mater—a most important relation, which explains why
a blow upon the scalp so often produces disease of the brain, and why
a dangerous turgescence of blood-vessels wdthin the brain may, in

certain instances, be relieved through blood-vessels on the outside of

the cranium.

The brain consists of an assemblage of different masses of nervous

substance, the form, position, magnitude, structure, and relation of

which are definite and invariable. They have been recognised as

distinct portions of the nervous system from the earhest days of

anatomy. They have received names which have been handed down

from remote antiquity, derived generally from their supposed resem-

blance to some familiar object—a resemblance commonly fanciful, and

often misleading. Inexpressive and even objectionable, however, as

some of these names may be, it is now difficult to alter them, and they

must be retained, at least to some extent.

The principal masses that make up the brain are the medulla oblon-

gata (Fig. 107) ; the cerebrum (Fig. 107, middle and anterior lobe)

;

and the cerebellum (Fig. 107) : the whole taken together is often

called the enceplialon, from ev, within, and Kej)a\ri, the head.

1. The Medulla Oblongata.—The medulla oblongata is a direct

continuation of the spinal cord, the latter taking the name of medulla

oblongata immediately it emerges from the vertebral canal and passes

tlirougli the foramen magnum into the skull. (Fig. 85). The Latin

term medulla (marrow), has been given to it, from the erroneous

notion that it partakes of the nature of that substance : it is called

oUongata from its oblong figure.

Compared with the spinal cord, the medulla oblongata is of large

size. It acquires its greater magnitude partly in consequence of

entirely new bodies, hereafter to be described, being added to it, and

partly in consequence of the deposition of a large quantity of vesicular
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neurine in its interior. By the addition of the new bodies its structure

becomes much compUcated. It is remarkable also that its neurine is

disjiosed in quite a different manner from that in the interior of the

spinal cord. In the spinal cord it is doubly concentric (Fig. 104) ; in

the medulla oblongata it is disposed in isolated masses (Fig. 107)—
circumstances which indicate that it is a new organ, connected with

the spinal cord, but different from it.

2. The Cerebrum.—The cerebrum is the large nervous mass

situated at the upper part of the skull, the cavity of which it

completely fills. (Fig. 31.) The name appears to have been

originally written carabrum, from Kaptj, the head. By anatomists it

is often termed the brain proper ; but popularly the word brain is

used to denote all the parts contained within the skull, or the whole

encephalon. The English word brain is of Saxon origin, and ap)pears

to be derived from a Saxon root, which signifies to spread out, or

extend; as if the brain were an extension of the spinal cord and
medulla oblongata. If this be the true etymology, and if the name
were given under this conception, our Saxon ancestors must have

anticipated the discovery of modern anatomists ; but this is scarcely

probable.

The cerebrum is divided into two equal halves, termed hemispheres.

Each hemisphere is of an oval shape, somewhat resembling an
egg cut longitudinally into two equal portions. Its siu'face is

disposed in folds, termed convolutions. (Fig. 108.) Its convo-
lutions are separated from each other by deep fissures, so that

the external surface presents the appearance of a series of folds;

some being placed parallel, and all pursuing a tortuous direction

(ibid.). These folds seem, on a superficial view, to be disposed
without much order ; but on careful examination, and especially with
the aid of comparative anatomy, they are found to be regular in their

form, position, direction, and relation. They are, indeed, of different

sizes, that is, of different length and breadth in the brains of different

animals, and in different parts of the brain in the same animal, as is

demonstrated by comparative anatomy. Some of them are transverse,
while others are longitudinal (Fig. 108) ; but whatever may be
their diversities in other respects, they invariably pursue, in the same
region, the same direction

; the transverse never becoming longitu-
dinal, nor the longitudinal transverse. Some are primary and ^uni-
versal

;
others are secondary and subordinate, as is proved by com-

parative anatomy.

In order to carry on the description of the brain, it is necessaiy to
remove it from the skull. For the pm-pose of examination it is com-
monly placed on its upper surface. There is then brought into view
what is called the base of the brain. (Fig. 107.)
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Each hemisphere is now seen to be divided into tliree large
masses (Fig. 107) ; these are called lobes (iUd.)

; they are named

Fig. 108.

Grrat JLongiludinal JFiasuro

Upper surface of the brain, the pia mater having been icmoved.

according to their position from before backwards, anterior, middle,

and posterior (ibid.). There is perfect regularity in the rela-

tive form, size, and position of the cerebral lobes. Each is distin-

guished by distinctive and unmistakeable anatomical characters.

3. The Ceeebellum.—The word cerebellum is the diminutive of

cerebrum, or little brain. It is situated at the base of the skull

(Fig. 32, &), in a cavity expressly excavated for it in the occipital

bone. (Fig. 34, d.) It is placed under the posterior lobes of

the cerebrum (Fig. 32, a), which completely cover it, and in man
even pass beyond it. On viewing the human brain from above,
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tlierefore, in its natural [Situation, there is no appearance of cerebel-

lum. (Fig. 108.)

The cerebral lobes, though extending over the cerebellum, are not

in contact with it, a special ])rovision being made to protect it from

the pressure of these large and heavy masses by the expansion of the

process of the dura mater, termed the tentorium, akeady described,

which forms a vaulted roof on which the cerebral lobes rest, and under

which the cerebellum lies in perfect safety.

The cerebellum consists of a central body continuous across the

median plane, called the vermiform process (beneath medulla oblon-

gata, in Fig. 107), and of two large lateral masses, termed hemi-

spheres. The vermiform process is the fundamental part of the

organ, as is shown by comj^arative anatomy ; for in tracing the cere-

bellum through the series of animals, it is found that the vermiform

process is the typical cerebellum ; this being the real cerebellum in all

' the animals which possess the organ. In the lower classes of animals

there is nothing but the vermiform process ; in the higher orders the

lateral masses, or hemispheres, are superadded.

In man each hemisphere of the cerebellum is divided into lobes,

which are generally described as six in number (Fig. 107) ; and these

are again subdivided into innumerable laminae, or plates, by fissures

that vary from a line to half an inch in depth, or more. (Fig. 107.)

The external surface of the cerebellum presents a striking contrast to

that of the cerebrum ; because its neurine is folded in a different

manner, forming laminas, or plates, not convolutions. One purpose is

equally answered by both arrangements, namely, the packing of the

largest amount of grey neurine, the dynamic portion, in the smallest

space.

Fig. 109 exhibits the several parts of the encephalon just described

in section. 1 . The cerebrum, which entirely fills tlie upper portion

of the skull. 2. The cerebellum, occupying the base of it, and over-

lapped by the posterior portion of the cerebrum. 3. The appearance
of the convoluted sm-face of the cerebrum. 4. The appearance of the
laminated surface of the cerebellum. 5. The relative position and
magnitude of the spinal cord and medulla oblongata. This plate
should be carefully studied.

If a vertical section be supposed to be made through the deep
fissure that separates the cerebral hemispheres from each other
(Fig. 108), it would divide them into two equal and perfectly

corresponding parts. These masses are therefore double and sym-
metrical.

Such are the appearances presented by the brain on its external
surface, and which are visible without dissection. The whole of this
outer surface is of a grey colour, because it everywhere consists of
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grey substance, which so completely envelops the white, that it is

commonly said to surround it as the bark does the inner parts of a
tree

;
and hence it has derived the additional name of the cortical

substance.

Fig. 109.

The columns of the medulla oblongata, and their connection with the cerebrum and cerebellum.

The inner parts of the brain consist of— 1. A vast, and, at first

view, a confused mass of white medullary matter. When in a per-

fectly natural state it presents to the naked eye but little appearance

of a fibrous or tubular structure. It is so soft and delicate that it

requires the utmost care and skill to discover and exhibit its true

anatomical characters. 2. Certain masses composed of a structural

combination of tubular and vesicular neurine. These masses form

distinct bodies, which possess a definite figure and size, and are

placed in a regular series along each side of the median plane, and

extend from the medulla oblongata to the white substance of the

hemisjjheres. 3. Extended masses of various figures and sizes, con-

sisting chiefly of tubular neurine, having a definite and varied struc-

ture, and forming an apparatus of union, which consists of two sets of

fibres, one set uniting the opposite and symmetrical halves of the brain,

and the other the component parts of each hemisphere.

The structure and relations of the individual parts of the brain,

especially when considered as forming a united whole, are so complex

2 B
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aud intricate, that it seems at first view difficult, if not impossible, to

describe the organ in an intelligible manner. The difficulty is in-

creased by not having the object itself before us. Still, by considering

only the fundamental parts, and by the aid of diagrams, it is practi-

cable to convey a clear and correct conception of its organisation to any

one who will give due attention to the subject. Without some know-

ledge of its structure it is quite impossible to understand its functions.

It will be convenient to commence the description of the more

interior and fmidamental parts of the brain by an account of the

position and relation of the several bodies that are placed at its base,

following them in their order upwards, from the sjjinal cord to the

cerebral hemispheres and the layers of the cerebellum.

1. On the anterior surface of the medulla oblongata are visible

two flattened bands or cords, which occupy its centre (Fig. 109),

and which have been already described under the name of the anterior

pyramids (Fig, 110, in section). As they ascend these bands gradu-

Fig. 110. Fie. 111.

fosffriTr JFtsstire
,

Antsrior TittuT^

Jtefttiform TSo^if

Anterior Ptfrnmitl

Transverse section of medulla oblonoatn. I'osfen'or surface of medulla obloncrata.

ally increase in size, and assume a pyramidal form (Fig. 109), and
hence their name.

2. At the sides of the pyramids, and in immediate contact with
them, are two other bodies, projecting considerably, which, from their
supposed resemblance to olives, are called the olivary bodies (Fio-s 109
and 110, in section). •
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3. On the outer side of the oHves are two eminences, which, from
their cord-hke appearance, have received the name of restiform hodies,

from the Latin restis, a cord (Figs. 109, 110, in section).

4. Passing to the posterior surface of the medulla oblongata, behind

the restiform bodies, and at the sides of the median plane, are two

small elongated cords, which, from their figure and position, are termed

the posterior pyramids (Fig. 111). These bodies also contain some
grey matter, described by Mr. Lockhart Clarke as the " post-pyramidal

ganglion."

5. Still on the posterior surface, but deeper-seated than the posterior

pyramids, are a number of distinct bmidles of fibres, to which atten-

tion will be again du-ected.

6. Eetuniin": ac:ain to the anterior surface of the medulla oblon-

gata, immediately above the anterior pyramids and the olives, and in

contact with them, is a large thick mass of nemine, about an inch in

width, stretching transvej'sely across the medulla oblongata (Figs. 107

and 109, in section). From its fancied resemblance to a bridge,

expanded over the medulla oblongata, it has been called, after the

name of the anatomist who first particularly described it, the bridge

of Varolius (Pons Varolii).

7. At the side of the pons Varolii is placed the cerebellum (Fig.

107), a section of which displays in the interior of both its hemi-

spheres a mass of grey neurine (Fig. 109), which, from the tooth-

like edge of its very remarkable figure, is called the corpus den-

tatum.

8. Emerging from the upper edge of the pons Varolii are two large

rounded masses, aboiit half an inch in thickness (Figs. 107 and 109).

The earlier describers of the brain thought these bodies bore some

resemblance to legs, and therefore they called them, according to the

fanciful nomenclature of those days, the legs of the brain

—

crura

cerebri, from the Latin, crus, a leg.

9. Eesting on the upper and inner surfaces of the crura are two

large oval masses, which, from their supposed resemblance to a bed or

couch, have received the name of thalami, from 6aXafj,o<i, a bed.

They consist of an intimate union of vesicular and tubular neurine,

and consequently form ganglia. Accordingly they are called cerebral

ganglia, and the term ])osterior is added to distinguish them from two

still larger ganglia which are placed on the oiiter side of them
;

namely

—

10. The anterior cerebral ganglia. These latter masses are some-

what pear-shaped in figm-e, the basis of the pear being forwards

and inwards, and the apex, or small end, lying backwards (Fig.

109). When an incision is made through them, there are brought

into view numerous white striae or streaks, and from this appearance

2 B 2
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the masses themselves are commonly designated the striated bodies

(corpora striata).

11. From the whole outer margin both of the tlmlamic (Fig. 109)

and of the striated bodies proceeds a mass of radiating fibres, forming

a vast fan-like expansion (Fig. 109, fibres radiating to convolutions),

the rays extending to the convolutions of the cerebrum.

12. Next, and last, in order are the convolutions, the general figure

and relations of which have been already described. They are capable

of being completely unfolded and spread out into a plane surface,

without much apparent injury to the nervous substance. It has been

sho^vn that they are packed into broad and deep folds, in order that the

maximum of matter may be comprised in the minimum of space.

When this unfolding is successfully accomplished, and they arc spread

out to their full extent, the enormous amount of nervous matter com-

posing the human brain becomes strikingly apparent. This appears

equally surprising on examining the extent and depth of the convolu-

tions, as exhibited in Fig. 109, which represents the appearance

presented on making a transverse section of the human brain, taken

from about its centre. Packed in these folds, the skull is capable of

containing a vast mass of matter without being of unwieldy size, and

without the compression of its contents.

The structure of the convolutions, when carefully examined, is

found to be far more complex than is apparent on a superficial view.

Even by the naked eye, however, there can be distinguished three

layers of neurine alternating with each other—an external grey, a

middle white, and an internal grey layer, and occasionally, especially

in the posterior convolutions, a second layer of white. But when a

portion is brought under the microscope, it is seen to consist of six

layers, three grey alternating with three white. The arrangement of

the layers is such that the white are completely cogited by the grey.

13. In front of the pons Varolii, and connected ^vith the upper
surface of the crura cerebri, are jilaced four rounded masses of grey
substance, intermingled with white fibres, called corpora quadrigemuia
(Fig. 109, corp. quad.), from quadrigeminus, four double, or optic

tubercles, from then- connection vnth. some of the functions of the
eye.

14. Lying in front of and between the upper quadrigeminal bodies,

and connected with the thalami by two small bands of neurine, named
peduncles, or foot-stalks, is a small mass of grey matter, called the
pineal gland, which has acquired celebrity by its having been selected

by Descartes as the seat of the soul. It is distinguished by the pecu-
liarity of containing a collection of hard crystallme particles, some-
times called " brain-sand,"

15. There arc still two other distinct bodies belonging to the cere-
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brum, called, from their white appearance, corpora albicantia, from

albeseo, to grow white. They are small, silvery, pea-shaped bodies,

situated at the base of the brain (Fig. 107, in the centre), and imited

to the fornix by the two anterior pillars of tliat organ.

16. An apparatus of union, connecting together the several parts of

the nervous system, has already been referred to under the name of

commissures. The commissures of the brain consist in a few instances

of vesicular neurine, but by far the greater number are composed of

white fibrous matter.

These structures must be regarded as constituent parts of the

masses to which they belong. They make up a large portion of the

encei)halon. The delicacy and elaborateness of their structure, no

less than the great extent of their development, indicate their import-

ance. It is, however, quite impossible to convey an exact conception

of their com'se without the presence of the objects themselves.

"When a careful and successful dissection has traced any one of these

connecting masses through its principal windings, although the

minutest anatomy can display only a comparatively small number

of its component fibres, the mind is lost in wonder at the countless

number of the individual filaments, and the intricacy of their commu-

nications with one another. Of these masses, though it costs the

most dexterous anatomist many weeks of great labour to unfold even

their principal portions, the following brief notice must at present

suffice.

17. On inspecting Fig. 112, there is seen lying upon the thalami a

remarkable triangular body, consisting of white neurine, termed the

fornix, from the Latin fornix, an arch, because it spreads over and

covers a large fissure, hereafter to be described, called the third ven-

tricle. It has a most extended and intricate course. All its fibres

take a longitudinal direction, and hence it has received the name of

The Great Longitudinal Commissure. It unites together the several

parts of a single hemisphere (Fig. 112).

18. A similar set of longitudinal fibres placed above the body, next

to be mentioned, the corpus caliosum, unites together the uj)per con-

volutions ; it is called the Superior Longitudinal Commissure.

19. Between the two hemispheres, and extending transversely across

the median plane, lies a large mass of white fibres, to which, in con-

sequence of being somewhat firmer than the other portions of the

brain, the name of corpus callosimi is given (Fig. 112). It consists

of an immense mass of fibres, which take a transverse direction, and

hence it is called The Great Transverse Commissure. It unites

together the opposite cerebral hemispheres (Fig. 113, in section).

20. Emerging from both hemispheres of the cerebellum, and

crossing transversely the median plane, is a large and thick mass of white
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fibres, which form the arched portion of the body, so often mentioned

imder the name of the pons Varohi (Fig. 107). These fibres are

wholly comniissiu-al ; and as they take a transverse direction, and

belong especially to the cerebellum, they are called the transverse

commissure of the cerebellum. They unite together the opposite cere-

bellic hemispheres.

Fig. 112.

The lateral ventricles of the bi-aiii.

21. Lastly, proceeding from the middle lobe of. the cerebellum, and
extending to the quadiigeminal bodies, there is a thin layer of white
fibres, called velum interjectum, that is, " interposed veil," and also on
the sides of this two cords having a somewhat similar, but more exten-
sive, connection with the cerebrum, called processes, from the cerebellum
to the quadiigeminal bodies (processus cerebelli ad corpora quadri^re-
mma) (Fig. 109). The whole of this structure is well denominated
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" inter-cerebral commissure," as it forms the great connecting appa-

ratus between the cerebclhim and the cerebrum.

From the varied configuration and course of the several bodies

a f h c
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Section of the brain, cerebellum, pons, and medulla oblongata. Vertical section of the

cerebrum, cerebellum, pons Varolii, and medulla oblongata, a, anterior lobe of the

brain ; 6, middle lobe
;

c, posterior lobe
;

d, cerebellum
;

c, medulla spinalis
; /, section

of the corpus callosum. The lateral ventricles of the brain are situated on eitlier side of

the corpus callosum, which assists in forming their upper wall. 17, optic lobes: 1, olfac-

tory nerves ; 2, the eveball, from which may be traced the optic nerve as far as the optic

tha'lami or lobes. Close to this is the nerve of the third pair. 4, the fourth pair,

distributed, like the third, to the muscles of the eyes; 5, superior maxillary branch of

the fifth pair; 5', ophthalmic branch of the same pair of nerves; 5", inferior maxillary

branch of the same pair of nerves; 6, sixth pair, proceeding to the abducentes muscle;

7, facial nerve;—under the origin of this nerve may be seen a portion of the acoustic
;

9, nerve called glosso-i)haryngeal ; 10, pneumogastric nerve ; close to it is, 12, the

spinal accessory ; these three nerves, the glosso-pharyngeal, pneumogastric, and spinal

accessory, are by some reckoned as one pair; 11, the ninth pair of some, and the eleventh

of others,' called also hypoglossal ; 14 and 15, cervical nerves.

which thus make up the encephalon, it is obvious that they cannot be

everywhere in apposition. Between the divergence of some and the

convergence of others interspaces occur, and these have received the

name of ventricles, from ventriculus, the diminutive of venter, a

belly. They do not form real cavities. They are simply fissures left

between those figm-ed parts of the bram which become contiguous,

but not continuous. There are commonly enumerated and named

four of these principal fissures ; two of which, being situated at the

sides of the median plane, are called the lateral ventricles, and the

others, placed near the base of the brain, are termed the third and

fourth ventricles. The arachnoid being reflected from one figured
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surface to another, may contain fluid in the interspaces. In licalth

there is proLaLly merely sufficient fluid to prevent the aggkitinatiou of

tlie surfaces, hut in disease this is capahle of heing greatly accumu-

lated ; and when it is so, it constitutes one form of what is commonly

called " Water in the Head."

There remains to be described the course of the fibres, which form

distinct, continuous tracts from the spinal cord to the convolutions of

the brain.

1. Course of the Anterior Pyramids.—It has been shown

that a fasciculus from the anterior nerve-roots unites with the

longitudinal fibres of the cord, and that both ascend together into

the anterior pyramid (Fig. 109). In the pyramids, a definite

anatomical disposition of the fibres takes place, which must be re-

garded as one of the most fundamental facts in the anatomy and phy-

siology of the whole nervous system
;
consisting of a decussation of

their fibres across the median ptlane, so that the fibres of the right

anterior part of the cord pass over to the left side of the encephalon,

and the left to the right, as is shown in Fig. 109.

After their decussation, the fibres pass through the pons Varolii

(Fig. 109), where they join the main bulk of the fibres of the olives

(Fig. 109). On issuing from the pons Varolii they advance to the

crura cerebri, of which they form the under and outer portion (Fig.

109). Thence, proceeding with a radiating course to the striated

bodies, tliey penetrate these masses, receive large accessions of fibres

from them, emerge from their outer border, diverge in every direction

to form the great fan-hke expansion already described (Fig. 109), and
thus radiating, pursue their way to the anterior and middle lobes of

the cerebral hemispheres, in the grey matter of which they are lost.

2. The Olives.—The fibres of the olives, like those of the

anterior pyramids, pass through the pons Varohi in a plane above
that of the pyramids (Fig. 109) ; advance to the crm'a cerebri, of

which they form the upper part
;
proceed to the thalami, into which

they enter ; and thence emerging, pursue the like radiating course to

the posterior cerebral convolutions (Fig. 109) ; one portion of this

tract also passes into the optic tubercles.

3. The Posterior Pyramids.—From the sides of the posterior

median fissure, continuous with the posterior fasciculi of the spinal

cord, in a plane deeper than the other tracts, two narrow columns
(;alled the posterior pyramids, ascend and reach the medulla oblongata.

Here they form a distinct decussation, precisely similar to that of the
iinterior ]:)yramids

; an anatomical fact which had been long suspected
by finatomists, and positively affirmed and even described by Bell but
erroneously, as is shown by tlie subsequent researches of Mr. Solly,
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who was the first to demonstrate the true anatomy of tliis structure.

Fig. Ill is a drawing from Mr. Solly's dissection, which exhibits

fil)res of comparatively large size passing across from one side of the

median plane to the other ; the decussation taking place about an

inch distant from that of the y)yramids. An uispection of this figure

further shows that some few fibres of this tract pursue their upward

course on the same side of the median plane, Avithout at all entering

the decussation, a fact of some interest, as affording a clue to the true

explanation of certain obscure phenomena hereafter to be noticed.

After their decussation, these fibres pass upwards, enter the crus

cerebri, and pursue their course to the cerebral convolutions.

4. llESTiForvM Columns.—These cord-like bodies are formed prin-

cipally of fibres from the posterior part of the spinal cord, and partly

of fibres from its antero-lateral columns. They pass in a curved

direction, in a plane below the oHves, where, from their arched form,

they are called the areiform fibres. They ascend to the cerebellum,

contribute to form its crura, and penetrate into the substance of its

hemispheres. They thus connect the cerebellum with tlie medulla

oblongata, and so with the spinal cord and brain, and are accordingly

named "processes from the cerebellum to the medulla oblongata"

(processus a cerebello ad medullam oblongatum). They convey to the

cerebellum motor and sentient fibres fi'om the spinal cord, and thus

are to the cerebellum what the crura cerebri are to the cerebrum.

5. FiBiiES Connecting the Cerebellum with the Cerebrum.—
In describing the commissures of the brain it was stated that a thin

layer of white fibres proceeds from the middle lobe of the cerebellum,

called the " interposed veil " (velum interjectura), and extends to the

ojjtic tubercles ; and that at the sides of this are two cords which also

extend from the cerebellum to the optic tubercles, and which are

therefore called processes from the cerebellum to the optic tubercles.

This a^iparatus unites the cerebellum and the cerebrum to each other.

And thus are established those anatomical connections between the

spinal cord and the cerebral and cerebellic masses which constitute the

conducting aj^paratus for voluntary motion and sensation.

Such is an account of the Ence])halon, as far as it can be described

in words and represented by drawings. With a knowledge of so much

of the structure as is here given, brief as it is, what is known of the

physiology may be communicated ; but without it, no clear and correct

conception of the subject can be conveyed.
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(CHAPTER XXVIII.

Functiona of the incduUa oblongata, iuul of the nevvous masses tsituated between tlic

medulla oblongata and tiie cerebral liemispberes.

As the medulla oblongata forms an integral part of the spmal cord,

the force which it possesses is essentially of the same kind ; but as it

presides over the vital action of respiration, its functions assume a

more important character. Animal existence depends immediately and

directly on the act of breathing, and this act depends on the medulla

oblongata, which must, therefore, be regarded as the most essential of

the nervous centres, surpassing, in this respect, both the spinal cord

and the brain. These latter organs may have their actions temporarily

suspended—as is seen in paralysis of the legs caused by fracture or

concussion of the dorsal region, and in the insensibility following the

like injuries of the skull—without the necessary and immediate

destruction of life ; but injury to an equal extent of the medulla

oblongata is inevitably followed by instant death. It is, therefore, as

has been already shown, more carefully defended by the protective

apparatus of bone, elastic cartilage, and cerebro-spinal fluid, than the

cord or brain. To this statement, however, there is an exception with

regard to the upper portion of the spinal cord, from which the nerve

of the diaphragm, or great muscle of respiration, arises ; and this for

the reason below explained.

The medulla oblongata is likewise the seat of another vital function

essential to the maintenance of life. It is the centre of the co-ordi-

nated movements necessary in the act of deglutition, as is proved by
the persistence of the power to sh allow after the entire destruction of

the cerebrum and cerebellum
;
by its existence in acephalous infants

;

and bj its complete arrest when the medulla oblongata is injured.

The very point of the medulla oblongata, whence the power of

exciting these combined movements issues, appears to be ascertained by
an experiment of Miiller, who found that if its external surface be
carefully removed, and its interior cautiously approached to within a

few lines of the spot from which the pneumogastric nerves arise (Fig.

107, 8), respiration is undisturbed; but that when this part is divided,

all the movements instantly cease.

Eespiration is a reflex action. The nervous apparatus which forms
its special seat will clearly appear by'a careful consideration of the
following facts and illustrative diagram.

It has been amply proved by experiment that the ordinary act of
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inspiration is excited by the stiuinlus of carbonic acid gas momentarily

accumulated in the ultimate bronchial tubes, in the intervals between

each respiration, acting on the peripheral extremities of the pnenmo-

gasiric nerve ; and that the impression so excited passes to the medulla

oblongata, on the reception of which this dynamic centre transmits its

nervous force to that portion of the spinal cord where the nerve of tlie

diaphragm arises, by which conductor this great muscle is stimulated

to action, inspiration being the -result. And this process may be

regarded as a typical representation of the excito-motory action.

The following cases illustrate the fatal results of injiiry to this vital

portion of the nervous system :

—

A man fell from a height, and lighted on the ground upon both

shoulders ; the violence of the fall fractured the first vertebra of the

spinal column, the atlas, and the tooth-like process of the second ver-

tebra, the dcntatus (Fig. 42). The fractured bones, no longer capable

of retaining their natural position, pressed on the medulla oblongata ;

the instant that pressure took place the breathing ceased.

A man full upon his head and fi'actured the occipital hole through

which the medulla oblongata passes into the cranium (Fig. 35), He
lay in the hospital for some time without exhibiting a symptom to

create alarm. He chanced during this period to make no movement

of the head to displace the broken pieces of bone. He had given

thanks to the assembled governors of the hospital, and had retm-ned

into the ward for his bundle. He turned round to bid adieu to the

other patients. By that motion the pieces of fractured bone were

forced upon the medulla oblongata, and crushed it. He fell and

exj^ired in an instant.

A patient had a deep ulcer in the back part of the throat, which

destroyed the transverse ligament that holds the tooth-like process in

its place. The moment this support was gone, the process was thrown

back, so as to compress the medulla oblongata : the head fell suddenly

forward, and the patient expired without taking another breath.

From all these facts we may correctly regard the medulla oblongata

as the primum mobile of life. But phenomena have been observed in

relation to this organ which have led some physiologists to attribute

to it a still more extensive range of function, and to regard it as the

true seat of sensation and volition. And the evidence of this appears,

at first view, to be irresistible. For it is proved, both by experiment

and disease, that the entire cerebrum and cerebellum may be wantuig,

or may be removed part by part, and yet the powers of feeling and of

willmg seem to remain entire. When no other part of the nervous

system is left but the medulla oblongata and the vertebral portion of

the spinal cord, an animal seems to give precisely the same manifesta-

tion of feelmg as it would do were it in a perfectly natural state.
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Thus, if the skin be irritated, the limbs move, and a cry may even

be uttered ; but all the movements which persist after removal of the

brain, when carefully observed and rightly interi^reted, are found to be

either simple convulsive or locomotive movements, the latter varying

according to the class of the animal. In a frog, for example, by

punctm-e of the skui of the cloaca, after decapitation, the precise

motions of leaping and swimming are induced as in living legs. In a

rabbit under similar conditions, all the complex motions of the toes,

feet, legs, and thighs, required in progression, are excited. In these

experiments, the animal may even utter cries which it is difficult to

beheve can be unconnected with sensation. Yet it is certain that they

are so ; for extended observation and research clearly show that in

this case the cry, like that of the new-born infant, is in reality a mere

physical phenomenon, the mechanical result of expiration.

These curious results, simulating so closely those of consciousness,

naturally led physiologists to infer that, even when the brain is I'e-

moved, sensibility remains. As long as motion was regarded as the

indubitable and invariable sign of sensation, it was imjDossible to

arrive at any other conclusion. But we now know that there is no

such certain connection. We have in our own bodies unquestionable

proof to the contrary—every time we swallow, every time we breathe,

every time the heart expands to receive and contracts to force outwards

a current of blood. We know that in the performance of these opera-

tions the most complicated motions of the animal frame are brought

into play, and carried on with promptitude and exactness, and that of

all these actions we are unconscious. We know, also, that they are

carried on with equal regularity and constancy during sleep. And we
see, further, that in a paralysed limb the gentlest touch throws it into

convulsive motions, without the perception on the part of the indivi-

dual that any such motion is excited. In this case we are certain that

the loss of sensation is confined to the paralysed limb, since feeling is

admitted to be perfect in all other parts of the body. If, then,

in such a person motion can be excited unaccompanied by sensation,

can the motions of themselves prove the existence of sensation in a
state in which, but for these very motions, the conclusion Avould be
inevitable that the loss of sensation is total ?

In the state of coma it is admitted that sensation is totally abo-

lished, yet in this state the irritation of certain nervous surfaces is

capable of exciting not merely a complicated series of muscular
actions, but those very actions which are regularly performed by the
same parts of the body when consciousness is unimpaired.

It is proved by dissection that all parts of the external surface of
the frame are provided with two orders of nervous filaments anato-
mically distuict from each other, and that a similar arran'^ement
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obtains in the voluntary muscles. With such an organisation, tliere is

no difficulty in understanding that impressions may be made on the

skin which do not excite sensation, and that contractions may be

determined in voluntary muscles without the agency of volition.

Tliere are two kinds of muscular motion, one the direct result of

volition ; for this the integrity of the brain is essential : the other,

unattended with sensation, reflex action, which is capable of being

equally excited whether the brain is entu'e or has wholly ceased to

exist.

The persistence of these motions after the destruction of the brain

does not, therefore, prove the persistence of sensation, but only of

reflexion ; and the persistence of this power is sufficient to account for

all the excited and combined phenomena observed in exjierimcnt and

disease.

As long as the medulla oblongata is uninjured, and in connection

with the respiratory nerves, respiration and life continue ; but when

all the brain above it is removed, there is no more appearance of sen-

sation and volition in the animal subject to the experiment than there

is when only the spinal cord is left. The medulla oblongata has,

therefore, no claim to be considered as the seat of sensation and volun-

tary motion, or in any direct manner as the organ of the mind.

The bodies within the cranium, situated between the medulla

oblongata and the brain proper, are the Pons Varolii, the Crura

cerebri, the optic tubercles, the Corpora Albicantia, the Thalami, and

the striated bodies.

Each of these masses possesses a distinct and definite organisation,

and is invariably placed in the same relative position, so that it must

be regarded as exercising a distinct and definite function. Many

efforts have been made by vivisection to determine respectively what

that function is, but hitherto with little success. The masses are so

intimately connected together, and it is so difficult to isolate one from

the other, that there seems but small hope of ascertaining with any

degree of certainty the separate action of each. Still, observation and

experiment have ascertained certain facts with reference to some of

them which are not without interest, as suggesting probable conjec-

tures with regard to then' office.

1. Pons Varolii.—It has been shown that the Pons proper consists

of transverse fibres expanded arch hke across the median line, proceed-

ing from the cerebellum, and forming the greater part of the Crura

Cerebri. These fibres are purely commissural, and theii' office is to

unite the hemispheres of the cerebellum with each other.

But other fibres pass through the Pons from the pyramids, olives,

and posterior pyramids, without forming part of it. In the intervals

between all these fibres there is a considerable quantity of grey
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matter, so that besides forming a part of the apparatus of union and

conduction, this body must also be an active nervous centre. What

its precise action is, is unknown.

2. Crura Cerebri.—The fibres that ascend from the spinal cord,

in their course to the cerebral hemispheres, after passing through the

Pons Varolii, are connected together in the Crura Cerebri, and thus

form the greater part of these large nervous masses. These fibres

consist of two distinct jjlanes, constituting two sejDarate tracts of

nervous force. The lower plane (Fig. 109), formed by fibres from the

anterior pyramids, proceed in a direct course to the striated bodies

(Fig. 109), but they are joined by a few fibres from the olives (Fig.

109), which latter seem to pass into the thalami. The course of this

assemblage of fibres through the striated bodies, their progressive

enlargement by a constant accession of new fibres, as they ascend

towards the anterior and middle lobes of the brain, and their ultimate

termination in the grey matter of the convolutions of these lobes,

have been already fully described.

There is good reason to conclude that these fibres are all conductors
;

that they constitute, at all events, the principal channels by which

the nervous centre, whatever that may be, communicates nervous force

to the entire class of voluntary muscles : consequently, that it is

through this tract that the mind transmits its commands to the servants

of its will ; hence it has received the name of the great motor tract

—

the tract for the conduction of volition, the exciter of voluntary motion.

The fibres of the upper plane (posterior pyramid) ascending and
diverging as they advance, pm-sue a direct course to the thalami, and
thence radiate to the convolutions of the posterior lobes of the brain.

Though the fibres now described are the principal conductors to

and fi'om the cerebrum, yet as a considerable quantity of grey matter

is mixed with them, and even some pigmentary matter, constituting

the locus niger, the crura themselves must be regarded as forming also

nervous centres, but their special functions are imperfectly known. It

is, however, ascertained that the locus niger having the attachment of

the thhxl, or occulo-motor nerve (Fig. 107, 3), is the dynamic centre of

the excited action by which the pupil is contracted. Thus, it has
been shown by experiment that if the hemispheres of the brain be
removed in a living animal, and the optic nerve be divided, leaving
entire its connections with the optic tubercles, the crura cerebri, and
the third nerve, on pinching or otherwise irritating the divided optic
nerve, contraction of the iris follows, though, a.s is evident, all sensa-
tion has been annihilated.

3. Optic Tubercles (Corpora Quadrigemina).—These, as just
stated, are specially connected with the excited action of the iris. If
they are removed from the body, the pupil no longer contracts ; but
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as long as they remain entire, the power of the iris to contract con-

tinues, though the cerebral lobes be destroyed. The removal of one of

these bodies produces loss of sight in the opposite eye, proving that

the fibres have decussated : the removal of both bodies causes total

blindness, not because they have any direct influence on vision, but

because they are conductors of impressions to the seat of perception,

and by their removal communication with the brain is cut off. Irrita-

tion or injury of these bodies produces convulsions, proving that they

form a part of the spinal cord, and that convulsions are produced in

them in the same manner as when the cord is irritated.

4. CoRPOiiA Albicantia. — Probably belong to the apparatus of

union. They are formed by the Fornix, the great longitudinal com-

missure of the brain, and then- fibres ascend to the Thalami.

5. Thalami.—It seems, on the whole, that the balance of the evi-

dence derived from development, comparative anatomy, and experiment,

is in favour of the view that the striated bodies and thalami are cerebral

jDarts. Thus, the true cerebrum, with the striated bodies and thalami,

are developed out of the primordial cephalic vesicle. Comparative

anatomy shows that the great transverse fissure passing between the

thalami and the optic tubercles marks the division between the true

cerebral and the true spinal parts, Flourens found that up to the

optic tubercles, inclusive, mechanical h-ritation caused convulsions, whilst

none followed irritation of the thalami, striated bodies, and cerebral

hemispheres. He regards the optic tubercles, therefore, as definitely

limiting, on the one hand the cerebral, and on the other the spinal system.

The special action of the thalami has been very imperfectly deter-

mined. Some regard them as the actual seat of sensation, the precise

part of the nervous system in which sentient impressions are perceived.

But both their position and structure indicate that they are subordinate

to sensation, not the seat of it ; that they are conductors carrying on

sentient impressions to the cerebral hemispheres. As they contain in

their interior a large quantity of grey matter, they must conduce in

some way to the energy and perfection of nervous action.

C, Striated Bodies.—The great motor tracts ascending from the

crura cerebri in their course to the brain proceed, as has been shown,

through these bodies, and receive from them large accessions of fibres.

They, therefore, constitute an essential part of the medium of conduc-

tion of motor power, and they probably increase its energy. Other

functions have also been attributed to both the thalami and striated

bodies. Among other conjectures, it is thought by some that these

grey masses generate or give origin to new fibres, which are added to

those of the crura, and which proceed with the latter to the cerebral

convolutions. This was the original view of Gall and Spurzheim, and

it is not an improbable one.
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CHAPTER XXIX.

FUNCTIONS OF THE CEREBELLUM.

Peculiar functions ijnperfectly known connected in some way bot.li with sensation and

muscular motion- Cu-ordi nation of movements—Muscular sensibility—lieproductlon.

The individual action of the cerebellum, apart from that of the spinal

cord and cerebrum, has not yet been satisfactorily determined. It has

been sought with great zeal and assiduity by some of the most emi-

nent anatomists and physiologists, but hitherto without any veiy

certain result. The similarity of its structure to that of the cerebrum,

at least in the main pomts, and its intimate connection with the latter,

by the inter-cerebral commissure, would appear to indicate that it

performs analogous functions. Accordingly several facts, derived both

from experiment and disease, favour the conclusion that it is connected

in some way with sensation, which often becomes much disordered on

any serious lesion of this organ. Yet it certainly is not sensible itself,

any more than the cerebrum. It may be wounded deej^ly, it may
even be sliced away in successive layers, without causing the slightest

indication of pain. Nor does it appear to have any relation to the

special senses, the intellectual faculties, or the psychical operations.

It is clearly proved that sight, hearing, volition, memory, remain after

its entire removal from the body.

There is decisive evidence that it is intimately connected with

muscular motion. It would appear that the force of muscular con-

traction is diminished in the direct proportion of its lesion. However
extensive its disease or mutilation, no stupor is induced ; there is no
diminution of the sensibihty of any part of the body, but the muscular

movements are either impau'ed, disordered, or entirely lost. These
movements are not merely rendered feeble, but the harmony of their

action is destroyed. Violent, irregular contractions are excited, while

the power of springing, flying, walldng, standing, and preserving an
equilibrium—in other words, the faculty of combining the action of

muscles in groups, is lost. Thus an animal laid upon its back cannot
bring into operation the combination of muscles necessary to enable

it to recover its former position. A bird flutters its wings, but cannot
fly. Efibrts to retain an equilibrium are like those of a drunken man
In some cases an animal in endeavouring to advance appears to be
compelled by an inward, imcontroUable force, to retrograde or fly

backwards. In other instances, it is brought under the influence of an
internal, impelling force, causing it to roll over from side to side in-
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cessantly. Magendie states that he counted sixty of such revohitions

in a minute, and has seen the revohitions continued for a week without

intermission. These movements are not exactly convulsive, hut seem

as if they were jn-oduced hy vertigo. The same results are observed

in all classes of animals.

From the whole it may he inferred that the cerebellum is connected

rather with motor than sentient phenomena ; but to what exact extent,

or of what natm-e, is at present undetermined. Still, however, many
physiologists conceive that the cerebellum has the faculty of combin-

ing muscular movements for the pui-poses of locomotion, the faculty,

that is, of co-ordmating these movements.
" If this view be correct," says Miiller, " the cerebellum must con-

tain a certain mechanism adapted to the excitement of the combined

action of muscles, so that disturbance of its structure destroys the

harmony between this central organ of combined actions and the cor-

responding groups of muscles with their nerves."

Opposed to this view, however, are the facts detailed as to the

power of the spinal cord in the co-ordination of motion. We have

seen that the action of the toes, feet, and legs, are all properly

combined, as in regular progression, when no influence can be com-

mmiicated to them but that derived from the spinal cord ; as when the

spinal cord is divided, and when, therefore, all communication below

the section, between these muscles and the cerebellum, must be

cut off.

It has been suggested that the cerebellum is the organ for the per-

ception of muscular sensibility ; that is, of the sensations derived from

muscles, through which the mind acquires a knowledge of their actual

state and position, which is essential to the action of the will upon

them. The very close connection between the cerebellum and the

spinal cord favours this hypothesis, which is perhaps, upon the whole,

the most probable that can at present be formed.

Phrenologists regard the cerebellum as the organ of the sexual im-

pulse. Certainly some facts have been observed in disease which appear,

at first view, to favour this opinion, but they do not really prove much.

Miiller justly observes that the coincidence of disease of the spinal

cord with the affection of the reproductive organs is much more fre-

quent. On the other hand, the development of the cerebellum in the

animal scale presents no relation whatever with the energy of the

sexual impulse ; while in the human being the most formidable and

extensive disease of the cerebellum, nearly amounting in some cases

to its entire destraction, appears to have increased rather than

diminished feelings of this class.

2 c
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CHAPTEli XXX.

FUNCTIONS OF THE BIIAIN PKOl'ER.

By the brain proper is liere meant the cerebral hemispheres and

their convolutions, together with the commissural apparatus. For the

reasons now to be assigned it is held as proved that these parts consti-

tute the true and exclusive organ of consciousness. Some few writers,

however, still adhere to the opinion that other parts of the nervous

centres within the skull, as the thalami, the corpora striata, and even

the medulla oblongata, are in some way or other immediately con-

nected with sensation and volition ; but the weight of authority, as

well as of evidence, is against this view ; and there is indeed a sin-

gular agreement on this subject on the part of the anatomists and

physiologists who, by their dissections and experiments, have most

contributed to the advancement of science
;
amongst whom may be

mentioned Bell, Flourens, Miiller, Marshall Hall, Grainger, Valen-

tine, and so on.

The evidence that the sentient and intellectual faculties have their

sole seat in the brain proper, as here defined, may be thus stated :

—

1. It is admitted that the seat of these faculties is somewhere in

the nervous system. No one now supposes that they reside in the

viscera. Formerly, indeed, it was believed that the emotions and
passions especially have their seat in the thoracic and abdominal

viscera, and the prevalence of this opinion is sho^vn by language still

in common use, wliich ascribes to the heart joy, sorrow, and love

;

to the liver anger, rage, and jealousy ; to the spleen irritability, sourness

of temper, malevolence, and so on. But there is no other connection

between these organs and the passions in question than that which
arises from the general consent and sympathy that subsists between the
nervous and the nutritive systems—between the apparatus of the animal
and that of the organic life. There is no case on record which shows an
imequivocal relation between disease in any one of the viscera, and the
prevalence of any particular passion of the soul ; while the evidence
that no real connection of this kind exists is decisive. Instances, for

example, are of daily occm-ence in which disease of the heart progres-
sively, unconsciously advances, until the rupture of its great vessels

or even of its very substance, instantaneously extinguishes life, the
mind retaining all its faculties in their full vigour up to the last
moment of existence. The liver, the spleen, are often found in a state
of complete disorganisation, without having produced any more cficct
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on the mental faculties than that which naturally accompanies a dis-

ordered state of the general health. On the other hand, the connection

between disease of the brain and disorder of the mind is so close and
intimate that no one can doubt it. Pressure upon the brain instantly

annihilates all its faculties ; inflammation of it produces delirium, often

amounting to frenzy; softening of it causes imbecility, idiotcy, and
so on.

That the true seat of the sentient and intellectual faculties is some-

where in the brain is further demonstrated by the facts brought to

hght both by experiment and disease. In every case in which the

connection between the brain proper and the organs of the body is

interrupted, whether by du-ect section of the nerve-libres, as in experi-

ment, or by their laceration in disease, the result is constant and

mvariable, sensation and volition are instantly abolished in the parts

Ihus mjured. On the other hand, the moment that connection is

re-estabhshed both faculties are restored. This is occasionally seen in

the effects of disease, the results of which are much more to be relied

on than those of experiment. Thus, when the rupture of a blood-

vessel takes place in the brain, and the nerve-fibres are consequently

lacerated and torn asunder by an effusion of blood, as in apoplexy,

either deep coma, including the total loss of sensation and volition, is

produced, or those faculties are lost on one side of the body only, or in

one half of it, according to the seat and severity of the malady ; but

when a reparative process takes place in the part thus injured, the

progress to health is marked by a gradual return of sensation and

volition
; so, on dividing the trunk of a nerve either in experiment or

for the cure of tlie painful disease called fascial neuralgia, sensation of

the parts supplied by the nerve is at first lost ; but when in the process

of time the divided nerve reunites, a result which not unfrequently

happens, sensation is re-established.

2. That the seat of the sentient and intellectual faculties is in the

cerebral convolutions, is further shown by the origin, course, and

termination of the nerve-fibres connected with the brain. The sen-

tient and motor traits, as we have seen, take their origin from, and

terminate in, the cerebral convolutions, apparently as then- source and

centre. The peripheral nerve-fibres (sentient), arising from all parts

of the body, ascend to the brain, and ultimately terminate m the

cerebral convolutions, in the grey matter of which they are lost. On

the other hand, the centrifugal nerve-fibres (volitional) spring du-ectly

from the grey matter of the convolutions, and go out to the muscles of

voluntary motion, in which they termmate. Here there is a distinct,

a terminal apparatus, for the double purpose of receiving impressions

and of transmitting motor force to a definite class of muscles—the

muscles of voluntaiy motion. The structure suggests the function

;
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suggests that it is in the cerebral convolutions that impressions are

converted into sensations, and the motor force generated by which the

muscles of volition are excited to action.

3. The vast and elaborately-constructed apparatus of union by

which not only the several convolutions of each hemisphere, but of the

hemispheres themselves, are brought into intimate communication,

indicates that this is the great centre of the higher faculties of the

nervous system. There is manifestly made the most careful provision

to put every part, nay, almost every particle, of this extended aj)pa-

ratus in the closest union, as if to place the varied faculties here

exercised in relation and harmony. To no other portion of the

nervous system are so many other parts subordinate and subservient

;

in no other is the union between different parts so complex and com-

plete.

Nor is there any other part so elaborately constructed, and so

abundantly supplied with arterial blood—the two conditions of struc-

ture which indicate the highest endowment of function. No less than

six plates of fibrous and vesicular nerve-substance, disposed, as we have

seen, in alternate layers, are here brought into actual contact, the

vesicular completely incrusting the fibrous matter : in the intervals

between these layers are distributed greater numbers of blood-vessels

proportionally than in any other part of the body, except in some few
instances, as the limgs, where the reason is obvious in the use of this

organ—the purification of the blood itself: through these channels

innumerable torrents of blood unceasingly flow, and the course of

these vital currents cannot be suspended even for a few seconds with-
out the total loss of all the cerebral faculties, an organisation which
cannot fail to suggest the conclusion that here, in this exact spot,

encircled by the vital fluid, where the two essential parts of the
cerebral system, the originators of the cerebral force, and the con-
ductoi s of it meet, is the seat of cerebral power.

4. This view is confirmed by the comparative anatomy of the brain.

It is admitted that the increase of intelligence is proportionate to the
development of its instrument, the brain, in the entire animal series

;

but the progressive development of the brain consists of successive
additions to the cerebral lobes and their convolutions. In the lowest
class of vertebrate animals, in fishes, the cerebral lobes are composed
of two small masses of nervous substance. In reptiles these masses
are very much augmented in bulk. In birds they are still more
enlarged. In all these classes the lobes are undivided, each hemi-
sphere consisting only of one single mass, the surface of which is

perfectly smooth and unfurrowed, without any appearance of convolu-
tions. In the lower class of mammalia, as in the monotremata the
marsupialia, and rodentia, of which the ornithorhynchns, the kangaroo,
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and the rabbit, may be selected as the respective representations, a

remarkable advance takes place. Each hemisphere is divided into two

;

in fact two new lobes are superadded ; and now, for the fii'st time,

convolutions begin to be formed. At first only a single convolution

appears, which runs longitudinally along the surface of the hemisphere.

Still higher in the scale the lobes not only increase in size, but the

convolutions are multiplied. In the fox there are six convolutions,

which, like the single one that first appears, rmi longitudinally from

before backwards. This longitudinal direction of the convolutions is

common to all the brains in which these folds first make their appear-

ance. So also is the more important character that they are at first

quite superficial, and do not penetrate deeply into the substance of

the lobes. In the higher mammalia, as in the quadrumana, a third

lobe is added, so that the brain now consists of three distinct lobes,

an anterior, middle, and posterior ; and transverse convolutions are

added to the longitudinal. This new lobe, however, is as yet very

imperfectly developed ; it may almost be said to be rudimentary ; and

all the convolutions are superficial, penetrating only very little into

the substance of the lobes.

In the highest class, in man, an advance takes j)lace in the develop-

ment of the brain, carrying it far beyond that of any other animal.

This advancement is marked by a prodigious increase in the size of all

the cerebral lobes, but particularly of the posterior, which now extend

so hv backwards as completely to cover the cerebellum, thus distin-

guishing the brain of man from that of eveiy other animal—a distinc-

tion which is rendered still more striking by the number and depth of

the convolutions, as shown in Figs. 109 and 113, which represent

the appearance of a convolution in the human brain on making a per-

pendicular section of it. It has been elsewhere stated that the great

object of the convolutions is, by an enfolding of neurine, to pack the

greatest quantity of cerebral matter in the smallest space ; and this

drawing shows how completely this purpose is accomplished.

From the whole of what has been stated, it is clear that the pro-

gressive building up of the brain through the animal series consists of

a constantly-increasing development of the cerebral lobes and their

convolutions, and the vast additions made to these masses in the

human brain manifestly points to the seat of human intelligence.

Comparative anatomy further shows a remarkable contrast in the

diff'erent classes of animals, between the size of the central nervous

masses and that of the nerves to which they give origin, significantly

pointing to the true seat of the higher faculties. The bulk of the

brain, as compared with that of the nerves that spring from it, is in-

versely proportional to the intellectual powers of the animal
;
so that

of all creatm-es man has the largest brain in proportion to his slender
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nerves
;

while, on the contrary, animals with limited intellectual

powers possess bulky nerves with a very small brain. This is most

remarkably the case in the lower classes of animals, as in the amphibia,

but it is also seen m the higher. The maximum weight of the horse's

brain is 1 lb. 7 oz. ; the minimum weight of an adult human brain is

2 lbs. 5i oz. : nevertheless, the nerves at the base of the brain are ten

times thicker in the horse than in the human being.

It is also veiy remarkable that neither the medulla oblongata, nor

any of its prolongations within the cavity of the cranium, take part in

the augmentations which have been traced. They do not increase

vdth. the increase of the cerebral lobes
;
they are not relatively larger

in man than in any other animal ; and some of them, as the corpora

quadrigemina, are actually smaller in the human being in proportion

to the size of the body than in other animals. It cannot be reasonably

supposed, therefore, that the seat of intelligence is in any of these

minor and subordinate masses : it is surely more probable that it is

placed in the organ which these bodies contribute to form and to

complete.

5. Additional evidence of the correctness of this view is afforded by

the successive stages through which the human brain passes in the

progress of its formation. The investigations of comparative anatomy,

and the laborious inquiries that have been made into the processes of

development, have led to the establishment of the surprising fact, that

the human brain, from its fost appearance as a semi-fluid and shapeless

mass, passes in succession through the several structures that consti-

tute the permanent and perfect brains of fishes, reptiles, birds, and
mammalia. At an early period of its formation the brain of the

human embiyo is temporarily precisely what the brain of fishes is

permanently ; in another stage it becomes that of the reptile ; then
that of the bird, and ultimately that of mammalia. So tlefinite and
regular is the transition of the human brain through these successive

phases, that an anatomist, by examining the brain of one of the lower
classes of mammalia, or other vertebral animal, can determine pre-
cisely to what exact period of the foetal human cerebrum it cor-

responds. But ultimately the human cerebrum passes beyond all these
stnictm-es, and acquires an enormous development, not, as has been
shown, of eveiy part of it, but of the cerebral lobes and convolutions.

In the fii'st month of foetal life, the rudiment of the anterior lobe
appears

:
quite towards the end of the third month the middle lobe

makes its appearance. At this period the optic thalami, and after

them the corpora quadrugemina, appear. It is not until the fifth

month that the posterior lobe is added ; but from this period this lobe
together with the anterior and middle lobes, rapidly advance to com-
pletion. These anatomical facts clearly point to the conclusion that
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the consummation of the organ is the completion of the cerebral lobes
;

and that the elaboration of the highest structure is for the exercise of

the highest faculties.

6. The conclusions thus arrived at from a consideration of the

structure, development, and comparative anatomy of the brain, and of

its natural action in health and disease, receive a remarkable confirma-

tion from the results of direct experiment. Among the many endea-

vours which have been made to determine by direct experiment the

use of the several parts of the brain, there is a decisive one performed

by M. Flourens, one of the acutest and most trustworthy observers and

experimentalists of modem times. M. Flourens removed from a

healthy pigeon the two cerebral lobes : these, it will be remembered,

constitute in the bird the brain proper. It is known that reptiles,

birds, and some of the lower mammals, survive for months after the

removal of the entire brain. Accordingly this bird, deprived of its

brain, survived ten months in a state of perfect health, and would in all

probability have Hved longer if M. Flourens had not been obliged to

leave Paris.

During the whole of this time M. Flourens closely watched all the

actions and habits of the animal, and the following is the result of his

observations:

—

He had scarcely removed the brain before the sight of both eyes

was suddenly lost ; the hearing and sense of smell were also gone, and

the animal did not give the slightest sign of volition, but kept him-

self perfectly upright upon his legs, and walked when he was irritated,

or when he was pushed. When thrown into the air, he flew, and

swallowed water when it was poured into his beak.

He never moved unless he was irritated. When placed upon his

feet, he remained upon them ; when seated on his belly, in the manner

that chickens do when they sleep, he appeared plunged in a sort of

drowsiness, which neither sound nor light in the slightest degree dis-

turbed : nothing but direct irritation, such as pinching, or pricking, or

striking, had any effect in rousing him.

When the animal did move about, he seemed to do so without any

motive or object, though there were no convulsions, nor any want of

harmony in its movements. If it met with any obstruction, it did

not know how to avoid it.

The pigeon was quite healthy, and five months after the operation

the wound had quite healed, and a new layer of bony matter was

forming.

Still it had no sense of smell or taste ; neither had it any sensation

of hunger or thirst
;

for, after allowing it to fast for three whole days,

and then placing food immediately under its nostrils, and afterwards

putting it into his beak, and also puttmg its beak into water, it did not
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sliow the slightest disposition either to eat or drink, and would have

died for want of nourishment if it had not been fed by force. It

seemed enthely to have lost its memory; for if it struck itself

against any body, it would not avoid it, but repeat the blow imme-

diately.

We learn from this experiment that the removal of the brain caused

an immediate loss of all the functions which it has been the object of

the preceding argument to show have their seat in the cerebral lobes.

Sensation and volition were instantly abolished ; there was no longer

any memoiy. The special senses were also lost—vision, hearing,

smell, and taste. At the same time the sensations of hunger and thirst

were destroyed ; the animal was plunged into a state of profound

stupor ; that is to say, all the true cerebral functions were annihilated.

But the functions which it has been shown are proper to the medulla

oblongata and spinal cord, in contradistinction to those which specially

belong to the brain, remained—namely, the reflex functions. Thus,

the bird moved, although without motive or object ; it flew when
tossed into the air ; it swallowed water when pom-ed into its beak

;

and it carried on respkation as regularly as in health. All these

latter functions it performed
;
because, though deprived of its brain,

the medulla oblongata and the spinal cord were uninjui-ed, these being

the parts of the nervous system in which, as has been shown, these

faculties specially reside. It is impossible to devise any more striking

and decisive proof of the separate functions performed by these two
great divisions of the nervous system and of their true seat. But
these remarkable phenomena could not be rightly interpreted at the

time, now nearly forty years since Flourens experimented. It conse-

quently happened that at the time many physiologists contended that

this very experiment proved that the medulla oblongata was the seat

of sensation, consciousness, and volition, because, after the brain had
been removed, the animal moved when touched, and flew when thrown
into the air. But it has been fully shown that the occurrence of such
movements after the loss of the bram is no proof of the continuance
of sensation, or of any other cerebral faculty ; and that what is really

demonstrated by these motions is, that there still remained unimpaired
the functions proper to the medulla oblongata and the spinal cord,
namely, those of reflex action.

It is unnecessary to pm-sue this subject farther. When all the cir-

cumstances which have been stated are duly weighed, little doubt can
remain on the mind as to the true seat of the sentient and intellectual

faculties.

The conditions which are essential to sensation are

—

1. That an impression be made by some external object on a sen-
tient nerve.
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2. That this impression be conveyed in a continuous, nninterrnpted

course to the brain.

3. That the brain be in a state of integrity to receive the impres-

sion, and to convert it into sensation.

Without the external object to originate the impression there is no

sensation.

Without an uninterrupted transmission of the impression to the

brain, there is no sensation; for if a ligature be placed around a

nerve, in any part of its course to the brain, there is no longer any

feeling below the ligature. The skin may be sound, and the nerve

distributed to it may be perfect, yet no amount of irritation will

produce the slightest sensation.

\A'itliout the integiity of the brain there is no sensation, or only

perverted sensation. Pressure upon the brain, so as to produce coma,

wholly annihilates the power of sensation. In disease of the brain,

as the inflammation or softening of it, there is no true perception, but

pain, delirium, and feeble, incongruous, or incoherent trains of ideas.

All sensitive impressions are centripetal, from the periphery to the

centre. When a sentient nerve is divided, and irritation is applied to

the end still in connection with the brain, sensation is produced. When
applied to the end cut off from its connection with the brain, no sensa-

tion can be excited. A sentient fibre can transmit impressions only

in a direction towards the brain. A sentient fibre termmates by one

extremity either at a point of the external surface of the body, as the

skin, or at a point of the internal surface, as in certain mucous mem-

branes ; or in an apparatus of special sense, as that of touch, vision,

hearing, and so on : by the other extremity it terminates in the brain.

In most cases, as has been shown, every nerve-fibre thus terminates

by a single point at its peripheral extremity, and by a corresponding

point in the brain ; an arrangement by which it is easy to conceive

that a distinct impression maybe conveyed from the extremity to the

centre. There are, however, some exceptions, as in the nerve of the

vestibule of the ear, which ends m loops.

It is necessary here to call to mind what has been fully stated,

that there must be an absolute continuity and isolation in every

individual nerve-fibre engaged in the operation. It must exercise

its own endowment throughout its entire course, without commu-

nicating with the other filaments bound up with it in the same trunk.

Were there a true anastomosis of nerve-fibres, as there is of blood-

vessels, distinct, discriminative sensation would be impossible.

No nerve-fibre can convey more than one kind of impression. A
^ sentient nerve can transmit only sentient impressions ;

a motor nerve

only such as excite motion ; and a nerve of special sense only such as

produce special sensation ; the optic nerve, light ;
the auditory nerve,
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sound. You cannot sco with the car nor hear with the eye. Every

nerve-fibre is devoted to its own office, which cannot be transferred,

and which admits of no substitution.

Sensation is not in the periiiheral surfaces or external organs, to

which it is commonly referred, but in the brain. It is difficult to

believe that when we grasp a body we do not feel it vnth. our hands,

though the points of the fingers are the special seat of touch ; that

the sensation of sight is not in the eye, nor of hearing m the ear,

nor of taste in the tongue ; but that the perception is in the brain,

and the brain only. Yet that this is true is proved indubitably.

1 . By the fact already stated, that a ligature placed around a sen-

tient nerve, so as to cut off its communication with the brain, instantly

destroys sensation ; while on the removal of the ligature, and tho

re-establishment of such communication, sensation is restored.

2. By the phenomena observed after the amputation of a limb.

When a leg, for example, has been cut off from the body, above the

knee-joint, sensation does not always cease, because the nerves have

been merely divided
;
they still remain *in the stump, and continue to

exercise then' accustomed functions. When impressions are excited in

these nerves, the sensations are always referred to the lost part. Long
after the stump is healed, frequently through life, sensations are referred

to single toes, to the sole of the foot, to the back of the foot, to the

sldn covering it, and so on. The nerves of the stump, which came
from those parts, are still in free commmiication with the brain, and
when irritated by pressure, &c., convey to it the accustomed impres-

sions, and, therefore, produce the corresponding sensations ; a demon-
stration that sensation is not in the part in which the nerves once had
their peripheral terminations, for they are removed from the body, but

that its true seat is in the brain.

So, when a nose has been lost and a new one is formed, as is done
in the Talicotian operation, by turning down a portion of skin from
the forehead, moulding it into shape, and uniting it with what remains
of the old nose, the new nose, as long as it retains its original connec-
tion with the forehead, has the same sensations as if it were still on
the forehead

;
that is, when it is touched the feeling is in the forehead,

but when, by dividing the flap of skin, the communication with the fore-

head is cut off, the sensations are no longer referred to the forehead.
At fii-st, the division destroys all sensibility in the part, but by degrees
this is restored, and now, having lost its old associations and acquired
new ones, from the new union it has formed, it refers its sensations in
accordance with its new position, the mind acquhing the habit of
referring its sensations to the parts at which it receives its impres-
sions.

Though the bram is the sole seat of sensation tmd vohtion, yet it is
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itself wholly insensible, and incapable, by mechanical irritation, of

exciting motion. No amount of laceration, or of any other mode of

injury, induces in it the least indication of feeling, or produces the

slightest muscular contraction. " Who could have believed," says

Magendie, " that the hemispheres may be pricked, torn, cut, and even

burnt by the actual cautery in the living animal without producing

the slightest feeling; yet all observation and experience concur in

proving that this is unquestionably the fact."

Motor fibres obey the same laws as the sentient. The influence of

volition is propagated along motor nerves in a manner analogous to

that of the transmission of impressions along a sentient nerve, but the

process takes place in an inverse direction. It is always centrifugal,

in the direction of the nerve going from the brain to the muscle, and

never in a retrograde course. If a stimulus be applied to the trunk

of a motor nerve, it excites contractions only in those muscles which

are supplied by the branches of that nerve. Nay, if a stimulus be

applied to a part of the fibres of a trunk, it does not affect the whole

ti'unk, but only those fibres which immediately receive the stimulus
;

and consequently those muscles only are excited to contraction which

are in direct communication with these particular fibres. So that

every primary fibre of a motor nerve is as distinct and isolated in

its entire course as the fibres of a sentient nerve, and volition sends

out its commands to the muscles, or groups of muscles, under its

control, by channels as definite and as insulated as those which con-

vey sentient impressions to the brain.

On a dissection of the human brain there is brought into view an

extended surface of the cerebral convolutions where the two forms^f

cerebral substance, the tubular and vesicular neurine, meet. This

probably constitutes the Common Sensorium, where all impressions

are received and consummated by being converted into sensations

;

where all volition arises, and whence it proceeds to the muscles of

voluntary motion ; and where all the intellectual faculties meet, com-

bine, compare, co-operate.



APPENDIX.

I.

The folhwing is a list of the Chemical Elements at present reeognisecl,

arranged alphahetically.

Aluminum.
Antimony (Stibium).

Arsenic.

Barium.
Bismuth,
Boron.
Bromine.
Cadmimn.
Caesium.
Calcium.
C;irbon.

Cerium.
Chlorine.

Cliromium.
Cobalt.

Columbium.
Copper (Cuprnm)
Didymium.
Erbium.
Fluorine.

Ghicinnm.
Gold (Anrnm).
Hydrogen.
Indium.
Iodine.

Iridimn.

Iron (Fcrrum).
Lantlianiiim.

Lead (riumbuni).

Lithium.
Magnesium.
Manganese.

IMercury (Hydrargynmi).

Molybdenum.
Nickel.

Nitrogen.

Osmium.
Oxygen.
Palladium.
Phosphorus,
Platinum.
Potassium (Kal ium)

.

Khodium,
Rubidium.
Kuthenium.
Selenium.
Silicon.

Silver (Argentum).
Sodium (Natrium).

Strontium.

Suli)hur.

Tantalum.
Tellurium.
Tcrliinm.

Thallium.
Thorium.
Tin 'Stannum).
Tiianium.
Tungsten (Wolfram),
Uranim)!,

Vanadium.
Yttrium.
Zinc.

Zirconium.

II.

For many of . the illustrations nsed in tliis volume, the Editor is

indebted to the knidness of other Avriters on anatomy, &:c., from whose
works they have been borrowed; and tiikes this opportunity of

tlianking the proprietors of Geay's Anatomy, Milne Edwakds'
Zoology, and Kolliker's Microscopical Anatomy.

I.ONnoX: rillN'TKD HY Wll.I.IAlI C!.nWF.S AND SONS, ST.VJn'OlM) STItF.KT

AND ClIAUINC, Cr.OS.S.
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ford. 8vo. preparation.



Kictionary of General Biography;
i

containing Concise Memoirs and Notices ol
|

the most Eminent Persons of all Countries,

Trom the Earliest Ages to the Present Time.

Edited by Williaji L. R. Gates. 8vo.

mk-e 21s.

Memoirs of Baron Bunsen, draM u

chielly from Family Papers by his Widow,
I'uANCKS Baroness Bl'xsex. Second Edi-

iion, abridged; with 2 Portraits and 4

Woodcuts. 2 vols, post 8vo. 21s.

^he Letters of the late Right
lion. Sir George Corncwall Lewis. Edited

by his Brother, the Pcv. Sir G. F. Lewls,
Bart. 8vo. [^Nearly ready.

Life of the Duke of Wellington.
T?y the Rev. G. R. Gleig, M.A. Popular

Edition, carefully revised ; with copious

Additions. Crown Svo. with Portrait, 5s.

Father Mathew : a Biography.
By John FitAxcis Maguire, M.P. Popular

Ixlition, with Portrait. Crown Svo. 3s. Grf.

Historyofmy Religious Opinions.
By J. H. Newman, D.D. Being the Sub-

stance of Apologia pro Vita Sua. Post Svo.

[jrice Gs.

Iietters and Life of Francis
.Bacon, including all his Occasional Works.

Collected and edited, with a Commentarj',

hy J. SrEDDiNG, Trin. Coll. Cantab. Vols.

I. & IL Svo. 24s. Vols. III. & IV. 2-ls.

Felix Mendelssohn's Letters from
.Italy and Switzerland, and Letters from

1833 to 18-17, translated by Lady Wallace.
With Portrait. 2 vols, crown Svo. 5s. each.

Captain Cook's Life, Voyages,
and Discoveries. 18mo. Woodcuts. 2s. Q>d.

Memoirs of Sir Henry Havelock,
K.C.B. By John Clai'.k Marsiiman.

Cabinet Edition, with Portrait. Crown Svo.

price 5s.

Essays in Ecclesiastical Biogra-
phy. By the Right Hon. Sir J. Stephen,

LL.D. Cabinet Edition. Crown Svo. 7s. Or/.

The Earls of Granard : a Memoir of

the Noble Familj- of Forbes. Written by
Admiral the Hon. John Forbes, and Edited

by George Ai-.thir Hastings, present

Eail of Granard, K.P. Svo. 10s.

Vicissitudes of Families. By Sir

J. Bernard Burke, C.B. Ulster King of

Arms. New Edition, remodelled and en-

larged. 2 vols, crown Svo. 21s.

Lives of the Tudor Princesses,
including Lady Jane Grey and her Sisters.

By Agnes Strickland. Post Svo. \dtli

Portrait, &c. 12s. 6rf.

Lives of the Queens of England.
By Agnes Strickland. Library Edition,

newly revised ; with Portraits of every

Queen, x\utographs, and Vignettes. 8 vols,

post Svo. 7s. 6d. each.

Maunder's Biographical Trea-
sury. Thirteenth Edition, reconstructed and
partly re-written, with above 1,000 additional

Memoirs, by L. R. Gates. Fcp. 10s. Gd.

Criticism, Philoi

England and Ireland. By John
Sti'Art Mill. Fifth I^dition. Svo. Is.

The Subjection of Women. By
John Stuart Mill. New Edition. Post

'Svo. OS.

On Representative Government.
By John Stuart Mili,. Third Edition.

8vo. 9s. crown Svo. 2s.

On Liberty. By the same Author. Fourth
Edition. Post 8vo. 7s. (Sd. Crown Svo.

Is. Ad.

Frinciples of Political Economy. By the

Fame. Sixth Edition. 2 vols. Svo. 30s. or

in 1 vol. crown 8vo. 5s.

Utilitarianism. By the same. 3d Edit. Svo. 5s.

D-i^sertations and Discussions. By the

same Author. Second iMlition. 3 vols. Svo.

3Gs.

IBlxamination of Sir W. Hamilton's
Philosophy, and of the principal Philoso-

phical (Questions discussed in his Writings.

By the same. Third Edition. Svo. IGs.

r)hy, Polity^ (^-c.

A System of Logic, Ratiocinative
and Inductive. By John Stuaut Mill.
Seventh Edition. 2 vols. Svo. 25s.'

Inaugural Address delivered to the

University of St, Andrews. By John
Stuart Mill. Svo. 5s. Grown Svo. Is.

Analysis of the Phenomena of
the Human Mind. By James Mill. A
New Edition, with Notes, Illustrative and
Critical, by Alexander Bain, Andrew
Findlater, and George Grote. Edited,

with additional Notes, by John Stuart
Mill. 2 vols. Svo. price 28s.

The Elements of Political Eco-
nomy. By Henry Dunning Macleod,
M.A. Barrister-at-Law. Svo. 16s.

A Dictionary of Political Economy
;

Biographical, Bibliographical, Historical,
and Practical. By the same Author. Vol.
I. royal Svo. 30s.

"
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Lord Bacon's Works, collected
and edited by il. L. 1-i.i.is, M.A. J. SiT.u-

DiNG, M.A. and D. D. Heath. Vols. I. to

V. Philosophical Works, 5 vols. 8yo. £4 6s.

Vols. VI. and VII. Literary and Profes-

sional Works, 2 vols. .£1 IGs.

Analysis of Mr. Mill's System of
Logic. By W. SiKiiiiiNG, ]M.A. New
Edition. 12mo. 3s. Gt/.

The Institutes of Justinian ; ^^ith

English Introduction, Translation, and

Notes. Bj' T. C. Saxdars, M.A. Barrister-

at-Law. New Edition. 8vo. 15s.

The Ethics ofAristotle ; with Essays

and Notes. By Sir A. Ukant, Bart. M.A.

LL.D. Second Edition, revised and com-

pleted. 2 vols. 8vo. price 28s.

The Nicomachean Ethics ofAris-
totle. Newly translated into English. By
K. Williams, B.A. Fellow and late Lec-

turer of Morton College, and sometime

Student of Christ Church, Oxford. 8vo.l2s.

Bacon's Essays, with Annotations.
By B. WiiATKLY, D.D. late Archbishop of

Dublin. Sixth Edition. 8vo. 10s, Gd.

Elements of Logic. By E. Whately,
D.D. late Archbishop of Dublin. New
Edition. 8yo. 10s. Grf. crown 8vo. 4s. Q>d.

Elements of Blietoric. By the same
Author. New Edition. 8vo. lOs. 6d. Crown
8vo. 4s. Gr/.

English. Synonymes, ByE. JaseWhately.
Edited by Archbishop Whately. 5th

Edition. Fcp. 3s.

An Outline of the Necessary
Laws of Thought : a Treatise on Pure and

Applied Logic. By the Most Kev. W.
Thomson, D.D. Archbishop of York. Ninth

Thousand. Crown 8vo. 5s. Qd.

The Election of Representatives,
Parliamentary and Municipal; a Treatise.

ByThomas IlAUE.Barrister-at-Law. Third

Edition, with Additions. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Speeches of the Right Hon. Lord
Macaulay, corrected by Himself. Library

Edition, 8vo. 12s. People's Edition, crown

Svo. 3s. 6d.

Lord Macaulay's Speeches on
Parliamentary Keform in 1831 and 1832.

16mo. price Oxe Shilling.

Walker's Pronouncing Diction-
ary of the English Language. Thoroughly

revised Editions, by B. IL Smaut. 8vo.

12s. 16mo. 6s.

A Dictionary of the English
Language. By II. G. Latham, M.A. M.D.
F.R.S. Founded on the Dictionary of Dr. S.

JoHxsox, as edited by the Kev. H. J. Toud
with numerous Emendations and Additions.

4 vols. 4to. price £7.

Thesaurus of English Words and
Phrases, classilied and arranged so as to

facilitate the expression of Ideas, and assist

in Literary Composition. By P. M. Eoget,
M.D. Ne\v Edition. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.

The Debater ; a Series of Complete
Debates, Outlinesof Debates, and Questions
for Discussion. By F. Rowrox. Fcp. 6s.

Lectures on the Science of Lan-
guage, delivered at the Royal Institution.

By Max MUlleii, M.A. Fellow of All Souls

College, Oxford. 2 vols. 8vo. First Series,
Fifth Edition, 12s. Second Series, Second
Edition, 18s.

Chapters on Language. By F. W

.

Faurar, M.A. F.R.S. late Fellow ofTrin.

Coll. Cambridge. Crown 8yo. 8s. 6d.

A Book about Words. By G. F.

Graham. Fcp. 8vo. 3s. G(/.

Manual of English Literature,
Historical and Critical : with a Chapter on
English Metres. By Thojias Arnold, M.A.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 7s. Gd.

Southey's Doctor, complete in One
Volume, edited by the Rev. .1. W. Warter,
B.D. Square crown 8vo. 12*. Gd.

Historical and Critical Commen-
tary on the Old Testament; with a New
Translation. By M. M. Kalisch, Ph.D.
Vol. I. Genesis, 8vo. 18s. or adapted for the

General Reader, 12s. Vol. IL Exodus, 15s.

or adapted for the General Reader, 12s.

Vol III. Leviticus, Part I. 15s. or adapted

for the General Reader, 8s.

A Hebrew Grammar, with Exercises.
By the same. Part, I. Outlines with Exer-
cises, 8vo. 12s. C>d. Key, 5s. Part II. Ex-
ceptional Forms and Constructions, Vis. Gd.

A Latin-English Dictionary. By
.T. T. White, D.D. of Corpus Christi Col-

lege, and J. E. Riddle, M.A. of St. Edmund
Hall, Oxford. Third Edition, revised. 2

vols. 4to. pp. 2,128, price 42s.

White's College Latin-English Diction-
ary (Intermediate Size), abridged from the

Parent Work for the use of University

Students. Medium 8vo. pp. 1,048, price 18s.

"White's Junior Student's Complete
Latin-English and English -Latin Dictionary.

Revised Edition. Square r2mo. pp. 1,058,

price 12s.

Separatelv
/Exolish-Latin, 5_s. Gd

'

L Latin-English, /s. 6(/.
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An English-Greek Lexicon, con-

taining all the Greek Words used b}- Winters

of good authority. By C. D. Yoxge, B.A.

New Edition. 4to. 21s.

Mr. Yonge's New Lexicon, En-
glish and Greek, abridged from his larger

work (as above). Square 12ino. 8s. 6d.

A Greek-English Lexicon. Com-
piled by II. G. LiDDELL, D.D. Dean of

Christ Church, and R. Scott, D.U. Master

of Balliol. Fifth Edition. Crown -Ito. 31s. Gd.

A Lexicon, Greek and English,
abridged for Schools from Liddell and

Scott's Greek-English Lexicon. Twelftli

Edition. Square 12mo. 7s. Gd.

A Practical Dictionary of the
French and English Languages. By Pro-

fessor Leox Cont^v2;seau, many years

French Examiner for Military and Civil

Appointments, &c. New Edition, carefully

revised. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d.

Contanseau's Pocket Dictionary,
French and English, abridged from the

Practical Dictionary, by the Author. New
Edition. 18mo. price 3s. Gd.

A Sanskrit-English Dictionary.
The Sanskrit words printed both in the

original Devanagari and in Roman letters
;

with References to the Best Editions of

Sanskrit Authors, and with Etymologies

and comparisons of Cognate Words chiefly

in Greek, Latin, Gothic, and Anglo-Saxon.

Compiled by T. Benfev. 8vo. 52s. Gd.

New Practical Dictionary of the
German Language; German-English, and

English-German. By the Rev. W. L.

Blackley, M.A. and Dr. Carl Martin
Friedlaxder. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

The Mastery of Languages; or,

the Art of Sjjcaking Foreign Tongues
Idiomatically. By Thojlvs Pi{ENDERf;AST,

late of the Civil Service at Madras. Second
lulition. 8vo. Gs.

Miscellaneous Works and Poimlar Metaphysics.

The Essays and Contributions of 1

A. K. H. B. Author of ' The Recreations of

a Country Parson.' Uniform Editions :

—

Recreations of a Country Parson.
First and Second Series, 3s. Gd. each.

The Commonplace Philosopher in
ToivTi and Coimtry. Cro^\'n 8vo. 3s. Gd.

Leisure Hours in Town.; Essays Consola-
tory,jEsthetical, Moral, Social, and Domestic.
Crown 8vo. 3s. Gd.

The Autumn Holidays of a Country
Parson. Crown 8vo. 3s. Gd.

The Graver Thoughts of a Country
Parson. First and Second Series, crown
8vo. d«. Gd. each.

Critical Essays of a Country Parson, '

selected from Essays contributed to Eraser's
Magazine. Crown 8vo. 3s. Gd.

Sunday Afternoons at the Parish
Church of a Scottish University City.

Crown 8vo. 3s, Gd.

Lessons of Middle Age, with some
Account of various Cities and Men.
Crown 8vo. 3s. Gd.

Counsel and Comfort Spoken from a
City Pulpit. Crown 8vo. 3s, Gd.

Changed Aspects of TTnchangecI
Truths

; Memorials of St. Andrews Sundays,
Crown 8vo. 3s, Gd.

Short Studies on Great Subjects.
By James Anthony Froude, M.A. late

Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford. Third

Edition. 8vo. 12s.

Lord Macaulay's Miscellaneous
Writings:

—

Library Edition, 2 vols. 8vo. Portrait, 21s,

People's Edition, 1 vol. crown 8vo. 4s. Gd.

The Rev. Sydney Smith's Mis-
cellaneous Works; including his Contribu-
tions to the Edinburgh Review. 1 vol.

crown 8vo. Gs.

The Wit and Wisdom of the Eev.
Sydney S.mith : a Selection of the most
memorable Passages in his Writhigs and
Conversation. 16mo. 3s, Gd

The Snver Store. Collected from
Mediaeval Christian and Je^^'isll Mines. By
the Rev. S. Baring-Gould, M.A. Crown
8vo. 3s. Gd.

Traces of History in the Names
of Places ; with a Vocabulary of the Roots
out of wliich Names of Places in England
and Wales are formed. By Flavell
Edmunds. Crown 8vo. 7s. Gd.

Essays selected from Contribu-
tions to the Edinburgh Review. By Henry
Rogers, Second Edition. 3 vols. fcp. 21s,

Reason and : Faith, their Claims and
Conflicts. By the same Author. New
Edition, revised. Crown 8vo, price Gs, Gd
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The Eclipse of Faith. ; or, a Visit to a

Religions Sceptic. By Hexuy Rogees.
Eleventli Edition. Fcp. 5s.

Defence of th.e Eclipse of Faith, by its

Author. Tliird Edition. Fcp. 3s. GtZ.

Selections from the Correspondence
of R. E. H. Greyson. By tlie same Autlior.

Tliird Edition.
' Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Families of Speech, Four Lectures

delivered at the Royal Institution of Great

Britain ; with Tables and a Map. By the

Kev. F. W. Faiuiak, M.A. F.R.S. Post

8vo. \_Neurli/ ready.

Chips from a German "Workshop
;

being Essays on the Science of Religion,

and on Mytholog}'. Traditions, and Customs.

By Max MiiLLEU, M.A. Fellow of All Souls

College, Oxford. Second Edition, revised,

with an Index. 2 vols. 8vo. 24s.

Word Gossip ; a Series of Familiar

Essays on Words and their Peculiarities.

By the Rev. W. L. Blackley, M.A. Fcp.

8vo. 5s.

Menes and Cheops identified in His-

tory under Different Names ; with other

Cosas. By Carl Von Rikakt. 8vo. witli

5 Illustrations, price 10s. 6d.

An Introduction to Mental Phi-
losophy, on the Inductive Method. By
J. D. Morell, M.A. LL.D. 8vo. 12s.

Elements of Psychology, containing the

Analysis of the Intellectual Powers. By
the same Author. Post 8vo. 7s. M.

The Secret of Hegel: being the

Hegelian System in Origin, Principle, Form,

and Matter. By James Hutchison Stir-

ling. 2 vols. 8vo. 28s.

The Senses and the Intellect.
By Alexander Bain, LL.D. Prof, of Logic

in the Univ. of Aberdeen. Third Edition.

8vo. 15s.

The Emotions and the WUl, by the

same Author. Second Edition. 8vo. 15s.

On the Study of Character, including

an Estimate of Plirenology. By the same

Autlior. 8vo. 9s.

Astronomy, Meteorology,

Outlines of Astronomy. By Sir

J. F. W. Herschel, Bart. M.A. New
Edition, revised ; with Plates and AVoodcuts.

8vo. 18s.

Saturn and its System. By Eich-

ard a. Proctor, B.A. late Scholar of St.

John's Coll. Camb. and King's Coll. London.

8vo. with 14 Plates, 14s.

The Handbook of the Stars, By the same
Author. Square fcp. 8vo. with 3 Maps,

price 55.

Mental and Moral Science : a

Compendium of Ps^-chologj- and Etlucs.

Bj' the same Author. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo. 10s. Gd.

Strong and Free; or, First Stops

towards Social Science. By the Author of

My Life and What shall I do with it ?

'

8vo. 10s. Gc/.

The Philosophy of Necessity; or.

Natural Law as applicable to Mental, Moral,

and Social Science. By Cu^vkles Bray.
Second Edition. 8vo. 9s.

The Education of the Peelings and
Affections. By the same Author. Third
Edition. 8vo. 3s. &d.

On Force, its Mental and Moral Corre-
lates. By the same Avithor. 8vo. 5s.

Mind and Manner, or Diversities of

Life. By Jajies Flajiank. Post 8vo.
7s. Gd.

Characteristics of Men, Manners,
Opinions, Times. By Anthony, Third
Earl of Shaftesbury. Published from the

Edition of 1713, with Engravings designed

by the Author ; and Edited, with Marginal

Analysis, Notes, and Illustrations, by the

Rev. W. M. Hatch, M.A. Fellow of New
College, Oxford. 3 vols. 8vo. Vol. I.

price 14s.

A Treatise on Human Nature;
being an Attempt to Introduce the Expe-
rimental Method of Reasoning into Moral
Subjects. By David Hume. Edited, with
a Preliminary Dissertation and Notes, by
T. H. Green, Fellow, and T. H. Grose,
late Scholar, of Balliol College, Oxford.

\_In the press.

Essays Moral, Political, and Li-
terary. By David Hume. By the same
Editors. [//i the press.

The above will form a new edition of

David Hume's Philosophical Works, com-
plete in Four Volumes, to be had in ^^Y0

separate Sections as annoimced.

Popular Geography, (^x.

Celestial Objects for Common
Telescopes. By T. W. Webb, M.A. F.R.A.S.

Second Edition, re^dsed and enlarged, with

Map of the Moon and Woodcuts. 16mo.

price 7s. Qd.

Navigation and Nautical As-
tronomy (Practical, Theoretical, Scientific)

for the use of Students and Practical Men.

By J. Merrifield, F.R.A.S. and H.
Evebs. 8vo. 14s.
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A General Dictionary of Geo-
graphy, Descriptive, I'liy^ical, Statistical,

and Historical ;
forming a complete

Gazetteer of the World. By A. Kkitii

Johnston, F.K.S.E. New Edition. 8vo.

price 31s. Od.

M'Culloch's Dictionary, Geogra-
phical, Statistical, and Historical, of the

various Coimtries, Places, and principal

Natural Objects in the World. Eeviscd

Edition, with the Statistical Information

throughout brought up to the latest returns.

By Frederick Martin. 4 vols. 8vo. with

Coloured Maps, £4 4s.

A Manual of Geography, Physic<al,

Industrial, and Political. By W. Hughes,
F.R.G.S. Prof, of Geog. in King's Coll. and in

Queen's Coll. Lond. With G Maps. Fcp. 7s.6rf.

The States of the River Plate:
tlicir Industries and Commerce, Sheep

Farming, Sheep Breeding, Cattle Feeding,

and Meat Preserving ; the Employment of

Capital, Land and Stock and their Values,

Labour and its Remuneration. By Wilfrid
Latuam, Buenos Ayres. Second Edition.

8vo. 12s.

Maunder's Treasury of Geogra-
phy, Physical, Historical, Descriptive, and

Political. Edited by W. Hughes, F.R.G.S.

With 7 Maps and 16 Plates. Fcp. 10s. Gd.

Physical Geography for Schools
and General Readers. By M. F. Mauey,
LL.D. Fcp. with 2 Charts, 2s._6</.

Natural History and Pojoular Science.

Ganot's Elementary Treatise on
Physics, Experimental and Applied, for the

use of Colleges and Schools. Translated and

Edited with the Author's sanction by
E. Atkinson, Ph.D. F.C.S. New Edition,

revised and enlarged ; with a Coloured Plate

and 620 Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 15s.

The Elements of Physics or
Natural Philosopliy. By Neil Arnott,
M.D. F.R.S. Physician-Extraordinary to

the Queen. Sixth Edition, re-written and

completed. 2 Parts, 8vo. 21s.

Dove's Law of Storms, considered in

connexion with the ordinary Movements of

the Atmosphere. Translated by R. II.

Scott, M.A. T.C.D. 8vo. 10s. 6f^.

Sound : a Course of Eight Lectures de-

livered at the Ro3'al Institution of Great

Britain. By Professor John Tyndall,
LL.D. F.R.S. Crown Svo. with Portrait

and Woodcuts, 9s.

Heat Considered as a Mode of
Motion. By Professor John Tyndall,
LL.D. F.R.S. Third Edition. Crown 8vo.

with Woodcuts, lOs. Gd.

Light: its Influence on Life and Health.

By Forbes Winslow, M.D. D.C.L. Oxon.
(Hon.) F'cp. 8vo. Gs.

A Treatise on Electricity, in
Theory and Practice. By A. De La Rivi:,

Prof, in the Academy of Geneva. Trans-

lated by C. V. Walker, F.R.S. 3 vols.

Svo. with Woodcuts, £8 13s.

The Correlation of Physical
Forces. By W. R. Grove, Q.C. V.P.R.S.
Fifth Edition, revised, and Augmented by a
Discourse on Continuity. Svo. 10s. Gd.

The Discourse on Continuift/, separately,

price 2s. Gd.

Manual of Geology. ByS. Haughton,
M.D. F.R.S. Fellow of Trin. Coll. and Prof,

of Geol. in the Univ. of Dublin. Second
Edition, with 66 Woodcuts. Fcp. 7s. 6c?.

A Guide to Geology. By J, Phillips,
M.A. Prof, of Geol. in the Univ. of Oxford.
Fifth Edition. Fcp. 4s.

The Scenery of England and
Wales, its Character and Origin

;
being an

Attempt to trace the Nature of the Geo-
logical Causes, especially Denudation, by
Avhich the Physical Features of the Country
have been Produced. By D. Mackintosh,
F.G.S. Post 8vo. with 89 Woodcuts, 12s.

The Student's Manual of Zoology
and Comparative Physiology. By J. Bur-
NEY Yeo, M.B. Resident Medical Tutor
and Lecturer on Animal Physiology in
King's College, London. INcarli/ rcadi/.

Van Der Hoeven's Handbook of
Zoology. Translated from the Second
Dutch Edition by the Rev. W. Clark,
M.D. F.R.S. 2 vols. Svo. with 24 Plates of
F'igures, 60s.

Professor Owen's Lectures on
the Comparative Anatomy and Physiology
of the Invertebrate Animals. '

Second
Edition, witli 235 Woodcuts. Svo. 21s.
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The Comparative Anatomy and i

Physiology of tlie Vertebrate Animals. 15y

Richaud" Owkn, F.R.S. D.C.L. With
1,472 Woodcuts. 3 vols. Svo. £3 13s. Gd.

The Primitive Inhabitants of
Scandinavia. Containing a Description of

the Implements, Dwellings, Tombs, and
Mode of Living of the Savages in tlie North
of Europe during the Stone Age. By Svkn
NiLSSON. With an Introduction by Sir

John Lubbock, 16 Plates of Figures and

3 Woodcuts. 8vo. 18s.

Homes without Hands : a Descrip-

tion of the Habitations of Animals, classed

according to their Principle of Construction.

By Rev. J. G. Wood, M.A. F.L.S. With
about 140 Vignettes on Wood (20 full size

of page). New Edition. Svo. 21s.

Bible Animals ;
being a Description of

Every Living Creature mentioned in the

Scriptures, from the Ape to the Coral. By
the Rev. J. G. Woon, M.A. F.L.S. With
about 100 Vignettes on Wood (20 full size

of page). Svo. 21s.

The Harmonies of Nature and
Unity of Creation. By Dr. G. Hartwig.
Svo. with numerous Illustrations, 18s.

The Sea and its Living Wonders. By
the same Author. Third EiUtion, enlarged.

Svo. with many Illustrations, 21s.

Th.e Tropical World. By the same Author.

With 8 Chromoxylographs and 172 Wood-
cuts. Svo. 21s.

The Polar World : a Popular Description of

Man and Nature in the Arctic and Antarctic

Regions of the Globe. By the same Author.

With 8 Chromoxylographs, 3 Maps, and 85

AVoodcuts. Svo. 21s.

A Familiar History of Birds.
By E. Stanlicy, D.D. late Lord Bishop of

Norwich. Fcp. with Woodcuts, 3s. (id.

Kirby and Spence's Introduction
to Entomology, or Elements of the Natural

History of Insects. Crown Svo. 5s.

Maunder's Treasury of Natural
History, or Popular Dictionary' of Zoology.
Revised and corrected by T. S. Cokbolu,
M.D. Fcp. with 900 Woodcuts, 10s. G(/.

The Elements of Botany for
Families and Schools. Tenth Edition, re-

vised by Thomas Mooke, F.L.S. Fcp.

with 154 Woodcuts, 2s. Gd.

The Treasury of Botany, or
Popular Dictionary of the Vegetable King-
dom ; with which is incorporated a Glos-

sary of Botanical Terms. Edited by
J. LiNDLEY, F.R.S. and T. Moore, F.L.S.

assisted by eminent Contributors. Pp.

1,274, with 274 Woodcuts and 20 Steel

Plates. Two Pakts, fcp. Svo. 20s.

The British Flora ;
comprising the

Phajnogamous or Flowering Plants and the

Ferns. By Sir W. J. Hooker, K.H. and

G. A. Walker-Arnott, LL.D. 12mo.

with 12 Plates, 14s. or coloured, 21s.

The Rose Amateur's Guide. By
Tao.MAs RivicKS. New Edition. Fcp. Is.

Loudon'sEncyclopaedia of Plants

;

comprising the Specific Character, Descrip-

tion, Culture, History, &c. of aU the Plants

found in Great Britain. With upwards of

12,000 Woodcuts. Svo. 42s.

Maunder's Scientific and Lite-
rary Treasury ; a Popular Encyclopa;dia of

Science, Literature, and Art. New Edition,
thoroughly revised and in great part re-

written, with above 1,000 new articles, by
J. Y. Johnson, Corr. M.Z.S. Fcp. 10s. Gd.

A Dictionary of Science, Litera-
ture, and Art. Fourth Edition, re-cdited

by the late W. T. Brande (the Author)
and George W. Cox, M.A. 3 vols, mcdimu
Svo. price G3s. cloth.

The Quarterly Joiu'nal of Science.
Edited by James Samuei.son and William
Crookes, F.R.S. Published quarterly iu

January, April, July, and October, Svo.

with Illustrations, price 5s. each Number.

Chemistry^ Medicine^ Surg^

A Dictionary of Chemistry and
the Allied Branches of other Sciences. By
Henry Watts, F.C.S. assisted by eminent

Scientific and Practical Chemists. 5 vols,

medium Svo. price £7 3s.

Handbook of Chemical Analysis,
adapted to the Unitary Si/stem of Notation.

By F. T. CoNiNGTON, M.A. F.C.S. Post

Svo. 7s. 6f/.

Conington's Tables of Qualitative
A»(di/s!s, to accompany the above, 2s. Gd.

"y, and the Allied Sciences.

Elements of Chemistry, Theore-
tical and Practical. By Williaiu A.

Miller, M.D. LL.D. Professor of Chemis-

try, King's College, London. Fourth Edi-

tion. 3 vols. Svo. £3.

Part I. Chemical Physics, 15s.

P.VRT If. Inorganic CiiEMi.sTRY, 21s.

Part III. Organic Chemistry, 24.s-.

A Manual of Chemistry, De-
scriptive and Tlicoretical. By William
Odlino, M.B. F.R.S. Part I. Svo. 9s.

P.\RT II. nearly ready.
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A Course of Practical Chemistry,
for the use of Medical Students. By
W. Odlixg, M.B. F.Il.S. New EcUtion, with

70 new Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Outlines of Cliemistry ; or, Brief

Notes of Chemical Facts. By the same

Author. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Lectures on Animal Cliemistry Delivered

at the Royal College of Physicians in 1865.

By the same Author. Cro'mi 8vo. 4s. Gd.

Lectures on the Chemical
Changes of Carbon, delivered at the Royal
Institution of Great Britain. By W.
Odling, M.B. F.E.S. Reprinted from the

Chemical News, with Notes, by W. Ckookes,
r.R.S. Crown 8vo. 4s. 6d.

Chemical Notes for the Lecture
Koom. By Thomas Wood, F.C.S. 2 vols,

crown 8vo. I. on Heat, &c. price 3s. 6c?.

II. on the Metals, price 5s.

A Treatise on Medical Elec-
tricity, Theoretical and Practical ; and its

Use in the Treatment of Paralysis, Neu-
ralgia, and other Diseases. By Julius
Altiiaus, M.D. M.R.CP. &c. ; Senior Phj-
sician to the Infirmary for Epilepsy and
Paralj'sis. Second Edition, revised and
enlarged and for the most part re-written

;

ivith Plate and 62 Woodcuts. Post 8vo.

price 12 s. 6 c?.

The Diagnosis, Pathology, and
Treatment of Diseases of Women

;
including

the Diagnosis of Pregnancy. By Graily
Hewitt, M.D. &c. President of the Obste-
trical Society of London. Second Edition,

enlarged; with 116 Woodcuts. 8vo. 24s.

Lectures on the Diseases of In-
fancy and Childliood. By Chakles West,
M.D. &c. Fifth Edition. 8vo. 16s.

On the Surgical Treatment of
Children's Diseases. By T. Holmes, M.A.
&c. late Surgeon to the Hospital for Sick
Children. Second Edition, with 9 Plates

and 112 Woodcuts. 8vo. 21s.

A System of Surgery, Theoretical
and Practical, in Treatises by Various
Authors. Edited by T. Holmes, M.A. &c.

Surgeon and Lecturer on Surgery at St.

George's Hospital, and Surgeon-in-Chief to

the Metropolitan Police. Second Edition,

thoroughly rcAdsed, with numerous Illus-

trations. 5 vols. 8vo. £5 5s.

Lectures on the Principles and
Practice of Physic. By Sir Thojias Wat-
son, Bart. M.D. Physician-Extraordinary
to the Queen. New Edition in preparation.

Lectures on Surgical Pathology.
Bv J. Pac;et, r.R.S. Surgeon-Extraordinaiy

to" the Queen. Edited by W. Turner, M.B.

New Edition in preparation.

Cooper's Dictionary of Practical
Sui-gery and Encyclopedia of Surgical

Science. New Edition, brought down to

the ]n-esent time. By S. A. Lane, Surgeon to

St. Mary's, and Consulting Surgeon to the

Lock Hospitals ; Lecturer on Surgery at

St. Mary's Hospital ; assisted by various

Eminent Surgeons. Vol. II. 8vo. com-

pleting the work. \_Early in 1870.

On Chronic Bronchitis, especially

as connected with Gout, Emphysema, and

Diseases of the Heart. By E. Headlaji
Greenhow, M.D. F.R.C.P.' &c. 8vo. 7s. 6c?.

The Climate of the South of
France as Suited to Invalids ; with Notices

of Mediterranean and other Winter Sta-

tions. By C. T. WiLLi.vjvis, M.A. M.D.
Oxon. Assistant-Physician to the Hospital

for Consumption at Brompton. Second

Edition, with Frontispiece and Map. Cr.

8vo. 6s.

Pulmonary Consumption ; its

Nature, Treatment, and Duration exem-
plified by an Analysis of One Thousand
Cases selected from upwards of Twentj'

Thousand. By C. J. B. Williams, M.D.
F.R.S. Consulting Physician to the Hos-

pital for Consumption at Brompton ; and

C. T. Williams, M.A. M.D. Oxon.
\_Nearly ready,

A Treatise on the Continued
Fevers of Great Britain. By C. Murchisok.
M.D. Physician and Lecturer on the Practice

of Medicine, Middlesex Hospital. New
Edition in preparation.

Clinical Lectures on Diseases of tlie

Liver, Jaundice, and Abdominal Dropsj'.

By the same Author. Post 8vo. with 25

Woodcuts, 10s. 6c/.

Anatomy, Descriptive and Sur-
gical. By Henry Gray, F.R.S. With
about 410 Woodcuts from Dissections. Fiftli

Edition, by T. Holmes, M.A. Cantab. With
a New Introduction bv the Editor. Eoval
8vo. 28s.

Clinical Notes on Diseases of
the Larynx, investigated and treated with
the assistance of the Laryngoscope. By
W. Marcet, M.D. F.R.s! Assistant-Phy-
sician to the Hospital for Consumption and
Diseases of the Chest, Brompton. Crown
8vo. with 5 Lithographs, 6s.
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The House I Live in ; or, Popular
lUiustratioiis of the Structure and Functions

of the Human Body. Edited by T. G. Giutin.
New Edition, with 25 Woodcuts. 16mo.
price 2s. 6d.

Outlines of Physiology, Human
and Comparative. By John Marshall,
F.R.C.S. Professor of Surgery in University

College, London, and Surgeon to the Uni-

versity College Hospital. 2 vols, crown 8vo.

vnth 122 Woodcuts, 324-.

Physiological Anatomy and Phy-
siology of Man. Bv the lato 11. B. 'l\>i>i),

M.D. F.R.S. and W. BowM.sjy, E.R.S. of

King's College. With numerous Illustra-

tions. Vol. IL 8vo. 25s.

Vol. I. New Edition by Dr. Lionel S.

Bealk, F.R.S. in course of publication ;

Part I. with 8 Plates, 7s. Gd.

A Dictionai'y of Practical Medi-
cine. By J. Coi-LAND, M.D. F.R.S.

Abridged from the larger work by the

Author, assisted by J. C. Copland, M.R.C.S.

Pp. 1,560, in 8vo. price 36s.

j

The Theory of Ocular Defects
I

and of Spectacles. Translated from the

German of Dr. H. SciiEKi-Lmi by R. B.
Caktku, F.R.C.S. Post 8vo. 7s. C>d.

A Manual of Materia Medica
and Therapeutics, abridged from Dr.

Peueika's Elements by F. J. Fakre, M.D.
assisted by R. Bentley, M.R.C.S. and by

I

R. Waringtox, F.R.S. 1 vol. 8vo. with

90 Woodcuts, 21s.

Thomson's Conspectus of the
British I'harmacopocia. Twenty-lifth Edi-
tion, corrected by E. Lloyd Birkett, M.D.

i
18mo. 6s.

I

Manual of the Domestic Practice
of Medicine. By W. B. Kesteven,
F.R.C.S.E. Third Edition, thoroiighly

revised, with Additions. Fcp. 5s.

Essays on Physiological Subjects.
By Gilbert W. Child, M.A. F.L.S. F.C.S.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo. with Wood-
cuts, 7s. 6c?.

G-ymnasts and Gymnastics. By
John IL Howard, late Professor of Gym-
nastics, Comm. Coll. Ripponden. Second
Edition, with 135 Woodcuts. CroAvn 8vo.
10s. Qd.

The Fine Arts, and Illustrated Editions.

In Fairyland ; Pictures from the Elf-

World. By Richard Doyle. With a

Poem by W. Allinghaji. With Sixteen

Plates, containing Thirty-six Designs

printed in Colours. Folio, 31s. 6ri.

Life of John G-ibson, R.A.
Sculptor. Edited by Lady Eastlake.
8vo. 10*. 6t/.

Materials for a History of Oil
Painting. By Sir Charles Locice East-
lake, sometime President of the Royal

Academy. Vol. II. 8vo. 14s.

Albert Durer, his Life and
Works ;

including Autobiographical Papers

and Complete Catalogues. By Williaji

B. Scott. With Six Etchings by the

Author and other Illustrations. 8vo. 16s.

Half-Hour Lectures on the His-
tory autl Practice of the Fine and Orna-

mental Arts. By. W. B. Scott. Second

Edition. Crown 8vo. with 50 Woodcut
Illustrations, 8s. 6d.

The Lord's Prayer Illustrated
by F. R. Pickersgill, R.A. and Henry
Alford, D.D. Dean of Canterbury. Imp.

4to. 21s.

The Chorale Book for England

;

a complete Hynin-Book in accordance with
the Services and Festivals of the Church of

England : the Hymns Translated by Miss
C. WiNKWORTii; the Tunes arranged by
Prof. W. S. Bennett and Otto Gold-
schjiidt. Fcp. 4to. 12s. Qd.

Six Lectures on Harmony. De-
livered at the Royal Institution of Great

Britain. By G. A.Macfarren. 8vo. 10s.6(/.

Lyra Germanica, the Cliristian Year.

Translated by Catherine Winkworth;
with 125 Illustrations on Wood drawn by
J. Lekwiton, F.S.A. Quarto, 21s.

Lyra Germanica. the Christian Life.

Translated by Catherine Winkwortii;
with about 200 Woodcut Illustrations by
J. Leighton, F.S.A. and other Artists.

Quarto, 21s.

The New Testament, illustrated with

Wood Engravings after the Early Masters,

chiefly of the Italian School. Crown 4to.

63s. cloth, gilt top ; or £5 5s. morocco.

The Life of Man Symbolised by
the Jlouths of the Year in their Seasons

and Phases. Text selected by Rich^vrd

Pigot. 25 Illustrations on Wood from

Original Designs by John Leighton,

F.S.A. Quarto, 42s.
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Cats' and Farlie's Moral Em-
blems ; with Aphorisms, Adayes, and Pro-

verbs of all Xations: comprising 121 Illus-

trations on Wood by J. Letohtox, F.S.A.

-with an appropriate Text by R. Tigot.

Imperial 8vo. 31». Gd.

Shakspeare'sMidsummerNight's
Dream, illustrated witli 21 Silhouettes or

Shadow Pictures by P. Konkwica, engraved

on Wood by A. Vogkl. Folio, 31s. Gd.

Shakspeare's Sentiments and
Similes Printed in Black and Gold, and illu-

minated in the Missal st^-le by Henuy Noel
HuJii'iiKKYS. In massive covers, containing

the Medallion and Cypher of Shakspeare.

Square post 8vo. 21s.

Goldsmith's Poetical Works, Il-

lustrated with Wood Engravings, from

Designs by Members of the Etchin'g Club.
Imp. IGnio. 7s. Gd.

Sacred and Legendary Art. By
Mrs. Jameson. With numerous Etchings

and Woodcut Illustrations. G vols, square

crown 8vo. price £5 15s. Gd. cloth, or

£12 12s. bound in morocco by Riviere. To

be had also in cloth only, in Four Seuies,

as follows :

—

Legends of th.e Saints and Martyrs.
Fifth Edition, with 19 Etchings and 187

Woodcuts. 2 vols, square crown 8vo.

31s. Gd.

Legends of the Monastic Orders, Third

Edition, with 11 Etchings and 88 Woodcuts.

1 vol. square crown 8vo. 21s.

Legends of the Madonna. Third Edition,

with 27 Etchings and 1G5 Woodcuts. 1

vol. square crown 8vo. 21s.

The History of Our Lord, as exemplified

in Works of Art. Comi)leted by Lady
Eastlake. Revised Edition, with 13

Etchings and 281 Woodcuts. 2 vols,

square crown 8vo. 128.

The Useful Arts, Manufactures, (S^-c.

Drawing from Nature. By Gkorge
Barnaui), Professor of Drawing at Rugby
School. With 18 Lithographic Plates and
108 Wood Engravings. Imp. 8vo. 25s. or

in Three Farts, royal 8vo. 7s. Gd. each.

Gwilt's Encyclopaedia of Archi-
tecture. Fifth Edition, with Alterations

and considerable Additions, by Wyatt
Papworth. Additionally illustrated with
nearly 400 Wood Engravings by 0. Jewitt,
and upwards of 100 other new Woodcuts.
8vo. 52s. Gd.

Italian Sculptors : being a History of

Sculpture in Nortliern, Southern, and East-

ern Italy. By C. C. Perkins. With 30

Etchings and 13 Wood Engravings. Im-
perial 8vo. 42s.

Tuscan Sculptors, their Lives,
Works, and Times. By the same Author.

"NVith 45 Etchings and 28 Woodcuts from
Original Drawings and Photographs. 2

vols, imperial 8vo. Cos.

Hints on Household Taste in
Furniture, Upholstery, and other Details.

By Charles L. Eastlake, Architect.

Second Edition, with about 90 Illustrations.

Square crown 8vo. 18s.

The Engineer's Handbook ; ex-

plaining the principles which should guide

the young Engineer in the Construction of

Machinerx-. Bj'C. S. Lowndes. PostSvo. 5s.

Lathes and Turning, Simple, Me-
chanical, and Ornamental. By W. Henry
NoKTiicoTT. With about 240 Illustrations

on Steel and Wood. 8vo. 18s.

Principles of Mechanism, designed

for the use of Students in tlie Universities,

and for Engineering Students generally.

By R. WiLLLS, M.A. F.R.S. &c. Jacksonian

Professor of Natural and Experimental

Philosophy in the University of Cambridge.

A new and enlarged Edition. 8vo.

\_Nearly ready.

Handbook of Practical Tele-
graphy, published with the sanction of the

Chairman and Directors of the Electric

and International Telegraph Company, and

adopted bv the Department of Telegraphs

for India.
" By R. S. Culley. Third Edi-

tion. 8vo. 12s. Gd.

Ure's Dictionary of Arts, Manu-
factures, and Mines. Sixth Edition, chiefly

re-written and greatly enlarged by Robert
Hi'XT, F.R.S. assisted by numerous Con-
tributors eminent in Science and the Arts,

and familiar with Manufactures. With
2,000 Woodcuts. 3 vols, medium 8vo.

£4 14s. Gd.

Treatise on Mills and Millwork.
By Sir W. Fairhair?!, F.R.S. With 18
Plates and 322 Woodcuts. 2 vols. 8vo. 32s.

Useful Information for Engineers. By
the same Author. First, Second, and
Third Series, with many Plates and
Woodcuts, 3 vols, crown 8vo. lO.v. Gd. each.

The Application of Cast and Wrought
Iron to Building Purposes. By the same
Author. New Edition, preparing for pub-
lication.
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Iron Ship Building, its History
and Progress, as comprised iu a Scries of

Experimental Kescarclies on the Laws of

Strain ; the Strengths, Forms, and other

conditions of the Material ; and an Inquiry

into the Present and Prospective State of

the tiavy, iucludin;? the Experimental
Itesults on the Kesisting Powers of Armour
Plates and Shot at High Velocities. By Sir

W. FAiRBAtiix, F.R.S. With 4 Plates

and 130 Woodcuts, 8vo. 18s.

Encyclopaedia of Civil Engineer-
ing, Historical, Theoretical, and I'ractical.

By E. Cresy^ C.E. With above 3,000

Woodcuts. 8vo. '12s.

The Ai'tisan Club's Treatise on
the Steam Engine, in its various Applica-

tions to Mines, Mills, Steam Navigation,

Railways, and Agriculture. By J. Bourmc,
<J.E. New Edition ; with Portrait, 37 Plates,

and 54G Woodcuts. 4to. 42s.

A Treatise on the Screw Pro-
peller, Screw Vesseb, and Screw Engines,

as adapted for purposes of Peace and War ;

with notices of other Methods of Propulsion,

Tables of the Dimensions and Performance

of Screw Steamers, and Detailed Specifica-

tions of Ships and Engines. By John
Boi"RNi:,C.E. Third Edition, with 54 Plates

and 287 Woodcuts. Quarto, 63s.

Catechism of the Steam Engine,
in its various Ai>pli(iations to Mines, Mills,

Steam Navigation, Railways, and Agricul-

ture. By John Boi knk, C.E. New Edi-

tion, with 89 Woodcuts. Fcp. 6s.

Kecent Improvements in the
Steam-Engine in its various applications to

Mines, Mills, Steam Navi<ration, Railways,

and Agriculture. By Joiix Boi une, C.E.

being a Sui'pi.kjient to his ' Catechism of

the Steani-Engiue.' New Edition, in-

cluding many New Examples, among

which are several of the most remarkable

ExGiNES exhibited in Paris in 18G7 ; with

124 Woodcut.s. Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

Bourne's Examples of Modern
Steam, Air, and Gas Engines of the most

Approved Types, as employed forPmnping,

for Driving Machinery, for Locomotion,

and for Agriculture, minutely and prac-

tically described. Illustrated by Working

Drawings, an I embodying a Critical Ac-

count of all Projects of Reccntlmprove nent

in Furnaces, Boilers, and Engines. In course

(if publication, to be completed in Twenty-

four Parts, price 2s. 6d. each, forming One

Volume, with about 50 Plates and 400

Woodcuts.

Handbook of the Steam Engine.
By Joiix BouuNi-;, C.K. forming a Key to
the Author's Catechism of the Steam Engine.
With 07 Woodcuts. Fcp. 9s.

A History of the Machine-
Wroiiglit Hosiery and Lace Manufactures.
By Wii.i.iAM Fki.icix, F.L.S. F.S.S. With
3 Steel Plates, 10 Lithographic Plates of

Machinery, and 10 Coloured P.npressions of

Patterns of Lace. Royal 8vo. 21s,

Mitchell's Manual of Practical
Assaying. Tliird Edition, for the most part

re-written, with all the recent Discoveries

incorporated. By W. Ckookes, F.R.S.

^Vith 188 Woodcuts. 8vo. 28s.

Reimann's Handbook of Aniline
and its Derivatives; a Treatise on the

Manufacture of Aniline and Aniline Colours,

Revised and edited by William Crookes,
F.R.S. 8vo. with 5 Woodcuts, 10s. Gel.

Practical Treatise on Metallurgy,
adapted from the last German Edition of

Professor Kerl's Metallurgij by W,
Crooives, F.R.S. &c. and E. Rojirig,
Ph.D. M.E. In Three Volumes, 8vo. with
025 Woodcuts. Vol. J. price 31s. 6rf,

Vol. II. price 3Gs, Vol. III. price 31s. Q,d.

The Art of Perfumery ; the History
and Theory of Odours, and tlie Methods of
I^xtracting the Aromas of Plants. By Dr.

PiES.SE, F.C.S. Third Edition, with 53
Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 10s. Gd.

Chemical, Natural, and Physical Magic,
for -Juveniles during the Holidays. B}- the

same Author. Third I'^dition, enlarged with

38 Woodcuts. Fcp. Gs.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Agri-
culture: comprising the Laying-out, Im-
provement, and Management of Landed
Property, and tlie Cultivation and Economy
of the Productions of Agriculture. AV^ith

1,100 Woodcuts. 8vo. 21s.

Loudon's Encyclopaedia of Gardening :

comprising the Theory and Practice of

Horticulture, Floriculture, Arboriculture,

and Landscape Gardening. With 1,000

Woodcuts. 8vo. 21s.

Bayldon's Art of Valuing Rents
and Tillages, and Claims of Tenants upon

Quitting Farms, both at Michaelmas and

Lady-Da\-. Eighth Edition, revised by

J. C. INIoRTOx, 8vo. 10s. Gd.
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Reliyious and

An Exposition of the 39 Articles,

Historical and Doctrinal. 15y E. Haiioli)

Browne, D.D. Lord Bishop of Ely. Eighth

Edition. 8vo. 16s.

Examination-Questions on Bishop
Browne's Exposition of the Articles. By
the Rev. J. Gokle, M.A. Fop. 3s. Q>d.

Archbishop Leighton's Sermons
and Charges. With Additions and Correc-

tions from MSS. and with Historical and

other Illustrative Notes by Williaji West,
Incumbent of S. Columba's, Nairn. 8vo.

price 15s.

Bishop Cotton's Instructions in
the Princi])]es and Practice of Christianity,

intended chiefly as an Introduction to Con-

firmation. Sixth Edition. 18mo. 2s. 6cZ.

The Acts of the Apostles ; with a

Commentary, and Practical and Devotional

Suggestions for Readers and Students of tlie

English Bible. By the Rev. F. C. Cook,

M.A. Canon of Exeter, &c. New Edition,

8vo. 12s. Gr7.

The Life and Epistles of St.
Paul. By the Rev. W. J. Coxybe.uu;,

M.A. and the Very Rev. J. S. Howsox,
D.D. Dean of Chester :—

Library Editiox, with all the Original

Illustrations, Maps, Landscapes on Steel,

AVoodcuts, &c. 2 vols. 4to. 48s.

Intermicdiate Editiox, with a Selection

of Maps, Plates, and Woodcuts. 2 vols,

square cro'wn 8vo. 31s. Qd.

People's Editiox, revised and con-

densed, with 4G Illustrations and Maps. 2

vols, crown 8vo. 12s.

The Voyage and Shipwreck of
St. Paul ; with Dissertations on the Ships

and Navigation of the Ancients. Bj' Jajies

Smith, F.R.S. Crown 8vo. Charts, 10s. 6rf.

Evidence of the Truth of the
Christian Religion derived from the Literal

Fultilment of Prophecy. By Alexander
Keith, D.D. 37th Edition, with numerous
Plates, in square 8vo. 12s. 6f/. ; also the

39th Edition, in post 8vo. Avith 5 Plates, 6s.

The History and Destiny of the World
and of the Church, according to Scriptnre.

By the same Author. Square 8vo. Avith 40
Illustrations, 10s.

Moral Worls.

Ewald's Histoi'y of Israel to the
Death of Moses. Translated from the Ger-

man. Edited, with a Preface and an Ap-

pendix, by RrssELE MARTiNEAr, M.A.
Professor of Hebrew in Manchester New-

College, London. Second Edition, continued

to the Commencement of the Monarchy. 2

vols. 8vo. 24s.

Five Years in a Protestant Sis-
terhood and Ten Years in a Catholic Con-

vent ; an Autobiography. Post 8vo. 7s. 6c?.

The Life of Margaret Mary
Hallahan, better known in the reli-

gious world by the name of Mother Mar-
garet. By her Relioiou.s Childrex.
With a Prefiice by the Bishop of Birming-

ham. 8vo. with Portrait, 10s.

The See of Rome in the Middle
Ages. By the Rev. Oswald J. Reiciiel,

B.C.L. and M.A. Yice-Principal of Cuddes-

doa College. 8vo, \_NearIy ready.

The Evidence for the Papacy
as derived from the Holy Scriptures and
from Primitive Antiquity ; with an Intro-

ductorj' Epistle. By the Hon. Colin
Lindsay. 8vo. \^Nearli/ ready.

A Critical and Grammatical Com-
mentary on St. Paul's Epistles. By C. J.

Ellicott, D.D, Lord Bishop of Gloucester
and Bristol. 8vo.

Qalatians, Fourth Edition, 8s. 6d.

Ephesians, Fourth Edition, Ss.Gd.

Pastoral Epistles, Fourth Edition, 10s. 6d.

Philippians, Colossians, and Philemon,
Third Edition, 10s. Gd.

Thessalonians, Third Edition. 7s. 6d.

Historical Lectures on the Life of
Our Lord Jesus Christ : being the Hulsean
Lectures for 1859. By C. J. Ellicott, D.D.
Lord Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol.

Fifth Edition. 8vo. 12s.

The Destiny of the Creature ; and other
Sermons preached before the University of
Cambridge. By the same. Post 8vo. 5s.

An Introduction to the Study of
the New Testament, Critical, Exegetical,
and Theological. By the Rev. S. Davidson,
D.D. LL.D. 2 vols. 8vo. 30s.

TheGreekTestament; with Notes,
Grammatical and Exegetical. By the Rev.
W. Webster, M.A. and the Rev. W. F.
Wilkinson, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo. £2 4s.

Vol. I. the Gospels and Acts, 20s.
Vol. II. the Epistles and Apocalypse, 24s.
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Rev. T. H. Home's Introduction
to the Critical Study anil Knowledge of the

Holy Scriptures. Twelfth Edition, as last

^e^^sed throughout. With 4 Maps and 22

Woodcuts and Facsimiles. 4 vols. 8vo. 42s.

Rev. T. H. Home's Compendious In-
troduction to the Studj' of the Bible, being

an Analysis of the larger work by the same
Author. Ee-cdited by the Rev. John Ayre,
M.A. With Maps, &c. Tost 8vo. 6s.

The Treasury of Bible Know-
ledge

;
being a Dictionary of the Books,

Persons, Places, Events, and other jNIattors

of which mention is made in Holy Scrip-

ture ; Intended to establish its Authority

and illustrate its Contents. By Rev. J.

Ayue, M.A. With IMaps, 15 Plates, and
numerous Woodcuts. Fcp. 10s. Gd.

Every-day Scriptxire Difficulties
explained and illustrateil. By J. E. Pkes-
COTT, M.A. Vol. I. Matthew and Hark

;

Vol. 11. Luke and John. 2 vols. 8vo. price

9s. each.

The Pentateucti and Book of
Joshua Critically Examined. By the Eight

Rev. J. W. CoLEKSO, D.D. Lord Bishop of

Xatal. Crown Svo. price Gs.

The Church and the World; Three

Series of Essays on Questions of the Day,

by various Writers. Edited by the Rev.

Okby Shipley, M.A. 3 vols. Svo. 15s. each.

The Formation of Christendom.
By T. W. Allies. Pai-.ts I. and II. 8vo.

price 12s. each.

Christendom's Divisions ; a Philo-

sophical Sketch of tlie Divisions of the

Christian Family in East and West. By
Edmund S. Ffoulkes, formerly Fellow and

Tutor of Jesus Coll. Oxford. Post Svo. 7s. 6d.

Christendom's Divisions, Part II.

Greeks and Latins, being a History of their

Dissensions and Overtures for Peace down

to the Reformation. By the same Author.

Post Svo. 15s.

The Hidden Wisdom of Christ
and the Key of Knowledge

;
or. History of

the Apocrypha. By Erxest De Bunsen.

2 vols. Svo. 28s.

The Keys of St. Peter ; or, the House of

Ecchab, connected with the History of

SjTnbolism and Idolatry. By the same

Author. Svo. 14s.

The Power of the Soul over the
Body. By Geo. Mooiu:, M.D. M.R.C.P.L.

&c. Sixth Edition. Cro^Ti Svo. 8s. Gd.

The Types of Genesis briefly con-
sidered as Revealing the Development of
Human Nature. By Anduew Jlkes.
Second Edition. Crown Svo. 7s. Gd.

The Second Death and the Kestitution
of All Things, with some Preliminary Re-
marks on the Nature and Inspiration of

Holy Scripture. By the same Author.
Second Edition. Crown Svo. 3s. Gd.

Essays and Reviews. By the Rev.
\Y. TiCMi-LK, D.D. the Rev. E. Wilhahis,
B.D. the Eev. B. Powell, M.A. the Eev.
II. B. WiLsox, B.D. C. W. GooDWLV, M.A.
the Eev. M. Pattisox, B.D. and the Rev.
B. JowETT, M.A. 12th Edition. Fcp. 5s.

Religious Republics ; Six Essays on
Congregationalism. By W. M. Fawcett,

! T.M. Herbert, M.A. E. G. Herbert, LL.B.
T. H. Pattison, p. H. Pye-Smith, M.D.
B.A. and J. Anstie, B.A. Svo. price 8s. Gd.

j

Passing Thoughts on Religion.
I By the Author of 'Amy Herbert.' New

I

Edition. Fcp. 5s.

Self-examination before Confirmation.
I By the same Author. 32mo. Is. Gd.

Headings for a Month Preparatory to
Confirmation from Writers of the Early and
English Church. By the same. Fcp. 4s.

Readings for Every Day in Lent, com-
piled from the Writings of Bishop Jkuejiy
Taylor. By the same. Fcp. 5s.

Preparation for the Holy Communion;
the Devotions cliiefly from the works of

Jeremy Taylor. By the same. 32nio. 3s.

Thoughts for the Holy Week,
for Young Persons. By the same Author.

New Edition. Fcp. Svo. 2s.

Principles of Education drawn
from Nature and Eevelation, and Applied

to Female Education in the Upper Classes.

By the same Author. 2 vols. fcp. 12s. Gd.

Bishop Jeremy Taylor's Entire
Works: with Life by Bishop Heber.
Revised and corrected by the Rev. C. P.

Edex. 10 vols. £5 5s.

England and Christendom. Ey
AucujiisHoi- Manning, D.D. I'ost Svo.

price 10s. Gd.

The Wife's Manual ; or, Prayers,

Thoughts, and Songs on Several Occasions

of a Matron's Life.' By the Rev. W. Cal-
vert, M.A. Crown Svo. 10s. Gd.

Singers and Songs of the Church

:

being Biogra])hical Sketches of the Hymn-
Writers in all the principal Collections;

with Notes on their Psalms and ITjnnns.

By JosiAH Miller, M.A. Second Edition,

enlarged. Post Svo. 10s. Gd.
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* Spiritual Songs ' for the Sundays
nnd Holidays tlirougliout tliu Year. 15y

J. S. B. MoNSKLi-, LL.D. Vicar of Eghani
and Rural Dean. Fourth Edition, Sixth

Thousand. Fcp. price 4s. Gd.

The Beatitudes : Abasement before God

:

Sorrow for Sin ; Meekness of Spirit ; Desire

for Holiness; Gentleness
;
Purity' of Heart

;

the Peace-makers
;

Sufferings for Christ.

JBy the same Author. Third Edition, re-

vised. Fcp. 3s. Qd.

His Presence not his Memory, IBS.").

By the same Author, in memory of his Sox.
Sixth Edition. IGmo. Is.

Lyra Germanica ; Two Selections of

Household Hymns, translated from the

German by Miss Catherine Winkwortii.
First Series, the Cfirisiif^n Year, Hymns
for the Sundays and Chief Festivals of the

Church ; Second Series, the C/iristian

Life. Fcp. 8vo. price 3s. Gd. each Series.

Lyra Eucharistica ;
Hymns and

Verses on the Holy Communion, Ancient

and Modern : witli other Poems. Edited by
the Rev. Orby SnirLEV, M.A. Second

Edition. Fcp. os.

Shipley's Lyra Messianica. Fcp. 5s.

Shipley's Lyra Mystica. Fcp. 'js.

Endeavours after th.e Christian
Life: Discourses. By Ja.mi:s MAirriNEAU.

Fourth and Cheaper Edition, carefully re-

vised ; the Two Series complete in One
Volume. Post 8vo. 7s. Gd.

Invocation of Saints and Angels ;

for the use of Members of the English Churcli.

Edited by the Rev. Orby SmrLEY', M.A.
2-lmo. OS. Gd.

Introductory Lessons on tho
History of Religious Worship

;
being a

Sequel to the same Author's ' Lessons on

Christian Evidences.' Bj- R i c n a h n
WiiATEi.Y'. D.D. New Edition. 18mo. 2s. Gd

Travels^ Vc

England to Delhi; a Narrative of

Indian Travel. By John Matiieson,
Glasgow. Imperial 8vo. with very nume-
rous Illustrations.

Letters from Australia. By John
Mautineau. Post 8vo. price 7s. Gd.

Travels in the Central Caucasus
and Bashan, including Visits to Ararat and

\

Tabrecz and Ascents of Kazbek and Elbruz.

By Douglas W. Fresiifiei.d. With 3
j

Maps, 2 Panoramas of Summits, 4 full-page

Wood Engravings, and IG Woodcuts.
Square crown 8vo. 18s.

Cadore or Titian's Country. Ey
JosiAii GiEitEKT, one of the Authors of the i

'Dolomite Jlountains.' With Map. Fac- i

simile, and 40 Illustrations. Inip.8vo.3]s.(i(/.

The Dolomite Mountains. Excnr-
!

sions through Tyrol, Carintliia, Carniula, 1

and Friuli. By J. Gilbert and G. C.
'

CiiUKciiiEL, F.R.G.S. With numerous
Illustrations. Square crown 8vo, 21s.

Pilgrimages in the Pyrenees and
Landes : 'J'heir Sanctuaries and Shrines.

By Denys Siiyne Lawi.or. Post 8vo.

Pictures in Tyrol and Elsewhere.
From a Family Skctch-Book. By the

I

Author of 'A Voyage en Zigzag,' &c.
Second Edition. 4to. Avith many IlUistra-

tionSj 21)!.

yages, ^t.

How we Spent the Summer; or,

a Voj-^age en Zigzag in Switzerland and
Tj'rol -with some Members of the Alpink
Club. Third Edition, re-drawn. In oblong
4to. with about 300 Illustrations, 15s.

Beaten Tracks ; or, Pen and Pencil

Sketches in Italy. By the Authoress of
' A Voyage en Zigzag.' With 42 Plates,

containing about 200 Sketches from Draw-
ings made on the Spot. 8vo. IGs.

The Alpine Club Map ofthe Chain
of Mont Blanc, from an actual Survey iti

ISfiS— 1864. By A. Adams - Reili.v,
F.R.G.S. M.A.C. In Chromolithography on
extra stout drawing paper 28in. x i7in.
price 10s. or mounted on canvas in a folding
case, 12s. Gd.

Pioneering in the Pampas; cr,

the First Four Years of a Settler's Expe-
rience in the La Plata Camps. By R. A.
Seyjiour. Second Edition. Post 8vo. with
Map, Gs.

The Paraguayan War: -with

Sketches of the History of Paraguaj", and
of the Manners and Customs of the People;
and Notes on the Military Engineering of
the War. By George Tiiomi'son, C.E.
With 8 Maps and Plans and a Portrait of
Lopez. Post 8vo. 125. 6(/.

Notes on Burgundy. By Chablv.s
Rk iiaki) Weld. Edited by his Widow ;

with Portrait and Memoir. Post 8vo".
price 8s. G(/.
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History of Discovery in our
Australasian Colonies, Australia, Tasmania,
and New Zealand, from the Earliest Date to

the Present Day. By William Howitt.
With 3 Maps of the Recent Explorations

from Official Sources. 2 vols. 8vo. 20*-.

The Capital of the Tycoon ; a

Narrative of a 3 Years' Residence in Japan.

By Sir Rutiieukoud Alcock, K.C.B.

2 vols. 8vo. with numerous Illustrations, 42s.

Guide to the Pyrenees, for the use

of IMountaineers. By Cuaulks Packe.
Second Edition, with Maps, &c. and Appen-
dix. Crown 8vo. 7^. Gii.

The Alpine Guide. By Joiix Ball,

M.R.I.A. late President of tlie Alpine Club.

Post Svo. with Maps and other Illustrations.

Guide to the Eastern Alps, ] rice lOi.Ci/.

Guide to the Western Alps, including

Mont Blanc, Monte Rosa, Zermatt, &c.

price 6s. 6(/.

Guide to the Central Alps, including

all the Oberland District, price 7s. Gd.

Introduction on Alpine Travelling in
general, and on the Geolo.siy of the Alps,

price Is. Either of tlie Three Volumes or

Parts of the Alpine GwJt/e may be had with

this Intkoductiox prefixed, price Is. extra.

Roma Sotterranea; or, an Account

of the Roman Catacombs, especially of the

Cemetery of San Callisto. Compiled from

the "W'orks ofCommcndatore G. B. Dk Rossi,

by the Rev. J. S. XoitTiicoxE, D.D. and the

Rev. W. B. Browxlow. With Plans and

numerous other Illustrations. Svo. 31s. GJ.

Memorials of London and Lon-
don Lite in the loth, 14th, and l.jtli Cen-

turies; being a Series of Extracts, Local,

Social, and Political, from the Archives

of the City of London, a.d. 1270-1419.

Selected, translated, and edited by H. T.

RiLEV, M.A. Royal Svo. 21».

Commentaries on the History,
Constitution, and Chartered Franchises of

the City of London. By Geouge Nouton,
formerly one of the Common Pleaders of the

City of London. Third Edition. Svo. 14s.

Ciu'iosities of London ;
cxliibiting

the most Rare and Remarkable Objects o

Interest in the Metropolis ; Avith nearly

Sixty Years' Personal Recollectiuns. By
Joiix TniBs, F.S.A. New Edition, cor-

rected and enlarged. Svo. Portrait, 2l8.

The Northern Heights of Lon-
don

; or. Historical Associations of Hamp-
stead, Ilighgate, Muswell Ilill, Ilornsey,

and Islington. By William IIovvitt.

With about 40 Woodcuts. Square crown
Svo. 21.S.

The Rural Life of England.
By the same Author. With Woodcuts by
Bewick and Williams. Medium, Svo. 12s. Gd.

Visits to Remarkable Places:
Old Halls, Battle-Fields, and Scenes illus-

trative of striking Passages in English

History and Poetry. By the same Author.

2 vols, square crown Svo. with Wood En-
gravings, 25s.

Narrative of the Euphrates Ex-
pedition carried on by Order of the British

Government during the j^ears 1835, 1S36,

and 1837. By General F. R. Ciiesnev,

F.R.S. With 2 Maps, 45 Plates, and 1(J

Woodcuts. Svo. 24s.

The German Working Man ;
being

an Accomit of the Daily Life, Amusements,

and Unions for Culture and Material Pro-

cress of the Artisans of North and South

(ierra."»ny and Switzerland. By James
Samuelsox. Crown Svo. with Frontis-

pii'ce, i5s. Gd.

Works of Fiction.

Vikram and the Vampire; or.

Tales of Hindu Devilry. Adajjted by

RiciiMU) F. BuKTON, F.R.G.S. &c. With

Illustrations by Ernest Grisct. Crown

Svo. 9s.

Mabeldean, or Christianity Re-
versed ;

being llie History of a Noble

Family : a Social, Political, and Theological

Novel. By Owen Goweh, of Gaybrook.

3 vols, post Svo. 31s. Gd.

Through the Night; a Tale of the

Times. To which is added ONWARD, or

a SUMMER SKETCH. By WALTi:n

Sweetmax, B.A. 2 vols, post Svo. Sis.

Stories and Tales by the Author
of ' Amy Herbert,' uniform Edition, each

Tale or Story a single volume :

—

Katharine Asirrox,
3s. Gd.

MAiioAnET Pehci-

A.-MY IlEiiiiEnT, 2s. Gd.

Gehtrude, 2s. Gd.

Earl's Daughter,
2s. Gd.

Experience of Liee,

2s. Gd.

Cleve Hall, 3s. Gd.

Ivors, 3s. Gd.

A Glimpse of the World. Fcp. 7s. Gd.

Journal of a Home Life. Post Svo. 9s. C<f,

After Life ; a Sequel to the Monrnal of a Home
LitV.' Po.<t Svo. lOs. Gd.

0

Laneton Parson-
age, 4s. Gd.

Ursula, 4s. Gd.
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The Warden ; a Novel. By Anthokt
TuoLLori:. Crown 8vo. Is. Gd.

Baxchester Towers ; a Sequel to 'The

Warden.' Crown 8vo. 2s.

Uncle Peter's Fairy Tale for the
XlXth Century, l^litecl by Elizabicth

M. SicwiiLL, Author of ' Amy Herbert,' &c.

Fop. 8vo. 7s. Gd.

Becker's Gallus ; or, Roman Scenes of

the Time of Augustus. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Becker's Charicles : Illustrative of

Private Life of the Ancient Greeks. Post

8vo. 7s. 6d.

Tales ofAncient Greece. By Georgk
W. Cox, M.A. late Scholar of Trm. CoU.

Oxford. Being a collective Edition of the

Author's Classical Series and Tales, com-

plete in One Volume. Crown 8vo. 6s. Gd.

A Manual of Mythology, in the

form of Question and Answer. By the Rev.

George W. Cox, M.A. late Scholar of

Trinity College, Oxford, Fcp. 3s.

Cabinet Edition of Novels and
Talcs by J. G. Whyxe Melville :

—

The Gladiators, 5s. Holmby House, 5*.

DiGBY Grand, 5s. Good for Nothing, 6s.

Kate Coventry, 5s. Queen's Maries, 6,?.

General Bounce, 5s. The Interpreter, 5s.

Doctor Harold's Note-Book. By
Mrs. Gascoignk, Author of 'The Next

Door Neighbour.' Fcp. 8vo. Gs.

Our Children's Story. By One of

then- Gossips. By the Author of ' Voyage

en Zigzag,' ' Pictures in Tyrol,' <Src. Small

4to. with Sixty Illustrations by the Author,

price 10s. Gd.

Poetry and

Thomas Moore's Poetical Works,
the only Editions containing the Author's

last Copyright Additions :

—

Shamrock Edition, price 3s. Gd.

Ruby Edition, with Portrait, 6s.

Cabinet Edition, 10 vols. fcp. 8vo. 35s.

People's Edition, Portrait, &c. 10s. Gd.

Library Edition, Portrait & Vignette, lis.

Moore's Lalla Rookh, Tenniel's Edi-

tion, with G8 Wood Engra%'ings from

Original Drawings and other Illustrations.

Fcp. 4to. 21s.

Moore's Irish Melodies, Maclise's

Edition, witli IGl Steel Plates from Original

Drawings. Super-royal 8vo. 31s. Gd.

Miniature Edition of Moore'3 Irish
Melodies, with Maclise's Illustrations (as

above), reduced in Lithography. Imp.

IGmo. 10s. M.

Southey's Poetical "Works, -with

the Author's last Corrections and copyright

Additions. Library Edition. Medium 8vo.

with Portrait and Vignette, 14s.

Lays of Ancient Home ; with Ivnj

and the Armada, ^^y the Right Hon. Lord
Macaulay. 16mo. 4s. Gd.

Lord Macaulay's Lays of Ancient
Rome. Witli 90 Illustrations on Wood,
Original and from the Antique, from

Drawings by G. Scharf. Fcp. 4to. 21s.

Miniature Edition of Lord Macaulay's
Lays of Ancient Rome, with Scharfs

Illustrations (as above) reduced in Litho-

graphy. Imp. IGmo. 10s. Gd.

The Drama.

Goldsmith's PoeticalWorks, Illus-

trated with Wood Engravings from Designs

by Members of the Etching Club. Imp.

IGmo. 7s. Gd.

Poems. By Jean Ingelow. Fifteenth

Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.

Poems by Jean Ingelow. A New
Edition, with nearly 100 Illustrations by
Eminent Artists, engraved on Wood by the

Brothers Dalziel. Fcp. 4to. 21s.

Mopsa the Fairy. By Jean Ingelow.
With Eight Illustrations engraved on Wood.
Fcp. 8vo. 6s.

A Story of Doom, and other Poems.
By Je.vn Ingelow. Third Edition. Fcp.
5s.

Poetical Works of Letitia Eliza-
beth Landon (L.E.L.) 2 vols. IGmo. 10s.

Bowdler's Family Shakspeare,
cheaper Genuine Edition, complete in 1 vol.

large type, with 36 Woodcut Illustrations,

price 14s. or in G pocket vols. 3s. Gd. each.

Arujadines Cami. Collegit atque edidit

H. Druuy, M.A. Editio Sexta, curavit H.
J. Hodgson, M.A. Crown 8vo. price 7s. Gd.

Horatii Opera, Pocket Edition, with
carefully corrected Text, IMarginal Refer-
ences, and Introduction. Edited by the Rev.
J. E. YoNGE, M.A. Square 18mo. 4s. Gd.

Horatii Opera, Library Editiou, with
Copious English Notes, Marginal References
and Various Readings. Edited by the Rev.
J. E. YoNGE, M.A. 8vo. 21s.
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The iEneid ofVirgil Translated into

English Verse. By John Conixgton, M.A.
Corpus Professor of Latin in the University
of Oxford, Crown 8vo. Os.

The Iliad of Homer in English
Hexameter Verse. By J. Henry Dakt,
M.A. of Exeter College, Oxford. Square
crown 8vo. 21s.

The lUad of Homer Translated
into Blank Verse. By Icuabod Chaules
Wright, M.A. 2 vols, crown 8vo. 21s.

Dante's Divine Comedy, translated

in English Terza liima by John Dayman,
M.A. With the Italian Text. 8vo. 2is.

Hunting Songs and Miscellane-
ous Verses. By K. E. Egeuton Warbur-
xoN. Second Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.

Bural Sports, <^x.

Encyclopsedia of Rural Sports
;

a Complete Accomit, Historical, Practical,

and Descriptive, of Elunting, Shooting,

Fishing, Racing, &c. By D. P. Blalne.
With above 600 Woodcuts (20 from Designs

by John Leech). 8vo. -12*.

Col. Hawker's Instructions to
Young Sportsmen in all that rulates to Gims
and Shooting. Revised by the Author's Son.

Square crown 8vo. with Illustrations, 18s.

The Dead Shot, or Sportsman's Com-
plete Guide ; a Treatise on the Use of the

Gun, Dog-breaking, Pigeon-shooting, &c.

By Marksilvn. Fcp. with Plates, 5s.

A Book on Angling: being a Com-
plete Treatise on the Art of Angling in

every branch, including full Illustrated

Lists ofSalmon Flies. B3' Francis Francis.

Second Edition, with Portrait and 15 other

Plates, plain and coloured. Post 8vo. 15s.

Wilcocks's Sea-Fisherman: com-

prising the Chief Methods of Hook and Line

Fishing in the British and other Seas, a

glance at Nets, and remarks on Boats and

Boating. Second Edition, enlarged, with

80 Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 12s. 6rf.

The Fly - Fisher's Entomology.
By Alfred Ronalds. With coloured

Representations of the Natural and Artifi-

cial Insect. Sixth Edition, with 20 coloured

Plates. 8vo. 14s.

Blaine's Veterinary Art : a Treatise

on the Anatomy, Physiology, and Curative

Treatment of the Diseases of the Horse,

Neat Cattle, and Sheep. Seventh Edition,

revised and enlarged by C. Steel. 8vo.

with Plates and Woodcuts, 18s.

Horses and Stables. By Colonel

F. FiTzwYGRAM, XV. the King's Hussars.

Pp. 624 ; with 24 Plates of Illustrations,

containing very numerous Figures en-

graved on Wood. 8vo. 15s.

Youatt on the Horse. Eevised and
enlarged by W. Watson, M.R.C.V.S. 8vo.

with numerous Woodcuts, 12s. Qd.

Youatt on tlie Dog. (By the same Author.)
8vo. with numerous Woodcuts, 6s.

The Horse's Foot,andhowto keep
it Sound. By W. Miles, Esq. Ninth Edi-

tion, with lUiistrations. Imp. 8vo. 12s. M.

A Plain Treatise on Horse-shoeing. By
the same Author. Sixth Edition, post 8vo.

with Illustrations, 2s. GfZ.

Stables and Stable Fittiags. By the same.
Imp. 8vo. with 13 Plates, 15s.

Remarks on Horses' Teeth., addressed to
Purchasers. By the same. Post 8vo. Is. Qd.

Robbins's Cavalry Catechism ; or,

Instructions on Cavalry Exercise and Field

Movements, Brigade Movements, Out-post

Duty, Cavalry supporting Artillery, Artil-

lery attached to Cavalry. 12mo. 5s.

The Dog in Health and Disease.
By Stonehenge. With 70 Wood En-
gravings. New Edition. Square crown
8vo. 10s. 6(7.

The Greyhound. By the same Author.
Revised Edition, with 24 Portraits of Grey-

hounds. Square crown 8vo. 10s. 6rf.

The Ox, his Diseases and their Treat-

ment ; with an Essay on Parturition in the

Cow. By J. R. DoBsoN, M.R.C.V.S. Crown
8vo. with Illustrations, 7s. M.

Commerce, Navigation,

The Theory and Practice of
Banking. By Henry Dunnlng Macleod,

M.A. BaiTister-at-Law. Second Edition,

entirely remodelled. 2 vols. 8vo. 30?.

and Mercantile A ffairs.

The Elements of Banking. By
Henry Di nning jMacleod, M.A. of Tri-

nity College, Cambridge, and of the Inner

Temple, Barrister-at-Law. Post 8vo.

[A^early ready.
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The^aw of Nations Considered
-as Independent Political Communities. I5y

Sir Travers Twiss, D.C.L. 2 vols. 8vo.

30s. or separately, Paiit I Peace, lis.

Part II. War, 18s.

Practical Guide for British Ship-
masters to United States Ports. By Pier-

.BEPONT Edwaijds. Post Ss'O. Ss. 6rf.

M'Culloch's Dictionary* Prac-
tical, Theoretical, and Historical, of Com-
merce and Commercial NaAngation. New
Edition, revised throughout and corrected

to the Present Time ; with a Biographical

Notice of the Author. Edited bj' H. G.

Reid, Secretary to Mr. M'CuUoch for many
years. 8vo. price C3s. cloth.

Works of Utility and

{Modern Cookery for Private
L'amilies, reduced to a System of Easy

Practice in a Series of carefully-tested Re-

ceipts. By Eliza Actox. Newly revised

iiud enlarged; with 8 Plates, Figures, and

150 Woodcuts. Fcp. Ga-.

On Food, its Varieties, Cheniical Com-

position, Nutritive Value, Comparative Di-

gestibility, Physiological Functions and

,Uses, Preparation, Culinary Treatment,

Preservation, Adulteration, &c. Being the

^Substance of Four Cantor Lectures deli-

vered before the Society for the Encourage-

ment of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce.

JJy II. Letiieby, M.B. M.A. Ph.D. &c.

'CroTO 8vo.

,A Practical Treatise on Brewing

;

with Formulre for Public Brewers, and In-

structions for Private Families. By W.
Black, Fifth Edition. 8vo. 10s. GcZ.

Chess Openings . By F. W. Longman,

Calliol College, Oxford. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. M.

Whist, What to Lead. By Cam.

_Third Edition. 32mo. l.s-.

The Cabinet Lawyer ; a Popular

Digest of the Laws of England, Civil,

Criminal, and Constitutional. 25th Edition
;

with Supplements of the Acts of the Par-

liamentary Sessions of 1867, 1868, and 1869.

Fcp. 10s. Gc7.

The Philosophy of Health ; or, an

Exposition of the Physiological and Sanitary

Conditions conducive to Human Longevity

,and Happiness. By Soutiiwood Smith,

.M.D. Eleventh Edition, revised and en-

larged; with 113 Woodcuts. 8vo. 7s. Q>d.

A Handbook for Readers at the
British Museum. By Thomas Nichols.

Post 8vo. Gs.

Maunder's Treasury of Know-
ledge and Library of Reference : comprising

.nn English Dictionary and Grammar, Uni-

versal Gazetteer, Classical Dictionary,
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